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INTRODUCTION

Labor injunctions are court orders which restrain labor organi-
zations and their leaders from doing or continuing some act, the
right to which is in diApute. Injunctions may be issued to restrict
picketini; to enjoin a strike and to direct employees to return to
work. Such orders often are issued without benefit of an,evidentiary
hearing. Yet failure to comply with an injunction, no matter- how

' unfair it may seem, can subject offenders to contempt of court
penalties, including fines and jail sentences.

The injunction is an extraordi ary manifestati9p of govern -
mental power. A single judge, acti g alone, exercises broad dis-
cretionary powers which can be used on short notice to compel or
prohibit actions which may have great significance for the affected
parties. Injunctions fall within the equity jurisdiction of the
courts;, well-established principles lorm the parameters within
which the judge exercises his discretion, One such principle is
the "irreparable harm" standard. According to that standard, courts
should not issue ihjunctive relief unless a plaintiff-clearly,
shows that an injunction is necessary in order to-prevtnt irreparable
harm to some legally protected interest. Thus, if 4n injunction
is to be sought, a plaintiff must, persuade a court'that irreparable
harm is present or imminent; the 'judgek must then determine whether
the showilig is sufficiently compelling to warrant issuance of an order
fehjoinine6he defendants' actions.

6

Recently, labor 'injunctions have came into widespread use in
response to the growth of teacher militancy. The roots of
militance have been traced elsewhere (Corwin, 1965;' McDonnell and ,

Pascal, 1979; Rosenthal, 1969; Lieberman, 1956; Myers, 1974'; Cole;
1968): Our inquiry focuses'on one manifestation of that militance:
_strikes. Until the early 1960s, teacher strikes were rare-phenomena.
Then, in 1962, in a widbly publicized Porten ; of Things to come,
New York.City teachers walked out on strike. Their strike was
enjoined immediately. But the roots of militance were not stilled
'by the abrupt en4ing of the New York City strike. In the mid-1960s,
the incidence glifstrikes increased sharply; a decade later teacher
strikes were occurring at a rate that eiipeeded ona'hundred per year
(,Weintraub and Thortton,%1976:194).- A majority of the early strikes
were one-day walkouts wArch'produced prompt settlements even before
the courts could be mobilized. But among the'strikes which lasted
two or mort days, neatly three-fourths were accompanied by board
efforts (almost always successful) to obtain injunctive relief
(Clevinge, 1980). ( 4b.,

ti

Predictions that'tsacher militance would fade in the face of a
growing teacher surplus, taxpayer resistance, and an'I'Verall less-

- ening of social tension have thus far proven unfounded. Isiues of
job security, wages and beSefits, and control over working conditions
have continued to be the Iouus of teacher militance, In 1912-79,
the year in which this study was conducted, there were 158 teacher
strikes. In theVirst six weeks of the 1979-80 school:year, there

4 1
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were nearly 150 teacher strikes.' Predictions for the 1980sindicate
a continued high lewd of strike activity.by teachers. The use of,

injuncpions to control teacher strikes has become a matter of ton- ' 1

timing significance to teachers, school, administrative personnel,
school boards, courts and legi latures.

1- The study reported here f cuseS upon the courts' Use of the . e. I

irreparable harm standard when schools seek to enjoin teacher'strikes. *

is the standard applied? Why or why not? If it is applied, what
evidence of harm is adduced? How do the courts distingu4sh harm
and inconvenience, on the one hand, from irreparable harm, on the
other? How do plaintiffs demonstrate to the'courts that irreparable
harm is present or imminent, particularly if schools are being
operdted and parents are being advised to send their children?
How do teacher defendants argue that strikes do not create irreparable
.harm, where such argument seems to run directly counter to teachers'
claims about»the importance of schooling.andteaching? How do
trial court judges respond to the intricacies of social science'
evi4ence about the effects ,of schooling in general and the effects
9f the absence of such schooling during a strike? How do ludgeS
respond to pressures exerted by teachers, by the bOard,ancr, by

community spokespersons? How do they interpret the often-ambiguous
guidance set forth in statutes and case law? Such question,$ are

at the heart of the inquiry whose results are renorted hgre.

'At'the outset, it may 'be useful to identifysome'areas which
this research report does not address. qt does not concern itself
with the pros and cons of collective relationships between public
employers and employees,.between school'boards and teachers. It

.does not analyze the complex and,emotion-laden issue concerning
the right of teachers to engage'in strikes. It does not explore

the causes or effects of strikes. Even the efficacy of injunctions
is not of direct concern. This study focuses'On theviews
and assessments of the parties to the injunctive process itself--
the boards, the teachers and the courts. Our own views are held
in abeyafice insofar as possible.

Our curiosity about court treatment of the irreparable harm
standard initially was prompted by queries whose roots were practical,
pedagogical, and paradigmatic. The practical problems surrounding
the use of the irreparable harm standard are apparent to legislators,
judges, plaintiffs and defendants. Across the nation, legislators
are under intense pressures from both public employers (who urge 0'

upon the legislature all manner of strike remedies, including`
injunctions) and from public employees (who seek the right to strike
without judicial interference). Public opinion provides no sure
guide; most polls reveal a remarkably even split between those who
favor and those who oppose teachers' right to strike hi Delta
Kappa, 1978:238). As we will see; some legislators have responded
by directing thecourts to use the irreparable harm standard, i.e.,
to refrain from enjoining Strikes unless there is a genuine threat

ormbarm. Other legisla,tures tiave directed the courts to ignore

the standard, thus making injanctive relief. more readily Available



to edployers. In most stateA, the statutes are silent. But the
courts cannot, wait for legislative guidance. They must deal with
petitions for infunctiv4 relief whether or not there'are statutory
standards. Thus the courts need to determine whether to use the
irreparable harm standard and, if so, what constitutes irreparable
harm. Plaintiffs and defendants must base their litigation strategies,
to some extent at least, on assessments of whether the irreparable
harm standardwill' be a factor inthe court's response to a petition
for injunctive relief. One objective of this study, then, is to
describe and analyze current experience for we believe that reports
of that experience can inform and elide those individuals who will
consider and be involved in the injunctive process in future strikes.

The pedagogical implications of judicial treatment,of the ir)repa-

rable harm standard are also intriguing. Reseaich on effects of ,

schooling in the 1960s and 1970s was discouraging; scholars found
few instances where those effects, if any, were.dscerrainable. This

might mean that there were no effects or that the techniques for
measuring such effects were not adequate. The question of effects,

of schooling arises in the injunctive process. One of the most
obvious arguments available to boards in supporting their case for
an'injunction is that the lack of instruction during a strike is
detrimental and harmful to children. In court, they would be expected
to substantiate their case with evidence that schooling has positive
effects for children and its absence has negative effeCts. We antici-
pated that a full array of social science evidence about the effects
of education would be argued and disputed in show cause hearings.

If that were the case, we were intrigued by an apparent conundrum
facing teachers: how could they, faced with 'the task of Countering
board arguments that strikes were harmful, produce counterarguments?
It would not seem logical for teachers to maintain that it made no
difference that schools were closed, for such a contention runs
against the entire basis for having schools and teachers. One possi-
bility was that teachers would disaggregate school effectS, distin-
guishing areas of no harm, some harm, and irreparabl harm. , Teachers,

that is, might go beyOnd the simplistic research Whic equates "effects
of schooling",with overall achievement test scores. other possi-
bilitybility was that teachers would argue that,injunctions irreparably ,

harmed labor-management relations in education and that such impairient
in turn, would harm the teaching-learning process. If that were the
case,, study of court proceedings involving the irreparable harm
sfandard might yield insights into another important issue in pedagogy- -
the *pact of working conditions upon school outcomes. In short,

we thought the adversarial proceedings involving the irreparable harm
standird might elicit some insights and evidence in a forum which
educatiOnal scholars customarily overlook.

Bolstering these practical and pedagogical queries were a number
of interests traceable to theoretical developments in social inquiry.
In the area of political science, for example, studies in the 1960s
and 19709 stripped away the apoltical myth in which Educators had
carefully cloaked their endeavors. Teachers and school managers were

1 3
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Shown to'behave.like other interest groups, advancing their agendas
in legislative and judicial forme.- Thus we were intrigued by the
possibility_ that labor injunction pr ceedings, and trgatment of the
irreparable harm standard, might be interpreted in'terms of political
power and interest, and not simply) s matters of law and evidence. ,---

Political scientists and sociologists also have been developinenew
paradigms for examining the judicial process and function. The
traditional appellate cart bias, which focuses research on the words
set forth in published, court opinions, has begun to yield to inquiry
models which focus

.

on the behavior of judges and the social functions,
played by courts and by litigation. Attention has shifted from the
results of litigation to the litigation process itself. Suchshifts
in the strategysof inquiry are not merely of academic interest. They
affect what we knot/ and the way wel know it. And that has implications
for the practical problems discussed above.

Background: The Private Sector

,ssnee.purchase on the significance and complexity'of the irreparable
harm concept can be obtained by examining' the experience-of labor and

k.

managemefit in'the prTVate sector of'the economy:(Smith, et. al.,:
1974;.°Berman and Greiner, 1972). In the 15th century, management
found that ,injunctions were extremely effective devices for preventing
or terminating work stoppages. Old principles of,equity, presented
by skilled cOrporlte attorneys to judges sympathetictp propertx
rights, gave rise to a routine strike-breaking tactic: a business /
faced with a work stoppage would file a complaint alleging that the-
stoppage would cause irreparable harm to property rights, and that
only an injunction could prevent such harm. The injunction, if
issued, ordered workers to realain at their positions pending a hearing
of the case. 'Failure to comply with the injunction made the workers
and their organiiations vulnerable to contempt of court proceedings,
fines, and jail sentences. The procedure was biWy effective as an
anti-labor device, and by the 1920s the labor injunction had been
invoked untold.hundreds of times.

. I

Labor leaders,asserted that the laborinjupction was unfair, for
it aligned the coercive. powers of government with file interests of
management, ratter,thanmaintaining a posture of governmental neu-
tillity in labor-management disputes. By the 1920s. labor was directing

mudh of its growing political power toward the task of securing leg-
islttion which would limit or ban the use of injunctions in labor-
management disputes. In 1930 this campaign, received a substantial
boost in tie form of a book published by Harvard Law Professors Felix
Frankfurter and Nathan Greene. The isborilnjunction (1930).documented
the development and use of the labor injunction in America, and in-
cluded a scathing denunciation of the way in which the courts were

. using the injunction and the legislatures pdrmitting i use. In

Frankfurters view the labor injunction was a major ab se of the L-

courts% equitable powers. Frankfurter criticized the outine way in whist'

4
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the irreparable' harm standard was"used; the Courtstwere uncritically
accepting plaintiffs' claims about the nature and irreparable'character
of harm. Moreover the nature of the labor injunction,'said.Frankfurter,
prevented defendants from challenging the plaintiffs''contentions.
Frankfurter' suggested that these abuses of judicial power constituted
a serious threat tothe integrity and legitimacy of law and legal
institutions in America.

Frankfurter's book was instrumental, in the adoption of the.Norris-
LaGuardia Act late in the Hoover administtation. The Act virtually
banned the use of 'laboy injunctions"by federal courts. Many states)-
soon followed with "Little Norris-LaGuardia" acts which banned the

. use of labor injunctions in state courts. These acts brought an end
to the era of "&overnmedt-by injunction" in the private sector of-

. labor-management relations. They paved the way for New Deal legis-
lation'regularizing the collective bargaining process,in ways which
largely precluded,the need for judicial intervention. However in
1947, following a deluge of post-war strikes, Congress stepped back
from its complete ban on injunctions; the Taft-Hartley Act pravided
for the restoration of labor injunctions under conditions of "natioyl

jp. emergency".

Emergence of the. Irreparable Harm Issue
in the Public Sector

In the 1950s public employees, who had grown to one-fifth of
the total labor force, began to seek the right to bargain collectively
with their employers. For a long time the very idea of collective
bargaining for public employees was strange and unacceptable to
policy-makers and to much of the public. Even today many public
'employees do not have the right to bargain collectiVely. The first ,

major breakthroughsin public employee bargaining came with passage
of Wisconsin's public employee bargaining law'in 1959 and with President
Kennedy's 1961 executive order enc9uraging'collective organization
among federal government employees. For teachers--the largest cate-
gory of civilian 'public employees--the real beginning of the collective
bargaining movement usually is associated with the New York City
United Federation of Teachet'sf.winniig of bargaining rightsin 1961;

Despite initial widespread resistance to the idea of collective
bargaining for teachers and-Other employees bort the practice of
bargaining and legislative authorization far.it now are widespread. By

1979 thirty-one state legislatures had authorized or required .teacher
bargaining (Colton, 1980d). In !Any other states tHt practice is
common/even in the absence of authorizing legislation.

In notable contrast to the private sector, where band anti-

strike injunctions preceded adoption of collective bargaining legis-
lation, the use of injunctions against teacher strikes generally has I,
not been restricted., Indeed, many public employet bargaining acts

5
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authorize the use of injunctions against, public emp ee strikers.
Hundreds of tnjunctians haverbeen'issued in teacher strike sitgations.
Thus, in principle, theirre4rable harm standaid should/have *come

,highly developed through its employment in teacher strike injunctions,.
In practice however, the standard has not received mutattentioh, .

by either,courts or legislatures, until,, very recently,. The reasons
for the early disregard-of the irreparable harm standard,. and for
its emergence now, provide an important part of the rationale for
this study.

One reason for past inattention to the irreparable harm standard
was that it was buried in an avalanche of, discussion about whether
public.employees should have the "right to strike". Few issues of
public.policy have attracted so much commentary and rhetoric. There
is no need to recapitUlate the arguments here-, other than to point
out that concepts of "sovereignty," "public interest," "non-delegation,"
"essentiality," "market controls," "the necessities of the collective
bargaining process," "the vulnerability of public employers to public
pressures," "fair allocation, of public funds,".and a host of other
claims have been tvoked to argue for or .against the legitimation of
Public employee st ikese) (The arguments are presented in Wellington
and Winter, 1971; Zagoria, 1972; Aboud and Aboud, 1974; Kheel; 1964;
Burton.and Krider, 1970; and Advisory Commission qn Intergovernmental
Relations, 1969). In the midst of these1 arguments and analyses the
concept of irreparable harm initially receivediscant attention.. Today
however realism is beginningto appear; rhetoric is giving way to
analysis. The analyses by Wellington and Winter, and by Livingston
(in Zagoria) touch upon the harth, problem; and their comments merit '

attention. Wellington and Winter oppose public employee strikes
primarily because they are worried about de public employer's vulnera-

,bility in the face of'a strike--a vulnerability which4produces dis-
tortions of the distribution of public 'revenues. In addition, however,
they claim that many public employee strikes, including those by,
teachers, do not'create the sorts of emergency situations that warrant
invoking the powers of the courts,.., "In education", say Wellington
and Winter, "most experience half shOwn that the risk is to political
careers rather than to the health and safety of the public. -Lost
school days can be recaptured, often at timesof the year that might
make teachers think twice before striking". Since Wellington and
Winter assume that strikes may not be enjoined absent a showing of
irreparable harm, they conclude that use of the irreparable harm
standard would restrict_the availability of injunctive relief.

Livingston comes at' the problem from an entirely different per-
. ,spective. He emphasizes the serious pedagogical harm,which is associa-

ted-with teacher strikes. However he believes that the use of adversary
proceedings such as inj6nctions increases the harm. For example he
worries that a board,,in:its efforts to halt a strike, may trey to turn
community pressures againstrteachers. He'says'at is hardly disputable
that suchhostilj.ty has a long-range negative impact on the quality
of education in the school. system." Livingstori cites the 1648 New
York strike and,the 1971 Newark strike to support this claim. ,Colton
(1977) found evidence that injunctive proceedings turn at least

4r1
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p ertiens of * community a gainst teachers. Livingston goes further,
pointing out the risks of impoiing fine4 and jail sentences upon.

teachers: "a student's reepett for a teacher, and thus the teacher's,
effectiveness 'in dealing withhim, can be' seriously' impaired if Viet
teacher is held in contempt of court or given *even a.short jail term."

Here we havea paraddx: injuncti,hs are supposed to prevent the
occurrence of irreparable harm, but they may ih fact aggravate suchharm.

-

The analyses by Wellington and Winter and by Livingston -point up
the dilemma which Confronts courts and legislat- es: injunction

proceedings ihidh:turn upon the irreparable harm andard may be in-

. effectual or even counterprodUctive. In the face o ch dilemmas,

the courts and.the'legisldtures may try to evade cone outing the issue
of irreparable harm...

HOWever evasion of the issue creates another p oblem, and it
rapidly A becoming significant one. Our Courts re in an expoaed

and vulneiable position after two decades of acEivis , and there is
pressure from'within the judiciary and from without- "for the courts

to seek a lower prof e (Bickel, 1970). An obvious way to do so, in

the case of anti -stri injunction cases, is fo the courts to.invoke

4he irreparable harm standard. Stich a strategy ikelY would decrease
the number of injunAkcases coming to the cour s because boards
would be less'likely'to, equest injunctiverel they Were held

to tough standards of evidence f irreparable What we are

suggesting, in short, is that th 'courts, fortheir own reasons, may
now be Mere interested in giving serious, consideration to the matter°
of irreparable harm. Blillreasoning may have influenced Indiaila's

Chig'Justice, who, in scent, chastised his colleagues for taking
it upon themselves to determine that peaceful strikes by Public

1 employees were harmful; such determination should be made by the
legislalure, he said (Anderson Federation of Teachers v. School City'
Of-Andelffion, 251 N.E. 2d 15.1,969).-_,_

111
-A

A second consideration which'may have deflected attention away
frbm'irreparable harm standard is relate tp the deep ideological

and Occupational split about the proper orm for-collective bargaining

legislation for .public employees.' In t the issue is whether the
laws governing Iftvats sector bargaining should govern public sector

baigaining. A second split has been over the 'question of whether
legislation covering collective bargaining should cover teachers only,

or whether it'shouldibe broad-based legislation aypilcable to all

public employees. Tfie issue involves the-"essentiality" of teachers
as contrasted to other public employees; easeptialivA would appear

to involve isSWee pertaining to the harm resulting from teacher

strikes. There is, need for clarification of the matter.

A third consideration which has affected the policymakers', atten-
tion to the irreparable harm standard has been the ancient principle
of common lam is that public employees simply may not strike. Until

the 1960s, public emppyee4 generally adhered.to gis principle ..

7
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(however, see,2iskind,, 1940). StOkes against the sovereign have'
been assumedto be per-se harmful and hence enjoinable. Thus, even

in states whose statutes werasilent on the matter of public employee
strikes,' the courts issued injunctions against public employee ptrikes
vithout.inquiring,into the evidence or criteria which supposedly
cause harmrto the public employer \ Missouri is such a state. Recently,

however, and particularly since the adoption of limited right-to-strike
statutes in kfew states, the old sovereignty doctrine has lost its

. potency. With the rejection of the traditional notion that public
paployee-striAtes are automatically enjoinable, it has become necessary
to inquire more closely into the conditions under whiCh theyhare
enjoinable. .This factor enhanceapthipe importance of #he irreparable

harm standard.
4

Finally, coincident ilfth the development of public sector bar-

gaining laws, but quite seDarate from.that development, there has
been another legal development which has enormous potential for the
manner in which the irreparable. harm question is approached. Litiga-,

tion involving desegregation, student suspens ans, special education,
and school finance has directed attentio to,theconcept of a student's
right to an education. The concept now i sufficiently developed
that it may bqomea consideration in injunctioh Cases., For example,
if the exclusion from school of disruptive orhandicapped children
raises constitutional issues,, it seems likely that school board'
attorneys may invoke these same issues in the lace of teacher strikes
'which have the effect of excluding students irom school. At least
one judge already has cited,the concept of student rights in enjoining
a teacher strike (Graber, 1980b). If there is a trend toward such
thtnking,ilit may be that the old sovereignty doctrine--the historic, .

basis for enjoining public employeestrikes-lmay simply be replaced
by the new doctrine, of student rights. One purpose of the study is to
trace the evolution and,incidence of just such issues'.

In the preceding ,paragra s we have noted the reasons which
istorically have tended to-4 bit judicial and legislative attention
o the oncept of irreparable harm in teaches strikes, aad we have

noted the factors now tending to enhance such attention. If our

Xy:14-is correct, then current public policy should be in a state
full of inconsistencies, contradictions, and contentiousness.

e look at specific rWeent developments in the courts and the leg-

4.

islatures,, our analyiis is confirmed: to an increasirg extent-:the--

irreparahli harm issue is being confronted directly, but in widely
diverse ways.

4 %. c'

THE LAW IN BOOKS

Earlier, 1,N noted that research paradigms are changing. Roscoe

Pound noted the distinction between the "law in book." /and the "law
in action" and asserted the need to study both in order to understand
the impact of law (Pound, 1910).' Pound was challenging the myth that
the law appeared to be fixed and certain and that application of law

8



in books to particular instances was fairly automatic, predictable
and rational. Instead, he noted that social characteristics of actors
and variation in social situations resulted in adaptation and inno-
vation in the adminidtraillton of law. Research growing out of Pound's
seMinal initial impetus (and that of the legal realists) has
acquired inc,reasing,sophistication. Thus, it is important not merely
to n to that there is a di ference between the law in books and the
law in action; that quit becomes a truism. In addition it is
import nt to note where uch divergences occur, how they may be ex-
plain d, and -what they teach us about the social, political and legal
processes of interaction.

. We first examine the law in books which pertains to the use of
the irreparable harm standard in injunction proceedings precipitated
by teacher strikes. This includes both the statutes enactedgby leg-
islatures as well as the case law growing out .of adjudicated cases.
Readers interested in more detailed accounts should refer to the
appendices. Colton (1980d) presents a state-by-state inventory of
pertinent statutory provisions. App4ton (1980 presents a.compre-
hensive analysis of the treatment of the irrepar ble harm standard
by the appellate courts. Case accounts of indiv dual strikes (.e.g.,
Graber, 1980a; 1980b; 1980c; Colton, 1980a; 1980b; 1980c) present
:the enacted and case law in specific states where strikes occurred.

The LawAefore Holland

a

Before World War II the prevailing attitude was that public
employee strikes were wrong. The harsh response of Calvin Coolidge -'

to-the Boston police strike of 1919 helped propel him into the White
House. Even FrankliniRoosevelt,ta nominar'friend of labor, observed ,

in 1937 that goVernaht employee strikes were "unthinkable and intol-
erable": In such a climate of opinion, legislation pertaining to
strikes and injunctive relief seemed' superfluous. Moreover, given
the absence of litigation concerning public employee strikes, case
law was virtually non-existent.

Things changed somewhat immediately after World War II. There
was.a flurry,of post-war strikes by teachers and other public employees.
A few states responded by adopting legislation which encoded the
established attitude: public employee sfrikes were illegal and were
to be harshly repressed. New York's Condori-Wadlin Act, Michigan's
Hutchinson-Act, Obio's Ferguson Act, and Pennsylvania's Public
Employee Anti-Strike Act of 1947, for example, outlawed public'
employee strikes and establishdd sanctions so severe that public
employers later were loathe to apply them. Typically these statutes
made no provisions for injunctive relief in the event of a public
employee strike; evidently ordering striking public employees me-Aly
to return to work, was deemed to be too miI4, a response to a strike.

i

The principal policy question at mid-century focused on the
legality of public, employee strikes rather than on the propriety of '

using injunctions to halt such strikes. Where the statutes were

9
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ar I,'
silent, as'they were in most- states, judicial clarification sometimes
was sought. leading'tel arose ia.Norcalk, Connecticut. 1 1946
'teacher strike there had beenfollowed by a bargaining agreedent.
Subsequently the't4reet of another strike, coupled with uncertainties
xtgarlvioing the righci of the board and the teachers, led to a delara:

# tbry judgement action. In Norwalk Teachers' Association v. Board
AIL of Education of City o Norwalk,. 83 A. 2d 482 (1951) the Connecticutt
1147; Supreme Court, ostensi y eschewing "abstract principles of law",

46served-that

,ft v -1140er 'our system, the government is established by and run

4 ;''.for all of the,people; not for the benefit Of any persons

41I' of gtoup. The profit motive, inherent in the principle of i
t

-.

NO:.
ee enterprise, is absent.. It should be the aim of every

jemployee'of the government to do his or her part to make
I', it fUnctio as efficiently and economicelly-as possible.

4 The drast c remedy of the organized strike to enforce the .

demands of unions of government employees is in direct 4
contravention of this principle (Norwalk:484). .

N.,'

o

s'ivt

The court then went on to enunciate a position which remains toda#
aathvqft-quoted central tenet of school board requests for injunc-
tive relief from teacher strikes:

'In.,the American system dOvereignty is inherent in the

people. They can.delegate it to a government which they
create and operate by law.. They can give'to that govern-

', Tent the power and authority to perform certain duties and
furnish certain services. The government so created and
empowered must employ Teople'to carry on its task. Those

people are agents of the government. They exercise_kme
. .' 'part ok. the sovereignty entrusted to it. They Occupy a

status entirely different from those who carry on a private
Interprise...To say that they can strika is thb equivalent

.of saying that they can deny the authority of governmene -

ana cdntravene the public welfare (Ndrwalk:485).

In" Nofwalk the injtjnction question was no squarely before the

court. But the court, evidenaly oblivous to the thinness of'its
:,argument, nonetheless suggested that injunctive relief would be

availabfe to public employers:

(The right of government employees to trike] usually has
been tested by application for aft,injunction forbidding
the strike. The right of the goveinmental body to this a
relief has been uniformly upheld. It has been put on
various grounds: public policy; interference with govern-
mental. function; illegal discrimination against the'right
of any citizen to apply for government employment (where
the union sought a closed shop).' The following sages do

not necessarily turn on the specific right to strike,

. but the reasoning indicates that, if faced with that ques-
tion,

4
thi court would 8c compelled to deny that right to

10',
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public.employees. For example, Perak v. Board of Police
Comissioners, 78.Cal, App. 2d 638, /78 P. 2d 537; held
,that the board could, by rule,aprevInt police officers
fro* joining a labor union. If it could do this, it
would certainly' be upheld in an attempt to enjoin a
strike...(Norwalk, 484).

In 1957 the -New Hampshire Supreme Court'addressed the question 1
of injunctive relief more directly. Teachers in Manchester struC;"
and the lower court approved a request for injunctive relief, even c

though it found that the strike was "conducted in a completely
peaceful manner, without violence, picket lines, disturbances or

-"'" damage to person or property." Thus, said the state's supreme /

court, "if ,this strike was properly enjoined, it must be Fecause
public policy renders illegal strikes by school teachers in public'
employment." The court, citing Norwalk and similar cases with
approval, found no New Hampshire statute which "abrogate [d] the
right of the sovereign to be free from strikes by public_employees"
Thus, held the court, it had been proper to enjoin the strike (City
of Manchester v., Manchester Teachers' Guild 131 A. 2d 59, New
Hampshire Supreme Court, 1957). "Public policy", discerned somehow
from legislative sileice, justified issuance of an injunction.

At the same time that the New Hampshire case was being deCided,
a teacher strike in Pawtucket, Rhode Island, was being enjoined.
In peeking injunctive relief the board alleged, among other things,
that failure to enjoin the strike would result in substantial and
irreparable injury to public school students, that the school year
would be disrupted and the schools closed, and ,that the superintendent
and board would he prevented from carrying out their statutory duties.

4 The trial aourt judge observed that a strike indeed had occurred,
that the schools did not open, and thee the educational process had
been ,halti#../ He enjoined the strike. On appeal the Rhode Island
Supreme court took note .of th'e lower court's observations on -

effects of alhe strike but then held that "the strike in the instant
case was illegal and therefore was properly enjoined". Evidently
then;.allegiLtions and findings'about harm were superfluous; and not
prerequisites to the award of injunctive relief,(City of Pawtaucket
v. Pawtucket Teachers' Alliance 141 A. 2d 624 (1958).

AO

A similar ruling was issueda few years liter in Illinois (Board
of Education v. Redding 59 LRRM 2406, U. Sup. Ct., 1965). In 1964
a strike by school custodians in a mid-state district forced a shutdown
of the schools. However when the schonl beerd-sought injunetivt_
relief the local judge, evidently adhering to traditional notions of
equity, found that the school had failed to show tantel-the strike was
causing irreparable injury. The board's petitibn -for injunctive
relief was dismissed. The board appealed. Tht Illinois Supreme
Court, .citing Pawtucket case with approval; held that

[T]o be thorough and efficient, school operations cannot
depend upon the choice or whim of its employees, or,their

110
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union, or others,- but must necessarily be centrolled'oaly
by duly constituted and qualifiedkhool officials ,(Redding,
1965:2409). , .

4

Thus the lower court' ividently was. wrong o public policy grounds.
But the Supreme Court also, reviewed the factual record, and it ob-
served thit .

L
The uncontroverted proof.in sthe record here shows that ,
the normal functioning of the plaiatiff's schools has
been impeded and obstructed by-the strike...and Serves
to demonstrate the wisdorLof.the majority rule that..a
strike by public employees is illegal' (Redding, 1965:2409).

s

The "proof" cited by the court included the'followinu

(1),iitendance figurls were abnormally low; s.circumstance,
which could indirectly affect State aid Plaintiff iould get
on the basis of daily attendance averages; (2) milk and
bread deliveries, as well as the deliveries of surplus
foods, were not made to the school cafeterias when delivery-
men would not cross the picket lihes; (3) schools were not
cleaned and no persOnnel were available for such cleaning;
(4) the employees of a rOofing contractor refused to cross
ahe picket line to caiplete repairs onNe leak in a school
roof; (5) the transportation of "pupils to school was '%

affeCted; and (6) the board closed the schools.

(Later], between September 11 and 24 the picketing con-
tinued and the school operated, but with the following.
deviations from nasal: (1) cleaning was done by volun-
teers and temporaryreplacements but the cleanliness of
the buildings was below standard; (2) no personnel were
available to fire furnaces and operate hot water systems;
(3) physical education classes had to be curtailed in the
junior high school due to lack of hot water; (4) it became
necessary4to buy a new type of warier heater for one of

the cafeterias in order for dishes to be washed; and (5)
principals and other supervisory personnel were forced
to perform many duties aside from their regular educational
duties (Redding 1965:2408).

The Supreme Court remanded the case to the lower court "with directions
to enter a decree granting the injunctive relief prayed for in con--
formity with the views expressed herein". But there were two views:'

one restineop the weight of the legal authorities cited by the court
and the other focusing on the factual consequences of the strike.
Was illegality a ,sufficient justification for injunctive relief? Or

must there be, in addition, evidence of harm? The court didn't say.

Future Illinois plaintiffs would have to argue both ways.

12
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The Holland Case
,

Michigan was one of the states which adopted a no-strike law
for public employees immediately after World War 'II. Then in
1965 Michigan became -one of the first states to"adopt a law providing
for collective bargaining for public employees, including teachers.
The law barred strikes, but made no provisions concerning injunctive
relief. In -the s of 1967.a number of digtricts failed to con-

, clude agreements Ttlitheir teachers, and when the school year began.
more than 40 strikes erupted. An injunction issued in the Holland
strike reechoed the state's Supreme Court, which then issued a very
significant decision (School District for the City of Holland,y.
Holland Education Association 157 N. 2d 206 (1968)). The court
viewed the situation broadly:

J

To the extent possible, in order that our decision be prece-
dentially Meaningful, we will discuSs those basic issues
which relate to the legal concepts which we consider must
govern...(Holland, 1968:208).

After disposing of a number of other questions the court consideredt
whether the legislature's failure to privide for injunctive relief
in the face of strikes meant that the courts could not act. The 4

Court concluded that that could not have been the legislature's
intent. At the same time however, the legislature could not have
expected the courts to grant injunctive relief it every public
employee strike, for that would "destroy the independence of the
judicial branch of government" Having thus established a rationale
for exercising broad equitable powers in the face of public employee
strikes, the court turned to tie question of "whether...the chancellor
hdd before hlm that quantum of proof or uncontradicted allegations'
of fact which would justify the issuance of an injunction in a labor
diipute", The court found that he had not:

We here hold it is insufficient merely to show that a
concert of prohibited action by public employees has
Callan place and that ipso to such a showing justifies
injunctivelrelief. We do hold' because it is basically
contrary to public policy in this State to'issue injunc-
tions in labor disputes absent a showing of violence,
irreparable injury, or breach of the peace.

Simply put, the only showing. madelto thechancellor was''
that if an injunction did not issue, tthe districts schools
would no open, staffed by teachers on the date schedule&
for such, pening. We hold such showing insufficient to
have justi ied the exercise of the plenary power of :equity
by the fdfc of injunction (Holland,1968:210)1

While the court failed to specify what would constitute-the necessary
"quantum of proof", it did establish that in Michignp at least, mere
illegality would not warrant relief. Traditfonal stiandards of equity
were to be applied.

.
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Rolland dramatically altered the policy issues surrounding
,teacher strike*. Beflre Holland the-Norwalk line of reasoning was
-.virtually unchalleped in the law books: strikes were enjoinable

:because they were illegal, Rolland introduced a competing argument:
illegal strikes were not enjoinable in the absence of a showing of
.irreparable harm, violence, or breach of he peace. In.ansuing years
then, it would be necessary for the legslatures - -to the extent that
they'addressed the issues at all --to treat separately the question
of whether the strike was illegal,and whether it was pjoinabie.
Courts across the nation hejceforth could expect defendants to plead

for judicial extension of the Holland approach.

Rather than reviewing subsequent devilepments in chronological
fashion, we will review the state of the law as it existed when this
study began. __Overall the lauin 1979 was characterized by ambiguities,
gaps, discrepancies, and change. Compared to the situation in 1968
when Holland was announced, the law-regarding injunctions, (including *

- the application of the irreparable harm standard) was far more
complex, and far less clear.

The Statutes, 1979

An inventory of the statutes in force at the end of 1978 re-
flects enormous diversity among - states. When-one gets down to the
level of word-by-word analysis of statutes, the diversity is mind-
'boggling. Strikes are defined in different ways. Impasse procedures

vary. Access to the courts is constrained in different ways. Some

states have public employee la or boards;_iothers dd not. Some have'
omnibustlaws; others categoriz public employees in terms of their
!iessectiality" of their services; still others have'special laws
for special categories of personnel (e.gs. firefighters, state
employees, teachers). The main features of the statutes are charted
elsewhere; we will not repeat that work (Education Commission of the
States,s1978; Midwest Center for Public Sector, Labor'Relations, 4.979):

Of particular concetn here are st statut ry provisions . '-
concerning teacher strikes and injunctive of herefrom. Tht

Insert Table Here

accompanying Table categoilizesstates in of three questions:'

*
1. Is there a law providing for collective relationships between 1,

teachers and school. boards? (Here we ignore distinctions about'
.the type of relationships, e.g; "meet an4 confer", "consults,

"collective bargiining", "collegfive negotiations".)

2. Aim,Ahereprovisions concerning teacher, strikes?
1

3. Are there explicit provisions concerning-the availaSility of
injunctive relief from teacher strikes?

X .
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SiATUTI SIONS FOR III.TUNCTITE RELIEF

FROM TEACIIER'.6TRIICEtt

Teacher-Board ,

Collective RelationslAPs
,,

,Authorized 1..0. r

. .
-7Teacher-Board

Collective Relationships
Not Authorized. .

4

S

CONNECTICUT
Delaware
FLORIDA
"INDIANA '''

IOWA

KANSAS '

4fAIOT

Martlind'
MASSACHUSETTS
Michigan

..

4" .

'

.MIENESOTA.
NEBRASKA,
NEVADA
NEWEAMPSEIRE
NEW Y,OkK-

. N. Dakota
Oklahoma

,Rhode Islands
S. DAKOTA -

PENNESSEE

.

:

.

Ohio
Texas
"Virginia

.

.

,

.

.

,

. l'

4

.

,.

,

4

..-

/

ALASKA
.AWAII
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA
WISCONSIN
VERMONT

.

.

,

.

.

?
.

1

4 I.

'.. 4
. 3

_
.

. .

.

.

.

,

California
Idaho .

Montana
Neck Jer447.

Washington

a

:

*

. *

'Alabama
Arizona .

Arkansat
Colorado)
Georgia
Illtnois
`Kentucky
Louisiana

..

Mississippi
Midsouri
New Mexico

4

'

N. Carolina
S. Carolina
Utah
W. Virginia.
Wyoming

).

,

*States having statutb/y provisions eeneeining the availability
of iOnnctipe relief are shown is BOLD FACE TYPE.
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As the table indicates, there-ate sixteen states (principally in the
southeast and mountain states, but also including Illinois) where
the statutes Aelsilent with respect to all three-questions. In

these states questions concerning the legality pf collective relation- -
ships, strikes, and injunctive relief have been left entirely in the

hands ,f the courts; attorneys general, and local officials. In'

three other states Ohio, Texas, add Virginia) the only statutes are
residuals itom the 1940s, when 'teacher strikes sometimes were statu-
torily declared to be against public policy. (Among these nineteen
states in which teacher-board relationships arelnot authorized were
six which experienced teacher strikes during the 1978-79 school year.
Case accounts of strikes in two of these Cates (Illinois and
Missouri) in the Appendices (Caton, 19804; Colton, 1980b).

The remaining thirty-one s;ates,.which authorize teacher-board
collective relationships, include eleven with no statutes regarding
the availability7of injunctive relieffrom teacher strikes. All

of these states ahthorize collective relationships between teachers
and school boards, bug the statutediffer with respect to their
provisions concerning the legality of teacher strikes'. Five of the

eleven states (California, Idaho, Montana, New Jersey, Washington)
are silent on the strike question, and ofsourse they also are silent
with respect to the availability of injunctive relief. The other six
`specifically prohibit teacher strikes, but these states also make no
provision for injunctive relief (Delaware, Maryland, Michigan, North
Dakota,'Oalahoma, Rhode Island). These eleven states then, like the
nineteen cited atove, have left it to the courts to define conditions ,

affecting the availability of injunctive relief. Seven of the
eleven states had teacher strikes in 1978-79. To us these states

4 were particularly interestingi, because they provided se,,tings where
we could Atudy the exercise oT maximum judicial discretion in
applying the irreparable hatirsandard tb enjoin teacher strikes.
The Appendices report case studies of strikes in three 'states in
ahis group California, Washington, and Michigan: (See Graber,

1080c; Colton, 1980c; Graber, 1980a),k
4

, The remaining twenty states have adopted legislation pertaining
to the legality of teacher strikes and the availability of injunctive
relief in the event of such strikes. -(Not surprisingly, all twenty

of these,states also hdIe adopted statutes providing for some sort
of collective relationships between teachers and schoal boards.)
Statutory provisions concerning labor injunctions in these states

exhiAt three distinguishable strategies. The first approach:4p-

flects a posture of legislative disinterest: 'teacher strikes are
prohibited, but the statutes do no more than provide that injunctions
may or' mustbe solicited in the event of a strike. These states

do not specifically require the courts to award injunctive relief,

_nor do they discOurage such awards. Nothingis saili about the use
of the irreparable harm siedard in these state statutes.

A smaller group of states, four in number, encourage the courts
to award' injunctive relief. Nevada specifies that an injunction
shall be awarded upon a showing that a strike has occurred or will

16
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occur; here the irparable harm standard is implicitly waived.
,The mere existence of a strike, or the threat of a strike, justifies
relief. Nevada's waiver of the ha tandard is,accompanied byea
statament of legislatively ascertaine ' act": the continuity of

A government services is declared to be esseatial to the health,,
safety, and welfare of the people of Nevada. Ibusi, unless Nevada
courts are willing to.challenge the fact-finding capiabilitieR of
the legislature:there is no possiblity of finding that a teacher
strike does not impair.an essential service. Florida's statute is
similar. IoWa is much more explicit with respect to the harm
standard. Its statute specifies that."the plaintiff need not show
that the (strike) would greatly or irreptbly injure him." Maine's

statute similarly provides. that "aeithe allegation nor proof
of Unavoidable substantial and irreparable injury" is required as a
prerequisite to preliminary injunctive relief. In-these states
then, it appears that the legislatures have taken steps to head
off Holland4type decisions wherein the courtsmight withhold
injunctive relief on the basis of an insufficient shifting of

irreparable harm. But differently, where there is a clear ,legisla-
tive Intent to assure that teacher strikes are enjoined, the irrepa-
rable harm standard may be-statutorily removed as condAtion .or the

award of relief.

The remaining six states (AlaikawHawaii, Oregon,Pennsylvania,
Vermont, and Wisconsin) grant teachers the right to strike-under
certain circumstances. Of particillar interest, from our point of s
view, is the fact that all six states permit otherwise-legal strikes
to be enjoinedupon a finding oT some sort of hari.

None of the.sii states has legalized all teacher strikes.
Instead, each state has created a "window": a teacher strike is
legal only'if certain preconditions are met, and it remains legal
only so long as certain consequences are avoided. Generally, the
preconditions are designed to assure that collective bargaining pro-
cedures are followed before a strike is initiated. Where strikes
occur outside the permitted area, they are illegal and enjoinablein
much the same'. fashion as in other states where strikes are illegal.
(The statutes in some of these states--particularly Vermont and
Alaska--are somewhat ambigous regarding the distidctions between
legal and illegal strikes, and the conditions for injunctive relikEL
in both. See Colton, 1980d).

Pennsylvania's statute provides one of the clearest descrip-
tions of the procedures to be followed in seeking to enjoin an .

otherwise -legal strike:
41,

If a strike by public employees occurs after the collective
bargaining processes set forth in section so; And 802 of
Article VIII of the act have been completely utilized and
exhausted, it shall not be prohibited unless or until such
a strike creates a clear and present danger or threat to
the health, safety or welfare of the public. In such cases
the public employer shall initl.ate, in the court of common

17
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pleas of the jurisdiction where such strike occurs, as action
for equitable relief, including but not limited to appropriate

/ injunctions and shall be entitled'to such relief if the
,kourt finds that the strike creates"a clear and present
danger or threat to the health, safety or welfare of the

I PUblic...dearings shall be required before relief is granted
under'this section and notices of the same shall be served
in the manner required for the original process with a
duty imposed,upon the court to hold such hearings forth-
with (Pa. Stat. Ann.title 43 SI101.1003 (Purdon)).

The statutory language in Alaska and Oregon isovery similar.,

7

Wisconsin d Hawaii also are similar, except that they omit the word
"welfare". In Vermont an otherwise legal teacher strike becomes -en-
joinable i it presents "a cleat and present danger to a sound prp- \f
gram of school education which in the light of all relevant circum-
stances it is in the best public interest tb'prevent". Thus Vermont-
is the only one of the slix.right-to-strike states which explicitly
directs attention to the relationships between 'strikes and educational
programs.

None of the six statutes mentions irrepaiable harm, per, se. Yet
the phrase "clear and present danger to the Public 'health, safety,
and welfare" (and the variants of this phrase) seems to be closely
akin to the irreparable harm standard. However the task of ascer-
taining meaning is not (fortunately) ours; it belongs to plaintiffs,
defendants; their attorneys, and the courts.

Case Law, 1979

In the yearshollowing Holland case,law developed rapidly, as.,
the increasing number oeteacher strikes spawned more and more liti-
gation, and as teachbrs and boards sought court clarification of
uncertain points of,law. (At the same time it should be noted that
frequently the parties seek to avoid such clarification, evidently
figuring that an adverse decision would be worse than continued un-
certainty.) In most jurisdictions it wairthe Norwalk view; rather
than the Holland view, which prevailed. In a Delaware case, for
example, the teacher defendants urged the trial court to accept the
Holland egandard. The court would not. The Holland philosophy, said
'the court

is contrary to the judicial experience in the State of Dela-
ware, and contrary. to our/clear precedents. Second, a re-
view of our precedents in light of (Holland) only'emphasizes
the wisdom of the Delaware decisions and the extremely shaky
foundations suggested by the 'reasoning of these three cases.

Delaware law is clear. We have...recognized in judicial
opinion the general common law rule that, even in the absence
of an express statutory provision, public employees are
denied the right to strike.

L) 24
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...In oases orillegal strikes by public employees irre0a-
rable hark would generally seem apparent from the inter-
ference with the rights of others by illegil acts (State v.
Delaware State Educational Association, Del. Ch. Ct.
2d 868(1974)).

AP
0

A'recent New York case follows roughly the sate logic, and reaches a
similar conclusion:

(Teacher) defendants...contend that the temporary restraining
order and the preliminary injunction...were invalid. With
respect to the temporary\restraining order_defendents-allege
that there was no proper 4howing that such relief was
justified. We have, however, examined the affidavit sub-
mitted in support of that order and find that it establishes
that a strike by defendants was threatened and that if .

such astrike occurred, irrepafable Wm would result. Under
the terms of the Taylor Law the mere threat of a strike is
suffiaent to warrant the grant of the temporary restra
order (see Civil Service LaU,'211). Nor was the alleged
lack of factual .allegations relating to the extent and
irreparability of the harm fatal to the applicaq.oif. By

its very nature astrike by public employees constitutes
an "irreparable injury" to the public order and welfare
(Buffalo Board of Education v. Pisa, 839 N.Y.S. 2d-938
(1976)).

A California Appeals court, when faced with-a request to void an in-
junction:because it had been issued on the basisthat a "strike by
school teachers is per se illegal without the proper showing of
irreparable injury to justify equitable relief," rejected the argu-
ment out of hand, citing other cases which had held that the question
of legality was decisive. (Los Angeles Unified School District v.
United Teachers, Los Angeles, 24 Cal. App. 3d 231 (1972)).

Nonetheless, the idea set forth in Holland did gain some adherents.
In the period after 1967 there were two lines o/ cases which indicated
that mere illegality would not justify issuance of an injunction.
The first line of development was stimulated directly by Holland.
The case served as precedent for new legal ddctrine in Rhode Island,
New Hampshire, Wisconsin, and Idaho. The second line.pf case law
development was stimulated by the statutes incorporating:xhe "clear
and present danger" doctrine as a standard for enjoining otherwise
legal teacher strikes. It is useful to trace these two developments
separately.

The Holland-Type Decisions. In 1973,the.Rhode Island Supreme .

Court, after affirming its earlier holdings that teachers did not
have the right to strike in the absence of legislative authorization,
and that the courts can enjoin strikes, observed that it did not
follow that "every time there isa concerted work stoppage by public
employees, it shall be subject to an automatic restraining order"

19 ,
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School Committee of Westerly 0. Westerly Teachers Association 299/A.
% 2d 441 (1973). The court took note of the state Rules of Civil Pro-

cedure which specified that

no temporary'rest::::ing order shallibe granted without,
°Mice to the adv party unless it-clearly appears from
specific facts by affidavit or verifigd complaint that -
irreparable harm will result before ndtice can be served
and a hearing held (Westerly, 1973:445).

The court acknowledged that the plaintiffs"had fled egeneral affi-
davit averring that the schools wouldn't be openi g is scheduled, and
that irreparable harm would ensure. But, said the court

...the mere lailure of a public schobl system to begin its'
school 'year on the appointed day cannot be classified as a
catastrophic event. We are...aware that there has been ao
public furor when schoolsare closed because of inclement
weather, or gn the day a presidentialcondidate comes to
town,or when the'basketbal team wins the championship.
The law requires that the schools be in session for 180
days a year...There is a flexibility in the calendaring of
the school /year that not only permits the makeup of days
which might have been missed for one reason or another but
nay also negate the necessity of the immediate injunction
which could conceivably subject some individuals to 'the
court's plenary power of contempt (Westerly, 1973:445).

The court found the evidence insufficient.to warrant a temporary
restraining order under the rule requiring a finding of irreparable
harm, and the TRO was quashed. However the effect was simply to
.render TROs more difficult. In two subsequent cases the Rhode
Island Supreme Court'reviewed preliminary injunctions which rested
upon lower court findings of irreparable harm;, in both instances
the court declined to review the fact-finding below, eve though
the court noted that in one case several experts had to ified.that
the strike had not and would-tot produce irreparable Afflleton

(1980) surmises that the court may %re been less in erested in the
matter of irreparable hari than in the effect an injunction might
have on the bargaining process. Thus,'whili itappeirs that the
irreparable harm question must be argued in anti-strike injunction
cases in Rhode Island, it is not clear how tge lower coprts handle
the problem. Data on that point would require study of trial court '

proceedings.

\
,,,

In 1974 the New Hampshire S,upreme Court took up the Holland
1 banner in Timberlane Regional School District v. Timberlane Regional w
_J Education Association (317 A. 2d 555). Reviewing (and upholding) a

lower court's refusal to issue ap injunction against striking teachers,
the court noted that

The injunction is an extraordinary remedy which is only
granted under circumstances where a plaintiff has no
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adequate filmedy at law and is likely to suffer irreparable
hark-unless the conduct of the defendant is enjoined.
The availability of injunctive relief is a matter 'within
the sound dihretion of the-court, 'exercised on a consid-
erat on'of all the circumstances of each case and controlled
ly 4 ed principles (*equity (Tamberlane, 1974:558),

Citingjalled and Westerly, the court opined

Accordingly, it is our view that in deciding to withhold
an-injoaction the trial court may properly consider among
other factors whether recognized methods.of settlement
have failed, whether negotiations have been conducted in
ipod faith, and whether the public leeth; safety and
ielfare will be substantially harmed if the 'strike is

allowed to continue(Timberlane, 1974:559).
1

(Of particular
the terms "irr
and welfare
notes,,the T
basis for finding irreparable harm. However the case brought to

three the number of states whose appellate courts stressed the need
to consider harm beforeenjoining teacher strikes.

In 1975 theVisconsin Supreme'Cpurt held that illegality alone
.did not warrant-injunctive relief; it also was/fiecessary to find
irreparable harm (Joint School District No. 1 v. Wisconsin Rapids
Education Association, 234 N.W. 2d 289). in the-case before it,

the coUrefound that the lower court had properly considered the
irreparable harm standard, and had not abu, ed its discretion in

''.--4116finding facts sufficient to warrant reli

In ordering-the temporary injunction, the trial apurt
concluded that irreparable harm was shown by the ollowing

factors: (1) the illegal nature of the strike; (2) ina-

interest here is the court's apparent equation of
parable harm" and "whether the public, health, safety'
1 be substantially hirmed".) As Appleton (1980)
erlane case adds little clarity as to the factual

40 bility of the board to operate the school system and
. thereby meet its statutory duties,and responsibilities

to the taxpayers in the school district;- (3) inability
of the students to obtain the benefits of-a tax-supported
educational process; (4) possibioe loss of state aids; (5)

inability 9f parents to comply lith statutory responsibity
to educate their children; and eOreaniellation of athletic
events and other school activitiesi(Wisconsin Raptai,,
1975:299).

.- (The teachers' association did not disputa the lower court's findings
of fact, but contestedithe conclusion th t the facts amountfid to a

situation invoO ring irreparable harm.) The Supreme Court sustained

4, the lower co -ruling. However, as Appleton suggests, it is -not

. al.
apparent, thatthe facts .below were not similar to those that would
accompany anTteacher strike, and so the court may have'done little

more than-equate the existence of astriie with the existence of

-irreparable harm.

O
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One further feature of the Wisconsin case warrants notice. Like
Timberlane, it appears to establish some sort of equivalence between
the concept of irreparable harm and the concept of harm to the p6blic
health; safetyland welfare

1

.We conclAide in this case that immediate and serious harm
to-public health and safety, was' not appareht and that an
injunction sl,ould issue only after a showing of irreparable

) harm dependent upon the facts and circumstances as shown
at the hearing (emphasis added) (Wisconsin Rapids, 1975,

301). .

In 1977 the Idaho Supreme Court em aced the Holland principle
in School District No. 351 Oneida CityWOneida Educational Associa-
tion (567 2d-830). The court dissolved arrinjunction which the
trial court had issued without a hearing. "Mere illegality of as
act,"_said the court; "does not require the automatic issuance of
an injunction". Citing Holland, Westerly, and Timberlane, the
Supreme Court noted that the lower court had refused to hear evidence
relating to traditional equity defenses. The opinion indicated
that the court was particularly interested in defenses concerning
the plaintiff's alleged failure to adhere to mandated bargaining
,procedures; whtel the court made'no specific reference to irrepa-
rable harm, it did indicate that fact-finding on such matters would
be in order before rtlief could be granted.

Summarizing, in the years following Holland appellate courts in
Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Wisconsin, and Idaho embraced the
notion that traditional equitable principles--including the irreplr
rable harm standardought to be applied in situations where plaid-
tiffs sought to enjoin illegal teacher strikes. However.ieknone
of.these states is .it possible to discern (from reported appellate
cases) clarity regarding the question of what constitutes irrepara-
ble harm. That matter is left to the lower courts.

The "Clear and Present Danger" Decisions. As noted previously,
six states had, by 1978, adopted .statutes which attempted to limit
the use of injunctions. Alaska, Hawaii, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Vermont, an Wisconsin all' adopted "limited-right-to-strike"

statutes which provided that certain teacher strikes could not be
enjoined unless there was a court finding that they presented a
danger or threat to the public health, safety, or welfare. (The
exact wording varied from state to state.) The development of case
law Alfa these states would, presumably, case light upon the meaning
of the terms, and their difference, if any, from the traditional
"irreparable harm" phraseology. However the courts cannot make laws
until they are presented with cases. As of mid-1979, there had
been no appellate cases applying the injunction provisions in 'four
of the right-to-strike states,(Alaska, tregon, Vermont, Wisconsin).
One case readied the appellate courts in Hawaii, but the strike was
deemed to have occurred in violation of the statutory prohibition,
and hence was enjoinable'on that ground rather than on the statute's

2 8
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"public health or safety" language, (Hawaii Public Employment
'Relations Board v. Hawaii State Teachers Association 511 P. 2d 1080
(1973).

, Pennsylvinia's statute, unlike the otherss has been the tbject '
of repeated 'judicial scrutiny. Appleton (1980) and Graber (1 Ob)

have provided detailed analyses;- here we simply summarize. The.
language of, the Pennsylvania statute, it will be recalled,ogpecified
that-an otherwise legal strike could not be enjoined "unless or
until such a strike,creates astclear and present danger or threat
to the health, safei or welfire of the public." As Graber points
out, the origins of this phraseology are somewhat obscure. In'

practice however, it appears to be the functional equivalent of the
irreparable harm standard.

In view of the large number of teacher strikes that occurred
following passage of Pennsylvania's Act 195 in 1970; it is hardly
surprising the injunction actions. accompanying these strikes soon
found their way to the dockets of the state's appellate courts.
The first and most significant`of these was Armstrong_Edutation
Association v. Armstrong School District (291 A. 2d 120, Penna.
Commonwealth Court, 1972). When Armstrong teachers struck, the
district promptly sought injunctive relief. In subsequent hearings .

district witnesses offered a long list of consequences of the strike:

--possible loss of state aid if Missed school days could
not be made up by June 30;

-.cancellation of extracurricular activities and varsity
sports;

C

7.rpotential interference with teacher workshops;

--problems with obtaining bus drivers;

--interruption of routine-office procedures; and

-harassment of school board members.,

On the first day of the strike the trial court declined to issue an
injunction, asserting that it would be premature. Howevqr two weeks
Later an injunction was issued, as the court found a clear and pres-

,

ent danger or threat to the healthrsafety, or welfare of the public.
14, On appeal the Commonwealth Court reversed the lower court and dissolved

the injunction.' The appellate court reasoned that the strike's
effects upon the school program were "inherent in the vary nature of__
any strike by school teachers, and that the legislature could not
have intended that such effects would constitute grounds for injunc-
tive relief. As to the harassment of school board members, there
were other avenues of relief available. The court's mdst significant
language concerned lbss Of state aid;

2
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The hangerlenges that the District'will lose,state subsidies
because of a strike could be proper grounds for enlObing
the strike if such danger were "clear and presenel:af
the strike lasted so long...that any continuation would
make it unlikely that enough days would be available to
make up the 180 required, the teachers could be property
enjoined from_continuing At.the time of the last
hearing however, the strike had lasted only 12 days, and
the District had 20 days available in June plus 19 holi-
days,dates which could be used to make upltime lost...If
a strike is to be enjoined on the basis that insufficient
makerup time actually will exist, the strike must at the
very-least have reached the point where its continuation

Apuld make it either clearly impossible or extremely dif-
1011cult for the District to make up enough'instructional
days to meet the subsidy requirement within the time
available. This strike was far from that point whet the
Court below enjOined it (Armstrong, 1972:125).

Thui the court found a convenient mechanism --the calendar--for
ascertaining whether or not there was a clear and present danger or
threai`to thd health, safety or welfare of the public in Pennsylvania.
0ther consequences of strikes might be inconvenient, but they were

a not, at least in the Armstrong setting, suffj.cient to warrant*

, injunctive relief. 'Appleton (1980) notes an interesting apomoly
P incideet to the Armstrong opinion: the crucial determinant of

enjoinability--loss of state aid--is compensable, i.e. measurable

41N
and reparable. In that sense the clear and presenedanger test, as
applied in Armstrong, seems inconsistent with the face meaning of
"irieparable harm.

The impdrtance of the 180-day yardstick subsequeetlyiwas reit-
erated in the Bellefonte case (304 A.2d 922, Pa. Cmwlth. Ct., 1973)
and the Bristol case, (322 A. 2d 767, Pa. Cmwlth. Ct., 1974), where
review of lower court injunctions seems to have turned on the que-stion
of whether the injunctions were issued before or after the expira-
tion of the calendar date at which 180 days still Could be scheduled.

Although a dissent in the Bristol case accuses them of having
,done so: Pennsylvania's appellate courts have not quite established
the 180-day rule as the test for enjoinability. An injunction is-

sued in a Philadelphia strike rested, in part, on the threat of
increased gang activity, expenditures for security meg6ures, and
the threat of 'financial damage to an already debt-ridden district.
(Philadelphia Federation of Teachers v. Ross, 301A. 2d 405, Pa.
Cmwlth.'Ct., 1973T. Moreover in the Bristol case the court appeared
to go out of its way to note that the inconveniences inevitably
associated pith*a strike could cumulate to such an extent that an
injunction could be warranted.

Excerpts from two dissents iii the Bristol case,provide apposite
transitions to the second main portion of our report, concerning
,actions in the trial courts:
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. Nothing written here is intended to be critical of the
court below since its role is a most difficult one. :The

words of the applicable statute and the reported pronounce-
ments-cif the appellate pmirts, on the one side, and the
exigencies of the situation that confronts him, on the
other side, make his moment of decision 4most unenviable

one. Being the pirent'of a child enrolled in a school
district that...experience&the ordeal of a school strike,

I am well cognizant of the.many community pressures,. added
to the assertions of teachers and school board, that center

on the chancellor. (Mencer dissent, Bristol:773)%

As I view these disputes between school di ricts; teachers,

labor unions and taxpayers, no one real represents the

inteeests of the students, who are the. eneficiaries or
victims df the disputes. In addition to other rights they

may have, students have a constitutional right to a thorough .

and efficient system of public education... (Kramer .disseht,
,

Bristol: 774) . I

',Summary: -Irreparable Harm in the Law Books, 1979

At the beginning of the 1978-79,school year --the fochl period

of this study--school boards in a majority Of\ states were on solid

legal ground 'in seeking injunctive relief against teacher strikei,
In most states teacher strikes were unlawful, either by virtue of

statutory declaration or Yudicial interpretations of established

doctrines such as "sovereignty." Moreovern melt jurisdictions

injunctive relief could be obtained simply .on a.factual showing that

a strike was imminent or in progrOs; there was no necessity td prove

that the. strike was creating irreparable harm, although pro forma

declarations to that effect were needed in many jurisdictions.

Against this general background of confidence in the ready
availability of injunctive relief there were three principal sources

of legal uncertainty. First, there were the six "right to strike"
States, where it would be necessary to prove some sort of danger or

threat to the public before an otherwise legal st4ke could be

enjoined. Second, in a handful of states--Michigan, New Hampshire,'
Rhode Island, Wisconsin, and probably Idaho -'the case law had estab-

lished that mere illegality might not suffice as. a basis for securing

injunctive relief. 'Traditional equitable standards, including the

need' to show irreparable harm, might be invoked by the courts., But

in view of the meager volume of cases, it was not at all clear what

these traditional standards entailed. Third, 'in some states neither

theplegislatures nor the courts had directly,adiiressed the question

tof the availability of injunctive relief. IVhe courts in these
states adhered to the mainline pattern --ille'g'al strikes are enjo.inable

without a showing of irreparable harm - -there would be no problem in

obtaining court relief. Still, there always was the possibility

that the courts in such states might spring a surprise. As will

, become apparent later, attorneys for school boards invest substptial

energies in attempting to head off surprises df this sort, and 1

teacher association attorneys do their best to encourage the courts

C.
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to deviate from the lain pattern. The irreparable harm staild,
as we shall see, provides ore of the vehicles for waging battle.

STRIfES: 1978-79

The research reported ere wls conducted during the 1978-79
school year. At the incept on bf the study, based on pait years'
experience with teacher strikes, we estimated that roughly 1% the
nation's 15,0004- school districts would have strikes (see Colt ,

1978). That is, we 'anticipated somewhere between 100 and 200 strikes.
Further, we anticipated that a majority of-the strikes would occur
during the first moRth of the school year, and IblAt a majority of
strikes would -occur in the four states of Michigan, Ohio, Illinois,
and Pennsylvania. As things_ turned out, experience was well within
the predicted range. There were 158 strikes, including 90 in the
"big four" states. More than half the strikes occurred before
October. Twenty-three states were affected. Some of the strikes
hit the nation's largest cities--CleVeland,' St. Louis, Washington
D.C., Wilmington, Indianapolis, Louisville, New Orleans, Seattle,
and Portland. Some strikes were particulirly long aad bitter, e.g.
Levittown, N.T. and Bridgeport, Connecticut.

A mejor research task was to locate and monitor teacher strikes
(which occurred during 1978-79. We needed to identify all strike
sites so that we'could conduct amailed survey of affected districts,
and we needed to locate sites where field studies could be conducted.
As ii turned out, the task of monitoring strikes was extraordinarily

ifs

difficult. There is no central national agency which h a reliable
system for quickly Identifying strike sites. Informs on gathered by
state and national ptofessional associations,,and by tate and national
government agencies, contains serious discrepancies. Some are tracea-
ble to differing definitions of what constitutes a strike. Some
are traceable to gaps in information sources. The basis for our own
calculation that there were 158 strikes is set forth in a teehnical
appendix (Graber, 1980d).

Survey Summary 1

- or

The survey instrument was designed to obtain descriptive informa-
tion cdhcerning each district'l view. of, and experience with, injunc-
tion proceedingsi Questionnaires were completed by ,i19 districts, or
82Z of the districts which experienced strikes. Among the respondents,
91 districts (71 percent) reported tlat t, ley considered seeking in-
junctive relief 8 (45 percent) toorthiNtep of authorizing court
action, and 51, 40 percent) actually filed a petition with a court.

espond is refleted a high deiree of confidence that the court
would issue injunctive order if requested (83 percent) and that
the court order would be enforced (71 pefcent). Despite this favora-
ble assessment of court action, 60 percent of the districts did not
go to court. Those who decided against court action were much less
sure that teachew would comply with the orders of the court. They

t 4
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were also more likely to'believe that the dispute would be settled
before the court could effectively intervene and that court action

surcluld delay resolution of the impasse.

In the 51 districts which filed a petition with the court, 22 ex
parte proceedings were held (defendants were given no opportunity to
present their*case); in addition, 40 show cause hearing were held,
allowing a full airing of the positions of both sides. Judges granted
'85 percent,of requests heard it ex.parte proceedings and 81 percent
'of injunctionerequested at show cause hearings; in the remainder of
the cases, the judge denied the request for an injunction. In 28

instances in which injunctions were granted, court orders restrained
picketing; compliance was secured in 14 (50 percent).

In 31 instances, judges Ordered teachers back to work; however,
compliance was secured in only 11 instances (36 peicent). Ii two of

every three instances, teachers defied court orders that they return
to work. Among the 20'cases of non-compliance with back-to-work orders,
boardi authorized contempt proceedings in 18 and filed contempt motions
with the court in 16 cases. In 11 cases (69 percent of contempt mo-
tiontfiled), the judge found the teachers in Ontempt; in nine cases
(56 percent) teachers were fined and iR 5 cases (28 percent) teachers

11
were jailed. In,two additional instanges, the court found teachers
iq.4ontempt on its own,motion; teachers were fined in both instances
JO jailed in one. 't

311

One of the reasons why boards say they hesitate to go to court
is that the judge will become involved in the case in ways they have
not requested. In/our group of strikes, the judge directed parties to
en age in additional negotiation in 25 cases and set up alternate or
neutral meeting sites in 11. Also, in two instances, the judge
ordered the board to fire teacheri who had been found in contempt, a
move which the board resisted. In an addit onal strike, the judge
ordered reinstatement of'the previousNigntr t while negotiation
continued, again entering what the bOara felt as its jurisdiction.,

Nevertheless, districts which went to court generally reflect
positively on their experience. Nearly half felt the.court was either
"indispensable", or "of substantial assistance" in theAcesolution of

the dispute. Seventeen reflected that the court had been "of some

assistance." Five reported the court of "no assistance" and 3.in-
dicated the court had "complicated negotiations and made resolution
difficult." .

I

Respondents were queried as to whether they would recommend court
action to the board in some future strike. Of those who,went to court,

41 districts (80 percent) would "definitelyt, or "probably" 15-no again.
Given that in some 80 percent of cases, districts received injunctions,
such satisfaction with court action is not surprising: Similarly, 4 '

districts (58 percent of th9se who did not go to court) would not
recoMmend doing so next time. What is surprising is that 30 districts
(42.4 percent of those who did not go to court, have had second
thoughts and would "definitely" or "probably" recommend-court action
in's-future strike. Additional survey findings are -presented in

Graber <1980d).

, .
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; Case Summaries r

Technical appendices present detailed accounts based on field
studies conducted at several strike sites during 1978-79 (Colton,

1980a, 1980b, 1980c; Graber, 1980a, 1980b, 1980c). Here we merely'

summarize the main outlines of these repdrts, giving particular
attention to the place of the irreparable harm standard in each
strike. The first two strikes summarized here gave practically no

attention to the irreparable harm standard. In the next two (Daly

City and Seittle) Plaintiffs at least took the trouble t9 file
affidavits, but the injunction proceedings did little moie than
acknowledge the allegations of harm. 'The final two cases, Warren
(Michigan) and Butler (Pennsylvania), were the settings'for the most

-highly developed treatmedt of the irreparable harm standard.

St. Louis, Missouri. The St. Louis Board of Education exhibited

near - classic use of the labor injunction. Teachers voted to strike

on a Sunday. The next day--a `school' holiday- =board attorneys quickly

sought and obtained an ex parte order restraining the strike; the
petition on,which,the order was based alleged, among othe thligs,.

that failure to enjoin the strike would result in irrepar le harm.

But the nature of the harm was scarcely specified; data su orting

the petition merely demonstrated that a strike was imminent.

The teachers paid the order little attention. Heavy picketing

forced closure of the schools.' Nine days later the school board,
evidently persuaded that court,action would not end the strike,

withdrew its petition from the court. Weeks later a parents' suit
forced the board back into court as an unenthusiastic co-plaintiff.
Another injunction was issued, again without any showing of harm.
Teachers defied the.new order, and settlement was reached before

contempt proceedings could begin.

Collinsville, Illinois. In Collinsville the school baord was

split in its views about the desirability of going to court. A

union member and a teacher on the board voted against a motion to

seek injunctive relief: Nonethelellopapers were filed. Although an

ex parte order was not issued, a hearing was quickly scheduled. The

board, through its petition and through brief testimony from district
officials,. alleged that,the strike was irreparably harming the

district, in that it was, unable to perform itsduty of operating
schools.. The teachers' attorney, after perfunttory cross examine-
tion, announced that the board had produced "net one scintilla of
evidence" of irreparable harm But he,ade.no effort to prole that
the strike was not harmful. The coureffound harm anyway, and enjoined

the strike. Teachers defied the court's order,and contempt motions

were filed. However settlemeAt was nached before contempt hearings
began, tnd the motions subsequently were withdrawn.,

, Daly City; California. Teachers, struck at the beginning of th
school year in Daly City. Salary increases and -a new contract were

tied up in disputes about the disposition of "bail-out" money pro-
vided by the state in the wake of Proposition 13, and by disagreements
over fundS which the teachers maintained were available in district

4
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(--'reserve accounts. Substitute teachers were employed by the district:
and the Schools were kept open with limited programs in operatiOn.
Picketing was intense. After a week the district sought an injunc-
tion agairilt picketing. The petition for relief asserted that a
shoWing of irreparable harm was not necessary under California law,
but nonetheless included allegations and supporting_decDarationsthat
the pitketing was creating irreparable harm. A temporary restraining
order limited picketing. Subsequently a hearing waloheld, and a
temporaty injunction issued, following submission of more detailed
affidavits concerning harm. However these affidavits appear to have
served procedural needs and included little hard evidente of harm.
The teachers' attorney-did not contest the district's declarations
about harm. Board sources indicated that the judge in the case,
unhappy with the Board's negotiating posture, directed further
negotiations with the tpachers. However progress toward settlement
was slow, and teacherp/defied provisions Of the court's injunction.
A settlement finally was reachewo weeks after tilt' injunction was
issued.

.Seattle. Seattle was one of ten Washington districts hit by
teacher strikes at the beginning of the 1978-79 school year. Neither
statutory nor case law provided unambiguous direction concerning.
irreparable harm -and injunctive relief. The statutes neither authorized
nor pvohibited teacher strikes. The leading case, which involved.,
munIciAl dock workers, clearly permitted injunctive relief, but
it was not clear whether the relief was based on common law prohi-
bitions against public employee strikes, pr on the damage caused by
such strikes. Teachers, anticipating that the board would seek
injunctive relief,' prepared to challenge therboard's irreparable

,

harm claims by preparing affidavits based on their experience in-a
two-week strike in 1976. The strike, thepteachers claimed, had nor
resulted in irreparable harm.

The Board delayed filing its request for relief, thus weakening
the teachers' defense. he board filed it own affidavits showing
harm- In addition, of lnurse, the board's petition claimed that it
need not show irreparablt harm, for strikes were per se harmful. By sr

the time a hearing was held on the aoard's request for an injunction,
tife strike,was three weeks old.r,A group of parents had sought standing
in the case, and while their retliest was denied, their affidavits
concerning the harm caused by the strike were adopted by th Board%

The court's decision was based on the affida4rits,Jiled by the
board and the; teachers, legal briefs, and oral argument by the attorneys.
No one testified. The court held that harm need not be shown under
Washington law. The teachers' claims of unfair labor practices by Ake
board belonged elsewhere, and were n'ot germane to injunction request.
The strike was illegal and hence enjoinable. Howexer, the court noted,
it seemed obvious that the strike was harmful, particularly with
respect to handicapped children. Ironically, the court's observations
about handicapped children appear to have been based on information
drawn from one of the teacher's affidavits, rather than the board's.

29
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Seattle teachers voted to comply with the court's order.

Warren, Michigan. 'A three-week teacher strike delayed the
.opening of the 1978-79 school year for the 29,500 students of the
Warren Consolidated School District. Teacher strikes are illegal
in Michigan, put the famous Holland decision of 1967 established the
precedent that illegal strikes should not be enjoined unless there
was an adequate allowing of irreparable harm. .

A week' after the strike began the school board sought injunctive
relief. The all-day hearing which ensued provided (along with the
strike in Butler, Pennsylvania) this study's best example ofthe use
of the irreparable harm standard in a teacher strike injunction .

proceeding.

In the Warren case Board attorneys carefully prepared court
documents and teitimony,arguing whatca teacher source called "a,
normal litany ofharm." Board witnesses testified that the Board
was harmed in that it was unable to carry out its constitutional
and statutory duty to provide ethicationi that there was a threat
to the capacity to provide 180 days of instruction and that the
strike was incurring increased operating expensee and other financial
harms. But.the chief focus of plaintiffs' arguments as to irreparable
harm was on the harm the strike was causing to students. Students

- were being deprived of educational opportunity; they were,being given
the example of illegal behavior by teachers; the strike would have
adverse effects on attitudes to learning; a variety of programs (for
drop-outs, special education, extra-curricular activities) were being
threatened; and the intensive scheduling of make-up darLibnecessitated
_by a continuation of the strike would be adverse to effective learning.
The Board did not -argue harm to the community or the public although
the judge later,concluded that harm was being incurred by those
segments of the population. /

In cross-examination, teacher attorney Eli Finkel challenged
some of the Board testimony.' He secured admission that the district
was still two weeks away from the date on which attendance could be
counted for state aid purposes, inferring thereby that harm had not yet
begun ro occur.' In addition, he established that the district was
still a month away from the time when the 180 days of instruction
could no longer-be scheduled (if holidays and the month of June were
used for make -up days.)

Teacher source? indicated that they felt the Board's inability
to furnish evidence of harm by citing educational studies authori-
ties was the weakest aspect of the eas . (They referred to atements
made by plaingiffs,as "conclusory elle ations," opinions which were
not substantiattid by evidence.) Again and again, WEA Attorney Finkel
asked for citation of professional studies and authorities to back
up statements being made bytschool personnel. But they could cite
none, %lthough they indicated that, given time in the library, they
would be ableto find some.
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The teachers' case that harm would not occur as a result of
a teacher strike had a scholarly base but it was risky. The witness
for teacheis cited studies and authorities indicating that schooling
had little measurable impact on student success or failure in life.
An._absence because of a teacherstrike should therefore not'affeet
pupils adversely. This is a two-edged argument, likely to undercut
the position of teachers in some future argument over the importance'
of their contribution to .the lives and learning outcomes of children.
Teacher sources admitted they were uncomfortable in using that ap-
proach but used it nevertheless.

Telachers also used the example of several learning programs and
variant class schedules in other countries to establish that learning
could occur even if the five - day- a'week schedule were not followed.
And they citeda study made during an eight-week Pennsylvania strike
in-which there were no differences in scholastic achievement between
those who had been in school and those who had been out during the
entire strike. This was perhaps their most persuasive refutation of
harm, but it received little, attention.

Judge Cashen was then left with a battle of the experts. Learned
men had testified on hothssides; they were far apart in their assess-
ment the consequences of the stseke and on the existence of harm.
Inde udge Cashen noted, "Their discord in agreement is unbelievable"
(transcript, Warren, 1978:116). The judge did not note that thecase
of the teachers had been substantiated by scholarly evidence while
that of the Board had not.' That quality of evidencelwas apparently not
-lacisive for him. For him, there had been harm to the teacher-student
interaction process as exemplified by a student with a sign saying,
"Firesmy teacher." That erosion of relationship seemed to epitomize the
existence of harm for him. In addition, he found that there was harm
to the Board, to teachers and to the community. The public was being
deprived of services for which they were paying. To secure those
services, the judge issued the injunction.

In summary, the precedent of Holland that an injunction not be
issued in a teacher strike absent a finding'of violence, breach of
the peace or irreparable harm was observed in the court action in

/ 'this strife in the denial of an ex parte temporary restraining order
and in the provision for a show cause hearing. Further, the consid-
eration of the case in that hearing was focused on the issue of
irreparable harm. In face of the disagreement of the experts; the
judge relied on court testimony but also on his independent judgment
in finding the existence of harm. He agreed with the Board that
the learning process was being harmed.; in addition, he also found
there was harm to the Board, to teachers and to the community. So

finding, he issued the requested injunctive relief.

i'

Butler, Pennsylvania. Butler Area Schbol Dis rict teacher rep-
resentatives began their negotiations for the 197 78 contract easy
in 1977. Agreement proved to be impossible, and the impasse pro-
cedures requyed by Pennsylvania's Act 195 were invoked. But the
1977-78 school year began Without settlement of the contractual
issues, and on January 9, 1978, a teacher strike began. The schools
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closed. A week later school board attorneys petetioned the court
for injunctive relief, contending that the strike posed a clear
and present danger or threat to the public health, safety, or welfare.
The strike, the complaint claimed, threatened the district's capacity
to schedule 180 days of instruction by June 30, denied students
their education, threatened state and federal funding, created hard-
ship for non-striking employees, prevented continuity in educaticitgal
programs (particularly in special education), interfered with the
plans of graduating seniors, and infringed on students' constitutional
rights to a free education.

A three-day hearing occurred on January 19, 20, and 23. Board

witnesses offered testimony which reiterated and expanded upon the
points made in the initial complaint. Counsel for the teachers
rigorously cross-examined board witnesses, demanding strict proof of
each allegation of harm....1 For example there were requests to specify
the exact. numbers of stwients who were deprived of counseling services,
and the exact number of inquiries concerning the availability of

counseling services. Empirical studies supporting plaintiff's claims
were solicited by the teachers' attorney. But the studies were not
forthcoming, and most of the "strict proof" demanded by the teachers
was met, by the personal observations and opinions'of school district
witnesses. In part the teachers' demands for proof were attributable
to a desire to stretch out the proceedings as long as possible; in j
part they were a reflection of bona fide doubts that a clear and
present danger existed. With respect to the calendar, teacher
atto1rneys explored the possibility of "elongating the school day",
such that the requisite number of instrutional hours,might, be scheduled
in fewer than the normal number of school days.

On January 26 Judge Keister issued his Opinion and Order. The

judge found a long 14.st of harms associated with the strike, including
the prospect that the 180-day school year could not be completed.
The court thereupon enjoined the strike. At the same time he ,ordered

both parties to resume negotiations, and he further ordered that
the contract which had expired the previous June be reinstated, except
as otherwise agreed upon by the plaintiffs and defendants. The

teachers then voted to return to work. Four months later the board
and teachers agreed upon the terms of a contract. '

4 In most respects the Butler proceedings was fairly routine for

-Pennsylvania. However Judge Keister, in his opinion, made the strike

an extraordinary one. Recalling his "fond and vivid memories of
Fannie Tebay, (my) first grade teacher at Institute Hill School", -
and noting that "to the child the teachers are a pillar of knowledge,
wisdom, and strength," Judge Keister, found an irreconcilable conflict
between the strike provisions of the Public Employment Relations
Act, and the constitutional rights of children. "The portion of
PERA legalizing strikes by public school teachers," said the Judge,

"is udconstitutiponal" (Opinion, Butler, 1978). That declaration

prompted a furof, and the court's action promptly was appealed to the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court, which later ruled that the judge's Opinion
was "improvident...and...of no effect." The appeals were dismissed.
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THE LAW INIACTION -

"The life of the law has not been logic," said Holmes; "it
has been experience.." The law set forth in statute-books and in,
reported cases provides a poor guide to the events one observes
as plaintiffs, defendants, and trial court judges cope with the
forces and emotions unleashed by a teacher strike. On the
surface, matters such as irreparable harm are calmly argued and
disposed of, but beneath the surface lie a host of tactical,
strategic and political considerations which hav4 as much- -and
perhaps more--influence than do the lawbooks on the courts' treat-
ment of the irreparable harm standard,.

In order to identify and analyze these underl phenomena,
the major portion of this research project wa c. to the task
of gathering field data in settings where s -s and injunction
proceedings occurred during 1978 and 1979. Field studies were
conducted in Missonrif- Illinois, Michigan, Pennsylvania, New York,
Washington, California, Louisiana, and Vermont. In these studies we
examined courthousejiiles (which included petitions, answers, exhibits,
briefs, orders, ancrinotions), observed courtroom proceedings where
feasible, obtained transcripts of courtroom proceedings where possible,
reviewed newspaper accounts of teacher strikes and, most important,
conducted extensive interviews. The principal interVieweed'ere
the following:

4/0

12 attorneys representing school management
11 attorneys representing teacher organizations
3 school board. members
4 superintendents or assistant superintendents
6 teacher organization officials (local and national)
2 judges

1 expert witness
3 state education agency officials
5 spokespersons for third parties (e.g., parents, mediators)

Id most cases interviews were transcribed, and of course anonymity
was assured. The interviews themselves were Unstructured, and ranged
over a host of questions involving the legal aspects of strikes, but
special attention always was focused on the dhe of the irreparable harm
standard.

Data gathered in several of die field settings were summarized
in the preceding section of this report, and are presented much more
fully in several appendices (Colton, 1980a, 1980b, 1980c; Graber,
1980a, 1980b, 1980c).

In the following pages field data are presented thematically,
rather than site-by-site., The overwhelming impression gained from
the work in theSfield was that plaintiffs (school boardmembers, super-
intendents, and management attorrtsys), defendants' (teacher organization
leaders and teacher attorneys), and judges viewed the irreparable harm
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standard in fundamentally different-ways. Their views of the issues
at stake, their views of the positions of tha parties, and their
views of the role of the courts had little in common. NM doubt
this is an inherent feature of forums which are adversarial by
design. Indeed, one of our initial reasons for examining courtroom
treatment of the irreparable harm standard was our suppOsition that
each party would have an'interest in elucidating the meaning of
the standard. Nonetheless.it was disconcerting to experience the
great gulf which reflected the differing roles occupied
defendants, and judges. Perhaps the reader who poo'te thro gh
the following data will share our discomfort. Regrettably, words
on paper cannot convey the depth of feeling and the emotion that
repeatedly was communicated in interviews.

Before proceeding to the data, several caveats are in order.
Firit, we encountered tremendous variations in sophistication of
analysis of the irreparable harm sttndard. These variations were
evident both within and among states. fn essence, some individuals
had thought about the matter a great deal; others had not. In these
pages we present data gathered in large part from the most thoughtful
and lucid of our interviewees. Some of our sources are quoted
extensively; some are-not quoted at all. In many cases,, at well, our
desire...to avoid redundancy narrowed the range of sources utilized.

Second,..except where public documents are utilized, sources are
anonymous. Readers are hereby warmed that they risk error if they
assume that a "Pennsylvania source" necessarily was associated with
the Butler case, or that a "Michigan" source necessarily was involved
in the Warren strike; our interviewees were not restricted to the
field study sites, and many of the sites we studied are not reported
in the appendices.

Plaintiffs' Views of Irreparable Harm

Plaintiffs exhibited a broad range of views about the nature and
significance of the irreparable harm standard in injunction pro-
ceedings. In Hazelwood, Collinsville, and St. Louis, for example,
plaintiffs' complainfa for injunctive relief routinely alleged
that irreparable harm would ensue if an injunction was not granted.
But affidavits suppOrting the allegation were not prepared, and
virtually no attention was given to the problems of proving, through
testimony or exhibits, that irreparable harm was imminent or present.
In short, the irreparable harm standard in these situations was no
more than a hollow legalism, routinely incanted but of no pracfical
significance.

In other districts, e.g., Daly City and Seattle, the 'irreparable
harm standard rece4wed somewhat more attention. School board attorneys
outwardly maintained that the mere existence of an illegal strike
warranted injunctive relief. However there was concemthat the
courts might exercise discretion by refusing to issue an injunction.
One potential basis for such rejection would be (as in the Holland case)

r-
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the absence of evidence concerning irreparable harm. Hence plain-
, tiffs prepared themselVes for a worst-case contingency. In their

approaches to the,courts these' districts maintained that they
need not 'show that a:strike was irreparably harmful. But they
Alpo asserted that if the court disagreed with them then they were
prepare4to show that strikes were harmful. To that end, extensive
affidavits were prepared, describing a multitude of harms associated

. with strikes. However the preparation stopped ,there. Little was
done to mapshall hard evidence or tq prepare witnesses for examination
or cross-examination concerninglIrreparable.haw. The possibility

the court Might require careful'attention to the matter was
do remote that planning for such a contingency just did not take
pl ce.

---\ y

In other settings, notably Michigan and Pennsylvania, the
irreparable harm standard was taken far more seriously. In the strikes
'we studied plaintiffs assumed that the irreparable harM standard
was significaop$o the courts. Testimony was preparethcarefully,
and an approdrch to the courts was delayed until'such time as the
gtrike had en4ured long enough to develop the impression that real
harm Might Pe occurring or might be imminent. Put differently,
plaintiffs in these districts believed that it was not sufficient

---,.......--,

merely to point out that a strike was illegal. There must be mire.
' Irreparable harm was an essential part of the required additional

showing. VA
-4111r

Through our interviews with board sources, e.g., bo0ardmembers, 11,

superintendents d their associ , .andoattotneys for school manage-
went, and through ur examine, court files and trial transcripts,

we vere,able to di cern several aubstantive themes set forth
by plaintiffs who considered theoeatter,,,of irreparable harm. One
theme *as that harm occurred'in many guises, and embraced far more
than students' cognitive learning. Second, evidence in suppdrt of
*allegatlIons of harm was derived maiftly from the personal experience
and professional opinian'of educatOrs,,rather than from harder sources
such as research stud s 3hird, teachers' counter-arguments were seen as
self-serving. And fi , major strategic and tactical plOblems
were involved in situation ere it is necessary to plead irreparable
harm as a prerequisite to injunctive'relief.,

'1'
.-

1. 'Irreparab4le Harm Occurs in Many Guises.. The trial transcript
in a Pennsylbania case exhibited the multitude of 'types of harm which, '

plaintiffs alleged, were associated with a teacher strike. Among

them were the following:

the school calendar was.disrupted

continuation of t strike would Ake it impossible to schedule
the mandatory 180qtay9 of instruction

state aid would be lost if 180 days could not be completed (the
,daily loss was calculated at $45,417)
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haeral funds would be forfeited ($3008

wages lost by non-professional personnel affected by the
strike wouldyresult in loss of local wage taxes

unemployment benefits might have to be paid to laid-off non-
professional employees

programs foi handicapped children were not in operation

college and vocational counseling for senior students was
interrupted

students anticipating enrollment in summer programs Auld
be unable to enroll if the school iOir was extended

students would not be adequately prepared for college
entrande examinations

. 0

continuity of indtruction was broken

Students would be handicapped in seeking summer employment

- extracurricular activities were curtailed

i I r meals were not available to studeats

adult-education programs were inoperative

the strike was working a.hardship on families, by requiring
employment of baby-sitters, or by having a family member stay
at home rather than go to work, and disrupting summer vacation
plans. (Transcript, Butler, 1978).

Plaintiffs' affidavits prepared in connection with the Seattle
and San Diego cases contain similar recitations of Harms. A

.Supe'rintendent's affidavit in Seattle said:

This strike action or work stoppage is causing And
unless enjoined'will continue to Cause great harm to the
XI/strict. This great halm includes the following:

(a) The delay and sub antial disruption of the educational
programs of the District%g 58,200 students, 112 schools and
25 programs.

(b) The likelihood of having to cancel many worthwhile
school events including athletic events, dances and other stu-
dent activities.
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------COThe--loss-of-saqfport-fox-financiaLpzopositions for .

school funding caused by a strike-induced frustration of voters
and parents. The District obtains for 1978-79 about 27% of its
funds through, the special excess levy system. Loss of these
funds would entail material cuts in the educational programs and
services of the District.

(d) The continued inability to effectively open schools
because of strike action would extend the school year into the
latter half of Juneor later which would result in:

(i) the,, disruption and altering-of summer school
a nd vacation plans of hundreds of District studentiand parents;

(ii) the placing of Seattle students in a less
competitive position for Summer employment opportunities;

'(iii) the postponement of graduation for high school
seniors, some of whom need and plan to'enroll in,summer school
courses in order trpeet college enrollment requirements;

(Iv) the disruption of summer plans of hundreds ,of

noncertificated employees of the District who will have to work
into the summer during "make-up" school days;

21maintenance....sr.hedulessauserLb.yfewer
days of vacant facil ties - during the summer to perform major
maintenance and other work;

(vi) unanticipated day care costs and inconvenience for
many parents of school age children;

(vii) disruption of.City of Seattle Parks and Recreation
Department schedules because of change in students' school
attendance ca ).endar, and disruptton of outer programs which are
coordinated between the City of Seattle and the District (including
the inability to restart the S.P.I.C.E. program (Seattle's Program
InvOlving the City's Elderly) which uses District facilities)
(Affidavit of David Moberly, Seattle, 1978)..
An affidavit of the Board President said:

The Board has received hundreds of complaints, statements of
concerns, aoselneas from citizens, parents and students to take
legal action against the strike or use some other method to open-'
schools for the reason that students are being harmed by the
continued closure of school and by the example of the students'
teachers and other District employees violating State law
and promise not to strike-in the Collective Bargaining Contracts
between the District and the three Seattle Teachers Association
organizations.
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: '1..have-had_many_years experience wo king in support-of
special-excess livy proposipons for the eattle School
District and am aware that the concern, frustration, and anger
created by the closure of District schools because of the
Present strike may jeopardize the chances for success of future

. school ley* or other financial .ballot propositions (Affidav#6,
of Patt Sutton, Seattle, 1978).

AA Associate Superiniendente-voicing-a theme that the court
subsequently echoed, said

The strike is causing and unless dhded will continue to
cause great harm to the District and its constituents. This
harm includes the following:

...Disruption of special education classes and services.
Special education students more than others need continuity
in,their highly structured programs Their programs are being .

digkupted by staff absences. Loss of the continuity of develop -
mal and speech therapy, psychological services, resource.
room And self-contained classroom programs may cause these stu-
dents'to regress in performance. For some of these students,
particularly theseverely handicapped less than full staff means
thet no program at all.can be provided (Affidavit of Harold Reasby;
$eattle,'1978).

-N. In San Diego the district's Controller attempted to project the
OP

finanoial_consequences of a strike:

1

11111,sf*''.

p.

o.

r-Tht finantial impact ofavteachers' strike...against the
district could be significant. Loss of Average Daily s.
'Attendance in the final month of school would reduce the
subsequent year's revenue by the following amounts:

1) Erementary schools (K-8)--$6.04 per absent student per day.

SI Secondary schools (9-12)--$:71 per absent student per' day.

The reduction would be in State funding with no provision for.

, 1,ocal.tax increases to recover this loss (Affidavit 9f
* A. Ronald Oakes, San Diego, 1977).

*N DecllOtions sues these were common in all strike sites where plain-* tiffs felt it necessary to submit affidavits about irreparable-harm.
In essence, Imre appear to be ,four main categories of harm which
Ichdolh.ettribute to strikes. Firht,'there is the threat of loss of

ante subsidy, 'either through reduced attendance (if the schools, are
An operation) or through a'shortened school year -(if lost days
cannot be made up). Second, they instructional program isdisrupted
or shortened, with accompanying losi of learning. Thirde. boards

freqpently contend that teachers, through their illegal strikes, are
settiki-a poor example for children. Finally, strikes.present a

3 8 7,
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171111W-FtCimmunity disruptions, including inconvenience to
parents who cannot send their children to school and hence must
.make other child care arrangements. ,

2. The Evidence of Irreparable Harm is Lamely Personal: In a
few settings plaintiffs found.it necessary to go beyond ;he"
allegations made in affidavits. Direct testimony on harm had to
be presented in court. A Superintendent told us how the testimony
proceeded:

The attorney for the teachers asked me- pestAns abOut making
Most time should we not be able to get 180 days in for the
schao Joyear. And he argued that we could do something by
extending the day each day for twenty minutes or fifteen minutes
.And while I was on the stand I contended that it may be possible
to do this to get the aggregate number of hours for the school
year. But it's impractical. If we're to add twenty Minutes .

or 4 half hour to"a school day in the secondary schools, thereby
adding perhaps five minutes to each class, I dare say there
would,be no lesson plans that could specifically be organized
around providing the additional five minutes of instruction
and 'Consequently I saw little or no benefit. And then I ques-
tioned what this might mean, say, for the kindergarten child or
first grade Child. Beyond what point does'learning really slow
dawn? The learning- is going to bequite.drama
st-tnTr-CaftirETOUR.

--Q: Did you have any specific evidence at that point that you
argued in court about the validity of adding extra time to a
learning period?

A: No. You know, it's just the, observation of two decades in
education as a classroom teacher. I recognized the impracticality
of it and this was not challenged. I.saw it only as a device

16 to provide the aggregate number of hours rather than the days.
We do know in the psychology of learning that there are distinct
advantages to spreading out programs over a greater'period.of time
and I'll cite an ekample. Rather than have one day a week for
students to learn typing and give them an eight hour session you're
much better off spreading an hour and-a half or so over six days
to provide the same. There'll be greater learning taking place....
I recall moving into discussions on the problems of the younger-
children and their perceptions. And there's no question in my
mind that older students can understand strike issues and the
fact that teachers may separate themselves from it. But I pointed
out that primary age children do not They do: not understand. It's
a form of rejection, in the same sense perhaps as a father and

41mother being divorced. They don't perceive things from our point
of view at all, I suppose, as adults. And that's natural. I did
'argue that the children do suffer from this and it effects thgir
outlook on what's taking place i9 their relationship with the teacher.
They do nbt understand strikes.
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I don't know how many hours their attorney cross-examined
me. If I tell you everythingI know an'the subject in five
minutes, he'd stretch out my time on the witness stand to five
hours. I project one hour for every minute of knowledge I have.
So,he wanted evidence of this. And the fact that primary'age
thildren, I think somebody glight to do some Tesearch on it--
their perceptions of what's/taking place. But he wanted to
know if I had anything to substantiate this and I said to him,
"Yes, I can locate it if I can bd released from here"....I knew

gtt him by now,jk'd learned this. Otherwite he, if I
couldn't cite the periodical issue and page he'd really put
me down. This released me, he backed off. He really thought
I could come in with it. ..I did have same information. The
thought wasn't'entirely new with me on this but it was not a
study that had been conducted.4 But I'm convinced that children
do have a problem in their relationships with the teachers. They

don't.understand in the primary grades why it's happening....

I think the tests that we have for achievement are notillp
discrete that they can identify (the effects of) eight weeks.
Most of the tests deal with bigger spans of time but you're talking
about achievement. I-WAS talking about attitudinal things which
I think are far more'signIficant--the attitudes of students. I

doubt that in eight weeks, unless there's something that's' highly

in the nonaal course of events in an English class which may
intlude not only appreciations but certain knowledge, certain skills,
certain attitudes, appreciations, these are not going to show on
the typical examination. AN I said I'm much more concerned with
the attitudes. And it showed up in a sort oka rebellion on the
part of students 1,n our district. Letters to the editor. You

know, if the teachers can strike, why can't we? (Interview,

district administrator).

A district administrator in another state described the matter
in similar terms:

When preparing to argue irreparable harm, you prepare a wide
range of arguments. You 'never know what will strike the'

. judge...We simply thought of as many kinds of evidence as we could,

and hoped that.something would strike fire.

Q: How do you prepare to argue irreparable harm in court?

A: What we did is that when we knew we were going to court, the
attorney and I each separately made a list of things we wanted
to include that would show irreparable harm. Then we got

together and shared our lists....Much of our argument wacircum-
stantial. We were asked on cross-examination what studies we

could cite. But we didn't hevelthat information ready. However

I could have gone Eo the library and found some. I .said if the

court would declare a 'recess and let me to to the library, I could
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come back with some. There is a group of studies on dip spacing
of learning. If we would have had toteach on Saturdays and
vacations, we wouldn't have hid that kind of spacing. And one
learns better if there is time in between. There are also some
studies that indicate that if you want to teach a child some-
thing, he learns better if you give him an example of what
rim are trying to teach. You know, it's a case of "monkey see,
monkey do." I could go to the library and find those things.

Q: If you were going to court again, would you prepare differ-
ently?,

Yes. We might find some of the studies that help us make
our point. The expert for the teachers cited one such study.
We didn' have that kind of evidence--ours was more circum-
stantial. But we could point to harm, especially with special
education pupils.' You know, the average pupil may not be
affected as much. But the special education child needs the
ongoing care and learning on a steady basis. Ahd the school
year was interitpted, or rather delayed, for all our students.
There was harm occurring. Aad in the end the judge agreed
with us. .(Interview, district administrator).

A school management attorney noted his dependence on professional
-opini-onas---thir--guartirIlf--e-Virence"8711reOlifibIW-harm:

Q: When you got to court and began raising the questi -8n of

clear and present danger, what kinds of evidence did You offer
to demonstrate that there was a clear and present danger?

of "N

A: The evidentiary part of these hearings often is difficult.
A lot of what you're asking the administrator to testify about,
(and that's basically who you have--the administrators) a lot
of what you ask them to testify about is nothing more than
their opinion. And that involves how the strike will effect
certain groups of children, either actually or psyshologicilly or
emotionally. In this state we often get *nto the argument that
a continuation of the teacher strike will have devastating effects
upon the mentally retarded and emotionally disturbed children;
that they don't understand what's going.on and.in addition, that
their programs are so set that by missing,days and days and,
days it will completely devastate whatever program's been set up.
On the other hand, you have administrators testifying about what
effect this will have on the average child or what effect this
will have on those who want to go to college and it's kind-of a

speculative situation because they'rrspeculating on whether or

not colleges will admit these students without them having fully
completed the highschool year. On the other hand, you can
offer evidence as to the fact that the basic issue in this whole
thing is whether or not 180 days can be fit into the school
calendar and so you can offer -testimony indicating that so many
days have gone by,\there are only so many days left between
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whatever period you're in court and that magic date of June 30th,
and you fit this into a calendar-sort of exhibit and show the
court, or attempt to lbw the court, how many days are left and
hov much tilmeyou have to fit it in. Then you get into really
what are poripheral'itsuis and it goes to'this Armstrong County
case, the.idea of, if you can collect a number of things and
throw all these effects into one big ball, that cumulative
effect may in itself present a clear and present danger. So

them we throw in all these Serious things such as...
s.

'CI: Keep filling up the cup hoping it will run over?

A: That 's right. The cafeteria workers won't get paid, the bus
drivers'won't get paid. That has a serious and detrimental
effect on the community. Working mothers have to stay home with
their children during the teachers' strike. And this has a
detrimental effect on them. The children, it's to the childrpn' s
detriment because now they have to go to school in the summer
when it's hot. You know you get into just a whole accumulative
effect of the thing.

Q: Another argument that's sometimes made is, with less, than 180
days you'd lose that much of a subsidy. One one-eightieth of
the state aid.

A: ,That's right. AlthOugh it's a speculative argument too
because no one has ever, to my knowledge lost any money over
a teachers' strike.

Q: On that question of evidence....as a solicitor, one of the
questions that's of interest to us de social scientists is what
kind of evidence there is. As an attorney is your life made
more difficult by the absence of hard data on'how strikes effect
kids? Or are the data there and available to you and just not
necessary?

A: I would say that that data Mould be extremely helpful. In

most cases it's not available; except that it is available in
reference to retarded or emotionally disturbed children in the

'form of experts; opinions that a b;eak in the continuity of a
program for t retarded or emotionally disturbed child has a
tremendously' adverse effect on this'child or on the class as a
whole. And that these children, even missing school for a day,
it may set them back two days by missing one day. And this is
the kind, this is about the only area where we had any evidence
if you will, and.that evidence would be in the form of opinions
by experts as to the bteak in continuity of education and. this
sort of thing. As to regular, and I say regular, normal, every-
-day school children, what effect it has on them is basically
speculation. When we're talking about emotionally or socially
and so forth.
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Q: So your strategy is to get someone qualified as an expert
and than rely on their opinion testimony?

A: Yes.

Q:. OK.

A: In our district we had a Miss X testify who'd qualify as
an-expert in this area. Making reference to references,
reference books and manuals, where possible. There's not a
whole lot on it but there; some in that area.

Q: Whys if courts will enjoin on the basis of threat to 180
days,-Is it necessary to go through all this other rigamarole
with all the other sorts of harm that may mine in the absence
of an injunction?

A: We're never certaibk that the 180 day argument will hold up
and we want to cover all our bases, to be very frank with you.

Q: Oh, OK.

A: It's the same old thing. You just want to
---------yermivs-vmeiver7thihg there. and enough to get

So you throb all the rigamarae in (Interview,
attorney.

be sure that
the injunction.

management

Dependence upon personal knowledge, rather than upon "hard"'
social scietce-type data was virtually universal among plaintiffs.
For many of them, the obviousness of the harm wrought by a strike
was so apparent that proof was not even needed. For example in One
setting a-board member, still distraught months after a strike
ended, spoke with great emotion as followe4

Some of the strikeis felt'a respoisibility,to their students.
And that's the whole thing. How can you, as a teacher, say
"it's OK for me to break the law" and then when a kid does
something,that violated the code say, "you're going to be
expelled from school." Haw do you teach citizenship? How
do you teach responsibility to those young, fertile minds,
if you don't life up to the letter of the law yourself? If
the state says, "you can't do this, you're breaking the law,"
and you say "I don't believe that, I'm above the law," and
then you go into the classroom and you tell the kids;' "there
are my rules and if you don't abide by them I'm going to fail

asu. I'm going to throw you out.. I'm going to see that
-you're suspended from school.;' If you go out there on the
street and you slash somebody else's tires, but a'kid comes
into class and the kid throws an eraser at somebody, you
march him down there and you have him expelled from school, or
you give him a three-day or a ten-day suspension, where's your
sense of values? Are you going by one set of rules and the

/

(
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kids havm,to go by another? Don't do as I do tut do as I
tell you?. That's wrong (Interview, board member).

For this persbn "proof," in an evidentiary sense,'was hardly neces-
sary. In another case a board attorney evinced the same .yiew:

I've seem a number of school strikes, and there is
irreparable harm done. We're suffering now because of the
harm done by the I don't think there's any
question about it....the whole attitude is terrible
(Interview, management attorney).

Also 'militating against the need for hard data was the law itself,
particularly 'in states where the law asserts that illegal strikes
are, by definition, irreparably harmful. One attorney put it
this way:

We weren Ut all that concerned with irreparable harm. There
1 are some,cases in this state which suggest thatewhen a public

employee participates in an illegal strike, that is per at
irreparable harm to the public. When governmental functions
are impaired to any degree, that is irreparable harm.

Q: You felt the court's action would turn on the showing that
there wai'a strike and that it was illegal?

A: Very simple case from our point of view. All we had,to show
'was the pion's involvement, which we. did through documents
( Interview, management attorney).

3. The Teachers' Arguments are Not Credible. A further reinfor.g.ament

of plaintiffs' certitude resulted from the view, widely held, -that
defendants' Challenges to plaintiffs' allegations of harm were self-
serving. That is, plaintiffs believed that teachers' disclaimers
about harm were not .credible. The logic of the situation was so
complex that none of our sources set it forth in crisp terms, but
the fragments of the argument can be pieced together. First,.plainl-

tiffs observed that it did not make env sense for teachers to be
asserting that the absence of teachers from their classrooms did not
cause harm. As one attorney said, "The irreparable harm point is
'really not a very good one to be made by the defense, in my opinion"

/
(Interview, boar} attorney). This attorney believed that challenges'
to plaintiffs' allegations of harm were simply devices to delay
courtroom proceedings. More significant was the plaintiffs' view
that teachers' invariable assertion that "the days can be made up"
was prampted.notby a desire to make up instructional days, but
rather by a,desite to make up kit days. One attorney put it this way:

The teachers never lose a dollar in Pennsylvania. The
teachers know that when they go out they can stay out as
long as they want and they'll still most likely'get-paid

'for 180 days of school, which is their full salary (Interview,
board attorney).'
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Another attorney/pushed the analysis even further. He said that
Pennsylvania teachers did not object to being ordered back to

work when the 180-day rule was threatened; an/order entered at
that time provided a face-saving de ice for teachers to return to
work, and hence to pr serve their full annual salary. It was
this latter observat , coupled with some apparent anomolies
in plaintiffs' cowmen to us, which prompted us to look for
the strategic and tactical dilemmas inherent in board efforts
to enjoin strikes.

4. Dilemmas of Application. Whet this study first was conceived,
we anticipated that teachers, not school boards, would be most /-
troubled by the irreparable harm standard. Iii6w could teachers argue ....

that strikes were not harmful? In the next section of this report 0

we will describe our findings on that matter. First however, we
must report several unexpected practical dilopmas facing school
boards.

One dilemma occurs when schools are operating in the face of a
strike. There are a number of reasons for school boards to try to
keep schools open during a strike. First, of course, the tactic
puts pressure on the teachers' groups. If there is division within
the ranks of teachers, as there-ulually is, the division is exacer-
bated by the daily-event in which some teachers teach, and others
do not. Further, the tactic requires the investment of enormdils
resources (by the teachers) in picketing; picketing, in turn, can be
fairly routinely restrained where, it interferes with. ongoing school
programs. Most significantly, continuation of schooling means that
striking teachers lose pay for each day they are out while their
working colleagues are paid. Moreover, those wio are working may 1,
be paid premium wages (as we observed in the Everett strike, where
newspapers advertised substitutes' positions pay g $105 per day).
In an era of teacher surplus, substitutes often available in
,large numbers.

Assuming a school system is operating, the board is obliged to
advertise that fact, i.e., to persuade paredts and children that it
is OVto come to school, that classes are staffed, and t4t regular
services are being provided. Further, it is necessary to make these
claims even if the reality is somewhat less reassuring: One reason
for the need is to counter teaCher claims that inadequate schooling
is being offered. Another, and perhaps particularly significant
one, is that state aid usually is computed on the basis of atten-
dance, and schools which are operas ng-at low levels of attendance
are losing state aid.

The dilemma arises when the district goes to court claiming
that injunctive relief is required. It has publicly claimed that
everything is fine: Can it then claim in court that irreparable
harm is being inflicted on the students? The matter is of little
consequence in places where mere illegality suffices to secure an
injunction, but what is a district to do in states where a showing.
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of irreparable harm is required?

Our best--but inadequate--evidence on the way out of this'
dilemma was apparent in a strike in Vermont. There the statutes
require that injunctive relief be predicated on a finding of a
threat to asound program of education. The district, confronted
by a strike, devised a delicate strategy for dealing with the
dilemma. Schools would be kept open, staffed with non-striking
teachers and substitutes. (Clearly there was a risk of violence
here, but probably the risk was less in this placid and pastoral
setting than it would have been in industrial communities.) Injunc-
tion proceedings were.commenced.lt once. The prime witness for
the Board was the leader of the teachers' association. The witness
was asked whether the makeshift arrangements which were being
used to keep the schools open constityted a "sound program of
education." The only plausible answer was 4No." The strike
promptly was enjoined. Next time, no ddubt, teathers will work
harder to assure that the schools are completely shut down, but
in this instancettg Board's strategy appears to have successfully
side=stepped the main issue. The irreparable harm standard worked
to tELINBOard's advantage.

A second dilemma occurs when boards seek to apply economic
pressures to teachers by letting a strike drag on. Unless a
board tries to run schools during a strike (with the inevitable
risk of violence and/Ugliness), the only strategy is to reduce the
length of the schooV year by offering less than 180 days/of-Instruc-
tion, with a commenaurate reduction in the number of da s of pay.
A Pennsylvania school board attorney voiced the dilemma this way:

I think t a board has a duty, when it's approaching the
180 gure, to do something. And I advise them of that.
But there's always sow feeling on those boardsi "Let

them sit. Who cares?, Let them lose money." And if they go
past the 180, they will lose money- -the teachers.

Q: Alright. Here and there we've picked up clues to the
effect that injunctive relief sometimes is surreptitiously
welcomed by,the teachers. It does get them off the hook.
Is that phenomenon operating here?

A: Absolutely. As a, matter of fact you find that sometimes
you're representing your clientthe school board--and
you're espousing a position which really may be popular
with the teachers and unpopular with your client: And
that is to get the teachers back to work...There are a lot
of school board members who feel, "If they're out on strike,
let them stay out for a while and let them lose some money,
as I would if I were working in the mill or anywhere else."
So it's a reversal of roles (Interview! management attorney).

The problem then, is whether the board's failure to seek injunctive/
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relief is the cause of irreparable harm, or whether the teachers
are the source of the difficulty. Board sources in Pennsylvania
expressed real hostility to state-imposed requirements that schools
be run fox 180 days, for the requirement effectively prevented
boards from exerting pressures on teachers' pocketbooks. Yet
-the 180-day rule is the key to the availability of injunctive relief

A closely related dilemma- results from patterns of state
aid reimbursement. In some states a district's entire state
subsidy is contingent upon -the district completing the mandated
number.of school days. Howeyer in these states there occasionally
are "emergency" bills passed by legislatures, which accommodate
reductions in the school year attributable to weather and other
natural calamities. Does a strike constitute such an emergency? In

addition it appears .that in many cases a school district "makes
money" if it reduces the length of its chool year. This is

40
particularly true in settings where se aid is reduced on a pro
rata basis, i.e.; one day's,loss of aid for each lost day of
school. But local revenues are unaffected, and so the lodal revenues

.... over .a.,fewer zumber. of Xor - a-. d-i-strIct- with.- - ---

a shaky financial pdsture, a reduced school year offers real,
possibilities. But again, to admit such a possibility is to nullify
the effectiveness of the 180-day rule on which findings of irrep-
arable harm apparently rest.

The existence of such dilemmas does nothing to ease the lot
of school 'boards faced by teacher strikes and by the need to plead
irreparable harm in court. And teachers are not unaware of-these
difficulties,

Defendants' Views of Irreparable Harm

Among teachers, their leaders, and their attorneys we found a
number of major themes concerning irreparable harm and teacher strikes.
One was that neither (a).personal experience nor (b) research,
evidence supported the proposition that strikes create irreparable
harm. A second theme was that plaintiffs' presentations of evidence
concerning.irreparable harm are not compelling. Third, defendants
felt that irreparable harm should be viewed in relative terms:
the harm: associated with continuation of a strike is outweighed by
the harm associated with terminating a strike before settlement of
the dispute that precipitated it. Fourth, despite all this, judges
routinely claim to find irreparable harm and use the finding as
justification foroissuiwan injunction. Fifth, ,even though teacher

defendants regularly jdseethe irreparable harm argument in court,
it is useful to mak4/the argument. Finally, the irtgparabla harm
argument containsAicertain built-in pitfalls which need to fie acknowl-

edged and which warrant certain tactical planning. Below we present

evidence reflecting each of these themes.

la. Personal experience does not support the proposition that
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teacher strikes create irreparable harm. Evidence on this point
appears in a group of affidavits prepared by Seattle teachers in
connection with the 1978 strike in that diivrict (We do not
argue that the evidence is zoo evidence; it simply is\the best
that we found.)' The affidavits were prepared by teachers who had
been involVed in a two-week strike in the district in 1976. The
teachers' observatl.ons included the following:

My students miss school for up to a week at a time for their
field studies and are very capable of making up lost lessons.
In the 1976 strike when school opening was delayed nine days,
the 180 day school year was made up and no student suffered
any loss,of class time or educational quality. I am sure
that there may be inconvenience for some students, however,
there will be no serious harm to the educational program
(Affidavit, science teacher).

Inlay opinion the strike in 1976 did not cause any harm other
than the inconvenience of re- arranging somewhat the schedule

----------fOijhe'academic year. I was particularly 6oncerned about
the effect a strike might have on some of my students since
many of them are senio$0 and are understandably concerned
about graduation. In the fall of 1976 when there was a strike
this concern was particularly acute since the program to
which I had been assigned was in the process of re-organization.
Despite the delay in school opening that year, more students
graduated from the Training Program in June, 1977, than ever
nucleated before from that program (Affidavit, social studies
teacher). -

The major loss to students-of a shortened school semerer
would be an overall decrease in the amount of counselor time
per student. Hower it is interesting to consider just exactly
wkitt...the loss in time amounts to on an individual student
basis. If the counselor-student ratio is 1/400 (which was
the suggested ratio for 1977-78 and which the Superintendent has
announced as the basis for hiring counseling staff this year),
a counselor has 1.05 minutes a day for each student. In a
ninety-day semester, that amounts toli4.5 minutes per semester.
In an 85-day semester, the per student counselor time would be
89.3 minutes, or a.loss of 5.2 minutes (Affidavit, counselor).

At the end of the 1976-77 school year I recall no difference
in my group Spring Concerts from any.other year when the had
not been a strike (Affidavit, music teacher).

In 1976, teachers were on strike for approximately two.weeks.
Lost time occasioned by this delay,in the opening of the school
was made up during an extended school year during the much
longer calendar year. In my judgment, and from my observations,
that strike caused no irreparable harm"to the mathematics Program
or to the educational programs in general, or the students ,

(Affidavit, math teacher)...

4E1
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Additional evidanceabout teachers' views of the irr pare-
im of strike effects is.eppaYent in the transcript, of an injunc= h

4.. proceeding connected with a 1977 strike in Aliquippa, . '
v.,.

Pe 51 : *crania. .A teacher in the district was placed o the stand
by defe.. counsel; a portion -of the dOrect'examinetion follows:

....

, .
.. .

Q: Do you believe that thd students could be re- oriented
and the school teachers, yourself as one...could recap
'sufficiently and suet arize and, review the material-that the

.-

teachers left off with, so the students will -be able to
bridge this time that they hayi missed, school as a result
of the work stoppage?

. 4
. 4

A: I believe we can. ThOse of us thatshavebeen in teaching
continuously know that teaching involves re-orienting;

44 4
teaching:re-teaching; learning, re-learning, viewing, -

If

reviewing; it is a constant on-going process. In my
particular -case, I would 'find it not too diffidat-to resume,
because I do teach the iroungepers who are high ichie'vers

acadeMically---:they showed the ability the first-nay ocschool
after the summer recess; and I think, in many cases,.a lot /-7
of the,teadhers would find some problems, which they can
overcome. It would depend on the ingenuity; the resource-
fulness of the teachers as to how quickly they co cause
the students to resume fie learning in the same ion
Oftey had_been prior to the work stoppage. I think most of
the ;ea9hers have been thinking-about that ing this
stoppage in their own minds. I am Sure they e gone over- -
I have talked with many of them in the el ry level as
well'as my department and the high school 1 , what they
would do to get the ttudents re-orient*, 6 in-the
education process. .

Q: Have they discussed or asked you how they would bridge
this period whep,ephe students were off during the work
stoppage?

A: Yes...they would...say, "Jim, what do you think we ought
to do when we go back?" because-I am experienced in the
elementary level, and I have advised them.... Cdn askirit
for. opinions alk ideas, I find them to be optimisti& abOnt
being able to do t5e job required of them wheneveethey
go back.

..ol

I

q': You are'telling this Court that at least these teachers
you have coin into contact with certainly have consideted
the problem df bridging this period of time when the students
werenot in school?

. .

A: Yes. About sixty per cent of these teachers engaged,'

.11
4
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the same' experience during 1406-69 when we had'two strikes
and they had interruptions --t think one was nipeteen days,
one was twanty-one days, or so, and they were able to resume
their classes' without too much interruption, with s9me
degree of continuity and satisfaction in the outcome of the

'results they were able to attain.

'Q: .You certainly can tell us what you did in those two
strikes that you just tallied abouto,and wilatyou are going'
trdo when you return to theclassroad tfiis time?

0

A: Well, as I said earlier, we review, we diagnose; and
we find out that sAdeitts don't really forget that much, &s
some people would lead you to think.

Al: Tell us specifically what you did when you returned to
class after the strike in 1968-1969?

'51!'

A:. I tried two different things in bile field because I had
students of a bright calibre. I left off at a specific page,
and when I'went back, I started the next page. "they did
walls. They went to college, 'tedtcal scilool, dental school,
,some in the ministry, some teaching on our staff today --
they showed no loss. That was 'the ones I just resumed from
the page I had left off. In other eases, I decided I
would pri-test and found out that there was some need for
remedial work; which we were able to facilitate....

Q: You will return to'the classroom and attempt to determine
What the students teed in order to bridge this periocilepf

time-that they have been idle?

op. 4
AL Basiciliy, the prime responsibility would be merely to
refresh certain concepts initheir mind so they can score
more on the tests or as clode to what they would have done on
the-day we had the work stoppage; and because the youngsters
are of the calibre; I am Sure they can meet that standard
(Transcript, Scleol District,of the Borough of Aliquippa vs.
PennsylvaniaState Education Association et al., Court of
Common Pleas, Beaver COunty, 1±?d.1949, 1977: . 243-247)4,

'' lb. Reseh evidence does not support the proposition thaI
teacher strikes cause irreparable harm. Teachers are not known 111"

as ardent consumers of'PaagogAcal research, findings. However
o
lttigation focused on the irreparable haft standard has prompted
teachers to search for evidence that may be germane. (The search
is impelled not merely by the desire to locate data supportive of
the teachers' position, but also by the need to locate research
data which might be used to undermine theioeition. Thus, the
dynamics of the litigation situation probably resulted in a fairly
tfiBiough search for relevant research.) We interviewed a person .

who has sergied as an expert witness for teachers in situations where
. L
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the Holland case is significant:

Now as far as the key testimony on the irreparable harm,
there are three areas that one can raise, it sees to me,
with respect to actual evidence. One of them is the Jencks
and Coleman stuff which in essence argues that schooling
cannot be shown to have dramatic effect on kids....lut

,...

that's a,very narrow study. There have been a lot of
complaints about the study but it's a rather impressive thing
and there's not very much in the literature other than a
study put out by the Federal Reserve Bank, I think in
Philadelphia, that indicates that school does have some effect
but that's an internal comparison of the effects of programs,
it's not an effect of schooling in.terms of the variables

i

that Jencks tried to identify. That's one way you can go.
Another way you tan go is to look at the Prince Edward County-
experience in Virginia, when the schools were closed on a
racial basis for a long time. And there is no evidence to
indicate that the kids were seriously harmed educationally.
There, are a lot of unique probleMs in that one. Then,

there's the case that you've got in front of you in which
a stt appeared during the'middle of the year and they
were cky enough to have a neat little control group kind
of study to indicate that achievement didn't decline. Those
kids who were out of school, Bill -time as compared with those
who were in schopl-Part-time as compared with those who were

Ct

in schoo all the time. There didn't seem, -ato be any big
different s.:... 4 ,

... I read some stuff in the New York limes about school \--
closings In Ohio due to weather and millage. And so I sat
down and wrote a letter to every single school superintendent
in Ohio whose name was mentioned in the article, there were
'about 14 of them, asking whether as a result of all this, they
had any evidence of any kind to indicate the, effect on the

4"-m

kids. An of absolutely nothing back. I got two letters,
alits4" back and in (those cases they said they didn't know of

anything. Nor were there any studies going ot. I thought
maybe somebody down in Ohio had picked this as an opportunity .

to find out; with that kind of stuff going on and npbody had.
So we came up dry again. 'Mere was just absolutely no "

evidence that We could find at all to supriart the theory that
there is irreparable harm (Interview,- expert witness for teachers).

Other sources agreed. ,A teachers' organization attorney
indicated that,the quest for research evidetce was continuing:

-,A

There are a few studies going on appareptly where they're
takiig pilot groups and control grouPs'of kids who have been
involved in certain teacher strike and they're gonna follow
the control group and the other, group. They!re going to follow
these kids, in-other words, take them in the fourth or fifth

51
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gradeor samtchi and folio* them for a few years and then
at various po nts, check out tests and things like thatand
find out, is thei2e any evidence of effects of the' strike?
I thinkrhere'sa.great deal, of skepticism whether they can
possibly fihd.O4t, Will there'be any relationship? If some
kid in one poitit in his career has education heldoff for two
or three Meeks, ca one possibly show long-run harm? So many
things affect a c 'a-maturation and development over the
period that the ef t is doubtfdl. Imagine that some kid, in
third grade,*missed four 'weeks of school. Frankly, if it was
never even tade.up, I would question whether, by the time
they were seniors in high'school, it would show. But in
almost literally every case the time's all made up anyway.
How they cairever believe that, that somehow there is going
to be a great detriment to that kid is pretty hard to believe.
But I think this thing we want to do is, run some tests and
try to out. Maybe people will look at it a little
differehtly at that point (Interview,teScher organization attorney).

2. Plaintiffs' presentations tf evidence °concerning irreparable
harm are not campellinf. A teacher organization attorney commented\__J
on the common - allegation that strikes threaten a district with less
of state aid: .

One of the big allegations as to irreparable injury...in these ,

suits\is that if the teachers are not in their schools and the
children are not there, that the jchool district will lope a
lot of state aid. The basis for state aid for each district is
the number of pupils that you have in attendance: There's
a couple of times during the year that they make these counts.
And they say "Haw this is irreparable injury because we just -
won't get this money. And there's just no way we're going'to be
able ta make it up." Naw...there's really not much we can
bring in an facts on that because it's more or less a question
of law. You're either going to lose the money or you're not going
to lose the money. The facts remains that no school district has
ever fast a, penHy as a result of a t4echers' strike.because of
that count. What normally happens is the legialatpre simply
passes a separate act that says the school distriCt shall not lose
any money. as a result. There's a general feeling: ,why

should it affect these kids and the school district and why should
taxpayers lose money as a result of something over which they had
absolutely no control? And it is really a counting procedure
anyway; for many purposes it really wouldn't make a.lot of
difference whether' they used the'second Friday,.the third Friday,
fourth Fridity, sixth Friday, tenth Friday; any ;aiday--they
just had to pick some day. And the merelfact that it's just a
fortuitous circumstance that the teachers have to be on strike.
on .a particular Friday is 'no reason that anybody should be penal-
ized you know. The taxpayers and, the district and such would
probably have to come up with the extra money or something. I
don't know anybody in the state who has ever lost any money, where
the State Department Simply Said, "You're simply not going to get

. A
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this money.". Nov there have been &couple of instances where
in essence the school districts say, "Well, we just'don't
vent to make the time up, o we'll just take the loss of
state aid" (Interview, her organization attorney),.

Trial transcripts indicated that this theme is extensively
developed at injunction proceedings in Pennsylvania (See Butler,
1978; Alipuippa, -1977). Even if the matter does not surface in
courtroom proceedings,. teachers believe that.a strike does not
threaten state aid or loss of instructional days - =unless the loss
is instigated by board refuial to schedule make-up days.

Q: To what extent do you think there is.irreaarable harm in
a teachers' strike? It was hardly touched on in ais case.
Hardly argued in court.

A: I think there isn't any, and I'll tell you why. there
could be, I suppose, if you went long enough. But what is so
sacred about a day that a teacher is out an .strike and yet
snow days, holidayi, vacation days, and above all summer
vacations are somehow less sacred?- Is then something that
pupils can only learn on days other than summer vacation, snow
days, and holidays that somehow magically they can assimilate
on days that people would otherwise be in school and they go
on strike?

...And they did arrange to make up the time. So therefore it
only means that we're talking about inconvenience. Inconvenience
to-the students. As far as the harm being irreparable, we kept
hearing on fairly good authority that the Board was going to
ask for a waiver of the iequired days. So it looks like the
irreparability'or the quality of irreparability is suspect
immediately if .that is true (Interview, teacher organizatiot
spokesperson).

Other allegations of irreparable harm fare no better, in the"
eyes of teachers. An attorney spoke somewhat contemptuously of a
typical Board complaint' seeking injunctive relief:

Q: What about the arguments of school boards? Have there been
changes in the quality of board arguments over time?

4

A: I would say, in thy opinion, very, very little. I have a

Boar0 complaint right heft. They have a list a mile lOng. Here

is your typical complaint, your allegation of irreparable
injury.... It's so speculative. It's conjecture, speculation.
And we can get people that'll come in and say, "Well, my. .14

opinion is different, see.". So OK, that was their first one,
right up front. "1:0 Serious disruption, impairment and demoral-

ization of a vital function of-the government: namely the

operation of a public school charged with tllb education of
students within its district." Now there, they're already

a
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slipping off into just conclusory type things. What do you.
mean "serious disruption"? That just begs the question.
What is a serious disruption? _What is impairment? Demorali-
zation? And how are you going to prove that? You are going
to say, I'm demoralized? 4 teacher can say "I'm demoralized.
I don't have a contract." So I doil't know. But there again.
Very, very weak I think. Extremely weak for anybody really
looking at the thing (Interview, teacher organization attorney).

The attorney's point is amply demonstrated in trial transcripts show-
fag testimony in which board witnesses are cross-examined. The
following epiiQde, for example,_ appears in the transcript of the
Butler case:

Q: You stated yesterday that the seniors might experience
some disadvantage because of ehe fact that they are not now
in school because of the work stdppage,'and they are about to
take this (ACT or SAT)' examination on the 28th--

A: Yes.
a.

Q: --of January? Can you'tell us what disadvantage you
thinking about or referring to?

FA
. A: Yes, the disadvantage Would be related to the interruption,

the fact that he studen,t is not currently 'attending classes,
conditioned both attitude and behavior to respond to Certain
items that would be found on the instrument.

Q: That jog my memory now.: You mentioned the phrase,
"attitudinal changes"?

A: Yes.

Q: Now, do you have tome major, some empirical data that you
could share with this Court that would show that the'mere
interruption of the eddcationfrom January 9th to this date would
create such a disadvantage to these seniors?

A: I could not cite for you certain pieces of research, no.

Q: Upon what, then, sir, do you base, your statement to this
Court?

A: my experience in working withlearers in the classroom.

Q: All,right. Let's explore'that for a moment. What period of
time can you ,tell this Court, or what exaMple can you tell this
Court where there had been a break in educetiork.for nine or
ten days prior to In examination such as the,SAT or the ACT
which had'caused some disadvantgge to the person or persons Co
be tested?
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. A: I would correlate this with a ,teacher -made test, and if
the learner had been absent for a period of time, even due
to personil illness or Christmas vacation. .

Q: So, I'm looking atdsimilar tests so we can compare
apples with apples--

A: Yes, yes.

Q: and not SAT to a history examine to a senior high
school student.. What examples would you have for us?

A:. In my opinion, the responsibilities and pressures placed
upon a youngster preparing for such an examination, and
thinking in terms of the value and future cammitdent of
that student, this pressure in itself for the SAT would increase
the anxiety level. Now, if--

Q: Upon what do you base that; what example? My question has
been examples, sir.

A: My children taking such examinations; my own personal-,
experience in taking such examinations.

So, that's one for you, and how many for the children now?
. ,

A: Pardon?

Q: Haw many children\do you have?

A: Six.

Q: And they have all taken these examinations?

A: I believe my youngest daughter, the ACT, not the PSAT orSAT.

Q: So, you're speaking now of two personal experiences on.
these examinations?

A:: Not just two personal experiences. The students within our
schools;, the comments made to me.

Q: Wait..',Jet's take it, if we can by the numbers here-. You
talked about personal experience. You talked about yourself.-
All right?

. A: Yes.

Q: Did you take the examination after being off for ten days
becadle of a work stoppage, as a student?

g. A: No, sir.

4



Q: So that doesn't count. ,How about your daughter, did
she take the examination coming off of a work stoppage?

A: No, sir.

Q: All right. Now, what other examples do you have?

A: I do not have other examples.

Q: So the Court is clear and I'm clear--I don't mean to
confuse you, sir. I apologize if I have been.

A: You're not.

Q: I just wanted to know what your basis was, or is, for the
statement that there would be some attitudinal problems with
the children

A:
P*1i

Yes.

Q: --taking these examinations (Transcript, Butler, January 20%
,

1978: 19-22).

'3. Irreparable harm is relative. Frequently defendants spoke
of harm in relative terms, rather than in absolutes. For them the
question was one of weighing the harm arising from the strike
against the harm dasaciatddyith endingethe, strike. Our sources
divided the latter into two broad categories: harm which the strike
had been designed to combat, and harm which would be caused by
a return to work without a contract. A teacher organization officer
spoke of the first typeWith considerable.eMotion:

As late as this past week I.had a man say to me how upset his
was to have had their four children at home. And I said,

really, I'm so'sorry for your poor wife." Her baby-
sitters were withheld from her for a while. He was still
very upset that his wife had,those just.got on her
nerves, Education--it just has to be morkthan baby-sitting..
We had issues. Our school system was being destroyed. We

.know how many substitute teachers are walking through these
classes. Class after class whiCh has had six, seven, eight
different subs in a year or a semester...Anybody can get a job
anywhere else without having to put up.with the types of
problems that we have in an urban situation...A person could
get the same salary somewhere else (but most of the time they
could get more) and they don't have to worry about some of
the.other things we have problems with. Now the Board knows
that. The Superintendent knows it. But they weren't even
asking what would makA it attractive to get people to come in
and stay in the system and become professionals. They asked 1,1!

for no improvement in conditions, for professional teachers or
for the'prefession itself. We saw what was happening to our

AI°
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profission. We know that we were all hurting...We have'
gotten farther and farther behind.

The hard that might code from the strike is'nothing compared
to tho-damage.and harm that was being perpetrated on our
people and our children every day in this system. For
years.;.And there was no intent to clime it....Any price that
we pay for this short interruption, OF what I perceive to be
the opportunity for a realistic getting at something that can
says our system and place it in a position where we can aim
at quality Ouiation for children. I don't see what we did
as being destructive at all (Interview, teacher organization
'officer).

Affidavits prepared by teachers in Seattle frequently compared
the harm caused by a strike with the harm caused by other events.

With the help of his instructor, a student who has been ill
or absent for some other reason for an extended period, has
in many cases completed the course at the top of hfs/her
class....The situation involving a student that has been-home
L11 for an extended period is much more difficult to handle
than a situation where the entire class missed material or
instruction for an extended period. Yet each day the teacher
is faced with returning students who have been home ill. Whin
the eqtire class must complete the program in a slightly
reduced amount of time, the instructor simply has to provide
additional material which combines the information from two
units into one (Affidavit, industrial education teacher).

In past years I have men so-called innovative programs come
and go, some o whi.Ch used less class time and more home study.
time. Most n tably, for a number of years, a rotating_schedule
was adopted which in effect reduced the student's class time
by thirty hours, per class, out of a yearlytotal of one hundred
eighty. As far as.I could tell through testing, observation,
etc.; the students were able to accomplish the goals as set
for each subject (Affidavit, science teacher).

I have taught in Seattle When two days were lost due to snow
closure of schools and when three days of instruction were lost
in my building due toan'unexpected special testing program.
In both Cases the days were not made up, however the students
did not suffer any severe loss in their education.

, Teachers
are trained and experienced in making adjustments in their
instructional plans to accommodate...a wide variety of
interruptions such as assemblies, fire drills, group tests,
field trips by other teachers, band practices, and absences
due to illness or family vacations (Affidavit, mathematics teacher).
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-* Of greater significance than'the strike on the quality of
education is...the new textbook adoptions that didn't showup
for the opening of school (Affidavit, experienced teacher).

Other teachers assessed harm by comparing the effects of
continuing to strike until settlement was reached, and returning to
class without a settlement.

It is my'opinion that starting school with-the Unsettled
disposition of the staff would result in an inferior program
as compared to starting school after having resolved the issues
ap that one's full resources can be directed toward providing
a quality, integrated educational program (Affidavit, special
education teacher).

From a coungeling viewpoint...it appears more likely that
opening school in an unsettled atmosphere would be more
detrimental than a delay in opening or a shortened school year.
Forcing teachers to go back to school before there., is resolution
and mutual agreement means that the school staff would be
working under more than the usual opening-of-school stress.
When people are under stress, it is reflected in increases in
interpersonal conflicts...and inability to see others' views.
'It may also lead to apathetic task performance. If-we increase
stress and anxiety on school staff, we in turn decrease their
ability to be responsive to student needs, interests; and
tensions (Affidavit, special education teacher).

To start school without a contract and face a possible walk-Out
sometime during the school year would...be much more disruptive
to the educational process than merely delaying the start ot
school until everything is.settled (Affidavit, home economics
teacher).

If teachers are forced to start the school year without having
settled the paramount issues of salary, fringe benefits, and
evaluation procedures, they will be angry and frustrated. This'
cannot help but have an impact on the quality of their teaching....
The irreparable harm caused to the educatiOnal process by
forcing the teachers to teach prior-to the conclusion of bargaining
will far exceed any harm which would result from delay in the
opening of school (Affidavit, teacher organization official).

The sum and substance of all-of this is that teacher defendants
assert that neither personal experience nor research indicates that
irreparable harm flows from teacher strikes, that plaintiffs have
failed to demonstrate the existence of irreparable harm, and that
'any harm identified is outweighed by the harms that would stem frpm a
premature termination of the strike.

4^.
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Yet teachers do not expect that these arguments will prevail in
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court, or at least they do not feel that board requests for injunc-
tive relief will be dismissed by the courts for failure to prove
irreparable harm.'

4. The courts will find enough irreparable harm-to justify
granting injunctime,relief. A teacher organization attorney lamented
the futility of it '11:

No matter how skillful our lawyers have been in cross-
examinationshowing that the specific harm that'd been
portrayed to us by their witnesses really is not as harmful
upon. close scrutiny by lawyers from our side--this seems Ea

P be not impressive at all to the judge listening to the case.
Almost as if it's a formality that he's just taking all this
dawn for dress .as opposed to any 'substance. No matter what
we uld say in counter - distinction,, they will grant the
in ction.

We have experts coming in from the state capital who are

trained in as much detail, if not more, than the school
-4/district has access to, in terms of budgetary questions such

as loss of subsidy to the school district when the district
is closed due to a work stoppage. Our witnesses come.lon to
say that the school district will save money the longer the
strike continues. Nobody rebuts our experts' testimony.
You would think that point irould be brought home clearly
enough to the court for the court tp take a grasp of'it and
say_t_ll_is..i'Ts true." But it falls on deaf ears time,and time
again (Interview, teacher orginization'attorney).

Another attorney described the situation this way:

Q: OK. at me ask you another question. One of the first
things you have to do is-refute the school board's case. The
school board is saying there is irreparable harm and you can
show either that there is no harm or that it is not irreparable.
Do you have to make gn affirmative case for your side or is it
sufficient merely to refute the school board.'s argument?

A: I tlink in the normal situation, here is, the school board
has the obligation to make a showing of irreparable damage. They
bring/the lawsuit, and then they have the burden of proof. Which
means they get to go first, they have to bring on their witnesses.
Then we make arguments refuting that. So that I'd say the
obligation is not to us to make a showing that there is no
irreparable harm, but for them to make a showing that there is
irreparable harm.

Q: And then you tear into that.

And then we tear into that. They have what's known as the
burden of proof. And I'd say that's what the law is. Now again,
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judges-being human beings,'this is very fluid and some judges
dislike strikes by public employees so much and they realize

t the strike isi114gal and such that they in.essence almost
switch the burden without saying so. There's no doubt about
it, it's discretionary with the judge. Dace he'd held a
hearing,.even,though they might disagree with it, the appellate
courts are not going to generally overturn that ruling. And
so we have gotten the short shrift a few times. where we come
_in, they put on some really very meagre case that to me
by any real logical standards was insufficient. The judge just
simply says, "Weil I find that these kids are being hurt because
now two football games have.not been played." Boom. That's
it (Interview, teacher organization attorney).

A teacher organization officer put the matter most succinctly:

Q: Was there,harm, here in this ca:4?

A: No. We always contend that there isn't. One of the main
things we poet to, we usually end up making up every day.
They.claim, they're losing money; they won't lose money because
they're going to get the school year in anyway. And we don't
think there's even been a showing of irreparable harm which
would justify an injunction. But the judge always issues it
anyway (Interview, teacher organization official)..

5, The irreparable harm argument is a useful one to make. In
`view of the near-universal (aid generally confirmed) expectation that
he courts will find irreparable harm even though the teachers think

that it isn't there,. one must ask why t teachers continue to
litigate the issue. Our interviewees de a numberof observations
about the reasonsfor'pursuing an ou rdly futile quest.

The manifest function of arguing the irreparable harm standard,
is, of course, tha of persuading the judge to deny th oard's

request for injunctive relief. The argument rarely is rsuasive, bu!
there are just enough' exceptions to nourish hope. In a initial
Illinois case (Redding), for example, injunctive relief was withheld
at the trial court level because the court did not find irreparable
harm. (On appeal the lower court opinion was reversed,) In Holland
the tower court granted injunctive relief, but on appeal the Michigan
Supreme Court indicated that the irreparable harm 'standard should

have been applied. In the several states (e.g., Washington) where
the groun rule4 for granting injunctive relief are unclear, occasional
victories courage defense attorneys to continue their challenges
to the doc ine that strikes are enjoihable simply because they are
illegal.

However the very low proportion of decisions which turn on the
irreparable harm standard, and the persistence of argument in the face
of exilerience, suggests that the argument may serve some latent func-

tions. It does. One such function is simply to delay the date of
40
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issuance of an injunction, in order to maximize the time available
for reaching a settlement. One teacher attorney put the matter
quite straightforwardly:

One of the strategies that we employ is to delay the ultimate
occurrence, which would be the injunctive relief order being
entered, which terminates our strike. Our leverage is still
there While they're still out on strike. And therefore if

.we can. make the employer put on the best case possible and
elongate the proceedings we have a chance to keep the strike
alive (Interview, teacher organization attorney).

A second latent function is that of encouraging the judge to
enter the teacher-board dispute as a mediatdr. An attorney
described the process this way:

L

Rarely does*a judge ever argue or ever rule "I find no :

irreparable damage." What he simply does.is hold off giving
the injunction. And he gets the parties and says, "Well
now, let's see here. Before,we continue this I want to see
the counsel back in my chambe s." ...What they aim to do is
(if they don't really think i eparable damage is there at
that time) they go so far as to'ay that "I want to talk
to the parties back in my chambe s." And they get the
bargaining going. They get them argue, to get them
negotiating around the clock. And they wear everybody down
and get an agreement....I guess I'm fairly strong believer k

in court-ordered bargaining, in that ,think it does make
both the parties tend to get much more reasonable. There's

.just no doubt about it (Interview, teac er organization attorney).
Tv

A third latent function served by teach ' challenges to
irreparable harm is that the .argument offers ssibilities' for
gaining public suppdrt. Otaf.teacher attorney ade the following
observation:

It's important. We want the public to know our side of the
story. We know the public usually doesn't care, but we do
influence a certain segment,. Some of those segments or
people that you might influence may. come out of the 'woods
and help. _So it's important,(Interview, teacher organization
attorney).

A final latent function was mentioned by an attorney with one of
the national teachers' organizations. While we did not detect
evidence of the phenomenon in any of the settings we studied, the
argument is highly. plausible. In essence, our source conceded that
irreparable harm might be found vis-a-vis a few students, and that
the teachers_ dealing with those students might then be enjoined,
with other teachers allowed to dontinuetheir strike. Arguing the
irreparable harm standard might, he suggested, avoid blanket injunc-
tions affecting all strikers (Interview teacher organization
attorney).
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6. The irreparable harm argument contains builtin pitfalls.
Several oour sourced were acutely aware that there were certain
limitations to the effort to counter board claims about the
Irreparable harm wrought by teacher strikes. Part of-the problem
is that the evidence showing the lack bf school effects does not
promote the teachers' interests. An expert witness noted the
situation in these terms:

We've used the Jencks and Coleman stuff. Not without
some trepidation. But we've used it in the sense that
if you can't demonstrate that the school has a major
effect, on kids, then you can't demonstrate' that there
Is irreparable harm because school's not in session....
Now usually the coament rget either from the opposing
attorney or from the judge is "Does that mean that we've
got a bunch of ineffective teachers out there?" S6

you have to try and cover that (Interview, expert witness
for teachers).

>

The teachers' main defense to the argument, of course, is that the
students' education is delayed, not denied. Nonetheless, there is
sensitivity. As one attorney noted, claiming that there is no
irreparable harm "makes the clients a little uneasy."

A number.of teachers and teacher attorneys expressed particular
concern about the effects of strikes on handicapped children. Strike
organizers in one city had planAl to leave two special education
schools in operation:

As far as the special education, the handicapped children;
well those two schools we did not ask the faculty to leave.
But the Board closed them down anyway....If they had continued
with those schools open, we had already determined there
would be no pickets placed at those schools. All the others,
yes, but not those (Interview, strike organizer).

A teacher organization attorney also had concluded that it might be
better to keep special education schools open:

Here's another area where we modified our stand a lot and
that is in this area of special education. This is a very,

.very interesting area of irreparable+ismage. Today of course
you have both federal and state mandatory special education
acts. You'Ve got all these categories: the physically
impaired and mentally impaired and the eciucable handicapped
and all these various categories, going from people who have
very, very mild disabilities to the ones who are extremely
severe. We got into a strike here, probably five or six years
ago, wheret knew that was going to be one of the school
board's big, big issues. They had this huge special education
program. You start to get into the physically handicapped.
where it might not be a good idea for some kid not to get the



physical therapy. icor four or five weeks:in a row. And indeed
a lot of those kids have special programs that go through. the
summer so we don't let up on that type of thing. .What we did ..

, in that one after a couple 4 weeks, we suggested to our Nipple.
"We think you should gobatk." And indeed they did.'.

Q: Speak]. Education only?

A: That's right. ,So the4 went back, because yo0a; least
start to get a lot Moser to wheiethere might .4e.ibme harm.
At least I think it's certainly a little lore arguable where
you've got a 'kid who's physically handicapped. It' may-be that A

for that kid, four weeks later, their physical disability might-
start camilg back.,. So m2pe Ilimkpore, we're advising these
people, "Look, this Special Education program is such a small
part of this yo;Anow, such a small part of this..."

'Q: And Willows a gesture of good will and good faith.

'A: Yeh. It's been-well received by the judges where-we've
done it. fInte teacher<argapization attorney.)

d "."

Another teacher orgemiz onAttorney, however, was not at all
convinced that selectite.sc of openings were desirable. From the
point of view of managing *strike, he felt that maintaining services

organization attorney),. here will
to handicapped youngsters y 1would (Intervie , teacher

take some timeand experience to,work out.

The View from the Bench

Judges find injunction proceedings immensely frustrating. A ju1ge
in-Washington bitterly' assailed the legal system's failure to- -'provide

* cleat direction:

Judges get burned in the press and by the public all the time .

on these public issues...because there'is a misunderstanding
by the parties and also by the people that write about these
things or report on.thei, and'sometimes Misunderstandings about
the awyert. This is not a quettion addressed to in mpral
jUdgment, or tb mAphilosophy of labor relations, dr to my .
philosophy about whether there should be a strike or whether
there dn't be strikes,.or my philosophy about whether
there rid be a right to strikeifor publit employees and in
particular school teachers. What's presented to me here is a
legal question, based, on facts, that I must'attempt to rasolve

sby applying the facts as they have been presented to me, to
dhe law as I understand it...I'm not responsible for that'law.
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fIllomdousiy this is an area that cries out for legishition.
An& at least so far as the Court is. concerned, it-cries out
for legislatila because it would make our job easier if we
knew what the7fublic policy of the State was as applied to

' teachers' strikes. We have Case Law and other things...that
talk about public employees' right tolstrike,...but the
square issueipf whether school teachers shout 0 hive the
right:to straehas not-been squarely met in -this State, as
far as I know at least, by eithel the legislature or._.yby
the. Appellate Courts. Everyon eachers, administraeorai
students, parents, taxpayers, aswell as Courts- -would have t

an easier job with these things if their rights and duties
were spelled out (Oral Opinion, Central Kitsap School District
No.N401 v. Central Kitsap Education Association, Washington,
tit*, County* No. -78 -2- 00607 -0 (1978)).

But /pile Judge Bryan lamented legislative silence, Pennsylvania's
Judge hrominski found that legislative action was equally frustrating.
Commenting on the powet which the legislature had vested in the
courts Braminski observed:

..The authority vested in.the court is unprecedented.
Historiillly the court terninated by injunction illegal strikes

' only or illegal incidents attendant tb etherwise legal strikes
Termination of legal strikes resulted at the bargaining table
whereas under Act 195 the court is directed to terminate an
otherwise legal strike if it presents ta,clear and present

..danger to the public interest. Thus the court is called upon
to digest the economic, professional and managerial complexities
of an educational system, assume problems unresolved by
mediation*and/or facet-finding commissions, and decide what is
in the best interests of the public or presents a clear and
present danger thereto.

A review of some of the cases litigated/in Pennsylvania
reflects some of the reasons advanced to enjoin strikes as
creating a clear and present' danger:

. . 1. It might reduce its state per diem reimbursement to
the school district if the 180 day school year is not
completed by g given date.

I

0 2. The expense for custodial and maintenance staffs
*ould continue even if .the schools were closed.

-3. The calendar year is 180 days and must be completed
before a given date.

44, If eieschool year w ere extended beyond the regular
time, it would affect the repairs. to the bu±klings ordinarily
anticipated to he done during the summer.

0
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5. Since the school district provides transportat40,-'
for private and parochial schbol students, such service would
be terminated.

6. The failure to complete. the school term as scheduled
might affect the schipl district summer school program.

7. If the members of the teachers' assotiation fail to

man.the classes, ?he school dist.iict could not provide as
adequate educational program for the ptudents.

8. There would mot be sufficient supervisory personn
to maintain adequate discipline in the classes.

9. If the school year were extended beyond the regular.
school .year, it would affect those students seeking summer jobs.

1,0! The presentation of the college entrance exainations
would be affected.

1"14 The night school drosses would be affected.

12. 'State police-drivers' school would be affected.
0

13. The adult classes would be affected.

6

14. The extra-curricular activitieasuch as playing football;
_marching in bands, and participating in other,suchactivities
would 1pel affected. -

15. ,The cooperativework program gored by students and
teachers would be affected.

16. , The in-service days would be affected.

17. The schools could not be kept open.

l8. _Thousands of students would be out of school.

19. Promotion to subsequent grades would be postponed.

20. The P.T.A. would be disrupted.,

211 The parents' working schedules would be affected because
their dhildwn would not be in school.

22. Vacation schedules for both paients and students would
be affected if school was not completedot originally scheduled.i

Do any of. these reasons or combination themes:if present a' danger
the public interest?
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We should first. recognize that each must have been
seriously considered by the Legislature as awesome consequences
of a teachers' strike. After all, there were some 42 to 47
teachers* strikes in the 10 years immediately preceding Abt 195.
Were not their consequences equally as devastating as those
allowed by Act 195? Yet, the legislature has not en±erated or
defiMed,these.or any oth-eispecific reason as one creating a
clear and present danger to the public interest. A fortiori,

the definition section (301) of the act does not define any
of the terms used in the strike section (1003) such as health,
safety, welfare, etc. So that a judicial quandry exists in

this absence of legislative guidelines. This, then, lending

itself to ad hoc determinations. It can reasonablybe assumed
that the legislature did, consider any of these items, per se,

or combination thereof, as affecting the public interest,
otherwise they would have so stated. Under any other interpre-
tation, the teachers' liMited right to strike would be no
right at all.

The fundamental question then is left to the colts: When

doean otherwise legal teachers' strike become a clear and
Aliresektdanger to the public interest?

The resolution of this question lends itself to less than
uniformity of judicial determination (Brominski, 1973): 682-683.

A few yeaislater another Pennsylvanian judge would reach beyond
the' legislatively- induced problems by defining the issue in

constitutional terms: .

4111k,

Inasmuch as education is the constititionally declared right of
the child, and the Courts have repeatedly held that education is
for the welfare of the child as well as the general welfate, it
is difficult...for this Court to reconcile such a basic prin-
ciple with a statutory. right of A teacher to disrupt and inter-

fere with the mandated educational program.

Next to the parent the school'teacher has the greatest influence
on the child. This was my experience and I believe that this

would 'le the conclusion of most citizens. I'possess fond and

vivid memories of Fannie Tebay, the first grade teacher at
Institute Hill School, as well as all the other splendid teachers
of the Butler School System to whom I was expo'ed. To the

child the teacher is a pillar of knowledge, wisdom, and strength.
The parent and the teacher are the example 'to the developing

and impressionable child.

...In the preparation of a Id to enter a society that is hope-
*

fully orderly and democratic a strike of teachers in the public
'school system canhave a negative and bad effect on the child
The message to the child is clear:- When elected.representatives
and government employees fail to negotiate a contract it is proper
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to close down' the system. Undeniably it is this kind of
example that downgiades the profession and helps to promote
disorder by young people inside and outside the classroom.
The strike disrupts and interferes with the fOrmal education
of the student. It also encourages bad citizenship.

The. legislatively declared policy of PERA is to resolve'dis
putes....As a practical matter under PERA school strikes have
multiplied, with Pennsylvinia having the worst`-record of
school stoppages in the nation., The school child is the victtm
of this approach to the solution of labor disputes between
the teachers and the School Board. The circumlocutory language
of PERA cannot change the fact that,a public school strike is
contrary to the best interest and welfare of the every child
affegted.

...The strike provisions of PERA relating to public school
teachers cannot be reconciled with the Public School Code and

. the Constitution of-Pennsylvania. The portion of PERA legalizing
strikes by public school teachers is unconstitutional...Courts
should face.the issue squarely and declare PERA unconstitutional
insofar as it legalizes strikes by public school teachers(Opinion,
Butler, 1a78).

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court con4idered Judge Kiester's Opinion--
,.and vacated it.

Follgving the hearing, in the Warren case, the,judge'commented
on the evidence he had heard abou irreparable harm:

The basic Problem wd have [i whether or not irreparable harm
exists uner Holland. 'I enjo listening to the experts.

Almost every day of the week I hear experts in one field or
another. I am always-delighted to hear them because a an .

spends, a lifetime acquiring an expertise and he comes into court
and fortunately we are in a position where we can share listening
to it.

The teachers' expert,ind the board's expert] are talking about the
same th;0, Here are two fellows who have been called and they
can't age. Their discord in agreement is unbelievable. We
are talking about the education of kids. You look at it from this
point ont, that you can't just talk {bout Christmas vacations
being delayed or going to be curtailed. You can't talk about
whether or not summer vacations are going to be affected if you
push the 180 days through every day but Sundays or legal holidays.

I don't (sic) look at 'it from the1point of view of young kids
walking up and down the street carrying a-picket sign. That's
the most devastating thing` at can imagine. Can you imagine a
kid walking up and down the street with a sign saying, "fire my
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teacher?" That's a terrible thing.

Youngsters, just by virtue of just common sense and by experience,
we all have, usually has a great fondness for a claesrom
teacher. Always had and let's hope that they always do have,
and when a situation comes about that somehow a youngster is
alienated from the class room teacher even if it is for a brief
period of time, that's a devastating event. r think we all .

acknowledge that's some of the fall out of this type of labor
dispute; but that's there and it has to be acknowledged.

The fact that the financial aspects of the school district is
in jeopardy and it is, I can't take the position this strike is
going to end tomorrow or the next day or the next.

I am not at liberty as Doctor Cotl to speculate in, the future
irreparable harm, when it will commence or if it will commence.
We are not in a position to do that, because my memory is
immediate and I pick up this knowledge -- I oiCked 4 this knowl-
edge somewhere today, but there are 30,000 kids out there and
1400 teachers, let alone the administiators, clerks, cafeteria
people, whatever they all are.

This situation affects their every movement of thinking.- Right
now each and everyone of them let alone the untold parents that
are affected by this work stoppage, these are the things I have
to think about. I can't just say to myself, well, you know,
irreparable harm will commence insthis area or certain days will
commence in this area or another date and whttever the case may
be. It doesn't work like that.

The substance of all the facts overwhelmingly demonstrates to
this Court that irreparable harm does exist. It exists to the
Schocyi Board. It exists to the teachers. It exists to the kids
It exists to the community 4,n which that school district exists.
Everybody suffers each and every passing moment that this.work
stoppage continues.

..the purRose of the PublioEmployment Relations Act was to
.preserve t the public_the benefits of those services for which
they pays and to me that is the overriding consideration in this
whole picture. Teachers, public empfbyees just don't fill the
same shoes as the people in the private sector. They forfeit,
by virtue of this statute, certain rights and privileges and that's
what the teachers in the Warren District have done. They have
forfeited their strike right, their right to strike by withholding
services when irreparable harm exists. That's not pleasant, but
it is a fact, it .s a fact, and the obligation of this Court is to
see that the public receives service, receive the service that
they are entitled to receive by virtue of the statute.

I say this because I am going to issue that injunction..mo(Tran-
script, Warren, 1978: 115-118).
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In the end, it was an experienced labor attorney who most
succinctly (and not unsympathetically) characterized the position
and the actions of judges involved in teacher strike injunction cases:

Q: Judging from ehe cases you've handled, what is the basis
of the judge's decision? How often does he really and
honestly decide to issue on the basis of irreparable harm
or to what extent is he influenced by other factors? And
if so, what are those factors?

A: Well, you know, I think it's very difficult to tell some-
times what factors really are influencing the judge. 'Every-

*.

body likes to think that somehow, the law and judges work in a
-very scientific manner. But the fact of the matter is they,..

% don't, particularly when you get into this area, where they have
a great deal of discretion whether or not to issue an injunc-
tion. It can depend on his values. The judge may just have
a philosophical bent that he doesn't like unions, he doesn't
like strikes, he clearly doesn't like illegal strikes. And
frankly,'what is the political makeup of his constituents? You
get dawn into an area where you've got a very heavy labor popu-
lation, you've got a lot of people used to being on strikes.
You've got elected judges. You're going to be elected by these
people. The judge may not want to be percieved to be anti-
labor. And he's going to quite often be a little more leery
about finding irreparable 'damage in issuing the injunction. It

gets right sown to such things sometimes as how busy is the
judge? Is he right in the middle of a great big jury trial? Or
at this particular point when this thing's coming up, maybe
his schedule isn't quite as bad and he feels, "Well, I've got
a little more time to cajole the parties and try to get an
agreement.". There's all of these factors that come in here. And
quite often you never really know what is motivating him either
to grant an injunction or not grant an injunction. You just
never know. But it gets right down to that judge's personal
feelings, experiences. And he's always got the law (Interview,
teacher organization attorney).

A management attorney expressed a similar view:

You've got to remember that if the trial court de ided in its
discretion not to give us the temporary Injunction n the
basis of the irreparable harm Standard, it would not have been
because of the failure of proof, but because it just didn't
want to (Interview, management attorney).

These comments are apt summaries of the judicial views expressed
in the preceding quotations.
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Summary: The Law in Action

Plaintiffs', defendants', and judges' views of the irreparable
harm scandard are so divergent that it requires effort to recall that
in pr!ciple at least, call three groups are talking about the same
thing. The past, present, and projeOted experience of each party
is so unique that there is virtually no common denominator. For

school managers, the overriding objective is to get ,children back in
school; injunctions are, seen as instrumentalities toward that end,
and claims about irrepaiable harm became necessarylin order to
activate the instrument. If the instrument can be activated without
the claims, the task is eased. If the claims are necessary, they
will be presented. But in the end the claims are driven less by the
direct evidence of harm than by thegoal of obtaining a favorable,
court ruling. Arguments of harm are ariayed cafeteria-style, in
hopes that the judge will find something persuasive.

For defendants, the principal objective is to provide the
conditions whereby the dispute underlying the strike can be settled.
To attain that end, injuictive relief muAt normally be delayed as
long as possible, if not altogether avoided. Irreparelle harm
arguments, and challenges to the,plaintiffs' proofs or harm, provide
a convenient device for protracting litigation and, occasionally,*
for avoiding an unfavorable court ruling.

Judgeaa are caught. Sworn to uphold the law and to protect the
public interest, both action and inaction have uncertain-consequences
for both the law and the public interest. Rulings based on the
irreparable harm (or similar) standards inevitably incorporate the
judge's personal biases, for the objecti,ve meaning of the standard
simply is not clear. Faced with such a dilemma, it is hardly surprising
that judges are inclined to push settlement efforts, to postpone
legal proceedings, to lean on both parties, and occasionally to laah-
out in anger at those deemed responsible for their predicament.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this report we have described the "law in books" and the "law
*.l, in action" pertaining to use of the irreparable harm standard in

injunction proceedings which are aimed-at halting teacher strikes.
The report summarizes a such larger body of findings which are presented
in.a series'of technical appendices. (The appendices, in turn, are
highly distilled summaries of masses of data on teacher strikes
collected during the period from July 1978 through December 1978). Let

us now summarize the summary.

The use of labor injunctions was considered by two-thirds ofoghe
school, boards which experienced teacher strikes in 1978-79. More than
half of this group took the additional step of filling a petition for
injunctive relief. Our focus was upon the ensuing legal events,
particularly with reference to the irreparable harm standard. Those
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events wqre shaped in part by the statutory and case law which
preveildtin the setting where injunctive relief was sought,
and in, part by the objectives and perceptions of the plaintiffs,
defendants, and judges involved in the injunction proceedings. In
most states the statute-books provide little explic1 direction to
the courts concerning the standards to be employed in injunction
proceedings which grow out of teacher strikes. However, there
are two small groups of states which have provided sothe legislative
direction. Statutes in Nevada, Iowa, Florida, and Maine indicate
hat the courts need not utilize the irreparable harm standard as
prerequisite to issuing injunctive relief. However in Alaska,

Hawaii, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and Wisconsin the statutes
appear to direct the courts to withhold issuing injUnctive relief in
legal strikes until such time as the court finds a clear and present
danger or threat to the public health, safety, or welfare. (The
_details of phraseology vary among these states, but in each case i
the language appears to be akin to the irreparable harm concept.) 5
Thus a few state legislatures have rejected the irreparable harm
standard, others have,embraced it, and most have said nothing.

*In the courts, which must act on injunction requests whether
or not there is statutory guidance, two distinct traditions are
'apparent in appellate opinions. The oldest and still dominant
position holds that strikes are (a) enjoinable simply because they
are illegal,,or (b) enjoinable because they are illegal and there-
fore harmful. In both (a) and (b) plaintiffs need do no more
than demonstrate that a strike is current or imminent, and to make
the traditional assertions that failUre to enjoin the strike will
'result in irreparable harm. The validity of these assertions is
not contested and supporting statements, if presented, are not
strictly scrutinized. The second tradition, whose origins lie in
the 1968 Holland case, contends that illegal strikes are not enjoin-
able without a showing that failure'to enjoin will result in
irreparable injury. State courts in New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
Idaho, and Wisconsin have moved toward adoption of the Holland rulelor

.These states, plus those with limited right-to-strike laws, provide
the settings in which irreparable harm (and its "clear and present
danger" analog) is most likely to be litigated.

Our studies in two of these states Michigan and Pennsylvania- -
yielded substantial evidence concerning the law in action. Plain-
tiffs, cognizant of the irreparable harm standard ( Michigan) and
the Clear and present danger doctrine (Pennsylvania) typically delay
seeking injunctive relief until a strike has been under way for
some time. Such delay is believed to permit harm to "ripen" to the
point where it may be construed as irreparable harm, rather than
mete temporary inconvenience. Petieions for injunctive relief, and
testimony in support of those petitions, describe a wide variety
of arenas where irreparable harm:is alleged to be occurring. Plain-
tiffs affirm that the district's financial posture, the continuity
of students' educational programs, the particular needs of special
education students, the burdens on 4graduating seniors, and disruption
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in the community collectively comptitilte irreparable harm.'

Defendants respond by challenging the evidehce. They say
that neither, state aid nor instructional days, will be lost, as the
Strike days willybe rescheduled. There is no empirical evidence
that student learning is adversely 'affected by strikes, and in
any case, the professional .staff is accustomed to all sorts of
disruptions and can make necessary adjustments to overcome them.
-Finally, it is alleged that an injunction,will make thirigs worse,
not better, if teachers must teach without a contract, and if
the conditions which precipitated the strike are not rectified.

Judges, faced with such conflicting evidence and testimony,
haVe exprested considerable frustration. Some, such as Judge'
Kiester in Pennsylvania,, seek firmer standards of decigion: Kiester
sought to have strikes declared unconstitUotbnal, and hence enjoin-
able on that ground. Other Pennsylvania judges, and Michigan
judges, have grasped at another justiciable standard: the school
calendar. The criterion for awarding injunctive relief (and

. hence the definition of irreparable harm) betomes that of deter-
mining whether the strike has gone so long that it threatens
completion of the mandated number of school days. .Hence the courts'
discretion is grounded not on complex matters of pedagogical out-

or community harm, but on a Much simpler criterion.II

A-Yield in Transition
es

In the past two decades teacher bargaining, teacher Strikes,
and anti-strike injunctions ave'becone commonplace in the field of
public education. The event have produced enormous stress, and
there are continuing efforts to find policies by which to manage
teacher-board conflict in ys which are less disruptive and harmful.
Policies and strategies ar evolving rapidly. Even in the brief
period we studied, dramatic changes took place. Connecticut,
evidently stunned by the bitter Bridgeport strike at the beginning
of the school year, amended its statutes to provide for binding
arbitration. ykt the beginning of the 1979-80 school year a teacher
strike in Veitont forced the courts in that state to confront some
of the anomalies in its laws. Oregon amended its'statute to
.indicate that the financial and economic Consequences normally
incident to a strike do not constituto.grounds for injunctive relief
(Bureau Qf National Affairs, 1979). The possibility of damage
suits aganst teacher organizations is being explored (Interview,
teacher source). Several cases in Pennsylvania were testing the
meaning and operation of the 180-day rule, which evidently is working
in favor of teachers, not school boards. The courts themselves,
it appeared, were displaying a hardened attitude toward teacher
strikes. Jailing of striking teachers, and the, levying of massive
fines, seemed to be on the increase. Finally, management strategists
were expressing less inclination to resort to the courts for relief;
the desire to impose economic pressures on teachers, and to avoid the
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possibility of judicial interference in negotiations, warranted ///-*
efforts to stay out of court (Interviews, boaxd sources). Clearly
the function of the labor'injunction and of,the irreparable harm
standard haye not stabilized. Our conclusions and observations
should be viewed in that light.

Irreparable Harm: Isilues and Problems

Our examination of the use of the irreparable harm standard
has brought us to a number of observations and perceptions. In view
of the changing state of the phenomena we have studied, it is not
surprising to find that the observations and perceptions are not
neatly connected and cannot be logically arrafiged. Indeed, to present
the observations in a systematic way would imply the existence of
phenomenological regularities which do not exist. What follows
then', is simply a list of concluding observations:

1. Contrary to our initial hope , the use of the irreparable
ha standard has'not stimulated the collection or application of
empi al data concerning the effects of strikes. As nearly as we
can ascertain, there have been only four systematic efforts to
identify such effects, and all have been inconclusive (Brison, 1978;
Lytle and Yanoff, 1973; Hashway, 1977; Kehoe, 1977). One possible
explanation for the absence of pertinent research findings is that
strikes--or at least the strikes thus far encountered in the U.S.--
simply do not produce irreparable harm. Another explanation is
that interest and/or resources for conducting the necessary studies
do not exist. A third4is that the tools of social inquiry have, been
misdirected, or are not appropriate for the examination of strike
consequences. In any event, despite near , hei strikes
in the past two decades, evidence about th s is virtually
non - existent. The social science evidence which might inform judicial
decisionmaking on harm simply does not exist

2. The irreparable harm standard and its analogs ire, at
present, judicially unmanageable. Use of the standard virtually forces
courts to rely on either (a) their petsonal views and experiences
about education and teachers and community disruption, or (b) arbi-
trary standards such as the 180-day rule, or (O.) legali4ms such
as "the public interest," "right to an education," and "sovereignty."
But reliante'on these decisional bases does little to enhance the
credibility or legitimacy of the judicial function. The credibility
of the courts undoubtedly affects compliance with court orders. In
view of the apparent arbitrariness of decisions to enjoin strikes, it
is not surprising that teachers defy court orders more often than
the4y comply with them.

3. Use of the irreparable harm standard drives both plaintiffs
and defendants into positions where they have to argue in ways which
may run against their own best interest. As we anticipated at the
outset of this study, teachers are uncomfortable in arguing that
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the evidence on school effects does not sup)Irt the notion that a
strike is harmful. The teachers' interest, after all, requires
public and professional conviction that-teaching does make a
difference, and that the difference is important. However, contrary
to our initial expectations, the teachers' discomfort is not
nearly as.important as anticipated.' Teachers are willing to acknowl-
edge that strikes are inconvenient and may even cause harm. But

the evidence to date permits teachers to say that the harm is4not
irreparable. Thus teachers can admit to board allegations of harm,
but challenge them on'the basis of board claims that there is
irreparable harm. Further, the teachers have discovered that they
can argue in relative terms: strikes are no more harmful than
other disruptions, and in any event the harm associated with a court-
ordered return to work may exceed the harm associated with continuing(
a strike uatil settlement.

An unexpected finding was the extent to which the irreparable
harm standard occasionally forces plaintiffs to argue in ways which
are against their own interest. For example, when boards are
trying to operate schools during a strike, they have to tell the public
that things are alright, but the court has to be persuaded that
harm is occurring or is imminent. Another problem was apparent in
Pennsylvania, where boards are finding that invoking the 180-day rile
precludes a strike strategy which reaches into teachers' Rocket-
books. That is, the only way to affect teachers financially is to
refuse to schedule make-up days. Yet, to obtain injunctive relief,
it is necessary to argue that the relief is needed in order to
secure a full school year. As boards increasinityturn to strike
management strategies which focus on financially pe&lizing
teachers, the 180-day standard for defining harm may become a burden
for boards.

4. .Teachers, frequently can turn the irreparable harm standard
to their own use. By forcing boards to produce evidence of harm
teacher attorneys can protract injunction proceedings, providing

,extra days for negotiating teams to arrive at settlements. Moreover,
hearing proceedings which focus attention on the frailty of
board allegations'of harm serve to build morale among strikers, and
may serve to reduce_public support for the board's position. Most

significantly, perhaps, is the fact judges may be persuaded to take
informal notice of the irreparable harm argument, and such notice
may encourage the court to take an active role in seeking settle-
ment of the underlying dispute. That is, even if the harm standard
is not formally applied, it may be informally applied, may serve
to delay judiFial issuance of injunctive relief and may simultaneously
encourage judicial efforts to promote settlement.

5. In view of the above, it is not at all clear that school
districts and managers are well-served by legislative and judicial
efforts to force boards to seek injunctive relief (at required by the
Taylor Law in Nemo York State) * Nor is it apparent/That statutes
which permit courts to waive the irreparable harm standard always are
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useful to plaintiffs. e purpose and effect of such statutes is
to make injunctive reli quickly and easily available. But
the perceived unfairnes of such a process may encourage teacher
defiance of court orders. The teacher Spokespersons with whom we
spoke invariably indicated that they did not relish setikes, and
that instant injunctions tended to Eolarize things rather than
prompt settlements and the resumptiof schooling.

Additional Inquiries

The strategies and tactics of teacher-board struggles are
changing. School boards have developed increasingly sophisticated
approaches to strike management. Today injunctions often are not
the fifst or most important remedy considered. Increasing
attention is being given to teacher dismissals. Many boards now
are trying to keep schools open during strikes, thereby financially
penalizing striking teachers. In addition penalties such as those
provided in the Taylor Law are being sought, i.e., loss of dues'
deduction privileges, fines against the striking organizations,
and administratively-imposed fines against individual striking,
teachers. Teachers, of course, are responding with strike fund§,
with efforts ;o increase the powers and responsibilities of state
employment relations boards, and with efforts to require binding
arbitration as an additional impasse resolution mechanism. In
the years ahead it will be useful to compare the different effects
of alternative impasse prevention and impasse resolution strategies,
and to reconsider the role of the injunction in the growing array
of strike-related tools.

Particularly troublesome, to us, is the 180 -d rule. Thus
far teachers have undercut board charges of irreparable harm by
pointing out that missed school days will be rescheduled. Most
often, they are. But teachers, rather than s;pdents, may be the
prime beneficiaries of the rule in many circumItances, for wiile it
assures teachers their full pay, it disrupts--even if it does not
irreparably harm--the lives of students' who are innocent bystanders
in most strikes. If boards feel that teachers ought to lose pay-
days when thex strike, perhaps they should adopt the New York policy,
whereby teachers forfeit pay for strike days even if the days are
rescheduled. The 182-day rule soon may collapse anyway, as education
moves from time-bagirto learning.-based modes of organization. It
would be ironic indeed if irreparable harm litigation gets tied
to a rule which itself is hollow. The 180-daygrule warrants
systematic analysis by students of public policy. (For a further
discussion of alternative impasse procedures, see Douglas, 1979 and
Jackson, 1979).

Finally, we come to the most obvious conclusion., Strikes have
different effects on different people. Handicapped children are
not affected in the same way as the non-handicapped. Older and
younger children are differently affected. Some forms of learning
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are more immediately and intensively affected than others. Homes
where both parents work are affected in ways different from those
where there la a parent 'in the house. If school systems close,
the effects' are different than they are if schools' remain .open
with makeshift staffs. There are no clear lines which sort effects
into "inconvenient," "harmful," and "irreparably harmfUl" cate-
gories.- The effects will vary from person to person, school to
school, district to district, and strike to strike. To date
neither the personal knowledge of educators nor the systematic
knowledge of researchers permits easy identification of the moment
or place where irreparable harm is imminent. For the time being then,
the:irreparable harm standard offers a very weak foundation for
building public policies dealing with teacher strikes. It is a
standard without objectively-ascertainable substance.
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Teachers' strik
present a host of pr
directly or indirect
strikes not only occ

s, occurring now in well-publicized flurries,
1 .

tical problems for those individuals associated
y with the affected school districts. Such
sion obvious and immediate interruptions in work

for the teacher themselves and in schooling for their pupils but also
entail a number of secondatyconsequences that frequently include the
loss of day care for the schoOl-age children ofworking parents, un-
availability of free lunch prbgrams, jeopardy of state financial assis-
tance to local education programs, college admissions 4ifficulties for
high school seniors, and general community discontent.'

Teachers' strikes often prompt judicial proceedings for injunctive
relief, typically initiated by She teachers' employer, the local board
of education or its equivalent. ,In other contexts a court asked to

grant an injunction, an equitable remedy, ordinarily requires the party
seeking such relief to establish the inadequacy of a remedy at law and4
the threat of irreparable injury absent the requested judicial action.
The issue posed, is one of fact calling for case-by-case appraisals of
the likely consequences of bOth the injunction sought and continuation
of the conduct challenged.5 The irreparable berm standard generally
controls regardless of the activity to be enjoined or the complexity
of the factual questions a rigorous application of that test would'tp
generate.

In many proceedings to enjoin teachers' strikes, however, such
tarqul inquiry regarding harm evaporates or at best receives judicial

Instead, mechanical deference to statutory labels of
illegality and unexamined presumptions of the requisite existence and
quality of th resulting injury often replace an exacting consideratipn
of the facts.°

This paper undir kes,a study of teachers' Strikes and the irre-
parable harm standard;, its purpose is both to explore judicial applica-
tion of that standard in Ardceedings to enjoin such sxrikes and to ven-
ture an analysis of the patterns that emerge,.based in part upon Judi-
cial and statutory treatmen* of schoOling outside the narrow context
of strike injunctions. Part I of this paperoffers as background a

short but more detailed consideration of the equitykstandards.control-
ling injunction proceedings 'generally. Part II, again to provide. back-
groundurbriefly examines the law, both legislative and decisional,
governing strikes by teachers and other public employees.' Appellate
court opinions reviewing the issuance gr pon-iRsuance of injunctions against
teachers' strikes, form the nucleus of Part'4II7 while Part IV assesses
those opinions in light of commonly held legal vlsys of educational
benefit and harm surfacing in a vatiety of-statdrs and judicial state-
ments. In particular, Part IV attebpts to provide_A-,brdadeT theoreti-

cal basis for analyzing theirreparable harm standard and to suggest
the special considerations that may guide courts asked to enjoin
teachers' strikes.

/

)
I. IRREPARABLE/ HARM: ASCERTAINING THE STANDARD

in
Ah injurfctiop is an equitable remedy of considerable clout."

1
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Someett issued after Only a'.truncated judicial proceeding,11 an in-
.

junctive order, which directs the defendant to act or to refrain from .

acting, can'intrude stgeficantly on defendant's freedom;144 it oper-
a ate; in personam and disobedience of even an impplperly issued injunc-

tion may evoke-enforcement by contempt of co t. Given the power
add potential abide of this form of relief, an injuntion is amailablo
only under limit", circumstances: where necessary to prevent the immin-
ent occurrence of irreparable harm.14

Although irreparable harm or its equivalent15 is a peilvasive stan-
dard in injunction litigation regardlessofjurisdiction, a
and universal formulation ofthat test defies precise identification
Stringently applied, irreparable harm requires plaintif to establish
the threat,of an immediate" and either_ noncompensablel° or incalcul-
able19 injury oqlweighing the risk of comparablerlosses to, the party..
to be enjoined. In its blandest articulation the standard amounts
to no more than the general prerequisite for any type of equitable
relief: the inadequacy of a remedy at law.21 And in some cases irre-
parable harm receives no mention at al1,42 although it nonetlgeless
apparently Arves as a silent criterion of uncertlen force.

The difficulty in reaching a definitive understanding of the irre-
parable harm test is exacerbated by the fact that its immediate con-
text, proceedings for injunctive relief, come.in assorted varieties.
A plaintiff seeking to halt a particular activity may, before asking
for a final and permanent injuaction 24'request a-temporary restraining

------6-fder 25 or a preliminary injunction,26 short-term equitable remedies
designed to preserve the status qle4 until the court can,conduct a full
review of the merits of the case.

Assessments of irreparable harm assume particular significance in
this latter context of preliminary relief,'often ix parte proceedings
unaccompanied by either the ptocedural safeguards-of a full hearing
°Pa determinative- resolution of claims required for a final remedy,28
because there the judiciql task.ii simply one of freezing the present
position of the parties. The irreparable harm test functionA there
lot as an unequivocal forecast of ultimate success. or failure" - for
an irremediable change in the status quo may be precisely the outcome
of a decision on the merits - but rher as a vehicle for ensuring
that until such decision nothing is done that cannot be undone. The

standard, therefore, is not.one of injury or loss but On-

' terim detriment that, is irreversible and noncompensab

Where. considerations of irreparable harm surface in the context
of permanent injunctive relief, recitations of the test are similar

32

although its function changes slightly. Here an injunction issues
to prevent injury to:plaintiff's interests which a court has deter-
mined, on the merits, deserve protection that cannot be guaranteed
by the prrospect of subsequent money damages.or other corrective ac-
tion. 33

, "Irreparable harm" in this context not only describes the
quality and degree of injury but also establishes that qe injury
is onethat infringes a'legal right of the complainant.'

Where the conduct that is the subjecc of an ia3unssion proceed-
ing alreadycarries a legislative label of illegality, the

VP
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irreparable harm standard 3ght appear looser36 but,should operate in
a no less exacting manner. Illegality,' though an informative vari-
able in the evaluation aid weighing of competing interests pecessary
for the final resolution of a case, is not always an accurate litmus
for irreparable harm, particularly at the preliminary-injunction
stage.38 While the illegality of defendant's conduct may signal the
existence of the'jequisite harm to a legally.protected interest of
the complainant," sash illegality does not necessarily mean that
harm is irreparable. Because in some cases the extent of injury
caused by illeial

41
conduct is measurable and money damages or other f

corrective relief, available to make the complainant whole, ille-
gality cannot,Ilone serve as a proxy for the traditional equitable
requirements. Professor Leubssdorf provides a useful illustration
of this point: "'although illegal "job discrimination compromises the
social interest in hdman dignity, ...that injury may be small if the
dischargei,empkoyee immediately wins another job with greater prestige
and pay," ' Denial of a preliminary injunct on in such a case subjects
the complainant to no risk of irremediable 1 ss -- notwithstanding the
illegality of the conduct he seeks to halt'.

Although this logic may apply with equal force in some pr6ceedings
for final injunctye relief, 44

it is most compelling where preliminary
relief is sought."' yet,although almost all of the teachers' strike
cases nalyzed below 4° concern grants or denials of preliminary re-
lief,

4/
a

those cases diverge significantly in their treatmnt of a
family of characteristics cemmonly labelled "illegality:" 4° some
courtrfind illegality itself a,sufficient basis for enjoining a

teachers' strike while oths, undertake a more searching inquiry
into the strike's effects."' Because of theseidllAring approaches,
it is important to clarify at the outset the contours of the tradi-
tional irreparable harm test and the reasons why illegality and irre-
parable harm are not necessarily one and the same.

. .

f The pair of features not invariably charicteiistic of illegality
that emerge as.the core requirements of irreparable harm from.the
welter of'expressions and applications of that test, then, are in-
calculability and noncompensability. These critical 'variables, con-
sistent with the limiting pur38se of the irreparable harm standard,
appear,repeatedly in case law as wel4as in statutory formulations
of the criteria for injunctive relief. A demonstration*of incalcul-
able or noncompensable injury, moreover, is typically required before
the issuance of an injunction even where the subject of the lawsuit .

' makes such showings extraordinarily difficult and complex.. For exam-
ple, where a court confronts an activity alleged to constitute an en-
vironmental nuisance, use of the irreparable harm test may wall re-
quire.considerations of projected long-term envirdamental damage and
the probabiLitiesof health hazards w'glch will become manifelt, if
ever,1-bnly during' subsequent decades.

lit

Yet even in these cases no short cut exists, for f tual com-
plexity, like illegality, provides no ready basis for p suming the
required irreparable harm53 or avoiding the tiaditional goys of
the test. Any departures from the norm significantly undercut the

0.
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characteristically limited availability-of injunctive relief54 --
conseqUenpe which, desirable or not, at least deServes evaivation.J

II. STRIKES IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR: A BRIEF OVERVIEW

Work stoppages by public school teachers constitute only one
species of strikes by governmental employees.56 As in the broader

Ocontext of public sector strikes generally, analysis of irreparable 0.

harm in proceedings to enjoin teachers' strikes occurs in most courts
in the shadow of significant statutory overlay. The legislation
applicable in-such litigation is of two sorts: statutes classifying
as.illegal some or all public sector strikes and those regulating the-,
procedure for the issuance of injunctions in labor disputes.,

New York's Taylor Law," provides an-instructive example of the
former. Under that statute, "[n]o public employee or employee organi-
zation shall engage in'a strike, and no public employee or employee
organization shall cause, instigate, encourage, or condone a strike."58

Further, that law requires the appropriate chief legal officer to apply
to the supreme court for an injunction against such activities and for
punitive measures against violations of any injUnctions so issued.59
Other state legislatures have essayed more discriminating classifica-
tions. In Alaska, for example, public employees fall into three dif-
ferent categories, essential, s-li, ',essential, and non - essential, de-

pending upon the work performed;'' in turn, the gytent of an employee's
statutory right to.strike rests on his taxonomy. Still another ap-
proach is typified by Vermont legislation reflectihg, at least verbally,
in its limited authorization of public school teachers' strikes, the
same kinds of con(iderations that a court asked ii,enjoin such a strike
might review under the irreparable harm standafd"

'A variety of reasons underlies such limitations on work stoppages
in the public sector: first, the power of public employee unions are
arguably not Aonstrained by thg ordinary fortes of the market which

._ 6gerate.ih th#private sectbr,°3 and second, strikes by public em-
ployees, unlike those undertaken by their private counterparts, can
in the course of the ensuing collectiye bargaining process generate,
substantial political reperdusSions.64 Related and equally signifi-
cant justifiCations include the perceived indispensability of services
performed by public employees -(and the ioncommitant harm resulting
from.the interruption of such services)°5 aswell as the affggnt to
governmental authority epitomized in a public Sector strike.

Whether sound or questionable, legislation embodying such rea-
soning-does not necessarily c.urtail public sector strikes in fact,

67

but it does constitute a significant variable in many judicial ana-
lyses of the availability of injunctive relief against such strikes.68

A very 'dAfferent kind of statute affecting !ublic sector strikes
are those state enactments modeled on the federal Norris-LaGuardia
Act69 and designed to circpscribe judicial power to intervene in
labor disputes generally.7y Such "anti-injunction" st§lutes, although
now limitedin force and reach by subsequent amendment as well as by

e
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decisional gloat,
72

have served as an flitooctant transition from an
era of "government by injunction"73 to the New Deal regularization
of the collective bargaining process throUgh an elaborate statutory
frameaork74 which, inter alia, reduced substantially the opportunt''
ities for judicial involvement in labor disputes.75

The important feature pf such legislation is the recognition
-that judicial intervention in labor disputes-markedly affects the
collective bargaining process - with a decided advantage for man-1-
agement.78 A preliminary injunction issued against a striti may
"irreparably harm" the employees' ability to press their demands
by neutralizing the only,real bargaining leverage they have. As
Felix Frankfurter and Nathan,Greene pointed out in their seminal
analysis77 that ultimately spawnedithe Norris-LaGuardia Act,78
the ordinary tests for injunctive relieflirovide only a partial
understanding of the labor injunction:

OF

In labor cases, however, complicating factors enter. The ih-
junction cannot preserve the so-called status quo; the situa-
tion does not remain. in equilibrium awaitingjudgment upon
full knowledge. The suspension. of activities affects only the
strikers; the employer resumes his efforts to defeat the strike,
and resumes them free from the interdicted interferences!
Moreover, the suspension of strike activities, even temporarily,
may defeat the strike for practiczal purposes and foredoom its
resumption, even if the injunction is later lifted. Choice
is nqt between irreparable damage to one side and compensable
damage to the other. The law' conundrup is which side should,
bear the risk of unavoidable irreparable damage. Improvident
denial of the injunction may be irreparable to the complainant;
-improvident issue of the injunction may be irreparable to the
defendant. For this situation the ordinary mechanics 'of the
provisional injunction proceedings are plainly inadequate.
Judicial error is too costly to either side of a labor dispute
to permit perfunctory determination of the crucial issues...:

Significantly, however, many courts have construed such restric-
tive legislation to address only strikes against private employers;
thus, since late in the 1950's, as public employees began to bargain
collectively and then to strike as a part of that process,81 injunc-
tion.suits have priceeded unfettered by such jurisdictional limita-
tions. Coupled with the restrictive statutes described above
governing strikes by public employees and often requiring applica-
tions for injunctive relief,83 this phenomenon should have produced
a rich and extensive body of. judicial assessments of precisely what,
if any, irreparable harm flows from such strikes - including strikes'
by public school teachers.

As the following part, of this paper demonstrates, such analyses
emerge as the exception ?ather than the rule.

5 .
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III. ENJOINING TEACHERS STRIKES

A. An Introductory and Intuitive Appraisal

Teachers' strikes,'like other public sector strikes, evoke a num-
ber of intuitive analyses. .Although schooling is obviously important -
as reflected &R the virtually universal attendance requirements ia the
United States 7 a missed day of public school as the result of. a
teachers' strike is, equally obviously, less imminently threatening to
the public wql than a day without fire or police protection occasioned
by a strike. 8° Indeed, school days are often cancelled for a variety
more and less compelling reasons: snow, contagiu, lack of heating,
teachers' meetings, or a school sports activity.INStillimore indivi-
dual students may miss required school time for reasons ranging from
visits to prospective college campuses to disciplinary suspensions.
The assortment ofAnnual school vacations, usually Christmas, spring,
and the long sumMill break, not to mention the weekly free Satday and
SUnday, further attest to the fact that a day without schooling by it-
self bodes no cgtain or immediate disaster for the student orthe
geteral public.°'

4

Teachegg' strikes, however, frequently.persist for more than a
single day. Still, even when confronted with a teachers' strike of
moderate length, common sense dictates, at least at first blush,' that
the harm, if 'any, caused is of a qualitatively different sort than that
occasioned by a work stoppage by other groups in the public sector such
as police, fire, or public hospital employees.89 As one-analysis has
observed, "Most school days can be recaputured,[at other]. times of the
year...."90 One might conclude,: therefore, that whatexfr harm a teachers'
strike engenders, that harm is not per irreparable.'i

At some point, however, even in an analysis confined to a strike's
impact on the time the legislature has allocated to be spent inside the
schoolhouse, the possibility of "recapturing" by rescheduling missed
school days becomes onerous and imnracticable.94 Whether or not a teacher's

strike reaches this point after one week or, say, five rests on variables
peculiar to each school district and pupil. These variables, including
inter alia, formulae for computing state aid,93 the particular educational
program in question, and the school's possible role as "babysitter" for
working parents, all seem, therefore, sGiOng the legitimate considerations
in a proceeding brought to enjoin a teachers' strike. In her words,

given the conventional prerequisites for injunctive relief,'" the broad
questions become whether, when, and why a teachers' strike causes or
threatens irreparable harm.

Appellate court tKptment of such questions provides the focus of
the4following_section."

.00

B. Aupellate Court of Litigation 96,Enjoin Teachers' Strikes

4

l.Illegality.as Sufficient Condition. Initially, appellate court
. treatment of injunc ions issued to halt teachers' strikes appear divi-

sibl into several neral categories. In the first fall those opinions

6
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affirming the granting of injunctive relief on the sole ground that'
such a strike is illegal, either by virtue of a statutory label or'
general considerations of public policy. These courts hold illegal -
ity or contravention of public policy a sufficient condition for
injunction; as a result, the factual context of any particular
teachers' strike plays a negligible role in the judicial analysis.

Representative cases surg§ce in a number of jurisdictions. Re-
strictive Florida legislation prohibiting strikes by public em-
ployees has spawned appellate opinions approving injunctions against
teachers' strikes on the basis on such statutes alone.97 These
courts cite as controlling the legislative intent to prevent such
strikes98 coupled with the conclusion that permitting governmental°
employees so to challenge the authority of government invites anarchy'
In Florida the only threat that need be established as the factual
basis for the issuance of injuNive relief is the bare threat of a
public employee strike itself.

California case law evinces a similar approach, albeit one an-
chored to public policy concerns rather than'to statutory bars. Dis-
regarding arguments that the issuance of an injunction requires a

showing of irreparable harm, one district court of appeals.has.up-
heldthe injunctions granted below on the theory that public employees

iullack the right to strike in the absence of legislative authorization.
Precedentin the sAlte had stressed the policy rule against public
employee strikes, although occasional 95 casual references to facts
suggesting "harm" have appeared as dicta.'

'Judicial pronouncements in Connecticut follow this pattern. In
1951, the Connecticut Supreme Court, asked by a teachers' union for a

.declaratory judgment regarding its right to strike, stated thatSpublic
sector strikes directly contravene public policy, thus enqtling the
governmentito injunctive relief against such activities. 1`' The
court's' opinion did no mention any need to establish irreparable
harm.1.°5

I _
. .

More recent case law in that state holds this rule controlling
"under proper circumstances ,106 and legislation now prohibits cer-
tified professional employees from striking And vuthorizes enforce-
ment of this prohibition in superior court.1'7

Similarly, in Indiana prior t9Aghe enactment of a statute barring
strikes by governmentallemployees,"° the supreme court upheld a tem-
porary restraining order sgainst striking teacher#109 because public
strikes "lead to anarchy lly and are "unthinkable and intolerable. 111 ,

This casiLAnderson Federation of Teachers v. School City of Anderson
is part rly significant because the vigorous-dissenting opiniloni13
clarifies the manner'in which the majority allowed considerations of ,

public policy to replace the traditional injury into irrepa

4
ble harm.

XE..,
Rejecting the conclusion that.Indiana has ever espoused a pu j. policy
barring public sector strikes 44

and quoting judicial insistence from
Michigan that injunctions against teachers' strikes issue only upon q
stowing of "violence, irreparable injury, or breach of the peace,"11'
`the Anderson 4issent points ',nut the "completely peaceful and minimally
disruptive"1-1° nature of the strike in question. The disse!t therefore

916
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elucidates the conceptual,and empirical distinctions between *llegal-
ity-and irreparable harm; the twd notions arguably embody very differ-
eat standards that, as applied, tight yield,f;equently different out-
comes in proceedings for injunctive relief."'

.

2.Illegality as.Conclusive Evidence of Harm. An analytically kii-
drgd group of cases is comprised of those in whiCh the irreparable
harm standard figures nominally but illegality retains theiontroliIng
variable. In these cases,-illegality or contravention of. public policy
provides the basis for a judicial presumption of harm. Unlike the pre -
vious group of cases" discussed, however, they courts do mention the f

traditional criteria Obr injunctive relief.11,

Thus, for example, an appellate court in New York rivlewing in-
junctions issued under that state's restrictive Taylor IlaW"7 has'ob-
served that "[b]y its very nature a strike by public employees consti-,
tutes an irreparable injury to the public,order and welfare, and theFe-
fore the lack of factual allegations in the affidavit alleging irrer-
able harm is not fatal to the court's granting of the-injunction."1Ra
AlthoUgh other opinions from New York appear to req2ire a slightly more
rigorous application of the jeparable hA6m test,' ' nonspecific

%...;- references to a recoT4belowi" and the ordinary eferente accorded to
,trial courtfindingsl" leave uncertain the prec e extent to which the
traditional formulation of the irreparable harm test operates. here as a
constraint on the issuance of injunctive relief. A fair

14
reading of

these opinions against the background of the Taylor Law,_ ,,,,b9wever,_
.

.._ _______

indicates that the irreparable harm standard plays a diluted-role at
best with illegalitysetving as the determinative factor.

Kentuck al. reflects Oe same approach. Emphasizing the violation
of "settled blic,policy"1" embodied in any public employee strike and

, 7

an injured rey's ht to protection from the consequences of such
illegal activities,' the Court of Appeals of Kentucky hal2pheld per-,
manent injunctive relief issued against striking teachers. Despite
such,emOhasis, to court nonetheless acknowledged the irreparable harm
limitation by fi3ding in the record below "ample proof of irreparable

. iipa.rment of the school system. 2_ Because of both failure to review
that proof.in any buta generalized fashion and ambigucius references to
the school system as a whole -- ther than particular groups of con-
stituents who might suffer harm147 --, the case leaves unanswered
questioni concerning the factual components of the proof cited and the_
tole 'played by illegality in tfik trial court's determinati9n.

t
3.Harm Presumed from'Factual,Generalizations. Here the categories

of judicial analysis began to blur. For example, while appellate
opiniohs in Illinois tend to articulate with somewhat greater preci-
sion than those reviewed above the injurious impact of a teachers'

. strike, generalizations assuming liar% rather than.factual scrutiny of
the strike in question predominate.13° Although.these courts adopt
a more exacting use of the jeparable harm standard where a court has
taken proceddral shortcuts, the general rule that can be extracted
is that careful case-by-case assessment of the effects of a teachers'.

.

strike is unnecessary given the presumed public

1
in unimpeded.
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goVernmental functions, including education.132'" Though -the irrepar-
able harm test'thus emerges, as only a nomigaI requirement, the Illinois
courts' collective.treatment of the issue ftods recognize it as a factual
question and suggests a range of possible victims whose injuries Apt
deserve consideration in a less relaxed application of that test.1JJ
In this respect, the analysis, -though still clouded by presumptions,
%oyes beyond that undertaken in New York and Kentucky.

Cases from Delaware and New Jersey differ 'Slightly in language but
still'fit comfortably.within this category, In both states the appellate

- courts invoke an irreparable harm test that demands no more than the or-
dinary requireTents of equitable relief ge9erally, the -inadequacy of
money damages."5 Then, without identify4erg.the particular injuries per-.
ceived to be caused or threatened by the teaphers' strike in question,136
these courts endorse the issuance of injunctive celief.stressing, again,
illegality and generalizations of public harm.L3' These cases contain no
persuasive explanation, Nreover, why such' presumed harm is,irreparable
rather than remediable l'u thus the standard applied bears only a super-
ficial resemblance to .the standard articulated,

.

4. Judicial Assessment of Irreparable Harm.

(a)Illegal, Tikes., In notable contrast to those courts approving
injunctive rel f on the basis of illegality, or unexamined presumption,

some appellate o inions have attempted to determine what,kind of injury,
if any, results from a teachers' strike. The oft -cited pathbreaker

category is the Supreme Court of Michigan's 1968 opinion
in School District of the City of Hollandv. Holland Education Associa-
tion."9 Thete, in reviewing the issuance below of a temporary injutc-
tion restraining striking teachers from withholding their services, the
court held that no-strike legislation for public employees did not com-
pel courts to enjoin all public sector, work stoppages;14° instead, pilblic
policy and odnstitutional constraints require such injunctive relief to
rest upon "a showing of violence, irreparable injury, ortreach othe
peace.141 The record before the Michigan Supreme Court indicated only
that, as a result of the strike, "the district's schools wou4

2
not open,

staffed by teachers on the date scheduled for such opening." 14 Given
the lack of proof to support the relief ordered below, the court dis-
solved the temporary injunction and remanded the case for further pro-
ceedings. 143

.s..

Holland is significant but only in a negatiVe senae. It does not
'by itself offer any distinct view of the sorts of facts the court
would have found acceptable to Support the temporary injunction.144
The case clod', however, deflate the dominande of both legislative
labels and the assumed public interest in the school year's adherence
to a particular schedule. Holland therefore invites the kind offac-
tual analysis the irreparable harm test has produced in other contexts.
In addition, the opinion suggests .that irreparable injury may have
some clearly demonstrable components or functional equivalents -
"violence" and "breach of the peace" - without disclosing whether or
hot,/ a plaintiff might establish the requisite hari in a case where a
teachers' strike has created neither violence nor breach of the peace.

In Timberlane Regal School District v. Timberlane Regional
Education Association, the New Hampshire Supreme Court relied upon

g
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Holland to affirm the trial court's refusal to enjoin a strike by
two-thirds of ; he istrict's teachers.' Despite the illegality of

4.1
such strikes14° t precedent upholOing the injunctions issued on'

the basis of that legality alone, the Timberlane court reason-
ed that irreparable harm must be found for a court to issue the

. extraordinary remedy of an injunction.148 F ctors to be considered
in such cases include "whether recognized me hods of settlement have
failed, whether negotiations have been co ted in good faith, and
whether the public health, safety and welfare w111 be substantially
harmed if the strike is allowed to continue."147 What variables.

. does the phrase "public health, safety and welfare" embrace? Does

the Court_ have in mind intrusions other than the "violence" and
"breach of Peace" mentioned in,.H011and?15° Because the outcome is

//the denial of injunctive relief, this 4orwlation remains vague,,
addi4g lityg coof.ent to the "negative significance" of Holland.151

,
. A

Idaho's adoptioAtif the Holland principle provides no additional
information regarding the contours of the irreparable term.test. De-

scribing public school teachers' dirikes as "illegal"1" notwith-

standing the absence of a specific statutory prohibition153 -- the
,Suprene Cot of Idaho Oas reversed injunctions issued owl, citing

,Roll with approval. The only discernable reasoni concerns not

act of the' strike itself but rather 'the projected impact of
vested injunctive relief on the collective bargaining process'55
t's,primary concern seems to lie Jess with the application or
f the irreparable harm test than with the protection of the
process aprence to that test promises.

e law from Wiscons4n infuses the generalization that teachers'

'st kes cause harm with some content, albeit content with minimal ana- .

.lysis. In its 1975*,opinion in Joint School District No. 1.v. Wiscon-
.

'sin Raplje Education Association,i)b Affirming in part contempt cita-
tions tssued below against striking teachers' who had violated a tem-
poramv injunction, the state supreme court rejected illegality as a
sufficient condition fbr enjoining a teachers' strike and stressed the

necessity of a showing of Irreparable harm. -57 According tosthe court,

ti while strikes by firefighters or police Oficers cause irreparable
'harm per se, teachers' strikes do not;15° in the latter context, a suc-
cessful prayer for injunctive relief requires a demonstration of irre-

parable harm.159

Although such reasoning suggests that -the effects of a teachers'
strike defy ready generalization and appears to contemplate factual
'assessments undertaken on a case=by-case basis, the court sustained
the temporary restraining order issued below to halta four-day'strike
on the basis of.consequences obtaining from,Anz teachers' strike: the

incapacity of the school board to meet its statutory obligation to
operate the schools, the inability of students to obtain the benefits-

of A tax-supported education, the potential loss of state financial
aid,160 parental non-compliance with the statutory duty too educate .

their children, and the unavailability of extra-curricular activitie'161,

Despite the apparent specificity reflected. in this list, the

court's considerations at bottom rest upon generalizations attributable
,

10



tb any school strike; if these are the only facts necessary' to establish -P

irreparable hams, a -2s se rule 144e that, controlling in strikes by
police officer r and firefighters re- enters the appraisal through the
back door. In other words, Slthough the ddtermination_of hirm acquires
a focus in Wisconsin Rapids, that focus sttll lacks the ?precision that
a careful factual probe should yield.161 Giver the brief duration 2f
the strike at the time the temporary restraining order -was issued, 66

the court's superficial treatment of the situation offers little more
informatier than the-fact found inadequate by the Holland court: the
failure of'the schools staffed with teachers to open on time.165

Part of the difficulty may stem from the failure of-Wisconsin Rapids
to distinguish hArp from irreparable harm, 'that is, to explain why the
"findings" cited L°' constitute irremediable injury. 167 This distinction
ai thus the shortcomings of the Wisconsin Rapids analysts, surface
Clearly in the 1973 opinion of the Supteme.Court of Rhode'Island in School
Committee of the Town of Westerly v. Westerly Teachers Association.'"

, d

I4ke Hollsfnd,169 Westerly_ is cited often for the proposition that
the teachers' lack of a right to strike does not automatically require

7uinjunctive relief - in this case, an ex part, temporary restraining
order. 171 Noting that Rhode Island law disallows such an order to issue
"unless it clearly appears from Specific facts by affidavit or verified
complaint that irreparable harm will result before notice can be served
and a hearing held,"172 the 'court quashed the restraining order because
"the mere failure,of a public school system to begin. its school year on
--the--appeinted day )c-analassified as a catastrophic event. "173
The court then explained:

Wt are also aware that there has been no public furor when schools
are closed because of inclement weather, or on the day a presiden-

j tial candidate comes to town,- or when the basketball team wins
the championship. The!law requires that the schools be, in session
fa'i180 days a year. There is-a flexibility in the calendaring of
the school year that not,only permits the makeup of days which might
have been missed for one reason or another but max also negate the
.necessity of the immediate injunction which could conceivahly sub -1
ject some individuals to the court's plenary power ofcontempt.174

The "flexibility' invoked by the Westerly court suggests that, what-
ever the harm wrought by a teachers' strike - presumptively including all
of,the effects 'noted in Wisconsin Rapids - ,145 such harm can be remedied
'provided the length and timing of the strike do not breach some outer.
limit beydnd

76
which'reacheduling Cf missed school days would become

41r.- 1impdssible.

Three years later in Menard v. Woonsocket Teacher's Guild-AFT,177
the some court reviewed a preliminary injunCtiod-issued to halt an
eight-day teachers' strike.li° Though emphasizing irreparable harm as
"a-critical factor"17? and the inadequacy of illegality standing aloneP°
the only facts cited in support of the injunction were those "attending
disruption of the school calendar, i.e., an interference with'the stu-
dents'dents' learning process; the failure to provide free school lunches for
needy children;and the.disadvantage'seniors might experience from an
untimely entry into the' "job market caused by a late.achool closing." 81
Deferring to the-trial court', the'Rhode Island Supreme Court upheld the
tnJunction.182

4
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When the Rhode Island Supreme Court pmlites irreparable harm

upon"disruption of the school calendar," 1°1
ca
it repudiates the sig-

nificance of the "flexibility" it had stressed in Westerly: 184 . None-

theless, the specific variables noted by the court to support its con-
cluslOn-In Menard merit further examination. Even if a temporary
"interferer gs vitt, the student's learning process"185 results in a

recoupable 1588,1°6 that is not so clearly true with respect to other
factors cited: missed lunches and delayed employability. Once past,
those occurrence's, particularly the latter, arguably cannot be remedied
through rescheduled school days. 187

Throughout the ()Pinion, moreover, the court's primaiy concern
seems to 2Ie with the progress and the effectiveness of the bargaining
process itself; aplrehenelve of the spectre of an indefinite strike
'absent Yudicial aceion,1°° the court in Menard suggests that,,regard-
less of the actual duration of the strike at the time the injunction
is sought, the status Of the negotiations between employer and employee
will influence an appraisal of irreparable,harm.18

In 1976 the Rhode Island Supreme Court had still another opportunity
. to consider such. questions. Ijlikhe School of the City of Pawtucket v.
Pawtucket Teachers' Alliance, ".while verbally adherihg to the con-
straints of Westerly,131 the court upheld's. preliminary injunction issued
by the superior court which had found, approximately eight da after the
strike began, 192 irreparable harm to the district's students.17y§ 3 The
lappellate,opinion reflects little of the evidence introduced to support
the findings of irreparable harm although the court does remark that seven
educators testified that "the strike had not and would not cause irrepar-
able harm."194 Given the ordinary, deference to 'the trial court's find-
ingsr195 the evidence of "hopelessly deadlooked"496 negotiatiois, and
the apparently-negligible roleplayed by the illegality of the strike, 197

the court affirmed the injunction. 'cut, again, nothing in the opinion
suggests any specific facts peculiar to this teachers' strike - dr any
specific facts at all. The court_thereby Ylives the impression, albeit
unarticulated, that the "automatic=inttunction" rule rejected in Wester-
11198 has been replaced biz an automatiC4Tdunction rule resting on a
different premise: the existence of the strike itself rather them its
illegality. If any single variable emerges as Particularly important,
it is not the immediate impact on the students or publi per se but.in-'

'stead the state of the bargaining process and what that portends for an
end id-the strike without court intervention.199

(b)States Recognizing a Right Do Strike. In those states where the
legislature has not labeled all teachers' strikes illegal, one would
expect to find a more highly developed application of the irreparable
harm test. Unable to invoke statutory prohibitions as presumptive
jindicia of irreparable harm, courts in such states-should be unable to
rely on the generalizations characteristid of many of the opinions
disquased above. Appellate opinions from Pennsylvania provide useful
examples.2° Pennsylvania law prohibits strikes by most public em-
ployees only *pig the pendencyof statutorily regulated negotiation
and mediation. If negotiation and mediotion fail to produce an
agreement, such a strike is not prohibited unless or until a.court
finds it cieates "a clear and present danger or threat to the health

4.
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safety or welfare of the public"' .
1,202

A court max,enjoin a prohibited
strike upon the request of the public employe, '" that request is
obligatory when a prohilted strike occurs. '°4

Apeellate cos in Pennsylvania have generally, although not con-
sistently, adopted a natrow construction of the statutory criterion.
,,ArMatrong Education Association v. ArmstrongSchoorDistrict,205 decided
in 1972, contains telling language. Teachers, who Struck On the first
day of'school after a long, unsuccessful attempt to reach agreement,29 6 A

A
appea'ed from an injunction issued by the Court of Common Pleas following
the i laundrytroductiot of evidence showing a laund list 9f. problems caused by
the trike: 47opardy of state subsidies in the event of a shortened
school year,' cancellation of, extracurricular activities and varsity
sports, difficulties in-obtaining qualified school bUs drivers and in tither

. aspects of student transportation, interruption of the routine office
procedures and work of the Superintendent of
went of School beard members, and disorder at
Although the trial judge denied the requested
ing held immediately after the start of the
lowing a hearing conducted two weeks later,2
established the requisite "clear and pre
health, safety or welfare of the public."

Public Affairs, harass -
school board meetings.208
injunction after one hear-
rike, he granted it'fol-

inding that the evidence
ger or threat to the .

ited specifically by the
trial court were strained community relaeions reflected in the harass
went of the school board and the loss of.1 school days with the mtcom-

andilleitant disruption of routine procedures opardy of state aid.

/
----

Conceding its limited,scope of review212 and concluding that the
"clear and present danger or threat" standard contemplates a real, actual
and existing danger or threat other than those "inconveniences".that are
"normally incident to a strike by public employees"213 the Commonwealth
Court set aside the injunction issued below. The court reasoned that in
legalizing some public sector strikes,, the legislature "indicated its
willingness" to tolerate thdse 'inevitable2ficonveniences"falling short
of the clear and, present danger threshold. It then determined that',
although "clear and present," 02 disruption and harassment did not con-
stitute a "danger". or"threat,""" and that the loss of school subsidies, /

although a danger, was not yet "clear and flresent," because Vf thestill
remaining opportunities of meeting the state's 1,80 instructional days
imnimum.217 The court rejected the oth evidence as simply the normal

cn'nsequences ofira teachers' strike: " we were to say that such incoh-
veniences; which necessarily accompa any strike by school teachers from
its very inception, are proper group s for enjoining such_a Strike, we
would in fact be nullifying the right to, strike granted by-the legisla-
ture...."218

One may draw a number of differJnt conclusions from the analysis
id' Armstrong. First, one might construe the rigordus factual assessment 4

. undeftaken by the reviewing court as a byproduct of 'Pennsylvania's pecu-
liar statutory scheme with its partial legitimacyof public,ewpioyee
strikes ttlinlieque "clear Ndas:reznt04:::elittle"

llitcntornin contribution
Read

. general study of the irreparable harm standard in injunction proceedings
against teachets' Strikes. Alternatively, the "clear and present danger".
test maybe viewed as a codification of the traditional irreparable harm



test. In this cotittext, the legality of some public sector strikes

in Pennsylvania is largely irrelevant since, as suggested above, illegal-.
qty has never been an accurate proxy for irreparable, harm despite the
fendedcy of-some courts to treat the 'two as equiva1ent.22u Under such
an interpretation of Armstrong, that opinion becomes - at least super-
ficially - a useful prototype forthe kind gf case-by-case inquiry that.
ought to characterize all proceedings brought to enjoin 'teachers' strikes.
In that sense,-moreover, Armstrong predents a sharper' picture of theim7
portance of the flexibility of the school calendar than did RhodeIslana's
Westerly; 221 as a .result of this inherent adaptability, the factor that

. emerges as determinative is the ease with which the school district can
-reschedule missed instructional days, in order to remain eligible for state
financial assistance.22 4

attaching
variable will bOViously change with'the

passage of time, thereby attaching considerable significance to the length
of ,the strike and its timing in the course of the school year. Finally,
such an analysis suggests that disruption of the academic Program or
of the learning' process as well as interference with extracurricular
aceivities,'standing alone, are of. de minimus legal import.. 223

The following year in Philadelphia Federation of Teachers v. Ross, 224

the same court affirmed an order enjoining a teacher's' strike. In support
of this result the court cited evidence it found to'exceed the inevitable
inconveniences incident to such a striker the lossibility of increased
gang activity by students'ouf of'schoo1,225 a substantial increase in
costs of police protection foF public properq, 226 jeopardy of state finan-
cial aid to a "debt-ridden school district," the prospective loss of
an unknown number of school days (after the loss of 16 Mich 'days as the
result of an earlier phase of the same labor.diOute several months be-

/
'fore), 228 the particularly pronounced impact of such lodt inmuction,
on the substantial number of those who are under - achievers, and
special problems posed for 'high school seniors seeking to qualify for
college entrance.430

.
.

.-,,

Several aspecte2f Ross merit attention.. Firit, the court suggests
that the narrow scope of appellate.reyiet virtually. compels its decision
to affirm;231 yet the, same constraints did not inhibit reversal of a .,

similar injunction -in Armstrong. 232 Only the more specific facts,233
though not clearlor.unique to this particular strife, citedcited in Ross
and the inference that Phil.delphia has problems not shared by other
districts235explain the divergent ettcomes. Yet in Ross, unlike Arm-
strong, as Judge Blatt the author of the Armstrong opinion) points out
in dissent in Ross, the fact.that strike began on the day ofthe:hearing
on the.requested injunccW1 and had only continued.for four days when
that relief was granted suggests that, whatever the harm caused by
the strike, it had not matured tb the point df its counterpart in Arm-
etrOngl the product of a two-week strike.237..

0

Second, Armstrong and Ross differ in their recitations of the statutory
rest. While Armstrong reads the law to contemplate either the requi-
site "danger" or "threet" as one that is "cleaK §nd present" ana affects
"the health, 'safety or welfare Of the public,"?.° the fides ma5Tity in-
terprets the statute t4 demand either a "clear and pre-sWE danger" or,
alternativelx, a "threat to theTTifFh, safety Or welfare of the public." 239

By divorcing 'threat" from the "clear and present" requirement, the Ross
majority adopts.a relaxed view of the certainty and imminence of harm in
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situations like the one before it, where the strike in question had
barely begun. 240: But the anomaly is obvious: why should the.legis-
lature have imposed more stringent judicial limitations with respect
to a danger already extant than` with respect to one merely impending ?241

In addition; both Arms on and Ross, articulate concerns that 'the
statutory test not he reduc to meaninglessness. Thus Armdtrong poinhts-

,out that the legislature must have been milling to tolerate the ordinAy
and inevitable effects of public sectaratriWe!, for to conclude other-
wise would rob the enactment of all meaning. In &vs, however, the
same concerns stress a different point and support a different result: .1,

some effects of some strikes must create the requisite "danger"
"threat;" otherwise, the statutorYthreshold would be senseless.

Finally, ne feature shared by Armstrong, and Ross deserves nota-
tion: in both, the real bottom-line injury that would or does trigger
injunctive relief is,a monetary one - loss of state subsidies.244 This
point emerges equalry clearly from subseqtent cases; for' exa491e, in
Bellefonte Area Education Association v. Board of Education, the
Commormealth Court reversed a" preliminary injunction' issued below on the
ground that the dtration of the strike 0.3 instructional days) at the
time-of issuance did not sufficiently jeopardize the receipt of state
funds.246 In so holding, the Commonwealth Court'rejected'the notion
that the strike's interference with a.state-sponsored "quality assess-
ment program" justified the injunction, reasoning thaAlit was the sort
of.ordinary cons uence the legislature anticipated in allowing public
sector strikes.2''

This analysis received further elaboratioA in Bristol Township
Education Association v. School Districtf248 a 1974 opinion of the CiTmon-.

wealth Court.affirming an injunction issued to halt a'strikecfound to,
have consumed 26 instructional ltp at a time4when only'23 of those
lost days could be rescheduled. Judge Bldtt, writing for the major -
it', determined that the finding below of a probable loss of state sub-
sidies from failure to mee;Xle 180 day minimum requirement justified the
gran5ifig ofthe injaction."' 'The 16 other enumerated, injurious cohge-
quences of the strike found by the chancell,or - ranging from complete
denial'ofan education program for(some students and difficulties'posed'
for working mothers of school-age childrento lost wages for bus drpi" !rs
andcafeteria workers and interruption of a community swim program, -
were acknowledged as only the basis for a potential cumulative "clear
and present danger or threat to public health, safety or welfare;"253
in the absence of an extraordinarily prolonged strike.or other aggravating
circumstances, however, the legislatvce presumablyhad directed judicial
tolerance of such "inconveniences." 55 -A dissenting judge wrote, inter
alia, that the majority had equated a dii.trict's,inability to offer 180
school days with the "cleai and present danger orthreat" required by
statute, a pe Le rule for injunctive relief the legislature had
not intended.'5

.5. Analysis: The 14nsylvania Model. Taken togetker, these appellate
opinions from Pennsylvania suggest that case-by-case factual, assessments
of the kind contemplated by the traditiOnal irreparable harm test,256 do
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not defy judicial competence in proceedings to enjoin teachers'
strikes; that 1.0, such strikes create situations lending themAelves
to such judicial analysis.

UnAer the PennfyiVania approach, tlowever,sthesingle variable
-providing the appareft; focus in each case for)such individualized,
consideraclqn is the status of the state'llefilhancial aid to the

`districii.' 'Yet, the traditional formulation of the irreparable
harm test makes such a focus anomalous, if one assumes some rough
functional equpglence between that test and Pennsylvania's statu-
tory standard. ' Loss of-state subsidies, standing alone, con=
stitutes precisely the sbrt.of injury that traditional equity prin-
ciplei would have found inappropriate for injunctive relief 7- for
such a loss is bqfh calculable and aomnensable by pponey damaizes.259
Authority from California, moreover, imposing upon Striking teachers
liability in tort for the daMage incurred on account of their work
stoppage completes the analysis: 260 a loss or threatened loss of
state financial assistance by itself should noX sipport an injunc-
tion against a teachers' strike, for money damages assessed against
ljhe wrongdoers arguably provide adequate compensation. Eyed with-

out borrowing law from other jurisdictions, however, the pgint is
particularly troublesome in Pennsylvania where the complex state

4 subsidy formula could mean in soma` cases that the provision of fewer
than 180 instructional days results in a net financial gain to the

.4 district.261

1

Apart from possible loss of state subsidies and factors like
those found in 'Ross, e.g., increased gang activityA presumably
characteristic of oily certain school districts,2°4 however, the
Pennsylvania cases also show thit many of the consequences ensui
from a teachets' strike are quite generalizable and predictable;
that is, they are effects that_ any teacher's strike would'produc
These include the kinds of factors listed in Bristol and held not
necessarily to compel injunctive relief: complete denial of an ed-
ucation program to some of the district's pupils; injurious effects
on working mothers; permanent loss of some instructional days; lost
wage!, of cafeteria workers and bus drivers; unavailability of special
programs for the mentally retarded, brain-injured, and socially and
emotionally disturbed students; problems for coilege-bound high-
schoOl seniors; unavailability of county services for students with
hearing, vision, or speech disabilities; suspension of extracurricu-
lar programs; and suspension of community programs for driver uca-

tion, g (including life-saving), adult education, citize ip
training, h school. instruction and enrichment, cooperative wor
expe;ienCe,.,river improvement (fbr retention of operating privileges

by violators), itinrant teachers (federally funded), social work,

and freelmndhes.26.1
f

Whether or not such effects should satisfy a court's reading of
the traditional irreparable harm test or a probable equivalent like
Pennsylvania's "clear and present danger or threat" standard, 264 to

the extent that the Pennsylvania courts are willing to la.ssify these

and related effects as the "inevitable inconveniences"2°J accompanying
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a teachers' strike, they confirm that generalization is not only
possible in this context; it is also difficult to avoid.

The-mere fact thAt the consequences of a teachers' strike are
.

susceptible of generalization, yowever, does not rtveal Whether those
consequences create irreparable harm, a clear and presen danger, or
simply an-innocuous situation. In other words, predictable effects
do not necessarily 117. predictable harm. The easy leap that some
state courts have in.q. 2 from the bare existence of a teacher' strike
to irreparable hare ° rests on two assumptions: first, that such
strikes entail certain predictable consequences and second, that
such consequences generally cause legally Cognizable harm. While
the Pennsylv#nia cases seem ready to accept the first assumption,267
they expressly, and almost mechanic , reject the second. ,

268

- The next section of this paper attempts to analyze that second
assumption as it emerges in case-law outside the strike context with a
view towards gaininga better understanding of judicial perceptions ,

of harm and benefit in the educational entdrprise.

IV. BEYOND ENJOINING TEACHERS' STRIKESi-

EDUCATIONAL HARM AND BENEFIT

k

Theapurpose of this section is-twofold. It examines courts' con-
cepts of educational harm and benefit in' non-strike settings An order
to assist in evaluating judicial assumptions that irreparablA ha has
occurred or may occur as the result of-a teachers' strike; it alio

rm
pro-

vides a framework for anticipating the lines of argument that courts
may find persuasive when hearing casea*Oncerning the propriety-of en-
joining teachers' strikes./ Consistent with these ,theoretical goals,
this analysis reaches beyoid the narrow holdings of the cases and relies
extensively upon kroader

269
bases, including some judicial dicta as well

.

as reasoning by analogy.

A. The Importance of Education

Courts presented with the opportuniity to comment on the importance

'

of education altost invariably begin with the United States Supreme
Court's characterization in Brown,v. Board of Education 270 of education
as an essential ingreditnt of a democratic society: g . ,

Today, education.is perhaps the most important function of state
and local governments. Compulsory school attendance laws and the
great expenditures for education both demonstrate our recogniti
of the importance of education to our democratic society. It is

required in the performance of our most basic public 'responaibil-
ities.... It is the very foundation of good citizenship. Today
it is a printipal instrument in-awake ing the child to cultural
'values, fh preparing him for later pio essional training, and vin
helpIng him to adjust normally to his environment. In these days,
it is doubtful that Any ,child may reasonably be expected to succeed
in life if he is denied_the opportunity of an education.271

7
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In such' encomia to formal schooling272 courts seem ready to
presume the benefits of the process without close examination and
evaluation of the specific aspects of any given school's 'program?73
Even in cases teaching arguably "anti-schooling" results, the,gen-
eral value of formal education is extolled.44

Confronted with challenges grounded in state or federal sta-
tutes or the .constitutional guarantee of equal protectiOn of the
laws, courts have ordered school districts to provide full educa-
tional

-1
opportunitiesM bilingual 275 handicapped,276 "exception-

al,"277 and 'retarded"° children.479 Implicit, and sometimes ex-
elicit, 2" im suci) holdings is an assumption that schoking
vides universal afid unmatched rewards. The Supreme Court, moreover,
in Milliken v. Bradley, 281 has suggested that Some of the benefits
f 'public schooling transcend their immediate edutational purpose:
They can provide an acceptable remedy for the constitutional wrong
of racial segregation.282

B. Particular Educational Goals 4nd Gains

State legislation typidally offers more detAiled and comprehen-
sive indicia of the purposes - and thus the presumed benefits - of

Soo
' schooling. Elementary schools in Pennsylvania, for example, must

teach, inter alia, English, reading, writing, arithmetic, geography,
and history. 283 Legislative provisions tor "quality control" of such
course offerings in the form of certification requirements for
teachers284 aqd strict limitations on home instruction as a substitute,
for compulsor9 school attendance,285 together with the recent advent
of competency testing, 286 all support the obvious inference that the
supposed benefits of schooling include at least the mastery of sub-
jects.enumerated in such statutory lists.

'Certain required courses, moreover, not only serve academic
goals, but also attempt to fulfill-the role, agOowledged in BroWn387
of "awakening...the child's cultural valufis."41" This statutorily
imposed obligation for the schyols to foster student "Cocializatioh"289 :
is embodied-in the virtually universal requirement of civics train-
ing290 (often including specific emphasis on loyalty to state and
national governments291 and the "good, worthwhile, and best features 1

and points of the sociaa, economic, and cultural developments, the
growth of American family Iife, high standards of living of the United
States citizen, privileges enjoyed by-such citizens, their heritage and
its derivations of and in our principles of.government"292) as well as
courses in physiology and hygiene 293 alcohol and narcotics,294 humane
treatment of .birds and animals,2' and Conservation of natural re-
sources.296

S

In addition, some judicial opinions express the view that - oar
from particular course offerings -fattendance at schaol, in and of

JI

itself, facilitates student socialization.297 Accordingly, one justi-
fication for compulsoryschool attendance laws and the. complementary
limitations of home instruction298 is the recognized importance of
"personal inter-communication among the students."299 Similarly,
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teachers not only instruct their students' but also serve as role
, models in this socialization processi300 thus, teachers typically
must possess "good'moral charactee3V1 in addition to acadeac certi-
fication302 in prder,to be hired andto retain their jobs.3w The
frequently touted functions of pdblic education as.a Iheltint.pot ,11304
"the great equalizer,"305 and a "nieketplace of ideas"306 proyide Still
additional reflections that the perceived benefits'of schooling embrace
more than narrow academic achievements.

/('

C. Lost School Time, the Disruption Standard, and Irreparable Hsrm

When a teachers' strike causes schools to close, the perceived
benefits discussed above become unavailable - at least temporarily -
to the student uplation. An almost irresistable corollary of the
Brown panegyric' is that any 138g of scheduled school time occasions
judicially cognizable detriment'. The critical question, however%''
is whether such a loss even presumptively constitutes the4sort.of

-irreparable harm contemplaped by the traditional standard for
tive relief.309

.

The Supreme Court's treatmentof Goss v. Lopez,31° a post-Brown
student suspension case, provides'a basis for a more probing analysis.

s

Not only did the Court in Goss describe a student's suspension from
school for ten days or lesser as an irreparable loss of educational ,

, _benefits,312 but the Court also held that even a ten -day removal from
school occasions a sufficiently substantial OetKiment to reqdire pre-
suspension procedural due process safeguards.31i Generally, the Court
has required procedural protections prior to deprivation of a liberty

.or property interest only when the loSsis of such 4$ nature that any
subsequent proceedings could not provie'adequate compensation - that '

is, only when the injury, once inflicted, is irreparable.314
. %

- That the Supreme Court regards unwarranted timeout offschool as
an irreparable,injury is further supOrted by ,contrasting Goss with
Ingraham v. Wright,315 where the Court refused to mandate even mini-
mal procedures for determine onlof $yilt before ttie imposition of
corporal punishment upon a student. Accdrding to Om Ingraham
Court, which found civiland criminal proceedings subsequent to the
punishment sufficient remedies for the child.wrongfully punished,317
the common-law practice of corpoal punishment satisfies the require-
ments of the due process clause.'1° The Court distinguished Goss,
stating that such post-deprivation proceedings would not 'have secved
the ncessary deterrent or remedial function in suspension cases. 99

Arguably, then, the difference between Ingraham and Goss is that any
wrongful physical injury i'compensable by damages, while a monetary
award will not make whole the child wrongfully suspended: the loss
of educational benefits caused by absence from school is irreparable.320

As the strike caset themselves indicate, however, not all teachers'
strikes result in a net less of school time. 321, Often the missed'
school .time is'made up after the strikeby scheduling.weekend class.
sessions or an extension of the academic year.322 During some teachers'
strikes, moreover, schools do not close; non-striking teacheis, substi-
tute teachers, parents and community members may keep thc,school open
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and r students to attend class regularly.323 Arguably, there-

' foie, - no matter how lofty, the judicial_percelitions of schooling -

. 'in, strikes where twit school time ,can be made up, or is never lost
initially, the student may. appear not to suffer a deprivation con-,

stituting the irreparable injury required for injunctive relief.

Loss' of School time, however, is not the only situation ix which

a court may disCern a dipriyati of educational benefits. In Tinker -

V. Des Moines ,8cho91 Dilftrict,3'"

ff
the Supreme Court suggested,lhat

' disruption in and itself 4g.the school setting may Substantially-*

iniPair a child's education.3" Had the Tinker student's wearing of -

an armband -.awact of symbolic speech prot ing the Vietnam Wer326
"materially dierdpted classwork or involvedsu tantial disorder or
July/6113n of the rights of others: the school'cou*. have prohibited
the exercise of this first amendment right\327 C mparable logic- has

,persuaded a federal district spurt to rule that .cedural,sgfeguards

must precede a Student's involuntary discipline transfer even,where

that 5ransfer4 does not occasion loss of any sche uled school time.328
Reasodaing"that "apy disruption in primary or. sec ndarx education..-
is a.loss of educational-benefits andbopportunit es, 3 the court

found Gosi controlling.330 These and similar suggestions that edUca-

tional disruption must be avoided wherever pdssible331 parallel the

ease with which courts find (or presume irreparable harm from

the mere existence of any teachers' strike.3

Still additional support fora broad- 33 disription

approach emerges from case-law concerning er misconduct. Em-
phasizing.that a teacher.serves not only as a,transmitter of know-
ledg6 but also as a role model for students,3"" a number' of. courtS

have upheld teacher dismissals for
6

conduct whether undertaken id-

.vide33) or outside the classroom3 - deemed inconsistent with the

teacher's duties to foster respect for authoWy337 and to demonstrate

a character and 'demeanor worth of emulatiOn.'" Even courts-that have

recNnized that some such dismissals may implicate.first amendment339

or Ether constitutional guaranties34° have suggestipthe spedial
duties of a teachef as role mode1.341

.

such concerns have found legisla Die expression as well. Penn

vania, for example, has statutorily 1 sted a number of valid causes
for termination of a teacher's'con act342 consistent with the goal of

protecting "an extremely vulnerable and sensitive segment of our

society (studetts)."343 The statute requites teachers not only to con-,

form to Board of Education'procedurdi and school rules344 but tiso to

answer all' quest4ons put to them345 and to,refrain from quesOoning
openly the supe0.2tendent's or principal's authority or violating

his directives.'"°

Given these legislative and judicial'perceptions of the fits
of acceptable teacher behavior, aicourt'may well consfder a strike,

particularly an illegal strike,3 "7 a blatant flouting of authority

Causing irreparable injury to a teacher's ability to foster student
obedience:to and respect for authority.348 0 the other hand, since

many evaluations of alleged teacher misconducfrn.haye expreasly-lnvoked

-
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local community standards as the gauge for determining precisely,
what donstittites teacher miscondOtt,349 illegality alone may not
be determinative. Iadeed,,the modern trend seems to require a
greater. respect for the "rights" of teachers35° and a correspond-
ingly narrower range of activiti satisfying the disruption A
-"improper role model" standard.3" There is some support, moreover,
for the view thatothe teacher is\aimflor one facet of the broader
educational marketplace of ideas." " Thus, a teacher properly
cultivates in his studenti an ability to- question; to do so, a
teacher "wv§t always remain-free to inquire, tostudy and to eval-
wate...."" If a strikf can-be viewed as a legitimate form of
inquiry and evaluation,354 an active expression of tole teachers'
belief of unfair,treatment and Ad') in a bargaining process
aimed at, reaching a compromise solution, then this aspect of a
strike need hot be the pirgsumptive equivalent of irreparable
harm.355 A ,

D. When Schooling Misfires

,The cases and statutes examined so far rest on the premise -

that important and unique,benefits inhere ifs all,formal schooling;
consequently, sny.waves -- or even ripples.-- in that process pre-
sumptively injure students, perifaps irreparably. But any attempt
to enhance the understanding of the Strike situation through-refer-
ence to not- strike cases requires consideration of the comparatively
.few and, for the most part, very recent occasions when courts
and legislatures have found schooling to be of little or no value.

less than a decade ago; statutory provisions for compulsory
schoolineroutinely exdludedvarious handicapped children from their
scope.35 Based upon the legislative beliefathat such children could
derive no profit from attending school, these exclusions exemplified
the assumption that for certain exceptional categories of children
the ordinary generalizatiofis a out the-benefits of education prove
untrue. Although a nuiber of uccessful challenges, grounded on both
Vtate and' federal constituflbn 1 arguments; have all bueburied such

1/automatic exclusions,357 the current drive et. ensure ed!cational
o portunities for the handicapped has brought a more focused awareness

all children will benefit from a standardized educational ex-
nc .358 Exceptiona4,children require exceptional educational pro-

. s; without such programs, schooling for these children maybe an
4empty gestur,e.359

In the wake of developing educational rights for children with
special seeds; moreover, has followed recognition that occasionally
the academic and social skills schooling is suRposed to promote are
wholly inappropriate. In Wisconsin v. Yoder38u the United States
Supreme Court - upheld first amendment claims of the Amish who chat=
lenged the states efforts to compel their children to attend school

. beyond theeighth,grade. While recognizing the imfolltAt state in-
terests served by universal compulsory education,3°1 the majoriy
found that those who re in within the Amish fold would notprofit
from school attendance. 3" In concluding that continued attendance
would unjustif y endangepthe free mxercise of the Amish religious

Pio



beliefs,363 the Court explained that the case was "not one in which
any harm to the physical or meneal health of the child or to the
public safety, peace, orsler or welfare has been demonstrated or may

be properly inferred0364 Although the Court tried hard to make
Yoder sui generis,363the case indicates that a court may reasonably
find that-,the benefits of schooling are not universal And that occa-
sionally its loss does of spell imminent public harm.

Some courts hav moved beyond Yoder to acknowledge that the dis-
a antages of compulsory schooling may outweigh its benefits even for
those lacking the distinctive characteristics and needs of the Amish?"
A recent New York decision recognized that, if alleged truants could
demonstrate that they were receiving no 'education, then they would hay,
established that the state's compulsory attendance law, as applied, de-

. prived them of liberty without due pipcess of law.367 Ph other '"words,

if true, the truants' assertions would make their forced schooling an
arbitrary and uireasonable confinement.368 Though unsuccessfUl plain-.
tiffs in the recent "educational Ralpractice" cases369 seem to have been
trying to make a similar point.37'

In rare instances some courts,have recognized the possibility that
a school or algchool district not only may be ill-suited to specific
studepts; the entire school system may be malfunctioning. In Bichrest

v. School District of Philadelphia 371 parents, taxpayers in the Ptillal
'4elphia school system, bryught a civil rights action for damages, 772

alleging that the Philadelphia schools'` inadequate education and unsafe
conditions denied their son equal prbtection of the laws by depriving'

him of the opportunity to obtain a free educatton.373 These circum-
stances had forced plaintiffs to send their son to a R54vate non -sec-
tarian school for one semester at a cost of $830.00.J, Although the'

court granted defendant's motion to didmiss because plaintiffs had
not alleged.that4tefendants Reponally, had acted or refused to act to
inflinge the child's rights,3' the court stated that'the complaint.
-averred a suffi3%lent constitutional deprivation to support a civil
rights action." Analogously, other courts have viewed racial segre-
gation as such a per se educational detriment that they have been
willing to ex-095 students from mandatory attendance in a segregated

school system"

_
These examples show that courts need not remain chained to an

idealized perception of education asItan unquestioned and universal good.

Once free of such myths; the courts should find no insurmoudtable
barriers, theoretical or practical, presented by a case-by-case assess-
ment of the consequences of a particular teachers' strike.

V. CONCLUSION

Given the raditional perceptions'of education by courtsoiand
legislatures,"7° the illegality of teachers' strikes and the automa-
tic-injunction rule controlling in marl'Y jurisdictions379 should evoke

little snrprise. Yet just as some courts have begun to examine more
critically the presumption of the universal benefits of schooling,380

so too have some 'courts demonstrated the feasibility of a more careful
analysis oT the effects of teachers' strikes - an analysis like that

At,
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required' under the,trelittnnal irreparable harm test for injunctive

relief.381, , -0 .

f

A
. :

.

.

Although ihe Pennsylvania appellate cases probably'offer the
mosPdetailed and sustained example of a jurisdittion's cautious
(use'of the' injunction agaitist,teachers',strikeS;382 they do not

:101P-

provide.a perfect mo el. First, their repeatid focus on a moRecary
variable, a school d trict's eligibility fat full state aid,'" is
diffidult to reconci with the traditional serch for'imalculable

f(rartd noncompensable injury tO support injunctive relief. Second,

4 Adate Pennsylvania's precise statutory directibe may require a court
to find that a strike creates or threatens certain harms, it remains

----7385
.401,i clear whether an injury so f2ynd mast be "irreparable:, accord-,

NO: to traditional standards. ?°° In other word because the Pennsyl-'

vapia opinions concern final injunctive relief3 while many of the
Vinions analysed.from other jurisdictions concern temporary or pre-

' 4 ,liminary relief,388 a direct comparison proves inconalusive.389 The
. , Pennsylvania cases show, nonetheles, that same judicial appraisal of

ithe impaat of teachers' strikes is mssible, even if that appraisal . f7
.

Afalls short' of the evaluation contemplated by the irreparable harm
standard. At the very least, the Pennsylvania cases suggest how a
.cou4t,.might proceed after rejecting a presumption of irreparable
harm.190

4

If courts do or should engage in a true case-by-case assessment
of_the effects of a.teachers' strike, however, they need factual
data to examine - particularly if they are to reach findings contra-
Octory.to the conventional wisdom on the universal benefits of
s ing.391 To date, such empirical evidence is scant. Although
one soc al scieliptist has found that teacheri' strikes do affect stu-

, dent att tude.02 another has found a negligible impact on-student
dEhievetent.'" Obviously such data 4- though never cited in the appel-

.

lap opinions - should be indispensable to any judicial analysis of
harm or ,irreparable harm.394
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1.. See, GovernMent Employee Relations Report 784:24-27
(1978). Acaording: to that tabulation, approximately123 teachers' .

strikes in 21states have occurred during the 1928-79 school year
by November'6, 108.

In 1978, the New Yo rk Times reported teachers' strikein 15
states. See e.g.., N.Y. Times, January 29, 1978, d XXII,, ai 1, col.
4; id., May 3, 1978, fi, , at 21, col. 4; id., Nov. 14; 1978, 3 III,'
at 6, col. 5; id., Nov. 21, 1978, g II, at B, c61. 6. Those reports
are necessarily incomplete because a strike from August 10 through
November 5, 1978 stopped publication of that newspaper for that period-,
of tithe. See also Ligtenberg, Some Effect [sic] of Strikes and Sanc-
tions_- Legal and'Practicaj, 2 J.L. & EduE: 235, 235-36 (1973).

21! See questionnaire circulated to teacher organizations and
school bards, on file in the offices of theCenter for the Study of
Law inelducation, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri, 63130.

Alb°

3. This generalization, however, may not always prove accurate.
In a recent strike by teachers,in St. Louis, Missouri;4for example,
parents of students initiated a lawsuit to halt the strike. See 'St.

Louis Post-Dispatch, Feb. 21,. 1979, § B, at-1, col. 1 [ ?]; id. Feb.
26, 1979, $ , at , col. ; id.; March 3, 1979, $ , at ,

col. ; St. Louis Globe-Democrat, March 4.0,: 1979,,i_A,at 1, col.

Similarly, in Rockwell v. Board of Ed., 57 Mich. App. 636, 226
N.W. 2d 596 (1975), parents, homeowners and taxpayers filed suit to-
hilt a teachers' strike. Compare-bid; County_Classpoom Teachers'
Ass'n v. Rubin, 238 So.2d 284 (Fla. 1970), cert.Cdenied, 400 U.S.
1009 (1971) with Allen v. Mauer, 6 Ill. App, 34,633, 286, N.E. 2d
135 (1972).

4. See, e.g. O'Shea v. Littleton, 414 U.S. 488, 502,(1974)
(civil rights action against discriminatory administration of criminal
justice); Beacon Theaters, Inc, v. Westover 359 U.S, 500, 506-07 (1959)
(antitrust litigation); Adamszewski v. Local Lodge 1487, Internat'l

24 ,-,
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Ass's of Machinists, and Aerospace' Workers, AFL-CIO, 496 F.2d.777, 766
(7th Cir.); cert. denied, 419 lip (1974) (effort to halt union
disciplinary actionsT; Milton Roy Co v. Bausch-'b ,Loui6, Inc., 418 V.

%Supp. 975, 981 (D.De1.1976) (patent litigation); United'States
Of Asbury Rark, 340/V. Supp. 555, 567 (D.N.J.I972) ("Refuse Oct" riti-
ialion)i Orlando Sports Stadium, v..State ex rel. POwell,_262
So.2d 851, 885 (Fla. 1972) (public nuisance); Louisiana State Bd. of
Educ. v. 'National Collegiate &thletic Ass'n, 273 So.2d 912,,914 (La.
App. 1973) (effort to halt .association's disciplinary proceedings);
Cherne Indus. tnc. v. Grounds Associates, Inc.;, 278 N.W.2d 811 92
(Minn. 1979) (breach of covenanehot to comprete); Steffen v. county
of'Cuming, 195 Neb. 442, 446 238 N.W. 2d 890,893 (1976) (action to halt
flood damage). See also F. Frankfurter6, N. Greene, The Labor Injunc-
tion 62 (1930).

According to Professor Dobbs, however, the term "irreparable in-
jury" is not applied literally in permanent injunction cases, see totes
32-34 and accompanying text infra, and simply serves;,as another way of
expressing the requirement that rhe remedy at law be inadequate. D,
Dobbs, Remedies 108 (1973).

5. Sde Leubsdorf, The Standard for Preliminary Injunctions,
91 Harv. L. Rev. 525, 544 (1978) (preliminary relief); Note, Imminent
Irreparable Injury: A Need for Reform, 45 S. Cali L. Rev. 1025, 1030-
31 41972) (final relief) [hereinafter cited as Imminent Irreparable
Injury).

'k

6. See text accompanying note 52 infra.

7. See Part III, B infra.

8. Id. See al %o Leubsdorf, supra note 5, at 562-63.

.9. The locus of this paper is appellate-court treatment of the
'irreparable harm standard in proceedings to enjoin teachers' strikes.
Qther-ptojects undertaken within the N.I.E.-funded study of which this
paper is one part examine the same question at the trial court level.
Field studies of selected teachers' strikes in progress have been con-
ducted as well. See note *,supra.

10. D.Dobbs, supra note.4, at 1054 Leubsdorf, supra note 5, at 525.

11.' D.Dobbs, supra note 4, at 106-07.

12. Id. at 105.

13. See id. and cases cited therein.

14, See id. at 105, 108.

15. Some cases speak consistently in terms of "irreparable 'injury,"
e.g., Morgan v. Fletcher, 518 F.2d 236,9239 (5th Cir. 1975); Dog v.
Busbee, 471 F. Supp. 1326, 1329, 1334 (N.D.Ga. 1979). Others lige "irre-
parable harm" and "irreparable injury" interchangeably, e.g. City of Benton
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rt r
Harbor v. Richardson, 429 PSupp. 1096, 1101 (D.Mich.1977)1 Tully
v. Matt Supermarkets, Inc., 337 F. Supp. 834, 850 (D.1.J.1972);
Federal Maritime Comm'n v. Atlantic EtdOulf Panama Canal Zone, 241,
F.Supp. 766,'781 S.D.N.Y.1965); Cherne Indus.Inc. v. Grounds and
Associates, Inc., 278 N.W.2d 81, 91-92 (Minn.1979). See also e.g.,
Steeg v. Lawyers Titlt Ins. Corp., 323 So.2d 237, 239 (La.App.1975)
("irreEarable loss"); Czarnick v. Loup River Pub. Power Dist., 190
Neb.0521, 525, 209 N.W.2d 595, 198-99)(1973)(irreparable damage).

16. Morgan v. Fletcher, 518 F'.2d 236, ;39 (5th.Cir.1975);
City. of Anton Harbor v. Richardson, 429 F.Supp. 1096, 1101 (D.
Mich.1977).

(

17. See generally Imminent Irreparable Injury, supra note 5;
Developments in the Law - Injunctions,78 Ma L. Rev. 994, 1005
(1965) [hereinafter cited as Developments].

18. E.g., Heldman v. United
Supp. 1241, 1249 (S.D.N.Y.,1973);
Club, Inc. v. Barry, 304 F. Supp.
Coster v. Department of Personnel
523 (1977).

States LawnTennis Ass'n, 354 F.
Washington Capitols Basketball
1193, 1197 (N.D.Ca1.1969);-
,'373 A.2d 1287, 1289, 36 Md.Av

fi ve

19. Schuetzle v. Duba, 201 F.Supp. 754, 757 (D.S.Dak.1962);
National Pac. Corp. v. American Com. Financial Corp., 348 So.2d 735,
736 (La. App. 1971); Harris County v. Southern Pac. Transp. Co., 457 .

S.W.2d 336, 339 (Tex. App. 1970).

' 20. Morgan
v. Busbee, 471 F.
403 F.Supp. 467,

v. Fletcher, 518 F.2d 236, 239 (5th Cit. 1975); Doe
Supp. 1326, 1329 (N.D.Ga. 1979); McKay v. Hoffman,
470 (D.D.C.1975). See generallrIeubsdort, supra

'note 5, at 533-34, 544-45; Developments, supra note 16, at 1006.

21. See D. Dobbs,, supTa no t 108.

22. See Leubsdorf sutra note 5, at 526.

23. he court in hio ex rel. Brown v. Calliway, 497 F.2d
1235, 1241 (6th Cir. 19 4), a case "cited by Professor Leubsdorf, supra,
note 5 at 526 n.9, endor ed thi district court's list of four pre-
requisites for a prelmina junction: "(1) that a substantial ques-
tion is at issue; (2) that tgere is a possibility of success on the
merits; (3) that a balancing of injuries to the parties tiquires
preliminary injunctive ,relief; and (4) that the public interest would
be served by such preliminary relief." 497 1.2d at 1241. Though not
exressly including the irreparable harm test on that list, the court
proceeded to approve the preliminary injunction issued below,on the
ground" that the prohibited activity "would significantly or irrepar-
ably alter the natural environment " ,of the areas in'question. Id.

[emphasit added]. `

24. Professor Dobbs explains that:

'rhe permanent injunction'is the decree enteied after a full
oppoitunity 'to present evidence or, after the decision on a

26 t-1
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diapositive motion, such as a motion for summary judgment.
It is,not ncessArily permanent-in the sense that it can
never be mo4fied or dissolved. It is permanent only in
the sense that iritiNintinded as a final solution to the,
dispute rather than as a temporary or emergency one. 4,

(

D. Dobbs, supra note 4, at 106.
f ....of

25. Sde id. at 107

26. See id. at 106.E 1

'27. E.g., Blaylock v. Cheker 0i1 Co.', 547 F.2d 962,965 (66
Cir. 1976) (preliminary injunction); Exhibitbr's'Poster Exchange,
Inc. v. .National Screen Service Corp., 441F,2d 540,.561 (5th Cif.
1971) (preliminary. injunction); Bath Industides, ,Inc.. v. Blot,, 427

F.2d 97,-111 (7th Cir. 1970) (preliqgnary injunction); Metropolitan
Atlanta Rapid Transit- Atth.... Wallae, 243 Ga. 491,, , 254 S.E.2,
2d 822, 824 (1979) (in;erlocutory injunction); P4re Milk Products
Corp. v. National Farders' Org(', 64141sc.2d 241, '2)1,219.N.W.2d 564,.
569 (1974) (temporary injunction). But see Cana1,Aukh,v. Calloway,
489 F.2d 567, 572-73 (5t4 Cir. 1974) (preliminarathjtimetion); Na-'
tional Assn of Letter Carriers v. SotbrotW, 449 F1,,,2d 915, 921 -

(preliminary injunction) (2d Cir. 1971); Leubsdorf, supra not45, at
526, 534 -35, 545-46,

\
- r

r
28. See generally Leubsdorf, supra note 5; ,

29. Morgan v. Fletcher, 518 F.2d 236, 239 (5th Cis. .1975);
Dobbs' supra note 4, at 109;4*. Frankfurter & N. Greene, supta note
4, ak 53-59. See 'cases cited in note 27 supra,.

30. Nonetheless, one of the freWently,repeated criter a for
preliminary injunctive relieLIs the probability-of success on the .

merits. E.g., Rampmiier v. Nyguist, 553 F.2d 296,`299 (2d Cir 4977)
("a 4lear showing of'either (1) probable succes on the merits and
poiiible irreparablelidjury or (2) sufticientl serious questions
going to the terits to make them a fair ground or litigation and ,

,a balance 04 hardships tipping decidedly toward the party requesting
preliminary relief"); Blaylock v. Cheker Oil,Co., X547 F.2d 962, 965
(6th Cir. 1976) ("substantial likelihood of success on the merits");
Ohio ex rel. Brown v. Callaway, 497 F.2d 1235, 1241 (6th Cir. 1974),
("possibility of success on the merits")4'Hvimstad v. City oof Roches-
ter, 2076 N.W.2H 632, 633 (Minn. 1979) ( "likelihood of success on the

- merits"). Cf. Proceedings of the Thirty-Eighth Annual'Jud.ic4a1 Gon-
ference of ohe District of Columbia Circuit, 77 F.R.D. 251, 273-73 .
(1977) (remarks of Judge Gesell concerning difficulty of ascertain7
ing likelihood of success on the merits in applications for temporary
reserakilpeorders).

31. See Sampson v. Murray, 415 U.S. 61, 90 (19740 (quoting
Virginia Pe;roleum Jobbers Assn v. FPC, 104 U.S. App. D.C. 106,
110,.259 F.2d 921,1, 925 (1958):

01
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The key word in this coysideritionra-irreparable harm for pur-
,

poses of temporary lajunctiverefief] is irreparable. Mere in-
. juriei, however substentlieit in terms df money, time and energy.

t_f

f. necessarily expended icr,the absence of--a stay, are not enough. .

%. The possibility that adequate compensatory pr other corrective
< relief will be available at 4,4eter date, in the ordinary course
..of litigation, weigheheavilf against a claim Of irreparable

1 32. Compare Compaq Van Equip. Co. v. Leggett SI Platt, Inc. 566
F.2d 952,954 (5th Cirr 1978); Nassau Sports v. Hampson, 355 F.Supp.
7331 736 eb.Minn.l972) (preliminary injunctions) with Ronaeau v. Mo-
sineee Paper Corp, 422 U.S. 49, 60 -65 (1975); Oppenheider'Mendez v.
Acevedo 388 FSupP; 126, 331 (D.P.R. 1974) (final njunctions)

harm. t_

.33. EA., Cherne Indus. Inc. v. Grounds and Associates, Inc., 278
MAW.24/81, 92 (Minn. '1979).\ Cf. Booffit v. The Atlantic Cement Co., 26 N.Y.,,

2d 309, 309 N:Y.S.2d 322, 257 N.E.2d 870 (1570) (where injunction agairist

polluting by cement plant would result in serious economic loss, court
chooses to g ant injunction unless defendant pays permanent money dam-
ages to inju ed property owners).

. "34. E.g., Anderson v. Souza, 38 Ca1.2d 825, 834, 243 P.2d 497,
502 (1952); Diastole v. Zepartment of Reg. & Educ., 72 Ill.App.3d.977,

3911,1.E.2d 489, 491 (1979); Gather & Sons Const. v. City of Lincoln,
200 Neb. 510, 519, 264 N.W.2d 413, 417 (1,278); Barrier v. Troutman, 24'
N.C.47, 50, 55S.g.2d 923, 925 (1949). See Orlando Sports Stadium, Inc. :

v. State ex. rel. Fgorell 262 So.2d 881 (Fla. 19721; Leubsdorf, supra. ,
/ note 5, at 563717190 ("Ata final hearing, the equitable balancing of

4111 , injyries is...a rule of sUbstantia31aw.")
AR

-.35
.

. 00 E.g., pollution:* employment discrimination and, in many states;-,. 1

strikes by public employees are' statutorily prohibited. See notes 5/-68
and accompanying text infra. Alternatively, some statutes may themselves
be "illegal" because they violate constitutional guarantees. E.g., Rbe
V. Wade,,410 U.S. 113 (1974) (Texas abortion restrictions violate due pro-
,cess clause); Brown v. Board of Educ., 347 U..S. 483 (1954) ("sepatate
but equal" _school laws violate equal protection clause). ,

3t. See, e:g., Studebaker Corp.. v. Gittlin,_160'F.2d 692, 698

, -(2d. Cir. 1966); ("A plaintiff seeking an injunctiin because, of the
defendant's violation ofa statute is not required to show that other-
wise rigor mortis willfset in forthwith; all that "irreparable injury"
Iowans in this Context is that, unless injunction is granted, the plain-
tiff illl suffer harm which canal3t be repaired."); Steeg v. Lawyers.
Title Ins. Corp., 323 So.2d 236, 239 (La. App. 1976) ("injunction may
be sought, regardless of irreparable injury, when the course of ac-
tion sought to be enhanced is reprobated by law"); Leubsdorf, supra
note 5, at 562. .

, 37. The-term-"illegality" wquires some explanation. While one
of the traditional maxims privides that equity will not enjoin a
trima, "where such an act injures the property of'the state, or

N.
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amounts to a public nuisance, the injunction wifissue, even though
it is also a crime...." H.L. McClintock, Equity (2d ed. 1971).
See D. Dobbs, supra note 4, at 115-18; Developments, supra note 17,
at 1013-19. See also Orlando Sports Stadiut, Inc. v. State ex rel
Powell, 762 So.2d 881 (Fla. 1972) (injunction of activity designated
by *catute to be a public nuisance).

38, See Leubsdorf, supra 'note 5, it 562-63 & n.190. But see
note 44 and accompanying text infra.

39. Leubsdorf,'supra note 5, at 562 ("Courts are not free to
find statutory violations harmless.") ,See id. ,at 563 n.190.

40. See note 31 supra.

41. See, ell., Oburn v. Shapp, 521 F.2d 142, 151 (3d Cir.1975)
(loss of benefyi-from,defendants' allpgedly discriminatory hiring
practices compensable and therefore not appropriate for preliminary
injunction). See also Roe v: Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 166 (1973) (ade-
quacy of declaratory relief against enforcement of linconstitutional
abortion restrictions).

42. See The Hecht Co. v. Bowles, 321 U.S. 321, 324 (1944) (Emer-
gency Price Control Act of 1942 does not allow court asked to grant
injunction to ignore the tdraditional "requirements of equity practice
with a background of several hundred years history."); Rondeau v.

Mosinee Paper Corp., 422,U.S. 49, 62 (1975) (district court "correct
in insisting that respondent satisfy the traditional prerequisites
of extraordinary equitable relief by establishing irreparable harm"
in addition to violation of securities laws); Treasurg,Valley Potato

.

Bargaining Asem v. Ore-Ida Foods, Inc., 497 F.2d 203, 218 (9th Cir.)
(dicta in antitrust case: '"A traditional principle of equity is that
no injunction will issue unless the allegedly unlawful conduct is
likely to cause irreparable harm."), cert. denieef 419 U.S. 999 (1974)

s Dreier v: Jalet, 349 F.S4p. 452, 467.(S.D.Tex.472) ("Injunctions
have beeq issued to preclude repeated or continuous physical as-
saults...which are of a peculiar nature and for which the aggrieved
party had no adequate remody."' And indeed, where money damaged,
'provide an adequate remedy, equi ble relief ok any sort.is tradi-
tionallytionally unavailable. H.L. McClin ck, supra note 37, at 47-49.

43. Leubsalerf, supra note 5, 562.
I

44. See cases cited in note 42 supra - all apparently final
injunction cases.

45. teubsdorf's explanation is persuasive. See Leubsdorf,
supra note 5, at 563 n.190. See allb,note-31 supra (suggesting that the
"irreparable" Sdpect of th! formula plays a moft significant role
at the preliminary-relief stage).

46.. See Part III infra.

47. This is so for a. good reason: In labor disputes, "prelimin-
ary proceedings...make the issue of final relief a practical nullity."
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F. Frankfurter & N. Gfeene, supra note 29, at 200. See id. at 79-81;

notes 76-79 and "Accompanying text infra.

48.. Some courts find conduct illegal and therefore enjoinable even

in the absence of a statutory prohibitidn by invoking "public policy:

She_, e.g., notes 101-03 and 108-17 and accompanying text infra.

49. 'See Part Iff infra.

50: See notes 18-19 supra and accompanying text.

51. E.g.,,Cal. Civ. Pro. /3 5261(Deering 1972); Ill. Ann. Stat. '

ch. 69 § 3-1 (SmithrHurd 1979 Supp.} 'La. Civ. Code Proc. Ann. art.

3601, 3603 (West 1961).

52. See, e.g., Reserve Mining Cb. v. Environmental Protectidn

Agencro 514 F.2d 492, 536 (8th Cir. 1975). See generally; Imminent

Irreparable Injury, supra note\5.

53. Indeed, factual complexity, and this judicial inability to
determine whether the+requisitle harm is occurring or threatens to

occur, should theoretically produce judicial reluctance to issue in-

junctive relief. Instead, in sbme proceedings to enjoin teacher
strikes, empirical uncertainties seem to yield the opposite result:

mors,rather than fewer injunctions, See Part III infra.
O

54. See notes 10-14 and accompaying text sdfra/

55-N See The Hecht Co. v. Bowles, 321 U.S. 321, 329-330 _(1944)
("we aril dealigg...with the requirements of equity practice with a

background of several hundred years of history. ire do not be-

lievethat...a major aeparture from that long tradition ,.. should

be lightly implied.")

56. See generally Anderson Strikes and Impasse Resolution in
Public Employment, 67 Mich. L. Rev. 943 (199); Kheel, Strikes and
Public Employment, 67 Mich. L. Rev. 931 (19,0); Lev, Strikes by
Government Employees: ProBiems and Solutions, 56 Masa.L.Q. 369 (1971);
Mulcahy & Schweppe, Strikes, Picketing and Job Actions by Public Em-

ployees 59 Marq.L.Rev. 113 (1976); yelps, Strikes by Public Employees:

Is Tweedledee the Answer?, 15 S.Tex. .J. 14 (1974).

57,; N.Y. Civ. Serv. Law 88 200 -I4 (McKinney 1913 & 1979 Supp.).

See also Bernstein, Alternatives to t Strike in Public Labor Rela-

tions, 85 Harv. L. Rev. 459 (1971).

58. Id. at § 210(1).
a.

59. Id. at § 211. Nevada 'law requires the issuance of an in-

junction against such strikes. Nev. Rev. Stat. 8 288.240 (1973)

Iowa's statute requiring temporary injunctions against such strikes
explicitly eliminates any need for a finding of irreparable injury

to plaintiff. 20.12(3) Iowa Code Ann. (1978).
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60. Alaska Stat. fl 23.40.200 (197%2).

61. Id. ,Strikes by essential employees (police; fire protec-
tion employees;' employees of jails, prisons, and other correctional

institutions; hospital employees)are prohibited. The statute.gives
semi-essential employees (utility, snow removal, sanitation,- public

school and other educational institution employees) the. right to

strike after mediation upon approval by a majority of the bargaining

unit until the work stoppage has begun to threaten the health, safety

.or welfare of the public. Nonessential employees (all other public
employees) have an unqualified right to strike if emajority of the

bargaining unit approve.

62. Vt.tat. Ann: tit, 16 § 2010 (Supp. 1979). The statute

explicitly prohibits the issuance of a restraining order oven in-

junction unless a court "after due hearing" finds that the strike

poses "a clear and present danger to a.sound program of a school

education which in light Of all relevant circumstances it is in the

best public interest to prevent." See Rachlin, Deveioping Labor Law

for Vermonb Teachers; 40 Ala. L. Rev. 733,'738-39 (1976). The Alaska4

Statute's treatment of strikes-by semi-essential employees, supra

not&61, seems to contemplate a similar standard. See discussions of

Pennsylvania statute and cases at notes 200 -68 and accompanying text

infra.

y,,!'63. See Anderson, supra note 56, at 957-58.
tir, The Lidits of Collective Bargaining in Public
Yale L. J. 1107, 1115-23 (1969). But see Anderson
Teachers v. School City of Anderson, 252 Ind A,.,558,
2d 15, 18-23 (1969) (DeBruler, C.J., dissenting).

Wellington & Win-
Eiployment, 78
Federation of
564-75, 251N.g.

'64. See/Anderson, supra note 56, at 953-54; Wellington ?Win-
ter, Structuring Collective Bargaining in Public Employment, 79
Yale L. J. 805, 822-2!-(1970). See also ,Burton,..& Krider, The Role
and Consequences of Strikes by Public Employees, 79 Yale L. J. 418,
428-12 (1970); Jascourt, Responses to Union Concerted Activity: An
Overview, 8 J. L. &'Educ. 57, 57 (1979).

0
65. See Nev. Rev. Stat.§ 288.230-1 (1973). See also note 61,

supra. But see Anderson, supra note 56, at 956-57.

66. See, e.g., City of Los Angeles v. Los Angeles Bldg. & Const.
Trades Council, .94 Cal. App.2d 36, 47-48, 210 P.2d 305, 312 (1A4C.A.
1949); Norwalk Teachers Assoc. v. Board of Educ. 138 Conn. 269, 275-76
83 A.2d 482, 485 (1951);)defferson City Teachers Ass'n v. Board of
Educ., 463 S.W.2d 627, 628 (Ky. App. 1970), cert. denied, 404 U.S.
865 (1971); Anderson Federation of Teachers v. School City of Ander-
son, 252 Ind. 558, 563, 251 N.E.2d 15, 18 (1969); Anderson,.supra
note 56, at 959; Wellington & Winter, supra note 63, at 1125-26;
Wellington & Winter, More on Strikes by Public Employees, 79 Yale L.
J. 441, 442 (1970); Wellington & Winter, supra note 64, at 842-47.
Compare Burton & Krider, supra note 65, at 443 with id. at 438.
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f67. as Jascourt, supra note 64, at 70..

68e See Parts III, B, 1 & 2 lass. )

69. 29 U.S.C. 118 101-115 (1970). The statute, broa4ly defining
"Lebo; disputes," limits the jurisdiction of *be lower federal courts .
by regulating prOcedure and enumerating the acts Which such courts
cannot enjoill.

70.

'Stat. Ann.

910 (1962
at 416 -21.

E.g., Ill. Ann. Stat. ch. 48,8 Za (Smith-Hurd 1969); N.J.

&!Supl:33: 5iVi9)14.esISe!9::)nernliy"'H !elvicCtcli:14,9; 121101-o:9e.3,

71. H. McClintock, supra note 37, at 420.

72. 'Id. at 419. See note 8d'and accompanying text infra. Even
the Norris-LaGuardia Act, supra.nodpe69, has been held subject to
pacific 'well-defined exceptions. See, e.g., Boys Market nc. v.

Retail Clerks 'Union, 398 U.S. 235 (1970) (allowing inj tiona
strikes over arbitrable grievances). But see Buffalo Forge Co. v.
United Steelworkers of Anterica,,AFI-CId, 428 U.S. 397 (1976).

73. Milk Wagon Drivers',Union v. Lake Vdlley Farm Products,
Inc., 311 U.S. 91:1.02 (1940); F..Frankfurter & N. Greene, supra
note 4, at 200.

74. See flenerally H. Wellington, Labor and the Legal Process
38-46 (1968) (describing' modern federal' labor statutes). Govern-
mental employees, however, are expressly excluded from the scope
of some of the, significant statutes. E.g., 29 U.S.C. 118 L52 (2)-(3)
(1970 & Supp. IV 1974) (Labor Management Relations Act).

75. Wellington, supra note 74, at 39-41. As Wellington points
out, however, some of the post-Norris-LaGuardia legislation brought
the courts back into the picture though not as an unalloyed ally
of management. Compare Boys MarliOts, Inc. v. Retail Clerks Union,
398 U.S. 235, 250 (1970) Oith H.Nellington4 supra,,note 74, at 41-
43.'

A
76. See Buffalo Forge Co. v. United Steelworkers of America,

AFL-CIO, 428,U.S. 397, 410-411 (1976); Boys Markets, Inc. v. Retail
Clerks Wan, 398 U.S. 235, 250 (1970); Milk Wagon Drivers 'Union
v. 14tak% Valley Farm Products, Inc., 311 U.S. 91, 102-03 (194Q';
H. Wellington, supra note 74, at 38-41. ,

77. F. Frankfurter & N. Greene, supra note 4.

78. Note 69 supra. See' Petro, Injunctions and Labor Disputes,
14 Wake Forest.L.Rev. 341,-343-44 (1978).

79. F. Frankfurter & N: Greene, supra note 4, at 201. See id.
at 80, 130, 210. But see generally Petro, supra note 78

32*
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(questioning the Frankfurter aneGreene analysis); Oomment,fPublic
Employee Legislation: An Emerginng Paradox, Impact, and Opportunity,.

. ' 13 San D.L. Rev; 931, 940 (1976) ("temporary restraining orders and
preliminary injUnctions efect on the termination of
Lpublic employee] strik sj").

go.

80.: See e.g., City bf Pana v. Crowe, 57 I11.2d 541, 552, 316
N.E.2d 513, 515 (1974); Anderson Federation of Teachers v.'School
City of Anderson, 242 Ind. 558, 560, 251 N.E.2d 15,16 (1969); Joint
School Dist., No. 1 City of Wisconsin Rapids v. Wisconsin Rapids
Educ. Assoc., 70 Wis.2d 292, 306-07, 234 N.W.2d 289, 29/...98 (1975).
See also United States v. UMW, 330 U.S. 258 (1974) (construing fed-
eral Norris-LaGuardia Act, supra note 69, as inapplicable to disc
putes between government and its employees).

81. See generally H. Wellington &'R. Winter, The Unions and.
the Cities 33-48 (1971); Kheel, supra' note 56; Shaw & Clark, Public

Sector Strikes: An Empirical Analysis, 2 J.L. & Educ., 217 (1973);
Note 76 U.L.A.331 .(1979). .

82. 'ee Douglas, Injunctive Relief in Public Sector Work Stoppages:

Altenati Approaches, 30 Labor L.J. 406 (1979); Mulcahy & Schweppe,
su ra note 56, at 139.

83. See notes 57-68 and accompanying text supra.

84. See National ,Institute of Education, State Legal Standards for
the Provision of Public Education 23-26 (1978); A. Steinhilber & C.
Sokolowski, State Law on Compulsory Attendance (1966). See also Part IV.infra.

85. Compare Burton and Krider, supra note 65, at 432-38 with
Wellington & Winter, supra note 66, at'442. See note, Striking a Balance

in Bargaining with Public School Teachers, 56 Iowa L. Rev. 598, 610 (1971).

86. See School Committee of the Town of Wester v. Westerly
Teachers' Ass'n., 111 R.I. 96, 103, 299 A.2d 441, 4 (197410.'

87. See Note, supra note 8 610-11 (1971), quoted in Armstrong Educ."

Ass'n. v. Armstrong School Dist., 5 Pa. Cmwlth, 378, 384, 291 A.2d 120,

124 (1972).

88. See tabulation' cited in note 1, supra. Data collected by other

participants in this NIE-sponsored project, see note* supra, reveal that
one-day work stoppages, though not uncommon, are decreasing in comparison
to considerably longer teachers' #trikos.

89. Bee authorities cited in note 85, supra. Of course, for those
who view teachers'-strikes as harmful for reasons that would make ail
public sector strikes susceptible of the same description, the effects
of such a strike transcend the missed- school time itself and its immediate
consequences.wrate notes 62-66 and accompanying text supra.

90. H. Wellington & R. Winter, supra note 81, at 194;
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Wellingtojo & Winter,.supra note 64, at 845. See Comment? supra, mite

...... o
79, at 953. . ..

Iliknote 40 supra_and accompanying text.

Ilk 92. See Bristol Township Educ. Aden v. School.Dist. of Bris-
tol Towns 14 Pa. Cmw11,463, 322 A.2d 767 (1974); Root v. Nor-
thern Cambria School Dist., 10 Pa. Cmwlth. 174, 309 A.2d 175 (1973),
discussed at notes 223 and 261 infra.

. 93. See discussion of Pennsylvania` cases at notes 200-68 and
accompanying text infra.

94. See Part I supra.

95. The standards used by trial courts in such cases are exa-
mined in

1

other parts of this project. See note 9 supra.

96. The Florida Constitution provides that "Public employees

Pa
shall not ve the right to strike." Fl. Const..art. 1, 14 6. Under
legislati enacted in 1974, public employee strikes are specifically
;prehibite by statute, Fla. Stat. Ann. g 447.505 (Supp.1979). Another
istatute permits a coat to grant, upon request, a, temporary in-

-` junction if "there is a clear, real, and present danger that such a
strike is about to commence," Fla. Stat. Ann. g 447.507 (Supp.1979).
The constitutional prihibition:is aft adaptation of'earlier legislation

A precluding public employee atrikes, Fla. Stitt. Anne g 839.221 (1967),
cited in Pinellas County Teachers' Ass'n v. Board of Pub. Instruction,

.

214 So.2d 34, 36 (Fla. 1968).

97. See BroardCounty Classroom Teachers',Ass'ny, Inc. v. ..-."

2164

Public Employees ReIationsComm'n:, 3 So.2d 342 (Fla. Dist. Ct.
App.), cert. denied Fla., 341 So.2d 8 (1976) (state Public Employ-
ees Relations Committee has adthori o enforce ti-strike legisla-

. tion by obtaining injunction; injunction proper cause teachers'
strike illegal); Dade County Classroom Teachers' Ass'n. v. Rubin, 1138 it
So.2d 285, 289 (Fla. 1970) (case decided under older legislation cited' -,
in-note 96 supra; because public employees have noright to strike,
"temporary injunction was appropriate even in the absence of any show-
ing of violence or the threat of violence"), cert. denied, 400 U.S.
1009 (1971). .

0

'41

"98. 33T-So.2d at 344.

99. In Pinellas County Classrbom Teachers' Ais'n. v. Board of
Pub. Instruction, 214 So.2d 34, 38 (Fla. 1968), a permanent injunc-
tion case decided before the constitutional amendment but under the
similar legislation noted indOote 964Psupra, the court, quoting the
Chancellor who hadigranted the injunction initially, affirmed an
injunctigiagainststriking teachers:

To allow such action would permit the breakdown of governmental
functions, would sanction the control of a governmental function

I
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for private gain; and further, to allow such action is the same
as saying that governmental employees may deny the authority of
government through its duly elected representatives. To permit
this is ta take the first step toward anarchy.

The Florida Supreme Court relied on this reasoning in approving
the issuance of a temporary injunction in Dade County Classroom

)Teachers' Ass'n v. Rubin, 238 So.2d 285, 288-89 (Fla. 1970), cert.
denied, 400 U.S. 1009 (1971).

100,. Fla. Stat. Ann. 11 447.507 (West 1979), quoted' in note 96,
supra. The language of the statute tends to reinforce the inatten-
tion accorded the traditional irreparable harm test in the cases
decided before its 1974 enactment, 'Oka notes 97-99.

1014. Los Angeles Unified School Dist. v. United Teachers,
42 Cal. App.3d 142, 100 Cal. Rptr. 806 (Ct. App. 1972) (trial court
order authorizing temporary restraining order against striking
teachers sustained on basis of common law rule that public employees
have no right to strike). %

_

102. Trustees of the California-State Colleges v. Local 1352,
13 Cal. App.344663, 867, 92 Cal. Rptr. 134, 136 (Ct. App. 1970).
In-affirming the summary judgment enjoining the strike, following'
an earlier temporary restraining order and a preliminary injunction,
the court stated:

California follows and applies the common law rule that public
employees do not lave the right to ,,strike in the absence of a
statutory grant ttoreof; ...qp such grant exists; ... the strike
at the college, enjoined by the present judgment, was unlawful-
(in the sense thit it was violative of state poli&y:talthough
not attended by crimina1sanctions); and ... that the judgment
is accordingly valid...."

103. 13 Cal. App. 3d at 865, 92 Cal. Rptr. at 135. The court
noted, in stating the facts of the case,. that "masses of pickets"
Ithisically interfered with 'ingiess and egress at the campus and
inte rrupted the routine of the college; pice intervention became
necessary, resulting in violence and arrerts; and campus bombings
occurred.

104. Norwal Teachers' Ass'n. v. Board of Educ., 138 Conn.269,
83/A.2d 482(1951). The court in Norwalk stressed the public policy
considerationssupporting injunctive relief against public employee
strikes. A subsequently enacted statute prohibits certified pro-
fessional employees from striking and authorizes enforcempt of
this provision in superior court, Conn. Gen. Stat. § 10-1530(a)
(1979).

#

105. See 138 Conn. at 274-75, 83 A.2d at 484-85.

106. See McTigue v. New London Educ. Ass'n., 164 Conn. 348,
357 321 A.2d 462, 466 (1971) (ruling on contempt citations). 'Query

35
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whether the "under proper circumstances" language .suggests the sort
of factual analysis contemplated by the traditional irreparable
harm rest? Compare cases discussed in Part III, B, 4 infra.

107: -Conn. Gen. Stat. § 10 -153. (a) (1979).

108. Ind. Code'. 20.7.5. -1 -14 "(1975), enacted in 197/, pro-
hibits teachers' strikes but does not specify the standard govern-
ing the Issuance of injunctions in such cases.

109. Anderlon.Fed. elf Teachers v. Schiol City of Anderson,
252 Ind. 558, 251 N.E.2d 15 (1969). In Anderson, a small percentage
of public school teachers peacefully, struck for better wages. The
schools never closed. The court found inapplicable to public em-
ployee strikes a statute prohibiting the issuance of injunctions in
labor disputes.

110. 252 Ind. at 563, 251 N.E.2d at 18.

111. 'Id. K

112. 252 Ind. 558, 251 N.E. 2d 15.

113. 252 Ind. at 564-81, 251 N.E.2d 'at 18-27 (DeBruler,
dissenting).

114. 252 Ind. at 565, 251 N.E.2d at 19.

11. 252 Ina. at 571, 251 N.E.2d at 22, quating School Dist.
foi City Of Holland v. Holland Educ.',Ass'n., 380 Mich. 314, 326, 157
N.W.2d 206, 210 (1968).

C

- 116. 252 Ind. at 564, 251 N.E.2d at 19.

117. See Leubsdorf, supra note 5, at 562.

1104 These Oases differ only superficially from those examined
id'Pet III, B, 1 supra; the difference is primarily one of language
in that these cases acknowledge the traditional standard of injunctive
relief, albeit emasculated in actual appliCation.

-119. N.Y. Civ. Seri-:-Law if-200-214 (McKinney 1973). See text

* atcompanying notes 57-59 supra.
to 4

120. Board of Educ.'of City School Dist. of City of Buffalo v.
Pisa, 55 A.D.2d 128, 134, 389 N.Y.S.2d 938, 942-43 (1976) (contempt
convictions for violations of temporary restraining order and pre-
liminary injunction against striking teachers affirmed). The court
added, apparently gratuitously, that the "affidavit filed in support
of the order specifically alleged that the threatened strike would
result in injury to the students as well as a disruption of the funda-
mental activity of the Buffalo School System. These allegations were
corroborated by newspaper stories...." '55 A.D.2d at 134, 389 N.Y.S.2d
at 943. See also Board of Educ. of Lakeland Cent. School Dist. v.
Lakeland Fed. of Teachers, 59 A.D.2d 900, 399 N.Y.S.2d 61 (1977).

1" 3 6
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121: 101 Board of Educ. of Union Free School Dist. No. 3.v.
National Educ. Ass'n, 37 A.D.2d 711, 323 N.Y.S.2d 1007 41971), rev'd,
30 N.Y 2d 938,,287 N.E,2d"383, 335 N.Y.S.2d 690 (1972f (adopting dis-
sentini opinion below). The Court of Appeals reversed an injunction
restraining nonstriking.teachers from distributing statements urging
teachers not to "take employment" in thb district; because, freedoM
of speech was at stake, the trial court should have required com-
plainant to prove that immediate and irreparable harm would result'
it absence of an injunction. Dissenting members of the Court of
Appeals pointed out that, by urging collective action, the associa-
tion may have precipitated an illegal strike in violation of the
Saylor Law.

122. See, e.g., City School Dist. of the City of Schenectady
v.fthenectady Fed. of Teachers, 49 A.D.2d 396, 397, 375 N.Y.S.2d.
179, 181-182, appeal dismissed, 382 N.Y.S.2d 1033, 345 N.E.2d 586
(1975) ("The instigation or encouragment of a strike by a public
smployee or employee organization is specifically prohibited by law
and injunctive relief is available, indeed mandated, when such a
strike is threatened.... Furthermore, the issuance of a temporary
restraining order upon an ex parte application in this aituation
isAdfinitely permissible and was clearly proper upon this re-
cord....") (emphasis added); Central School Dist. v. Susquehanna
Valley Teachers' Ass'n., 43 A.D.2d 198, 201, 350 N.Y.S.2d 805, 808,
motion for leave to appeal dismissed, 359 N:Y.s'.2d 562, cert.denied,
419 U.S. 1033 (1974) ("The record establishes that the plaintiff
,made a preliminary showing of immediate and irreparable injury
which would result if the strike continued and there was no abuse
of discretion on the part of Special Term....")

123. See e.g., Central School Dist. v. Susquehanna Valley.
Teachers' Ass'n, 43 A.D.2d 198, 201 350 N.Y.S.2d 805,. 808, motion
for leave to appeal dismissed, 359 N.Y.S.2d 562, cert. denied,
419 U.S. 1033 (1974) (finding no abuse of discretion below).

' 124. Note 119 supra. But sae City of Buffalo v. Mangan, 49
A.D.2d 697, 370 N.Y.S.2d 771, 772 (1975) (court, without deciding
whether such action violates Taylor Law, affirms denial of pre-
liminary injunction against resolution by firemen's union not to
respond td voluntary call-ins because "plaintiff has failed to

'make the requisite showing of irreparable harm").

1'
-125. Jefferson County Teachers' Ass'n v. Board Iff Educ.,

463 S.W.2d 621., 630 (Ky.App.), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 865 (1970),
quoting,City of Los Angeles v. Los Angelds Building and Const.
Trades Council, 94 Cal. App.2d 36, 42-43, 210 P.2d 305, 309 (1949).

The original statute governing labor relations specifically
excluded public employees from t right to strike aininst others.
The statute, as revised, ff 336. 0 K.R.S., contained no such ex-

. clusidn. The court lound this c nge inadvertent and concluded
that the legislature had intended no change in the existing law
or public policy'. 463 S.W.2d at 629. Additional statutory re-
visions were adopted in 1948. if 336.130 K.R.S. (1979).
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1;6. 463 S.W.2d at 630.

127. Id.

121. Id. at 631.

This acknowledgement,. -albeit one unaccompanied by much
analysis, is particularly significant because the opinion is one re-
viewing the issuance of a permanent injunction. According to Pro-

fessor Laubsdorf, supra note 5, criticisms of any facile equations
of illegality and irreparable harm are less apt in this contexc
thanlohen the relief sought is temporary or preliminary. See notes

38-48 and accompayidg text supra.

129. Appellant argued that appell failed td'establish irreL

paragte harm to support the injuhction; 'the court found in the rec-
ord "ample proof of serious and irreparable impairment of the
school system of Jefferson County (of which a court would.probkbly

26 take judiciel notice)." 463 S.W.2dlat 631. In other words,. in ,-

apprditng the determinationof harm reached below, the court failed
to identify the precise interests infringed by the strike..

130. See Board of Educ. v. Redding, 32 Il1.2d 2237, 207 N.E.
2d 427 (1965) (denial of injunctive relief against striking school *:
custodial employees reversed; court mentignS types of harm re- 4r

suiting from strike but relies on.illegality of strikes by goverp-
mental qmOloyees); Allen v..,Maurer, 6 Ill. App.3d 633, 286 N.E.2d
135 (1972) (in reversipg for lack of standing'ihjunctive relief in
taxpayers' suit against striking teacher?, court, in dicta,' stresses
overriding public policy against public schoB1 teachers' strikes
because they violate constitutional magdate -that legislature operate
"thorough and efficient" schootsystem; court below had fouddlboth
illegality and "immediate and irreparable damage to the public").
Sew also Board of Edac.Nof Kankakee School Dist. v. Kankakee Fed.
of Teachers Local No. 886, 46 I11.2d 439, 264 N.E.2d'18 (1970)
(upholding contempt convictions of federation members who violated
temporary restraining order issued against unlawful teacheis'

strike violating state public policy); Board of_EBuc. of Peoria
School Dist. v. Peoria Educ. Ass'n, 29 Ill. App.3d 411, 330,N.E.2d
235 (1975) (although strike by public schoolteachers unliwful,
injunction unnecessary where underlying labor dispute settled).

131. See Board cot Community College Dist. No. 508 v. Cook

County College Teachers' Union, Locai 1600, 42 IllIApp.3d 1056, 356

4.E.2d 1089 (1976). There, inter ilia, the court of appeals re- 41

viewed an ex parte temporary restraining order and a preIiminaiy
injunction issued against striking teachers at a public college.

ra-raversing, the court explained that the Illinois Injunction
Act, III. Ann. 'Stat. Ch. 69 g 3-1 (Smith- d Supp. 1979), re-
quires that temporary restraining orders issue only upon notice

to the adverse patty.unleas immediate and irreparable injury would

result prior to notification the order must state why the injuiy

is irreparable in the absence of notice. The TRO in this case

failed to meet these statutory requirements. 42 Ill. App:3dat

1062, 356 N.E.2d at 1094. ,
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- Query whether the judicial Perceftion of the harm resuipg

from the closing of a college differs qualitatively from the harm
resulting from the closing of an elementary or secondary school?
See Part IV infra. Art. 10, i 1 of the Illinois Constitution
.7;;;videb:

A fundamental goal of the Pettple of the State is the educa-
tional development of-all 'persons to the limits of their
capacities.

The State shal}j provide for an efficient system of high
quality public educational institutions and services.
Education in pkiblic schools through the secondary level
shall be-free. There may be such other free education
frethe General Assembly provides by law.

The State has the primary responsibility for financing
the system of public education.

132. See, e.g., Board of Educ. v. Parkhill, 50 Ill.App.3d
60, 365 N.E.2d 195 (1977) (following strike, refusal torenjoin
teachers' recognitional picketing reversed; court cited disrup-
tion caused by picketing, discusses overriding public interest in

( unimpeded education, but does not m#ntion.irreparable harmt.

133. The Illinois cases cited in notes 130-132, supra, seem
to recognize harm to (1) students and (2) the public in general ,-
notiithstanding taxpayers' inability to seek injunctive relief, esta-
blished in Allen V. Mauer, 6 Ill.App.3d 633, 286 N.E.2d 135 (1972).

134. See note'119 -29 and accompanying text su a.

135. E.g., Wilmington Fed. of Teachers v. Howell, 3N1 A.2d
832 (Del. 1977); Board of Educ. V. New Jersey Educ. Ass'n, 53 N.J.
29, 247 A.2d 867 (1968). In the former, the court affirmed' injunc-
tions issued against teachers who had voted to strike Siting the
illegality of strike, the threat of irreparable injury to the
public posed by the imminent strike, and precedent defining "irre-
parable.harm" as inteifetence with aright for with no adequate.
money damages exist: In the latter, the court iffirmed an injunction
issued against teachers whose resignations were found to constitute
a strfte; in response to defefidants"claim that plaintiffs had

'failed to prove the ,requisite injury, the court explained that
irreparable harm "means only that equity will leave the parties to
a remedy at law if money damages will aie*", quately compensate for the
wrong." 53 N.J at 43, 247 A.2d at 175.

Pirtie arly illuminating here is language from a Delaware
cha

1

ery co rt opinions denying applications for preliminary injunc-
tion &gains a one-day strike which had already occurred and which
did not threaten imminent repetition. State v. Delaware State Ethic.
Ass'n;-326 A.24 868 (De/.Ch. 1974). This is the case the state
supreme court relied upon in Howell, 374 A.2d t32. In rejecting
case law from other states requiring'a specific showing of
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irreparable harm before the issuance of an injunction against a
school strike (see Part III, 13, 4 infra),' the court observed:

Delaware la* is clear. We have recognized that, at common la*,
public employees are 'not entitled to collective bargaininpand
public employees are without power to enter Collective bargain.-,
ing agreements.... We have also recognized in judicialLsopinioit'
the general common law rule that, even in the absence or an ex-

, press statutory provision, public employees are denied the right
to strike or to engage ina work stoppage against a public em-
ployer .... Moreover, we have statutes which clearly prohibit
stritis by public employees .... Indeed, it is in effect an-ex-
press condition of the statutory right of; public employees to
organize that the Union is given the duty not to strike.... Con-

fronted by an illegal strike by public employees,,thia'Coures
authority to issue preliminary injunctive relief, including tem-
porary restraining orders, and to enforce such relief through its
contempt powers, as well as other equitable powers, cannot be
questioned.... Faced with such an illegal strike, an equity court
is generally acknowledged to have the power to apply injunctive
coercion whersever it will do the most good.:.. Although it is

$* difficult to foresee and generalize about all circUmstances in
all labor disputes involving pUblic employees, this Court has
not hebitated to enjoin or restrain illegal strikes including
strikei by school employees....

/''

. The second policy ground gleaned from the cases [from other states]
suggests the harm caused by a strike is not of sufficient signifi-
cance to justify judicial interference. Ih so suggesting [these]
decisions simply misunderstand the nature of irreparable harm.

Irreparable harm does not depend on'a catastrophe or on violence
or on an epidemic. Irreparable harm depends on interference(kith
a legal right and should be judged by traditional equitable prin-

, ciples applicable in all 'cedes lor preliminary relief. Generally,

irreparable harm exists in the injury. cannot be adequately com-
pensated in damages.... It is not necessary that the injury be
beyond,the possibility of repair by money compensatiOn but it must
be.of such a nature that no fair and reasonaboite redress may be had
in a court of law and that to refuse the injunction would be a .

denial,of justice.... To be a substantial legal injury for irre-
parable harm purposes, it is. not even necessary-that the pecuniary
damages be shown to be_great....

. .

'In cases of illegal strikes by public, employees irreparable harm
would generally seem apparent from the interference with rights of
others by illegal acts... There is obviously So comparison
between a school closing caused by an illegal strike and one duly

directed by proper-authority. And, as the Co=urt in this case

noted at the hearing on the temporary restraining order, in a
school strike situation, there can be "staggering" economic
waste as well as Inman waste. MoreOver, in an illegal strike
situation, there is generally no hardship to the defendants to
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weight in opposition save'the duty to obey the law. In short,
without trying to list every conceivable harm Caused by an
illegal strike by school employees, there simply,can bA no
doubt that, under the State law,-school Children have a right
to go to school, indeed they are required to go to school, and
no one should be permitted through illegal action.to*interfer4
withthe right and the duty of ,children to attend school.
326 A.2d at 874-76.

Compact this statement with notes 15-21 and acto4aying teat
supra.'

136. In S te,v., Delaware State Eauc. Ass'n., 326 A.2d 868,
(Del.Ch.1974)., ggioted in note 135, supra, however, the court speci-
fically noted the interference with children's rights the threatened
teachers' strike would create: "no one should be permitted through
illegal action to interferetwith the right and the duty of children
to attend school". 326 A2d at 816. See note 135 supra.

137.' See, e.g., Wilmington Fed. of Teachers v. Howell, 37 A.2d
832, 836 Del. (1977),'(imminent threat of illegal teachers' strike
justifies restraining order); In re Hoboken Teachers' Ass'n, 147 N.
3.'Sisper. 240, 248, 371 A.2d 99, 103 (1977) ("whenever public employees
resort to the illegal activity of a strike, necessarily the general
public must suffer harm in flame way. Immediate relief is required in
most instances.")

138. The Delaware view seems to be that some injuries which are .

'compensable in money damages may, nonetheless, satisfy the irreparable
harm teat. lee the quotation from the chancery court, supra, note .135.
This standard is considerably looser than most definitions of the test.
See Part I supra. If the irreparable:harm standard controls here,
then it does so only after significant redefinition.

139. 380 Mich. 314, 157 N.W.2d 206 (1968). Holland has been
followed not only in Michigan, el g., Crestwooa School Dist. v. Crest-
wood Educ. Ass'n, 382 Mich. 57711070 N.W. 2d 840 (1969); cf. Warren
Educ. Ass'n v. Adams, 57 Mich.App. 4960 226 N.W.2d 536 (1975) (Holland
purportedly followed buts irreparable harm is found upon stipulation);.
but also in other jurisdictiOns, e.g., School Dist. No. 351 v. Oneida
Educ. Ass'n, 98 /dello 486,,567 P.2d 830 (1977); Timbetlane Regional
School-Dist. v. Timberlane Regional Educ. Amen, 114 N.H.245, 31/ A.2d ,/
555 (1974); Mfnard v. Woonsocket Teachers' Guild -AFT, 117 f.I.121,
363 A.2d 1349 (1976); School' Com. of/the town of 'Westerly v. Westerly
Teadhers' Ass'n, 111 R.I.96, 299 A.2d 441 (1973). See also Anderson,

Fed. of Teachers v. School City of Anderson, 252 Ind. 558, 251 N.E.2d
15 (1969).

140. The Hutchinson Act barred public employee strikes. Th,
current version of the statute appears at Mich. Stat. Ann. 1 17.455
et. seq. (1975 & Supp. 1979).

141. 380 Mich. at 326, ,157 N.W.2d at 210.t The court feared that
any lobier standard that the legislation might Compel would destroy
the judiciary's independence. Id.
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142. Id.

143. 380 Mich. at 326-27, 157 N.W.2d at 210-11.

,144. Justice telly, joined by Justice Det ers, diaeenting,
would have been satisfied with the proof that th majority had re-
jected as a "meager record," 380 Mich. at'326 15. N.14:2d at 210:
380 Mich. at 329-30, 157 N.W.2d at 212 (Kelly, J. dissenting.)
Justice Brennaa:a dissent offers a fuller explanation, including
the specifiC function of the temporary injunction issued below:

The,function Sf an injunction pendente lite is3 to prevent
irreparable harm which would result from natural delay in
reaching a trial on the merits. It may be argued that in
this case the status quo was summer vacation and that the
temporary inAmnction permitted a change in the status quo
by permittiat schools to open at the usual time. But the
maintenance of actual.status quo is not t1% only fupction
ofan injunction pendente lite. The couit,.can consider

A whether under all the facts and circumstances of the case
the issuance of the temporary injunction will maintain
the parties in that status which is least likely to do

CRit

irreparable injury to the party whd ultimately prevails.
380 MiCh. at 3311, 157 N.W.2d at 213 (Brennan, 3., dissent-
ing).
145. 114 N.H. 245, 317 A.2d 555,(1974).

4-

4

146. See.114 N.H. at 248, 317 A.2d at 557.

147. Manchester v. Manchester Teachers' Guild,-100 N:H.
507, 509, 131 A.2d 59, 61 (1957) (trial court properly, enjo.ned
completely peaCeful teachers' strike because "public policy
readers illegal strikes by school teachers in public employment").

148. 114 at 250,,317 A.2d at 558.

I

149. .114 N.HI at 251, 317 A.2d at 559.

150. Sedpotes 140 t7144 and accompanying text supra.

151. See text acosrpanying note 143 supra, -/1(
__I

0
152. School Dist. No. 351 v. Oneida Educ.,...aen, 98 Idaho

486, 49., 567 P.2d 830, 835 (1977). See 98 Idaho 486, 493, 567
P.2d 830, 837 (Bakes, J.,:concurring in the jUggment and diftent.-
ing in part). AL

153, 98 Idaho at 489, 567 P.2d at-833.

154. 98 Idaho at 490, 567 P.2d at 834.

155. 98 Idaho at 490-91, 567 P.2d at 834-435.
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156. 70 Wis.2d 292,_234 N.W.2d 289 (1975)

157. 70, Wis.2d at 310-11, 234 N.W. 2d at 295-301. Recent
Wisconsin legislation now permits some strikes by some public em-
ployees, Wis. Stat. Ann. § 111.70 (West Supp. 1979), and requires
a judiciol finding of "an imminent threat to the public health or
safety" tq support injunctive relief, Wis. Stat. Ann. § 111.70 (7)
(b) (West. Supp. 1979). See Jascourt, ReSponses to Union Concerted
Activity.: 'An Overview, 8 J.L. & Educ. 57, 64 (1979). "

158. 7q Wis.2d at 312, 234 N.W.2d at 300-01. See notes 85 &
90 and accompanying text supra.' . I

159. 70 Wis.2d at 312, 234 N.W.2d at 300-01.

160. Under Wisconsin law, the state is obligated to contribute
financially to an educational program only if the school district
meets certain state standards. Wis. Stat. Ann. 1 121.01 (West 1973).
To be eligible for such aid, school must be in session 180 days each
year. Wis. Stat. Ann. 11 121.02(1) (C) & 121.02 (2) (a) (West L973).
More recent Legislation expliAtly insures state aid to a district
which has failed to meet the 180-day requirement as the result of a
strike. Wis: Stat. Ann. 1 121.02 (1) (h) (West Supp. 1979).

161. 70 Wis.2d at 309, 234 N.W. 2d at 299.

162. See note 158 and accompanying text supra.

163. Compare cases dislCussed in Part III, B, 2, infra.

"164. The strike began on January 2, 1974, and the circuit court
issued the temporary restraining order on January 7, 1974. See 70
Wis.2d at 297-98,.234 N.W.2d at 293-94 (syllabus). The Supreme Court
observed, however, that the trial judge tnad no assurance the strike.
would end in the absence of,injunctive relief. 114 Wis.2d at 313,

0.5. 234 N.W.2d at 301.

165. See 141 and accompanying text supra. T40 possible use
of substitute teachers is discussed neither in this case nor in
Holland.

166. See note 161 and accompanying text supra.

167. Compare note 138 and accompanying text supra.

168. .111 R.I. 96, 299 A.2d 441 (1973). On a pure chronolo-
gical basis, -consideration of Westerly should follow th iscussion
of Holland, 380 Mich. 314, 157 N.W.2d 206 (1968), see notes 139-44
and accompanling.text supra. Indeed, Timberlane, 114 N.H. 245, 317

(-
A.2d 555 (197'3), ee notes 145-151 supra, and Oneida, 98 Idaho 486,
567 P.2d 830 (19 7), seeknotes 152-55 supra, examined Immediately
after Holland, re y in part ,upon Westerly. Nonetheless, the analysis
undertaken .hcre makes this the more logical and instructive point to
consider Westerly..
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169. 380 Mich. 314, 157 N.W.2d 206

170. School Dist. No. 351 v. _Oneida
490, 567 P.2d 830, 834 (1977); Timberlane
N.H. 245, 250, 317 A.2d 555, 558 (1973).

(1968).

Educ. Ass'n, 98 IdahO 486,
Regional Educ. Ass'n,%114

171. 111 R.I. at 98, 299 A.2d at 442.

172.' 111 R.I. 84 103, 299 A.2d at 445.

173. Id. Por Rhode Island's approach before.the Westerly deci-
sion, see City of Pawtucket v. Pawtucket Teachers' Alliance, 87 R.I.
364, 141 A.2d 624 (1958).

174. 111 R.I. at 103-04, 299 A.2d at 445.

175. See text accompanying notes 160-61 supra.

176. Reschedulidg of missed classes following a recent teachers'
strike in St. Louis, Missouri, proved difficult and onerous. See St.
Louis Globe-Democrat, March 13, 1979, g A, at 1,col. ( ?J; St.

Louis Post-Dispatch, March 21, 1979,-1 , at , col. ; St.

Louis Poet-Dispatch, June 14, '1979, I B, at 1, col. 1.

177.. 117 R.I. 121, 363 A.2d 1349 (1976).

178. See 117 R.I. at 128, 363 A.2d'at 1354. Thp Injunction was
.

issued September 11, 1975. Although the strloice began August 29, 1975,
the first scheduled day for classes was September 3. 117,R.I. at 123-
24, 363 A.2d at 1351.

The Supreme Cliurt opinion reviews both the injunction itself and
the teachers' appeal from contempt convictions for violation of that
injunction.

.1 179. 117 R.I. at 127, 363 A.2d at 1353.

180. Id.

of

181. 117R.I. at 128, 363 A.2d at 1354.

182. Id.

183. See text accompanying note 181 supra.

184. See text accompanying note 174 supra.

185.' 117 R.I. at 128, 363 A.2d at 1354.

186. In other words, a student arguably an "make uR" lost
learning. But see Part IV infra.

187", Once postponed, a student's employment opportunities can
only be recaptured in the limitedsensathat the earnings thereby
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lost might be obtainable additional work, e.g., "overtime," at some
later date. But the jobs available following a lengthened school
year as the result of a strike may be quite different, for better
or worse, thsan thdse available at the initially scheduled time of
graduation. Similarly, missed lunches cannot be consumed on the
days initially scheduled if a strike closes the school, but could
be made available subsequently upon extension of the academievear.

188. 117 R.I. at 128, 363 A.2d at 1354.

189. See 117 R.I. 126-27, 363 A.2d at 1353. Other courts
have expressed other sorts of concerns about the relationship be-
tween judicial intervention and the collective bargaining process.
See, e.g., School Dist. No. 351 v. Oneida Educ. Assin, 98 Idaho
486, 490, 567 P.2d 830, 834 (1977) ("denial of the right to strike
has the effect of weighing the scales heavily in favor of the govern-
ment during the cakletive bargaining process"); School Committee of
the Town of Westerly v. Westerly Teachers' Ass'n, 111 R.I. 96, 104,
299 A.2d 441, 446 (1973) ("Ex parte relief in instances such as
teachers-school committee disputes can make the judiciary an un-
witting party at the bargaining table and potential coercive force
in the collective bargaining process.").

190. 117 R.I. 203; 365 A.2d 499 (1976)A

191. 117 R.I. 206-07, 365 A.2d at 501:

192 See 117 R.I. 205-07, 365 A.2d at 500 -01. The strike
began September 1, 1975. The schools had been scheduled to open
on September 2, 1975. The court held hearings on the request
for a preliminary injunction on September 8 and 10 and enjoined
the strike at the conclusion of the hearings.

193. 117 R.I. at 206, 365 A.2d at 501.

194. 117 R.I. at 205, 365 A.2d at 501.

195. The Supreme Court found "no abuse df discretion." 117
R.I. at 207, 365 A.2d at 501.

196. 117 R.I. at 205, 366 A.2d at 501. 1

197. 117 R.I. at 207, 365 A.2d at 501. "The injunction did
not issue, as [appellant] maintains; solely because the strike was
found to be illegal."

198. See 117 R.I. at 206, S65 A.2d at 501. ("The injunction
did not issue automatically [in violation of Westerly1").

199. as 117 R.I. at 205, 365 A.2d at 501. (evidence of
"hopelessly leadlocked negotiations" and "no reasonable prospect
for imminent resolution"). See note 189- supra.
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200. Indeed, appellate Opinions from Pennsylvania provide vir-

twiny _the 224zipocamples, Although a numks; of other states (Vermont,
Montana, Hawaii, Alaska, Minnesota, and Oregon) permit some public

employee strikes see Jascourt, supra note 64, at'61-614' a dearth-of
$

relevant cage law can be found in those jurisdictions. In Hawaii Public

Employment Relations Board v. Hawaii State Teachers Association, 54 Haw.

531, 511 P.2d 1080 (1973), the single non-Pennsylvania opinion on point,

the.analysis is much like that used by courts enjoining strikes on the

basis of illegality alone. The Supreme Court of Hawaii noted that the --

legislature had legalized some public employee strikes, see Haw. Const.

art XII, 8 2, and izsgunized them from judicial interference*, Haw. Rev.

Stat. 8 380-4 (1) (1976). It had also barred such strikes under spec-

ified conditions, Haw l, Rev. Stat. S 89-12 ( (1976). Because the

strike in question fell *ithin one.of the pr bited conditions (because

the dispute was to be resolved by referral t bitration, Haw. &v.

Stat. 8 89-12 (a)(2)(1976)/, the court u e preliminary injtinc--

tion issued below and concluded that ng of irreparable harm,

required by Haw. Rev. Stat. 8 89-12(c) and (e) (1976) ("imminent or

present danger to the health and safety of the public"), need only be

made where the strike to be enjoined is a legal one. 54 Haw. at 543,

511 P.2d at' um. In other words, the illegalityof this strike
was sufficienrto support the preliminary injunction. See also Hawaii

State Teachers Ass'n v. Hawaii Pub. Emp. Rel. Bd., Haw. , 590

P.2d 993 (1979); Board of Educ. v. Hawaii Pub:. Emp. Rsl. Bd., 56 Haw.

85, 528 P.c1 809 (1974); Hawaii Pub. Emp. Rel. Bd. lid/Hawaii State

Teachers Ass'n: 55 Haw. 386, 520 P.2d 422 (1974).

201. Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 24 8 1101.1002 (Purdon Supp. 1979).
But see Jascourt, supra note 64, at 62 ("only the passage of the
time periods for those procedures must be expired").

202. Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 43 g 1101.1003 (Purdon Supp. 1979).

For conflicting constructions of this provision, see Philadelphia Fed.

of Teachers v. Ross, 8 Pa. Comm. Ct. 204, 301 A.2d 405 (1973),
discussed at notes 224-47 and accompanying text infra. The statute

refers to "appropriate injunctions" and apparently the same standard 4

.governs applications for preliminary relief and final injunctions.

But see School Dist. of Pittsburgh v: Pittsburgh Fed. of Teachers,

31 Pa. Comm. Ct..461, 472-7%376 A.28'1021, 1026-27 (1976) (judicial

finding of requisite "clear an present danger or threat" is basis .

of final injunction because it is a final adjudication on the merits;

therefore, special standards for preliminary relief, including a

finding of irreparable harm, inapplicable).

203. Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 43 8 1101.1003 (Pardon Supp. 1979).

204. Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 43 8 1102..1002 (Purdon Supp. 1979).

205. 5 Pa. Commw. Ct. 378, 291 A.2d 120 (1972).

206. C, This strike began on August 30, 1971, the first day of

classes of the 1971-72 academic year, and the trill court granted the

request for injunctive relief following hearings held on September

14, 1971; an earlier request to enjoin the. strike had been
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denied following hearings on September 1,1971. The same efforts
to reach a collective bargaining agreement had precipitated during
the previous academic year a striabeginning on April. 27, 1971 and
ending upon the issuance of an injunction on May 11, 1971. See 5
Pa. Comm. Ct. at 380-81; 291 A.2d at 122.

207. Pennsylvania law requires the provision of a minimum of
180 instructional days. Pa.-Stat. Ann. tit. 24 15-1501 (Purdon
1962). See 5 Pa. CommW. Ct. at 380, 385-86, 291 A.2d at 122, 124-
25; Pittenger v. Union Area School Bd., 24 Pa. CoTaw. Cti* 442,
356 A.2d 866 (1976) (mandamus to schedule 180 school day despite
teachers' strike.)

208. See 5 Pa. Commw. Ct. at.380-81, 291 A.2a at 122.

209. See note 206 supra.

210. See 5 Pa. Comm. Ct. at 381, 291 A.2d at 122.

211. See 5 Pa. Commw.Ct. at 381, 384, 291 A.2d at 122-23, 124.

212. 5 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 382, 291 A.2d at 123 ("[Wje will look
only to see if there were any apparently reasonable grounds for the
action of the court below, and we will,not further consider the
merit's of the case or pass upon the reasons for or against such ac-
tion, unless it is plain that no such grounds existed or that the
rules oflaw relied on are palpably wrong or clearly inapplicable.")

213. 5 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 384, 291 A.3d at 124.

214. Id.

215. Id.

216 0 5 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 385, 291 A.2d at 124. The court also
observed that such activities were not necessarily attributable to
the strikers and that, in any event, "[t]here are other laws avail-
able to deal with such disorders." Id.

217. 5 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 385-86, 291 A.2d at 124-25.

218. 5 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 385, 291 A./d at 124.

219. See notes 201-03 supra. But see Raw. Rev. Stat. § 49-12
(1976), discussed in note 200 supraillt. Stat. Ann..tit. 164 2010
(Supp. 1979), note 62 supra.

220. See notes 35-43, 96-117 and accompanying text supra.r
221. School Committee of the Town of Westerly v. Westerly

Teachers' Ass'n, 111 R.I. 96, 103, 299 A.2d 441, 445-(1973); see
notes 168-76 and accompanying text supra._

222. See note 207 tupra.
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.223. The court seems to clarify these problems as those '"inevit-
able" "inconveniences" the legislature was willing to,tolerate. 5 Pa.

CamOne..Ct. at 384, 291 A.2d at 124. See also Blackhawk Sch. Dist. %_

v. Pennsylvania State Educ.Ass'n, 74 D. & C. 2d-665, 671 (1976) (harm 11

to students dther than seniors does not meet statutory test "because
Avaiple time and opportunity to substantially make up the work will be

available to such students prior to completion of their public school
educition, coupled with the natural enthusiasm and resilienceof
youth").. But see Root v. Northern Cambria School Dist., 10 Pa.
Commw. ;:.t. 174, 181, 309 A.2d 175, 179 (1973) (unsuccessful taxpayers'
suit to compel 180 days of instruction folkgring teachers' strike;
court observes'that edulation of pdpils' is primary consideration in such
matters). ._

224. 8 Pa4 . Commw. Ct. 204, 301 A.2d 405 (1973).

225. 8 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 214, 301 A.2d at'410.

226. Id.

.41, .

228. Id. See 8 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 208, 301 A.24 at 407.

229. 8 Pa.- Commw. Ct. at. 215, 301. A.2d at 410.

230. 8 Pa. '6,41mmimiCt. at 215, 301'Ar2d ati011. The opinion' '
leaves unclear whether the court below found this Pareicular fact
or whether the Commonwealth Court-is simply_extrapolating here. , 10

)

One alts tivg approac court apparently failed to consi-
der is exemplif d.by Blackh_ School Didt. v. Pennsylvania State
Edua. Ass'n, 74 D. & C. 2d 665 (Pa. t976), where, after finding that
a teachers' strike "has created a clear and present danger, or threat
to tile welfare of:the public ti he extent of the interruption of
the dducational program fOr seniors and high school special education.
ptograms," id. at 690, nthout doing so_in any other respect, the
court issued a 1 d injunction covering only those ewloyees
responsible foi the e cational programs for "senfor yeAP students,
including those seniors w o may be enrolled in a special education.
prograiirlimited to major Subjects only." Id.

231. See 8 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 211-13, 301 A.2d at 408-10.

232. See note 212 and accompanying text supra.

233. See notes 225-230-and accompanying text supra.

'..' 234. The specific facts listeLseem to be the sorts of conse-
quences that many #rikes might proMce. But see dote 235 infra.

235: References to the likelihood of increased gang activity,

s,
the related need for additional ponce protection,and the "debt-

- ridden" condition of the district arguably reflect the Special
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problapp of an urban area like Philadelphia. The court nonetheless
disclabes "laying down a special rule for Philadelphia." 8 Pa.
Comm. Ct. at 216, 301 A. at 411. Cf. Jascourt, supra note 64,
at 65 (discussing lower court's issuance of injunction Commonwealth
v. Ryan, 459 Pa.t148, 327 A.2d 551 (1974)). The loss of additional
schooi days as the result of an earlier strike cannot alone serve
to distidguish Ross from Armstrong, for a similar fact characterized
the latter case. See note 206 supra,. .In Armstrong, however, the
earlier strike had disrupted the previous academic year while in
Ross both strikes occurred during the 1972-73 school year. This
fact may be.significant with respect to each district's ability to
meet the annual 180 day'minimum r uired for state aid. See note
207 supra. .

See also 8 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 223, 301'A.2d at 41Z (watt, J.,
dissenting).

236. 8 P4. Commw. Ct. at 218-23, 301 A.2d at 412-14.

1:06imarpza.
1ta

238. 5 Pa Commw. Ct. at 383-84, 291 A.2d at 123-24.

a a. Commie. Ct. at 213, 301 A.2d at 410. See 8 Pa.
Commw. Ct 223, 301 A.2d at 414 (Blatt, a., dissenting).

240: See note-2361$and accompanying text supra: Sep also
Commonwealth v. Ryin,.459 Pa. 148; 327 A.2d 351 (1974) (court
lacks jurisdiction to enjoin strike before it begins).

241. In other words, under the majority's construction of
the statute, in'order to enjoin a strike by public employees, a
court must find an existing danger to be "clear and present," yet
it need not find that a "threat to.the health, safety or welfare
of the public" is "clear and present." Moreover, if "health,
safety or welfare of the public" describes only the "threat," what
or whom must, the "danger" affect? Cf. Blackhawk School Dist. v.

$ Pennsylvania State Educ. Ass'n., 74 D. & C, 2d 665, 667 (1976)
(distinguishing "health and safety" from "welfare": because "no
evidence suggesting in adverse impact upon the health and safety
of the public,...the sole issue...is, whether the strike,...kas
created a clear and present danger or threat to the welfare of
the public").

242. 5 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 5, 291.A.2d at 124 ("If we were
to say that such inconvenience , which necessarily accompany any
strike by school teachers fr.. its very inception, are proper
-grounds for enjoining such a strike, we would in fact be nullify-
ing the right to strike,granted to school teachers by the legis-
lation....").

243. 8 Pa." Commw. Ct. at 215-16, 301 A.2d at 411 ("To deny
that the facts found below meet the statutory test] would ignore

49
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reality and afford no particular meaning to tht legislative mandate
that not only strikes which create a clear and present danger may
be enjoined, but also those'that create a threat ta..the health, safe-

+ ty or welfare of the public").

244. See notes 217, 222, 226 and accompanying text supra. The
. court in Ross not only feared loss of state educational funds but

also the additional expenditures for police protection required by
.the strike. See note 226 and accompanying text supra.

245. 9 Pa. Cow. Ct. 210, 304 A.2d 922 (1973).

246. 9 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 214-15, 304 A.2d at 923-24.

247. 9 Pa. Comm. Ct. at 215-16, 304 A.2d at 924.

Judge Kramer, concurring, expressed concern for the school-
children of the district whose state constitutional right to a
"thorodth and efficient public education" the strike jeopardized;
he saw the possibility of rescheduled instructional days as a less
than perfect'solutiSn for them. '9 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 219-20, 304
A.2d at 926.

*248. 14 Pa. Commw. Ct. 463, 322 A.2d 767 (1974).

249. 14 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 468, 322 A.2d at 769.

250. See text accompanying note 236 supra.

251. See 14 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 468'n.1, 322 A.2d at 769 n.1.

252% See 14 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 468-69, 322 A.2d at 769-70.

2 3. 14 Pa. Commw. Ct, at 469-70, 322 A.2d at 770.

254. Id.
4'

255. 14 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 472, 322 A.2d at 771 (Mencer, J.,
dissenting). r.

256. ,Sde part I supra.

257. See notes 241-65 and accompanying text supra. 4

258. See notes -219-220 and accompanying text supra. School
Dist. of Pittsburgh v.,Pittsburgh Fed. of Teachers, 31 Pa. Comm.--
Ct. 461, 472-73, 376 A:2d 1021, 1026-27 (1976), however, casts
doubt upon such an assumed equivalence. Appellants, contending
that the order issued below halting their teachers' strike was a
preliminary injunction, argued that ite wag defective because the
j'udge issuing it failed to apply the special procedural rules for
such preliminary relief. Among these rules is a finding that, the
preliminary injunction is necessary to prevent "immediate and
irreparable harm." The,Commq0Wealth Court disagreed, concluding

, 50 1t')(1
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that t1a special procedural rules were inapplicable because the

adjudication below -..which determined that the strike created "a
clear and present danger, or thteat, to the health, safety or wel-
fare of the public"-- was a resolution of the merits of the Case.
Thus, the Pennsylvania cases may provide a model for judicial
assessments of "harm" but not for judicial assessments of "irre-
'parable harm.)' See notes 31-51 and accompanying text supra.

It nonetheless remains possible that the standards are roughly
equivalent but that any effort io apply them will so closely ad-
4ress.the merits of the that the court will thereby obviate
the Tiled for preliminary relief. If that is true, then the,only
remaining differences, if any, will be procedtmil, i.e., whether
the need for immediate relief is so compelling that the court can

'act befote notice can be given to defendant or a hearing conducted.
See School Dist. bf Pittsburgh v. Pittsburgh Fed. of Teachers, 31
Pa. Commw. Ct. 461, 472-73, 376 A.2d 1021, 1026-27 (1976).

259. 'See Part I supra.

T60. Pasadena Unified School Dist. v. Pasadena Fed. of
Teacheri, 72 Cal. App. 3d 100, 111-12, 140 Cal. Rptr. 41, 48 (Ct.
App. 1977) (affirming the liability in damages imposed upon the
teachers' union by the court below on a thoery of tortious induce-
ment,of breach of contract and on an independent theory of direct
liability for harm resulting from unlawful acts, i.e. an illegal
public employees' strike). But see Lamphere Schools v. Lamphere
Fed. of Teachers, 400 Mich. 104, 252 N.W.2d 818(Mich. 1977) (re-
ject Ag.civil damage action in tort against illegally but peace-
fully striking teachers). Query whether such liability for dam-
eigts%resulting from such ergtrike would attach where, As in Pennys17
vapia, the strike is not illegal?

't n. See Root v. Northern Cambria School Dist., 10 Pa. Commw.
1741.181 309 A.2d 175, 178-79 (1973) (unsuccessful taxpayers'

suite to compel provision of 18Q instructional days following
A.eichers' strike): "It is quite true ... in this case (and as our
`calculations of the complex, ingenious reimbursement formula of the
Ptbiic School, Codd in almost all cases) that the local taxpayers

. will pay less for education by the,system's teaching fewer than
4 t80 days 'and paying teachers on .the basis of .days taught, than they

will by providing 180 days...."; Foley v. West Middlesex Area

(ALand teitt

Egers

would make any plan to resegedule school days
'Dist., D. .C.2d 115 (1974) (inconvenience to pupils,

wr ^missed during teachers'.strike impractical; court cites Root).
In PittengOt v. UnionArea School Board, 24 Pa. Commw. Ct. 442,
356 A:2d 866 ,(1976), the court ordered the provision of the 180

y1istructional days notwithstanding a teachers' Strike; in so doing
it expreSsly overruled ally portions of Root inconsistent with its
holding. See also Blackhawk school Dist. v. Pennsylvanie State
Educ. Ass'n, 74 D. & C.2d 665, fOi (1976): ,

e
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The permanent,loss,of school days would not cause a financial
loss to'the school district, although it would cause a reduc-
tion of revenue in the 1976-7.7 school year. Indeed, there will
be a net increase in available revenues over the long run. The .

loss, sad to state, will be purely a loss of education to
children, incalculable in dollits. Some expenses'continue
whether school is in session, just Aduring vacattionpperiods.

262. See notes 224-35 and accompanying text supra.

263. See 14 Pa. Commw. Ct. at 468-69, 322 A.2d at 769-70.

264. Regarding the possible utility of a Pennsylvania focussed'
naiyslos outside Pennsylvania, see Is Looking Up Case Precedent in

Other'Jurisdictious Worthwhile in Public Sector Labor Relations, 6
J.L. b Educ. 205 (1977) (symposium).

265.- See Armstrong School Dist. v. Armstrong Edut. Asen, 5 Pa. ,

Commw. Ct. at 384,-291 A.2d at 124.

266. 'See e.g., Parts III. B. 1, 2, and 3supra.

;267. See text accompanying notes 218 and 252-55 supra.

268. This rejec1tion rests ona judicial imputation of legisla-
tivelintent: Uhatever harm floWs from predictable strike consequences,' -

the legislature has made it, standing alone, insufficient to 'support
an injunction. See id.

269. Cf, Currie, Survival of Actions: Adjudication versus Automa-
tion in the Conflict of Laws, 10 Stan. L.,Rev. 205, 210-11 (1958)
("the purpose [of evaluating cases as precedents] is to provide a basis
for predicting future decisions, and for'that practical purpose it is
often necessary to read between the lines of the opinion"); Llewellyn,

The Rule of Law in our Case. -Law of Contract, 47 Yale L.J. 1243, 1256
(1938) ("ideal rule of law in case-lave is one that, inter alia, "of-
fers real hope of appealing to present day courts;,and so of guiding
them with some sureness; and so of affording a counselor amoderately
accurate prediction, and an advocate a solid basii of case-planning").

270. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).

271. Id. at 493.

272. Cases quoting Brown directly include: Goss v. Lopez, 419
U.S. 565, 576 (1915); San Antonio Lad. School Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411
U.S. 1, 29-30, (1973); Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406U.S. 205, 238 (1972)
(White, J., concurring); Lora v. Board of Educ., 456 F.Supp. 1211,
1276 (E.D.N.Y. 1978); Mills v. Board of Educ., 348 F.Supp. 866, 874-7511
(D.D.C. 1972); Serrano v. Priest, 5 Ca1.3d 584, 608-09, 487 P:2d 1241,

1256, 96 Cal. Rptr. 60, 616-17 (1971). See, e.g. Abington Sch. Dist.

v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 230 (1963) ("Americans regard the public
schools as a most vital civic in?titi#tion for the preservation of a

e
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ti
democratic system of government") (Brennan, J., concurring); Mc-

.

Coll= v. Board of Educ., 333 U.S. 203, 216-17 (1944) (the public
school is "[diesigned to 'serve as peihaps the most powerful agency
for promoting cohesion among a heterogeneous democratic people")
(Frankfurter, J., concurring); Dixon v. Alabama State Bd. of Educ.,
294.F:2d 150, 157 (5th Cir. 1961) (education enables individuals
"to earn an adequate livelihoolp to enjoy life 63 the fullest,
to fulfill as completely as poss!ble the duties and responsibilities
of good citizens"); Van Dusartiv. Hatfield, 334 F.Supp. 870, 875,
(D Minn. 1971) ("re]ducation hai a unique impact on the mind, per-

( sonaiity, an future rgle or the individual child [and education] is
basic to the functioning of a free society and thereby evokes
special judicial solicitude"); Piper v. Big Pine Sch. Dist., 193
Cal. 664, 673 226 P. 926, 930 (1924) ("[t]he common schools are
doorways opening into chambers of science, art and the learned
professions, as well as into fields of industrial and commercial
activities"); Malone v.,Hayden, 329 Pa. 213, 223, 197 A. 344, 352
(1938) ( "[e]ducation is today regarded as one of the bulwarks of .

democratic government").
4

273. At certain times, however, the courts have evaluated or
ordered the establishment of specific educational programs. See,
e.g., Milliken v. Bradley,'433 U.S. 267 (1977) (order establishing
in district previously segregated by race remedial programs in
reading, testing, counseling and career guidance, and in-service
teacher and administrative training); gobson v. Hansen, 269 F.
Supp. 401 (D.6.C. 1967), aff'd sub. nom. Smuck v. Hobson, 408
F.2d 175 (D.C.Cir. 1969). (extehsiVe examination of District of
Columbia's discriminatory practices in faculty placement and re-
source inequities). See also cases cited in notes 356-76 infra,
where courts have examined allegedly malfunctioning school systems.

274. See, e.g., San Antonio Ind. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411
U.S. 1 (1973) (refusing to equalize interdistrict educational ex-
penditures); Wisconsin v. Yoder,,406 U.S. 205 (1972) (exempting
Amish from compulsory education be'yond the eighth grade).

275. Nichols, .414 U.S. 563 (1974) (relying on
601 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. @ 2000d (1976));
Martin Luther Ring Elementary School Children v. Michigan Bd. of -

Educ., 473 F.Sup$. 1371 (E.D.Mich. 1979). (relying on Equal Educa-
tional Opportunities Act of 1926, 20 U.S.C. 1 1703 (1976); Serna
v. Portales Mun. Schools, 351 F.Supp. 1279 (D.N.Mex. 1972) (rely-
ing on equal protection, clause, aff'd on other grounds, 499 F.2d
1147 (10th Cir. 1974) (relying on 1 601 of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, 42 U.S.C. 1 2000d (1976)). But see Guadalupe Org.,
Inc. v. Tempe Elementary School Dist., 587 F.2d. 1022 (9th Cir.
1978).

See generally Taster, Bilingual Education, 5 J.L. & Ed. 149
(1976); Grubb, Breaking the Language Barrier: The Right to Bi-
lingual Education, 9 Harv. Civ. Rights-Civ. Lib. L. Rev. 53 (1974);
Sugarman & Widess, Equal Protection for Non-Ehglish-Speaking
School Children: Lau-v. Nithols, 62 Cal. L. Rev. 157 (1974);

33
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bilingual Education and Desegregation, 127 U. Pa. L..Rev. 1564 (1979).

276. Boxall v. Sequoia Union High School Dist., 464 F. Supp.
1104 (N.D. Cal. 1979) (refusal to dismiss action on behalf of autistic
child for individualized instruction under Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
29 U.S.C. 9 701 et. seq. (1976); Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C.

,I2000d (1976); Education of the Handicapped Act, 20 IU.S.C. 91401-61
(1976 Stipp. I); Lora v. Board of Educ., 456 F. Supp. 1211 (E.D.N.Y. 1978)
(students in "special day schools" have right to treatment, due
process rights and right's under federal legislation); Kruse v. Campbell,
431 F.SOpp. 180 (E.D.Va. 1977) (relying on equal protection clause), '

vacated and remanded, 434 U.S. 808 (1978); Hairston v. Diosick,
423. F.Supp. 180 (S.D.W.Va 1976) (relying upon 1504.of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 11794 (1976)). See e.g,., Fialkowski v. Shapp,
405 F.Supp. 946 (E.D. 1975).(refusing to dismiss equal protection
and due process claims); P'anitch v. Wisconsin, 371 F. Supp. 955 (E.D.
Wisc. 1974) (proceedings in equal protection challenge stayed pending
implementation of state statute); Harrison v. Michigan,.350 F. Supp.
846 (E.D. Mich. 1972) (equal protection challenge mooted by state .

statute). But see Southeastern Community College v. Davis, 99 S.Ct.
2161 (1979) (8504 of Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 20 U.S.C. 794 (1976)

does not require major adjustittents in college's nursing program to
meet needs of handicapped applicant). See generally Dimond, The
Constitutional Right to Education: The Quiet Revolution, 24 Hastings

. L.J. 1087 (1973); Haggerty & Sachs, Educating the Handicapped: Towards
a Definition of an Appropriate Education, 50 Temp. L.Q.-961 (1977);
Handell, The Role of the Advocate in Securingthe Handicapped Child's
Right to an Effective Atnimal Education,.36 Ohio.St. 349
(1975); McClung, Do Handicapped Children Have a Legal Right to a
Minimally Adequate Education? -3 & Ed. 153 (1973); Weintraub.&
Abeson, Appropriate Education for afl Handicapped Children: A Growing
Issue, 23 Syr. L. Rev. 1037 .(1972). Many authorities use the terms
"handicapped" and "exceptional" interchangeably, e.g., Special Education:
The Struggle for Equal Educational Opportunity in Iowa, 62 Iowa L.4
Rev. 1283,_1291 n. 29 (1977). See note 277 infra.

277. E.g., Frederick d.. V. Thomas, 55; F.2d 373 (3d Cir. 1977)
(relying on Pennsylvania state law); Mills v. Board of Educ., 348
F.Supp. 866 (D.D.C. 1972) (-relying upon the ell:al protection clause
and a variety of local Board of Education rules). See generally
Kirp, Schools as Sorters: The Constitutional and Policy Implica-
tions of.Student Classification, 121 U. Pa. L. Rev. 705, 710-17
1973); Kirp, Buss and Kuriloff, Legal Reform of Special Education:
Empirical Studies and Procedural Proposals, 62 Cal. L. Rev. 40
(1974); Special Education: The Struggle for Equal Educational
OPportunitY'in Iowa, 62 Iowa L. Rev. 1283 (1977). Cf. note 276
supra ("exceptional" and "handicapped""used interchangeably).

'4

278. E.g.., Pennsylvania Ass'n. of Retarded Children v. Pennsyl-
vania, 334 F. Supp. 1257 (E.D. Pa. 1971), 343 F. Supp. 279 (E.D. Pa. '.

1972) (consent decree enforced on basis of plaintiffs' colorable
claim of equal protection and due process violations). See gen-
erally Herr, Retarded Children and the Law: Enforcing the

54
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Constitutional Rights of the Mentally Retarded, 23 Syr. L. Rev. 995
(1972); Kubetz, Educed/Mal Equality for the Mentally Retarded, 23
Syr. L. Rev. 1141 (197f); Toward' a Legal Theory of the Right to
Education of the Mentally Retarded, 34 Ohio 5t. L. J. 554 (1973).

279. _Federal legislation now abounds, see statutes cited in
*notes 275-76 supra, and has obviated the need for courts and liti-
gants to rely on constitutional grounds. See Bogall v. Sequoia
Union High School Dist., 464 F:Supp. 1104, 1108 (N.D.Cal. 1979);
"The consciehce of Congress ... has responded to the problems of
the handicapped which had led to the constitutional decisions.
Federal statutory reforms have now gone as far or even farthei
than the constitutionally based decisions of the early 1970's."

280. See, e.g., Boxall v. Sequoia Union High School Dist.,
464 F. Supp. 1104, 1114 (N.D.Cd1. 1979) ("Congress has determined
that the burden on resources is worth the price to develop the
potential of the handicapped"); Harrison v. Michigan, 350 F.Supp.
846, g49 (E.D.Mich. 1972) (in dismissing action as moot, "court
fakesTaktice of the fact that'all the parEies...seek the same
goal: an adequate and free public education for the children of
this state, regardless of handicap"); Mills v. Board orEduc.,
348 F.Supp. 866, 874-75 (D.D.C. 1972) (quoting Brown v. Board of
Educ., 347 U.S.,483 (1954)).

281. 433 U.S. 267 (1977).

287 See id. at 285. The Milliken Court reasoned that the
raledial programs would cure pe "habits of speech, conduct and
attitudes reflecting the [studentd] cultural isolation" from
segregation. Id. at 287.

283. Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 24 g 15-1511 (Purdon'1979 Supp.).
For references to comparable legislation in the other 49 states
and the District of Columbia, see State Legal Standards for the
Provision of Public Education 27-29 (N.I.E. 1978) [hereinafter
State Legal Standards]. See generally Education and the Law:
State Interests and Individual Rights, 74 Mich. L.'Rev. 1373,
1423-26 (1976) [hereinafter, Education and the Law].

284. Seevegtg., Pa. Stat. Ann. ''fit. 24 gg 12-1202-12-1258
(Purdon 1962 & 1979 Supp.). For descriptions of and references
to comparable legislation in the 49 other states and t1 District'

of Columbia, see State Legal Standards, supra note 283,...at 99-106.

0

285. E.g., Ariz.Rev. Stat. Ann. § 15-321 (B) (2) (West

1975); Ark. Stat. Ahn. g 80-4502 (1960 Replacement); Del. Code
Ann. tit. 14 gg 2702-03 (1975).; Ill. Ann. Stat. Ch. 122 g 26 -1
(Smith-Hurd 1979 Supp.); N.J. Stat. Ann. 9 18A: 38-25 (West
1968); Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 24 g 13-1327 (Purdon Supp. 1979);
Scoma v. Chicago Bd. of Educ., 391 F. Supp. 452 (N.D.I11. 1974);
Stephens v. Bongart, 15 N.J. Misc. 80, 189 A.131 (Juv. & Dom. Rel.
Ct. 1937). But see State v. Massa, 95 N.J. Super. 382, 231 A.2d

55
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252 (Morris tty. Ct., L. Div. 1967) (mother alloWed to teach her
daughter at home upon showing that home instruction was academic
equivalent of that provided in public schools). Cf, Farrington v.
Tokushige, 273 U.S. 284 (1926) (state regulationof nonpublic
schools); Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 26,8 U.S..510 (1925) (recog-
nition of parental right to choose private edbication for their
children 'assumes state power to require some schooling and-to re-
gulate reasonably all schools). See generally, Education and the
Law, aupra note 283, at 1387-99.

286. See generally McClung, Competency Testing Programs:
Legal and Educational Issues, 47 Ford L. Rev. 651 (1979); Weston,
Competency Testing and the Potential Constitutional Challenges oft
Everys udent," 28 Cath. U. L. Rev. 469 (1979); The-Wall Street
Journal, May 9, 1978, at 1, col. 1.

287. Brown v. Board of Educ., 347IJ.S. 483 (1954).

288. Id. at 4932

289. See R. Dawson & K. Prewitt, Politi-Cal Socialization
143-44 (1969); D. Kiip & M. Yudof, Educational Policy and the .

Law 88-134 (1974); Education and'the Law, supra note ;83, 1383-99.

290. E.g. Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 15-1021 (West 1975); Ark.
Stat. Ann." 80-1613-80-1614 (1960 Replacement); Ill. Ann. Stat,
ch. # l 2 § 27-3 (Smith-Hurd 1962); N.J. Stat. Ann. § 18A:
:(West 1968); Wash. Rev. Code Ann. 55 28A.02.080-090 (West 1970).
See R. Dawson & K. Prewitt, supra note 289, at 144: See also .

In re Filson, Comm'r of Educ., State of N.Y., No. 8421 (1972)
(reproduced in D. Kirp & M. Yudof,.supra note 289, at 132-34.

291. E.g., Ark. Stat. Ann. 80-1613 (1960 Replacement)
--(American history shall be taught with the primary object of "in-
stilling into the hearts of various pupils an understanding of the
United States and.of a lone of country and of a devotion to prin-
ciples of American government"); Ill.-Stat. Ann. ch. 122 27-3
(Smith-Hurd 1962)("American patriotism...shall be taught in all
public schools");N.J. Stat. Ann. § 18A:35-3 (West 1968) (civics,
especially civics of\New Jersey, shall be taught "with the object
of producing the highest type of patriotic citizenship"); Pa. Stat.
Ann. tit. 24 S 15-1511 (Purdon Supp. 1979) ("civics, including
loyalty to the United States and National Government").

292. Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 24 11-16-45 (Purdon r962); see
Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 15-1025 (West 1975) ("All public high
chools shall give instruction on the essentials and benefits

of the free enterprise syste0"); N.J. Stat. Ann. 18A:35-2 (West
1968) (curriculum shall includt instruction in "[E]he history of
the origin and growth of the social, economic and cultural develop-

-. went of the United States; of American family life and of the high
standard of living and other privileges enjoyed by the citizens of
the United States").

1
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293. E.g., Miss. Code Ann 8 37-13-11 (1972); Wash. Rev.
Code Ann. # 28A.05.010 (West 1970).

294. Aril. Rev. Stat. Ann. $ 15-1023 (West 1975); Ark. Stat.
Ann. 8 80-1618 (1960 Replacement); Miss. Code Ann. 8'37,743-11, 8.
37-13-37 (1972); Wash. Rev. Code Ann. f 28A.05.010 (Wesf1970).

295. Ark. Stat,. tit. 8 8 80-1612 (1960 Replacement)
(celebraticin of Bird Week); N.J. Stat. Ann. 4,18A:35-4.1 (West
1968) ("principles of humanity...and avoidance of a.cruelty to
animals and birds"); Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 24-5 15-1541 (Purdon
1962) ("humane education"); Wash. Rev. Code Ann. 8 28A.05.010
(West 1970 ) ("teachers shall stress the importance of...the worth
of kindness to all living things").

296. E.g., Ark. Stat. Ann: fS 80-1621-80-1622 (1960 Replace-
ment); Ill. Ann. Stat. ch. 122 3 27-13.1 (Smith-Hurd Supp. 1979);
Pa. Stat. knn. tit. 24 8 15-1541 (Purdon 1979 Supp.).

297. 'See, e.g., Tinker v. Des Moines Sch. Dist., 393 U.S.
503, 512 (1969); Stephens v. Bongart, 15 N.J. Misc. 80, 189 A.131
(Juv. & Dom. Rel. Ct. 1937). But see State v. Massa, 95 N.J.
Super. 382, 231 A.2d 252 (Morris Cty. Ct. L. Div. 1967). See also
Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 603, (1967); Sweezyv.
New Hampshire, 354 U.S. 234, 250 (1957). SeA generally D. Kirp &
M. Yudof, supra note 289, 126-32. Cf. Yodof Equal Educational
Opportunity and the Courts, 51 Tex. L. Rev. 411, 461-62 (1973)
(valde inculcation approved).

'298. See note 285 and accompanying text .supra.

299. Tinker V. Des Moines Sch. Dist., 383 U.S. 503, 512/(1969).

300. 'Sew, e.g., Cook v. Hudson, 511 F.2d 744 (5th Cir. 1975)
(dismissal of teachers whose own children attended segregated pri-
vate schools upheld; teachers are "reinforcers"), cert. granted,
424 U.S. 941 cert. dismissed as improvidently granted, 429 U.S.
165 (1976); Sullivan v. Meade County Indep. School Dist. No. 101,
387 F.Supp. 1237, 1243 (D.S.D 1975) (dismissal of female teacher
cohabitatitg with man upheld; pupils "are taught by example as well
as by lecture"), aff'd, 530 F.2d 799 (8th Cir. 1976); Freeman v.
Town of Bourne, 170 Mass. 289, 49 N.E. 435 (1898) (indictment for
adultery suffikient reason to discharge superintendent). See also
Stephens V. Bongart, 15 N.J. Misc. 80, 89., 189 A.131, 135 (Juv. Dom.
Rel. Ct. 1937) ("teacher...becomes the guiding influence"); D. Kirp
6 M. Yudof, supra note 289, at 19a-200, 227. But see Andrews v.
Drew Municipal. Separate School Dist., 371 F. Supp. 27 (N.D. Miss.1973)

-(teacher 'who was unwed mother could not be dismissed solely on that ,

basis), aff'd, 507 t.2d 611 (5th Cir.), cert. granted, 423 U.S. 820
(1975),:cert. dismissed as 'improvidently granted, 425 U.S. 559 (1976).

301. E.g., Mo. Ann. 168.031 (Vernon 1965); Pa. Stat.
Ann. tit. 24 / 12-1209 (Pullio!t62).
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302. See note 284 and accompanying text supra.

303. See authorities cited in notes 300-01 supra.

304. See, e.g., L. CreminiThe Transformation of the School
68-69 (1961), quoting Zangwill, the Melting Pot 37; E. Cubberly,

Changing Conceptions of Education 15-16 (1909). See also, e.g.,
D. Kirp & M. Yudof, supra note 289, at 4-10, Education and the Law,
supra note 283, at 1383-99 &An.43; D. Tyack, the One Best System
(1974). But see C. Greer, The Great School Legend (1972).

305. See A. Mann, A Historical Overview: the Lumen- prole-
tariat, Education and Compensatory Act in the Quality of InequaliCT:
Urban and Suburban Palic Schools (The University of Chicago Cents
for Policy Study), quoting,Horace Main, TwelfthAnnual Report of t e
Board of Education, Together with the Twelfth Annual Report of the
Secretary of the Board 13 (1849). L. Crain, supra note 304, at 9,
quoting Horace Mann, Twelfth Annual Report. of the Board.of Education,
Tol#ther with the Twelfth Annual Report of the Secretary of the Board
84 (1849).

306. See, e.g., Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Cam. School Dist.,
393 U.S. 503, 512 (1969) (311oZieg Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385
U.S. 589, 603 (1967)). See also Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479, 487

(1960).

303w See text at note 271 supra.

308.' The perceived educational loss in Brown v. Board of Educa-
tion, 347 U.S. 483 (1954), was not attribuNible to deprivation of
scheduled school time but rather to the stigma and other "intangible"

. effects upon blacks of the segregated system. See id. at 493-95.

See alsoijudof, supra note 297, at 437-39. Griffin v. County

School Board, 377 U.S. 218 (1964), where t urt reviewed Prince

Edward County's closure of its public scho in the wake of an order

to desegregate them, loss of schooling was the issue raised by plain- .

tiff's equal protection challenge. Finding the closure unconstitutional,
the Court ordered the schools opened - a result it refused to reach

6ere the withdrawn public service was public swimming facilities
/instead, Palmer v. Thompson, 403 U.S. 217 (1971). See Shoettle: The

Equal Protection Clause in Public Education, 71 Col.L.Rev.,1355, 1364,
(1971) (theorizing that the importanje of schooling may explain Grif-

fin).

J09. See Part I supra. In-Salool Committee of the Town of
Westerly'v. Westerly, Teachers Ass'n, 111 R.I. 96, 299 A.2d 441 (1973),

although rejecting automatic injunctive relief against striking
teachers, the court refused to regognize a constitutional right to
strike for teachers; the court observed:

The state has a 'compelling interest that one of its most pre-
cious assets - its youth - have the opportunity to drink at
the fount of knowledge so that they may be nurtured and de-

velop into the responsible citizens of tomorrow. No one has

,the right to turn off the fountain's spigot and keep it in a

closed position.*
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111 R.I. at 100, 299 A.2d at 443-44.
ti

310. 419 U.S. 565 (1975).

311. Id. at 581.

312: See id. at 582 n.10. (during delay attending state's
post-suspension review procedures, "the suspension will not be
stayed pending hearing, and...the student meanwhile will irre-
parably lose his educational benefits") (emphasis added.).

313. Id.at 582. The Goss Court found the due process
clause applicable because the,suspensions infringed both pro-
perty And liberty interests of the affected students.' See id:
at 574-76. While the former occurs because a suspension deprives
a student of hts "legitimate entitleipent to a public education,"
as guaranteed by state law, id. at 574 the latter is attributable
to the stigma accompanying the suspensions, id. at 574-75. But
see Paul v. DaviA,*424 U.S. 693 (1976) (undercutting stigma
rationale);..Ckoss* Lopez, 419 U.S. at 598-99 n.19 (Powell, J.,
dissentimg)74,-

For average, normal children - the vast majority - suspen-
sion-for a few days is simply not a detridient; it is a common-
place occurrence, with some 10% of all students.being sus-
pended; it leaves no scars; affects no reputations;"indeed,
it often may b4 viewed by the young as a badge of s &dis-
tinction and ' welcome holiday.

314. re Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319 (.976) (due
process dims t require hearing before termination of disability
benefits), h Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970) (due process

requires earing before termination of welfare beef its).
See generally Dixon v. Bove, 431 U.S. 105 (1977).\ Goss, of
course, should not be read to mean that the Constitution prohi-
bits student suspensions altogether. The procedural safeguards
imposed by the Court are designed primarily to minimize the risk
of erroneous deprivations or unjustified suspensioiii. See Carey
v. Piphus, 435 U.S. 247, 259-60 (1978) ("such rules" minimize
substantively unfair or mistaken deprivations of life, liberty
or property").

315. 430 U.S. 651 (1977).

316. Id. at 682.

317. Id. at 678.

318. Id. at 682.

319. Id. at 678 n.46.

320. Cf. Carey v. Piphus, 435 U.S. 247, 260 (1978) (suggesti4
unjustified suspensions imposed in violation of required procedural
due process compensablein damages).

t
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321. See generally Part III supra.

322. See, law School Committee óf the Town of Westerly v.
'teachers -Ass n7, Ill 1.L. 96, 299 A.2d 441 (1973) (flexibility).
See also supra notes 90-91 and accompanying text supra.

AP
323., See Lytle & Yanoff, The Effects (if Any) of a Teacher

Strike on Student Achievement, 55 Phi Delta Kappan 270 (1973)
(describing how many schools, staffed with administrators and
substitutes, remained open during the 1972 and 1973 Philadel-
phis Teachers' strikes.)

324. 393 U.S. 503 (1969)

325. See id. at 511-14.

326. Id. at 505-14.

327. Id. at 513. See Guzick v. Drebus, 431 F.2d 594 (6th
Cir. 1970) (threatened eirruption supports school's suspension!

_ofatudent_wearinghuttan aalicitingparricigatian is antiwar

demonstration where similar buttons had caused previous.disrup-
tion); Crews v. Cloaca, 432 F.2d 1259, 1265 (7th Cir. 1970)
(school rule or disciplinary action infringing fundamental rights
is valid only if the record contains evidence reasonably leading
School authorities to forecast substantial disruption for mater-
ial interference with school activities). Cf. Trachtman v. Anker,

/563 F.2d 512 (2d Cir. 1977) (distribution of sex questl9nnaire by
student publication justifiably restrained by school authorities
who had reason to believe harmful consequences to students would
follow). A similar standard has been applied tp university stu-

dent activities as well. Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169, 189 (1972)
( "associational activities need not'be tolerated where they infringe
reasonable campus rules, interrupt classes, or substantially inter-
fere with the opportunity of other students to obtain an education").

328. Everett f. Marcase, 426 F. Supp. 397 (E.D.Pa. 1977). See
Lora v. Board of Educ., 456 F.Supp. 1211, 1278 (E.D.N.Y. 1978) ("The
argument that there is no right to notice and hearing prior to a .4

change'in educational setting [here, a transfer to special schools]
is without merit.").

329. Id. at 400.

330. Id. at 403.

331. For- ample, in'Swann v. Charlotte - Mecklenburg Bd. of

. Educ., 402 U.S. 1 (1971), t6 Supreme Court, whfle authorizing
busing as a remedy for unconstitutional School segregation, cautioned:

"An objection to transportation of students may have validity
when the time or distance of travel is so great as, to either risk
the health of the children or significantly impinge on the educa-
tional process." Id..at 30-31 (emphasis Ided). 'See also American

Bar Association, Juvenile Justice Standards Project: Standards
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Relating to Schools and Education 128-37 (1977) (limitations on
student expulsions and suspensions); Children's Defense Fund,
School Suspensions: Are they Heel ing Children (1975).

332. See Parts III B, 1, 2, 3 supra.

333. That is, an inquiry that views the purposes of schooling
as more than purely academic. See text accompanying notes 287-306

334. See notes 300-03 and accompanying text supra.

335. See generally D. Kirp & M. Yudof, supra note 289, at 203-
16.

336. Sett generally id. at 216-31:

337. See, e.g., Cook v. Hudson, 511 F.2d 744 (5th Cir. 1975),
cert. granted, 424 U.S. 941, Cert. ,dismissed as improvidently Aranted,
429 U.S. 165 (1976) (upholding refute]. to rehAre teachers whose own
children attended segregatestprivate Schools); Birdwell v. Hazelwood
School Dist. 491 F.2d 4919 (8th Cir. 1974) (upholding dismissal of
teacher after his suggesiiion to students that they could get ROTC off
campus resulted in. disruption); Calvin v. Rupp, 334 F.Supp. 358 (E.D.

Mo. 1971) (upholding dismissal of teacher for refusing to publish
school paper'and failing to report suspicious conduct).

'338. See, e.g., Bradford v. School Dist. No. 20, 364.F.2d 185
(4th Cir. 1966) (conviction for public drunkeness); Sullivan v.
Meade County Indep. SCRool Dist. No. 101, 387 F.Supp. 1237 (D.S.D.
1975), aff'd, 530 F.2d 799 (8th Cir:-1976) (nonmarital cohabitation);
Gaylord v. Tacoma School Dist. No. 10, 88 Wash. 2d 286/559 P.2d 1340,
cert. denied, 434 879 (1977) (admitted homosexuality). But see
Andrews v. Drew Mun. Sep. School Dist., 371 F. Supp. 27 (N.D. Miss.
197415;aff'd, 507 F.2d 611 (5th Cir.), cert. granted, 423 U.S. 820
(1975), cert. dismissed.as improvidently granted, 425 U.S. 559 (1976);
Burton v. Cascade School Dist. Union. High School No. 5, 353 F.Supp.
254 (D. Ore. 1973), aff'd, 512 F.2d-850 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 423
U.S. 839 (1975).

339. See, e.g., East Hartford Ed. 'Ass'n v. Board of Educ., 562
F.2d 838, 859 (2d. Cir. 1977) (on petition for rehearing en banc)
,( "Balanced against appellant's claim of free expression is the school
board's interest in promoting respect for authority and tipditional
values, as well as discipline in the classroom, by requiffin teachers
to dress in a professional manner); Jimes v. Board of Educ., 461. F.2d
566, 573 (2d Cir.) (though recognizing teachers' free speech claim,
court'observes that "a principal function of all elementary and
secondary education is indoctrination - whether it be to teach the
ABC's or multiplication tables or to transmit the basic values of the
community "), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1042 (1972). See also Givhan v.

4 Western Line Consol. School Dist., 439 U.S. 410, n.4 (1979) (dif-
ferent considerations in evaluating first amendment claims of teachers
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ti

lb

ith

peaking publicly an4 teachers speaking privately4ePic ering v.
of Educ., 391 U.S..463, '574 (1968) (need todbalan

;
e interests

-o teacher and-state):::.
. 0

.,.

See, e.g., Miller v. Scheel Dist. No: 127, 495, F.2d 658
664 (7th,Cir. 1974) (assuming.teacher has a liberty interest in '

choosing style of dress; limitations may be justified by, inter alia,
"desire to encourage respect for tradition... [or] traditional man-
ners"); Andrews v. Drew'Mun. Seg. School'Dist., 371 F. Supp. 27, 35
(N.D. Miss. 1973) ,(court sets as de denial of teaching jobh'to unwed.,
mothers as violative of due prgcless and .equal protection; court.re-
lents school's role model argument given "absence of overt, positive
stimuli"), aff'd, 507 F.2d 611 (5th Cir.), cert. grann0d,,423 U.S.'

820 (1975), cert.' dismissed' as improvidentlygranted, 425 U.S. 559
.(1976). _

-.

.1. .

341.See also Goss v..Lopez, 419 U.S. 565, 594 (Powell, 5'. dis-

senting) (tht "normal teacher-pupil,relationshirri;]...ane in which'..-

the teacher must occupy many files 7 educatoi, atriset, friend; and,

at times, parent-substitute"); Brief for Petitahers at 3-4, Drew

Mun. Sep. BchOol Dist. v, Andrews- 425 U.S.. 559 (1976), quot.ett---krr,

Perry, Subsantive Due Process Revisited: Reflections on (and Be-

yond) Recent Cases, 71 Nw, U.L. Rev. 417', 461 '(1976) ("[T]be role

gof,a teacher, apart fromparting instruction is ,t' ld charac-

tevand development throlIgh being a 'role model." Dressler, .

Gay-Teachers: A Disesteemed MinoritlikAn an Overly steemed Pro-

lession,'4 Rutgers Camden L.J. 399,16-(1978 ("the teacher is t;

expected to serve as an exemplar and'role mod f a lifesstyle

that the child may and presumably Willemul

342. Pa. Stat. 'Ann. 'tit. 24 11 11-11122'' rdon 1962) proqdes
for termination of a teachers' Contract-Mr: ,"Immortality, incom-
petency, intemperance,, cruelty, persistent negligence, mental
derangement, adkrocation of or -partic-iiing in un-Americin or sub-
versive doctrine, persistent and willful violation of the school
laws. of thislCommonwealth on the part of the professional employ"-
ee:.." See Del.A0de Ann, tit. 14 §. 1411 (1975) (allows for ter-
mination of a showing of "Ulmmorality, misconduct in offic'e,

incompetency, disloyalty, neklect of duty, willful and persistent
insubordination"); N.J. Stat. Ann. § 18A:28-5 (West 1968) (tenured
teacher may be dismissed for "inefficiency, incapacity, or conduct:
unbecoming such

MI
a teaching staff member"). --

A '-

343. Bovino v Board Rf School-Dirs., 32 Pa, Tomiw. Ct. 105,
113, 377 A.2d 1284; 1289 (1977). See Adler v. Board of Educ., 342
,U.S. 485, 493 (1957) ("A teachei'works in a sensitive area in the
classroom. 'There, he shapes the attitude of young minds toward'

the society
,

iiehich they live. In this, the State ha% a vital
concern "). .

344. See, e.g., Stroman 11. Board of School Directors, Pa.

Commw. 418, 300 A.2d 286 (1972)- (teacher's unwillingness conform to

required Board procedures)`; Johnson -v. United Sphiol Dist., 201 1.

Pa. Super. Ct. 375, 191 A.2d 897 "(1963)' (teacher's refusal to

ti
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attend "open hoOse" for parents 9i atudents); 'Board of School
Directors v.Snyder, 346 Pa."l03', 29 A.2d 34 (1942) (Teacher's
failure to follow Board procedures in applying fo; maternity
leave). ,

345. Board of Pub. Educ, v. August, 406 Pa. 229, 177 A.2d
809'(1962) (refusal to answer questions about possible Communist
affiliation), cert. denied, 370 U.S.904 (1942). The case, ad-
mittedly reflecting toe concerns of an apparently bygone era,
inonetaeless remains instructive. Seelalso Aianfora v. Board of
"Educ.7 491 F!2d 498 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 836 (1974)
(upholding transfer of teacher to nanteaching position for fail-

.,

ing to disclose on application his involvement in activist homo-
sexual group).

At

346. Spano v. Sahool Dist. of Brtatwood, 12 Pa. Commw. 170,
316 A.2d 162, cert. denied, 420 U.S.. 966 (1974) (teacher, with
otherwise laudable teaching record, called school superintendent
a "liar" and "autocratic administrator" and told PTA president sAe'

,did not have to take orders from him); ?nstermacher's Appeal,36
Pa D S C 373 (1939) (teacher criticized educational policy of
principal and refused to follow it and distributed questionnaire to

parents end pupils inquiring about eheir deslre to retain him as a
teacher). But see Givhan v. Western Line Consol. School Dist., 439
U.S. 410, (1979) (private disagreement with school authorities);
Pickering v. Board of Educ., 391 U.S. 563, 572-73 & n.5 (1968).
(teacher's false statements did not justify dismissal. where no show-
ing that they impeded the "proper performance of his daily duties" or
called "into question his fitness to perform his duties").

1.N. 347. See Parts III B, 1, 2, 3, and 4a supra.

348. See Generally D. Kir2.6g M. Yudoll supra note 289 at 226-
27 (insubordination as grounds Tor teacher disiaissal). In Board of
Educ. v. LakellEd Fed. of Teachers, 59 A.D.2d 900, 900, 399 N.Y.S.
2d 6101:62 (1977), affirming contempt citations of striking teachers,

. the COtat observed:

The Tailor Law,gfkghtly or wrongly, represents ticePublic policy
of this State. Its oject.is to proscribe strikes such as that
herein which "would 116 only deprive children of their fundamen-
tal and statutory right to a basic education - thereby severely
handicapOiniothem in their efforts to attain higher education

. and future employment - but it would also impair their respe7t
for

%.

349. See, e.g., Wishart v. McDonald, 500 F.2d 1110, 1116 (1st
CirO. 1974); Sullivan v. Meade County Indep.' School Dist., No. 101,
387 F.Supp. 1237, 1247 (D.S.D. 1975), aff'd, 530 F.2d 799' (8th Cir.
19/6); Fischer '. Snyder, 476 F.2d 375, 378008th'Cir. 1973); Baker
'v. School Dist. of Allentown, 29 'Pa. Commw. Ct. 435, 456, 371 A.2d
1028, 1029 (1977);.. Horosko v. Mount Pleasant Twnshp. Sch. Dist.,
335 Pa. 369, 372, 6 A.2d 866, 868 (1939).

IL.
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350. See, 111.1, Givhen v. Western Line Consol. School Dist.,
439 U.S. 410 (1979); Mount Healthy City School Dist. Bd. of Educ.
v. Do4e, 429 U.Si 274 (1977); City of Madison Joint School Dist.
v. Wiecondin Emp. Relations Comm'n, 429 U.S. 167 (1977); Perry v.
Sindermann, 408 U.S. 593 (1972); Pickering v. Board of Educ., 391
U.S. 563 (1968).

351. See, e.g., James v. Board of Educ., 461 F:2d 566 (2d
Cir.), cett. denied, 409 U.S. 1042 (1972); Andrews vie,Drew Mun.
Sep. School Dist., 371 F.Supp. 27 (N.D. Miss. 1973), aff'd, 507
F.2d 611 (5th Cir.)-,,cert. granted, 423 U.S. 820 (1975), cert.
dismissed as improvidently granted, 425 U.S. 559 (1976); Morrison
v. State Bd. of Educ., 1 Ca1.2d 214, 461 P.2d 375, 82 Cal. Rptr.
175 (1969).

352. Keyishian v. Board of Regents, '385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967);
Shelton v. :Ducker, 364 U.S. 479, 487, (1960).

353. Sweezy v. New Hampshire, 354 U.S. 234, 250 (1957); see
Wieman v. Updegraff, 344 U.S. 183, 195-97 (1952) (Frankfurter, J.,
concurring).

3t But cf. Hortonville Joint Schoo'l Dist. No. 1 v. Horton-
vine uc. Ass'n, 426 U.S. 482, (1976) (dismissal of illegally
striking teachers); Board of Educ. v. Lakeland Fed. of Teachers,
59 A.D.2 900, 399 _N..1:S.2d 61 (1977) (illegal teachers' strike
pairs st eats' respect for law).

4

355. f. Hashway, Long Range Effects of-.Teacher Strikes on
Student Attitudes, 2 Educational Research Q. 12 (1977) (teachers'
strikes affect studentp-attitudes on teachers and school system's
concern,for students' personal welfare). This study is apparently
the only effort to establish the sorts of empirical assumptions the,
courts frequently make inthese cases. See St. Louis Post-Dispatch
March 4, 1979, f A, at 1, col. 1. Significantly, howevei, one study .

in PennsyllfW has shown that teachers' strikes - even those of ccl-
siderable ion - have negligible impact on pupils' academic ochieve-
merit. Lytle & Yinoff, The Effects .Sif Any) of a Teacher Strike
on Student Achievement, 55 Phi Delta Kappan,270 (1973). (finding "pro-
longed, bitter teacher strike" has no effect on arithmetic and reed-
itg achievement di junior high school students).

356. Despite legal recognition that children with special needs
are entitled to meaningful state - provided educational opportunities,
see notes 275-80 and accompanying text supra, many state compulsory
attendance statutes continue to exempt children who are mentally or
physically incapable of attending school. See, e.g., Ariz. Rev.
Stat-. Ann. 15-321 (B)- (3) (West 1975); Ark.-Ilat. Ann. § 80-1504
(1960,Replacement); Ill. Ann. Stat. ch. 122 4 26-1 (Smith-Hurd 1979
Supp.) Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 28A:27.010,(West 1979 Supp.).

357. See notes 275-80 and accompanying text supra.
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, BOxall v. Sequoia Union High School Dist., 464
. 1979)._(apiistic_chiid.Oho cannot fit in any

tting is entitled to full-time tutor at home).

F.$upp. 1104
other educat

359. See generally D. Kirp & Mt Yudof, supra 'notek289, at 642-
43 ("functional eXerusionr through inclusion of children with special
needs in regular education program); Horowitz, Unseparate But Unequal -, #
The'Emerging Fourteenth Amendment Issue in Public Education, 13 U.C.L.
A.L. Rev.- 1147 (1966 (Constitution requirei education program per-

* matting each student achieve to the full extent of his capacity).
See also Lau v.:Nichdl 483 F.2d 791, 801 (9th Cir. 1973) (Hill, J.,
dissenting) (English education for non-English-speaking pupils becomes
"mere physical preience as audience to a strange play which they do not
understand"), rev'd 414 U.S. 563 (1974). But see McInnis v. Shapiro,
293 F.Supp. 327 (D.N.I11. 1968), aff'd sub nom., McInnis v. Ogilvie,
394 U.S. 322 (17169) (Constitution does-not-require state to tailor edu-

----cational expenditures to "educational needs" of student's).

IL. _
360._ 406 U.S. 205 (1972)

161. Id. at 215;.238 (White; J. concurring).

362. Id. at 227. Cf. Davis v. Page, 385 F. Supp. 395 (D.N.13\_j
1974) (court.rejects Yoder-based challenges to curriculum by Apostolic
Lutherans who do not lea& a sheltere'd and isolated existence).

363, 406 U.S. at 219.

364. Id. at 230.

365. Id. at 235. See Davis v. Page, 385 F.Supp. 395 (D.N.H. 1974).

'366. A number of critics have questioned current schooling praca-
tices altogether. See, e.g., P. Goodman, Compulsory Mis-Education (1964);
I.Illich, Deschooling Society (1970). Everhard, Frdm Universalism to
Usurpation: An Essay on the Antecedents to Compulsory School Attendance
Legislation; 47 Rev. of Educ. Research 499 (1977).

367. In,re Gregory B., 88)Misc. 2a- 313, 387 N.Y.S.2d 380 (Fam. Ct.
1976).

_

368, 88 Misc. at 317, 387 N.Y.S.2d at 383. See Fialkowski v.
Shapp, 405 405 F.Supp. 946, 959 n.10 (E.D.Pa. 1975); The Right to Edu-
cation': "A Constitutional Analysis," 44 U. of'Cin.L.Rev. 796, 807 (1975)
See also W. Rickenbacker, The Twelve Year Sentence (1974).

369.
(

: E.g., Dbh-Ohue v.

1, 408 N.Y.S.2d 584 (1977),

aff'd, 47 N.Y.2d 440, 418 N.
co Unified School Dist., 60

Copaigue Union Free Sch. Dist., 95 Misc. 2d
aff'd; 64 A.D.2d 29, 4e7 N.Y.S.2d,874 (1978)
Y.S.2d 375 (1979); Peter W. v. San Francis-
Cal. App.3d 814, 131Cal. Rptr.854 (1976).

370. The complaint in Donohue v. Copaigue Union Free SchoOl Dist.,-
. 95 Misc.2d 1, 408 N.Y.S.2d 584 (1977), aff'd, 64 A.D.2d 29, 407 N.Y.S.

2d 874 (1978), aff'd, 47 N.Y.2d 440, 418 N.Y.S.2d 375 (1979), alleged

. A

er
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,
negligent breach of a statutory duty to educatkand breach of a

third-party-beneficiarcoatract. In Peter 1.16 v. San Francisco

41
Unified School Dist., 60 . App. 3d 814, 131 Cal. Rptr. 854 (1976),

plaintiff alleged negli 'breach of both a common law and a statu-

tory duty to educate. ,. senerally Elson, A Common Law Remedy
for the Educational Harms Caused by Incompetent or Careless Teachers, 73

Nw. U.L. Rev. 641 (1978), 43 Alb. L.,Rev. 339 (1979); Note 13 Supp. U.L.

Rev. 27 (1979); Note 14 Tulsa L.J. 383 (1978); Note 124 U. Pa. L. Rev.

755 (1976).

371. 346 F. Supp. '249 (E.D. Pa. 1972).

372. Plaintiffs sued under 42 U.S.C. g 1983
(

976).
. " 410

373. 346 F. Supp. at 251-52.

374. Id. at 250-52.

375. Id. at 253.

376. Id. at 253.

377. See In re Skipwith, 14 Misc. 2d 325, 180 N.Y.S. 852 (Dom. Rel.

Ct. 1958)(parents.who refused to send children to educationally inferior,

discriminatorily staffed, and segregated schools could not be adjtdicated
guilty of neglect); Dobbins v. Commonwealth, 198 Va. 697, 96 S.E.2d 154

(1957) (father who had unsuccessfully attempted to enroll child in all

white school
blatk school).
Cal. Rptr.

378.

379.

380.

381.

382.

383.

384%

385.

386.

387.

could not be convicted for failure to send child to
Contra: People v. Serna, 71 Cal. App. 3d 229,

all-

139
(1965).

B, 4

426 (1977); State v. Vaughn, 44 N.J. 142, 207 A.2d 537

See.Part IV supra.
4

See Part IIIi B, 1, 2, and 3 supra.

See 'Part IT, D. supra.

ye'

Compare Part I supra with Part III, 4-5 supra.

See Part 1I/, 11,.4:b and 5 supra.

See text accompanying notes'244-61 supra.

See notes 50-52 and accompanying text supra.

See-notes 202 and 258 and accompanying text supra:.

See notes 31-49 and accompanying text supra. it?

See notes 202 and 258 sups. See generally Part III,

--and 5. 4

188. See Part I , B, 1, 2 and 3 supra.
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389. Perhaps significantly, the opinions reviewing grants or
denials of preliminary injunctions, so prevalent in other jurisdic-
tions, are not apparent in an examipation of Pennsylvania case law.
Given the number of teachers' strikes occurring in that state and
the number of opinions renewing proceedings for final relief, see
Part III, 4b and 5 supra, one can only infer that requests for pre-

, liminary relief are rarely made - perhaps because of the legality
of teachers' strikes in Pennsylvania and the resulting difficulty
of establishing irreparable harm: In other words, if the irrepar-
able harm standard is more stringent than Pennsylvania's "clear

*and pre$ent danger or threat" test, then plaintiffs' frequent
failures to establith the latter may well discourage any efforts
to convince acourt of the former. Cf. note 47 and text at note
79 supra (preliminary relief gives advantage to management and, in
effect, obviates the need for-final relief).

390. Cf. Part III, B,2 and 3 (harm presumed from illegality
or found from factual generalizations.)

391. See part IV ,supra.

392. Hashway, Long Range Effecti'of Teacher Strikes on Student
Attitudes, 2 Educational esearch Quarterly 12 (1977). HashwO con-
cludes that "the main effects of the strikes seem to be directed
foward the teachers and the student's perceptitee4of howthe system
is concerned with his welfare." Id. at 21.

393. Lytle & Yanoff, The Effects)(if Any) of a Te cher Strike
on,Student Achievement, 55 Phi Delta Kappan 270 (1973).'Lytle and'

.Yanoff, compared students attending'schools kept open during a "pro-
longed bitter teacher strike, " -id., those attending schOols operating
on a shortened day, and those whose schools were completely closed.
They conclude; "Our data show no significant differences in the
arithmetic And reading achievement of junior high school students who
attended full time during thestrike and those who were out the'en-
tire eight weeks." Id. They hypothesize a range of possible ex-
planations including that,"[s]chools have relatively little, if any,
effect on student cognitive development," id., and the "tensions of
the strike had the same detrimental effect on all students whether
they were in school Or our." Id. Such speculation confirm& the need
for additional empirical studies.

394.' DependingAm its complexi }y and its perceived accuracy,
the utility of such data may vary in proceedings for preliminary
and final injunctions according to'the availability of ,a full hearing
in the former. See notes al and 25-27 and accompanying text ,supra.
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STATUTORY PROVISIONS FOR INJUNCTlve RELIEF
IN TEACHER STRIgES

Thi ensuing Session of the Legislature will be a very
important one..10ur whole code is to pass in review....
Amr-diwwho will take the trouble to look at Geyer's
Digest and the subsequent pamphlets of "acts," will
perCeive that there is ample room alteration and
amendment.

Many of the Statutes will be discovered to be couched
in untechaical and (what is much worse) indefinite
phraseology. This is a most fruitful source of
litigation....

We are sincerely of the opinion that if some
unprejudiced, disinterested person, could be induced
to read the Statutes supposed to be in.foree in
this State at the preaent time...he would unavoidably
come to the conclusion that it must be intended as
an intellectual labyrinth in which to entangle and
perpetually lead astray the heedless and unwary.
Such repeated legislation on the same subject; such
misusing of ands-for ors and omissions of words'
all important to the meaning; such clumsy sentences,
in which the kernel of legal wisdom is successfully
hidden aaidSt the.cheff of bungling phraseology; such
absurd attempts to improve on the laws of former
times by-reenacting those same laws with. just
sufficient variations in the diction to thrqw the
whole subject into doubt and obscurity; such downright
suicidal of cts,of certain words-and clauses in
particul cts, which strangle the substance of
the enactor t at the moments of its birth!

--Editor, St. Louis Missouri
Republican, May 31, 1824

-)lb
...a government of laws and not f men.

nstitution of Massachusetts,
,Art. 30, 1780

Legislation is regarded by some as the foundation of a free
society. Legislation, it is held, sets forth the rules and standards
by which people are to organize their affairs and resolve their disputes.
Without legislation, chaos reigns and might prevails. But there is
another view. It holds that legislation encodes society's foibles and
.frailties, creating rigidity where there ought to be discretion, and
codifying ambiguity where there needs to be clarity.

1
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This technical report describes state legislative'provisions,
for injunctive relief from teacher strikes. Our purpose is not
to assess the legislatiOn; other reports from this project
illuminate die part that legislation plays in school board efforts
to seek injunctive relief in teacher strikes. The report is
descriptive. The first section of the report identifies the
problems and procedures associated with our effort to pinpoint
statutory.provisions concerning the availability of injunctive
relieft4 The second section presents a brief discussion of the
statutory provisions, with particular-attention to the irreparable
harm standard. The statutory provisions themselves are presented
in a state-by-state format in an Appendix:

Problems of Statute - Finding

One encounters difficulty in identifying the "statutory
provisions for injunctive relief from teacher strikes." Finding
the statute-books is not a problem, if one has access to legal
collections such as that Of the-Washington University School of
Law. The real problems arise in deciding which statutes are perti-
nent. The.following problems warrant special notice: (1) time--

No. frame, (2) coverage of various employee groups, (3) statutory"
context, (4) -words and meanings, and (5) other strike penalties.

1. Time-Frame. A complete inventory of statutOt, provisions
concerning injunctive relief from teacher strikes would require an
historical analysis of each state's statutes, for in several,states
the provisions that exist today are different from those that
existed in prior. years. New York State's Condon-Wadlin Act, for
example, was a tough anti-strik4 measure adopted in the 1940s; in
1967 it was replaced by the Taylor Law, which incorporates quite
different anti-strike measures. Several other states, e.g.,
Pennsylvania, also have progressed to their second or even third .

generation of statutes concerning collective relationships, strikes,
and injunctive relief. Undoubtedly it would be instructive to
examine statutory provisions in a longitudinal manner, both within
and among states. What factors induce change over time? 'Are
first generation statutes pretty much the same everywhere, Or does
the content of a statute seem to reflect the particular point in
time.at which it was adopted? Does the political - social milieu
dake'a difference? Such questions, unfortunately, are beyond the
scope of the present inquiry. The statutes presented fn the
Appendix are those in force'at the beginning,of 1979, i.e., midway
through the per.od of time in which our survey study and field
studies were being conducted.

2. Coverage of Various Employee Groups. While'teachers,
constitute the largest category of state and local public employees,
they are not the only category. ImIciltion to police, firefightea;
street crews, and other municipal employees, there are school
employees who are not teachers, e.g., custodians, clerks, bus drive's,

2
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principals. And there are teachers who are employed in dmstitu-
tions of higher education, both public and private. Some state
statutes include separate provisions for elementary and secondary
public school teachers; others make special provisions for school
employees (including non-teachers); still °theta make'provisions
for public emgloyees generally. California and Washington for
example, have se*al public employee bargaining statutes--each
'covering different categories of employees. Missouri has a general
statute, but'it exempts certain categories pf employees (including
teachers) from its coverage. Other states, e.g., Minnesota,
create degrees of "essentiality" among public employees, but
leave room for some discretion as to when teachers become so
essential that their strikes warrapt injunctive relief. The
Appendix includes the statutory lahguage in each state which is
most closely pertinent to teachers.in public elementary and

4a, seco ry schools. Where there is some doubt as to applicability
. to tilchers, a note is included, indicating the source of the
difficulty.

A closely related problem arises in those states which have
-*opted statutes governing labor-management relations (including
strikes and injunctive remedies) it the private sector. Do these
statutes apply to teacher strikes? We have assumed that they do
not,' unless otherwise noted. That assumption is based ion (1) the
practice of some states (e.g., California) to make statutory
declarations that such legislttion does not apply, and (2) court
decisions in several states where teachers have been Unsuccessful
in persuading courts that private-sector anti-injunction statutes
alsoC-aii-TriSlic employees (e.g., Anderson Federation of Teachers v.

School City of Anderson, 251 N.E.2d 15, Ind. Sup. Ct., 1969). In

other states however, the absence of statutory language and the
absence of definitive court opinions has left open the possibility
that statutes initially drawn. for private sector phenomena may still
become relevant in teaaher strike situations. The Appendix does
'not cover such eventualities. That is, it does not provide a
reliable guide for those who may be searching for statutes which
conceivably might be applicable to anti-strike injunctions. We

have concentrated on those whose relevance is most obvious.

3. Statutory Context. Usually, but.not always, provisions
regarding teacher strikes and injunctive relief therefrom are found
in the rontext of statutes providing for collective relationships
between public employees and their employers. Often the larger
statutory context_is of crucial significance, as it was, for example,
in the Holland case; there the court observed that the legislature

. had sought to introduce collective bargaining into the public sector,
and that strikes, even though illegal, should not be routinely
enjoined in view of the apparent legislative intent (School District
of Holland vs Holland Education Association, 157 N.W.2d 206, Mich.
Sup. Ct., 1967). While the Appendices do not undertake a full recon-
struction of the statutory context in which provisions for injunctive
relief Irom teacher strikes are found, Summary information is

3
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provided so that the reader will know something of the context.
The Appendices do not endeavor to distinguish among the several

Of collective relationships elaborated in the statutes;
other sources provide such information (Education Commission of
the States, 1978; Midwest Center for Public Sector Labor Relationi,
1979).

4. Words and Meanings. Statutory interpretation is a neces-
sary and important aspect of law. The only authoritative interpre-
tations, of course, are those of the courts, and even they are
subject to re-interpretation and change. Sometimes the statutory
language pertaining to injunctive relief from teacher strikes has no

splain meaning, i.e., it requires some interpretation. Even statutory
silence sometimes has 'to be interpreted, as in Washington, where
the legislature's failure to provide forinjunctive relief from
teacher 'strikes is in contrast to its action respecting other cate-
gories of 'public employees, Is the sh.ence significant? In the
Appendices we simply report that the statute is silent. Where there
is ambiguity or' uncertainty concerning the applicability of statu-
tory language notes to that effect are included along with the
statute. However these notes merely reflect our uncertainties; in
the real world words which seem quite straightforward to a layperson
may become objects of disputed meaning. As our case studies illus-
trate, efforts to secure injunctive relief from teacher strikes often
are confounded by disputes about specific words and their meaning.
The Appendices simply present the words; the courts' interpretations
of the wotds are omitted.

1 5. Injunctions and other strike penalties% In some states
nprovisions for injunctive relief ar tertwined with other anti-

strike measures. In other states e measures are separable. Insofar
as possible the Appendices present only the injunctive form of
relief from teacher strikes.

,

Overview of the Stilttes 0

For each state, statutes were searched to ascertain whether they
included (1) provisions for collective relationships between teachers
and school boards, (2) provisions concerning teacher strikes, and
(3) provisions concerning injunctive relief from teacher strikes. The,

accompanying Table categorizes the states in terms of their statutory
provisions regarding these three questions. The states indicated by
bold-f e typle (N -20) are.those whose statutes provide for injunctive
relief the event of a teacher strike. Before turning to a detailed
deacrip on of the statutes in the4 states, it is useful to take note
of certa features of the remaining 30 states.

The Silent Statute States'(N30). In 30 states teachers and
school boards contemplating strikes,and strike remedies must do so
without benefit of direct statutory guidance concerning injunctive
relief. That is, the statutes in these states simply do not say whether,

AR
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STATUTORY PROVISIONS FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
FROM TEACRER STRIKES*

TeScher-Board
Collective Relationships

Authorized

Teacher-Board
Collective Relationships

Not Authorized

CONNECTICUT
Delaware -

FLORIDA
INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS
MAINE
Maryland
MASSACHUSETTS
Michigan

MINNESOTA
NEBRASKA'
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW YORK
N. Dakota
Oklahoma
Rhode Island
S. DAKOTA
TENNESSEE

Ohio
Texas
Virginia

.

1

-

.

.

.

ALASKA
HAWAII
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA
WISCONSIN
VERMONT

.

,

.

h .11'.

.

.

.

4

_

,

em

.

California
Idaho
Montana
New Jersey
Washington

, .

,

"----

Alabama
Arizona .

Arkansas
Colorado
Georgia
Illinois
Kentucky
Louisiana

Mississippi
, Missouri

New Mexico
N. Carolina
S. Carolina
Utah
W. Virginia
Wyoming

*States having statutory provisions concerning the availabi y
of injunctive relief are shown in BOLD FACE TYPE.
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how, or when injunctive relief might be available in the face of a
teacher strike. In a majority of these states the statutes also
fail 'to authorize collective relationships between teachers and
school boards. Thus labor-management relations in education in these
states may be marked not merely by uncertainty regarding collective

- relationships, but also by uncertainty as to the availability
of judicial remedies when strikes occur. The situation provides
room for major judicial discretion, particularly in states such as
Illinois, Ohio, and Missouri where de facto bargaining is wide-
sprad even in the absence of authorizing legislation. In such
states the political posture of the courts may significantly
affect school board, decisions about seeking injunctive' relief:

Eleven states make no statutory provisions for injunctive
relief but do authorize collective relationships between teachers
and their employers. These states are California, Delaware, '

Idaho, Maryland, Michigan, Montana, New Jersey, North Dakota, --....--_.\

Oklahoma, Rhode Island, and Washington. Both proponents and oppo-
of collective bargaining are prone to assert that'strikesare

an inevitable concomitant of bargaining relationships. If that is
true, the legislatures in these states have created situations in
yich strikes are increasingly likely, but then the legislatures
have failed to make provisions for injunctive relief from such '

strikes. Interestingly this set of 11 states includes four where
the courts have moved (without explicit statutory authorization?
toward limiting the use of injunctions in teacher strikes. In
Michigan the Holland decisi$ indicated that irreparable harm was
a standard applicable to court decisions to award or withhold
injunctive relief (School District of Holland v. Holland Education
Association, 157 N.W. 2d 206, Mich. Sup. Ct.,1967). The Rhode .

Island Court followed suit (Schaal Committee of Westerly v. Westerly
Teachers Association, 299 A.2d 441, 1973). Idaho's recent Oneida
case has been similar (School District No. 351 v. Oneida Education .

Association 567 P. 2d 830, 1977). In a fourth state (California)
a recent case appearsato have shifted,the initial responsibility
for reviewing teacher strikes from the courts. to the Public Employee
Relations Board (San Diego Teachers Association. v. Superior Court of
San Diego County, Cal. Sup. Ct., Case No. 399394, 1979). Thus it
seems that where legislatures have authorized collective relationships
between teachers and school boards, and simultaneously have failed
to provide for injunctive relief in the event of teacher strikes, the
.court* have been inclined to act in a restrained manner, i.e., by
limiting the ease with which injunctions can be secured. However
the patterd is by no means. clear -cut; there are other states whose

::

statutes provide for collective relationship and are silent'on the
utter of injunctive relief, where the court routinely award such
relief (e.g., Washington, New Jersey., Delaware). - -

Statelikroviding for Injunctive Relief (N..26). The following 20
states have adopted legislation pertaining to the availability. of
injunctive relief in the event of a teachers' strike:

4



Alaska . Maine
Connecticut, Massachusetts
Florida Minnesota
Hawaii Nebraska
Indiana Neva&
Iowa New Hampshire
Kansas). New York '

Oregon
'Pennsylvania
South:Dakota
Tennessee
Vermont-

-Wisconsin

Within this group of states it is possible to distinguish three
rather different approaches tt the matter of injunctivf relief. The
first approach reflects a postureof legislalpe dieinterest:

.

teacher stakes are prOhibited, end the statutes simply provide that.
injunctive relief may or-must be solicited in the event of a strike.
The states are Connetticut, I ice, Kansas, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Nebtaska, New shire, Nhw York, &Nth Dakota, and
Tennessee. These states do riot specifidally encoOKage the courts to
award such .relief, ioci do they discourage such awaras. The statutes
open the doorstto the courts, but then leave it up to-the actors
to decide whether or under what circumstances, to award litjunctive

i relief. / .

A, smaller group'4N4statesa, for y en number, encourage the courts
to award injunctive je Nevada specifies that an injunction shall
be awarded upon a, showing .'at a strike has occurred or will occur;
here the irreparable harm *andard is implicitly waived. (Technically,
the standard must be utilifid inlAn ex parte proceeding, but hot in
other phases of injunction piodeedings.) The mere exiitence of a
strike, or just the threat of a-strike, warrants relief. Interestingly,
the waiver is accompanied by a statement of legislatively ascertained
"fact": the continuity Of government services is declared to be
essential to the health, safety, and welfare of the people of Nevada.

°Thus, unless Nevada courts are willing to challenge tlie.fact-finding
capabilities of.the legislature, there is no possibility of finding that
a teacher strike does not impair an essential service.. Floricla's

statute is similar. Iowa is much more explicit with respect to the
harm standard. Its statute specifies that "the plaintiff need not show
that the (strike) would greatly or irreparably injure him." Maine's
statute similarly provides that "neither an allegation nor proof of
unavoidable substantial and irreparable injury" is required as a
Prerequisite"to preliminary injunctive relief. In these states then;
it appears that the legislatures hive taken steps to head off Holland- ,

type decisions where/6 the courts might withhold injunctive relief on
the basis of an insufficient showing of irreparable halm. Put differ-'
ently, where, here is a clear legislative intent to assure that teacher
strikes arPenjoined, the irreparableeharm standard may be statutorily /,

removed as a condition for 'the award of relief. $4110.-

v a
The remaining six states are the most interesting. In tontrast

to a other states, in thede six states legislatures have given
teactiers a limited "right to strike." It is important to emphaiize
at the outset that none'of these six states has legalized all teacher
strikes. Instead, each state has"created a "window" or "slot"I a

7
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'teacher strike is legal only if certain preconditions,avy: met, and
3.t remains legal only so long as certain consequences aret avoided.
The preconditions are designed,to assure that collective bargaining
procedures are *owed. Thus if strikes are conducted by unrecog-,
nixed bargaining units, or if they occur before exhaustion of
requirectimpasse procedures, the, strike is illegal. These Illegal
strikes may, be enjoined simply because they are illegal, much as

teacher iltrikesmay elicit injunctive relief in-.0e#preceding group
of state*: Ir

An otherwise legal strike becols enjoinable if, and/only if,
it created certain consequences. In Pennsylvania and Oregon a strike
bicomes enloinable when it presents "a clear and present danger-or
threat to the public health, safety or welfare." Alaska's statute
is.very similar; a teacher strike betomes enjoinable when it has:,
"begun to threaten the health, safety or welfare of the public." At

first glance the statutes in Hawaii and Wisainsin are similar to
those of4phe preceding states; significantly however, these two states
omit the term "welfare." In Hawaii a teacher strike becomes enjoinable
when it is "endangering the public health and safety." In Wisconsiar
a strike becomes illegal when it "Roses an imminent threat to the
public health or safety." The sixth state, Vermont, takes a quite
unique.Papprsach. A teacher strike becomes enjoinable if it preseii
"a clear and present danger to,a sound program of school education
which in the light of all relevant circuMseances it is in the bes
public interest to prevent." Thus Vermont is the only one of the six
right-fo7strike states which explicitly directs attention to the relation-
ship between strikes and educational programs.

None of the six states mentions irreparable harm, per se. Yet the

phrase "cleat and.present danger...to the public health, safety, or .
welfare" (and the variants of this phrase) seems to be kindred in
spirit 6 the irreparable harm standard. In the absence of legislative
studies it is impossible to ascertain what impelled legislatures to
adopt the peculiar langlgge used to limit injunctive relief in legal
public school teacher strikes. Nor do we know, for sure, whether courts.
...equate the older irreparable harm phrase and newer language emanating
from the right-to-strike statutes. Other reports in this study provide
some evidence on this point.

141.
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APPENDIX: STATUTORY PROVISIONS

ALABAM1

The statutes are silent on the matter of teacher strikes and
injunctive relief therefrom. The statutes also are siAnt with
respect to collective relationships between teachers and school
boards. (Note: There is one statute which requires count);
superintendents to "consult" with teacher representatives, but
that is all that the statute provides (Ala. Code [116-8-10); we

have arbitrarily decided that the language does not warrant
inclusion of Alabama with the other states which provide more
elaborate arrangements for, collective relationships between
teachers and their employers --ed.)

ALASKA

One statute provides for collective relationships between teachers
and school boards; however this statute is silent with respect to
teache strikes and injunctive relief therefrom (klaskaltat.
114420.550-.610). Another statute, providing for collective rela-
tionshiprby.public employees generally, contains ambiguous language
concerning teacher strikes and injunctive relief. At one point
this statute excludes teachers from its coverage (Alaska Stat.
*23.40.250(5)). However the portion of the statute pertaining to
strikes and injunctive relief includes provisions for teacher strikes
(Alaska Stat. 123.40.200 (a), (c)).

Strikes

Ambiguous language; see above.

Injunctive Relief .

"(a) For-purposes of this section, public employees areemployad to
perform services in one of the following three classes:
(1) those services which may not be given up for even the shortest
period of time;
(2) those services which may be interrupted for' a limited period
but not for an indefinite period of time; and
(3) those services in which work stoppages may be sustained for
extended periods without serious effects on the t.:blic.

'(C) The class in (a)(2) of this section is compoled.of public utility,
snow removal, sanitation and public schopl ail other educational

.

%
institution employees. Emp ogees -in this class may engage in a
strike...for a limited time. TN: limit isodetermined byfrthe interests
of the health, safety or welfare of the public. The public employer
or the labor relations agency may apply, to the superior court in the
judicial district in which the strike is occurring for an order.
enjoining the strike. A strike may not be enjoined.unless it can be
shown,that it has begun to threaten the health, safety or welfare

A-1
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ALASKA (continued)

Injunctive Relief (continued)

of the public. .A court, in deciding whether or not to enjoin the
strike, shall consider the total equities in the particular class.
"Totaal equities" includes not only the impact of the strike on the
public but also the extent to which employee organizations and public
employers have met their statutory obligations." If an impasse dpr
deadlock still exists after the issuance of an injunction, the parties
shall submit to arbitranion..." (Alaska Stat. $23.40.200(a), (c)).

ARIZONA

The statutesare silent on the matter of teacher strikes and
.injunctive relief therefrom. The statutes also are silent with
respect to collective relationships between teachers and school boards.

'

ARKANSAS

The statutes are silent on the tter of teacher strikes and injunc-
tive relief therefram. The sta tes also are silent with respect
to collective relationships be en teachers and school boards.

CALIFORNIA

A California statute provides or collective relationships between
teachers and school bbarAs (Ca . Gov't. Code $3540-3549 (Deering)).
The statutdis silent with resp to teacher strikes and injunc-'
tive relief therefrom, except that "the, statute -provides that "this
chapter shall not be construed as making the provisions of Sec. 923
of the Labor Code applicable to public school employees..." (Cal.
Gov't. Code $3549 (Deering)). Section 923 of the Labor Code protects
workers' right to strike and limits the use of injunctions in labor
disputes (Cal. Lab., Cade $23 (Deering)).

COLORADO

The statu are silent on the matter of teacher strikes and injunc-
tive reliertrerefrom. The statutes also (are silent with respect
to collective relationships between teachers and school boards.

CONNECTICUT

1
A Connecticut statute provides for collective relationships between
teachers and school boards,-Raibits teacher strikes, and provides
for injunctive relief (Conn.-Gen. Stat.. g10-153a-153j).

- A-2
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CONNECTICUT (1E ontinued)

Strikes

"No certified professional employee shall, in an effort to effect
a settlement of any disagreement' with his employing board of
education, engage in any strike or concerted refusal to render
services" (Conn. Gen. Stat. $10-153e(a)).

Injunctive Relief

"This provision may he
in which said board of
by said court or judge
inclusive" (Conn. Gen.

enforced in the superior court of any county
education is located by an injunction issued
pursuant to sections 52-471 to 52-479,
Stat. 110-153e(a)).

(Note: Sections 52-471 to 52-479 incorporate the state's general
injunction statute. Ex parte injunctions will not be granted unless
affidavits or the verified complaint show that irreparable harm
will result. It is not clear whether a similar showing is required
for injunctions issued after notice--ed.)

4

DELAWARE

A statute provides for collective relationships between teachers
and school boards, and prohibits strikes, but is silent with respect
to injunctive relief (Del. Code Ann. Tit. 14 $4001-4013).

14.

Strikes

"No public school employee shall strike while in the performance of
his official duties" (Del. Code Ann. Tit. 14 14011(c)).

Injunctive Relief
3

Not mentioned in the statute.

yy
at FLORIDA

An omnibus public employee negotiation* law applies to teachers as .

well as other public employees (Fla. Stat. 1447%201-..609). Ihe

statute outlaws teacher strikes and provides for injunctive and
other forms of relief in the event of strikes. In addition to the
provisions for direct injunctive relief cited below, the statute
declares that strikes are,.unfair labor practices, appealable to
a'commission which itself-may seek injunctive relief (Fla. Stat.
1447.501). However'itaeems unlikely'that this alternate procedure
would be utilized in the event of a strike.

V
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FLORIDA (continued) .

Strikes

"No public employee Or employee organization may participate in a
strike against a public employer by,instigating or supporting, in
any manner, a strike. Any violation of this section shall subject
the violator to the'penalties provided in this part (Fla. Stat.
g447.505).

Injunctive Relief

"(1) Circuit courts having jurisdiction' of the parties are vested
with the authority to hear and determine all actions alleging:,
violations of section 447.505 Florida Statutes. Suits to enjoin
violations of section 447.505, Florida Statutes, will have priority
over all matters on the court's docket except other emergency matters."
"(2) If a public employee; a group of employees, an employee
organization, or any officer, agent, or representative of any
employee organization engages in a strike in violation of #447.505,
either the commission or any public employer whose employees are
involiid or whose employees may be affected by the strike may file
suit to enjoin the strike in the circuit court having proper juris-
diction and proper venue,of such actions under the Florida Rules
of Civil Procedure and Florida Statutes. The circuit court shall
conduct a hearing, with notice to the commission and to all interested
parties, at the earliest practicable time. If the plaintiff makes
a prima facie showing that a violation of 8447.505 is in progress
or that there is a clear, real, and present danger that such a strike
is about to commence, the circuit court shall issue a temporary
injunction enjoining the strike. Upon final hearing, the circuit
court shall either make the injunction permanent or dissolve it."
"(3) If an injunction to enjoin a strike issued pursuant to this
section is not promptly complied With, on the application of the
plaintiff, the circuit court shall immediately initiate contempt
proceedings against those who appear to'be in violation. An employee
organization found to be in contempt of court for. o ating an
injection against a strike shall be fined an amo deemed appro-
P?iAte by the court. In determining the appropriate fine, the court
shall objectively consider the extent of lost servi s and the
particular nature and position of the emplAyee group in violation.
"In no event shall the fine exceed five thousand dollars ($5,000).
Each officer, agent, or representative of an employee organization
found to be in contempt of court for violating an injunction against
a strike, shall be fined not less than fifty dollars ($50) nor
more than one hundred dollars ($100) for each calendar day that the
violation is in progress." (Fla. Stat. #447.501(1), (2), (3)).

GEORGIA

The statutes are silejit on the matter of teacher strikes and
injunctive relief therefrom. The statutes also are silent with
respect to collective relationships between teachers and school boards.

A-4



HAWAII

An omnibus bill provides for collective relationships in the
public sector; teachers are included (Rawaii Rev. Stat. 11189-1-20).
Strfkes may be lawful or unlawful, depending, upon the circumstances;
injunctive relief is provided forboth types of strikes.

Strikes

"(a) Participation in-a strike shall be unlawful for any employee who
(1) is not included in an appropriate bargaininiCnit for which an
exclusive representative has been certified by the board, or
(2) is included in an appropriate bargaining unit for which process
for resolution of a dispute is by referral to final and binding
arbitration."

.

"(b) It shall be lawful-for an employee, who is not prohibited from
striking under paragraph (a) and who is in the appropriate bargaining
unit involved in an impasse, to participate in a strike after (1) the
requirements of 89-11 relating to the resolution of disputes have
been complied with in /ood faith, (2) the proceedings for the preven-

tion of any prohibited practices have 'been exhausted, (3) sixty days
have elapsed since the fact-finding board has made public its findings
and any recommendation, (4) the exclusive representative has given a
ten-day notice of intent to strike to the board and to the empAyeel
(Hawaii Rev. Stat. §89-12(a), (b))..

Injunctive Relief

"(c) Where the strike occurring, or is about to occur, endangers the
public health or safety, the public employer concerned may petition
the board to make an investigation. If- the board finds that there

is imminent or present danger to the health and safety of the public,
the board shall set requirements thatsmust be complied with to avid
or remove any such imminent or present danger." .

"(d) No employee organization shall declare or authorize,
,a

strike of

7
loyees, which is or would be in violation of this section. Where

is alleged by the employer that an employee organization has
,declared or authorized a strike of employees which is or which would
be in violation of this section; the employer may apply to the board
for a declaration that the strike is or would be unlawful and the
board, after affording an opportunity to the employee organization to
be heard on the' application, may make such a declaration."
"(e) If any employee organization or any employee is found to be . :

violating or failing to comply with the requirement of this section,
or if there is reasonable cause to believe that an employee organi-
zation or an employee is violating or failing to'comply with such
requirements, the board shall institute appropriate proceedings in
the circuit in which the violation occurs to enjoin the performance
of any acts oe practices forbidden by this section, or to requtie
the emploYee organization or employees to comply with the requirements

of this section. Jurisdiction to hear and dispbose of all actions

under this section is conferred upon each circuit court, and each

'A-5
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HAWAII (continued)

Injunctive Relief (continued)

court may issue, in compliance with Chapter 380, such orders and
decrees, by way of injunction, mandatory injuncticin, or otherwise,

. as may be appropriate to enforce this section" (Hawaii Rev. Stat.
$89-12(c), (d), (e)).

( IDAHO

A statute authorizes collective relationships between school boards
and teachers (Idaho Code, $33.1271-.1276). However\the statute
is silent on the matter of teacher strikes and injunctive relief
therefrom.

ILLINOIS

T1 statutes are silent on the matter of teacher strikes and injunc-
tive relief therefrom. The statutes also are silent with respect
to collective relationships between teachers and school boards.

INDIANA

Collective relationships between teachers and school boards are
authorized by statute (Ind. Code, $20-7,5-1.1-14). The statute
provides for injunctive relief and other penalties against teacher
strikes.

Strikes

"It shall be unlawful for any school employee, school employee
organization, or any affiliate, including but not limited to stag
or national affiliates thereof, to take part in or assist in a
strike against a school employer or school corporation" (Ind. Code,
820-7.5-1-14U)).

Injunctive Relief

"Any school corporation or school employer may, in an action at
law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding, take action against
any school employee organization, any affiliate thereof, or any
person aiding or abetting in a strike, for redress of such unlawful
act" (Ind. Code, $20-7.5-1-14(b))%

IOWA
.

, Iowa's Public Employment Relations Act permits collective relation-
+,

A-6
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IOWA (continued)

ships for teachers and other public employees% The statute
provides for injunctive relief as Well as other penalties against
strikes (Iamt.Code Ann., 520.1-20.22). In addition to direct
applications for court relief, an employer may complain to the PERB
which may issue orders, and seek injunctive relief (Iowa
Code Ann., $20710-3-k; $20-11).'

Strikes

"It shall be unlawful .for any public employee or any employee organ-
ization, directly or indirectly, to induce, instigate, encourage,
-authorize, ratify'or participate in a strike against any public
employer" (Iowa Code Ann., $20.12.1)

Injunctive Relief

"3. In the event of any violation or imminently threatened viola-
tion of subsection 1 or 2, any citizen domiciled within the jursidic-
tional boundaries of the public employer may petition the district
court for the county in which the violation' occurs or the diptrict
court for Polk county for an injunction restraining such violation
or imminently threatened violation. Rules of civil procedure 320
to 350 regarding injunctions shall apply. However, the court shall
grant a temporary injunction if it appears to the court that a
violation has occurred or is imminently threatened; fhe plaintiff
need not show that the violation or threatened violation would
greatly or irreparably injure him; and no bond'shall be required
of the plaintiff unless the court determines that a bond is
necessary in the public interest. Failure to comply with any
temporary.or permanent injunction granted pursuant to this section,
shall constitute a contempt punishable pursuant to chapter 665. The

punishment shall not exceet.five hundred dollars for an individual,
or ten thousand dollars for an employee organization or public
employer, for each day during which the failure to comply continued,
or imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding six months, or both
such fine and imprisonment. An individual or an employee organi-
zation which makes an active good faith effort to comply fully with
the injunction shall not be deemed to be in contempt."
"4. If a public employee is held to by in contempt of court for
failure to comply with an injunction pursuant to this section, or is
convicted of violating this section, he shill be ineligible for any
emplpfisent by the same public employer for a periOd of twelve months.
His public employer shall immediately discharge him, but upon his
request the court shall stay his discharge to permit further judicial
proceedings."
"5. If an employee organization or any of its officers is held to
be in contempt of court-for failure to comply with an injunction
pursuant to this section, or is convicted of.violating this section,
the employee organization shall be immediately decertified, shall
cease to represent the bargaining unit, shall cease to receive any
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IOWA (continued)

Injunctive Relief (continued)

dues by checkoff, and may again be certified only after twelve
.months have elapsed from the effective date of decertification
nand only after a new compliance with section 20.14. The penalties dip

provided in this sirtiontmay be suspended or modified by the court, IF

bud only upon request of the public employer and only if the court
determines the suspension or modification is in the public interest."
"6.. Each of the remedies and penalties provided by tills section
is separate and several, and is in addition to any other legal or
equitable remedy or penalty." ,(Iowa Code Ann., 1120.12.3-.6).

KANSAS

A statute authorizes collective relationships between teachers and
school boards, prohibits teacher stirikes, and provides for injunc-

17
relief (Kans. Stat. Ann., §72.413-.5431).

Stkikes

"It shall be a prohibited practice for professional employees or
professional employees' organizations or their designated repre-
sentatives willfully to:...(5) authorize, instigate, aid or engage
in a strike or in any picketing of any facility under the juris-
diction and control of the board of education" (Raps. Stat. Ann.,
$72.5430(c)(5)).

Injunctive Relief

11110c77
"Any board of education or professional emp ogees' organization may
file a petition in the district court for the county in which the
priicipal offices of the pertinent board of education are located,'
for injunctive relief and to restrain the commission/of a prohibited
practice under this section. The procedures for obtaining injunctions
and related remedies shall be in accordance with the code of civil
procedure, except that the provisions of R.S.A. 60-904 shall not
govern actions arising under this section" Mans. Stat. Ann.,
1172.5430(d)).

(Note: Section 60-904 restricts the use of injunctions in labor
disputes in the private sector.)

.KENTUCKY

101
The statutes are silent on the matter of teacher strikes and injunc-
tive relief therefrom. The statutes also are silent with respect
to collective relationships between teachers and school boards.

4
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LOUSIANA al

The statutes are silent on the matter of teacher strikes and
injunctive relief therefrom. The statutes also are silent with
respect to collective relationships between teachers, and school
boards.

MAINE

A statute provides for collective relationships
employers and employees, prohibits strikes, and
avenues for injunctive relief (Maine Rev. Stat.

Strikes

or

between public
provides two
Ann., 264.961-.972).

"Public employees, public employee organizations, their agents,
members and bargaining agents are prohibited from...(C) Engaging
in (1)-a work stoppage; (2) a slowdown; (3) a strike..." (Maine
Rev. Stat. Ann., 268.964(2)).

Injunctive Relief

(An employer who believes that a prohibited act has occurred may
file a complaint with the state labor board. After inNestigation

the board may issue a cease and desist order--ed.) "If after the
issuance of an order by the board requiring any party to cease and
desist or to take any other affirmative action, said party fails
to comply with the order of the board then the party in whose favor
the order operates or the board may file a civil action in the
Superior Court of Kennebec County to compel compliance with the
order of the board. Upon application, of any party in interest or
the board, the court may grant such temporary relief or restraining
order and may impose such terms and conditions as it seems just
and proper; provided that the board's decisions shall not be stayetia
except where it is clearly shown to the satisfaction of the court
that substantial and irreparable injury shall be sustained or that
there is a'substantial risk of danger to the public health or
safety. In such action to compel compliance the Superior Court shall
not review the action of the board other than to determine whether
the board has'acted in excess of its jurisdiction....E. Whenever
a complaint is filed with the ...board...the party making the
compliint may simultaneously seek injunctive relief from the Superior
Court in the county in which the prohibited praCtice is alleged to
have occurred pending final adjudication of the board with respect

to such matter.... G. In any judicial proceeding authorized by
this subsection in which injunctive relief is sought...neither an
allegation nor proof of unavoidable substantial and irreparable

Pm\ injury to the complainant's property shall be required to obtain
/a temporary restraining order or injunction" (Maine Rev. Stat. Ann.,
268968.5(A-G)).

A-9
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MARYLAND

A statute provides f c: r collective relationships between teachers and
school boards, andpprohibits strikes d. Code Ann. (Educ.) $160A).
The statute makes no provision for injunctive relia.

Strikes\ 1%4:

. .

"Employee organizations shall be prohibited from calling or directing
a strike" 'aid. Code Ann. (Educ.) g160A(m)).

MASSACHUSETTS

A seitute proildes for collective relationships between public
employers and employees, prohibits strikes, and provides for
injunctive relief (Mass. Ann. Laws, ch. 150E).

Strikes

"No public employee or employee organization shall engage 4 a
strike, and no public employee or employee organization shall
induce, encourage or condone any strike, work stoppage, slowdown
or withholding of services by such public employees" (Mass. Ann.
Laws, ch. 150E, 19A(a)).-

Injunctive Relief

"Whenever a strike occurs or is about to occur, the employer shall
petition the commission to make an investigation. If, after
investigation, the commission determines that_pOcirovision of
paragraph (e) of this section has been or is abou to be violated, it
shall immediately set requirements that must be complied with,
including, but not limited to, instituting proceedings
in the superior court for the county wherefil such violation has
occurred or is abput to occur for enforcement of such requirements"
(Mass. Ann. Laws ch. 150E, §9A(b)).

MICHIGAN

Michigan's publIgkemployment relations statute provides for collective
bargaining for teachers and other public employees. (Mich. Stat. Ann.
$423.201-.216). Strikes are prohibited'. There are no provisions for
injunctive relief against strikes.

Strikes

"No person holding a position by appointment in..4he public school
service...shall strike" (Mich. Stat. Ann. $423.202 .

A ::10
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MINNESOTA

An omnibus public employee bargaining bill covers teachers
(Minn. Stat. Ann. 11179.61-179.76). Provisions concerning strikes
and injunctive relief ate included. Jurisdictional strikes are
prohibited. Other strikes also are prohibited, but.the statute
provides that failure to adhere to certain impasse procedures
constitutes a defense to a strike. It is not clear from the
statute as to how a court is to weigh the defense.

Strikes

"Employee organizations, their agents or representatives,*and
public employees are prohibited from:...(6) calling, instituting,
or maintaining or conducting.a strike or boycott against any
public employer on account of any jurisdictional controversy"
(Minn. Suit; Ann. §179.68.3(6)).

"No person holding a position.:.in the service of the public
schools...may engage in a strike...except as may beprovided in
subdivision 7. ...Subd. 7. Either a violation of section 179.68,
subdivision 2, clause (9), or a refusal by the employer to request,,
binding arbitration when requested by the exclusive representativev
Pursuant to section 179.69, subdivision 3 or 5, is a defense to
a violation of thlssection, except as to essential employees..."
(Minn. Stat. Ann. §179.64(1), (7)).

(Note: the referenced subsections concern arbitration procedures.
The reference to "essential .employees': refers to §179.63, and
evidently excludes teacher's unless it is found that their work
is "essential to the health or safety of the public and the
withholding of such services would create s,clear and present
danger to the heafth or safety of the publie ( §179.63(11)--ed.)

Injunctive Relief
9,

"Any employee, employer, employee or employer or ization,

exclusive representative, or any other person or organization
aggrieved by an unfair labor practice as defined in sections
179.61 to 179.77 may.bring an action in district court of the
county wherein the practice is alleged to have occurred"for injunc-
tive relief" (Minn. Stat. Ann. 8179.68(1)). (Note: unlawful
strikes are defined as unfair labor practices'in 11179\0(3),
(11)--ed.)

MISSISSIPPI

The statutes are silent on the matter of teacher strikes and injunc-
tive relief therefrom. The statutes also are `silent with respect
to collective relationships between teachers and school boards.

A-11
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MISSOURI,

A Missouri statute provides for collective relationships'between
_public employees and employers, and prOhibits strikes.lpHowever
teachersare excluded from coverage by.the statute (Mo. Rev. Stst.
*105.500-105.530). In effect; then., Missouri statutes are silent.- . ft

with respect to teacher-board:collective relationships, teacher '
strikes, and injunctive relief therefrom.

MONIO,NA

Th'e statutes are silent on. the matter of teacher strikes and
injunctive .relief therefrom.

The stitutet provide for collective relationship's in the public
sector, including scheols-(Mont..Rev. Code, 459.1601-.1617).

NEBRASKA
.

.

Jig:

A Tea rs' Negotiation Act provides for collective relationships
in c in classifications of school district however this Act
is silent with respect fo-strikes and injunctive relief (Neb. Rem
Stat.,§79-1287 to 79-1295). An omnibus act covers ail teachers,
including thaae.coveredby the NegotiStions Act after its impasse
precedures have been exhausted; thelumnibus act prohibits strikes
and provides. for injuncti've .relief (Neb. Rev. Stat. 448-801 to 48-838).

Strikes

-"It shall be unlawful for any' person: (1)' to delay, or
suspend the continuity or'efficiency of any Over-Mental service
...by lockeet, 'strike, slowdown, or other work stoppage" (Neb.
Rev-. Stat. *48-821(1)).

`44.

Injunctive Relief

Jig. ..,.. ,

(Note--The.vEnibus'act creates .a CourtliI dustiial Relations which
'hear didisputak.on industrial disputes and iss s orders which
."shall be deemed to be of the same force and of ect as like orders
entered by a district court and shall be enforceable in appropriate
proceedings in the 'courts of thii state" (Web. Rev. Stat. 448-419).
Injunctive relief is not specifical4 mentl.otied, but it appears to
be within the purview'of tfte Court created by the statute--ed.) 7

is
NEVADA

/%.-.

,,,,,

. A.pilblic employeilabor,relations act permits collective rtiation-
shipsbetween teachers ied school boards (Nev. Rev.. Stet, 4288.010-.075)-
Strikes are prohibited and there are provisions for.injunctive relief.

, s
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NEVADA (cohilnul$2

Sections not iirsiOnted here define penalties that courts and
,employers can assess in the event that court

01

orders are violated.,
S

Stiikes 1

"1. The legislature finds as facts: .

)

(a)r That the services provided by the state and local govern-
ment employers areof such nature that they are not aid cannot
be duplicat from other sources and are essential to th4 health,

fsafety and elfare of the people of the, State of Nevada;
(b) That th_ continuity of such services is likewise essential,
and heir disruptioniincampatibliwith the responsibility of the
state to its people; and

*

(c) That every person who enters or remains in the employment of
thy State or a local gove6ment employer accepts the facts stated
in paratraphs (a) 0--(b) as an essential condition of his employr
menr. a

.

2. The legislature therefore declarest to be the public policy
of the State of Nevada that strikes against the state or any
local gavernment,employyr-are illegal" (Nev. Rev. Stat. 11283.130).

.., .- )
,./44

Injunctive Relief 4,

A
.'

I
Al. If a strike occurs against the state or alocal government

A employer, the state .or loci government employer shall, and if
a strike is ttreatened agllnst the state or a local government
employer, the state or local governmeAt emplcier may, apply to
a court of competent jurisdiction to enjoin such strike. The
application shall set forth the facts constituting tries strike or .

threat to strike. .
----,

0 2. If the ourt finds that an illegal strike ,has occurre4 or
unless en ned will occur, it shall enjoin the Continuance or

. .

commenceme t of such'strike. The pro;risions df N.k.C.P. 65 and
of the other Nevada Rules of Civil Procedure apply generally to
proceedings under this section, but thecouit shall not require
security of he state or of any local government-employer" (Nev.. Rev.
-Stat. $288.250).

(Note: one rule of civil procedure requires that ex parte injunc-
tions

A4N1.-

may not be granted unless "it clearly appears from specific

\
facts shown by f davit or by the v ified complaiAt that immediate

g'

and irreparable ury (will ult fore the adVerse party...can
be heard." This rule need not ly f notice is given--ed.) .

*
'

NEW HAMPSHIRE

A st,*tute provides forcollective relationshipa between public
employees and employeis; teachers are covered. The statute prohibits
strikes and provides blic injunctive relief (N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. ch. 273-A).

'
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NEW HAMPSHIRE (continued)

An employer mayiespOnd to a strike by filing,a complaint with
the state labor board, which then can testillin order prohibiting
a strike; obedience to such orders can be'Inght through the
courts. (NvH. Rev. Stat. Ann. ch. 273-A.6-.7). Pending issuance
of aerorder by the board, an employer can seejc injunctive relief
directly, as shown below.

Sfrikes

"Strikes and other forms of job action by public employees are
hereby declared to be unlawful" (N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. ch. 273 -A., 813).

Injunctive Relief

"A public employer shall be entitled to petition the superior court
for a temporary restraining ordpending a final order of the
(employment relations board) fo strike or other form of fob action
in violation of the provisions of this chapter, and may be awarded
costs and other reasonable legal fees at the discretion of the
court" (N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. ch. 273-A, §13).

114

NEW JERSEY

4

:A-4-tatut iiie prdVidES for Collective ielitibTOr public employees,
but is silent with respect to strikes and injunctive relief there-:-'
from (N:J. Stat. Ann. 834: 13A).

NEW Co.

The et tea are silent on the matter of teacher strikes and injunc-
tive r of therefrom. The statutes also-are silent with respect
to collettive relationships between teachers and school boards.

NEW YI1R

4, 1

IP

New York's "Taylor" Act provides for public employee bargaining
(NvY. Civ. Serv. Law 11200-214(McKinney))- Strikes are prohibited
there are prbvisions for seeking injunctive relief.

Strikes

and

"No Public employee or employee organization shall engage'in a

strike, ihd ffo-public empl§ykp or employee organization shall cause,
issti ate, encourage, or condone a strike" (N.Y. Civ. Serv. Law

)18210(1 cKiliney)) .. .

.

a:
.

.InjuntttielRelief i
.

----N-. -' . -. C'

withstanding' "Not vitimtanding Op provisions of section eight hundred seven of
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,NEW YORK (continula)

Injunctive Relief (continued)

the labor law, where it appears that public employees or an
employee organization threaten or about to do, or are doing, an
actin violation of section two hundred ten of, his
the chief legal officer of the government involAd shall forthwith
apply to the supreme court for an injunction against such
violation. It an order of the court enjoining ovrestraining.
such violation does notreceive compliance, such chief legal
officer-shall forthwith apply to the supreme Court to punish
such violation..." (N.Y. Civ. Serv. Law 1211 (McKinney)).

NORTH CAROLINA

The statutes are silent on the matter of teacher strikes and
injunctive-relief therefrom, The statutes also are silent with
respect to collective relationships between teachers and school
boards.

No
NORTH DAKOTA

A statute provides foi collective relationships between teachers
..and school boards (N.D. 'Cent. Code 115-38.1).

The statute prohibits teacher strikes, but is silent with respect

r
to injunctive relief therefrom.

Strikes .

"No teacher, administrator, or representative organization shall
engage in a strike" (N.D. Cent. Code 15-38.1-.14).

Injunctive lelief

ito4rovision in the statute.

a

OkIa 4

The "Ferguson Aqt".outlaids-public epholoyes, strikes, but .makes no

provisions for injunctivp relief: 'The statutes are silent with

respect to collective' rilatio ps between teachers and school.

%boards.

Strikes fi

"No public employee shall strike" (Ohio Rev., Code, 84117.02).

5
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OHIO (coptinued)

Is4ictive Belief

No provision in the statute.
4

OcAHOMA

A statute provides for collective relationships between teachets
and school boards (Okla. Stat. Ann., 870:509.1 -.10).

The statute prohibits teacher strikes but is silent with respect
to injunctive relief therefrom.

Strikes
,

A .

"It shall be illegal for the 'piofessional organization or the
non-prof estdonal organization to strike or threaten tb strike as-
a wins of resolving differences with boards'of education" (Okla.
Stat. Ann.,1170:509.8). ,

r

)
f

OREGON

.4,

An ompibus_apatute provides for Collective relationships 1.n the
public sectd}; teachers are included (Ore. Rev. Stat. 6243.650-.782).'
Strikes may be awful or unlawful, and injunctive relief may be
sought.

Unlawful Strike
.

' "No labor organization shall declare'or authorize a strike of public
employees which is or would be in violation of this section"
(Ore. Rev. Stat. 8243.726(4)). .

Injunctive Relief: Unlawful Strike
4/
"When it is Alleged in good faith by the public employer that
e-labor organization has declared or authorized a strike of public

.1.

loyees which is or would be in violation of this section, the
layer may petition the board for a declaration *that the strike
o would be unlawful. . lielboard, after conducting .an investi-

ga On and hearing, may make such declaration if it finds that
such declaration or authorization of a strike is 'or Would be unlaw-
iful...When a labor organization or individual disobeys an order
of the appropriate circuit'court issued pursuant to enicircing an
order of the board involvirig this section...they shall be punished
according tb the provisions of ORS Ch. 33, except that the amount
of theile shall,be at the discretion of the court" (0re. Rev.
Stat.A243.726(4)).
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OREGON (continued)

Lawful Strike

"Tt shall be lawful for'a public employee which is not p ohibited
fom etriking.'..and who is in the appropriate bargai unit
involved in a labor dispute to participate in a s ke'after:
(several conditions are met--ed.)" (Ore. Rev. Stat. 1243.726(2)).

Injunctive Relief: Awful Strike .

"Where the'strike occurring or is abut to occur creates a cle4r
and present danger or threat to the health, safety, or welfare
of the public, the public employer concerned may petition the
circuit court of the county in which the strike has taken place
or is about to take place for equitable relief including but

r'not limited to appropriate injunctive after hearing,
the court finds that the strike creates a clew. and present
nger or threat to the health, safety or welfare of the pu c, 11

t shall grant appropriate relief. Such relief shell include #
an order that the labor dispute be submitted to final and binding
arbitration within 10' days of the court's orde;" (Ore. ReV.',
Stat. 1243.726(3)).

PENNSYLVANIA

c
Pennsylvania has adopted a comprehensive public employee bargeriet
law (Pa. Stat. Ann. Tit. 43 §/101.101-1101.2301 (Purdon1). The.'

law provides for authorized strikes, prohibfted st;kkal, and juris-
dictional strikes, vitt), injunctive procedures speciltea for, each.

Authorized Strikes andlinjunctive Relief
.

"If a strike by public employees occurs after the collective,
bargaining professes set forth in section 801 and 802 of Article
VIII of this act have beencompletely utilized,and exhausted, it,
shall not be prohibited unless or unttlAsuch a'strike creates a s'
clear and present danger'or threat torthe health,.safety or.
welfare of the public. In such cases the public employer.fball

' initiate, in the court of common pleas.of the juriadittion where
such strike occurs, an action for equitable relief; friclUding
but not limited to appropriate' injunctions and shall be entitled.

. to spch relief if the court finds that the'5trike creates'acleaz
'and 'present Anger,or threat to the health, saSity,er we of

the public....Hearings shall be required before reflef is vented
under this section and notices of the same shall be serve in

( the manner required for the original proess with,a duty ipposed
42fupon the court to hold such hearings forthwith" (P1: St s

Ann.

Tit. 43 11101.1003 (Purdon)).
1

-
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PENNSYLVANIA (continued)

Prohibited Strikes and Injunctive Relief
R

'Strikes by public employees during the pendency of collective
'bargaining procedures set; forth in sections 801 and 802 of
Artitle VIII are prohibited. In the evert of a strike during
this period the Public employer shall forthwith initiate an
action for the same relief and utilizing the same procedures
required for prohibited strikes under section 1001" (Pa. Stat.
Apfa. Tit. 43 81101.1002 (Purdon)). (Note: section 1001 applliei
to certain categories of essential personnel, and provideb thit
in strifes by such employees "the publie employer shall forthwith

initiate in the court of common pleas of the jurisdiction where
the strike occurs; an actiop for appropriate' equitable relief
includingiut not limited t4. injunctions... " --ed.)

Jurisdictional Strikes-and Injunctive Relief

"Employee organization, theip agents, or representatives, or public
employe ps are prohibited.frdm: ...calling, instituting, maintaining,
or conductingilkagetrike-or boycott against any public employer...on
account-of any jurisdictional controversy" (Pa. Stat. Ann. Tit. 43
01101.1201 (Purdon)). '41Proceduies are given for petitioling the
piklic employment relations board in the event of-alleged violations,
Sid-for seeking injunctive relief in the event a violation is found
b5r the board--ed..)-

RHODE ISLAND

A' tatute.provides for collective relationships between teachers
schoOl boards (R.I. Gen. Laws 8 28-9.3).

Tiie statute contains ambiguous language on 'the legality of strikes,
and makes no }provision for injunctive relief.

Striker

"...,nothing contained in this chapter shall be construed to
accord to certified public school teachers the right to strike"
-(R./. Gen. LaWs 8079;3-1).

-C.

SOUTH CAROLINA

The statutes'are silent on the matter of teacher strikes and injunc-
:live relief therelrem. The statutes also are silent with respect to

, collective relationshAbs:between teachers and school boards.
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SOyTH =DTA

A statute provid for collective relationships between public
employees and ogees, prohibits strikes, and provides for
injunctive 110.1ief (S. Dak. Comp. Laws Ann., 83-18).

Strikei

"No public employee shall strike against the State of South
Dakota, any of the political subdivisions thereof, any of
its authorities, commissions, or boards, the public school
systemor'any other branch of the public service" (S. Dak.,
Comp. Laws Ann., 83-18-10). '

Injunctive Relief

"The governing boards of the state and its political subdivisions
may apply for injunctive relief in circuit court immediately
upon the existence of a strike or related activities, and the
state's attorney of every county shall. have the same duty in
enforcement of the chapter" (S. Dak.'Comp. Lays Ann., 83-18-14).

TENNESSEE

it statute provides for collective relationships betWeen teachers
'sand school boards; prohibits strikes, and provides for injunc-
tive relief therefrom (Tenn. Code Ann. 149-55). =

Strikes

x"It shall be unla ..iul for a recognized professional employees' _

organization omits represeniatives...to engage in a strike...
(Tenn: Code Ann. 449-5,508(b)(5)).

Injunctive ,Relief

"If a strike dccurs, the board of education may apply to the
chancery court in the county to enjoin such strike. The
app ).ication shall set forth the facts constituting the strike.
If the court fifids, after a hearing, that a strike has occurred,
the court may enjoin the employees,from participating in such -
strike" (Tenn. Code Ann. 849-5509). 'A

TEXAS

The statutes prohibit public employee strikes and collective
bargaining, but cake no provisions for injunctive relief in the
event of a strike.

Strikes

cteclarea to be against the public policy of the

1
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TEXAS (continued)

Strikes (continued) -

4

State of Texas for public employees to enggfe-in strikes or
organized work toppages against the State of Texai or any
political subdillsion thereof" (Tex. Labor Code Ann. Tit. 83,
85154c(3)).

UTAH

The statutes are silent on the matterof teacher strikes and
injunctive relief therefrom. The statutes also aie silent
with respect to' collective relationships between teachers and
school boards.

4r,
VERMONT

There are two applicable statutes in Vermont, and their provisions
"'are not fully compatible. A Labor Relations Act for Teachers

provides for collective relationships, between teachers and school
boards, says nothing about the legality or illegality of strikes,
but provides for limited injunctive relief from teacher strikes.
This law can be construed as a "limited right to strike law",

----even though strikes are not explicitly labelled 'as legal or ,illegal
(Vt. Stat. Ann. Tit. 16, 11981-2010). In addition there is a
Municipal Employee Relations Act. Certain of its provisions
apply too teachers; these provisions inolude those which define
strikes as unfair labor pradtices, and which provide procedures,
including injunctive relief, in the event of_such strikes (Vt.
Stat. Ain. Titl 21 11721-1734). Under the first act it appears
fiat a school boaid could seek injunctive relief on the claim
that a strike presented a clear and present danger;,under the second
Act a school board could seek injunctive_ .relief on the claim that
a strike was a prohibited unfair labor.practices

Strikes

No provisions under the Labor Relations Act for Teach

The Municipal Labor Relations Act:
"It shallbe an unfair labor practice for an employee organization
or its agents: ...(5) to engage in, or to Induce or encourage
any person to engage in a strike..." (Vt. Stat. Ann. Tit.' 17, §1726(b)).

Injunctive Relief

The Labor Relations Act for Teachers:,
"No restraining order or temporary or permanent injunction shall
be granted in any case brought with respect 55 any action taken

M40
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VIDDIONT, (continued)

Injunctive Relief (continued)

by a representative organization or an official thereof or
by a school board or representative thereof in connection with
or relating to pending or future negotiations, except on the
basis of findings of fact made by a court of competent juris-
diction after due hearing prior to the issuance of the restraining
order or injunction thht the commencement or continuance of
the action poses a clear and present danger to a sound program
of school education which tn the light of all relevant circum-
stances it is in the best public interest to prevent. Any
'restraining order or injunction issued by a court as herein
provided shall prohibit only a specific act or acts expressly
determined -in the findings of fact to show a clear and present
delver" (Vt. Stat. Ann. Tit. 16, 112010).

The Municipal Labor Relations Act:
"The (state labor relations board may prevent any person from
engaging in any unfair labor practice. Whenever a charge is made
that any person has engaged in or is engaging in any unfair labor
practice, the board pay issue and cause to be served,upon that
person a complaint stating the charges and 'containing a notice of
hearing before the board....(d) If upon the preponderance of the
evidence the board find/ that any person named in the complaint has
eWgaged or is engagingln any unfair labor practice, it shall state
its finding of fact in writing and shall issue and cause to be
served on that person an order requiring_4.kda cease and desist fr8i
the unfair labor practice, and to take such affirmative action as,
the board shall order" (Vt. Stat. Ann. Tit. 17 I1727(a)(d)).

'Ilbe labor relations board shall have the power to enforce all
orders and decisions made under the authotity'of this chapter by
petition to the court of Washington County with equity jurisdiction...
(b) Upon filing of a petition by the board, the court may' gran
ouch temporary relief, including a restraining order, as it deems
proper pending formal hearing. (c) The sole issue before the court
shall 121 whether or not the record& of the board and the law
relating thelteto support the order..." (Vt. Stat. Alt. Tit. 17 81729).

VIRGINIA

The statutes are silent with respect to teacher strikes and injunc-
tive relief therefrom. However the statutes.4o provide that
striking public employees lose their employment (Va. Corte 640.1.55).

The statutes areftilept with respect to collective relationships
between teachers and school boards.

A-21
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WASHINGTON

There is statutory authorization for collective relationships
between teachers'and school boards; however the statute is silent
with respect to teacher strikes and injunctive relief. therefrom
(Wash. Rev. Code 841.59).

WEST VIRGINIA

The statutes are silent on the matter of teacher strikes and
injunctive relief therefrom. The statutes also are silent with
respect to collective relatiorships between teachers and school
boards.

WISCONSIN

, An omnibus act provides for collective relationships between
teachers and school boards (Wisc. Stat. Ann. 8111.70). Strikes
are'prohibited except under specified circumstances; injunctive
relief is provided for both prohibited and permitted strikes.

Strikes
0

"Except as authorized under par.' (cm) 5 and 6.c, nothing contained
In this chapter constitutes a grant of the right to strike by any
municipal employee, and such strikes are hereby expressly
prohibited. Par. ,...(cm) does not authorize any strike after an injunc-
tion has been issed against such strike..." (Wil. Stat. Ann.
1111.70(4)(1)). (The material in par. (cm) 5 on 6.c defines the
conditions under which strikes may occur--ed.)

Injunctive Relief: Authorized Strikes

"At any'time Wter a labor organization gives advance notice of
a strike...which 'is expressly authorized...the municipal employer
or any citizen directly affectedsby'such strike may petition the
circuit court to'enjoin the strike. If the court finds that the strike
poses an imminent threat to the public health or safety, the
court shall, withln,48 hours Of the receipt of the petition but
after notice to the-parties and after holding a hearing, issue an
order immediately enjoining the strike, and in addition shall order
the parties to submit a new final offer on all disputed issues to
the commission for final and binding arbitration..." (Wisc. Stat.
Ann. 11/11.70(7m)(b)).

Injunctive Relief: Prohibited Strikes

"At any7time\Ifter the commencement of a strike 'Which is prohibited...
the municipal employer or any citizen directly affected by such strike
may petition the circuit curt for an injunction to immediately termi-
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At
-WISCONSIN. (csatinued)

Injunctive Relief: Prohibited Strikes (continued)

nate the strike. If the court determines that the strike is
prohibited...it shall issue an order immediately enjoining'the
strike, and in additiot shall'impose the_penalties provided in
par. (c)" (Wisc. Stat. Ann 1/11.70(70(a)).

Injunctive belief: Authorized 'and Prohibited-Strikes

"Any labor organization which -violates sub. (4)(1) after ap injunc-
tion has been issued shall be required to forfeit $2 per member .

per day, but not more than $10,000 Apr day. Each day of continued
violation constitutes a separate offense" (Wisc. Stat. Ann.
1111.70 (7m) (c) (1) (b) ) . 0,

"Any individual who violates sub. (4)(1) after an injunction against
a strike has been issued shall be fined $10. Each day of continued
violation constitutes a separate offense...The court shall order
that any fine imposed under this subdivision be paid by means of
a salary deduction at i rate to be determined by the cove (Wisc.

Stat. Ann. 11f1.70(7m)(c)(2)).

"The penalties provided in this paragraph do not preclude the
imposition by the court of any penalty,for contempt provided by law"
'(Wisc. Stat. Ann. 1111.70(7m)(c)(4)).

WYOMING

The statutes are silent on the matter of teacher strikes and
injunctive relief therefrom. The statutes also are silent with
respect to collective relationships between teachers and school boards.

- b
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A TEACHER STRIKE IN COLLINSVILLE, ILLINOIS1

On August,30; 1978 the Collinsville Board of Education sought
an injunction orderiwan end to a strike being conducted by the
district's teachers. The Board alleged diet the strike, then in
its third day, was unlawful and was inflitting irreparable harm
upon students and taapaYers. At a court hearing two days later /
the teachers' attorney challenged the Board's allegation of irre-
parable harm and the evidence given in support of it.` In his
summary of the hearing, the attorney told the court that the
Boardihad presented "notfone scintilla of evidence" of irreparable
harm. Nonetheless, the court found that the strike was illegal
and that:

A

...the plaintiff is suffering irreparable harm in that it has
been unable to operate the school system and in that the stu- .

dents of the school district are being denied their education-
al opportunities which are guaranteed by the constitution of
the state of Illinois (Order, Collinsville'CommunitylUnit Dis-
trict #10 v. Collinsville. Education Association; Sereember 6,

, 1978. Herafttr cited as Collinsville.)

An injunction was iaisued. Subsequent court-ordered negotiation
sessions failed to eroduce a settlement: The teachers thereupon
continued their strike. The Board filed contempt motions. How-
ever, before these motions were heard a settlement was'reached.
The Contempt motions then were dismissed and the schools opened.
The entire stAke had lasted two weeks.

r.

Detailed analysis of the Collinsville strike ik warranted on
a Member of grounds. Illinois is one of the;states where the legis-
lature has not adopted any statute.pertaining to teacher collective
bargaining or strikes. Thus a, school board, faced with a strike,
is left to its own devices to ascertain whether injuncVVe relief
should be sought. The courts, similarly, must act without statu-
tory guidance. Collinsville also is interisting because of the
casual manner in which the irreparable harm standard is treated;
on this matter the Collinsville court proceedings offer strong con-
trast to those in Warren, Michigan (Graber, 1980a)-and. Butler,
Pennsylvania (Graber, 198ob). Finally, the,Collinsvilfe strikeA
provides a number of insights into the limitations of injunctive
relief. In Collinsville those limitations were readily apparent.

The4Legal Settling'

/
'Collective bargaining is widespread in Illinois school dis-

tricts. About half of the state's districts operate witik collec-
tively negotiatedteacher contracts (U.S. Department of Commerce,
1979:60). In contrast to many other states where collective bar-
gaining is common however, teachers and schbol boards in Illinois
must proceed without, benefit of any s'tatutory guidance on matters
arch as.selection of representation units, scope of bargaining,

1
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unfair lipor pradtices, and Impasse' procedures. Efforts4o securs
adoption of a stairte repeatedly have foundered--usually on,the
strike issue. For example, in 1967 legislation recommended by a
Governor's commission was defeated due to labor opposition to the

. bill's strong noLstrike provisions (Clark, 1969; Derber). Four

years latet anther Governor and another C9mmission recommended
legislation modeled-after Pennsylvaftia's J4mited- right -to- strike

law; it too failed passage, largely because of.the strike provi-
sions (Goldstein, 1973).

Contemporary observers df the Illinois scene are ambivalent

'CT about the absence of a statute. On the other hShad, legislative

silence is blamed for some o' the chaos in Illinois labor-manage-
tent relations at the local level. On the other hand, it is
acknowledged that no statute may be preferable to a bad one.

Note2--In a society grown _increasingly skeptical of the Taw's
capacity to resolve social Problems, and weary of laws which
often seem to be counterproductive, Illinois' inadvertent "ex-
periment" in rule-less collective bargaining raises some in-:
teresting questions. Why have legislatdrs in Illinois been
unable or unwilling to disentangle the strike issue from the
other issues of collective bargaining legisl ion? (In Cali-

fornia and Washington the legislatures have " lvea" the prob-

lem by adopting bargaining Statlites which say thing at all

about strikes). Does the,lack of rules about matters such as
representation and good faith bargaining contribute to the high
incidence of strikes in Illinois? (To answer this questio9A0
need to do more than count strikes. We need some measure .8T

the predicted incidence of strikes, based on information about
district size, population density, industrialization; and other ,

common correlates of strike activity. Better yet, we need a
strike -by- strike analysis of the causes of,gtrikes in Illinois
and other rule-less states, compared with similar analysis in
states which have bargaining statutes. Such studies, though
beyond the scope of the present investigation, would add to
our understanding of the "act of legal rules on social con-
flict).

The courts have partially filled the statutory vacuum, parti-

icularly on the strike question. The leading case is Board of

cation v. Redding 207 N.E.2d 427 (1965, Iii. Sup. Ct.). In 1964

the opening of the 'school year in a small mid-state district was
accompanied by a,strike and picketing conducted by all thirteen

of the maintenance-and custodial personnel. Schools were kept

operating for several days, despite low attendance, refusal of
deliverymen to supply the cafeterias, uncleaned rooms, and dis-

rupted transportation. After a week of this,, the Board of Educe-
,

tion closed the schools and sought injunctive relief.

At a hearing on September 10 the trial court declined to is-
sue an injunction. Instead the court issued a statement indicatihi;
that the parties had agreed that the schools ought to be reopened
while efforts to reach a s'ettlement were made. Peaceful picketing

e
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could continue, but it was not to interfere with school Operations.-
A'new hearing date waa'set for September 24.

. During the period fromSept.ember 11-24, schools did operate.
, However, volunteer cleaning, personnel left'"below standard" clean-

linesi, the hot water systetlbecime inoperatiu, principals had to

engage in duties other than their usual ones, Tome deliveries were
disrupted, and a roofing crew refused to cross the lines with the
result that a leak "became worse and plaster fell from the ceiling."
Meanwhile,-no settlement was' reached.

At the Septetber 24 hearing the trial court-evidently tpok .

seriously the traditional equity stand rd requiring a. finding of .-

irreparable harm before issuance of a f injunction. The court found
that the Board had failed to show the difficulties -lit was ex-
periencing amounted to irreparable'harm,-and the Board's mote
was dismissed. Thus, momentarily at least, it 'appeared that utili-
zation'of the irreparable harm standard might limit the issuance of
injunctions in Illinois school strikesv-or at least school custo-
dian strikes. :

However, the Board of Ed ucation appeale contending that the
strike and picketing-Interfered with its Co itutional duty to
pxovide, "a thorough and efficienisystem (Redding,'
1965:2407). The Illinois Supreme Court, thatthe'univerSA1
view" that "a strike of municipal employe nq purpose is
illegal," ruled in favor of the Board (Re 65:2408). "Ailtbdr7
,ity was cited from throughout the nation, Om cases involking
several categories of public employees, rt particularly
cited City of Pawtucket va Pawtucket Teac r's-Alliance, 141 A:2d624
(1958, R.I. Sup. Ct.). which helethat teachers were "agents of the
state government and as such exercise a' portiori4f the sovereign
power..,. It has been generally held"that persons exercising a
portion-of the soveAeign.power have no right to strike again'st1the
government..." ( Pawtucket cited in Redding, 1965:2400. The
court went on to mate that, the Illinois Constitution demanded the f

proVision of a thorough and efficient system of schools, that state
employees had a duty tb'-refrain from cdnduct which would render
schools less thorough and,efficient, and that strikes were a "di-
rect contravention of such duty" (Reddlipg, 1965:2409)..

The Suprete 6urtmalso said that the custodians' strike had
"impedect and obstructed (and)...adversely affected" the schools, in
these terms: '

The physical plant and its proper maintenance are important ad-
Suncts in.furnishing education. Heat, sanitation, proper build-

-ing repair, the regular attendance of pupils, keeping within
budgetary and taxlimits,'ind keeping teachers and'administra-

. tive personnel free from matters' which distract them from their
educational tasks, are,all matters whichare essential to the
efficient operation,of g school and to the fulfillment of its
paramount purpose of educating the children of this State. Also,
due to thevery nature of the community unit,district, providing

3
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transportation "and lunch for the pupils has become an intefrral
part of the education scheme by 'which the c .. nds of the con-..

stitution are met. Theuncontroverted proof n the,tecord 6sre
shows that the normal functioning of the plaintiffs' schools.

, has been impeded and obstructed by the strife in all these re-
,spects, and serves to demonstrate the wisdom of the majOrity,
rule that a strike by public employees is illegal (Redding,'
1965:2409).

The court then vent on to foreclosea possible claim that it mightbe
.ipoSsible to distinguish "essential services from others:

We detect in defendants' arguments suggestion that legal
sanction should be given to the strike in this case because
the striking employees offered tOkrperform essential sani-
tary services, because the union has given deliverymen per-
mission to cross the picket line.... These circumstances

*

Can be of little consequence, for the fact re ns that an
important governmental function is"nonethess77 etill.being
impeded and adversely affected as,a result of the strike.
Walat is more, to be thorough any} efficient, school opera- t
tions cannot depend upon the c6oicefor, whim-of its employ-
ees, or their union orothers, but must necessarily be
controlled only by duly constituted and qualified/school
offidials. Accordingly, and in conformity with the vast .

weightof authority, it is our opinion that the trial court
erred in its refusal to enjoin,the strike .(Redding, 1965:
2409).

0

Redding has,been severely lcriticized on both legal and practical

grounds. One'article blames the courts for "the mess in the public
employment relations"; an. "imperial judiciary" hat employed "contrived
and h011ow legalisms" reminiscent o/ the private sector before NSW
Deal legislation (Feldman, 1977:626). Fetripan.cites Redding as the

prime'example, and questions the "legalisms" on which the case rests.
Equally vigorous criticism has come from attorneys engaged in labor-
management telations. One labor attorney Characterized the Redding
decisi .as "unrealistic" for it failed to address the conditions
preci tating strikes, limited the courts' use of equity powers to
foste settlements and increased the prospect/of discohtent in the
work laCa {Leahy, 1967). .5dward Miller (1969) likened the world of
Illinois labor law to that of Alice in Wonderland, pointihg out,'
that injunction procelUngs could lead to public disapprovalrof the
employer; and that.enfoicing an injunction was a precarious enter-
prise at best. Said Miller (l969:229),- "Thel,strangebdreamworld in
which ware now living may well ,become a nightmare." Goldstein
(1973:385), in # similar vein, noted that labor dispu- tended to

be determined by economic and organizat.ijal muscle, no'I rules of
-law.

A staff Member of the Illinois Association.of School Boards
(reflecting his/personal views rather than the official views of

the I.A.S.B.) cpnfirmedthese analyses. He paid that 'while injunc-

tions clearly can be obtained by boards, it'usualy dois not pay'to
.
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get them. A major problem, he said, is that the courts are likely
to try to engineer a settlement. Another probleM, he said, is that
judges, as generalists do not understand the special circumstances

i
of school labor disputes. (The generalist role became'c ar one day
in a visit to the Madison County courthouse, where the udge who had
presided over the Collinsville injunction proceeding.. .as, on this
occasion, dealing with traffic violations.) Furthermore, even with
experienced judges, there are many ways that a teacher association
can evade or delay the impact of an injunction. The teachers; posi-
Lion is enhanced by their access to labor law speCidlists associated
with the statewide teacher association. Particularly in cases, where

... local school boards-depend upon local attorneys who do not specialize
in labor law or school, the school board can "get4burned" by seeking

,injunctive relief in a teacher strike. His advice to boarfs: do not
seek an injunction. However, he acknowledged that school oards have a .

-: gre94 deal of autonomy on such matters, and that to many21them
inYunctive relief is an attractive possibility (Interview, Boaid

Psource.)

Redding, of course, IS not the only precedent that structures
injunction proceedings in Illinois. Other cases provide skilled de-
fense counsel with justifications for delaying injunction proceed-
ings; these cases can be used to bury an unsuspecting plaintiff in
unanticipated procedural problems. There are, for example, cases
which limit the availability of ex parte relief. Others address d'ue
process reqUirements.reiarding notice to adverse parties (Rendleman,

7
1973; Schiller, 1971): The-problems associated with enforcing an
injunctive order are eicceedingly complex (Halls n, 1969). A com-
piehensive revd&w of injunction practice is neither necessary nor
practicable here; sublequent analysis of the(Collinsville case will
illustrate the point.

Note--In a sense, appellate cases have a misleading allure.
A board 'Member who hears about Redding may conclude that the
road to injunctive relief is both straight and sure. But it
is not. Scores of other' cases have a bearing on the injunc-
tion proceedings, aid may ensnare the action in unanticipated
ways. Thus a factor -in tke limitations of the law may be that,
a client simply undereseimates the difficulties of attaining
an objective through litigation.

. 4

The Social Setting

"Metro-East"--the Illinois portion of metropolitan St. Louis-
is a heavily industrialized area. S eel plants, refineries, rail=
road yards,, chemical plants an& manufacturing enterprises
provide employment for tens of thousands of workers. Pro-14or,
sentiment is Strong and school districts in the Metro-East area
have.experIericed numerous teacher strikes. For example, in the East
St. Louis district there were five strikes in the period 1964-70;

. the 1970 strike lasted for 60 days (National Education Association,
1969; National Education Association, 1971). Striking teachers '

. sometimes elidit community support. When a 1975strike in Cahokia

(
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lead to contempt findings against teachers, parents-took up,the
teachers' picket signs, protesting the Board's failure to nego-
tiate a settlement (St. Louis Post- Dispatch, October 27, 1975). -

In a 1978 strike in a district adjacent to Collinsville, a nws-
paper poll showed considerable ambivalencd 4bout the propriety
of teacher strikes and about.the desirability bf_effavis to -en-
join them (Edwardsville Intelligences, August 31, 1978). Thus

school boards seeking injunctive relief may not find that the.--
community environment provides clear mandate for decisive attion.

A

onthe fringe of Metro Est, is situated on
the bluffs overlooking the Mississippi River flood plain. First
settled in the mid-nineteenth century, the town developed as a
commercial and residential center serving both the farmland to
the north and east, and the. manufacturing complexesto the south
and west. In miny respects Collinsville retains its identity as
a Small town (current-population: 19,000), but it clearly is an
integral part of a major metropolitan area.(Southwestern Illinois
Metropolitan Area Planning Commission, ;973). MainStreet is
-lined.withighops and stokes- -some reflecting the era when the
town was largely selTwcontained,and others representing marketing
enterprises common to the metropolis. One small building along
Main'Sereet houses, in the front, a notary public who dispenses
licenses and other forms that state governments provide for their.
citizens.' Behind the State Office is the,office of attorney John
Leskera. One of his any clients, is the Board Of Education of ,

Cotmunity Unit District #10.

The school district seives Collinsville, another smaller town,
and several square taiies,of unincorporated semi-rural land, An $11
million annual school budget'supports an educational program for
7200 students in grades K-12. The students are enrolled..1.n 16

schools staffed by approximately 380 teachers .(Madison County School
Dirsitory, 1971:12, 50 -62). One of the teachers is Board attorney
Leskera's wife. Her role as a striking teacher later caught,the
eye of the loca1 media, and undoubtedly constrained dinner-time
conversation in the Leskera household. But it had no.apParent
effect upon Leskera's enthusiastic pursuit of injunctive relief.
Another of the,certificate& employees was, until the summer of 1978,E
the legendary Vergil Fletcher. In.hip 32-year career as a basket-
ball coach he repeatedly took his teats to the state tourpments;

//-the Collinsville "Kahoks" were known and respected throughout
Illinois. fletcher had officially retired at the end of the 1977-
78 school

director
he was interested in returning .as a part-time,

athletic director and Coace. That created a problem for the Board:
Part of the problem was that there` was substantial community senti-
ment in'favor of retaining Fletcher, but retention could create
problems in treating similar requestsfrom.other retirees. Another

part of thd problem was that Vergil-Eletcher's wife was a member
of the School Boprd. The issue was to'come to a head at the Board
meeting of August , 1978--theisame evening that the Board had to
consider what t 'do about the leacher strike which.started that
day.

6
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Included awing the seven members of,the 1978 SchooL Board were
a retired school Superintendent, Nteacher formerly employed in
Collinsville and currently teaching'in'a nearby district, a union'
official in asteel plant, a nursery school director, and an offi-
cial in a defense agency. By all accounts, the Board was'a highly
contentious one. Elections had been hotly contested) recounts
were demanded in 1976 and 1977. Votes were not unanimous'. In'fact,
following the 1979 elections, the Board deadlocked on'selecting
its own officers. Some Board members were publicly and bitterly
critical of the Board. During the .strike, divisiovfi.vithin the

Board frequently were apparent. Another feature of the Board,
according to the local press, was its proclivity to get involved
in the day -to -day management of the district. That too was apparent
in t negotiations which preceded the strike and in the strike
itse f,,for the Board declined to employ or designate a professional
nee iator; ;he Board was its otrn.negotiating team.. :

Facing the Board durifivibargaining.sessions wash the negotiating
-team sel'ecte4 by the Collinsville' ducatiom'Association; which
inoluded more than 80% of the distri'ct's teachers: Like other af-
filiates of the Illinois Education Association, the C.E.A. had access
to the substantial legal, organizational, and bargaining resources
of the I:E.A..

The previous history of .negotiations in Collinsville reflected.
a pattern of conflict~. There had been a oneiday strike in 1969
and a f.lve-day strike in 1970 (National Education Association,
1969; National Education Association, 1971). A two-day 'strike in
1976 was accompanied by court Action. Attorney Leskera filed a
request for injunctive relief the moment the 1976 strike began--
before the Board officially authorized the filing. Liskera later
explained that he would have asked to haVe.the petition dismisted
had the Board not wanted injurIFtive relief. The court delayed a.
hearing on the request, but evidently the truncated court proCeeding
helped precipitate a settlement; for a contract was agreed upon
before further court action wap taken. The significance of the
1976 court action was, seen in differelk wayS by different parties:

, One Board source reported that he thought that the act of going
to Court hard spurred'a settlement. Butanosber Board source was
disturb by what hd said was the court s unwillingness'to act
decisiv ly and promptly. And teachers reportedly resolved'not,
to be timidated by court action is the future (InterViews).

Prelude

Negotiations for a 1978-75 contract'began in July,,ahortly,
after the voters' rejected, for the second time, a proposed hike
in .school taxes. By the time the strike began, weekly negdtiating
seseidns hadresolved many issues, but the teachers and the Board
were far'apart on the financial package. The Board offered a total
of $227,000, including a $500 per teacher raise from 1977-78. This
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the teachers spurned, cl4ming that they would have received aver-
age increases of .$470 under_the old contract, and that a $3 per

'teacher increase was wholly unsatisfactory in view of increased
costs of living. On August 27, after the-Board refused to increase
its offer, the teachers voted to strike.

On Monday morning, August'28, pickets were posted. Only 32
teachers reported for work. School bus runs were cancelled, and 6900-
of the district's 7200 studenp did not gb to school. The strike
was on. ThaLeveningxhe Board met to, consider what to do.

AuguQ 28: The Decision to Seek IdTUnctive Alief

The Board met in special session do Monday. evening. The ses-
sion was to consider ,tHe Fletcher issue, adopt the annual budget,
and act upon a resolution authorizing injunctive relief. Violet
Fletdher was absent. About 200 spectators were present jp the
meeting,. plus mobile units from S. Louis' three major TV stations.
Informal chatter-in the crowd indicated that the Fletcher issue
was as important' as the strike.

Board members. emerged from an executive session at 7:50 P.M.
After a pointed comment about the amount allocated for teacher
salaries, an annual bUdgetwas adopted. Then there was a 20-
minute discussion about the resolution authorizing court action.
against the striking teachers. Attbrney Leskera addressed the
Board, noting that the decision to seek court relief was a policy
decision. He said that the taxpayers had paid for services they
were not receiving and that the strike was illegal. He expressed
confidence that the court would enjoin the strike and compel the
teachers to return th work. At the direction of the Supetintendeht
he already had prepared papers for filing in court, and was prepared
to file protiptly and to press matters against any teacher violating
the court's order.

Question's from theBoard followed. Would the judge push ne-
gotiations? "No," said Lesketa, "that isn:t his' function. The
position of the judge is to enforce the law. The law says no strikes.
He'll tell the violators to return to work. Violators will be
penalized by fines'or jailing."' Must the suit be filed immediately?
No, it could be done at the direction of the Superintendent. Would

the court issue an injunction? Leskera acknowledged that there
had been some doubt about it two years ago, but that now the law '

was cleat: an injunction would be issued. If the teachers were
acting illegally, why was it necessary to go to court? Leskera \-

explained that the teachers had a duty vis-a-vis the,taxpayers1
and a court could.order the teachers to perform their duty. Would
the teachers return to work if ordered to do so? (Here there was
muffled laughter from the spectators, most of whom appeared to-be
teachers.) Leskera, noting the laughter, commented about lack of
respect or' the law, and said that it 'might be -eas9 to say that

8
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"I don't hive to live'up to'Ithe law," but that levity would diS4p-
pearin the face of an actual injunction. Leskera urged'unanimity
upon the Board, saying that would be important to show the court\
that the Board was united.

But the Board was not united. Following a reading of the
resolution moving initiation of a suit against the C.E.A. officers,
the C.E.A. itself, "and any or all others, actin(g with them," a
roll call vote yielded four Ayes and two Nays.

Note--A fundamental precept of the liteyature on teacher-
board bargaining is that the board must maintain a united'
frOnt. However the literature Says' rrttle about the sig-

... nificance of board unity concerning court action. Offi-
cially, a board speaks with but one voice, and hence it
shOUld not matter, legally, that there are dissenting
voices. But the courts, as institutions, are particularly
sensitive to matters of unanimity and dissent, and it would
be surprisii indeed if a court was unaffected by dissension
among .plaintiffs (or defendants). Unfortunately, we have
no evidence-on this point from CollinAville. But there
are several indications that the Board also was divided
on the contract issues. Evidently some members were willing
to go further than others in meeting the teachers' demands:
If the judge knew tilts, (and he surely would have been told
by one attorney or the other), 'he knew he was confronted
by a divided plaintiff party and by defendants who were
displaying considerable solidarity. Under those 'circum-
stances, assuming judicial neutrality on the contractual,

'so issue's in dispute, a very simple political calculation would
fhdicate that the teachers expected an eventual lireakthrough

-.Ain negotiations. Indeed, the teachers were taking care to
point, out that "some progress" was being made.at negotiation
sessions. Thus, okf the court used something akin to a
"cal &ulus of consent" it would have ,amicipated teasper
defiance of an injunction which would deprive them of the
negotiation breakthrough which they anticipated. Thus,
it would have made political sense for the court to press.'
negotiations and to delay enforcement of an injunction in
order to reduce the probability of having to address the
contempt issue.,

There remains the question cif why the Board divided
on the decision to go to court. Available,eviderice points
toward a variety of non-exclusive explanatifins. One em-
phasizes the personal backgrounds of Board members. One
of the "Nay":votes was a teacher (in another district);

the second was a labor unidn official. The use of a labor
injunction could hardly have been palatable to these indi-
viduals. In addition sentiment may have been divided about
the efficacy of seeking court relief. In the 1976 strike
it had appeared that the court might not be too'helpful,
and therelwas the'distressing experience of nearby Cahokia,
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where contempt proceedbags.recently had produced parent
demonstrit4ons against the Board. There was another matter,
sugg,sted to us by a district administrator: it might be
mote profitable to take a ,strike thin to seek to iFeak it.
Surely thii proposition could have divided the Board.
Finally, there were.the negotiations themselves: which oc- '

casionally diSplayed some progreds. As Board President
Jenkinsiremary.ed after thg August 28 meeting, the Boale
would delay /toiling court ,papers "if we're making progfess.

None of us really wants to use ie(St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
August 28, 1978). The impression of a "reluctAnt.plaintiff"
is inescapable. Would a court be inspired to move swiftly
and decisively in favor oesuch a plaintiff? ,Probabl/ not.

The Board had one more chore to attak4 to. 'Would Coach Fletcher
be re- appointed? An executive session was held, and tee crowd
waited in anticipation. Finally a'spokes*erson emerged. ,The Board
was not united in its view', and so no action would be taken-. That

decision surely cost the Board some of the community support it
would need in the midst of-a teacher Strike.

Note--Here the matter of "contextuality" is particularly
apparent. 'Public relations efforts.by school boards pliy
a key role in the outcome of many strikes. In nearby
Hazelwood, for example, Boaid success in,Jholding out
against teacher demands-appears to have been,attrihntable,
at some measure, to the Board's public relations efforts.
(Colton, 1980b). But Collinsville; which had to address
the s ensitive Fletcher issue at the same time as it ad-
dressed the t'scher strike, .lost ground with some segments
of the.cotmunity just as the' strike began. While it is
impossible to disentangle the interactionwhetween.the
Fletcher issue and-the stri
'Collinsyille Board did not,
and that it yielded substat
order ,to end the strike.

e, it is noteworthy that the
joy Major community support,

Jelly sp disputed issues in
4

...-

Getting to Court: August 28-31

Evidently the negotiating session following the August 8 Board
meeting made some progress, for anoter session was scheduled,for
the next night. No request for injunctive relief was filed on Tues-
day,.Augudt 29. However, the Tuesday evening negotiation session
Appears-to have been unproductive. Spokespersons for both -sides

took hardline positions following the meeting. The Board reiterated
its contention that it had no further money to offer, that the

. teachers' were unyielding in their demands, and that teachers who
reported for work would be paid (and, implicitly, those on strike
would have their pay docked). Thus, said the Boatd, it would go to
court. For their part, the teachers indicatit that the Board would
have to boost its offer considerably and that the teachers would

10r
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.chAly, consider what to do in the event that an injunction issued.

. No talks were scheduled for Wednesday.

.

Shortly after noon the Board's papers were filed/ and a hearing
was set for Friday at 1:00 P.M. Another long negotiating session
was held on Thursday; teachers reported that some progress had been
made. But again.there was no settlement. Thus on Friday, the fj.fth
day of the strike, the parties and their attorneys finally had their
day in court.

NoteHistorically, partof the reason for manag ement's
success in using labor injunctions has been the capayity
to act swiftly and without prior notice. But in Collins-

the str e was five days old before an injunction
was issued. y? A previous Note indicated that the
Bbard's,own nthusiasm foe injunctive relief was limited,
and, that probably contributed to a delay in the'final
decision to file papers. In addition the negotiation

:sessions were producing tantalizing signs of progress- -
not enough to achieve settletent,s but' just enough to sug-

t_ gest that an absolute impasse had not been reached. Some
staff members believed thopBoard members felt that.a.few
days without pay would add to the pressure on teachers.
But delay is a mixed blessing. In an effectively-led
teacher groUi7-teiey can increase the members'.determina-
tion to get some sort of satisfactorysettlement for their
troubles. Further,' a new settlement issue. is introduced
by delay -- make -up days. Teachers also could use delay to
try to mobilize community sentiment against`the Board.

There was, in additiori, a two-day delay caused by
court procedures. Ex parte injunctions. rarely are issued
in Illinois. Although the Complaint, prepared by attorney
Leskera requested ex panes relief, his informal ihquiries
had, by August 28, persuaded him that such relief would
not be granted. Notice would be required. Moreover the
teachers,' attorney had taken the precaution of informing
the Board's attorney of his office and home phohe numbers,
sd that there could be no basis for,holding a hearing
witho,ut notice.

I
N Whatever the cause=-a hope that negotiations might

yield settlement, a desire to avoid litigation, notice
requirements--it is clear that delay grea'ly weakened the

6 traditional bases for the effectiveness of labor injunctions.
Surprise and-precise timing permitted classic laboiinjunc-,
tiOns to disrupt strike planning at critical moments, and
thereby disrupt strikes themselves. However in Collinsville,
by the time the injUnction reqpest was heard-in court, the
strike was a week old, and the\task of the court was to
restore the pre-strike conditions, i.e: to change conditions,
rather ehan to preserve conditions.

4
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'The Issues Before tie Court: August 30 September 1

. -

In its Compla4t-theColliasviilc Board nAined as defendants
the Collinsville Education Association and six individuals--the'
C.E.A: President and tivCmembers of the negotiating teal. These
pix, saiethe CoMplaint, adequately represented the teachers whose
actions were to be enjoined. The text of the Complaint went further: -

it "joined'ai4a'rties defendant hereto" (COmplaint, Collinsville, 1978)
all thememberi of the C.E,A. and'persaas acting in concert with1 'them. The language wenton to indicate that a class action was '
being undertaken by the Board. Subsequently, as we shall see, the
class action approach Coneributed to a delay in proceedings.

The actions complained of were Ote'straightforward: the

teachers were-unlawfully striking Ind picketing instead of reporting
. to teach on properly scheduled school days. Consequently the educa-
tionof pupils had been "interrupted, impeded and interfered with"
( he language of Redding), and students and taxpayers were beilig
it eparably harmed:

...(A)s a direct consequence of defendants' actions...
the students of the school digtrict are experiencing
irreparable harm in that they are being denied the educa-
tional opportunities guaranteed' by the,Gonstitution'to .

all 'children of the State of Illinois. , Futhermore the
taxpayers 'of the schoolftdistrit are experiencing irrepa-
cable term in that the district is losing substantial
sums in State Aid which the district would otherwise
receive...(Complaint for Injunction, 'Cbllinsvilie,
August,30, 1978).

Nothihg further was alieged about'irreparable harm, and there were
no accompany Ong affidavits or exhibits amOportfng the allegation.

Not everyone shared the view aet forth in the Complaint. The

'day before the court hearing the Collinsville Herald editorially,
criticized both parties for ;airing to reach a'setilement. Howev3r

the strike was hardly a disaster:

School openihg isn't in the same class as police or fire
protection,' er,.sewer or power service, or even tele-

phones. -If

Amp
Moor doesn't open, Junior stays home. -That's

just the same as it was in Jul/c. There is a certain "punt
of inconvenien92 to the public4indtlie child is deprived
of some educliion. Perhaps deferred would be a better way -'

to, describe itt. Still, it ian't a health or safety emer-
gency. The townwill go on (Collinsville Herald, August 31,

( The Herald also thought that the financial harm was not too great.
Under recently adopted rules for -calculating-the,srate aid apportion-
ment, St app red that the district would realize a net gain of about
$7p'for ea day not, made up. Board President Tom Jenkins apparently
A

A

1978:2).
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shared.,that view: according' to-the. local press he indicated that
.lost days would not hurt the district very such on financial grOunds.
Such views were in marked contrast to those in the Board's -petition.

. .

In preparing his defense,- teachet attorney Robert Deffenbaugh
chose a strategy of delay.' Thus virtually everything in the Board's
complaint was challenged. In addition topsetting forth allegations
of technical defects ip the Complaint (e.g. improper service,
improper authorization) the teachers'.Answ4r asserted that a
class action was not proper, that picketing was' al con-

stitutionally protected activity and hence not enjoipable, and that
"the Plaintiff Board has failed- td allege sufficient facts in its
Complaint to show that it will, suffer irrgparable harm ifa temporary
restraining order...is not issued" (Answer,'Collinsvil/e0 1978).

NoteThe contrast between trial 'and appellate proceedings
is ns;iceable. The reader of appellate opinions enjoys,

. the privilege of dealing with only a fpia issuesClearly
. focusea,'well-argued; and finally decided. At the4trial
court level there is great clutter and complexity. Plain-
tiffsate inclined to introduce as many arguments as pos-

"sible in favor of their position, and the defendant inter-
est is seated bymaximizing the number of allegations dis-
,puted.--In the Collinsville cape, our .untrained yes detected.
at ;east these potential issues in the pre-trial documents:

4.

1. Ven4; was the court sufficiently-unbiased,to hear
the case?

2. Notice: had the defendant received proper notice of
`"-'their status?

. ,Class Action: did the named defendants adequately
represent the group of Peopl' who actions the Board
isught to enjoin?

)
4. Authorization: was the Superintendent permitted to

file on behalf oil the-`Board?

5. Irreparable Harm: was the strike causing irreparable
. harm?

6. Damages: were there damages, and if so, what *ere they?

7. Was the C.E.A. liable for damages, if any were awarded?
A

, a. Was picketing a constitutionally protected activity?

9. Were there other legal remedies available to the Board?

c

In addition to-these matters, there were implicit issues in
the pleadings, e.g., the nature of the Constitutional guarantee

13
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' to students, awl the presence or absince of good faith
bargaining byteither party. Still other issues would,

6, be brought up orally. Would binding arbitration be accept-
able? World tke,court_order negotiations? The judge's.'
decisions to ieore,or treat such issues could--and did --
diecisiveldraffect the course of the injunction progoceeding.

.The quesp.on is: how does a judge decide?

The Hearing: September 1

; The hearing was held before Circui1t Court Judge P:J. O'Neill.
O'Neill, a former Assistant' State's Attorney, wks elected to a judgec
ship in 1977, four years after'entering the legal profession.

(

Note- -Both sides agreed that the identity of the judge was -
all-important in ad njunctionproceeding. A.representa-
tive of the distri recalled the experience of 1976:

"(T)he judge who was-involved was a judge who'd
come up from representing a number of,unions.
And it was obvious that what he intenled to do was
to stall,until (the strike) was settled. And with
that, we saw the handwriting on the wall. I sup-

pose that if (other districts) have failed to
get...the injunctive orders. it is not so much
that they.have tailed to do what they needed to .

do from the legal point. of view, but rather have
failed to get the kind of judge who'd willing to
enter the order....(The) problems that I've heard

,.about in the state where school districts have
been denied the injunction or where they've been
put off unmercifully has to do not so much with

, .the fact that the attorney for the board is not
prosecuting it diligently, but rathei the court
just won't- face to, it one reason or another.

There are so any reasons e court caA give for
putting (action) off,rthat y u could be denied
andpnjunctionorder almos er (Interview,

toard Source)

,

Evidently the teachers held a Similar vteof the impor-
tance of the judge. The teachers' attorney prepared a
Change of Venue motion and then .urged, local C.E.A. per-
sonnel to learn what they could about thejulge to whom
the case had been assigned. C.E.A% inquiries evidently
did not yield much information about Judge O'Neill and
so the Motion to Change Venue was allowed to lapse.,

The point here is that a judge apparently has a great
deal of latitude'in Illinois. With respect to labor in-
junctions, personality and philosophy and politics may be
more salientthantlaws.Litigant:s approach to the court,
and their responses to the court's ruling, ap to be 411,

heavily influenced by Oeir views of the judg

I
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) The hearing began about 1:15 P.M., and lasted for two'hours.
Deffenbaugh's primary goal was to delay court action, for it wasr
likely.that the teachers sooner or later would lbse on the main
legal issues. His goal was to buy, time which the teacheralmcould
use to negotiate a settlement. A further goal was to weaken the
expected court Order as.much as possible, and to attach to it con-
ditiops which would force resumption o negotiation. Lesker 's

/I
goal was to secure an injunction as spee ily as possible, w thout
conditions.' Thus the hearing had a some hat odd character, for the

.

attorneysseemed more interested in pur wing their own goals than
in disputing ach other's contentions. Positions were taken, but
few. issues were dire

/
ictly confronted.

.

At the inception of the hearing Ddffenbaugh'presented a Motion
to Dismiss, and then addressed the court about the issues raised
in the Motion. The class action aspect of' the case drew the most
comment. Deffenbaugh- pointed out that the number of teachers in-
volved was r large enough to justify a class action and that
individual teachers were differently situated with respect to the
strike: some were sick; some were not members of the bargaining
unit; some were tenured. In any event rank and file teachers were
not represented before the court, for he (Deffenbaug), was repre-
sentiu onlythe six named defendants and the C.E.A. as an organi-
zation. Deffentiaugh.then recited other objections to the Board's
Complaint. The:pic1;eting which the Board sought to enjoin was
constitutionally protected activity. Facts to support an allegation
of irreparable.hst; were not presented in the Complaint. There
was a remedy at, law, and 1pence injunctive relief was improper.

Finally, he said, there we Procedural issues concerning the form
of Ore Complaint.

Leskera responded briefly. The hearing, he said, (as a cour-
tesy to the teachers; the strike could haVe been enjoined ex parte

,..(a point which Deffenbaugh contested). The real matter before the
court is a simpleonh: the teachers were striking illegally.

Deffenbhugh responded by noting that it was not enough to "cut
through" by simply saying that a strike is illegal and hence en-
joinable. The plaintiff must demonstrate_.that,irreparable harm will
result if.an injunction is not issued. All that the law required,
he said, was 180 days of school; there was nothing sacred about the
Board's caleddar. It would be necessary to show that the change in
calendar created irreparable harm. Deffenbaugh then referred to a
prior ca.* "in Champaign last year" where a court had withheld
injunctiv relief becahse the Board had not shown that a.calendar
change created irreparable harm.

V

Note--Our subsequent efforts to track down
was

case bore
no fruit. Evidently no Order or Opinion was issued, ands
the case apparently occurred in a setting where there was
no newspaper' coverage. We were not able to obtain an exact
identification of the parties in .the case, or the name of

15.
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the judge involved. This is not, of course? to suggdst
.that the.case.was fictitious; we do suggest that the Legal
system, despite its deserved reputation -for easy retrieval
of court deciiions, does not always yield its secrets.
We are unable to ascertain whetherAour inabili.ti to locate
the case reflects our-limited legal research skills, or ,

the absence of a record yigch could be,preserved, or,
possibly, simple insigninEance.

Ju4ge O'Neill, unpersuaded hiiDiOfenbaugh'S arguments, denied
Oie Motion to Dismiss. The IlearingIegau. Through testimony elic-
ited from hilvitnesses, Board'attorOY Leskera developed information
necessary to sitisfy the Reddilieg St' "ard. Superintendent Renfro
stated that during the four prectai ys the district had been un-
able to offer an educational prolftim the studentS, as previously
scheduled through official adoptionldea calendar.. Moreover,-with-
out teachers the Board had no alternative way to provide education-,

.. And there was no-eVidence'that the teachers would return at any time
during the 1978-79 school year. C.E.A. Spokesperson Lynn Cicarelli
admitted that she did not intendto4resume her position until'a
settlement was reached. Other C.eE.A. defendahts called by Leskera
.testified to the same effect, and indicated their awareness that the
strike was keeping the schools dogma to children. The Assistant
Superintendent for Personnel testifiedthat the strike was adversely
affecting morale among nonprefessional workers who were made =com-
fortable by having to cross pickeOines, and whose normal routines
were being disrupted by parentscalling,to express their views and
to obtain information. The final witness was the Business Manager,
who testified that the district was Saving.to pay about $270P per

*

day to teachers who crossed the picket lines Leskera's questions

.
clearly were tailored to elicit testimony pertinent to the Redding

.

decision. .
, T, .

During cross-examination beffenbaugh repeatedly challenged the
Board's basis -for claiming irreparable harm.t The Superintendent ac-
knowledged -that during the previous'year the, school calendar had

been affected by school closings on.11 "snow days." Such days

were not counted in computing state aid. The Superintendent also
acknowledged that dismissal notices.,had not been sent to teachers- -
a point whose significance did, not, become appareht until later when I
Deffenbaugh suggested to the court that-the Board could' have operated
dchools by, hiring some)ofthe20,000-surplua teachers in Illinois.
Under cross-examination foard witnesses also acknowledged that some
of the people being paid during th strike were If-month employees
who would be paid under any-circ tances. Moreover the decision
to pay teachers who crossed'the:pic_et lines was made voluntarily
bythe.Boerd (and, hence,,' implicitly not the fault of the striking
teachers); in any case the workingAteachers were performing useful

_(work during the days of the strike.' 'As to the "morale" problem
cited bytbe,Assistant Superintendent, Deffenbaugh demanded specific
names and events--which were not, forthcoming. Finally, waxing eloquent,
Deffenbaugh asked whether the. callers who were disrupting the switch-

ti
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boaids were not exercisingtheir Constitutionally protected rights
to free speech? At this the Board's attorney laughed outright, and
the court, cut the line of questions off.

. .

When the test'mony ended, Deffenbaughrenewed his request to
dismiss the case. There was,'he 'said, "not one scintilla of evidence"
of irreparable harm. Maybe, he said, there would be harm later if
the'dist.rict's capacity to complete the school year was jeopardized.
And there was no evidence that the texpayers'money was being lost.

. Leskera responded that the community was not receiving the public
education to which it was entitled, and that failure to enjoin the
strike could fallow the entire year to go by without schooling.
Deffenbaugh seized upon this, saying that Leskera, was admitting that
the irreparable harm was in the future; injunctive relief 'was not .

warranted until there was actual harm, According to Deffenbaugh.
Leskera responded by reiterating that the essential fact was perfectly
obvious: there was'an illegal strike. The court briefly reviewed
the pleadings, and then agail denied Deffenbaugh's Motion to-Dismiss.

A his cloiing argument, Deffenbaugh reiterated,his assertion
that a class action was not warranted, and he reminded the court'that
it had the power toimpose conditions On an injunction,.if granted.
Other courts in Illinois, said Deffenbaugh, had lent their good
Arffices to_pettlement efforts, trying to fill the void left by legis-
lative ingEtion. The court then asked Leskera for his views on (a)
attaching conditions to an order, and (b) maintaining the suit as a
clasi action. Leskera said that the conditions were not needed, and
that has willing to proceed against the named defendants only, with-
out joining rank and file C.E.A. members. The court then recessed,
two hours'after the proceedings began.

The Court's Order: September 1

Twenty_minutes laterJudge O'Neill emerged from his chailbers.
to announce his decision. He stated that the strike was unlawful and
that the plaintiff was suffering irreparable harm in that it was .

finable to operate the school district and the children were being`,
deprived of rights guaranteed by the Constitution. Further, the
plaintiff had no adequate remedy at law. He 'then announced a three-
part ,Order,. First, the defendants\were directed to return to work .

on Tuesday, following the three7day Labor Day' weekend. Second,
there was to be no picketing fetm 20 minutes before the opining of,
aphool Otil 20 minutes after closing. Third, citing th?ola. equity

. maxim that "he who seeks equity must do equity" the judge ordered
the parties td "continue to negotiate- in'good faithfor not less
than five hours per daY." Attorneys for the two Ofties were to re-
port back to the judge on 'Tuesday about the progress of the negotia-
tions. Implicit in e Order was another decision of the court:
only the named def- ants were enjoined, i.e., the class Action issue
was left unresolved.
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"Not baa, not bad at all," was Deffenbaugh's reaction. While
he had lost on the main point--issuance of the back to.work Order--
healed won some others. The class action was dropped. ,Hence, for
the time being at leastrank end file C.E.A., members appeared to
be beyond the court's -re h. Moreover, and of particulg signifi-
cance, the Board had beeTordered to engage in daily negotiations.

E

And picketing could continue, albeit in a cirCUmscribed manner.

s.;

/ Board attorney leskera also expressed some satisfaction. In

essence, the hearing and the Order convinced him that the court was*
prepared to "uphold the lawl,(Interview, Board Source).. In contrast
to the 1976 experience, where it appeaTe4 that the court wouldidoto
act with alacrity, this court had doneso. 'That was a victory. Oft

the other hand, the order to negotiate was disappointing. The Board
already bad done a great deal of negotiating, and the point of further
negotiations was not apparent. Nonetheless, Leskera encquraged the
Board to comply with that part of the Order, maintaining that the
negotiations were a test which the Board must pass in order to per,
suade the judge that the'only way to reopen schools was to enforce
the injunction (Interview, Board Source).

Note--In retjospect, it appears that the court weakened
the position of the Board. The fact that rank and file
teachers were not enjoined and'the fact that the negotia --
tions were ordered to continue, probibly.were not in keep-
ing with the Board's hopes,when it went to court. Indeed,
at the August 28 meeting one Board member had specifically
inquired'about the'possibility of court-ordered negotia-
tions, and hid been advised that such negotiations were

. outside Ihe court's purview.

the Boaril's setback on the class action ssue weir
based on legal technicalities. A formal c ss action,
if pursued in strict adherence to class action procedure,
is a cumbersome affaii. Attorney Leskera apparently ,

elected to take a simpler route, merely asserting a class
action and hoping that he might prevail, rather than pur-
suing the alternatives of (a) following strict class ac-
tion procedures, or (b) naming each teacher. as a defendant.'
Either would' have. taken a great deal of time. Later, if
necessary, the Oycler could be amended. But the effect
of the strategy was further'delay. Rank and file teachers
would not be named as defendants until the following
Wednesdk-midway through the second week of the strike..

Leskera's apparent failure to anticipate the order
to negotiate is somewhat surprising. Other Illinois
courts, in similar circumstances, had intervened on behalf
Of negotiations. posaibly Leskera underestimated the
extent to which the court might go beyond "applying the
law" in order to maintain some degree of fairness. He
may have underestiMated'the significance of Deffenbaugh's

' ;
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f plea to the court to impose conditions upon the plaintiff,
or the significance of reports that negotiations were
"making progress.". There was', moreover, a clear record
that the Board had been negotiating. Indeed, there had
been a. long session on the eve of the court hearing% Pv-
haps that was the'crucial point: the Board's case could
4not establish that an absolute impasse had been reached.
On practical grounds, it was not apparedt to the colt
th4, injunctive relief was the Board's only recourse. In

-other states, where,procedurea for establishing that
impasse exists are clearly set forth in statutes, it
might have been easier for the Board to avoid creating
the impression that negotiations still might work.

Court - Ordered Negotiations: September 1 - 4
(

The court-ordered five7hours-per-day negotiations did not pro ed
very well during the long Labor Day weekend, according to phe lawyers'
reports t the court on Tuesday morning, September Attorney
Leakera ieported very briefly. .Despite the fact rht Board members
were Unpaid publiclofficials, he said, they,met for 19 hears with
the teaChers durileg the.wgekend. ("Met" is a figure of spee h here;
the sesa6ns were mediaccia,eild face-to-face sessions occurre only
briefly.) Positions had chatgipl, but agreement was not reach
Leskera told the court that he was iute.that the court's Order had
beenell-intentioned, but it had been interpreted by the teachers
as a "lack of resolve to enforce the law," It was. tine to act against
the teachers.

Deffenbaugh,_reTlrting from noteslhanded him by a teacher, re-
port&I much more lengthily. "It's time," he said, "to make the court
aware of what's happening." The Board's last offer was only $55.20
per teacher. One Board member showed up with beer, and proceeded to
drink it during the sessions. The Friday session included,. said
Deffenbaugh, a three-hour supper break which the,Board took immerfli-
ately after receiving` a teacher counter-dPoposal., Thus there held

low not been five hours of negotiating, and the teachirs felt that the
Board was in contempt. At the Saturday session, said Deffenbiugh,

.

the Board insisted it would cut back the school year, rather than
schedule make-up' days., Deffenbaugh reported that one Board member had
said ttaat."the judge ought to settle it, and the Board would resign."
Money s available'said Deffenbaugh; the Board appeared to be trans-
ferring funds among its accounts. Another Board member was re-ported

rio have said that "I can think of better things to do than be here
negotiating." One days the Business Manager failed to show up, and
'so there was,difficulty resolving a disputed figure in the budget.
In short, said Deffenbaugh, the Board simply refused to negotiate
in good faith, as ordered hythe court. Perhaps binding arbitration
should be ordered.
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Ledicera responditd.that he could not speak for the Board with
respect to binding, arbitration. ,Butthat was not the issue. The
teachers were not at.Oprk andithe.schools were closed. ,Collinsville
was a,!Theleagured'disrict" for -tag referen4a had tw!ce failed in-
recent 'months, and thirBoard, would not be- representing the community
if it yielded-to the teachers.

gate-=The court s uTder to engage in daily.iegotiat,ions

appqars to have rested Upon a misapprehension of the bai--
gaining procesein echtols. During the long Labor Day
weekencf,neither party was experiencing the pressures whi

t

would be reguired to break through the apparent stalemate
in negotiations.. Oo the teachers' side, no paydays were

.

I lost during the weekend, and compliance with the back-to-
work Order would not be an issue until Tuesday. Ptrhaps
it would moteven be an issue then;.if the Order applied
only to the six named defendants. And the,six n4med de-
fendants were committed to achieving aoatisfacsettle-...
ment so long as the teachers backed them. On the'Bdard
side; the pressures remained stable too. Children weee-
out_of school anyway, and so parental pressure was not
sexeie. To the Board, ,the negotiations were personally
inconvenient. One of the members remarked, Oi-obably
accurately, that the sessions on Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday were a waste of time. In a fundamentals se, the
court:ordered negotiations 'were_ premature. How et' in

view of the court's lack of familiarity with th pecu-
liarities of 'teacher -board bargaining,there pr bably

/

would have been nq way for the court to know thi .

This is flat to say that the negotiations were a
total failure. The gap bqween the teachers' demands
and_the Board's offer was slightly narrowed during the
negotiation sessions.. In this respect, the,court's
Order produced progress. But the pfogress'was very
limited. There was, in short, compliance (to a degree)
and progress (to a degree). But there was no settle-,
ment.

Evasion and Delay: September 4_- 6

/-06 Monday evening, following a long negotiating session,
Collinsville teathers met toheai.a progress report and to determine
their next action. They were not asked to vote on whether they would
return to work, or whether the court's Order would be obeyed. In

stead they simply voted to accept or reject the Board'sIldst tffer.
On the advice of Attorney ileffentiaugh, the teachers voted as.indi-
viduals, rather than as members of the C.1,411. Thus many non-members
also voted. The procedure evidently was designed to circdmyent the
broadest interpretation of the court's Order of September lk the
general opinion among teachers was that the Orderdid not apply to ,
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them; it applied only to tliF six named defendants. The local press
voiced its editorial disapproval of "their lawyer's cute trick of -, -

having em disband their meeting and vote as individuals" but'.h
,eviden l the tactic worked, for the teachers voted overwelming

a

lx ,

to reject 'the Board's last offer.

The ,court `f on Tuesday morning included more than
repAt on weekend negotiations. Procedu ;al matters also were in
dispute' Leskera asked Se court to direct Deffenbaugh torpiodtice "sa

a list of C.E.A. members, that they too might be-ntped as defendants.,
Deffenbaugh replied that the Board had access to the payroLldeduc-
tion list, and should use that if it wanted to name indiVidfal

f

fendants. Leskera aid the list was not up todete. Finally Judge
O'Neill ordered De augh to provide the list by noon chat day.
Leskera then had a further request: he wanted" thecourt'fo set

. date-for a show cause hearing based qn the failure of the six named
defendants to.,report for work that mornings ,Deffenbaugh noted net .

therp was, at that moment, no evidence that the six 'in' fact were )

not let their buildings. Acting on Leskera's request,,zhe hearing
was continued until the next day. Deffenbaugh than had a request:
woad the court comment on binding arbitration? It would not, but
Judge O'Neill asked Leskera to ascertain the Board's position.

.;

IP
" At the Wednesday hearing things went somewhat better for the
Board: An ammended Order'was issued. _Appended to it was a list
of C.E.A. me erS, who now clearly!became defendants. ,The amended
Order also dro ed all reference to negotiations,. althqugh Judge

I O'Neill, from t_e bench orally expressed the hope that they would
.-. 'continue. In 'addition' the Judge orally admonished the teachers

about compliance with his Order. If they did not like-the law, `there
.*Ik, were procedures for, seeking chhnge in it, but defiance of acourt

order could lead to contempt progeedings. .The teachers were to ,

report for work the next day,(Thursday).

On anotherpoint, howevet, the. facedBoard again was facewith-delay.
Contrary t-6 the expectations of Attorney Leskera,.the September 6
court sessiondid not result in a decisi on his motion.to find

)

that the six' initially -gamed defendants re in contempt by virtue
of ,their failure to report for work. D ffenbaugh argued that he

contempt charge'was criminal in nature and that ,upreme Court,rulings
required that. defendants in criminal proceedings have five days in
which to prepare 'their defense. Judge O'Nelik, after some consid-
etetion,

I
agreed. Tuesday, September 12, was set as the date for

a hearing on the contempt 'charges against the initial six defendantsLY-r
and against others who might not comply withe ame&ded Order of
'September 6. tin the midst of these proceedings C.E.A. Spokesperson
Lynn Cicarel very nearly committed direct contempt--which is pun-
ishab0 on spot--through her candid responses to Leskera's
questfons about her position vis-a-vii-the court's Order; Cicarelli
was rescued through the intervention of Attorney Deffenbaugh (Inter-
views, Board and acher Sources).

a
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NOte--AgaIn thee* was delay. The class action issue had
effectively insulated rank and tile .C.E.A. members from'
the court's reach until Wednesday afternoon, September 6,
when teachers could be served with copies of the Order.
Contempt Orateedings,against the original six defendants
had been put off until September 12:tk thus while it was
clear that thp teachers were losing ground., they were
losing it very slowly. Moreover, they simultaneously were
gaining ground in the negotiation sessions. At the nego-
tiation session on Wednesday evening (September 6), the
'Board raised its financial package offer to $357,000-up
50% ft am the $229,000 it had offered at the inception of
tile strike.

Toward Contempt:. September 7

The Board af Education announced that it plannAed-4; open schOols
;1/4 with a shortened-session on Thursday, September 7--the day the teachers

had been ordered to report to wotk. The teachers indicated their
response at an early morning-meeting. By a 10-1 margin they 1A%ed
to continud.their strike. Picketing continued--now carried out by
teachers who were not-C.E1,. members and hence presumably ndtbound
by the injunction. Leskera filed a motion asking the court to hold
ttte striking teachers dtt contempt.

NOte-2Utility theory seems directly applicable herd.
Utility theory suggests that compliance with a 'court di-
rective is influenced by the balance of positive and nega-
tide-gratifications perceivd_by the target of the court's
order (Brown and Stover, 1977). Some of the.factors
affecting that balance can be identified. First, it was
clear that negotiations were progressing in favor ef the'
teachers; continuing the strike therefori offered the
promise of a more favt.sfble settlement.' Second, teacher
solidarity remained high. Utility theorists suggest that
compliance is related to the side the'non-complying
group: the larger the group, the less the probability of
sanctions. Given,that the teachers were unified, it was
reasonable for them to believe that the, Board would have
a difficult time in apAY'ing sanctions to everyone (Brown
and Stover, 1977:470). Third, utility theory also-lug-
tests that non-compliance is more likely if the number of
possible plaintiffs (against the non-compliers)is kept
small. Here some previous litigation in Illinois may
have been important. In Allen v. Maurer, 81 LRRM 2237
(1972, Ill. App. 4th), the Supreme Court gad ruled that
parents may not initiate injunction action against striking
teachers. Thus the only likely party to'prosetute teachert
was the School Board. And its lack of enthusiasm for .

such prosecution already was apparent. Indeed; a Friday
newspaper story indicated that Board attorney Leskera had
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said that the Board's main goal was toillet the teachers
back to school, not to prosecute themqdr contempt.

Whilethe court's Order did not produce compliance,
it may still have had effects in the intended direction.
It probably increased the pressures on the C.E.A. nego-
tiating team, which would be imperiled if no settlement
was reached by the date scheduled for hearing contempt
motions (September 12). Show cause papers served on rank
aid file tegtheri on Friday--the day after they fafled to
report for work as ordered by the court -- Undoubtedly in-.
creased the pressure on the negotiating team.

t

Settlement: September 8 - 9 ) ,

On Friday afternoon the Collinsville Chamber of Commerce voted
to endorse a plan of action. It wanted the schools open. To that
end, the plan proposed to reopen schools on Monday, to seek dismissal
5f the contempt petition and to continue negotiations for two more
weeks, at which point binding arbitration would be invoked.

A marathon negotiating session began Friday evening. Eighteen
hours later settlement was announced. ,The final financial package

ted to $397,000--roughly $1000 per teacher,- or 7% better than
an 1977-78 salaries. Thus the strike brought the teachers $170,000

pore than the Board offered at the beginning of the strike. The
Board obtained a two-year contract, with 'a second -yea; financial
package valued at $551,000. The teachers would-Oeke up seven of A

the nine strike days, but they would have to give up two4personal
. ,

leave days.

Aftermath

On September 11 Attorney Leskera informed the court that contempt
proceedings were not needed, inasmuch as school had resumed. Eowever.
since the contempt was against the court, the Board would%like to
ialow the court's views. Judge O'Neill already had discussed the matter
with the chief'judge. They agreed that there was no need to press
the contempt proceedings (Interview, Board Source).

Soon after the strike the Collinsville
of
Herald had some editorial

observations and advice. The Board, said the Herald, "ought- to be
more realistic in its offers." Further, the ;toard "ought to give
thought to its style in dealing with teachers... When the board goes
to dinner 'for three hours, leaving the teacher team waiting, it's a,
graceless lack of respect that retards a meetin of minds." The
teachers also were advised tb "be more reali It's silly to,waste
time'talking about 27 percent increases." Fur , "teachers ought
to 4uit,talking about increments in the existing salary schedule as
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if they were nat awaney....Board members' hackles raise when teachers
try to say increments aren4-raises. That doesn't help negotiations"
(Collinsville Herald, eptember 11, 1938)% ..s

However-the Herald's strongest criticisM,wes levelled against
parents.

I

If the parents were doing their job, teachers wouldn't be

1:

defyin injunetions,.in our opinion...If the students were
courteo , respectful, diligent, easily directed,coopera-
tive, t relatiNglydow'salaries would be easier to swal-
low...One reason teachers picket for more money, is that
they want combat pay to face some of the drug-popping
beer-swilling, vulgar louts who,show up to disrupt` classes.
The lack of help from the 'home produces a frustrated pro-
fession...If parents,did their job, schools would run
moother. Teaching would be easier. Happy teachers would

be less disposed to flout the court.

But it was a vicious circle, said the Herald. The strike "can be

calculated to make teaching even more difficult...Today's kids, by
all reports and by personal observation, are hard to handle, out of
control" (Collinsville Herald, September 18, 1978),.

The words were prophetic. On September 28-Collymville students
staged a strike of their own.' Their walk-out was prompted by a
School Board plan itO schedule seven make-dp days during the Christ-
mas and Easter vacation periods. Carryingisigns saying "Teachers
Do' It--Students,Can Too," the students deanded restoration of
their holidays.

At a heawily-attended Board meeting on October-2, the Board
reconsidered. ALleporter wrote that

students and parents maintainedCthat.the students had as
much right to strike as teachers had to violate.a court
injunction to return to work. They also said students
should not be penalized tbr striking bOcause the teachers
were not. (Superintendent) Renfro and (Attorney) Leskera
again said that the hundreds of students who did not attend
clatses Friday and Monday. would be considered truant and
that regular board policies would apply.

..
The board may have difficulty enforcing rigid penalties
against the bulk of striking students because many parents/
indicated strong support for their children's actions (Metro ,
East Journal, Cctober 3, 1978).

The Board, again embattled, again was divided. Lending her vocal

support to the cause of the students and the protesting parents was
Violet Fletcher. Several Alloys earlier she had'voted against the
proposal to schedule make-up days during the vacation period. At
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the October.2 Board meeting she reminded the audiehce of what her
fellow Board membArs had '!done to my husband,';'proposed to resign

from theBoat#, and invited the other members of the Board to do
likewise. Subhequently, by a vote of 4-2, the Board voted to rein-
state the Christmai holidays* The students thereupon ended their
boycott of classes (Metro East Journal, Octdber 3, 1978).

Several weeks later a Board source reflected upon state of the
law in Illinois:

I e the view that injunctive relief is inadequate.
Some tatutpryschange has to be made, where we have a
collective bargaining law which requires some kind of
mediation or arbitratiot or something...Injlactive reliefs
is so slow, so tedious, and so much left to the discre-
Lion of the trial judge that the school board is effec-
tively without a legal remedy (Interview, Board Source)

1
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Lrhis report was pispared by David Colton, with the assistance,
of Randal Lemke. Information on events in the Collinsville "
strike was gathered fram)foFmal interviews with key actors who
must remain anonymous); casual conversations with mino ors
and observer* observation of theSchool Board meeting of Augnst 28,
1978; observations of courtroom *oceedidgs on Septembet 1, and
September 5, 1978; analysisrof the court file developed during
the injunction proceedings; and reports by the St: Louis Post-
Dispatch, St. Louis Globe Democrat, Collinsville Herald, and
Mepo-East Journal. Information on the Illinois context was
provi4ed through interviews with officials in the Illinois
. Assoc/AU= Of School Boards and the Illinois Education,Associa-
tion as well ai"fram publishedaourcas. In the text of this re-
port direct quotations are idenNlied'by source, except that inter-
viewees will be identified only as "Board Source" or "Teacher
Source." Where citations are not provided, the reader may assume
that the source is found among those listed above. Any reader
seeking specific documentation (except for interview sources)
is invited to contact the principal auth r.

C

2Throughout this report "Note" s ons--akin eo the "interpretive
asides" used by ethnographers--ref ect analytical and conceptual
ideas spawned by thelevents being tudied. "Note" materials
subsequently are utilized in a summary report drawing upon the
materials developed in the several field studies conducted within
the overall research project.
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TWO ipsouRI STRIKES:. HAZELWOOD AND ST. LOUIS1

Two ofAiissouri's largest school districts -(Hazelwood, 22,000
students and St. Louis, 72,000 students) experienced tencher stfikes
in the springof 1979. In both strikes the School boards sought
injunctive relief, albeit in quite different fashion. As the follow-
ing accounts will indicate, the irreparable harm standard was virtually
ignored in the labor injunction proceedings. The plaintiffs casually
alias* that irreparable harm was,caused by teacher strikes, but"no
effort was made_to specifY,the nature of the harm in complaints,-sup-
porting affadavits, or testimony during hearings. Thus the strikes
tell us little about the principal concern' of this studythe courts'
use of the irreparable hararstandard. However the strikes are very
instructive on other grounds. BOth strikes, and.accompanying court
actions, clearly revealed the difficulties which may accompany school
board efforti to use labor injunctions to,end strikes.

In the following account the Hazelwood and St. Louis strikes are
described separately.. An introduipory section discusses the legal
setting in which both strikesiocGm0fed. 40

Nb1,4

THE LEGAL SETTING
0-4

Although. the Missouri Constitution (Article I, Section 29) of 1945
gives employees the rightto organize and to engage in collective bar-
gaining, the Missouri Supreme Court has held ;hit the Constitutional
right does sot extend to public loyeis (City of Springfield v. 'Clouse,
206 d 539, Mo. Sup. Ct., 1947). In 1965 the legislature altered the
situati somewhat by adopting a b 1 which permitted most public
employees to form labor prganizati9ns and to "meet and confer" with ,

employees.' Strikes were expressly prohibited (Rev. Stat. Mo. 105.500-
.530). Teachers were specifically excluded from coverage under the
1965 statute. Subsequent efforts to adopt'a _statute foil teachers have
foundered --a result largely attributable to the fragmentation of polit-
ical power among the American Federation of Teachers (with strongholds
in the state's two largest districts), the Missouri-NEA, which'is
strongest in suburban St. Louis and Kansas City, the Missouri State
Teachers Association, which is rural in orientation, and the Missouri
School Boards Association which regularly opposes all forma of collective
bargaining legislation. However the absence of collective bargaining
authorization for teachersis not indicative of a strong anti-labor
climate in Missouri. Pro-labor sentiment is strong, as witnessed by the
overwhelming defeat suffered by "right-to-work" backers in a 1978 refer-
endum. .

The absence of legislation has not stopped teachers' efforts to act
collectively. A variety of de facto bargaining Arrangements has been
made. In the late 1960s these often were reflected in board "policy

8. statements" which recognized a teacher organization for purposes of "dis-
cussing" salaries and other matters, which committed the board to engage'
in discussions, which often included non-binding fact-finding procedures

1
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to be utilizeci'in the giant of teacher-board disagreeMfint, and Which'

always provided thatthe board retained its ultimate power of determi-
nation (Dial, 1967). Opinions lssued by Democratic Attorneys General
in the late 1960's appeared to validate these arrangements (see Opinion
No. 373, October 17, 1967). HoWever in 1910 such arrangements appar:-
ently were7irrvalidated by a'Republican Attorney General's Opinion
(Opinion No. 57, June 1, 19:), The Opinion indicated that school ''

-boards had no authority tir ter into agreements which obliged the
boaid to engage'inprofessional negotiations, even if the result of
suchonekotiationi was not binding upon the board. Then in 1974 the
AttOrney General's Opinion was superceded by a Supreme- Court holding
which found that board agfeement to engage in discussions was not

so
unlawful, so ong as the agreement did not bind the b9ard to accept

.the outcome-7
of he discussions.. (Peters v. Board of Education, 506

SW2d 429I Mo. S . CV., 1974:) (Soon thereafter, in a case involving
the Haze rod district a lower court judge characterized the decision

Las
giVing teachers the power of a "toothless tiger" The decision is

L discussed below, in the section on the 1979 Hazelwood strike.) Even
this modist grant of power to teachers was somewhat attenuated by a '

decision in 1976,.wherein the Missouri Supreme Co_iirt held that any
agreement reached under the duress of a teacher strike was void (St.
Louis Teachers Association v. 'Board of Education, 544 SW2d 573, Mo.
Sup. Ct., 1976). lik

.

.

"
.

Mpsoulli teac rs' uest foSrepresentation rights, for bargaining
'1

rights,, and for improved'salaries and working conditions, coupled with
school board resistance:to such objectives, has resulted in more than
20 teacher strikes since 1966. Several pf thestrikes have been
simple one-day."demonstrations" staged by teacher groups. But others,
particularly in Kansas City and St. Lou have been am6ng the nation's
longest. In 1973 there was a four-week ike in St. Louis. The next
year Kansas City was hit-by ksix-week strike. Then in 1977 Kansas
City experienCed.a strike which lasted for seven weeks before it
finally wasbroken. 'the 1979 St. Louis strike (reported below) lasted
for eight weeks.

Injunctive relief is readily available to Missouri school boards
which are confronted by teacher strikes. The state's courts invari-
ably have held that teacher strikes are prohibited by coiamon law.
Thus simple proof that a strike is imminent or underway suffices to
obtain a temporary restraining order. No proof of irreparable harm is
quaquired. True, plaintiffs customarily Liege that strikes cause

'irreparable harm, but the allegation,isa mere formality:. Even the
clean hands doctrine receives short shrift in Missouri courts.

Despite the absence of legal *pediments to e issuance of
injunctive relief, the courts have not always, hi n convenient or use-

-,ending efforts. One dis ict, in an excess of

)
r ful forums for strike

'litigiousness, first secured an order irectin teacheri to return to
work (which they did), and then returned-to co rt seeking damages .

. against each teacher. But that required that the schools be closed
again so that teachers could appear in court to respond to the damage

P W.
.
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claims (St.1,ouls Post-Dispatch, August .Z8, 30, 1975). In the 1973
St. Louis strike the Board found that teachers simply Wouldnot comply
with a return-to-work order, despite' contempt charges, fines, and jail
sentences (Colton, 1977. In 19774 the Kansas City strike finally was
ended when the circuit court ordered the Board to renew'the employ-
ment of teachers dismissed during the strike (Kansas City School
District v.'Hudson, 95 LkRM 2778, 1977). The order wes subsequently
invalidated by-the Court of 'Appeals (see Kansas City School District 0
v. Clymer, 554 SW2d 483, Mo. Ct. App.',(K.C. Dist.) 1977) but 'it noriez
theless-indicates the extent to whieha trial,court.may attempt Eo
apply. its equitable powers.

Some teachers' attorneys in Missouri are not greatly troubled by
the ready availability of iajUnctive relief. Given the absence of
any statutorily-prescribed procedutes.for resolving teacher-board
dispUtes, the courts at least provide aforum where representatives
of, the two parties must meet, and there is always the possibility that
a judge can be convinced to lend the court's powers to the goal of
getting the two sides together to produce a strike-ending settlement.
Moreover, to-the extent that injunction proceedings can be protracted

the courts provide settings which attract newspaper coverage of the .

teachers' view of events. Martyrs can 51 created in such settings,
and martyrs often serve both to rally the striking teachers and to
mobilize public opinion liparticularly in labor-oriented communities).
Elements of these aspect-I, of labor injunctions will become apparent in
the'subsequent accounts of strikes in :Hazelwood and St. Louis. CHow-
ever, as noted previously, the accounts will)mrovide little carifica-
tion of the courts' use of the irreparable harm standard.

HA2ELWOOD2.

On April 1, 1979, Hazelwood's 1,100 teachers initiated. a strike
that was to last-two weeks. The stakes were both procedural and
substantive. At the procedural level, the Hazelwood Classrobm Teachers.

(Association was determined to assure that 1.979-80 teachers' contracq
would be determined bilateTally rather than through some sort of takes-
it-or-leave-it School Board decision. The School Board had no such
commitment; indeed it had been resisting negotiations for years.
Substantively, the main issues involved teacher salaries and benefits
for the 1979-80 school year. The Board was determined to hold the
line on salary increases and it wanted to rescind certain benefits;
teachers were determined to preserye existing benefits and to achieve
a salary increase which acknowledged the effects of inflation.

4.

-Pram the beginning of the strike it was apparent that both sides
were well-organized and deeply enrrenc.ked. The Board adopted a hard--
line position involving court action, threats of mass teacher dismis-
sals, a strike-breaking plan, direct appeals to individual teachers
and to the media (bY-paising the teachers' negotiators), issuance'of
a :'final" offer early in the strike, and a refusal to resume discus-
sions before teachers returned to work. The Hazelwood Classroom

3
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Teachers' Association (H.C.i4.), which had'prepared itself well for a
strike, took an equflly hard-line position. There would be no return
to work without a resumption of negotiations, teacher dismissals would
be met by prolonged litigation;.and a court ordef would be resisted.

14itn

.

r =. The' stalemate was broken on April 12 when, after some elaborate
euvers'in courthouse chamber, a judge issued a temporary injunc-

tion against the strike and then "strongly suggested" that the parties'
confer in orderto resolve their differences. The court's action had
the effect of altering the identity and roles of the main actors in

. the dispute, and within 48 hours a framework for settlement was
achieved. Thus, the significance of the,court's role in tA Hazelwood
strike stemmed not from itedisposition of the legal issues before it,
but rather from its role'as catalyst within a stalemate.

4

The SettialF,

*Al

'Hazelwood clearly was a prime candidate for a teacher strike in
the spring of 1979. Conditianh.in the district, coupled with aggres-
sive postures on the.part of both Board members and. the teachers,
pointed toward conflict.

Conditions in the District. The Hazelwood District sprawls
across the northern portion of St. Louis County, encompassing portions
of seven municipeliti4 plgs large unincorporated areas. Past-War
.suburban migration result in stupendous population growth. School
enrollment soared. fr.. 1,413 in 1954 to 12,378 in 19645o 25,712 in
1974 (St. Louis Count Board of Education, 1955, 1965, 1975). The
district grewoccust." to the, problems of growthfrequent school
tax campaigns, overctowding, a constant search for new teachers. Late
in 1971 a study projected that enrollment would grow by another 20%
(to 30;700) by 1978, at which point it would level off (St. Louis
County Planning Commission, 1971:85). More teachers and more build-
ingsparticularly at the high school level --were required.

t dropped. By 1979 enrollmentand then
wThe planners' projIctions were inaccurate.' Enrollmen

leveled off in the mid
Enrollment

was 6,000 students below the 1971 projections. The district was faced '

with the problems of teacher layoffs and rapidly-rising costs. There
were other problems. In 1973 the U.S. Department of Justice brought
suit against the district, alleging discrimination against hlatk
applicants for teaching positionsd,Lfge in 1977 the case was settled
by an agreement. wherein the distiUt agreed to spcified black-white
hiring ratios each year through 1980-81(St. Louis Post-DApatch, /r

December 12, 1977). Meanwhile other emotion -laden litigation was
developing around issues of residential discrimination within the
districeh boundaries. School desegregation plans were cautiously
discussed. Use of the natiapal anthem at school events became an
issue. There were some higRiy-publicized incidents with unruly
students aboard school buses. While such problems were not unique
to Hazelwood, they seemed to be uncommonly frequent there, and they

4
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. must time strained the patiente of Boyd-members and teachers alike.

Teacher-Board Relations. Although Missouri statutes impose no
bargaining obligations upon school boards,.Hazelwood teachers (who
constitute the fifth-largest teaching corpt4,in Missouri) became well-

.enough organized in the 1960s to induce the 1969 School Board to adopt
a very significant policy statement which authorized bargaining-like
activities(Hezelwood School Distriet, 1969). While the policy clearly
acknowledged the Board's ultimate responsibility for determining poll- 4

cies, it also recognized that
. 1

[Ole establishment of procedures to provide an orde4ly method
for the Board a& the Association to discuss matters 'concerning
the imRrovement and development of the educational program,
salary, welfare provision, and working conditions, and'to reach
mutually satisfactory understanding on those matter)fis in the
best interests of public education.

The policy we on to recogilize the H.C.T.A. as the teachers repre-,

sentative, and outlined "discussion` procedures" to be utilized by
the Board and H.C.T.A. teams. Understandings reached by the discussion
teams were to be submitted to the H.C.T.A. membership for ratification
and then'submitted by the discussion teams .to the Board of Education
"for action " -- aq arrangement which preserved the Board's intimate

'authority. Diiigreements were.) be,regirred to three-person fact-
finding teams which would render advisory opinions. A section on
"dissuasion ethics" provided that there was to be "an atmosphere of
mutual respect and courtesy." Further,

1/4

[n]either.of the parties'Itrill take any action of condone
any action leading to the cessation or interruption of
professional services to children of the.district while
discussions, are in progress under this Board policy.

While tke 1969 policy statement--signed by both H.C.T.A. and Board
represe tives- -fell far short of a genuine collective *gaining
situation, it at least enunciated thetudiments.of a bilfteral process.
But wasthe Board bound by its own policy?

On the strength of a 1970 Attorney General Opinion that "teegher
group professional negotiations...are not legal," the Hazelwood Mand
evidently concluded that its policy was inoperative. In 1973

/ teachers threatened to strike unless the Board engaged in discussions;
discussions ensued and'a strike was averted (St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
March 164a, 22, 1973). However in 1974 whefi'an impasse over the
1974-75 salary schedule led teachers to invoke the fact- finding proce-
dure outli4ed in the 1969.1aolicy statement, the Board flatly refused.
The teachers struck. Then, citing a recent Circuit Court decision,
(Peters, 1974) superceding the Attorney General Opinion on which, the
Board had relied, the teachers sought a cburt order_ requiring the
Board to follow the fact-find l,ng,,procedure provided in the 1969 policy.
The ensuing events produced an artful and witty-display of judicial
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discration4which adds color to the generally drab and predictable
. annals of teacher strike litigation.

The teachers' petition came before Circuit Court Judge Orville
Richardson by all accounts a maverick and innovative judge. , The

H.C.T.A: had asked 'for a writ directing the Board to abide by its
1969 policy. statement. Rather than granting ehe,writ, Richardson
issued an order directing the Board,to show cause, five-days later;
why the.wril should ndt be granted. However; he'Warned the teachers,
their petition would be dismissed at the hearing if, in the meantime,
they continued their strike. The teachers therefore resumed work
and on'June 3 Judge Richardson'directed the parties to resume negotia-
tions.

But still agreement proved impossible, and the H.C.T.A. renewed
its quest for an order -directing the Board to comply with the fact-
finding procedures set forth in the 1969 agreement. On September 3,
1974, Judge Richardson issued his opinion and order. He-`found that
the 1969 agreement was binding and enforceable unless terminated by
the,use of the procedures set forth in fhe agreement itself. Further,
he found that the present stalemate warranted utilization of the fact-
finding procedures set forth in the policy. After construing the 1969
policy as a type-of "contract," .Richardson ruminated upon the teachers'
request to compel specific performance of the "contract's" provisions
concerding fact-finding. The court acknowledged that the Board's
prior reliance upon the Attorney General's Opinion was, not unreason-
able, but noted that arecent case required the Board to alter its
position: 4

(A]fter the Peters case was decide.d./..there was no legal
excuse for the Board to persist in its course of action.'
[But] it elected to adopt a negative attitude and parry
the plaintiff's thrusts. Plaintiffs luhged here and
there, wildly assaulting the circumambient air with an
illegal strike and mandamus tions. That the Board has
een successful to this datPln dodging these passes is

4more of a credit to the nimbleness and dexterity of its
counsel than to the tenability of fts legal position....
Meanwhile the community at large has been ritnessing

. the running sword-play of the parties and their attorneys.

Even. so\specific performance might not be compelled if the plaintiffs
(H.C.T.A.) had unclean hands. The court was willing to assume the
truth or near-truth of the Board's charges.against the teachers:

The Board here utters its most bitter cries: it says that
4 the teachers engaged in an illegal strike which lasted for

seven daysand disrupted the closing days Of,school in
May, 1974. That i* true. It says that the teachers were
Seeking to use that perfectly legal weapon of ordinary
labor disputes, outlawed in the teachers' hands, to cudg4I
the Board_info an uaWilling acceptance of the teachers'
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demands That,is probably true. It is then said that
H.C.T.A. is covertly 'a labor union and fomented the dtrike
for collective bargaining purposes. There is no evidence
on this record that this is true, but let us assume'it for
the moment. Defendants say that they have been beleagured
and hare-geed by excessive demands and multiple suits,
unjustly accused of bad faith, etc., etc. Partly true,
perhaps: Let ue assume that,alsoras true.

The question, said Richardson,

is'Whether such clnduct on the plaintiffs' part is so

inequitable, unfair, or-unconscionable that this court
should turn its back to both parties and remit them to
the back alleys to slug it out until one of them is
broken, defeated` and publicly humiliated.

The court acknowledged that the teachers were in a diffichlt position:
unable to strike "like ordinary mortals": "under-paid and hung up in
an eraof inflation"; subject to "insolence and even physical threat
or violence at the hands of the pupilp"; and frustrated by "two months
of non-productive jawboning with the Board." Yet, concluded the court,
"the plaintiffs stand guilty before us each 'up with dirty hdnds org

for the chalice of justice."

But that did not matter. The wrongs perpetrated by the teachers'
unclean hands said the itidge, were'inflicted upon the community, not
the Board.

4

The culpable act was a strike interrupting school
activities, Iisturbing the pupils and their parentg,
and creating consternation and alarm atifted in the
community.- The Board suffered no direct injury and
is ia no position to call upon the,court to apply the
clean hands doctrine.

And with,that remarkable observation the court came at last to its
conclusion:

H.C.T.A. and the Board have publicly jousted long
enough. It is now perfectly clear that the 1969
contract, including its fact-finding committee
procedures, is valid, binding, and egiorceable....
[The teachers] have not only a right to speak but a
tight to be heard. This may not seem much, but
their avid. persistence reminds us, that even a tooth-

. less tiger can gum you to death....(Opinion, State of
Missouri ex rel. H.C.T.A., 1974).

Teachers viewed the court's decision as a major victory. But the
victory was a short-lived one. The'H.C.T.A. -appointed fact-finder
and the Board-appointed fact - finder were unable tO agree upon a third
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fact-finder. Months of inaction followed Richardson's ruling. A
third fact-finder finally was selected in January (St. Louis Post-
Dispatch, October,4, 1974; December'13, 27, 1974; January 3, 1975).
The Februaiy report of the fact-finding body reported favorably to the
teachers on many of the disputed issues. Although the 1969 agreement

-did not obligate the Board to accept-the fact-finders', recommlendations,
several of their recommendations were adopted. However the Board,
claiming that fact-finding was too time-consuming and costly, subge-
quently voted to revoke the fact-finding provisions of the 1969 agree-
ment,(St. Louis, Post-Dispatch, April 11, 1975). Again the teachers
went to court, this time asserting that such an action could only be
taken after a dispute on the fact-finding provisions had itself been
submitted to a fact-finding body. Early in 1976 the Circuit Court
again ruled in favor of the teachers (St. Louis Post-Dispatich, February
24, 1976).

In the next years teacher-Board relationships stumbled al g in
similar fashion, with the Board resist ilateral relationships and
the teachers insisting upon them. In iligteachers suffered a number
of adverse developments pertaining to the 1978-79 contract. More
than 1004teaching positions were eliminated by the Board. Support
personnel were reduced, with th' result (according to teachers) that
paperwork and extra duties for elementary teachers were increased.
The ,eard rejected a fact-finders' recommendation that it boost its
salary offer to teachers; this action was seen by teachers as a clear
sign of their impotence under the termaof the 1969 policy covering
teacher-Board discussions. The H.C.T.A. attempted to mobilize public
opinion against the Board's actions,'but there were no visible results.
A "day of concern" demonstration was threatened by the H.C.T.A. but
it did not materialize (St. Louis Post-Dispatch, May 24, 1978). What
the events seemed to demonstrate--both to the Board and to the
teachers--was that is was possible for the Board to adhere to the
terms of the 1969 agreement, in a pro forma manner and yet, in the
end, retain full power, to unilaterailry determine contractual terms.
Strike threats, teacher public relations moves, and fact-finders'
reports did not tie the hands of the Board. Furthermore, the St. Louis
Teacher Association (1976) case appeared to mean that a strike would
maketit lhally impossible for the Board to enter into discussions with
teaders.

Impasse
*

The H.C.T.A. leadership determined that the process which had led
to the unsatisfactory 1978-79 teachers' contracis'must not be repeated.
Two Strategic'decisions were made. First, April 1 was designated as
the deadline for reaching agreement in discussions with the Board. -

The date was not entirely arbitrary. Missouri statutes require boards
to issui teacher contracts by April 15, for the following year.
Contracts must be signed and returned within 15 dais. Once the con-
tracts have been, issued, a-teacher bargaining unit loses substantial
leverage in determining terms of the contracts, for individual members
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of the teacher group inevitably will find the contract acceptable;
teacher solidarity in such circumstances is almost impossible to
achieve. Using the same logic, of course, it is in the interest of
school boards to delay negotiations pist the April 15 deadline, when
it must mail contracts whether or not the teacher bargaining unit has
agreed to terms.

The second strategic decision was to make preparations for a
strike. H.C.T.A. calculated that a strike threat must be credible if
it was to have any effect. NEA organizers provided substantial assist-
ance in strike planning.

,-
Discussions beganin October 1978. Neither side employed profes-

sional.negotiators, and available reports indicate that things went
badly from the start. There were strong-willed and abrasive personali-
ties on both sides. In addition there were difficult substantive
issues to be resolved. The teachers calculated that the Board would
have a sizeable year-end'balance--enough to finance a salary increase
that would place the Hazelwood teacher salary schedule among the
county's top half-dozen districts. The Board maintains that the
district's financial condition would not permit such a ncrease.
There was no way to determine the "correctness" of the divergent views,

not only because of differing perceptions about the amount of year-
end reserves which would be needed by the district, but also because
neither side could accurately calculate state and local levenuea for

,1979 -80 -until the school year was well ander way. There were other
issues too. One--sick leave and personal leave time for teachers--
was of great symbolic significance to,H.C.T.A. members. Board mem,$ers
indicated that they thought teachers were abusing sick leave an
personal leave benefits and the Board proposed to reduce leavi provi-
sions.in 1979-80. Teachers regarded this as a form of contract-strip-
ping, and as one more indication of the-Board's lack of support for
its teachers. i)

As March neared an end, the teacher and Board teams were not far
apart on salary matters. The Board offered a $9800 starting salary,
expecting acceptance. But the H.C.T.A., to the evident surprise of
the Board, suddenly made a counterproposal in which they. raised their

from $9961 to $10,700--sdmittedly.a negotiating figure and
rallying point for H.C.T.A. members. Disputes over benefits and
leaes still were unresolved. Moreover, the April 1 deadline had
arrived. On Sunday evening, April 1, H.C.T.A. voted resoundingly tp
strike.

t

The School Board thereupon launched upon a series of moves
designed to end the strike without further negotiations with the
teachers. First the Board announced that it would keel schools open.
However teacher picketing was so healry and so successful that the
schools were closed on Monday morning.

Oh the-second day of the strike the Board announced that it would
make a new and improved Offer to teachers--if ney returned to work

9
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the next day. Teachers did not return, and the Board then announced

the terms of the offer to the press. Outwardly the offer (a $10,000
starting salary)_ appeared fo exceed the last pre-strike demand of the
teachers. But that demand subsequently had been raised o $10,700.

By this pointit appeared that the main dispute was not about the
details of the 1979-80 contract, (even though those details were most
prominently discussed in the press, and were the ones used to rally
-teacher support for the strike); the main issue was whether or not the
Board and the R.C.T.A. we're going to negotiate.

On Tuesday coaches were told that they would be barred from after-
.

school coaching (covered by separate contracts) unless they agreed to
resume their school-day duties. This too - transparent effort at

strike-breaking appears to have backfired, contributing to teacher
solidarity and militancy.

By the end of the week polarization of the two sides was complete.
The Board had publicly announced its "final" offer, had declared that
it could not negotiate in the midst of an illegal strike, and had
failed in itAimitial strike-breaking attempts. H.C.T.A. strike
organizers had preserved teacher solidarity--partly by capitalizing
upon the Board's efforts to break the strike and to avoid negotiations.
Both sides had appealed to the public for....opport.

Evidently hard-liners on the School Board were in charge of
toard strategy. They had further cards to play. On Friday, April
6--the fifth day of the strike and the last day of school before the
scheduled spring vacation (April.9-16)--the Board's attorney filed a
petition seeking a Temporary Restraining Order, Temporary Injunction,
and Permanent Injunction. The petition alleged tlat the Board and
teachers had been Meeting sinceOctober, that the defendants had been
"attempting to coerce the plaintiff into collective bargaining" (not
permitted under Missouri statutes), that the defendants had authorized
a strike before the Boardhad had an opPortuniety to consider the

4 teachers' most recent pay demand, and that the defendants now were
illegally preventing thevlaintiffs from operating'schools. The

strike was illegal under Missouri law, and breached the 1969 written

understanding between the Board and the teachers. Further, the

'strike deprived children "of their constitutional right to an'educa-
tian," and, if continued, would "irrevocably impair the educational
dpportunities of the pupils." The plaintiff was being "irreparably
damaged" because the strike prevented the plaintiff from "performing
its governmental duty," and would cause the plaintiff to "lose its
eligibility to receive state aid for its educational program." The

Board't 'petttion had appended to it several documents attesting to the
teachers' strike preparations and their alleged effort to coerce the
Board to engage in bargaining. .However there were no exhibits or
affidavits supporting the Board's contentions about Airreparable harm
(Petition for Temporary,Restraining Order, Board of Education v Debo,

1979).%

The Circuit Court promptly issued an ex parte Temporary
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Restraining Order whichfrequired the defendants (R..C.T.A. leaders) to
refrain from activities which would interfere with schooling or coerce
the Board.to baitain collectively. However since there was no school
scheduled the following week, the Order's effectiveness could not"be
ascertained until school resumed. on April 16'. Meanwhile, the court
scheduled a hearing for April 12; ailkhat time issuance of a temporary
injunction would be considered. The timineof the hearing gave the
Board a certain tactical advantage, in that it permitted the Board
'to tell the public that it was taking every pogsible legal step 65
re-open the schools..

Se

The day after the Board secu its Temporary Restraining Order,
a.very rough tette; was sent to all t chers. TE4 letter began by
referring to an enclqsed contract for 1979-80, stating that it repre-
sated the "absolute maximum" the Boa vwould offer. Teachers were
directed-to sign,and return the enclosed contract within 15 days;
cithdwise "the Board will consider that you have rejected the...
ofter...and this offer will be withdrawn." The letter noted that

. schools would be re-opened on April 16. Further/OF

..any teacher who persists 440 striking ap that time,._
in violation of state law, court order ,.the associa-
tion's agreement and each teacher's contract, is not-
a teacher thatthe District wishes to continue to-
employ. ...This Board is not Willing to permit
teachers to teach young people of this District

% that law and honesty need be observed only as one
pleases.

1

Your teacher association in'its literature has
11111!:assured you if yoijktick -togelher you can't 11:

be'dismissed. 'this is in error... A

I you wish to continue as a teacher of the Hazelwood
Schpol District, the Board directs you to appear in
your classroom at the usual time on April 16, 1979.

,-If yoty'pe t in striking, on that date, ix is this a r

Board's ntent4on to terminate yqur employment 'Tr \-
' and to re lace you with? someone who will abide by --

the Idw angl will .honor his/her contract. ,Your absence
mill be 9anstrued as insubordination and iiipeasonable
absence,th justifying dismissal, which, if effected,
will deprive you of your tenure with this 4chool
dist t. 4111 remedies will also be-pursued.

. This i8 being stated as a th"relt, but in fairness
to'yoU needs to be said now -while your still have

.
, a choic to make (HazelWoods"Chool District, April

7, 1979 .

A few days later Hazelwood District administrators were marking
plans to open schools on tionday, News accountdisuggest that 4 staged
.re-opening was anticipated, with' lasses for seniors to be resumed
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Immediately; and other classes yould beemLas administrators,
returning teachers, and substitutes became available. An Assistant
Superintendent re-affirmed the Board's intention to proceed with
dismissals. Another announcement indicated that 26 of the striking
teachers had signed and returned their 1979-80 contracts. The Board's
attorney was directed to seek contempt citations against teachers who
failed to report fqr work on Monday. Thus the hard-liners'continued
to play out their tactics.

H.C.T.A. leaders responded to all of this with some moves of
their awn. Rank-land-file members-were urged to maintain solidarity.
The daily flyers distributed to members noted that "that little propo-
sal with the threat attached so that we couldn't refuse was refused."
Thetekchers' ac ast in the patriotic tradition: "Where
would America if she gave in to threats or accepted dictatorial
demands of select few'wheo it affects thelife and livelihood of the
masses?" Leachers were told that the contracts had been written
before to- strike began, when the Board's negotiators still were
offering .nly $9800, and thatIthe contract sent in the mail was given
t6 "us With no input or discussion by the teachers." Fither, any
teacher accepting the mailedcontract'would_be "Judab" who "Will
have to face those fellow teachers that they stab in the back...for a
Jew pieces of silver] (H.C.T.A., April 10, 11, 1979).

. -
As thesA group maintenance activities were under way, an important

set of events was occurring in court. On isesday, Aril 10, the
teachers filed a suit of their own., The teachers leged that the
Board's new "salary schedule had been illegilly adoted.. The illegality
arose from the Board's alleged violations of the ssouri "open
meetings" law; H.C.T.A. maintained.that n n us occasions where
the Board had met to devise and approve th salary schedule which had
been announced. on April 5, the Board had violated statutory prohibi-

tions against closed meeting's, closed votes, and closed records.
ISsuance of annual appointment letters based on this illegally adopted
salary scheduleywola irreparably harm the plaintiffs, said the pets-
tion.- (The nature of the harm was not specified.) The petition sought
an\injupction prohibiting the &lard from issuidg the contracts to
teachers, or, if.already issued, directing defendants to rescind them
(Petition for Teiporary Restraining Order, H.C.T.A. v. Board of
Education, 1979).

Although .the,Circuit Court refused to grant an ex parte order
based onethe H.C.T.A. petition, the filing of the petition prookuced
two ,other significant events. First, a hearing (on issuance of a
temporary injunction )4was scheduled to coincide with the hearing
already scheduletbn the Board's petition on Thursday, April 12.
Second, during the course of filing the H.C.T.A. petitiod the attorneys
for the Board and the teachers conferred. Apparently it was at that
point that the teachers' attorney let it be known that the teachers
were prepared to engage in protracted litigation on behalf of any
teacher's, who were dismissedlitigation which would keep the district
in.turmoi or months oreven years. Threat was met by counterthreat.
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Settlement

The stage was set or major confrontation. But key actors on both
,sides evidently sensed great risks, The day before the hearings on
the Board's and H.C.T.A.'s-separate petitions, Superintendent Lawson
and H.C.T.A. President Debo separately journeyed to Jefferson City.
Hazelwood-area legislators (who were.in Jefferson City participating
in the General Assembly's regular legislative session) talked with
\LA/son and Debo jn an effort to find. Some mutually-acceptable forum
for bringing the ,two sides together. Evidently the efforts bore no
fruit. The legislators had no leverage, and both sides were unyielding
on the basic issue: the Board would not meet with the teachers in the
face of an illegal strike, and the teachers would not return to work
unless there was a meeting with the Board. The next step would be
court actions

On the day of the hearing the H.C.T.A. attorney filed the Associa-
tion's Answer to the Board's Petition for InjipctiVe Relief. The
Answer denied all the crucial allegations pertaining to the proposals
and counterproposals made just before the strike, the actions of the
H.C.T.A. in fomenting the strike, and the illegality and effects of .

the strike. The H.C.T.A. maintained that their denials warranted dis-
missal of the Board's request. However the.practical (and intended)
effect was to signal to the court and to the Board that it would be
necessary to- hold a hearineon the dispdted points, and that the
hearieg might be long and complicated.

The teachers also filed a Counterclaigl. The Coitercla1m alleged
that the Board, since April 1, had refused to meet with the H.C.T.A.
to discuss salary and working conditions; such failure,was alleged to
violate the state, and federal constitutions and, was irreparably harming
the teachers. Thus the teachers asked the court to order the defendant
Board "to forthwith meet with H.C.T.A./MEA,'its officers and represent-
atixesto...discAs educational programs, salary, welfare provisioni,
and woking -conditions..." (Answer and Counterclaim, Board 1.?,f Education w

v. Debo, 1979). All Of this,of course, echoed the events of.1974,
when the teachers also had gode to court and won an order directing'
the Board to meet with the teachers' representatives.

This time there was no hearing. At the time scheduled for the
hearing the attorneys for the two sides, the President of the H.C.T.A.
and the Hazelwood Superintendent closeted themselves in the judges
chambers. For two hours they donferred, while courtroom spectators
murmured and fidgeted. Finally the judge appeared and madeft series
of.brief announcements: The teachers, said the judge, were not going
to contest the Board's request for a temporary injunction, and it
would be'issued forthwith. The hearing on the teachers' own request
for injunctive relief was to be postponed. Then Judge Litz said,
"The court strongly suggests to both parties that they confer and
resolve all matters between them."

The observed events seemed quite innocuousand. perhaps a major,
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defeat for the H.C:T.A. However fragment;*i comments about the
proceedings in the judge's chambers, and reports of events during the
next several hours,'sikgest'that the chambers were the scene for sole
major procedural dedietons 'whit* broke the impasse between the
Hazelwood Board and its teachers. With respect to its request for
injunctive relief, the Boar] entered court in a atrong position; based
on past expefience with labor injunetioni .in Missiouri teacher strikes
the Board could reasonably expect to receive the relief sought, al-
though there was the possibility of some delay and some airing of
issues and events which would 'not normally be publicly viewed. On/
the other hand, the teachers'had thrown up some strong legal responses:
in addition to the Counterclaim filed along with their Answer to the
Board's request for injunctive relief,*there was the suit alleging
that the Board, had Violated the Open Meetings Law, and there had been
notice that the teaChers-intended to fully resist any dismissals of
teachers. Further',,there were signs that a back-to-work order might
not be obeyed. Thusthere was the possibility of protracted and
unpleasant litigation.

. .

The court entered the
,

discdssions JOilh some agendas of its own,
. .

independent of the legal Issues presenteld_hy the- parties. For one
thing, there was-the court's own calendar; it would be disrupted by
lengthy 'courtroom proceedings. In addition, the court must have
been aware that the parties were not meeting to resolve their basic
dispute. Courts are accustomed to fosteting settlements whidh avert
the need for hearings or trials. Then'there were the events of the
,previous day in :Jefferson City; which seemed to demonstrate that there'
was some hope of contact between the contending parties. Finally,
there were the actors themselYss. Before the court were two officers
lof the court --the attorneys for the two` siaei. Also in chamberf were
two key actors (the Superintendent and the E..C.T.A, Presidentfowto
had vested interests in avoiding Ultimate confrontation, and who were
not representative'of thellegotia

.;ing,teama,which

failed to avoid the

'.::

problem in the :first pliti. Theses n factors might be able to work
out a settlement, partictaa4ay if-u by the court to do so. The

teachers, whose principaltobfeative from0rhe outset ha been a nego-
tiated settlement, obviousitwould 46t,Fesist the court's desire to -

engage in talks. TheBoard3Afch was before the court seeking the
court's assietance and which -Might retu seeking more assistance,
could 'hardly afford'to ignore ddvVeLf om tkbench.

In the afternoon, following the court, session, attorneys for
the two sides met with the S rinte

nd
and B.C.,. President,

plus one Board' member and one _berolitthe teachers' negotiating
learn. This was the first direct contact between the two'sides since
several days before the strike begdh.: New,peffonnel were involved, .
and the court's "suggestion" served as vconstant,prod to work out
a settlement., Results were descried as "positive," But that
evening, when A larger numher of Board'members met with H.C.T.A.
_Prebildent Debo,; talks reported1 degenerated into name-calling, aid
the prospect of settlement'once again faded. Evidently the Board's
hard-liners were,enot yet convinced thit(the court's suggestion was
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to taken seriously.

ere were,n0 meetings the next day-, but district administrators -
,called teachers in order to ascertain their readiness to return to
work Monday. Results of the'calls are not known (to us), but
subsequently theBoard agreed to participate in a new meeting of

. representatives of both sides on Saturday. .That day, after a long
session, a "framework for. discussion" was agreed upon. (The lang-
uage is an artifact 'of the Missouri legal milieu, in w "agrpe-

y meats" which are reached as a result of striking are id.)

At firit glance, the.teachers,appear to have fared badly by the
terms of the framework, for thelp79440Itesioring salary was the same

-ene..elett the Board had offered tN4o days.aftesrthebeginning of the

strike ($10,000) and had mailed to teachers. Moreover, the framework
was for two years (including a/$10,700 starting salary for 1980-81)
whereas H.C.T.A. initially said it wanted a one-year contract. How-
ever there was a crucial provision for a mid-year distribution to
teachers of certain revenues which were in,excess of thoSe projected by
the Board; hence there might be a "bonus" payment. Moreover the Board,
yielded on several issues related to personal leaves. Further, lost
days were to be made up, and tharyare to be no reprisals against
striking teachers (Proposed Framewprk for Discussions, April 15, 1979).
For the H.C.T.A. leadership, perhaps the most important thing about
the framiwork was the fact that it existed at all; 'oith it Ithe leaders
were able to report to teachers that a 'return to work under the frame-
work would be a result of a bilateral process rather than Board fiat.
True, the agreement was unsigned, 'had not been: aafied by the Board,
and had been reached by the Associa'tion's leaders rather than by the
negotiating team. But there was a preliminary agreement. Teachers
could vote on'the issue of whether it would be accepted (albeit under
the threat of dismissal and contempt proceedings by the Board).

From the Board's perspective, it had held to its "final" salary
offer, and it could claim that its willingness to talk with the
teachers was a result of outside (Art) pressures--a considerable'
face-saving device. Concessions on personal leave did little more
than retain the status quo.

On Sunday evening, April 15', at the urging of their President,
the H.C.T.A. membership reluctantly voted to accept the "framework
for discussion" which had been devised the previous day. School
reamed on Monday morning. There-was evidence of bitterness on both
sides. The "framework for discussions" appeared to be more a truce
than a settlement.

ST. LOUIS3

The St..Louis Public Schools did not experience a teacher strike
until 1973. At that time teachers' loyalties were about evenly
divided between NEA and AFT affiliates. For many years'neither group
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had deemed it prudent to engage Ammilitant action. Late in 1972_ ,
however, tlie.two groups formed an uneasy alliance aimed at provoking.
a showdown whict,wottld force the Board to engage in some sort of in-
formal bargaining (despite the absence of.legislation authorizing such
bargaining) and, in addition, produce improvements in wages and working
conditions. Talks with Boaid remsentatives collapsed, and a four-
meek strike occurred in January and February 1973. The Board of Edlica-

*ion sought and obtained-Injunctive relief, but found, to its consider-'
able surprise, &at court orders; fines against individuals and against
the teachers' organizations, and even jail senteeces failed to )reak
the strike (Colton, 1977). EventUally a settlement wee reached. It

provided for salary increases (made possible through some budgetary
juggling by the city governments and the Board'of Education). More impor-
tantly, the settlement provided for a representation election, an infor-
mal negotiations process, and a Tdra o4 grievance resolution. (See St.

Louis Teachers Association v. Board of Education, 544 S.W.2d 573, Mb.
Sup. Ct., 1976, Appeadix). '.

While the 1973 strike set the stage fqr more formalized relations
between the School Board and its teachers, it did not bring labor peace
in the schools. Quite the contrary. Talk of strikes surfaced' almost

every year after 1979. One source of trouble was the continuation of
AFT-NEA rivalry for teacher allegiance. "the representation election
provided for in the 1973 strike agreement was held in February 19/4. It

xesulted in a narrow (2,101 tq'1,622). AFT victory (St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
Felquary 1*, 1974). SI:afleadersimmediately warped that they would
wat events closely and would seek another election before long. Late

in 1974, cleiming that the AFT had "sold 'out" in agreeing to, the 1974-75
contract terms, SLTA leaders took steps to hold another elettion (St. Louis
Post- Dispatch, October 9,' 1974). But the procedures were contested, and
SLTA- finally went to court on the matter (St. Louis Post-Dispatch, June 24,
1975). A procedural agreement then was reached and a new election was
held in December 1975. The'contest was sufficiently important that both
NIE President Ryor and AFT Preside& Shanker came to St. Louis to rally
support for their respective organizations (St. Louis Post-Dispatch, DR-
cember 2, 1975). The AFT again ;don, but again the margin of victory
was one vote (St. Louis Post-Dispatch, December 18, 1975). Hence the

riiialty continued, and in1978 still another election was-held. This time

the AFT won by about 300 votes (St. Louis Globe Democrat, March 3, 1978).
This result, coupled with a disastrous 1977 strike hv the Kansas City AFT
(the Federation's other Misaoutl stronghold) may have convinced union
leaders that some form'of dramatic and successful effort was needed in
St. Louis if AFT was to retain any power in Missouri. Salary improve-

ments were promptly announced as a top priority of Local 420. .

41

There were other forces pressing toward teacher-Board confrontation.
A fundamental problem, of course, cowerned resource allocation. The

4' Board wanted to regain the AAA-rating which it had lost in 1974; to do so
would take resources for specialized personnel and for reducing pupil-

teacher ratios. The physical plant was. deteriorating. Test scores were

declining. A desegregation suit'was pending. Such demands diverted
resources that might have been used to improve teacher salaries. A peren-

, Dotal bone of contention was the year-end budget surplus. The Board
insisted that the Year-end balance was needed in order to avoid cash-flaw

4
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problems the subsequent year; teachers argued that the Board invariably
underestimated the siee of its year-end balance. Neither party would
accept the other's_view. During the period 1974-76 there was the
additional Problem'of repeated voter defeats of levy increase proposals.
By the time that problem was resolved another had materialized: in a
consent decree growing out-of -desegregation litigation the Board
accepted a staff balancing policy that would result in the involuntary
transfer $ hundreds of teachers during the nekt three years. Added
to thesi""iifficulties Were the familiar ailments of urban schools--
violence, sharply declining enrolldent, sharp inflation-driven cost
increases, and a surfeit of rules and regulations and other accouterments
of large bureaudracies. It is understandable that teachers might
support a strike, il.not to solve their 'problems,-then at least to
provide an opportunity to draw attention to them.

A strike was threatened in August 1974, but was averted by a
,tentative two -year pact which was made contingent upon the outcome
of a pending tax levy (St. Louis Post-Dispatch, October 9, 1974). The
levy failed, and a strike was threatened for early 1975, but then
teachers voted not to strik- (St. Louis Post-Dispatch, March 17,
1975). In the fall of 1975 a strike was authorized for early January,
but in early January the teachers rescinded that authorization
(St. Louis Post-Dispatch, January 13, 1976). In the summer of 1976
another strike was threatened, but teachers, against, the recomenda-
tion of their leaders, voted to accept the Board's terms for the
1976-77 year (St. Louis Globe Democrat, September 7, 1976). A
similar pattern materialized at the beginning of the 1977-78 ylar
when teachers "re aptly" voted to accept the Board's proposed
salary schedule (St. Louis Post-Dispatch, September 8, 1977). '

For a time it appeared that the 1978-79 contract would follow
the same pattern. Discussions had begun in April 1978. By summer
there was deadlock. Strike talk developed. The Board, in order to
proceed with payrolls, unilaterally adopted s new salary schedule
which incorporated improvements over that of the previous year. To
the surprise of many, in September teachers voted to reject the
Board's contract. Another vote in November produced the same result.
Serious strike preparations got under way. In early January a last-
minute Boaid offer was rejected by the teachers.

On Sunday evening, January 14, thd teachers voted to strike.
The ensuing strike lasted eight weeks. It was marked by some of the
most =usual strike4TNed events of 1978-79, For example the
School Board immediatelyIbbtained injunctive relief, but two weeks
later returned to court asking fo'r dismissal of its injunction suit.
A parent group sought and obtained standing to seek injunctive relief.
A civic organization pledged $600,000 to cover any deficit that the
final settlement might cause. A student group formed and persuaded
Reverend Jesse Jackson to come to town to lend his efforts toward
settlement. After six long weeks on the picket lines a Board attempt
to, re -open schools was an abject failure. Detailed documentation of
these and related events'is beyond the scope of,this paper, and is
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provided eltewheri*(Lemke,1979). Here attention will be directed to
the two injunction suits precipitated by the strike.

The first Injunction

The day after teachers took their strike vote was a school
holiday. That day the Board's attorneys sought injunctive relief.
In its petition the Board alleged that it had been meeting and.confer-
ring with the teachers since the previous April, that the teachers
had justmoted to strike, that a strike would be illegal under Missouri
law and would violate the terms of a Temporary-Restraining Order
issued in 1973, and that the Board would be irreparably harmed in that
(a) the Hoard would be "unable to perform its governmental duty and
function of edanating students," (b) the educational program (including
end-of-semester exams scheduled for the next day) would be "seriously
disrupted," and (c) state aid would be jeopardized if the 180-day
requirement could not be met. Appended exhibits supported the assertion
that the teachers hadvoted to strike, but there was no effort to back
up, the claims about irreparable hem. A supplemental brief cited
cases demonstrating that a strike( would be illegal and that the,plain-
tiff was entitled to injunctive relief (Petition for Temporary Restrain-
iftreeder, Board of Education of Ste Louis v. Battle et al., 1979).

City Circuit Court Judge Ivan Holt pzomptly issued,.on an ex
parte basis,"a Temporary Restraining Order. The Order barred the
officers of the teachers' union "and all persons acting in concert with
them or in their behalf" from striking, from engaging in acts which
would cause employees to be absent, or'fram attempting to force the,
plaintiff to bargain collectively. A show cause hearing was set for
the 24th of January.

The prohibitiod gainst seeking to force the Board to bargain

11?collectively seemed, on its face, to preclude the possibility of
negotiating a settlement which would end the strike; Board spokes-
persons publicized this point repeatedly. However attorneys indi-
.cated that the prohibition's symbolic and public relations aspects
did not necessarily preclude "conversations," meetings, or discussions.
'Formal collective bargaining would be illegal under any circumstances;
related.activities such as meeting and conferring were still permis-
sible. Nonetheless, at least-one Board member late i e# pressed fear of
personal legal liability in the event that a settlement was reached
while the court Order was in force.

On Tuesday and WednesdaynmornIngs teacher, pickets were out in
orce. Teachers clearly had anticipated the injunction, and equally
clearly had-determined to ignore it. Board efforts to keep the
schools open were unsuccessful and on Wednesday, Citing "violence,'!
the Superintendent annouticed that the schools would be closed indefi-

nicely. Forthe next week the battle between the Board and the
teachers was waged largely in the media. Each side seemed convinced
of its own rectitude, and there were no signs of behind-the-scenes
efforts to reach a settleiant which might end the strike. The next
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1
test, evidently, would be in court.

Preparatory to the hearing teachers' attorneys prepared their
responses to the Board's petition for injunctive relief, The
responses took a variety of forms. The teachers denied all the alle-
gations set forth in the Board's initial complaint --a signal that
the teachers were prepared to prolong the bearing. The teachers

aspecifically asserted that they had right to discuss terms and
Conditions of employment and to withhold services. In addition the
teachers contended that the Board had no right to equitable relief,
for it was the Board's own unclean hands which had led to the strike.
Further, the Board's petition was,so broad'that it infrihged upon the
teachers' constitutional rights, Thus, said the teachers, the
petitioners' request shoUld be denied and thetition dismissed. The
teachers further alleged that the Board's petition was defective on
procedural and jurisdictional grounds. That is, -the class action.
aspects of the pdtition were improper, and AFT representative Robert
Jensen was improperly included as a defendant (Motion to 'Dismiss,
Board of Education of St. Louis v. Battle et al., 1979). The Implicit
message in all of this was that the teachers' attorneys were prepared
to protract the hearing for as long as possible, using as many devices
as possible.

At the show cause hearing on January 24 (the 10th day of the
strike), the judge and counsel for the two sides conferred at length.,
Finally, after nearly two hours they emerged from chambers whereupon -

Judge Belt made a terse announcement: the hearing would be resumed
the following Monday (January 29), and "counsel for both sides are
asked to furnish the court with information clarifying the issues in
the case." No explanation for the delay was ferthcaming.

On the 29th it suddenly became apparent that the Board had
drastically altered itsstrategy. The Board'i attorney addressed the
court, noting that the Board had offered the best that it colaid,-but
that the teachers then "took to the streets to force the Board to,...
give them what they want." He noted that the teachers had stated
their willingness'to go to jail. "I suppose," he said, !'that means
no matter what the Court orders them to do, if they disagree they
will not comply. Airt is the teachers' position that if thtre are
enough people who esist or defy the law., that law enforcement proce-
dures seem to be ineffective to resolve the dispute. In other words,
if you don't like the law, simply don't bother about it and if there
are enough of you, you will win. These...are the teachers to whom
we entrust our children to learn how to live in this society, in,'
this time, as law abiding_citizens...." But the Board wished to have
its case dismissed. The request was motivated, he said, by the
Board's desire to "bring reason, rationeity and,responsibility to
the,case." Rather than pursuing court action, the Board would
schedule public discussions. The Board proposed that auditing firms
examine. the iam's financial position (Transcript, Board, of Education
of St. Louis v. Battle et al., January 29, 1979).

.
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Judge Holt promptly dismissed the case, and attorney Lashly then
addressed reporter' outside the courtroom. The-public forums, he
said, would provide an opportunity for the Board and teachers to
exchange views which they could not do privately, he ,said,.in view of
the court decistpn voiding agreements reached during a strike. He
noted that the Board had had a "long agonizing session" in whidh it
concluded that punitive measures would not be helpful. "The Board,"

he said, "wanted to voluntarily relieve the pressure from-the judicial
process, to see if this will not lead-to an acknowledgeMeit by the
teachers that the Board had done everything it could dlip" Shortly
thereafter a Board press release explained that

The Board felt that a dismissal of the case against the i

striking teaChirs would be an act of good faith towards \.

resolving the dispute.....We also felt that it would be
counterproductive tO continue legal proceedings. The
courtroom may not be the appropriate forum to, resolve
a strike'by teachers at the present time. Moreover,
Local 420 has repeatedly stateR publicly that it would
not abide by any court orders and Union leaders would be
willing to go to jail for their cause; putting teachers
in jail would not be a positive step toward our immediate
goal of providing services to the young people of St.
Louis (Public Affairs Division, St. Louis Public Schools,
"Teachers' Strike--Questions and Answers ", 'January 31,

1979).

Subsequent interviews confirmed that the Board's prior discussion
was indeed, as the attorney said, "agonizing." There appear to have
been two keys to the'Board's decision to withdraw from court. First,

the 1979 court action already had demonstrated its inefficacy, as
the same strat gy had done in 1973. Courtroom delays, the judge's
request to lea ut he positions of both sides, and the teachers'
defiance of the Temporary Restraining Order, plus the prospect of
contempt proceedings, seemed to be getting nowhere. Some Board
members, nonetheless held out for a continuation of the injunction-
based strategy. Second however, labor relations specialist Ted Clark '

was retained to advise the Board. Clark has strong reservations about
the desirability of injunctions as strike weapons (Clark, 1976).
Evidently Clark's views were accepted by a majority of the Board
members.

The Second Injunction

The Board's decision to remove the strike.from the court's

purview confronted St. Louis parents and students with the probability
of an interminable strike. Missouri law provides no impasse, pro-

cedures. The Board had been claiming that it could not settle under
the duress of a strike. The teachers steadfastly maintained that they
would not end their strike until a satisfactory settlement was ob-
tained. And public officials stated that they were powerless. Thus
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the prospects for resumption of schooling seemed-remote.

In these Circumstances several third-party efforts were mounted.
A semi-official gtioup known as the Citizen's Educational Task Force
sought mediation. The Governor Offered his assistance. A student
group foried, and it sought (and obtained) the involvement of Reverend
Jesse Jackson. Eventually the city's%civic leaders offered-to help.
A parent group also was coalesced, and its effort brought the strike
back to court (Lemke; 1979).

.

The net effect of these third- party, efforts is difficult to
assess. On the one hand, they may have prolonged the strike, for most
started with the premise that some sort of settlement would be neces-
sary if the schools were to reopen. Settlement presumed that resources

could be found to satisfy the teachers. That presuMption, of course,
was heartily endorsed by teachers, and it undoubtedly reinforced their
resolve-to continue the strike. ma the other hand, it` is not at all
certain that the Board's decision to outlast the teachers ever would
have been successful, as evidenced by the utter failure of the school
reopening effort which the Board made on February 28. Thus some sort
of third-party intervention clakrly was necessary in order to alter
the stalemate. In the end the efforts of the Governor, the business
community, and federal mediators were instrumental in effecting a -----
settlement. The impact -of another third-party--the parent group
Which sought injunctive relief--is more problematic, but it is the
focus of.our inquiry.

On the same day that the''court accepted the Board's motion to
dismiss its own injunction petition, a group of parents got together
to discuss the situation. The group, which eventually became known
as School Optiois for City Parents and Students (SOCPS), was led
by Reverend Robert McNamara. McNamara was a well-known activist;
recently he had been active in a parent group which intervened in the

,school desegregation suit, arguing that desegregation was both
unnecessary and unwise.

However well-intentioned the afforts of McNamarret al. in the
teacher strike, it is apparent thatishose;efforts failed to perceive
the significance of racial considerations'in the St. Louis strike.
Students in the schools were predominantly (75%) black. A majority
of AFT members, and most of its leaders, were black. But the School
Board was predominantly white, AFT President Evelyn Battle was
black; School Superintendent Robert Wentz was white-and he was an
outsider who.bad been hired in preference to the leading local candi-
date, who was black. At the time of the strike, there were two other
race-related issues which were very much on the minds of city residents
and public officials. Otte was the proposed closing of Homer Phillips
Hospital--a long-time and'very important fixture in the black community.
The other was a school desegregation suit which recently had been
heard, but was awaiting judgment in the court of Federal District
Judge James Meredith:. During the course of the strike, surprisingly
little was said about its racial aspects. However McNamara and SOCPS,
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despite protestations of interest in the studememo.not racial polities,
were viewed with great wariness by all parties. Although some

members of the School Board privately welcomed the efforts of
McNamara and others oflike mind, it was clear that any public alli-
ance between theBoard and.SOCPS would exacerbate an already delicate
racial situation. Churches and parents in the city's black community
were similArIy disinclined to any themselves Oith McNamara and SOCPS --
particularly in view of the AFT's insistence that it would not return
to work until a settlement had been reached. Any effort to bludgeon
the teachers to return to work would, in effect, support the
predominantly white School Board at the expense of the predominantly
blatk AFT group. The upshot,of all this was that McNamara and the
SOCPS group had no chance of forming a viable political Base frog'.
which to pressure a settlement.

After an initial meeting of the parents group, McNamara reported
that "The kids are being hurt, and the parents have agreed that they
aren't going to stand around and see this drag on and on." (St. Louis.

Post-Dispatch, February.3, 1979). Conversations with,Mimbers of the
group indicate that there was genuine concern about tti4, welfare of

Students. Hot lunches were not being served--a major problem in large
segments of the community. Summer jobs were jeopardized; in a city
with many families aking very marginal livings, loss of summer income
was a severe problem. Students were idle, and some parents believed

that a consequence was increased use of drugs, increased pregnancies,
and petty theft through shoplifting ( Interviews).

It quickly became apparent to the SOCPS group that/ it would be

unable to mobilize intervention by public officials. Local, state,

and federal officials were contacted, but all declined to become
involved, and several advised the parents that leg action was their

onlylegal recourse (Interviews). But the SOCP group quickly found

that legal action was problematic. First, there were no precedents,

as clearly as they could tell justifying, such action. Second, it was

not clear what form an action should take. Several possibilities were
explored. One was to seek a refund of the taxpayers' money. A second

was to take some action against the Board. Removal of Board members
was abandoned as not feasible, but perhaps they could be forced to
perform their duty of operating schools. A third possibility was some

sort of injunction action. But who was to be enjoined? And from

what? And were the plaintiffs acting as taxpayers or as parents? For

a time there was talk of naming both the teachers and the Board as
defendants in an injunction action; this would preserve parent
"neutrality" on the dispute. But finally it was determined that only

the teachers would be named as defendants. An attorney was asked to

take the Ease, and fund-raising efforts were undertaken.

. On February 21, in the sixth week of the strike, 12 parents
acting oft behalf of their children and all other children and parents,
sought and obtained a Temporary Restraining Order against the teachers.
A show cause hearing was set for February 26. The period from

February 26 until March 9, when an, injunction finally was issued,
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brought forth some exceptionally complicated legal maneuvering.

Understanding of the court action requirei-a review of the
position of the parties. The teachers, who had expected the Boar 's
initial injunction request, were in a much different position the
parent suit was filed. There were signs that negotiations were
proceeding and the main litigation task was to delay and postpone
court action (Interviews, teacher sources). The parents' main.
objective., of course, was to get the schools open as quickly as

possible, but they did not fully trust the Board to do so and-hence
were unwilling to defer to the Board on legal matters (Interview).
The Board, which already had demonstrated its ambivalence on the matter
of injunctive relief, was for political reasons unable towelcome the
parents' suit, but,also could not resist it, even though the mere
fact of the suit was a bit of an embarrassment for the Board. And the
court, caught in the middle of all of this, must_. have been hoping for
some settlement of the strlice which would preclude having to resolve
an extraordinarily 'complexilbet of problems.

While the details of the legal proceedings need not concert us
here, some of the Bain events want attention, for they illuminate
the difficulties associated with parent-initiated suits, and also
reveal the possibilities open to teacher-group defendants who are
skillfully represented and who seek to delay final court action.

At the February 26 show cause hearing the teachers' attorneys
mo to dissolve the Temporary Restraining Order and tb dismiss the
par ts' suit. One reason was that the defendants were improperly
identified. Another was that the duty of operating schools was, by
Constifttional mandate and by statute, laid upon'the Board rather
than the teachers, and the Board already had asked that a similar
suit be dtsmissed. The plaintiffs had failed to name the Board of
Education as a defendant, and the Board was a necessary party in the
suit. On these pldidings the court dissolved the Temporary
Restraining"Order. But rather than dismissing the complaint, the
parents were given permission to amend it., A new show cause hearing
was scheduled for March 1.

On March 1, a Thursday, the hearing resumed. The plaintiffs
had made some adjustments in their pleadings, and the Board of
Education had refiled its previous *request for injunctive relief as
well as a motion seeking intervention in the parents' suit. The
latter motion was granted. Immediately the teacher defendants
protested, contending that the parents had no capacity to bring suit
against the teachersand that the Board should be a defends t in the
case. The judge, said the teachers,, had exceeded his aut ity.

The teachers requested permission to seek (from the Co of Appeals)
a writ nullifying the lower court's action. Defendants were given
one day to secute the writ. On Friday..afternoon theACourt of Appeals
denied the teachers' request. But by that point it was too late to
resume the hearing (first sought by the parents on February 21). The
hearing was rescheduled for Monday, March 5..
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The hearing lasted for four more days--thanks to the legal
complexities inherent in the case, the dexterity of the defense
attorneys, and the frequently uncoordinated efforts of the parents
and Board, now uneasily joined as petitioners-against the teachers.
The parents' attorneys began the hearings by bringing to the stand
each of the named plaintiffs, who testified as*-to their interest in

- the case, and about the nature of SOCPS. Though examination and
cross-examination rarely took more than,ten minutes per parent, the
process was not completed on the first day. Defendants, of course,
made no effort to expedite matters, and employed obvious delaying
tactics wherever feasible. (For example they refused to admit that
the defendants hadbeen properly served, thereby requiring the

)plaintiffs to furnish proof of serilce--a matter which required
locating papers which had become buried in the mass of papers now
present in the courtroom. The process took, only five minutes, but
illustrates how delaying tactics were used.) On the second day more
parents testified, and then Superintendent Wentz was called to testify
as to the existence of the strike and to describe the negotiations
preceding it. At times attorneys for the Board and the parents- -
nominal allies-- appear-,e to be working at cross purposes, occasionally
even objecting to queients raised by each*other. Dispute's arose as

to the authenticity of documents which had been requested frol)the AFT
by the Board and the parents. The plaintiffs sought to authefiticate

r the documents by calling upon AFT leaders. But these Individuals,
invoking the Fifth Amendment, refused to answer all questions. At

this the parents' attorneys expressed much displeasure, but the AFT
counsel pointed out that the plaintiffs had alleged that the teachers
were violating a Permanent Injunction issued in the 1973 strike; thus
th r testimony might affect yriminal contempt actions and tkerefore
oul not be required. On the second day the class action aspects of
he case came to the fore when it became apparent that the teachers were
prepared to challenge the named plaintiffs' capacity to represent all
parents. Indeed, the defendants had assembled a group of-sparents to
testify that SOCPS did not represent theia-dews. However that portion
of the testimony was aborted when the parents withdrew the class action
component of their suit.. That move clearly removed an o ortunity for

kmore delay by the teachers. But the teachers then obtai d a half-
day delay in the proceedings, ostensibly because of "the changed
posture" of the case..

Finally, on the fourth day, the testimony came to anend, after
the teachers made a modest effort to develop testimony about bad-
faith bargaining on the part of the Board. The testimony was dis-
allowed. And so, at last, a new Injunction was issued on Friday,
March 9. It ordered the teachers to refrain from striking, ordering
the AFT leaders t',0"trieez with union members on March 13 to direct them

to report to their lassrooms on the 14th; ordered the union leaders
to report to the court on their compliance with the order, and
directed the Board of Eduattion to send each msmber.of the union a
copy of the order (Temporary Injunction;,Walter Abell at al., v.
St. Louis Teachers Union, 1979).

0,

The order was a strong one. As it happened however, negotiations
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had bten. under way during tht. precedi
imminent. 'On Sunday,

settlement had been re
disputed funds which t

rib 11, med
ched, t
e Govern

to a business community pied

in

promis
of some $60

days, and settlement-was
orsmennounced that etentiptive
art to availability of some

to release, and in'part
00 to cover a deficit,

should:it arise. "(Pt did no .) 'Interviews wi hattorueys indicated
Chet the courtroom proceedings hdd virtually no effect upon the

'sbstance of the negotiated settlement.

A.fetrmath'

e

Among the strikes we studied intensively during 1978-79, t he one
in St.,Lciuiswas, by far, the longest one. In addition. it affected
the largest numberbof students and teachers. As far as we know, no
systematic efforts are under way to assess the long-term consequences
(if any) of the strike; insofar art affected students, the staff,
orcthe community.

Initial rePorts indicate that student attendance was down
during make -up days schedlied during spring Saturdays and during
thetre-schfduled days in !rine. Teachers blamed Management for the
low7atiliiae, and vice-versa.

Shortly after the strike theBoard,'reversing its historical'
tppoSitiol,;0 collective negotiations lerialation for teachers,
voted to st1dorse the concept. Late in,1979 the?Board, advised by
Ted Clark, whop it had hired to- manage'it,itrike strategy, filed a
biAl inthe legislature. As this report is written the'lBoard is
lobbying vigorously for its bill. Nor surprisingly, the bill includes
tough anti-strike measures, including injunctive relief. A'district
'faced with a teacher striiceis required to seek injunctive relief.
Further, "it shall flat be a defense to a suit to enjoin a strike
that there'is no showing of substantial or irreparable harm.,.nor
shall the lack of ashowing of substantial and irreparable harm...bar_
the obtAining of 4temporary restraining order or ifjunction -

restraining or prohibiting a strike" (Missouri 80th GeneAs1 Assembly,
2nd Session, House Bill 1748).

, I
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FOOTNOTES

.06

This report was prepired by David Colton with the assistance of Jo Ann
Caspione Donovan (Hazelwood portioni and Randal Lemke (St. Louis
pOrtion). 'Donovan and Lemke 'provided invaluable assistance in data
collection and initial data analysis:

2Data on the wood strike were obtained from the following sources:
interviews wi h majoi actors onboth thelkeachemand the district
side of the dispute.( ty was guaranteed, and hence we cannot

ion to the many individuals whopublicly express ourappr
generously. shared the n time, their records, and observatigns with
us); the Courthouse f dembled in.connection with the two legal
proceedings'preCipitat the strike; newspaper accounts in the
St. Louis Post- Dispatc ; Louis Globe Democrat, and North County
Journal; an observation.( y. ith Graber) of courtroom proceedings

;...- on April 12, 1979; and in0 conversations with actors and
.

-

observers familiar with theHazelwood events.

3Data on the St. Louis strike were obtained from.the following sources:
interviews with the major actors on the teachers' side, the Board's
side,"tht parent de, and the students' side of the struggle (aS
in Hazelwood, arytIty was guaranteed, and hence we cannot publicly
express our appreciation to the many individuals who generously
shared their time, their records, and their observations with us);
the courthouse files assembled in connection with both injunction
proceedings; newspaper accounts in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and
St.,LoNis Globe Democrat; observations of courtroom proceedings by
Edith Graber, Randal Lemke, andDavid Colton; and informal conver-.

sations with actors and observers familiar with events in St. Louis..
The St. Louis strike was an extraordinarily complicated and inter-
esting ane;. a much fuller accounts is being'prepared by Randal Lewis

Sand it shOuld appear as a doctoral dissertation lathe near future.

n
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STATE OF WASHINGTON: FOUR COURTS I

In Washington the opening of the 1978-79 school year was-
accompanied by ten teacher strikes. Four of the ten struck districts
sought injunctions. In one case relief was denied, in one it was
delayed, and-in two relief was granted promptly. In one case the
court chose to get involved in the bargaining process; in two
eagles the courts stayed detached from the process. In the -three
districts where injunctions were granted, teachers complied with
two of the orders and defied one.

It is this variety which provides the principal focus of
Part t of this report. Other reports in this series concentrate
upon single strikes in different states. From those reports one
might infer that variations among strikes and injunctions reflect
differences in state laws. But such differences do not explain the
great contrasts we found among strikes within Washington, for all
the strikes occurred in a common legal context.omparative analysis
of the Washington strikes helps provide a basis for identifying local
determinants ofIabor injunction activities.

iPart II of the report presents a more thorough analysis of the
use of the irreparable harm standard in Washington strikes.

I. THE STRIKES2

Setting

In Washington teacher strikes and labor injunctions appear to
have been affected by certain features of state labor law, by a school
finance reform movement, and by the organizational views of the
Washington Education Association (WEA) and the'Washington State School
Directors Association (WSSDA). Analysis oithese'thfee background
factors provides a basis for understanding similarities and variations
observed among strikes and labor injunctions in specific districts in
Washington. ,f

Legal Context. Collective bargaining for public employees in
Washington is, governed by, five statutes 'and an executive order--each
pertaining to a different category of public employee. One of the five'
statutes is the Educational Employees Relations Act'(EERA). EERA is a
collective bargaining law applying to teachers and school boards. Despite
its general comprehensiveness however, EERA is noticeably silent on the
matter Of strikes. Evidently proponents and opponents of teacher -board
bargaining were unable to agree on language pertaining to strikes, and
so EERA, in contrast to the laws governing other public employees in
Washington, left a statutory vacuum.

When ten teacher strikes broke out at the beginning of the 1978-79
school year--just a few weeks befote a general electioh--statements by
state officials reflected the political sensitivity'of the teacher strike

1
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question. Governor Dixie Let Ray voiced oppositidi to strikes,

but-stressed that-resolution of them was a local matter, not a
state problem. The Senate Majority Leader said that he was "not
sure...that they are illegal at this point," and that the /
legislature might take up the issue if thecourts.ruled one way or
the other. The House speaker said that he planned to check with
.his attorney about the legality of teaCheettrikes: The Attorney

General noted that:the Legislature has studiously avoided (dealing
with the legality of teacher strikes) because it's so controversial"

/ (Bremerton Sun, September 5, 1978). In Everettsite of one of
the fall 1978 strikes as well as another strike two years previously- -
powerful state Senator August Mardesich voiced his opposition to
teacher strikes; a strong campaign by labor groups (including the
WEA) contributed to Marde.sich's subsequent defeat in a primary election
campaign.

< .

Washington's appellate courts have provided as-J,ittle guidance
as the legislature. The leading case governing the se of labo;

injunction- in public employee Strikes grew out of a strike by

municipal dock workers in 1957. The strike was immediately enjoined,

and the Washington Supreme Court later reviewed the propriety of the
lower court's action in issuift the injunction. The Court's opinion,

rendered in Port of Seattle v. International Longshoreman's and Wire-
housemen's Union, *(1958; hereafter Port of Seattle) can_hardly be
classified as an exemplar of judicial lucidity. The Supreme Court,

after noting with approval the governmental immunity doctrine set
forth in Norwalk Teachers' Association v. Board of Education (1951), and
after further noting that th4 legislature vas bett &r equipped than
the courts to determine "the public policy qrthis state in this
evolving field of conflicting interests and social regulation and

control," held that

rt.

Absent legislation under the circumstances here nvolved,

we feel compelled to hold that theright to t ke is

subordinate to the' port's immunity therefrom. It logically

follows that the strike in this case was inappropriate.
The resultant damage to the port being substantial, the trial
judge.did not abuse his discretion in granting the injunction

(Port of Seattle, 1958: 1103).

In subsequent years, .when school boards and other public employers sought
to enjoin teacher strikes, management attorneys asserted that Port
of Seattle had held that governmental employers were immune from
strikes, that the immunity could only\be changed by_direct legislative
action, and that strikes were ar se harmful. Teicher attorneys

interpreted Port of Seattle narrowly, noting that it applied specifi-
cally to municipal dockworkers (not teachers), that th& legislature
in subsequent years implicitly approved teacher strikes by considering

but declining, to adopt bills prohibiting such strikes, and that trial

courts were required by Port of Seattle to find (rather than .assume)

that a strike was harmful.

A case directly involving tedcher strikes reached the state

2
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Supreme Court in 1975. The Court "reversed a lower court decision
to i88110 an injunction, holding that the Mead School District had
violated the state's Open Public Meetings Act when it voted in --

executive session'ro seek injunctive relief.i The Court's opinion
rested on the observation that a teacher strike did not constitute
the sort of "emergency" which warranted the Board's failure to

act in open meeting (see Mead School District v.:Mead Education
Association, 1975). TeacherS tend.Io view the case as supportive
of their claim that strikes are not automatically harmful; boards
.assert that the decision has no biaring upon the availability of
injunctive relief.

StatutOry silence, coupled with the ambiguities of Port of
Seattle ankMead, has created a litigious environment for Washington
teacher stikkes. School 'board& usually seek injunctive relief'vhen .

faced 'with strikes. Of the 36 strikes which occurred, during. the
period 1971-78, 22 resulted in requests for injunctions. With few
exceptions the plaintiffs won; injunctions were issued in 20 pf
the 22 cases. Usually Washington courts find that the strikes are
illegal and harmful; the latter finding is based on affidavits
rather than stfict evidence. Typical, perhaps, is the language
supporting a Temporary Restraining Order in a 1977 case: .

The Court has examined the file herein, heard argument of
counsel, is fully informed, and finds and concludes (that)
plaintiff has a legal right to be free of strikes by, its
employees; defendants are engaged in AA illegal strike
against plaintiff; the strike and actions in furtherance
thereof by defendants have caused and, unless restrained,
will continue to cause substantial, immediate, and irrepa-
rable injury and damage to plaintiff (Temporary Restraining
Order, Aberdeen School District v. Aberdeen Education
Association, October 31, 1977).

But teachers do not always lose in court. In Clover Park School
District 400 v. Clover Park Education Association (1975) a trial court
declined to issue an injunction. The court said a plaintiff must
demonstrate."that the public health and safety is being seriously
threatened, that the district would be irreparably harmed and that the
district was not a contributorgro the cause of the strike, i.e., had
'clean hands'" (Alcorn, 1975: 203). The decision is in the tradition
of Michigan's School District for the City of Holland v. Holland
Education Association (1968) which held that an illegal strike need
not be enjoined. While Clover Park was not binding on other lower.
courts in Washington, it must have encouraged teacher attorneys' efforts,
and it provided ammunition for strike organizers' rhetoric about the
uncertainties of labor, injunctions regarding teacher strikes.

The ambiguities of Port of Seattle, the Educational Employee
Relations Act's silence regarding teacher strikes, and the example of
judicial discretion exhibited in Clover Park have resulted in a pattern
of complex legal arguments in labor injunction proceedings. The
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question of the legality of strikes is contested. The applica-

bility of traditional restraints on the issuance of injunctive,
relief is argued. (Boards argue that an illegal strike is auto-
matically enjOinable; teachers respond that even an illegal strike
cannot be enjoined if there are alternative temedies, or if the
board has unclean hands, or if the strike is not creating irrep-
arable harm.) Sometimes the "balance of equities" is) argued, and
occasionally questions about the enforceability of the court's
orders are raised. While the teachers' arguments rarely prevail
in court, they nourish the morale and determination of teacher
association members, and they provide a basis for dragging out the
litigation. In addition they may result in differing court treats
meat of petitions for injunctions. Several of these effects will ti
become eVident in our subsequent account of the 1978 Washington
teacher strikes.

Financial Context. Another factor influencing the course of

teacher strikes and labor injunctions has been reform of the state's
system for financing public schools. Until very recently Waihington,

like most other states, relied upon a combination of state and
local school taxes in order to proirt6 school district revenues. In

1975, perhaps inspired by the nationwide school finace reform move-
ment (and perhaps unaware that the movement has not always improved
the lot of urban school districts), the Seattle School District
initiated a suit contending that local districts. should noNbe -

dependent upon voter-approved tax levies in view of the state's
constitutionally mandated duty to provide,education. The plaintiffs

prevailed (Seattle School District v. Stal.e_pflWashington,a978). In

1977 the legislature adopted laws revamping the system for financing
schools. The new.laws provided that after a three-year transitional
period -ending in 1981 the state would assume the full cost of
legislatively-defined "basic" educational programs State aid would

be based on agformula involving student-staff ratios (instead of
number of students) and upon a statewide salary factor. A."lid"

was clamped on local annual school tax levies, and guidelines, were
established limiting the, amount of funds that could be used for teacher

salaries. Another law appeared to4support management rights in .

controlling programs and hours of instruction.

The new laws virtually guaranteed labornpanagement conflict in *large
high-spending districts. Among the state's large districts, four of the
five highest-spending districtsTacoma, Slattle, Bellevue, and Everett--

, experienced teacher strikes in 1978. to these districts school managers
anticipated that staffs and programs would have to be trimmed in order
to comply with the new finance laws; the damage to programs and teacher-

. student ratios could be mitigated only by holding the line on teacher

salaries. But the teachers in these districts, already plagued by
inflation, anticipated that the interim period between 1977 and 1981,
whenthe new finance system would be fully implemented, was ,a crucial

period that would affect salary levels for years to come. Thus the

teachers were determined to hold out for major increases as contracts
expired or as re-opener clauses became operative in 1978. In an impOrtant
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senses the great length of the strikes in Seattle and Tacoma--
the state's highest spending la tricts--can be attributed
to the forces set in motion by he stat efforts to reform '-
school finance. Aa one board ource put it, "the strike was
against the legislature" (Interview, board source). In'the
byzantine world of school politjcs, urban teachers and urban
school districts created an odd alliance which used strikes as
devices to pressure the legislature to modify its schodl finance
reforms. In smaller, poorer districts the stakes were not so high,
and the dynamics of strikes were different..

The Organizational Context. As in other states (e.g., Penn-
sylvania, Michigan) the Washington strikes represented, in some
ways, skirmishes waged by local battalions in-a statewide battle
between interest groups. While neither the Washington State School
Directors Association (WSSDA) nor the WashingtOn.Education Associ-
ation (WEA) 4,s much more than a confederation of local units which
themselves do not always agree upon goals and tactics, there are
clear organizational differences on such matters as the desir-
ability of collective bargaining, the legitimacy of 4krikes by
teachers, and the locus of fault in the event of barglining impasses.

In WSSDA the prevailing view is that collective birgaining
is-a struggle Eor power to control district finances and educational
programs. Teacher strikes ought to be i4egal (Washington State
School Directors' Association, 1978a: 271 WSSDA favors a strike
management strategy Which utilizes substitute teachers t'o keep schools
'open in the event of a-strike; by keeping schoolS'open the striking
teachers are penalized through loss lof pay. WSSDA publications
indicate that strikes are readily enloinable and that injunctive
relief, if:properly timed, is a useful tool'in fighting teacher strikes.
Injunctions not only help force teachers back to work; they also induce
pressures toward settlement. Some boards also appear to view injunc-.
tions as devices for securing the necessary legal basis for dismissal ,

procedures, and for maintaining eligibility for state_aid (WSSDA,
1978b: 8-17). WSSDA places great emphasis upon the impdtt-ance of

-usipg the media to develop and sustain public support forthe board's
,pegition in the event of a strike (WSSDA, 1978c).

The WEA, of course, hol4s different views. Col ctive bargaining
is viewed as a necessary device for helping to sec re equitable wages
and working conditions. For the bargaining process to work, the
strike weapon must be available. Thus labor injunctions interfere with
the legislature's expressed preference for co lectiVe bargaining. Further,
when used to force teachers back to work witho t contracts, labor injunc-
tion's can do more harm than good. At the same ime, there is a sub \

rosa view that labor injunctions are not an unmi gated evil. Under
certain circumstances they help maintain teacher solidarity, and they
can provide a face-saving rationale for ending a walkout (Interview,
teacher source).

Both WSSDA and WEA maintain networks of attorneys who are retained
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by local affiliates. ,Legal strategies are coordinated. Teacher
association attorneys, like their counterparts employed by school
boards, quickly share information about legal developments which -

may :affect strike-related litigation (Interviews, board sources
and teac 'her sources). We found that legal briefs were very
similar from strike to strike; indeed large portions of them were
identical. Further, attorneys who won favorable court decisions
quickly secured transcripts of the court's views and then shared
the tAnscript with other, attorneys who might make use of it.

These background variables help account for some of the
similarities. and differences we observed in the labor injunctions
employed in Washington teacher strikes in 1978. The courts' views

of the law, the determinants-of those views,, the desire by both
sides to minimize the damage wrought by newly adopted school
financing laws, and the special dynamics of interest group efforts
to exert influence all had their effects.

The Strikes

Six of the Washington strikes were not accompanied by court
action; four were. While we did not collect extensive data
about the six, summary descriptions will help provide a basis for
comparing strikes that invoked court relief and those that did not.

a

IStrikes Without Court Actian. Four of the six strikes were one-

d two-day affairs which were settled before students were
wi

scheduled to return to. school. In Lower Snoqualmie teachers picketed
instead of reporting for an inservice day just prior to'the Labor
Day weekend. However, a contract was agreed upon during the weekend,

and students reported for school as scheduled. In Raymond teacher

pickets protesting failure to reach contract agreement blockbd the
O -first day of pre-school football practice. A contract was approved

that night. In Bellevue, a much larger district, a strike produced
,even faster agreement; within a half-day a settlement was reached. In

Lake Washington 'teachers were on strike for two days prior to the
Labor Day weekend;. settlement was reached during the long weekend.

In the5300-student Oak Harbor district a four-day strike by
teachers involved one inservice day and three days initially
scheduled fONtudents. At the beginning of the strike the Super-
intendent threatened court action and employment of substitute
teachers unless settlement was reached promptly. On the third day

of the strike the teachers rejected a Board offer, and the Board
responded that it would open schools two days later, using substitutes.
Substitutes were brought in for orientation sessions on the fourth
day, amidst high tensions on the picket lines. Negotiations continued;:

however, and a settlement was reached and ratified in the early ,

morning hours of the fifth day, enabling the regular teachers to return

e
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to work immediately.

. -

A two-week strike in University Place included seven days
initially scheduled for student attendance by the district's 4000
students. In this district the Board delayed the scheduled
opening date, but finally declared that,sphool would begin on
September 20, with substitute teachers if necessary. Mediated
negotiation sessions went right down to the wire, but on the eve of
the 20th a setelement was reached and ratified.

Strikes Involving Labor Injunctions. Four strikes were
accompanied by requests for injunctive relief. The results were
remarkably varied. In Central Kitsap relief was denied. In
Everett the court delayed issuing relief until satisfied that
certain traditional standards of equitable relief had been met.
tverett teachers thereupon complied with the court's order. In
Seattle and Tacoma the courts virtually ignored traditional
standards of injunctive relief, adhering to the Washington pattern
--a-f near-automatic issuance of injunctions. In-Seattle 41e teachers
complied with the courri;s.order, but in Tacoma the teachers defied it.

Central Kitsap

On Labor Day teachers in..the 7700-student Central Kitsap
district narrowly voted to strike, after several Months of negoti-
ations had failed to resolve disputed issues such as salaries and
limitations on class size. The district quickly employed substitute"
teachers. Newspaper reports indicate that there were not enough
substitutes, and that the state's required student-teacher ratios
were exceeded--a factor whrch may have prompted the district's
immediate effort to seek injunctive relief. Students expressed mixed ."

opinions about the use of substitutes: some students .maintained

thIr

that th

'
were wasting their time because the substitutesTfte not

teichi g, whereas others said they were glad schools were open
because that.meant the school year would not have to be extended.

In its hastily-filed request for injunctive relief the district
stated its case straightforwardly. The strike was unlawful according
to the common law tradition and on the basisof the Port of Seattle
decision, Moreover Port of Seattle had indicated that any change in
the common law tradition was up to the legislature, and in EERA the
legislature clearly had not changed the.traditdon. State education
agency rules that conditioned state aid upon the issuance of injunc, -

tive'relief, acid decisions in other states, supported the issuance
of injunctive relief in the face of an unlawful strike.' Citing Board
of Education v. Redding (1965) the Board went on to'assert that
irreparable harm could be presumed without an actual showing of harm.
Anyway, harm could be shown in the strike's potential effects on
state subsidies to the district, in its potential ruption of the
educational program-of the studentsNi its impliciTIons for extending
the school year with attendant disruption of summer work and college
plans, in the increased costs resulting from make-up days, and in its

7
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danger to the health, safety,,aud welfare of the students and non-
striking employeei. Accompanying affidavits purported to substan-
tiate these threatened forms of harm. The-Board asked that the
strike be aeclafed illegal, and that.a temporary restraining order"
be issued "forthwith" (PlaintiWa Memorandum, Central Kitsap School
District v. Cenral Kitsap Education Association, l978 (hereafter
Central Kitsapj).

Note3--The Board's legal posture is a near-perfect illustration
of the classic tile of labor injunctions. Legal papers were .,

.

fileelgo7ediately after the teachers 'voted to strike. The
language in the Board's legal Memorandum was of the "boiler- .

plate" variety; that is, it was suitable for use in any teacher
strike, and not tailored to the specifics Ofothe lUtpap ip. -
situatibn. (Indeed, we found identical language in.portions
of the legal memoranda Submitted in Seattle and Tawas.)
Bccause the request for injunctive relief was fileAbefore _...

sliool resumed, the allegations.df harm necessarily were
anticipatdry in nature; no sowing of actual harm/was possible.',
The shortest possible noticewas'tiven; a hearing was ac4eduled

) flTrtthe day following filing of the Board's compl. .t. More-
.

c., over, the hearing-would be dependent' upon the affi s; no v"

testimony could be taken.

In a Memorandum opposing the Board's contentions the tehers'
attorney developed an elaborate array of arguments. Firs,t,.a lopp,

list of "facts" was set forth as "evidence of bad faithonegoti'ations"
(Memorandum of Authorities in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for
Temporary Restraining Order, Central Kitsap, p. 3).- Second, the
language of 'the controlling teacher-Board contract (the strike was

caused by unresolved disputes abopt re-opener clauses, rather than
disputes over a new contract) indicated that the contradt's "no strike"
clause was waived in the event of impasse over the re- opener items;

. thus language adopted by the Board itself indicated that' the strike
was not unlawful. 'In addition the Board had not exhausted other
avenues of.legal recourse. Moreover the legislature, in EERA, clearly
had expressed a desire for meaningful teacher-Board bargaining;...eKat
intervention would impede the bdrgaining process.

'he most elaborate portion of the defendants' Memorenduin dealt

with the legality of teacher strikes in Washington. The distinctions",

betweenithe state's Public Employee Collective Bargeinnag Act and the
Educational Employment Relations Act (EERA) was stressed: the

(21 formed banned strikeelllut the latter did notvirhus the legislature
had had an op?ortunity to ban teacher strikes, but it had not done so.
And in the absence of legislative action, it was not for the'courts to
f9rmulate policy. In an accompanying affidavit a teacher association
Official stated that she did not think the strike was illegal; she
sumicrterRer contention with a recent newspaper clipping indicating
that tke Senate Majority Leader and the House Speaker had doubts that
.teachers strikes were clearly illegal (Affidavit of SherY1 Graham,
Cantrell Kitsap) ,
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randum went on to reviewthe basic standards for
iss ?. injurittive relieb& invasign of a clear legal right,
a ng of irreparabik harm, a balahcing of the equities,
An As. The latter argumipt was buttressed citations

higan's Holland (1268 case, Rhode Island's Wes erly (1973)
ew Hampshire's Timberl ne (1974) case and the Clover Park (1975)

nj tion case from Washingto . Finally the Mead (1975) case was cited
to support the contention that mere delay in the openirg of school
was nota sufficient "emergency" to waive the state OPE Meetings
Law; surely then, said the teachers, a strike could not be presumed
to be harmful, absent a showing to the contrary. Injunctive relief
should be denied.

Note -- Although dirteachers ' Memorandum, like the Board's,
contained a goodf amount of "boiler7plate" language that
was not specific to the situation in Central Kitsaf -and
which was exactly the4same as language which appeared in
teachers'- memoranda in Seattle'and Everettirthe initial
recitation of events leading to impasse indic'ated that
at least some specific attention was being paid to local
facts.

At a hearing on September 6 Judge Roberiv.J. *yen evidently
thought the teachers had the better case. In a rambling oral opinion
he echoed many of the teachers' Agtments. He noted that neither the
legislature nor the appellate courts in Washington .provided clear
guidance. Then, focusing on Washington's Infunction Statute, Bryan
noted that injunctions "should be very carefully considered and should
not be i:htly granted" (Oral Decision of the Court, Central Kitsap,

7/101p. 4)..4 -r the statute, a plaintiff's first burden was 'to make
a clea rshowing of entitlement to the relief reque%ted. Taking note
of two 'separate and distinct lines of authority in the State and
in this country," Judge Bryan'said that "it is'unclear in thist.

State which line of authority an Appellate Court might adopt if and
when'faced squarely with the issue now before this Court." Thy
legisliaturehad chosen not to act.on the issue of teachers strikes.
.But the Administrative Code as wellas.the Central Kitsap bargaining
agreement evidently contemplated teacher strikes. Summarizing, the
Judgesaid.:

.-...Where this iead% me is to the conclusion that I at this
' .*,point cannot find based on the law any clear legal 'or

equitable tight on the part of the jchool District who is
here as thAmoving party to. enjoin strike. There may

1n such a right; there may not be such a right....The law
As at.least a -Close enough balance in my judgment that
the School District simply has failed in its burden in
showing that i in -fact entitled to (injunctive relief)
(Nal Decision,7entra tsap, p. 7).

In passing, the Court took note:of the newspapersewspaper article submitted with
an affidavit:

3
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The fact of `the matter is that it is atebateable issue.
I guess you would say that newspaper article gives support
on thls.canclusion although I ,don't get my law'out of
newspaper articles. But it if a close and debated question -*
by Legislators, by Attorney Generals, by School Districts,

1a sufficiently clear point of law upon which to base .1!

by Education AssoCiations, and by teachers, and it's

injunction. Now,' for that reason it appears to me that the
motion for a, Temporary Injunction Order restraining the
strike should be denied (Oral Decision, Central,Kitsap, pp. 7-8)

Two days later the Court issued a formal qfider denying the-Board's
request; the Order recited thel.Court's determination that

the plaintiff must establiih that there is a clear legal
right to the issuance of an order restraining a strike
"by the defendants; that the law is in a state of flip(
and it is not now Clear that it is illegal for educational
employees of a school district to strike; that the-
legislature is, aware of the problem of strikes by public
school teachers and has failed to act Eykivspelling/out in
statute whether or not educational employees have a right
to strike; that the collective bargaining agreement -

between the parties contemplates. th1q3ossibility of strife
by teachers and the Washington Administrative-Code
contemplates strikes by teachers;_andthat there is no clear
legal or equitable right to enjoin a strike (Order Denying
Tempoiory Restraining Order"and Temporary Injunction, Central
Kit a , pp. J-2). I

Judge Bryan's decision stands as a clear exception to
revelling pattern in which Washington plaintiffs routinely
granted 'injunctive relief. One possible explanation for

the decision is that Judge Bryan apparently did not distinguish
between legal precedents concerning the right to strike, on the
one hand, and the right to equitable relief on the other.
Confusion easily could haye arisen from the-legal memoranda-and
-oral arguments of the opposing attorneys.. The plaintiffs, in
their desire to suppress utilization of the irreparable harm
and clean hands doctrines, had clouded the illegality-
'enjoinability'distinction by arguing that illegal strikes are
automatically enjoinable. And the defendants, in their,camplv

. argumentation, did not make a point of distinguishing between
the Rolland line of cases (which indicates that illegal strikes
are not automatically'enjoinable) and the question of illegality
itself. Same evidence of confusion arose in an interchange
between the Board's attorney and the Judge:

Attorney: May it pleate the Court, I don't want to reargue
the case. I do want to point out td the Courtthat there
has been no case cited by either counsel wherein a Court has
ruled that a strike by publicemployeeswas dot illegal. There
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have been cases where the Court did not grant'an.injunc-
tion, but never on the basis that the law was that a
strike by public employees was permissible....I understood
the Court to say that there were cases going both ways

T on that issue.

The' Court: Well, what I was referring to is the author
ities as I understand them basically. So not talking
about specific cases, only that there are two lines of-
authoritybased on the interpretation of existing cases that
could lead...an Appellate Court to the conclusion that
teachers may strike or to the conclusion that they may not
(Oral Decision, Central!Kitsap, pp. 12 -13).'

Some of the.attorneys we interviewed indicated that they felt
that Judge Bryan'simply may have been too rushed, and failed
to give.close attention to all the alegal questions before him.
Here it should be noted that the rush was not of the Judge's
:atm making; it was urged upon him by the plaintiff's request
for immediate relief. In Collinsville we noted that delay seemed
to work to the advantage Of teachers; here teachers may have
benefited from hasty court action (Co tom, 1980a). It is
interestigg to note that Seattle Boa attorneys, who paid
close attention to the Central Kitsap affair, made quite a point
of propeding at a more leisurely pace.

A second possible explanation for Judge Bryan's decision
is that it may have reflected his view of the role of the court.
Early in his oral opinion he castigated the legislature for
failing to act on the question of teacher strikes, noting that
"Judges get burned in the press and by the public all the time
on these public issues" and that "I'm not responsible for (the
law I havt to,apply)." Subsequently the Judge criticized the
,parties for having failed to reach a settlement:

You kndek.it's bardlifor me to understand why this has not
been resolvedAkrough the negOtiation process, the mediation
process, the fact-finding process, long before itgot to
this stage of the game. This is like the Arabs and the
Israelis who 'keep going to war and we keep telling them they
should be able to settle their dispute....The time to have
resolved this matter was at least two days ago, and the
.parties while they are sitting in Court today could have
better spent their time by negotiation (Oral Decision, Central
Kitsap, pp. 8-9).

,Perhaps the words were inspired by the recent Camp David sessions
involving Israel's Begin and Egypt's Sadat. While the argume
hardly qualifies as an outstanding rationale for judicial
,abstention, Judge, Bryan's reluctance to get involved seems quite
apparent, andoday have affected his disposition of the Boares
request for injunctive relief. -Judges, particularly elected ones,

K
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such as Judge Bryan, are not averse to ducking controversial
issues.

Following Judge Bryan's ruling, the Central Kitsap teachers and
Board resumed negotiations.. Meanwhile picketing continued, and the
Board operated schools using substitute teachers. Mediation and a

marathon bargaining session finally proddced a settlement on the
fourth day of the strike.

Everett

Everett teachers struck (for the second time in three years) on
September 6, jgllowing unsuccessful efforts to resolve issues

"which teachers defined as "contract stripping by the Board," and
which the Board defined in terms of "restoring and protecting manage-
thent rights." Following the strike vote the Board announced that
it would open schools with substitutes paid at a rate of $105 per
day. When last-minute negotiations filed to produce a settlement
the Board implemented its plan by depfoying more than 300 substitutes- -
enough to staff classes for the 6000-8000 students (of 11,600) who
reported for school. Emotions on the picket lines were high, and
miscellaneous incidents resulted in the arrest of several Everett
teachers. After three days of operation with substitute teachers,
as student" daily attendance dwindled and threatened to reduce stat
aid, the Board of Education sought injunctive relief.

'The teachers' response included several long memoranda. Th

first began by reminding the court bf the b976 Everett strike. "

in 1976," said the teachers, "the Assbciation believes the Distric
only attempting to use this court as a lever in the course of its
unfair labor practices" (Defendants' Memorandum of Authotitj.es in
Opposition to Motion for Temporary Relief, Ev tt School District

Everett Education Association, 1978, p. 2. Hereafter Everett.) Tie unfair
labor practice theme was spun out at great length, particularly
through detailed' affidavits which cataloged events allegedly showing

evidence of bad faith negotiations by the Board. The Memorandum also

included a lesson on labor injunctions. Government plaintiffs are not

privileked, said the teachers,and must make the same showings required
of private plaintiffs; history showed that the public sector was simply
repeating the errors demonstrated decades earller in the private

sector. Moreover, an injutiction would interfe0 with the likelihood

that the legislature's intention--good faithAargaining--would settle
. the dispute between the teachers and Board. ,411 addition the Board

had failed to exhaust its administrative reme e , and had not estab-

lished
set fort n the Central Ritsap case, the teachers set forth

lished a of irreparable harm. 'Then, echoing the argu-

ments
view that teacher strikes were not illegal in.Washington, and

that even illegal strikes should not be enjoined without court adher-
ence to traditional equitable standards. A Supplemental Memorandum

developed the proposition that blanket prohibitions of teacher strikes
violated,protections granted by the U.S. Constitution (Defendairii'*
First Supplemental Memorandum of Authorities in Opposition to Motion

12
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for Injunctive Relief, Everett, 1978).

In his oral opinion following a hearing on September 15,
-*Judge Robert C. Bibb took careful note of the teachers' arguments,
and then adopted a Solamonic stance that sent both sides away
with partial victories. Regarding the constitutional arguMent,
and the auument that teacher strikes were not illegal in Washington,
the courtItAtthat "the case law in this state still holds these
strikes illegal" (Oral Ruling, Everett, September 15, 1978).
Moreover, the court ruled that the violence on the picket lines
merited an injunction, and he issued an order severely restricting
picketing. However on other matters the teachers won partial
victories. Apparently adopting the teachers' contention that
illegal strikes are notautomatically enjoinable, Judge Bibb
enunciated two lines of reasoning for withholding an order enjoin-
ing the strike itself. First there wst the clean hands argument.
The judge did not quite adopt the clean hands argument as a
precondition for injunctive relief, but he came close. He indi-
cated that the argument's roots probably were associated with
those of the old sovereignty doctrine (Which he already had sus-
tained by ruling the strike illegal). But, he noted, he was not
sure who the sovereign was, and whose hands were supposed to be
clean:

Who is the sovereign in this case? I think we have to
look at that locause I think that then depends on whose
clean hands we are talking about. Is it the school board,
its members, the staff? I think the case law, and again
I say rhaven't had th'e opportunity to find citations on
this due to the'grief time that I have had to consider the
record,,is that the people'are the sovereign. The people
are the vereign under the constitution. Can their rights.
be pardized by the intransigence or bad faith of their
agents, in this case the school directors, if in fact that
was the case? I don't think so. I am hoAding_that at least
in a situation of this kind where we are (dealing with public
education, whetherschools are running, the absence of clean
hands on the part of the school board, if that's the case,
should not take away from the public the right to have the
laws enforced. However, I do think it is a praper thing_to
consider in what kind of an order to-enter (0111 Ruling, ,

Everett, September 15, 1978, p. 6).

In thit rOundabOut fashion, heset the stage for an order that directed
the parties to engage in at least ten hours of negotiations over
the next two days, and directed the federal mediator to report pri-
vately to the court as to whether the bargaining was in good faith.
The judge then went further, observing, without ruling, that the: -

teachers had insisted that a plaintiff must show irreparablewharm
before a strike could be enjoined:

Weishave a situation where it is now almost through the first
five scheduled days of school, going into next week. We are

Y
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talking about something more than just a brief interlude
which could easily be.Made up at the and of a term or by-
cutting a vacation. It has the appearance anyway at this
point of lasting a considerable period of time and that is
a matter of weighing the amount of harm sufficient to
persuade the court that irreparable harm will result if
something isn't done (Oral Ruling, Everett, September 15,
1978, pp. 7-8).

Again there was ambiguity in the judge's remarks, but the apparent
import was that (1) the irreparable harm standard was applicable--'
a notable victory for the teachers--and (2) the length of the strike
might be the standard for aAertalming irreparable harm. But the

judge made no ruling for the moment.-

%
Another teacher victory, of sorts, occurred when Judge Bibb

acknowledged the teachers' argument that injunctions were an'extraor-
dinary form of relief, not to be lightly granted: Referring-back to

the previous Everett strike, where the plaintiff party evidently
had not sought judicial enforcement of a restraining order, the
judge said he would not consider granting a back-to-work order until
he was satisfied that there would be some enforcement:

I will consider entering...an injunction next week, but
as a condition to my consideration of that, it will be
necessary for the district to submit to the court a plan' '

as to how this injunction is to be served and become effec-
tive; how it is to be monitored as to compliance, and what
position the plaintiff will take with respect to an attempt
to, bargain away any violations of the injunction in the
process of negotiations with,the association. To do less

than that in my view will result in the same type of situation
that occurred with (the previous strike injuhction) and
other court orders in the past that have been disregarded.
In this particular context that can do' nothing more than
breed a contempt of the law already rampant in our society
(Oral Ruling, Everett, September 15, 1978, pp. 9-10).

In one sense, the judge's words were a victory for teachers, for they
played a part in the court's decision to delay issuance of an injunc-

tion. Yet, a few days later; when an injunction was finally issued,

it had real teeth in it.

NoteViewed politically, Judge Bibb's oral opinion is a
masterpiece. It had something for everybody. The Board

got its declaration that the strike was illegal, and it
obtained an order restraining picketing, thus facilitating
continued operation with substitutes. But the Board also
had its knuckles rapped on the can hands issue, and was
directed to come in with an enforcement plan as a measure of
its good faith vis-a-vis the-'court: The teachers, while
they lost on the question of the legality of the strike, and

M.
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were restrained in picketing, won a legal victory when the
court seemingly adopted the teacher's contention that
traditional standards governing injunctive relief were
applicable. The clean bands argUment evidently helped achieve
a delay in the granting of injunctive relief, and the court
did direct good faith bargaining--anotAr victory for the
'teachers. On the other hand, it appeared' that the court was
prepared,to say that the strike was approathing the point
where irreparable heti would.occur, and it also was clear
that the court expected to have its orders enforced. Even
the general public got something: an acknowledgement that it
was sovereign, and could legitimately expect that labor-
management disputes should not interfere with the availability
of schoolbag. As a newspaper put it, the judge '%walked a thin
line," and both sides emerged from the initial hearing with
small victories (Seattle Times, September 16, 1978). But the
strike was not ended and court proceedings resumed on the
following Monday.

,As the hearing resumed, teachers camplie; with the order
limiting picketing, and the federal mediator made his report to the
judge. The court then held that there was no evidence of bad faith
bargaining, but again declined to issue a back-to-work order. The
hearing was continued until the next day.

Finally, on the third day, the court iss9pd a somewhat unusual
back-to-work order. Itraddition to directing the-teachers to report
for work an Sept
w

er 20, district officials were ordered to appear
beforE the court a 1:00 p.m. on September 20 to seek a show cause
hearing against ch teacher who violated the back-to-work order.
Further, the.court ordered the school board not to interfere "with
the Court's jurisdiction to punish any person who has violgted the terms
of this Order." Moreover,'the plaintiff was prohibited from making
any agreement with the teachers "having the effect of waiving the
penalties." Finally, "(finding) it probable that at least some of the
defendants may intend to disregard" the back-to-work order, the judge
cited the court's "inherent power to coerce the parties into compli-
ance'," and declared that each individualtz.dolating the Order would be
fined $100 per day Ng.nd the Association Mould be fin14 $1000 per day
(Temporary Restraining order and Order to Show Cause, Everett, 1978).

4.

In an oral ruling preceding issuance of the formal Order, the
court made a further commitment:

I am convinced more and more as I listen to argument...that
I should in a supplemental order involve the court in some
degree to a monitoring of bargaining where the issues of bad
faith or good faith can be reviewed by the court and where
the co qc may have more ability to--I don't want co use the
word ce"--but at least have some ability to,accomplish a
settlement of some of the issues between the parties. While
the court is not particularly anxious to engage in that kind
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of work, I may find myself forced to, and I will be willing to,
and I'll certainly consider any order hat either party should
propose along tyt line, whetherfe call it a settlement
conferenceor son thing else (Ora Riding, Everett; September 19,
1978, p. 6).

Everett teachers complied with the back-to-work-order,.returning
without a contract. The Everett Education Association (EEA) President
siaiethar lost wages and mandatory fines simply were more than teachers
cou;d afford(Seattle times, Sept er 26, 1978). A week later the
teachers' association asked the ourt to re-enter the picture, and the
court appointed a fact-finder. e fact-finder's report in late
October provided the basis for a settlement which the teachers adopted
reluctantly (Washington Education Association, 1978a: 5).

, Seattle

Seattle, with an enrollment of 55;000 students, is Washington's
largest school district. The 1978-79 school year was to have begun
with the implementation of a voluntary desegregation plan. However
there was a salary re-opener clause in the teachers' contract, and
last-minute negotiations failed to produce a settlement. Some

observers maintained that the strike could have been averted if the
two sides had taken the negotiation process more seriously. Possibly
the teachers faired to comprehend the Board's determination to hold
the line on salaries, with a view to the. impending pressures of the
state's "reform" financial assistance laws. And the Board probably
failed to recognize the extent to which teachers worried that the
new laws would inhibit salary improvements in years ahead. The
situation was further complicated by the, strong and apparently con-
flicting personalities of the Superintendent the Seattle Teachers

Aaeociation-(STA) President. Whatever the ca there was no
settlement on Labor Day, and teachers voted to strike.

Ia contrast to otOr striking districts, Seattle was not in a
position to try to re-open schoola with substitute teachers. Logis-

tically, the problem was formidable in such a large district, and in
any case such a tactic,would disrupt-the district's planned desegre-
gation effort. Given the Board's determination not to yield on salary
issues, it quickly became apparent that the strike would be a long one.'
The Boares strategy was to veardown the teachers, gain maximum
mileage from a massive public relations effoit, and, at the right
moment, seek injunctive relief.

At the outset of the strike Board attorney Gary Little announced
that he was preparing to seek-cuurt-a-crittr, and would do so whenever
the Boards directed. But fqr two weeks the injunction request was no
filed. The Board reguldtly maintained that too-prompt court action
might inhibit the effectiveness of a court action, and that it hoped
that continuing negotiations would produce a settlement. In any event,

said the Board, all school days would be made up. As the Board Played
its waiting game, signs of dissensiot within-the STA occasionally
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surfaced. A4 one point, for example, STA President Neuschwander
removed the chief negotiator.

Finally, at the beginning of the third week of the strike,
the Maid filed for injunctive relief. A teachtr source wryly
remarked that even here the Board played the publierelations game
to the hilt. "Gary Little...called up the television cameras and
stations and said, 'Well,. I'm going down to the courthouse to
file my papers.' And sure enough, that night on television you
have him stamping`the papers and passing them through the slot"
(Interview, teacher source).

With two exceptions, the Seattle plaintiffs' legal position'
was much like that of liner Washington,districts. Indeed, the
language in the Board'rtegal memorandum was in many sections
identfterto that used in other districts, (Plaintiff's Memorandum
is Support of Injunctive Reiief, Seattle School District v. Seattle
Teachers Association, 1978. Hereafter Seattle.) Port of Seattle
was cited as authority for the proposition that public employee
strikes were illegal. The legislature had not changed the law.
unlawful strike is per se harmful, 4nd hence harm need not be shown.
However, even if harm needed to be shown, there was abundant evidence
that the strike was causing harm; supplemental affidvaits filed by
the Board Presideit, the Sdperintendent, and four central staff
members attested to that. The affidavits also described the Board's
efforts at the bargaining table, evidently in an effort to head off
expected teacher allegations of bad faith bargaining (Plaintiff's
Affidavits, Seattle, 1978).

k

. One of the special features of the Seattle argument was the
claim that teachers were striking in violation of a no-strike clause

Arof the contract between the teachers and the Board--a point repeat-
edly emphasized in Board comments to the press. A second unusual
feature was that the Board sought a preliminary injunction, rather
than a temporary restraining order. The effect was to delay the ad"

Ikr date of a hearing for a full week, on the supposition that such delay
would give the court an opportunity to consider the situation more
carefully--a particular concern of the Board's attorney in view of
the hasty and infavorable decision reached earliel( in Central Kitsap
(Interview, Board source). In Seattle a hearing was set for
September 25 before Supetior Court Judge Carolyn Dimmick.

STA attorney Harold Green, not knowing wheii'to expect the Board
OD initiate court action, prepared his legalinemorandum and supporting
iffidaviti at the inception of the strike, but then had to await
further developments,. Following the Board's filing, some revisions
were made in the teachers'. documents, particularly with respect to
claims and affidavits attesting to bad faith bargaining on the part of
the Board. Green argued not only that there had been bad faith by
the Board, but' also that the matter properly belonged before -the
State Public Employment Relations Commission (PERC) rather than the Superior
Court. Extensive legal authority ftom throughout the nation was cited
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on behalf of thl... argument. The rest of the teachers' legal
'

argent wis similar to that used in other strike situations
(Defendant's Brief in Opposition to Motion for Preliminary Injunc-
tion, Seattle, 1978). Teacher strikes had not been made illegal
by thereairature, despite that body's many opportunities to
outlaw such strikes. The Board Was not entitled to injunctive
relief because administrative remedies had not been exhausted.
Further, in considering injunctive relief, the courtaust require
a clear showing that the defendants were invading a Clear legal
'right of the Board, that there was consequent irreparable harm,
that there was a favorable l'alance of, the equities, and that the
Board had clean hands. The final phases of the teachers' legal
memorandum set forth a complex legal argument showing why the
Association was not in violation of the no-strike clause in the
contract between the district and the STA (see Defendants' Brief
in Opposition to Motion for Preliminary Injunction, Seattle, 1978).

In addition to their legal Memorandum, the teachers submitted
a large number of-Affidavits. Several of them were quite long,

Sitll:

and set forth in detail the events t, in the teachers' eyes,
manifested bad faith` bargaining by t e Board. Another group of
Affidavits, prepared by sever -al of tid most experienced teachers in
the dittrict, maintained that the experience of a strike in 1976
had shown that strikes do not cause irreparable harm, that other
types of events were just as disruptive,as strikes, and that in
any event the strike simply was a dSlay, rather than a denial,of
schooling (Defendants' Affidavits, Seattle, 1978).

As the scheduled hearing date approached several legal maneuvers
took place. A group of concerned citizens and parents filed papers
seeking to intervene in the case; the main thrust of their argument
was that they were being irreparably harmed by the strike (Petition_
of Intervenors for an Order Requiring Reopening of School and
Resumption of Classes, retervenors' Affidavits, Seattle, 1978).

'STA attorney *Green filed a request to present oral testimony at
the hearing. Green maintained that oral examination would be required

in order to elucidate the facts underlying the teachers' accusations .

of bad faith bargaining, to secure'acceis to information in the
possession of the plaintiffs, and to rebut the Board's affidavits,
which included "hearsay, opinion, and conclusory allegations" (Affidavit
of Harold H. Green, Seattle, 1978). Green pointed out that the
district had waited twq weeks before seeking court action, that it
had argued for a "cautious, careful approach," that the taking of
testimony would be consistent with such an approach, and that "Defendant
will be severely prejudiced-if the motion is determined summarily,
without opportunity for Defendant tp present the Court evidence through
oral testimony whiCh is unavailable to it by affidavie." The request

was denied.

Moments befbre the hearing, both sides presented supplemental
a memoranda which responded to previous' filings. The Board maintained

4
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that the Superior Court (rather than PERC) indeed did have juris-
diction, and that the exhaustion of administrative remedies was
not a precondition for the award of injunctive relief. Further,
the Board had met all ehe requirements of injunctive relief. In
addition to the harm cited in its initial filings, the,Board now
took note of the harm to the public, as identified in the affidavits
supplied by the intervenors. As to the teachers' affidavits on

P harm, they showed only that. a short strike was not harmful; the
present strike now exceeded in length the 1976 strike on which some
of the teachers' affidavits were based. On the clean hands argu-
meat, the Board now maintained that the doctrine was not a restraint
on the award of injunctive relief where the public was suffeiing
harm. Appended to the Board's Supplemental Memoranda were copies
of Judge Bibb's final oral decision and order in the Everett case
(Plaintiff's Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Injunctive Relief,
Seattle,' 1978).

In their Supplemental Memorandum the teachers renewed and
elaborated on their assertions of bad faith bargaining by the Board,
reciting numerous instances where, in their view, the Board had
violated the tenets of good faith collective bargaining (see
Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum of Law, Seattle, 1978).

At the hearing on September 26, the attorneys for the Board, the
teacher*, and the intervenors simply recapitulated the arguments
already set' forth in the voluminous papers they had filed. Judge
Dimmick granted the intervening group xmicus curiae status, and
permitted the Board to adopt the intervenors' affidavits. Moments
later the Judge, before a packed courtroom and television cameras,
rendered her oral decision. Speaking to the question of the court's
jurisdiction, she declared that whereas PERC was the body to hear
charges of unfair labor_practices, the court had jurisdiction of the
strike issue. Noting that th legislature had declined to change
the common law prohibiting public employee strikes, she found the Seattle
strike illegal. She further went on to say that it was not necessary
to prove irreparable harm, for an unlawful strike was presumed to
cause such harm. In any event, she said, "the affidavits that I have
read have convinced the Court..,that there is evidence of great injury
about to be perpetrated because there is no end of the strike in
sight" (Oral Decision, Seattle, 1978). An order directing the teachers
to return to work would be issued the next day, following a conference
with attorneys Little and Green.

The order was much simpler than the one in Everett. Judge Dimmick
directed, the teachers to return to work, but no penalties for non-
compliance were specified. However the order did atate that teachers
who did not discharge their contractual obligations could "waive any
present or future claim to continued district employment" (Preliminary
Injunction, Seattle, 1978).

Note--Informed sources attached considerable significance to
the things that Judge Dimmick did not say., Her silence regardA
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the disputed no-strike'clause in the teachers' contra t was

;
a public relations victory, of sorts, for the teacher , much

ias he silence regarding the teachers' allegations of bad
faith bargaining represented a sort of' victory fogpthe Board.
The Judge's decision to.zero in on a single question--the
illegality of the strike--provably affected the teachers'
response to, the court's order. Furtherdiscussion of this
matter will appear below.

,

Despite the recommendations of their executive board that the
strike be continued, 57% of the Seattle teachers voted to comply with
the court's order. The teachers held a mock funeral, but then
returned to work for a preparation hay on September 28th. Students

began their programs the next day after a delay of 17 school days
(which subsequently were re-scheduled). °Two weeks' later an agreement

° was reached between Board and teacher negotiators and ratified by
both parties. Superintendent Moberly maintained that the settlement
was "fair." The teachers had a different view. Said STA President

Neuschwander, "We lost." The same sentiment was echoed by the
Washington Education Association, which described the settlement as
a "setback." The WEA wryly spoke of Seattle's "voluntary desegregation
and court-ordered Ilachers" (WEA, 1978a: 4).

Tacoma

Tacoma, like Seattle, experienced a four-week strike. From the
ooutset it appeared that both sides were prepared to wait things out

indefinitely. Teachers, bolstered by a recent and favorable arbi-
tration award resulting from a vious strike, were convinced that
the Board was bargaining in ba faith, and that eventually the Board
would increase its financial o fer. The teachers filed charges of

unfkir labor practites with the State Public Employee Relations
Commission. The Board, as convinced as Seattle's that the line on
teacher salaries must be held in view of the new state finance laws,
maintained that it simply could not boost its offer.

In the third week of the strike, in a move that,attracted notice
in the national media, some students ("The Tacoma 8") sought injunc-
tive relief from their role as "hostages"; both the teachers and the
Board were named as defiadants in the students' suit. A hearing on

the students' request was set for September 29. Meanwhile the Board

ized plans to try to end the strike. The Boardemounced that it
might utilize "replacement" teachers paid at $105 per day, and on

Sept ber 27 authorized its attorney to seek a temporary restraining

order. Papers were filed promptly, and a hearing was scheduled concur-
. rently with t e one already scheduled in response to the students'

petition. Th Board then announced that it would open schools on

Tuesday, Oct 3, using replacement teachers in the event that court

relief was no 'g anted, or.if striking teachers refused to abide by a

court order.

Oa the day of the hearing, the court first dismissed the students'



suit, but then allowed the studentsto join the Board in its
action against the teachers. Following oral argument on the
Board's motion for relief, the court ruled that the strike was
illegal, and ordered teachers to report for work when the Board
opened the schools for a "staff day" the following Monday. Asi
in Seattle, no penalties were specified in the order. A hearing

4
on the Board's request for a preliminary injunction was set for
October 5. The court also ordered that representatives from the
Public Employee Relations Commission be present at future nego-
tiation sessions--evidently in response to mutual charges of
unfair bargaining practices.

The Tacoma teachers promptly and overWhelmingly (77%) voted
to continue their strike, despite the court order. The Board,

IIP which reported that it had made no final decision on the use of
substitutes, evidently decided tciwait until Monday--the scheduled
staff day--before deciding its next move. MeanwhIle, negotiations
were continued:, On Monday there was massive pickarIng. Only about
one-eighth of the district's regular teachers reported for work.
Substitute teachers thereupon wee mobilized for the scheduled
return-of students the next day. The Board attorney said he would
seek contempt orders at the court hearing scheduled for October 5.

On Tuesday approximately 500 teachers reported (about 200
regulars and 300 "replacements").along with,a majority of the

i
district's 30,000 students. There apps ntly was considerable
confusion in the schools, and the stud t-staff ratio wtfhigh.
Picketing continued, but. there were no eports of incidents on the
picket lines. Show cause orders were filed against some teachers.
That evening negotiatoil for the Board and the teachers met, with
mediators and reached a three-year settlement which was approved the
next day. The settlement involved $500,000 not previously available,
reinstatement of some teachers whose positions had been 4timinated,
and new procedures governing teacher transfers. The teachers '

reportedly gave up on their demands for an agency shop clause. The
Board withdrew its contempt citations. Thus, on October 4, %he last
of the Washington strikes tame to an end.

Variations Among Settings

To the casual observer teacher strikes may appear to be rather
undifferentiated. True, they last longer in some places than in
others, but the dominant social fact is that children are out of
school--evidently because there is a dispute between the board of
Iducation and its professional employees. However, as. our review of
Washington strikes has shown, beneath the outward similarities there
are widely different forces at work, and these forces give each strike
a unique character.

Our inquiry does not focu n differences among teacher strikes,
Per 212 but rather.upon diffe nces in the use and the effects of
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. labor injunctions in teacher strikes. In Washington, four districts .
Chose to seek injunctive relief; six did not. Among-the four,
districts pao (Central Kitsap, Everett) acted promptly; two delayed
action (Seattle, Tacoma).. Two (Seattle, Tacoma) received the .

rbquested relief; one (Everett) received relief only after a three-
day Milking; and one district (Ceitral Kitsap) was denied relief.
Anion the three districts that received relief one (Everett) els!, .

experienced judicial intervention that went well beyond mere
issuance of a labor injunction.__ITwo districts (Everett and Seattle)
found Akat thei4,:teichers complied with back-to-work orders, whereas
in Tacoma the court's order was defied by teachers. It is tempting ik

to say that. such differences odtur because every strike occurs in a.Q
unique context. That is true, of coarse, but it is no more helpful
than the observation that strikes arpretty tpuch alike. The' ,

"function of policypAeseaTch is to see regularities and to.identify,
g factors which make some iphenomenh more signiNant than others. Once

- these are identitiedoand understood, the knowledge can 'used to

0anticipate the course of subsequent events.

g Tre appear to be three decision- points whichliarratt examination.
Each we shall see, has several sub-parts. The first decision ,

is in die hands of the board of educationi Shall injunctive relief be

decisiom-fs in the"When should the relief be sought? MIA s cond main.itid'

sought? In the event of an affirmative swer another question arises:

hands of the court: Shall injunctive relief be' granted? Here too
an Affirmative answer demands answers to' certain sub-questions. What

jpit type-of relief is warranted?' Should othe court intervene.in.an effort si
to,s4Otle`the.underlying iLspute? Are penaltie4 to be invoked? 'Asbuming

,/ that the comp does Issue a labor injunction, 'tie third main decision ,

point is reaThed. It lies with the teachers: Shall the couri's.order
uswbe o n,obeyed? Whatevedle- er, other decisions must follow. If the

s to be defiance, -can t
l
chers be,protected-from fines or jail eentenc

If there is tobe compliance,,how can a settlement be reached?

e.

Ot.

/ .:Going to Court, :Me' Washington data suggest two perspectives that
may influence boArd idectsiansaboOt seeking injunctive relief;,,, One
etophasizes ideolggical and pOlitiCal considerations; the other-rests
on strategic and situational analysis.

The ideological view was enunciateein thNeterms:

1,MhsALI don '
ttnink you can FeneraliZe about school boards. There

a philosophy extant in (the Washington School Direttors
''Association). Thar is the "beat 'em with a stick and kill

'em" philosophy. And there is a counierlailing philosophy
that sooner or later when tile batgaining process'begins to

;, work, teacher strikes will a t ust y the nature of the
prbcess. And .those-are erypaTirferent opinions. There
is a substantial body of belief that what you 'o ht to .4o
in response 03 negotiatibts,is stonewall, it, a athen fCe

athe tchers out onts.trike, go running into co rt, gee.

_111- injunctive relief, have the strike declared illegal, fir,e all

,41
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j..
your teachers bacause they engaged in,illegal activities,
and then replace tipm....And then you find a. more sophisti-
cated approach to labor relations....A mere sophissicated
approach.(is) that.(an) injunction is a no-win lbination
for a'school board, because even though there's a good thence
that they can get the teachers backto work through injunc-
tive relief, it ruins labor relations and it tends to have a
lasting Impact on teacher,morale....Bellevue probably is a
good example. The Bellevue School District has hiiid a,
proiossional negotiator who, although he bargains hard,
tries to bargain in such a way as to make the bargaining
pr8cess work, to avoid,etrikes (Interview, licher source)

In the 1978 strike*, we

"beat 'em with a stick and
clearly voiced by a school
reflected on an earlier st

did not find much direct evidence of the

r

F

kill 'em" philotophy, althoughsit was 4
-

board member who, in a WSSDA publication,
rike:

Once there is a strike, go to court ipmedlately for_
purpose of proving the strike is illegal, but don't order
them 1 ck to work. Orrce it is declared illegal and they
refus o return to work, issue'notices of discharge on the
grounds of participation in
teachers more4interesteilin
self--if you give in, who)s
1978b: 16)::

illegal activity and Aie

the education of ki Ask your-
going toOake the rules? (WSSDA,

Perhaps a trace of thiSphilosoph,also was evident4 in the Male strike,
where the oard eventually embarked on a course of action which
combinednjunctive.relief with the employment of "replacement" (not
substitute) teachers. Central Kitsap also may have been influenced
by phiAosciphic considerations; it rushed into court within hours of
th4 beginning of its strike. For tke most part, hoWever, we found
that board sources voiced distinct Iwareness alike limitations
of injunctions. One attorney acknowledged thatlhe sometimes advised
boards not to seek injunctive relief.. Seattle Board spokespersons
repeatedly indicated that the district viewed injunctive relief as a
last resort rather than as.are immediate reaction to a strike. Thus,
among four districts that went to:court in the fall of 1978, only one
(Central Kitsap) appears to haveviewQ injunctive relief as tn.
apOopriate immediate response to a strike; elsewhere resort to the
'courts was treated as one component of a complex mix of strike-fightirig
tactics.

An alternate viesLof the decision-to seek injuncti relief empha-
Nsizis politics more than ideology. A teacher source put it this wayr,
"(There maybe) a political analysis by the school board that they .

function in a labor community and that it would not be received well
in the community to go to, court." me support fof this view came from
a board source who analyzed the speed and he delay with which Central
iit*ap and Tacoma, y went to eburt:

4
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Tacoma is a strong union tam. Ankiyou do not easily
secure the allegiance of the average citizen if you are
in the management position in a labor dispute....That's
one of the problems in Tacoma In Cfntral Kitsap you are

in an enclave of fedeial employees who aren't striking
anyway. They know they can't strike and.they react
differently. They tialie pretty fixid incomes. Their eta-
tudis About teachers are different than the average
attitude in, Tacoma - (Interview, Board source).

A Board source.commenting an Seattle's delayed approach to the

. courts also emphasized the political underpinnings of the Board's

approach:

'It was the Board's feeling:..that (itc wanted to bring the

,court into the situation only if all other avenues of sorbing
the problem failed....With two or three Other 'school

in court and having some difficulty with the judgesoill

(th Board) wanted to make very sure thatnot only had (it)
tried all other avenues of solving the,underlying problem,

/ but that it was apparent to all that (it) had tried and that
it would ultimately be apparent to the judge. So (the

4 Board) deliberately set out Silvery paced schedule. . It/began .

by Simply saying it-was too soon, and by constantly referring
matter back to the collective bargaining table, calling
upon ihemediator,calliu upon the teachers to go back to

I

a.

the table, etc. And 'then when (the Board)fiiilly-deterilfied

tha itwaS not going to'be able ,to be successful-that wag...

(it) decided to simply tile its motion for a temporary
injunction rather than seek immediate relief. And that gave

,the teachers in effect ten days to spond, and by the, time

(tige Board) got into the'coprtroam nd before a judge, every.,

-thing had been briefed, all of the aperwork had been turned

in,...the court had had a chance to 4ad,everything. The

pleas had repeatedly printed the va s moves of the parties,'

AU in my opinion; by (the time of th hearing) the majority

oUthe paiticip were prepared to accept what the court

said. And that was the purpose (Interview, Board source):' 41

In most respects the foregoipg analysis is quite consistent with
observed events. While Seattle waited, two other districts indeed
were having,difficulties with the courts:. Central Kitsap's request had

been denied, and in Everett the court had derayed granting relief, and
-.then had becdme involved in the disputes,- In both cases the bench

opinions had included observations to the effect that perhaps the
respectivi boards.had not fully exhausted non-judicial avenues of

solution. Moreover, several board observers_reported.that they believed

%I ,
that the Kitsap judge h44 been rushed, anemighr have reech'ecela dif-

ferent opinion if he had had more time to-considir.* *
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there were some cases (e:g., Collinsville, see Colton, 19,80a)

where the prevailing view wasthat public opinion would turn
against the board in the event of a long strike. In Seattle,
in contest, the Board made continuous efforts to influence
public opinion, and indicated that public. opinion might swing
toward Board support in .a long strike. Teacher association
views also were inconsistent. In St: Louie most teacher energy
appears to have been allocated to the maintenance of teacher
solidarity rather than toward public relations efforts: In
Seattle however, a teacher source lamented the fact,that the
Board seemed to, have upstaged the teachers in4terms of developing
,a good public relations compaign to accompany the strike. 1

An alternate view,, and one which seems to go furthest toward
explaining the decisions we observed, emphasizes situational factors
and tactical considerations. In four cases (Lower Snoqualmiti$, Raymond,
Bellevue, Port Washington) teachers struck before children were
scheduled to return toschool. Thus, technically, the teachers were
not refusing to teach. They were not disrupting children's education.
They simply were refusing to report to work on "preparation" days. In
all four cases, furthermore, settlements were reach'ed within a day nor
two, and before school'onlened for children. Under these circumstances
requests for injunctive-relief,would virtually invite judicial delay,

_ denial,-or intervention. Further, the short ji tisa of the strikes
effectively precluded court action simply becau e th7re' was not time
to file papers and schedule hearings. Thus in our of the'six cases
where no court action was involved, (the fact situation, rather than

'ki ideology or politics, seems to have been determinative.

These consideratidns hoW6er, are not very helpful -in explaining
the absence of court action In Oak Harbor and University Place, where
the,strikes were longer and where,they forced delays in the opening of
chools/ Both of those districtsladopted the somewhat risky strategy
of trying to re-open schools with substitute teachers. The attraction
of the strategy, of course is that 'it puts great presSure on the
striking teachers--partly,because they are losing days of pay (which is
not the case where schools are closed and make-up'dayp are subsequently
sched4Led), and partly because it strains the solidarity of teacher

_organiTations. The risk comes from (a) the possibility of violence on
Picket lines, (b) the likelihood that an improvised instructional
program and temporary staff may result in parettal and student pressure
on the board to settle or to close schools, and (c) the'possible loss
of stategid. In Washington the latter factor is particularly,impor-
tent. State administrative rules provide that a distriit must maintain
tettain staffing ratios (and other quality standards) in ordei to
quiliii; for aid; If an insufficient number, of strike-breakeri is 4

recruited? or if pickets effectivelAblock, the substitutes, the use 4
-substitutis mat not only lead to forfeiture of state aid, but also
increased ail* operating costs because of t(e premium typically Asid
leto'subSt utes under these. circumstances. (Washington districts acre
recruiting substitutes on-the promise of upwards of $100 per day-in
pay; Irmally.subseitutes Obtain $24-40 per day.) Another adminis-
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'trative rule, however, provides an "out" under such circumstances:
a district that has obtained injunctilp relief retains its'
eligibility for state aid even if quality standards cannot be met.
It appears to us that in Washington the preferred strike-breaking
strategy of boards is to'open schools with substitute teachers,
using injunctive relief only to supplement that strategy, or when
the strategy appears to be failing. Oak Harbor and Utiversity.Place

succeeded with ;heir threats to use substitute teachers; settle-
menus were obtained moments before schools were to be opened with
substitute staffs. No court relief was needed* However, in .

Central Kitsap and Everett and Tacoma, where the substitute-
. teacher strategy also was invoked, the subsequent stage of supple-

mental court action was invoked because the use of substitutes did
not break the strike or bring settleMent. In Seattle local
circumstances (e.g., the large size of the district) effectively

1!
precluded the district's use of substitutes. What we have then, is'

this: (1) In four districts the strikes were too shortoand.too
early to warrant labor injunctions. (2) Among the other six *

districts five adopted strategies dependingII/Don use of substitutes.
Three of the five then found that inNinctions also were needed and
they went to court. (3) In the sixth district (Seattle) the labor
injunction strategy was treated as an alternative to the abe of
substitutes, rather than as-a supplemental tactic. Obviously the
foregoing analysis oversimplifies things, but we believe it does
set forth the basic strategic considerations distinguishing the six
districts that did not go to court from the_frir that did.

The View from the Bench. Superior Court J ges.Byan (Central
Kitsap), Bibb (Everett), DimMick (Seattle), and ayze (Tacoma)

responded in rather different ways to the injunction requests that
they received from school,boards in thfall of 1978. As noted
earlier, Bryan denied relief; Bibb delayed itJand later intervened
in order to facilitate settlement; and Dimmick and Swayze issued simple
return-to-work orders. We have two bources of information which may
help explain how these different results came about. First, there .
are the .oral opinions issuedby the judges; within these opinions are
several indications of differences in judicial approach. Second, the

observations of informed observer, included a number 'of explanatory

possibilities.

AThe Oral Opinions 4*

One of the main areas in qhic thie-judges differed wan fn itheir

view of the nature. offthe able --law ire Washington. Judge Bryan

saw the law as being too am guo zs to provide a warrant for issuing

an injuncti

The square issu of ther school teachers should have The
right to strike *s t been squarely met in this State so

far as I knoW...py e ther the Legislature or...by the
Appellate.Courtal...the School District claims that they are
.enti led to this)relief because there is frequently law to

.
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the effect that it is illegal for Public Employees including'
sChOol teachers to strike. The (Teachers Association) takes
the opposite view and says that that's not the case aZ all;
that school teachers do in fact have the right to strike....
As I have reivewed the Briefs and the cases cited and so
forth, it appears to me that there Are two separate and
distiat lines of authority in this State and in this
Country....It also appears to me that the law is in a state
of fluxion in this area, and that...it is unclear in this
State which line of authority an Appellate Court might.
adopt....The fact of the matter is that it is a debateable
issue....It is a close acid debated question py LegislatOrs,
by Attorney Generals, by School Districts, by Education
Assotiatipos, and by teachers,'and it's not a sufficiently
clear point of law on which to base an injunction (Oral
ecision, Central Kitsap, pp. 3, 5-6, 7).

c
Judges Bibb, Dimmick, and Swayze disagreed:

(Judge Bibb:) (I)n my view, des to some contrary authority,

the common law in this state s 1 obtains, and that is that-

strikes by public.employees ar illegal (Oral Ruling, Sverett,'

September 19; 1978, pp. 2-3)-.

(Judge Dimmick:) The narrow issue before this Court is
,whether or not the strike is unlawful. I find that it is

unlawful. The common law againAkt,public emplOyee strike's in

Washington has never been changed. The legislature has

declided to do so. And, pf course, the philosophy is still
sound today, because a strike against the District is a
strike against (a) ... -constitutionally-required duty to

make provisions for education for, all of the children and for
which the people as a whole pay.. The requirement for a
temporary injunction has been met in this case. The District

has a clear right; it is being invaded (Oral Decision, Seattle,
pp. 2-3).,

(Judge Swayze:) While the legislature has never spoken directly

...in the opinion'of this Court it has nevertheless, clearly

acted. I reach that concldsion under tWo very important legal

rules: Number one, alegislative body is presumed to know what
judicial enactments are in force at the time it passes
Number two, if" it remajhs silent cpt the'exact matter spoken
to by the Courts, in its legislative enactment in tlhat same

, it is presumed to have ratified/the judiRial enactment.
..,This Count., therefore must adhere to Vie lie of 4eeisions,

and what it believes to be the law of this State; as ratified
by the actions of the Washington State Legislature. I rule

-that,this strike by teachers a nat the Tacoma School District

Number Ten is illegal (Oral i ion, Tacoma, pp. 8-10).

Note--Judge Bryan in Central Kitsap, and Judge Kiester. in Butler,
Pennsylvania appear .to have much in, common (see Graber: 1989b
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Bath - bited considerable frustration with the law as they
fouild- Botbo in their opinions,. appeared to invite

As is so often" the case ambiguity -in the
higher r heoof government leaves the lower officials. in

--uncamforta le and perhaps untenable positions..
'A second.

pt-court .invol
anticipated fur

.

ea of judicial disagreement concerned the propriety
t in redolving the dispute. Judge Bibb clearly

er court invblvement:

I 83R convinced more andmare as I isten to argument...
that,I stiould in a supplemental rd,ex involve the court to
some degree 'to a monitoring orhargainitg where the issues
of bad feith or good faith can .be reviewed by the court
and where. the court may have more ability toI don't want
to use he-word '!force" --but at least have some ability to
accomplish a. settlement 'a some of the issues between the
oaities. While tfrff, court is not particularly anxious to
eniage than kind of work, I may find myself. forced to

to' , (Oral .Rµ ing, Eyeretto,September 19,. 1978, p. 6).

.' Ten days. later; and rather pointedly, Tacoia's Jtiege. Swayze
enunciated a rather different view. of court .invoriement:. . .

it' hsiik bitten tsrged upoit this Courrochat it intervene
' directly' in the negotiating probegi-. This Court is not.

daminlrfu.t-ibf:wtrat.,fiaii.been done fn other jurisdictions of
** . this' Rear ihtlk..-reeard Zo the injection of the Court or

peisOtts liPpba.nted 1337 it,. directly into tht, negotiating-
. .PreceislIA 1p' my iniorrrowever, = t ibis pOint in time to

have this -Court ivoly.4,tself or ersons appointed by it
. dirictly .1to the . otiating pr s would s-imply insert

eew Stnd adtfitional Ph lee itto t preCess .. .who would
have to be brctfight uE o such' an extent abot;it the

;/* issues involved' and, 111..of the fats surrounding thode fssues
.and the positd.ons' the, parties, that it would not enhance
negotiatiops but-would, in fact, tend to impede ordelay

`i thest (Oral`- Decision, Tacoma,. pp. I2-13).
'

The Judges also diffei-ed among tiienselves as 'to the,; extent to
which they should* take "notice of allegations, of unfair bargaining.
Judge Pick assertel that tattete-of 'unfair bargaininvbeliinged
befbre the Public Ezapyee Relanions Commission:

I' AG specifically, find, that
and

organization', PERC, :does
have the *War,-4.authority and duty to determine wiielp side,
if eft W1 or .both, may be 'guilty of unfair Ilibor practice.

'That Is an adequate, effective ;remedy (Oral Decision,. Seattle,
p. 2) . .

gowever, in Evere , where the tea re had filessed the unfair
bargaining 4se vary hard; Ju Bibb felt that such matters should
be consider b the =tr.. 4." r

#
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There is certainly enough'before the court...that
district has been perhaps intransigent, not acting
gbod faith, not conforming with the spirit if not t

letter of thellegotiations law., Should this then r ult
in the court finding that the district does nohave clean,
hands...? I don't think so. I am holding thateat least
in a situation of this kind where we are dealing With
public education...the absence of clean hands on the part
of the board, if,that's thecase,, should not take away
from the public the right to have the laws enforced.

-4 However I de think it is a proper thing to consider in
what kind of an order to enter (Oral Ruliig,'Everett,
September 15, 1978, pp. 5-6, emphasis added).

NOte--A number of intriguing but unanswered questions about
"precedent" arise in the Washington setting. Both teacher and
board attorneys made a point of drawing the courts' attention
to (a) trial court decisions in liashington, and (b) appellate (7C
court decisions in other states. (In addition: of course, great
attention was paid to appellate opinions in Wathington.), Does
an in-state triakcourt opihion carry more weight than an out-
of-state appellat court. opinion? Where out-of-state appellate
opiniOn is inconsistent (as it is in the matter of the njoin-
ability of illegal teacher strikes), do the courts pay any
attention to the out-of-state opinions? How do the judges decide
which line of opinion to embrace? From a reading of the oral
opinion& issued. _in _Everett* Tacoma ..land Seattle; it --is clear that-

the judges were well aware of each others' opinions. However it
also is clear that they did not feel bound by them--particularly.
where the opinion seemed unusual (as in the Central Ki sap strike).
However:even where similar results were reached; as TaComa
and '-Seattle, thetjudges sometimes took pains.to sepa to them-
selves from their colleagues, as when Tacoma's Judit Swayze
said that "Judge Dimmick's ruling with regard to whether the parties
are coming into court with clean hands, or bargaining in good
faith...would not bgdetetminative of this Court's decisiol*in

j this case" (Oral Decision, Tacoma, p. 3). In Everett it appears
that Judge Bibb was much intrigued by an Idaho Court opinion
regarding judicial cognizance of clean hands; the Judge quoted
from the opinion and commented on it at some length(Orgl Ruling, Everett
September 15, 1978, p. 6). Why Idahorf Did the judge decide what
to do,,,,snd then seek appellate support for his decision? Didthe
appellate decisions merely instruct the judges with respect to the

A
range of options'oPen? We do not know. For a discussion of the
use of out-of-state cases in labor law, see Jascourt (1977)

NA

Obsmovers' Opi ons

Attorneys and others offered a number of explanations for the
-variations in action by the fourjudges. /"board-source, commentirtg,on
judges"deci§ions to get involved in settlement, had this to ,say:

or

A
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Th,.. are people: Judges are human Tilts, andasetinaa

*instead bf ruling as judges. They waqt to become
take e very active. role. They want to take an active

me..ia-re, fact-finders, all these other things they aide
t reality, entitled to be(Interview, board source).

. ,

BoWever, another board source felt Aae the likeli4ipd of judicial
intervention was:more closely related to the type 6Tsetting in which
the di4pute arose:

(In Everett) the judge did appoint a referee who then brought
the parties together and ttited some bargaining to take
place....To some degree I _ that is More a phenomenon
of small towns and small counties where the judge...knows
parties, and probably feels that to live in this community
he's going to have to do something othef than just issue
an order. That has not .happened in King County (Seattle)-
It's a metropolitan area; we have 36 Superior,Codrt Judges.
If the lawyers do their work...the courts will not involve
-themselves in the underlying labor problemee(Interview, board
source). .

Ilistory also.played a part. A peculiarity of the Everett case,
it will be recalled, was that Judge Bibb delayed issuance of an
injunction partly because he demanded assurances from the Board that
enforcement would be sought.' A teacher source traced this back to
an earlier strike

Everett went out on strike two years ago and e School
District went facilsm in to get an injupctibn. And the
judge gave them the injunction and then the strike continued
and the School District didn't come back for contempt. And

the judge got very,upset...Sut the School District...didn't

4 go back for contempt because the kargaining process began
to Move. And so there was a rumor..among the judges up
there that the:Everett School Board was going to have a hard
time getting injunctive relief again because it was obvious
that they really weren't interested in an injunction; they
were interested do getting some tool in negotiations, because
if they'd been interested...in getting the teachers back to
work thed they would have come back in for contempt. And
the court let it beknown...Ihat they were not receptive to
having injunctive relief used as a weapon at the bargaining
table (Interview, teacher source).,

.
The analysis was sastantially confirmed in Judge Bibb's oral decision,
when he noted tbat: . .

I will consider entering an inlunction.next week, but as a
condition to my consideration...it will'be necessary for the
district to submit to the court a plan as to how this injunc-
tion is to be served and become how it is tp.be
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(
monitored as to compliance, and what position the plaintiff'
Mill take with respect to an attempt to bargain away any
violations of the injunction in the-process of negotiations
with the association. To do less thin that in my view will
result in the same type of situation that occurred with Judge .

Merea's order (in the 1976 Everett strike) and other court
orders in tbs.past that have been disregarded. In this
particular context thatcan do nothing more than breed a
contempt of the laws ali rampant in our society (Oral
Ruling, Tacoma, September 15, 1978, pp. 9-10)

t
Note--The similar/0 to the San Diego situation is noteworthy.

IL There the judge, on his own.motion, initiated contempt proceedings,
and the matter ultbnately was appealed all the way.to the
California Supreme Court (see Graber, 1980c).

Several sources noted that the judges are not averse to taking
note of the iolitical implications of their decisions,

My impression is that tie judge wants to be a hero.4'And
4w_ they analyze the political wind, and if the political wind

is that the citizenry wants the teachers back in the class-
room, they will take the risk that the teachers might ye
able to mobilizeagainst-them (Interview, teacher source).,

The public reaction I think is a factor that would naturally
influence any human being including wany judge. Judges....
have to run far re-election every four years,on.the Superior
Court.. The fudge who issued the injunction in the prior Tacoma
strike was defeated when he ran for re-election. (The injunc-

' tion).wms a very strong issue. And the judge who defeated hilp
was involved in a school strike later and refused to grant an
injunctiofor a period of ten days or,so and castigated the
school board Aqr their attitudes and everything. The whole
thing'had an element of...politics (Interview, board source).

Attorneys also felt that they themselves influenced court
rulings:

...The reason (a penalty isn't) in the order iskI didn't put
it there. And I didn't put it there because if we went up on
appeal on this case, I wanted to win. And I did not want the
Supreme Court ducking the lased by saying the court prejudged
the penalty in this case, and therefore'he exceeded his juris-

.

diction: or something like that..,.When I get to the Supreme
Court on a case in a strike, I want.tnhaNT the record the
best I can have to win, so we can get d determination of these
issues....If I were a judge,...I would never enter an order_
prejudging or predetermining the penalty based on the assumption
that people are going to violate my order (Interview, board source).

Another attorney commented on the relationship between judge and
lawyer:

I
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You've got to hold a judge back if you see he's coming
down too much for you. And the school,-district's got to
do the same thing. If a judge gets too angry at the
teachers, the board's got to hold kim back because they knew
that the actiod is going to be just the reverse of what's
expected. Sure, they'll get an order to return to work,
but they're.going to have teachers so solid against them
that they'll never do it. They'll never settle. So you
sometimes have to tone things Own (Interview, teacher source).

il
Note--The forego g comments reflect a phenomenon which we were
somewhat surpris d to find. In Washington attorneys for both
sides typically drafted prOposed court ordera which then were
discussed in confetences with the judge. Often the court's final
orders appear on the stationery of the firm Which submitted the
winning order, with " occasional handwritten editorial changes.

Here is an area where the "in chambers" aspects of injunctions
may be very consequential. Unfortunate) we have little knowledge
of the processes--the negotiating, t pers ion, and the
decisiofipiking--,which determines t specific ontent of the
counts /final order. Perhaps the'best available evidence is
found in studies of plea-bargaining.

Teacher Compliance and Non-Compliance. Of the three back-to-work,
orders issued, two elicited teacher compliance (Everett afid-Seattle)
and one (More), did not. It is the former cases, not Tacoma, which,
are exceptiOnal in Washingtos, Thirteen of the 16 injunctions issued
before 1978-79.were'not obeyed by teachers--a fact,whith helps explain
one attorney.'s surprised reaction to the Seattle teachers' decision to

* return to work:

I was absolutely amazed at what happened in Seattle, just
couldn't believe it...%You know there haim been enough strikes
in Was ngton and I've been involved in enough of them to
pretty ell assume that when a restraining order is...granted..,
the tea rs are probably doing to defypit...410 that one really
surprised mr.that Silettle deal (fntervieW, teacher source).

Turning'first to Tacoma, sources cited several .factors which help
explain why, the injunction, by itself, did not force teachers back to

work. One board source said-

it failed for the same-reason that almost every temporary
restraining order has failed. And that is, the teachers, the
leadership of the teacher's convinced the teachers that they do
not have to obey it. That striking is, legal and therefore this
order is of no validity and you don't have to pay any attention,
to it...You know, if.you were a teacher and your brganization
stood up and said it had no binding effect ft all, you might
be willing t9 buy that. Arid you would be pArticularly willing
to buy it I suppose if that's what they tell-yoh every time. 1,

You know, that's what has gone on every time. And you read

N
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in the newspapers, and the newspapers always say there's a
dispute about whether you have a right to strike in
Washington....Aed they want to believe it (Interview, board
source).,

Another board source reported that the Tacoma teachers met in five
separate locations to discuss how to respond to the order--a
strategy likened to a "divide and conquer" theme in which each
group competed with the others in terms of militancy. Teachers,
unsurprisingly, had a somewhat' different view of their non - compliance
in Tacoma. Our sources reported that the Tacoma teachers had a
particularly long set of frustrationspartially vindicated,through
a recent' arbitration award favoring the teachers' organization.' That
victory may have spurred teacher determination to persist. Our
own observations suggest some additional factors. One was that, in
contrast to Seattle, where the personalities of the superintendent
and the president of the teachers' organization were rallying tints
in the strike, the Tacoma strike was more issue-oriented and power-
oriented; the latter orientation may more effectively sustain teacher
solidarity in a long strike and also promote non-compliance.with
court orders.

Soie of the reasons for compliance in Seattle already have been
suggested. For example, in an earlier section we quoted a board
source who suggested that the deliberate pace of the injunction process
was designed to assure maximum credibility of the court's order. In

addition, we have suggested, there were, signs of division within
the ranks of the teacher organization; such division made solidarity
in the face of an injunction considerably more difficult. Moreover,
in Seattle there appears to,have been substantial sentiment to "get
on with it," -where "it" was the voluntary desegregation plan that was
scheduled to.go into effect with the opening of school. In Seattle,
it may be that the mildness of the court's order also helped induce
compliance.- A teachei source explained that one of the most emotion-
laden, aspects of the Seattle strike was a no-strike clause that
appeared in the teachers' contract. Throughout the strike teacher.
spokespersons maintained that the clause did not apply to the special
circumstances of this particular strike, but Board announcements repeat-
edly emphasized that teachers, were violating the no-strike clause of
their' contract, end asked the court to make a Nding to this effect.
The court refuse to do so; silence on this point may have made it
easier for teachers to accept a back-to4-work order. A teacher source
also credited the unequivocal language of the court's order:

Two years ago the judge had made remarks that enabled the .

school board attorney to go on television and say this judge
said that strikes ere illegal, but allowed us to go on and
say that he had not said they were illegal and in fact had
denied a back-to-work order. So it was very confusing co
the public to have the lawyer from each side claiming vfttory.
There wasn't any room for that this time. The judge said, .

"L$42k, strikes are illegal. Everybody's going to. be ordered

)N1 .
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back to worie(Interwiew, teacher source).

Another distinction between Seattle and Tacoma --a subtle one,
perhapslay in the nature of the coercion: While in neither
case the court spoke of, fines or other judicially-imposed sanctions,
the Seattle Board had consistently maintained that it needed its
regular teachers to operate the schools, and would not attempt to
open with substitutes. Tacoma, in contrast, ttreatened to employ
"replacement" teachers in the event the regula? teachers failed to

07
report fo work. Such efforts usually backfire; particularly where
the coe ion is applied by the board, i.e., the nominal enemy.
In Ev ett, in comtrast, the injunction sanctions were new (fines),,

-. and came from a non-Board source.(the court); in that case the
coercion seems to have worked.- T

Our knowledge of the Everett teachers' decitipn to return to
workto comply with the injunction--is very scant'. However,

two bits of data appear to be highly salient. One teacher source
indicated that the injunction provided a face-saving device permitting
teachers to return to work in the fact of weakening teacher solidarity.
The failure of teacher resolve undoUbtedly was prompted, in part, by
persistent suspicions that some of the substitute teachers employed in
Everett in facto were striking Seattle teachers. While available
evidence later indicated that the rumor was unfounded, it must have
hid pr6found debilitating effects on Everett picket lines. A
second factor evidently was the severe coercion built into Judge Bibb's
order. The Everett teacher association president indicated that
while teachers might be willing to go to jail, the prospect of $100
per day fines, on top of the wages already being lost by virtue of:
the district's success in keeping schools open, was simply too great
a burden for teachers (WEA, 1978a: 5).

j Note The traditional concepts of "compliance" and "non-compliance"
are particularly troublesome in connection with labor injunctions.
Part of the problem lies in the fact that the operational distinc-
tion mmy simply lie in the'margin of a few votes in a teacher
election. That is, a 60-40 vote to comply could go the other way
if only 10% of the teachers switched their votes. Thus, in
speaking.of "the teacheis' decision to comply (or defy)" an
injunction, we utilize a real unit of analysis. A second problem
is that the real issue in a teacher strike usually is a contract
dispute, not an injunction. It is conceivable that in Tacoma,
where the teachers defied an injunction, the issuance of that .

injunction and the .teachers' defiance of it both contributed to
the development of pressures which fostered a prompt settlement.
When the Parties reached the preci2ice, they found that they
could agree on previously-cafitestel issues. _In Everett and,Seattle,
where the teachers returnedto work without iiktracts, it. is
quite possible that the boards' victoriesmeasured y teacher

"compliance" Withthe injunctionswere somewhat ho leow. Teacher

spokespersons in both districts maintained that th were hardly

motivated to outstanding performance when working thout contracts.
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1
It would be interesting to assess evidence about teacher
productivity under conditions in which teachers were forced
back to work by injunctions, and where they were back at
work with new contracts.,

A Summing Up

Our analysis of events in Washington suggests several factors
that result in differences among labor injunction proceedings
within a common legal 'context. First, Washington laW itself was
susceptible to different interpretations. Seconds trial court
judges operating in this ambiguous legal context exercised their own
discretion, and responded idiosyncratically to local events--with
the result that they treated injunction requests in quite different
ways. Third, situational factors such as teacher solidarity,
board determination, and community opinion evidently affected .

the course of judicial events. Fourth, tactical decisions made
by the two sides affected injunction proceedings and outcomes.
These decisions, involving such matters as the timing of injunc-
tion requests, the nature of the relief sought, and the decision to
comply or defy the court, contributed to the Washington strikes'
evident dissimilarities.

Note--There is a tendency to exaggerate the significance of
differences among state laws. It is true of course, that
statutes vary fro state to state; to'an,even greater extent
the "leading cases" vary amehg states. However it appears
to us that the differences more ofttn reflect procedure than
substance. When attorneys-talked about the social and politiCal
dimensions of labor injunctions, and about the strategic or
tactical meaning of these differences, their analytical frame-
works were quite similar from state to state. To test the
relative significance of interstate and intrastate dif rences
regarding labor injunctions, it would be help xamine the
activities of attorneys such as Ted Clark, management consultants
'such as Myron Lieberman, and teacher Strategiists such as the
American Federation of Teachers' Robert Bates. These individuals
are involved in strikes in many states; knowledge of the manner
in which they adapt their activities and recommendations to
different state laws would provide indications of the significance
of differences among such laws. Unfortunately our study did not
get into these interesting matters. We recommend suchistudy,
partly because it would help illuminate the workings of our federal
system, and partly because it would facilitate communication across
state lines. Undue attention to the letspeCuliarities of
states can lead to a .provincialism that cks opportunities to
learn from the experience of others. The problem is hardly unique,
to teacher strike phonemena, of course, but it Seems to be
particularly mischievous there. For a similar view see Jascqurt,
(1977).
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II. THE IRREPARABLE HARM STANDARD

The irreparable harm standard received more attention in
' Washington than in Collinsville (Colton, 1980a) or St. Louis

(Colton, 1980b), but less than in Butler (Graber, 1980b) or
Warren (Graber, 1980a). In the Illinois and Missouri cases
the standard was formally acknowledged in the pleadings, but '

the school boards' showing of harm and the.teachers'/defenses
against the shoWdng were virtually non-existent in_Missouri
and were merely perfunctory in Illinois.' In Butler and Warren,
in contrast, the parties invested substantial efforts74including

. the examination and cross-examination of expert'witnesses--in
order to persuade (or dissuade) the court that irreparable harm
was present. In Washington we found an ambivalent position on
'irreparable harm. Boards contended that no showing of irreparable
hhrm was required, as strikes'are Les se harmful. But then
the boards proceeded as if they had to show harm. Teachers
insisted that the board must show harm, and prepared defenses
against such a shoWing--knowing full well that the courts were
unlikely to pay attention. The courts assnted that they need
not find harm in order to.enjoin a strike,16ut then found it
anyway.

Before proceeding with detailed scrutiny of the treatment
of the Irreparable harm standard in Washington, it is necessary
to consider several preliminary matters. First, by highlighting
the harm standard we risk distorting the lhbor injunction
proceedings we studied in Washington (hende our decision to
relegate the analysis to an appendix).- In Central Kitsap, Everett,
Seattle, and Tacoma the principal litigp.iion questions involved
the lawfulness of strikes.and mattes Of good faith bargaining.
All the attorneyp whom we intervl.ewed.inclicated that the irrep-
arable harm standard was not one of their 'central concerns in
labor injunction proceedings. Board attorneys acknowledged that
the standard could receive judicial atten+n, and teacher attorneys
insisted that it should, but.neither sAle expected that it would.
71e fact that boards, teachers), and judges did give some consid-
eration to the harm standard reflects strategic and political
considerations more than genuine adherence to a traditional standard
of equitable proceedings. In this.Appendix we give major attention
to a minor matter.

. N
.

Second, certain features of Washingtop's legal procedure and
language need to be set forth. (a) Plaintiffs may seek 'either a
temporary restraining order or a, preliminary injunction. The
decision evidently is based on'tactical considerations. Neither
type of proceeding occurs on'an ex parte basis. The former simply
permits a shorter -interval of timebetween filing a request for
relief and the holding of a hearing.' Because a preliminary injunc-
tion proceeding occurs at a more deliberate pace, more legal
documents tend to be submitted to the court, and the'court's opinion
presumably carries more weight. Functionally, however, the
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proceedings are vertsimilar. (b) Although witnesses 'occasionally
have beircalled in,teacher strike injunction cases in Washington,

w thetypical procedure (evident in allfour of the cases we T
studi:ed) is for the courts to rely on motions, legal memoranda,
affidavits, and oral argument byattorneys. Thus the hearings
tend o be short. (c) The products of the hearings usually
are an oral decision whichTis reported in the Press and then is
transcribed and circulated among attorneys, and an order which
is printed ans served upon defendants. $oth provide indications
of court treatment of the harm standard.

:A third preliminary matter concerns affidavits. "Evidence"
in most Washington tabor injunction proceedings is developed
through affidavits.. Affidavits are sworn statements purporting
to be factual. In the legal community affidavits are,widely
regarded'as one of the "weakest" forms of'evidence. Opposing
attorneys are not present when the affidavits ate prepared (in
Contrast to depositions), and of course the affidavits are not
subject to cross-examination, since the affiantsdo not appear
on the witness stand. Affidavits prepared by interested parties are
particularly suspect. In Washingtdh, plaintiffs' affidavits
typically are prepared by members of th school administration,
and-defendants',affidavits typically are prepared by striking
teachers, and so the,affidavits,are espe ally suspect as sources'
of "evidence." They are, in effect, argum is based on carefully
selected facts, rather than disinterested report,of events and
realities.

Fourth, we will concentrate on the Seattle case--partly
because it is the one for which we have the most data, and partly
because it seems to differ little (with respect to treatment of
the irreparable harm standard) from the cases in Central Kitsap,
Tacoma, and Everett. Our data sources/from Seattle include a nearly-
complete set of the documents filed in court, interviews with well-
informed sources on both the board and the teacher side of the
strike, an interview with the judge, a contracted-observer's first-
hand account of courtroom proceedings; and a massive file of
newspaper clippings. bur focus on Seattle however, .will not be
at the expense of usefUl data or insights obtained from documents
and interviews frpm other settings. Documents will be clearly
identified by type of source. However, in keeping with the procedure
adopted in the main body of this report, quotations from'board
sources" and "teacher sources" may be from actors in the Seattle
events, Or they may be from actors in other settings, where these
actors had-insights illuminating events in Seattle.

There is a final preliminary matter. For analytical purposes
it is convenient to make distinctions which often wete blurred in
the "real world" we examined. ThrVv-distinguishable issue9 .developed
around the use of the irreparable hfirm standard. The first concerned
the propriety of using the standard at all. The second, which
assumes an affirmative disposition of the first, involved the conception
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or definition of.harm that should be used. These two questions
are "legal" questions, i.e., questions ost ibly based on law,
not facts. The third. question falls in the eali of social
facts; what was the evidence pertaining to rreparable harm?
The first three sections below examine these three questions.
A concluding section discusdes Judge Dimmick's treatment of
the harm standard.

,

Is the Irreparable Hart Standard Applicablg? .

t will be recalled that he Leading Washington case, Port
of S ttle, had characterized lower court action in these terms:

In ips order granting the temporary injunction, the trial
court concluded that the strik4 and picket was unlawful;

that, by reason thereof, the port was suffering "immediate,
substantial and irreparable Ipss and damage" (Port of
Seattle, p. 1101).

In sustaining the lower court,

::rW)e feel co eiled to
subordinate to he pert'a
follows that the stfiki

.' The resultant damage to
trial court did not-ab
in unction.(Port of.Sea

Sc1;16o1 ar plaintiffs in V hitgton labor ipjunction cases contend
that Port of Seattle means that public employee strikes are per se
hatmful, and hence no'shoWing of him isIneededt Teacher defendants
in Washington labor injunctions'insist that Port of Seattle did not
preclude the necessity of a showing of harm. Intview of the

ambiguities of, Port of Seattle, both sides_turn to oytside author-
iries.to buttress-their positions.

the Supreme Court said,

4 that the right,to strike is
ity therefrom. It logically

scase was inappropriate.
t bing- substantial, the
cretion in 'ranting the

1203) .

art

.116

The 'Plaintiffs' ArsuMents: Per Se Harm. In a legal Mema-

randum the Seattle School District asserted that "unlawful strikes
by teachers and other public employees are presumed to cause,
substantial and irreparable harm and are enjoinable simply because
they are unlawful" (Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Injunptiver-
Relief, Seattle, p. 12). Claiming that this position had been 4

held "with few exceptions," the Memorandum first extensiVelyquoted
from two Illidoid cases: Board of Education v. Redding (1965) and
City of Pana v. Crowe (1974). A case involving striking New Jersey
firemen then was cited and quoted (Township of Teaneck v. Local
No. 42, Firemen's Mutual Association, 1978), as.was a case
involving a strike by graduate hing assistants at the University
of Wisconsin (Regents V. Teac ng Assistants Association,.1970). All

of the quotations indicated that the strike in question was enjoin-
able without a specific showing of harm.
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Note--The cases which'Lere quoted involved school custodians
(Redding), municipal employees (Pan*v. Creme), fireman
(Teaneck), and university graduate student's (Regents v.
Teaching.Assistants). Public school teachers were not involved.
Clearly the plaintiffs were relying upon a brood construction ;
of the applicability of the Port of Seattle case, i.e., a
construction indicating that the ,case applied to all public
employees, rather than just dockworkers. However, the
strategy appears to invite a court sympathe-tic to teachers to
distinguish among public employees (as happened in Illinois,
where the Redding doctiine in subsequent cases was limited to
public school employees; rather than extended to 'all public
employees). Under what circumstances do such distinctions occur?
Unless the issue is pre-lmpted'by federal courts, it seems
likely that the pOliticil preferences of judges, rather than
fine points of law or the weight of "authority," will determine
the outcome.

In an apparent effort to include e te Hers among the "public
employees" to whom the ter se argument presumably' applied, the
Seattle Memorandum referred'to ,(but did not quote) teacher srrijce
cases in Connecticut and California; these strikes, said the
Memorandum, fu?ther supported the rule that "unlawful strikes are
enjoinable without a specific showing of sibstantial or irteparable
injury" (Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Injunctive Relief,
Seattle, p.,15).

NoteThe-Writer is no; an attorney,*,and so it is with some
-'trepidation that I suggest that these cases do not seem to
give- much support Ito the Seattle Board's position. The
Connecticut case, McTigue v. New London Education Association
(1973) ii principally concerned with a contempt ireceeding.
However, the court also obserged that legislatures are within
their rights to declare public employee strikes unlawful.' With
tespect to Obtaininginjunctive relief from such strikes, the
,court said that "A governmental body can, under proper
circumstances, obtain injunctive relief forbidding a strike, by
public employees" (rcTigue, p. 466; emphasis added). The
Connecticut court then cited sevetal, cases including, inter-

. estingly, the Holland case. (which suggested, that irreparable

harm was an appropriate consideration in the .exercise of
judicial discretion in awarding injunctive rglie.P. Thus the
.Connecticut case appears to give, at best, very weak support for
the Seattle Board's contention, ,and may pen lead in the
opposite direction. The California case, Los Angeles Unified
School District v. Udlted Teachers (1972pl8 not much more
helpful. There the court considered .ad injunction that teacHir
appellants complained had bee issued "without the proper
showing of'irreparable injury to justify equitable relief"
(Los Angeles, p. 808). Claiming tha.this and other disputed
issues had been "exhaustively treated,,with extensive citation
of authority," in three other'California appellate cases, the
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California appellate court simply affirmed/ the Los Angeles

order. -

The point we wish to make is that, given the'haste
with which labor injunction cases are handled; it is highly
unlikely that the courts will benit from advantages

normally Cited for adversary proceedings. Opposing attorneys

simply do not have time to prepare thorough critiques of
each others,' legal positions. The Seattle,qchool BOard's:
Memorandum relies upon two federal' court cases, 19 out-of-
state cases, 14 Washington cases, and a host of citations.to
statutes and administrative regulations. In the condensed
time-frame of an injunction pro'Ceeding,. the costs to defendants

, of developing careful anlayses of each of these citations
would be prohibitive, even if logistically feasible. ,Khat
ma.happen, in effects is that the time constraints tempt
attorneys to "throw everything in," partly is hopes that the

'
sheer number of citations may impress a judge, and tartly in
the expectation that an opposing attorney is unlikely to be

able to do a point-by-point' critiqud. In different terms, the-
strategy becomes one of persuading the court of the merits of
one's own pqsition, rather than engaging in a caiefdl critique
of the Other party's position. There is advocacy on both

'sides, but the proceeding is hardly adversarial. As we shall

see ip a moment, the process provides occasions in which a
court may be misled.

g In raising questionsabout the inclusion of the California

and Connecticut cases in the Seattle School Board'd legal
Memorandum, we are not implying that the exclusion of these N
cases_, or the inclusion of different cases, would have had any

effect upon the outcome of -the Seitile case.' Our point, rather,
is thatthe question of the place of the irreparable harm
standard in teachefstrikes was not'closely argued or adjudi-
cated. The issue received only enough attention to satisfy the
needs of the moment; compreh'nsive analysis was, foregone.

Continuing its argument, the Seattle Soars Memorandum took brief
note of Holland, and then cited a labor law text indicating that
Holland was no more than "a major exception to the general rule that
injunctive relief is available to public employers without a showing
of irreparable harm" (Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Injunc-
tive.Relief, Seattle, p. 15). *Concluding, the Memorandum quoted
Port of Seattle with an approving comment: "The court correctly

presumed that an illegal strike automatically causes sufficient harm
to a public body do as to warrant temporary and perManent injunc-

tive relief" (Plaintiff's MeMorandum in Support.ofInjunctive Relief,
Seattle, p. 16). mil.

;;;7-
Note--To this point we have implied,that the arguments set
forth in the Seattle Board's Memorandum were creatione of
the Board's attorney. In fact, however, with the exception of
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the references to the Connecticut and California cases, the
n/ argument las a near -exact copy of the argument set forth_by

the Board of Education in the Central Kitsap ad Tacoma cases.
We d9 not know who copied whom. Perhaps all die memoranda
echoed those of cases argued at other tis and places. We
set aside our professorial sensitivity to plagiarism. In
trial courts, where the same legal issues arise in case after
case, and where judicial determination 'is required in each
case, it clearly would be wasteful to labor at crafting new
legal arguments in every case. (Of course, if the same
aBtidavits cropped up in different cases great skepticism
would be.warranted, for our system of trial courts restsfon
the assumption that facts differ from case to .case. Theoret-
ically the law does not.) Perhaps the.main question then, is
why legal argdments occasionally differ from case to case.
Perhaps the answer is obvious: where plaintiffs usually win,
as they -do. in labor injunctions in Washington; the sensible
course of actionis for them to stay with their winning
arguments. ,The bu;den,is on the defendants to cast about-for
new arguments which may turn the tide. Indeed, in our
WashingtOn cases-Ehere was far more variety among defendants'
memoranda than among plaintiffs' memoranda, insofar as the
irreparable harm standard is concerned. But in Washington
creativity was no match for tradition.

The Defendants' Arzuments: Per Se Harm. The Seattle Teachers
Association argued thit an injunction was an extraordinary remedy
which would not issue "except upon a clear showing by the school .----

districts of invasion of a clear legal right, (2) consequent .

irreparable harm, (3) favorable balance of equities, and (4) clean
hands" (Defendants' Brief in Opposition to Motion for Preliminary
Injunction, Seattle, p. 22). Defendants grounded their positions upon
the Washington statute governing injunctions and upon a 1952 case

r41 which' held that:

Granting or withholding of a temporary injunction is addressed to
the sound discretion of the court, to be exercised according
to the circumstances of the particular case....That discretiron
mast also be exercise g within/the bounds of established rules
and principles of.law'. An injunction pendente lite,will not
issue in a doubtful.-cese nor where the material facts-in th
complaint and supportive affidavits on which the right deg ends
,ate ,Controverted or denied (Isthmian Steamship Co. v. National,
Marine Engineers Beneficial Association, 1952: p. 247).

Note-7The initial case cited by the defendants, like those P
'initiall'y cited by .plaintiffs, did not-involve teachers. EIndeed
it did not even involYi public employees. Thus, while tiA
school board built,thefr.case about the irreparable harm
,stands by.invoking cases involving public employees generally,
'the achers' argument rested on #junction rules applied in
private-sector employment (Defendants' Brief in Opposition to

s
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Motion for Preliminary Injunction, Seattle, pp. 23-25).

The applicability of the Isthmian case to teachers was
suggested by discussing and quo TITTiom a recent Idaho case And
from the Holland line of decisions. In the Idaho case, School
District v. Oneida Education Association (1977) the Suprede Court .t.

dissolved an injunction, saying that "mere/illegality of an act
does not require the automatic issuance of-an injunction!' (Oneida,
p. 834). The defendants' Memorandum then quoted Holland, including
the passage that "it is bascially Contrary to the public policy
of this State taissue'tnjunctions in labor disputes absent a
showing of violence, irreparable injury, or breach of the peace..."
(Holland, p. 210, emphasis added by Seattle defendants):

Analogous language fram.Westerly was quoted, and then a long
passage from Timberlane was mesented;:the latter dealt not only
with the irreparable harm stailidard but also with other traditional ,

equitable standards, and stood for the 'proposition that injunctive
relief in teachei,strikes should not issue except in the most
unusual. circumstances -- whatever the legality o'f the strike. An
extensive list of "authorities" then was presented:with the dmn7
nition that "the Holland line of decisions is in accord with the
weight of scholarly authority on the subject of. public, employee
strikes" (Defendants' Brief, in Opposition to Motion foiPreliminary
Injunction, Seattle, p. 27).

#'

The last of the "scholarly authorities" was a Washington Law
=Review article that discussed the Clover' Park case. That case,
according tothe Seattle defendahti' Memorandum, "held that a
school distirct seeking to enjoin d teacher's strike must demonstrate
'that the public health and safety is being harmed'" (Defendants'
Brief in Opposition to Motion for Preliminary Injunction,Seattle, p..28).

Note--In an'earlier Note we observed,that in the context of
expedited labor'injunction cases, extensive citation of apnelAte
authority by plaintiffs probably made it difficult for defen- 4

dants td respond with careful critique.' Defendants played
the same game, and indeed 'carried it further, .citing not only
appellate cases, but also trial court cases and a host of
academic writings. While we are reluctant td say that fthr
defendants were here employing a "baffle them, with baloney4
strategy (as one teacher source characterized the legal.strategy
used in another state), we are unable to dismiss altogether
the idea that the phrase has some applicability here. ,However,.
the label is of less significance than the function. "If
both the plaintiffs and the defendants inundate the court with
citations, "what is a judge to do? In the trial courts law
clerks rarely are available to check citations; and An any
eVent the press df the calendar precludes any extensive analysis'
of cases cite in oral argument or in memoranda. One strategy
open to a judge is decide an issue on nan7legal grounds, i.e.,
personal predilection, sensitivity to, public opinion'(or ire-eiection))
or social philosophy. Another'-is to decide an issue as other courts
have decided It. The legal profesiion calls this strategy "adhering
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to precedent." When faced with conflict, it s a common
human and organizational response to act on the basis of
past actions, rather Ehan to seek new solutions. Perhaps
the legal profeision simpry has made a virtue out of

'necessity.

The defendants' arguments in,. Seattle, like the pl intiff's,
were not unique to that case. Virtually every passage was identical
to passagesoin the` defendants' memoranda in Everett and Central
K3 sap (wit li respect to the irreparable harm standard). (We did
not obtain the defendante.Memorandum in Tacoma, but a teacher
source indicated it was closely patterned on the Central Kitsap work.)
The Everett Memorandum, despite identities with Seattle's, was
far more elaborate, and parts of it 9e worthy of mention, as
follows.

Additional Defendants' Arguments: Everet$. In Everett the,
defendants' legal Memorandum included a detailed critique of the
Port of Seattle case. The rules of,grammar were applied:

This, counsel anticipates that plaintiff will rely upon
'engage contained onpage'319 of the Port of Seattle
case to support,its osition as follows:

In its oider'granting the temporary injunction, the
trial court concluded-that the strike and picketing
were unlawful; that'by reason thereof the Port was
suffering "immediate, substantial and irreparable'
loss and damage."

Plaintiffs will no doubt argue that the phrase "that by
reason thereof" refers to the word "Unlawful" and that

A because of this a teacher strike is aut6matically enjoin-
able. Such conclusions are imprtTer.

By ordinary rules of sentence structure,, it .is plain that
the prepositional phrase, "by reason thereof" must refer

.

back to the noun,"strike", which noun has been modified in
this case by the word "unlawful". Reading the above
language in that-fashion it is clear that the court
intended that the notion be enunciated that it was a result
of the strike that thePort was suffering the harm and
damage, not as a result of the "unlawful" nature-of the
strike (Defendants' Memorandum of Authorities in Opposition
to Motion for Temporary Relief, Everett,.p. 15).

Note--Several features of the-argument warrant notice. First,
it is apparent that the argumen4_was prepared even before the
Everitt'Boafd filed its petition for injunctiverelief. The
defendants' response then, was anticipatory. The answer

. preceded the question. Gamesminship of this sort may be
necessary to the legal process, but it can hardly be calculated
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to enhenceNle legitimacy of the legal procesigin the eyes

tf affected parties. Second, if the rules of grammar must
be invoked in order to ascertain the meaning of a Supreme
Court op4nion, one 'must ask ihout%the efficacy of law as,a

A

device for social control. Most people, we suspect, are
likely to Act upon their own preferenCes, rather than the
rules of grammar, where the lay, is ambiguous..

4

'The drawn-out'nature of the Evetett proceeding evidently gave
the Everett teaehers' attorney an opportunity to introduce new R

arguments concerting the harm standard. (These argudents may have

been provoked by the plaintiffs= submissions, which we did not
obtain. ) In a Supplemental Memorandum the Everett attorney werft
beyond his grammarian's challenge to Port of Seattle. An,

"essentiality" doctrine was offered as a substitute-for the sover-
eignty, doctrine lindergirding Port of Seattle:

Even if the rationale which plaintiff contends is '

inherent in the Port 4 Seattle case is rejected as
insufficient, the quedtien remains whether there is some
other governmental interest which would justify the

state in prohibiting all teacher strikes. A review of

the literature, as well as the relevant legislative history
in various states throughout the country, makes it
abundantly clear that the asserted justification for
prohibiting strikes in any segment of employment is that
the services in question are deemed so essential to the
public health, safety, or welfare that 'any interruption
,would cause immediate and irreparable harm..

...an absolute prohibition on teacher strikes would meet
the due process requirement only if it could be demonstrated
that all such strikes necessarily endanger the public_
health, safety, or welfare. 'There is no empiric support

whatsoever for such a position.'

While it is true that some ppblic employees perform
services that are so essintfal'that they cannot be discon-
tinued for even a brief period of time without seriously
disrupting a community, teacher strikes do not come within

this category. Although entrusted with a serious responsi-
bility to the community, they do not perform functions
directly affecting the public health, safety, or welfare....
Schools are frequently closed because of communicable
diseased, broken boilers, inclement weather, and a variety
of other cauls.. The children may have AA unexpected holiday
but no one could seriously argue that Ehere has been
permanent damage and irreparable injury to their psyches,
a deterioration of their character or irretrievable loss
of their opportunity to learn. School calendar's are

sufficiently flexible so that a day lost in October can
readily be made.up by appropriate adjustment In the program,
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or if necessary, by a later termination of the school
year in June (Dieddants' First Supplemental Memorandum -

of Authorities in Opposition to Motion for Injunctive Relief,
'Everett, pp. 7-8). '

Although the essentiality( argument evidently did not persuade the
court, it at leait ploughed new ground. Perhaps in some future
case a Washington court will seize Upon the arAmentr-much as
Judge Bryah in' CentialiCitsap seems to- have acted upon the-teachers'
contention that'the legislature inWashiniton had, not outlawed
teacher strikes. For our purposes, the Everett argument sets the~
stage for our next question: What is irreparable harm? .

s

Defining the Standard

As noted in the previous section, the plaintiff's principal
_contention was that teacher strikes are per se harmful, where
defendants argued that the .2.s- se argument was not applicable. Since
the law in Washington is not erystal clear on the point, i.e., since

-, there was the possibility that a court might require a showing of
harm, it was necessary for the Verges to argue the harm standard as if
it might be germane. Argument required, 'first, some,clarification'of
the legal meaning of irreparable hirm, and second, a mustering of

/ evidence pertaining to the standard. In this, section-we deal
with the first probleih.

Plaintiff's Definition of Harm. In its memoranda, the Seattle
School pistrict degeloped a conception of harm that was both Rlow".
(i.e., not requiringitruly extraordinary circumstances), and "broad"
(i.e%, encompassing many possible varieties ofharm)4 The plain-
tiffs began by contending that irreparable harm m t'"great injury"
in WaShington's inju on statute; a plaintiff as not required
to show an "emergenc " or "catastrophe" or " olence" or "the
complete cessation _ educational activities' (Plaintiff's Memorandum
in Support of Injunctive Relief, Seattl,e, . 16).

Turning next to cases in states w. re, the "ming;ity rule" (i..,
the Holland line of casesX had been scussed, the Board's attorney
cited several cases that, together,-implied that a plaintiff
required to show harm caul* do so,in a variety of days--none of them
very demanding. 1974 Dere:Ware/Case was cited; it said that
pecuniary damages need not be peat and that irreparable harm depended
on "interference with a legal/right" (State v. Delaware Educational
Association, 1974: 875). California case was said to justify
injunctive relief on the g unds that "(1) over half of the district's
teachers had not reported for work; and (2) the teachers' strike

,

could result in a loss o state and federal,funds to the district"
(Los Angeles Unified S ool District v. ,United Teachers, 1972: 807).

A 1976 Rhode'Island c se found irreparable harm An disruption-
to the school calen r, failure-to provide free lunches for needy

ti
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children, and 'the dikadvantage seniors might experience from
an untimely entry into the job market caused by a late school
closing" (Memard'v. Woonsocket Teachers Guild -AFT, 1976: 1354).
A.1977 Michigan case was said towarrent-injunctite relief as a

* "means for assuring the uninterrupted delivery of vitaleeduca-
tianal services ta,the public" (Lamphere Schools v. Lamphere

'redetation of Teachers, 1977: 829)., Finally a 1969 New York
case was qitoted; the court had noted an illegal strike's:effects
upon "thousands of impressionable students...of teachers
blatantly disobeying a statute enacted.by the legislature of
this state".(Union Free School District 21, Town of Oyster Bay'
v. Rlein,.1969).

i/

Note= -At the risk of being redundant, but in the interest of
reminding the reader of the central concern of our investi-
gation, it is worth noting that the citations do not
establish evidence that would be required for a court to find
that seniors are disadvantaged, or.that youngster's impressions
are harMed, or that educational services are vital. Rather,

the cases proposeihe topici'about.which evidence would be .
presented, in the event that evidence was required by the
court. In dtalterent terms, the cases establish the rules,
not the evidence. Defendants, as we shall see, sought to
establish a different set of rules, and, consequently, a'

tliff.gurt set of evidentiary requirements.

Summarizing these out-of-state cases, t Seattle. plaintiffs

Thus courts applying the minority rule requiring a showing
of harm have found strikes by public school teachers to be '

enjoinable when they have involved disruption of oalendars
or other interruption of educational services; when- they
have affected the academic or vocational opportunities of
students; when they have the potential to affect the district's .

eligibility for state or federal funds; or when they confront
impressionable students with not- compliance with thee law on

the part of striking teachers (Platihtitf's Memorandum in Support
of Injunctive Relief, Seattle, p. 19),.

The Board also advanced a constitutional argument. The

.Washington Constitution and compulsory attendance-laws, said the
Board, "create a right'in-students to. continuous, uninterrupted
education, ant impose on school districts the highest obligation,to-:
maintain a sound, continuously functioning school system." The strike

interfered with that right and duty (Plaintiff's Memorandum in
Support'of Injunctive Relief? Seattle, pp. 19-20).,

In a 'Supplemental Memorandum submitted to the court on the day
of the hearing, the Seattle Bobrd further elaborated on the nature
of the irreparable harm standard (without surrendering its principal
position that the standard was satisfied on a per'se basii).
Broadening its previoue arguMenf that harm was inflicted upon the

4
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districtoitself, and upon students, the plaintiffs spoke of harm
ta"tbe District's constituents." Uarm to the latter was to be
inferred from the affidavits of the intervenorswho had materi-
alized after the first Memorandum had been drafted and who shortly
would receive a court ruling allowIng the Board to incorporate
their affidavits as the Board's own (Plaintiff's Supplemental
Memorandum in Support_of Injunctive Relief, Seattle, pp. 9-10).

A final argument warrants special notice. Responding to
the STA's charges of bad faith bargaining, and to the teachers'
assertion that,the "dirty hands" of the Board precluded the
issuance of injunctive relief, the Board suggested that irreparable
harm took precedence' over clean hands in the case 2rf injunctions
against teacher strikes. The argument was supported by rulings is
Board of Education v. New Jersey Education Association (1968) and
Menard v. Woonsocket (1976), where the courts had said that strikes
injured children and the public, and that charges of bad faith
bargaining therefore were'not relevant to the issuance orinjunc-
tions (Plaintiff's Supplemental Memorandum'in Support of Injunctive
Relief, Seattle, pp. 11-13).

Defining Harm: Defendants' Position. Defendants' interests
would not have been served by advancing a particular conception of
irreparable harm. Their strategy was to (a) insist' that the pl'intiffs
must makes a strong showing of ireparable harm, and then (b) challenge)
that showing. Dally, of course, the-challenge would have been
based upon evidence submitted to the court, or, if testimony were
aot allowed (as usually is the case in Washington labor'- injunction
cases) through affidavits: In addition' however, defendants approached
the definitional problem as a matter of law. The approach.emphaptzed
the negativAl: i.e., what'did not constitute irreparable harm.

First the Holland case was quoted:

(T)he only showing made to the chancellor was that if at
injunction did not issue, the district's schools wovld not
open, staffed by teachers on the date scheduled for/such
opening. We hold such stioWing insufficient to have justified
the exercise of the Plenary, power or equity by force of
an injunction (Holland, p. 210).

Then language from Rhode Island's Westerly case was quoted:.

(T),Wmere failure of.a public school system to begin its
school year, on the appointed date cannot be classified
as a catastrophic event....There is, a flexibilite/'in
the calendaring Of the school year that not only'Permits
the make-up days which might have been missed for one
teason or another, but also may negate the necepsity of
the immediate injunction which could,conceivably subject

4

414ome individuals to the court's plenary power of contempt ,

Westerlv, p. 445).
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New Hampshire's Timberlane case .was Unyoked:

0
We are persuaded...that.it would be detrimental to the
emnoth.opeiation of the collective bargaining process
to declare that an injunction 'should automatically issue
where public teachers have gone onstrike:...The courts
should intervene in this' process. only where it is evident

.4 the parties are incapableof settling their disputes by
negotiation or by alternative methods such as arbitration,.

and mediation (TAberlale, i. 558) .

Not To our non - sawyers' minds it is'hard to see how the
Tim lane case was helpful to the teachers' case in a drawn-
out strike, such as Seattle's became. A plausible inference
to be drawn from the New Hampshiie court's opinion is that
injunctive relief may be warranted in an extended strike.
Perhaps if the teachers'Xemararidum had been prepared late
'in the strike, 'rather thant its inception, the Timberlane
citation would have been handled diffetently. However;
teachers' attorneyaare not at liberty to deli* the creation
of their legal memoranda. These documents must be ready for
presentation whenever the Board chooses to file for injunctive
relief.. Typically, in, Washingtop, such ling occurs early
in a strike. In Wattle the Board's unexpected decision to
proceed slowly had the effect of partially attenuating some .

.(vof-the .teachers' legal arguments.

The defendants also citecione appellate court case in Washington.
In Mead, School District v. Mead Education Assoelation (1975) the
dourt'had considered wttether a teacher strike was a sufficient
"emergency" to itarrent Boat'd waiver of the state law requiring

:notite of meeV.ngs. The court held that A strike was not that sort
of "emergency." Prot that the teacheis concluded that,

*
If a teachers' strike is not such an " emergency'" as to

permit.th school board to bypass the notice of meeting
requirements....it seems clear that it certainly does

A
not, absitt specific proof to the contrary, amount to the
type of emergency justifying the issuance by a court, of
equity of an extraordinary strike-breaking rextraining '

order ,(Defendants',Brief in Oppositioito Motion for
-Prelimind* Injunction, Seattle, p. 30). fr

*
No further legal arguments*were offered in4the teachers' memoranda
vis4i-vis the nature of the irreparable harm standard. Much more .

attention was paid to the problem of evidence--a matte;. to whichwe
now turn.

t

Evidence on Irreparable Harm

The previous sections shoWed that plaintiffs tried to persuade
-*
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the court that it was not necessary to provide evidence of
irreparable harm; defendants insisted thitt a shOwing was necessary-
before injunctive relief would be granted. The parties then
developed/differing conceptions about the nature of the irrep-
aragle'harm that;pust be shown, should such showing be required.
TheApmaining'task then, as for .the plaintiffs .to muster the
edllitnce which might be,needed to show harwitand for the ,
defendantsto .challenge the board's evidence directly or by

4 submitting their own evidence indicatitg that the strike was not
creating irreparable harm.

The
or
Seattle Plaintiffs'. Showing. The plaintiffs attempted to

show irreparable harm in (a) their initial Complaint, (b) !heir
legal Memoranda,, (c) their Affidavits, and/(0 the Affidavits
.adopted from .the parent group which. tried tO intervene in the case.

(a) and (b) The Complaint and Memoranda

Compla ts and regal memoranda usually do not present evidence.
aboutRather, they set forth claims about which the plaintiff is prepared

to offer supporting evidence (through affidavits, testimony,
exhibits,' etc.). In its Complaint Seattle alleged that the strike
was creating the following types of irreparable hart to Oft districtl

"material and substantial interference with the-District's
primary educatiOnal responsibility of ensuring the oppor-
tunity of all District,students to attain their educational
ohjectiVts"

- -"impairment of its operationd ,

-- "closure of the Schools"

'4 a

--"(potential) ,loss of state support funds"
k #

=- I(potential) cancelption of previously scheduni chool events"
s it

"extension of the school year which disrupts the plans of the
District's'constit an necessitates extra_ maintenance,
personnel, and tr costs"

. '--"the health, safetY,and'welfare of, students and nonstriking
k

-employees are seriously threatened" (Complaint for Injunctive
Relief andjeclaratory JudgeMent, Seattle, pp. 5 -6).'

\J'

The district's initial legal Memorandum essentially repeated
these allegations, with a few embellishments. The harm associated
with extension of the school year would affect,"the-summer school,
collegetentrance and vacation plans of thousands of District stu-
dents, parents,land nom-striking employees .V The threat to health,_
safety, and,welfare. would result from the opening of schools in
"the absence of'thefull, regular teaching staff." The potential loss

'
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of state aid could result because of state regulations setting
program standards (e.g., staffing ratios, safety provisions) which
dust be met In order to qualify for aid0owever, the district

_pointed out, the aid was not jeopardized "if tftre is a court
order directing teachersAmck,to work" (Plaintiff's Memorandum
in Support of Injunctive R ,-Seattle,rpp. 20-21).

Note--The irony in this last point rants /notice. The

state administrative rules cited by he di tract evidently

were designed to a'sure a minimum vel of program adequacy;

failure to achieve such a level would result in forfeiture
of rate aid. Yet the rules provided that a court order --
ostensibly designed-to avert harm--would protect state aid
entitlements even if the educatfOnal program failed to meet
standards!

The legal*Memorandum added a further type of harm not mentioned in
alts Complaint: "loss of support for financial propositions for

school funding caused by a.strike-induced frustration of voters
and parents....Loss of such funds would entail material cuts in
the edgcational programs and services.ofthe district" (Plaintiff's
Memorandum in Suppott,of Injunctive Relief, Seattle, p. 21): ,

!.Two-additional aspect of the irreparable harm case were
added in a Supplemental Meorandum, submitted to the court on
the day of the hearing. First, the district pointed out the
defendants' own affidavits were premised upon-short strikes; however,
the present strike was now "major" and hence the defendants'
affidavits did not apply. Further, the district referred to the

evidence of dame included in the affidavits submitted by the
'parent intervenors--imWicitly incorporatinerthose affidavits in the
Board's case (Plaintiff's Supplemental Memorandum in Support of
Injunctive Relief, Seattle, p. 10).

NoteL-The Board's allegations reflect one of the most difficult
strategic aspects of the irreparable harm standard. In effect,

the plaintiff who is' to prove harm must somehow muster

evident about future events and their consequences. Such

social prognostication is_a task which even professional
social forecasters carry out with cafefully constructed proba-
bility statements and all sorts of hedges. But a plaintiff

using cautious language is open to challenge from the other
side. Thus the legal language acquires an unwarranted tone of
certitude, and it becomes argumentative. Neither is likely
to enhance the legitimacy or credibility, of the court proceed-

ings. In effect, the labor injunction inspires greatly
exaggerated claims.

Theoretically the problem could be lessened where a stake
has been undet way for some time, as in Seattle: In such

situations data generated, by the strike itself could be used.
However, the politics of a strike and the inertia of the
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legal process militate against Ling deer fr% the strike

,

itself as evidence. The legal memoranda of bolWparties were
Prospered before the strike'began,vas bath attorneys were
primed to act at the behest of their clients,, rather than
at the time which might beiymost conducive 'td a showing of
harm. Most oflhe af4dav4ts were prepared at the inception
of strike. Daportunities foi making adjustments there-
after were .quitellimited, and probably

ogt

were of fully utilized

1!
in view,ofhe' Oieral.eexpectation that evi nce.of harm
would not A deCisiii-A.vany circumstances., Comparative
data*fram settingi.whas:the irreparable harm standard is
formally useewbuld heltLalrify*this point. A partial
comparison can be made contrasting the Board's evidence '

with that of pares,,, filed suit in the third week of tie .

strike. 10.

(c) Seattle's Affidavits
4a.ir

The Seattle &cares "proof" of-irreparable harm was contained in
four of the six affidavits .submitted tp the court. (Two 'were limited
to descriptions of the bargaining process.) The Affidavits of Board
President Patt Sutton,, Superintendent David Moberly, Associate
Superintendent Harold Reasby', an& Personnel Director Robert Weltzien
depicted a mosaic of harm which the strike 'would inflict on-the
dittrict: Sutton and Moberly, stated that'the strike,had male it
impossible I() open schaals,as scheduled. Weltzien cited the 1976
strike; in which thedistrict-had attempted to'use substitute perionnel;
the efforts, he ,said "Vere.unsUCcessful in fully staffing the
schools for. the reason tha&the number of qualified certificated
teachers necessary to staff a school dietrict the size of Seattle's
were not then (as they are nat now)-available in the local labor
market" (Affidivit of Robert 'T. Weltzien, Seattle, p. 2). Three,
of the affinnts made special note of'the desegregation plan which
vas scheduled to go into affect with the opening of the 1978,79 school
year; all stated that the juccess of the plan was dependent upon the,
availability of the rigUlir teaching staff, whiCh had received special
training in anticipation' of the-plain's implementation. Additional
assertions were pretty much a "laundry list," as follows::

,

--Suttoi cited "hundredhJA complaints, statements of co,cern;
and pleas from citizens, _parents and students...to,open

schools for the reason that students are being harmed by
the continued closiire of.schOol and by the example of the
students' teachers.. violating State law" (Affidavit of
Patt Sutton, Seattle p. 2). Reasby.also cited "the
harmful impression 1 t upon thousands of young citizens,
the District's siudenti, by their teachers...striking in
disregard-of State law and coitractual agreements" (Affidavit
of Wold V.lteesby., Siattle,'p. 3).

4--"The likelihood of having to cancel many wouthwhile school
events including athletic events,,dances and other student

Si

r.
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activities" was cited by Moberly
David L. Moberly, Seattle, p. 3;
Seattle, p. 3). ,.

and Reasby (Affidavit of
Affidavit of Harold V. Reasby,

Note The use of identical words'by different affiants provides
one clue.t6 the joy value given to affidavits as tatters of
evidence. Perhaps the words were drafted by, the attorney for

. the Nerd, or perhaps. one of the affientsideimply'copied the
worm of tht other.' In either event it difficult to
think of the words as careful reports of independent and ,

objective observers.. Further, no specific events or activi-
ties were cited. Finally, one must ask whether 4te eancelL
lation of a school dance or athletic events-geseeies as
"irreparable harm." The reason for the Board's prior effort
to estaibliSh a definition of harm that was "low" and "broad".

i is obVious here..

--Reasiby claimea.make-up'days would impose "substantially
. increased maintenance and personnel coats for the District"

(Reasby, Seattle, p. 2).

--nearby singled out §pecial Education classes. "Special
--'education students more than others need continuity in

their highly structured,programs...Loss of the continuity
of developmental and spedch therapy, psychological services,
resource room and self-contained classroom programs may
cause these students to regress in performance"(Reasby, Seattle,pp.2-3).

a
Note--Here Reasby touched upon (without any real 'evidence) what
may be the Achilles heel of-teacher claims that .strikes do not
create irreparable harm. While we have not researched the area
- ourselves, it is noteworthy Alit Judge Dimmick, in enjoining
the strike, gave Special Educalion her particular attention. More-
over, national and state legie anon increasinkry is giving
Special Education the status of a "right." Fixture litigation in
labipm injunctions, we suspect, will give more and more attention
to the harm wrought in this particular area.

- - Moberly spokeof "anticipaqed day care costs and inconvenience
for many parents of school age children" (Moberly, Seattle, ep.4).

- -Suttos and Moberly both expressed the view that the Strike would
jeopardize chances of success of future local tax levies.

-7Moberly elaborated upon tht. tifects of extending the--S-chool year.
Such extension, he-said, would disrupt and alter the summer

F school and vacation plans of "hundreds of District students
and parents"; place Seattle students "in a less comptitive

ition for summer employment opportunities"; postpone grand -'
for seniors, "some of whom need and plan to enroll in

summer gIC of courses in order to meet college entrance require-
ments"; disrupt the summer plans of the district's non-
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certiftcated employees; and disrupt sumfer maintenance
schedules (Moberly, Seattle, p.'4).

.

--The. strike would disrupt the schedules of the diWs Parks
and Recreation Department, said Moberly./ ,"

Note--The foregoing exchrpts accurately convey the level of
specificity incorporated in the° Board's affidavits. Virtually
no "hard facts" were submitted. Sutton's claim-of 4tundreds"
of complaints was wholly unsubstantiated. No specific extra -
cutricdlar activity Was mentioned. No specific evidenc.4 of
harmn the.Special Education area was brought forts. No person
whose summer plans would be disrupted was mentioned.' And so
forth. The affidavits, in short) were general statements, not '

meeting the burden of "strict proOf." It may be that this
general level of treatment reinforces teacher views that
strikes do not create harm or that'Court orders ostensibly,
predicated on a showing of harm are of dubious credibility.

'A further indication of the limitations of affidavits was
apparent in'the Tacoma case, where the Associate Superintendent's
Affidavit attesting to harm contained assertions that were word-
for-word copies of assertions whidh earlier had appeared in the
Affidavit of Seattle Superintendent Moberly. We foudd no
clearer illustration that,. in Washington at least, it was the
appearance of harm, rather than evidence of harm, that was
conveyed to the courts in labor injunction proceedings. On the
other side, teachers' counteraffidavits were much the same. In
Everett the teacher attorney evidently submitted 69 affidavits
from parents, who famply were required to fill in blanks
indicating the number of children they had, and the dchools
attended; the rest of the affidavi was a sIandardized claim that

delay in schooling will not any way aversely affect my
child's educational process of earning." In Seattle the
teachers' Affidavits (discussed below) were not exact copies of
each-other, but it is obvious that many of them were responsive
to a common stimulus--perhaps an %ACline provided by the STA
attorney.

Intervenors' Evidence of Harm. On September 224a group of-
parents, students and taxpayers petitioned the court for permission
to intervene in the case, contending that they "have interests- at
stake here which may not coincide frith the interests of Seattle
IChool District No: 1 and-the Seattle teachers' Association" (Affidavit
ONCreta Weigand, Seattle, p. 37. The group sought an order which
would require concurrent good faith bargaining by both parties.

At the court hearing the motion to intervene was denied, but
the group's supporting Affidavits.were.added to those of the Board
of Education, and hence became a part of the formal record. The
Affidavits dealt verrdirectly and forcefully with irreparable harm.
One of the Affidavits was from a mother who had three children with
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learning problems. The mother maintained that the "delay in
the opening of the schools, and the resulting uncertainpy is
definitely affecting-their_mental and psychological well-being," 11
that "every day that the schools are closed now is a.lost oppor- .

tunity to makeup the ground that has beenlost over the summer,"
and that'"the4special responsibilities that fall on the shoulders
of a parent with handicapped or learning disabled children are
'difficult to explain, but we desperately nee the formal assis=
tance and care that our children receive in the public schools"
(Affidavit of Terri Bolts, Seattle, p. 2). 1

p

Note--In an earlier Note we.called attention to the special
vUlnerabilities which Special Education poses for teachers
in strike litigatioh.- The foregoing Affidavit spells out
Some of, the difficulties in poignant detail. It is worth
noting, in passing, that litigation currently under way/in
Pennsylvania is aimed at establishing that even loss of
summer school infringes on the rights of handicapped children.
This litigation could clpecome a major asset for plaintiffs'
efforts to show irreparable harm, unless teachers devise
strike stratlgies which permit continuation of services ,for
Special Education youngsters. Such strategies will become
increasingly difficult if the current trend toward "main-
1Lreaming".continUes.

An Affidavit from a stud&nt maintained that the delay ip opening
of schools would handiCap'students seeking admission to competitive
colleges, disadvantage Seattle students in the competition for
scarce summer jobs, and result in loss of activities revenues used
to support various student functions "that enrich ou; educational
experience." Concluding, he studnt said:

We students deem to be pawns caught up in the struggle. We
do not feel that we should be forced to"take Sides, for or
against either the Teachers Association.or,the School District
We do feel that the needs and concerns, of the students of,
SAattli are being ignoretnow; I sincerely believe that the
students of Seattle are suffering the most while thete schools
are closed as a result of the strike. It is impossible for
anyone to compensate or correct the harm that all Of us have
already suffered (Affidavit of Carla Rossi, Seattle, p. 3).

Note--Interestingly, the losses menu here have virtually
nothing to do with classroom teaching and learning. -Evidently
getting into college, getting summer jobs, and, the extra-
,curritular program are the crucial things to this student.
A cynic might inferfrom this that classroom teaching and
learning are merely incidental aspects of schooling., The
"back to basics" movement--if it reSults in downplaying the
significanbe,of non-classroom outcomes, may ultimately be useful
to teacheri' 4fforts to fight injunctions--assuming, that is,
that delayed 'and disrupted schooling does not interfere with
.teaching and learning of the basics. As we will See, the
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teachers' Affidavits kuarely focused on classroom teaching
and lesraing.

A .parent whose child had experiencedthe 1976 strike stated
that "thatietrikernined her whole year. It was a terrible
emotional jar whiCh left-her with a feeling of abandonment...I
believe this resulted in her learning to read later than she

N - would hal/e-bed she not- been subjected to those conditions." This
jarent further.eXplained that she was-incurring inconvenience and

additional ..costit.pecessitated by child'care, and that she "(does)
not understand haw the teacheri can expect to establish any sort
of ethical behavior ar respect for authority in the schools-when
they'are willing-to participate in such unlawful behavior for

1 their ewn.ends.. I believe, his-has'a serious and perhaps.irrevers-
'ible negaiiveimpacton the $eattlt Public Schools." _Finally,
she said, she was

I)
.deeply concerned that this sort of continuing disruption in
the public schools will cause many responsible parents who
are genuinely concerned about their children's education
to give up on the public echools and place their children in
private schools. This withdrawal of support by the middle
class, of all races, can deal a fatal blow to the schools
and to ehe community.at large (Affidavit of Eleanor Sundquist,

4
Seattle, pp: 1-3) . -

Another tifidavit reflected the experience of a moNer who had
quit her $2.65 per'hour joit because babysitting costs of $2.00 per
hour were using the funds which the job was supposedk;o proMde

O. 'for {'extra clothes for the chiliren" and .to 'spay fbr i0ool photos"
(Aff avit-of Iva Tysbn, Seat le, p. 1).

Note The intervenors'.Affidavits clearly complemented those
of the district. They also offered more explicit detail about
the effects of the strike: Perhaps their Most intriguing
feature however,' is the chasm which they reveal between
teachers and parents. 'Whlie'the teachers gocused on teaching
and learning in the subject areas customarily associated with
Schooling, parents focused on the harm to the schools'
custodial functions, to taxpayer support, and 'to extracurricular

.aspects og,schooling. If irreparable hard4ever becomes an
important consideration in-Washington lab4 injunctions, it
may be necessary for the courts. to weigh tfie relative'
significance of harm to the various funCtions of schooling.
will be a difficult task indeed.

. -

Seattle Defendants: There is No Evidencetf Irreparable Harm.

r

Note--When the present ; first was conceived, we were
intrigued by the conundrum wh 1, we thought, confronted telchers,
with respect to the irreparable harm standard. How could 1

.

teacheis possibly argue that strikes were not harmful? Would
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it'npt be emlf -defeating? In Pennsylvania we found thei a
,principal strategy was to rely on the rules of evidence,as'
la device for contesting the board's effort to show thst.a
strike was harmful. In Michigan expert witnesSes-,,were'

summoned by the teachers. However in Wadhington, where
1 injunction requests typically do not include theepresentation
T of testimony, it was necessary for the teachertrto assert
positively that a strikeldoes not create irreparable* harm.
As the evidence below will show, tHe teacheri'.hurden' is not
quite as severe as we first imagined. They,argue, first,
that a strike is not a loss, but rather a delay in schooling:
Moreover, blame for the delay is assignees to' the board of
education, Even where schoolingis lost, however, loss is
not uncommon, as children regularly miss School for illness,
family vacations, 'testing, and the, like." 'Teachers also point
out that they are professionally prepared to cope with schedule
readjustments, which frequently occur as a'result\of factors

. beyond their control. Finally, regirding the non-vedagogicaj.
harm cited by plaintiffs (e.g., loss 0 state aid, community
disruption) the teachers tend to be silent. Privately
however, they asserted that the loss of state aid is fictitious,
that, pastexpe?ience indicates that strikes cause no loss of
taxpayer support, and that the community inconveniences are
simply inconveniences, rather than manifestatiOns of irrep-
arable harm. The manned inn which the teachers' position is

lsdeveloped'is illtuktrated below.

At the'beginning of the Seattle strike STA attorney Green
secured two- to three -page Affidavits from 21 of the district's
most experienced teachers. (Other Affidavits, which' were much more
detailed; were designed to substhntiate.the teachers' charge that
the district had "unclean hands";,here those Affidavits arvignored0
Three major themes pertaining to irrepara,Ne harm pervade the

teachere/Affiduvits. Fi;st, the teachere'cited their experience
1916 Strike to support their contention that no irreparable'

harm was'involved: 7

--i social studies teacher wrote that his studenots were "not
adversely affectdd by the strike," that "nothing was omitted
from the State mandated U.S. History course, that I taught,"
that all of his Advanced Placement students passed the special
CEEB examinakion, and that the football team he coached
"finished as a runner-up in the State High tchool Football
Championship (Affidavit of James Ni Creighton,' Seattle, pp. 1 -2)..

. A math teacher wrote that in 1976 "the nine day delay did
not have any lasting negative effect on the education-of any
of-my students" (Affidavit of Dennis J. Anderson, Seattle,

, pp: 172).

A home economics teacher, stated that " "I was teaching. fuzz

the 1976 strike-and this time lost was Smoothly ma4e'Up

4 .

t
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eliminating part of the Christrlias vacation and extending
the school year" (Affidavit of Gretchen C. Harrell, Seattle,
p. 1)

--A social studies teacher wrote that "having experienced the

1976-77 strike which cued our schools for nine days, I
am sure that there Will be no -negative effects -on the

educational program" (Affidavit of James D. Kourkoumelis,
Seattle, p. 2).

Note--At the time the Affidavits gere prepared, it made sense
to try to be 63ncrete by drawing on the specific experience 1""
of the 1976 strike. Subsequently however, it became apparent
that these affidavits were counterproductive. In their
repeated attention to the two-week duration of the 1976,
strike,, the teachers failed to anticipate that the 1978 strike
would not get to ,court until it. was ;treacly 50% longed. than
the 1976 strike. The teachers' attorney evidently, recognized
the problem, for in two supplemental Affidavits prepared on
September 25 there'is a noticeable cl,ange in the language
'referring to the durat on of a strike. Whereas the first set of
Affidavits referred to trikes of ten or 15 days, the later
set spoke ot,a delay of 'a few weeks" (Affidavit of
Lee Anne Bowie, Seattle, p. 1),or "a month or two': (Affidavit
of Lawrence Neil Broder, Seattle, p. 2). But the damage had
been done: A Supplemental Memorandum i tram the Board pointedly
noted' -that the 1976 experience was hardly'pertinent to the 1978
strike by the time court action' occurred, for the 1978 strike

) by then had lasted much (longer.
...

. -

A second theme developedIgm the teachers' Affidavits was that
a strike was simply one of many types of disruptions in teaching,

.and that such disruption, are routinely a0commodated without result-
ing in irreparable harm:

-- "I have taught in Seattle when two days were lost due to snob -

closure of schools and when three dayfi of instruction were
lost in my building,due to an unexpected special testing
program. In both cases the days were not made up, however'
the students did not suffer.any severe loss intheir edu-
cation.. Teachers are trained and experienced in making
adjustment!' in their instructional plans to accommodate...
a wide. variety of interruptions such as assemblies, fire
drills, gro4 tests, field trips'by other teachers, band
practices, and absences due to illneis or family vacations"
(Affidavit of Dennis AddersonSeattle, p. 2).

--"With the help of his instructor, a student why -has been'41. ill

or absent for some otherreaion toren extended period, has
in many cases completed-the course at the top of his/her class
....The situation involving a student that has been home ill
for an extended period is ranch more difficult to handle than
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a situation where the entire class missed material or
instruction fox an extended period. Yet each day the
teacher is faced with retuining students who have been
home ill. When the entire class must complete the program
in a slightly reduced amount of time, the instructor simpty
has to provide additional material which combines the .

information from two units into one"' (Affidavit of
Kenneth B. Goetsch, Seattle, pp. 1-2):,

%--"In past years I have seen do-called innovative programs
come and go, some of which. used less class time and more
home study time. Most notably, for a numter of years, 4
rotating schedule was adopted,which in effectireduced e

student's class time by thirty hours per class, out of a'
yearly total of one hundred eighty. As far as I c9uld tell
through testing, observation, etc., the students were able
to accomplish the goals as set for each subject" (Affidavit
of Russel H. Nelson, Seattle, p. 1).

--",Of greater significance than the strike on the quality of
education is;..the new textbook adoptions that didn't show
aLipfor the opening of school': (Affidavit of Dee Pinkerton,
Seattle, p.

The third theme developed in the teachers' Affidavits was that
a forced return to work would have more adverse consequences than
continuation of the strike.

--"It is my opinion that starting school with the unsettled
disposition of the staff would result in an inferior program
as compared to starting eShool after having resolved the
issues so that one's full resources can be directed toward
providing a quality integrated educational program" (Affidavit
of Wallace H. Cogley, Seattle, p. 3).

-- "From acounseling viewpoint...it appears more likely that
opening school in an upsettled atmosphere would be more
detrimental /than a delay in opening or a shortened school
year. Forcing ,teachers to go back to school before there is

:

resolution and mutual agreement means that.the school staff
would be working under more than the usual opening-of-school
stress. When people are under stress,.it is reflected in
increases in interpersonal conflicts...and inability to see
others' views. It may also lead to apathetic task performance.
If we increase stress and anxiety on school staff, we in '

turn decrease their ability to be responsive to student needs,
interests, and tensions" (Affidavit of Floyd Hammersla, Seattle,
pp, 2-3).

- - "To start school withOut a'contract and face a possible walk-
out sometime during the school year would...be much more
disruptive to the educational process than merethdelaying
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the start of school until everything is settled" (Affidavit
of Gretchen C. Harrell, Seattle, p. 2).

teachers are forced to start the school year without
having settled the parabount issues of salary, fringe
benefits, and evaluation procedures, they will be angry
and frustrated. This cannot help but have an impact on
the quality'of their teaching..:.The irreparable harm caused
to the educational process by forcing the, teachers to teach
prior to the conclusion of bargaining will far exceed any
harm which would result from delay in the opening of school"
.(Affidavit of Peter Neuschwander, Seattle, pp. 6-7).

Note--The three llnei of argument discussed above clearly were
orchestrated to serve the needs of litigation. However the
teachers' affidavits also contained a smattering of extraneous!
comments that reveal the concerns and'the day-tozday problems
of teaching in ways which go a long way toward explaining why
the teachers were striking, and why they really thought that
the strike was not such an extraordinary handicap to the
teaching-learningprocesS. In one sense, the affidavits help
reveal the "human side of enterprise." A Special Education
teacher referred to a two-month disruption in special services
"due, to the reassignment of the Language, Speech and Hearing
staff to State,spl-cial education compliance duties rather than
to the provision of service to students" (Cogley, p. 3). A
counselor, echoing the perennial counselor claim that student-
counselor ratios are too high, calculated that on the basis of

.the ratio "which the Superintendent has announced," each lost 1.

week of school resulted in "a loss of 5.2 minutes" ol counseling_
per,student (Hammersla, p. 2). A teacher noted that he had
chaired an association committee whose main purpose was to
"ptotect senior graduation requirements in language arts and social'
studies" from an administration effort,to eliminate the require-
ments (Kourkoumelis, p. 2). Another teacher noted that strikes
were less significant than uncertainties and last-minute changes
in staffing and "the adverse feelings and moralearising from a
feeling of a lack of School BoardaDd administrative support or
concern for the legitimate needs OT'Seattle's staff" (Pinkerton,
p. 1). A music teacher, evidently accustomed to regular threats
to the very existence of the elementary instrumental music programs,
indicated that his usual concern was survival of the program, ,

and against that standard a strike "would not cause any serious
problems, even if the classes are not made up" (Affidavit Of
Donald D. Snow, Seattle, p. 2). Finally, in a comment that
reached to the very heart of the pedagogical issues, a teacher
noted that "learning is not junta matter of so many, weeks at school,
but so many learned concepts"; he personally basirttls teaching
on the latter, not thq former (Affidavit of Sol B in,

Seattle, p. 2). Together, these,and kindred comments expressed
is other affhavits provide a basis for examining the fundamental
questions of pedagogy and irreparable harm. However, for better
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or for worse, the labor injunction' proceeding in Seattle did
not bring such issues to the More. Instead, the issues were
ignored. 'In Washington at least, the limits of the law pre- 1

eluded systematic examination into the nature of the-pedagogical
hirm created,by strikes and by efforts to enjoin them.

Moments before the court hearing, STA Piesident Peter Neusch--
wander drew up a final affidavit that recapitulated the teachers'
views of the Board's bad faith bargaining, and responded to the
Board's affidavits about the harm causea by the strike. On
the latter point, Neuschwander said that the plaintiffs were
"misguided" in their lears-orlevy failure; the\1976 strike followed
a doutle)1Tvy failure, but every subsequent levy'hs.d been approved.
Education4 benefits to students, he said, were being delayed, not
lost. There were ample days.left to meet the state's 180-day-
requirement -. Moreover, said Neuschwander, he was "not aware of
the cancellation of any worthwhile school events; athletic or other-

.

wise." Finally,,expressing concurrence with the'Board Pre dent's
and the Superintendent's affidavits.aboutthe importance of "an
orderly and harmonious beginning," Neuschwander drew the conclusion
that an orderly beginning would be'jeopardized by a back-to-work
lorder, and required instead good faith bargaining and an agreed7upon
contract- (Neuschwander, Seattle, pp. 5-7).

Irreparable Harm: The View from the Bench4

4
On September aps and 26 Superior Court Judge Dimmick addressed

herself to the nature and function of irreparable harm in the context_
of the Seattle School'Board's request for injunctive relief. Judge
Dimmick's views were informed by her personal predilections, by
the memoranda and affidavits submitted by the parties and intervenors,
and by something less than two *ours of oral'argument by the
attorneys.

Note--Here we address only one of thp questions before the court.
There were many other questions, and some of them undoubtedly
were more significant to the case. For example, the court had
to decide on jurisdiction, on the lawfulness of the strike, on
-the defendants' contentions that-the plaintiAa hut nunclean
hands," and on the status of the group seeking to intervene in
thelcase. Under the circumstances, and given the history of
judicial inattention to the irreparable harm standard in prior
Washington teacher strike cases, it is less remarkable that the
standard received scant attention, than that it received any tst
all

Speaking from notes, before a courtroom crowded with teachers,
parents, representatives of the district, and interested citizens,
Judge Dimmick rendered her oral decision. She first addressed the
question 00the court's jurisdiction. Next she disposed of the

question of whether the school district had exhausted its adminis-
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trative remedies. Then, following a declaration that the teachers'
"strdige,was-unlawful, the judge stated that "an unlawful strike
is presumed to cause aUbstantial or irreparable or great harm
and should be enjoined per se. That is what the prohibition is
all about. It is presumed it is irreparable and/it need not be
proven" (Court's Oral Decision, Seattle, p. 1Y.

Note--At this point, holding to the arse' rule, the court
evidently,was uninterested in fine distinctibns between
terms such as "substantial," "irreparable," and "great" harm.
Such distinctions, of course, are of no importance in the
event that zer se harm is assumed by the mere existence of a
strike. Interestingly, however, in an earlier portion of
the statement, dealing with the exhaustion of administrative
-iemedies, Judge bimmick said, "I think enough time has elapsed
and passed during the mediation process to indicate to the
Board that great harm is being done and likely to be done

, and that the issues are probably not goinvto be settled momen-
tarily" (Court's Oral Decision, Seattle, p. 2). On the
face of it, the statement indicates that the court was
willing to leave it to the plaintiff to establish the point
at which "great harm" wasAcccurring, and at which injunctive
relief was warranted. However, allowing plaintiffs to
determine unilaterally when hIrm is occurring is hardly con -

sisterjt with traditional equitable principles. Nor does it
add much clarity to the nature or function of the irreparable
harm standard in a teacher strike_proceeding.

Following her apparent claim that irreparable harm could be
presumed, and need not be shown, Judge Dimmick discussed the
affidavits which the two parties had submitted concerning harm. ."The
affidavits that I have read," said the judge, "have convinced the
Court...that there is evidence of great injury about to be perpetrated
because there is no end of the strike'in sight" (Court's Oral
Decision, Seattle, p. 3). Ironically though, it was not the affi-
davits of the plaintiffs or the intervenors which the judge then
cited; it was the affidavits of the teachers. She noted tat
the teachers were experts who "can take children-who start tee

and catch them up." "However," she said, "that was for a period of
a couple of weeks, possibly three. There being no end in sight,
I feel irreparable damage has been shown" (Court's Oral Decision,
Seattle, p. 3). Evidently the teachers' own affidavits backfired.
These affidavits had attempted to go beyond vague assertions by
presenting impressions based on the experience of the 1976 strike.
The School Board's ddision to delay proceedings had, on this poiht

7-then, paid dividends. The teachers' submission of additional affi-
davits was too late t4 undo the dahaage. Thus the teachers inadver-
tently gave the judge one criterion--duration'of the strike--
against which to assess harm.

Note--In subsequent strikes of short duration, the Seattle
opinion may stand the teachers in good stead, for the opinion
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can be interpreted to mean that/short strikes are not
2es.se harmful.

There was one more indignity for filchers. The judge .

singled out one ofthe'tevhers' affidavitefor particular
'attention}:

In my opinion; education delayed is education denied, t

especially in the cases Of the people who are in spedial

education: One of the teachers had a very poignant
affidavit where he indicated he had a child with a cleft
palate, another one with a speech defect. He felt thit

the child's education was being damaged because of no
* . summer school. I am sure that he feels a delay in the

apening"Of school is just as disadvantageous for that
Child (Court's Oral Decision, Seattle, pp. 3-4).

Note -- Nowhere are the limits of an affidavit-based proceeding

more starkly illustrated. The t acher whose Affidavit here'is

being used to attack the teacher ' case was not allowed to

testify, and, as far as we know, never said--and perhaps di. d .

not even believe--thad'delay in the opening of school is
just-asidisadvantegebus for that child (as 'the absence of

summer achool)"." Obviously judges can make whatever inferences
they wish about affidavits, but to _put words in the mouth --

or thoughts in the head--of people who are Afore the court is
patronizing It best, and probably beyond the pale of judicial
"propriety. Thfs.is not,to say-that-the judge was incorrect in
assuming that a delayed school opening is as harmful as a

,denial of summer school;it,is to say that the basis for the
assertion can hardly be found in the Affidavit on which the

judge ostenst.1 10lied.

Finished with admonishing the teachers by hoisting them on heir

own affidOits, Judge Dimmick made reference to the plaintiffs' claim

about harm. "There,is...the remote possibility of state funding
being withheld and several other horrors that we can all imagine that
would show irreparable damage were this strike to continue." With

that,, tie judge turned to the final issue before the court the

"cyan hands" argliment) and once again.invoked the harm standard:
"Why should there be further injury to thepublic just because both
sides may have acted improperly?" (Court's Oral Decision, Seattle,

, p. 4).

Note--Haw is one to reconcile Judge Dimmick's disclaimer about

the importance of the irreparable harm standard, and her.
repeated references to harm.in her oral opinion? N6 one with

whew we talked even took note of the apparent,discrepancyl' Thus

we must rely.upon conjecture. It-is impOrtant to note that

the judge was,eddressing a maa udience--not simply the

attorneys, but also the courtr... spectators, the reporters for

whom the injaction hearing was the only significant current
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lInt in the drawn-out strike, and whatever audience was
reached by the televiiion cameras in the courtroom. If
we think of the court's Oral Opinion as a political speech,
the references to harm make a good deal of sense. As a
political speech,.the court's words must have been designed
to secure ipproVar of the.court's.decision and compliance
with. Thus the main- audience was the strikingteschers.
.tt would take a great deal of political acumen to surmise
that among those teachers were some who were determined to

.continue the strike, some who were ready to end it-immediately,
and some who wavered The latter group probably was influ-
enced by the court's finding that the strike was illegal,
that the court had jurisdiction, and that harm was being done.
If teachers can be influenced by the courts, surely it is
through reference to children. In that sense, reference to
a child with a cleft palate, and another with a speech defect,
were neatly selected. 'Moreover, if these references can be
drawn from the teachers' own case, rather than from that of
the "eneme (i.e., the Board), so much the better from the
point of view of persuasion. What seems to have happened,b
in effect, is that Judge Dimmick avoided the legal and
evidentiary pitfalls in the Harm standard by claiming that
>arm need not be shown to enjoin a stmdke; however she then
capitalized upon the political advantages in recitations of
harm by referring extensively to harm in her Oral Opinion.

A preliminary injunction was issued the day after the hearing,
following a conference involving the attorneys and Judge Dimmick.
Language to be included in the court's order was proposed by both ,
attorneys. Board attorney J.,ittle proposed an extensive sectiqn
summarizing the "material and substantial interference" resulting
from the strike. Essentially the section recapitulated the
list of harms contained in Superintendent Mobarly's Affidavit; the
list referred to the delayed opening of school; the cancellation
of extracurricular activitles, loss of taxpayer-support, and

"extension of the school year, with its attendant effects upon summer
and vacation plans, college plans, summer employment, maintenance
schedules, childcare costs, and the programs of the Parks and
RecreatiOn'Department. STA attorney Green prepared, quite naturally
a-simpler statement, merely saying teat unless enjoined the strike r
"will continue to cause and contribute to great injury to the
District." It was the latter language which Judge Dimmick incorporated
in her Order (Preliminary Injunction, Seattle, p. 2).

4 A DifferteNiew: Everett

In Everett the schools were operated with substitute teachers
while the regular teachers struck. There was some violence on the
pickeelines. On the first day of a three-day hearing, Judge Bibb
issued an order limiting picketing, but deferred his decision on
enjoining the strike. In his Oral Opinion, and in his Order,
Judge Bibb appears to have accepted, in substantial measure, the
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teachers' contention that the tAilditional equity standards,
rather than a rote, are applicable to labor injunctions
in teacher st Orally, Judge Bibb took note 0 the (igen-
dents' discussions of "the Holland case and the Michigan rule
which has been cited as the minority-but certainly the better
rule according/to the defendant." Then the judge said, "I
am inclined to think maybe the defendants are right in that"
(Oral Ruling of the 'tourt, September 15, 1978, Everett, p. 7).
However, the judge then proceeded to reverse his field by
finding in favor of the Board, as follows:

'O.) The factiof this case bring this action within (the
Holland) rule which is that if there is violence
involved, or if there is a clear harm shown, then injunc-
tive relief is appropriate. Certainly there has been
violence in this case.

(2) t have to agree with (the Board's attorney)
spectacle of this violence., particUlarly as
upon the public and the childen and their
educators, has got to be a concern t6 the co

that the
it reflects

image of
urt.

(3) We have a situation where it is now almost through the
first five scheduled days of school, going into the
next week; we are talking about something more than
just a brief interlude which could easily be made up....
It has the appearance anyway at this point of lasting
'a considerable period of time and that is a matter of
weighing the amount of harm sufficient to persuade the
court that irreparable harm will resultf something isn't
done (Oral Ruling of the Court, September15, 1978,
Everett, pp. 7-8).

In the formal Order issued by the court later that day, Judge Bibb
acted upon the first-two observations, finding that "actions in
furtherance of a strike...including non-peacelid picketing and
conduct, have caused and will unless restrained, continue to cause
substantial, immediate and irreparable injury and damage to plain-
tiff and to.the public" (Temporary Restraining Order and Ofder
Regarding Bargainiftg, Everett, p. 2). The Order then went on to

direCt limitations on picketing.

Note--In one sense the Order and the preceding Oral Opinion are
. unexceptional, given that picketing had been accompanied by

some violence. What appears to be significanis that the
picketkag was not restrained because it was non-peaceful. That

,is, it/Was restrained on the basis of social facts, not legal
facts. What the court appears to have done, in essence, ie.to
accept the defendants' argument that .harm must be shown, And
plaintiff's showing of harm. In the apt phraseology of a

pressaccount, the "judge walked a thin line...when he ruled on
the Everett Schonil.District teachers' strike and left both sides
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fairly happy" ~(,Seattle Timss,;'September 16, 1978).

41

- The result are tantalizing. Clearly the irreparable

3:

harm standard, dance of harm, and weighing of the standard
against othei eits of equity, played a part in the coures
actions and ,decisions. But the part is not squarely set
forth. As in Seattle, the ambiguities of Port of Seattle
were not resOlved.' Instead, we have evidence of a political
disposition of an issue, with the court seeking resolution of
the dispute rdlither!than clarification of the law. The
result: continued ambiguity.

4
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FOOTNOTES

This report was prepared by David Colton.

2lnformation on Washington strikes was gathered from a wide variety
of sources. Newspaper accounts in the Seattle Times and the
Seattle Post-.Intelliaencer provided very helpfufbackground
material, basic factual accounts of strike developments, and
occasional analyses. Interviews were held with four attorneys
who were involved in three of the strikes, with officials of the
state education association, With i superintendent, and with a
judge. The cdbrthouse files for both the Tacoma and Seattle strikes
were thoroughly analyzed; additional legal documents bearing on
the Everett-and Central titsap legal proceedings were provided
by attorneys. Publications &bathe Washington Education Association
and the Washington State School Directors Association were
utilized. Special appreciation is expressed to Mr. Don Barnhart
of the University.ofliashington, who' prepared a detailed observers'
account'of the injunction hearisig in Seattle.

We have not attempted to provide citations for every bit of
information presented.. However readers wishing to know abou't the

fource of a particular bit of information are invited to contact
the author. *References to documentary sources will be proided. ,\
However guarahtees of anonymity preclude divulging the sources cif
interview statements. In the text these sources are.,identified
simply as "board source" of "teacher source."

3"Note" sections reflect observations and analyses of the author,

and are akin to the "interpretive asides" used by anthropological'
field workers. Notes were particularly helpful in relating
Washington events to those observed in other settings studied in
this project.

4Miterial for, this section is based upon newspaper accounts, a
transcript of the Oral Opinion rendered by Judge Dimmick, the
courthourse file developed during the Seattle case, interviews
with' key actors, and a first-hand account of the preliminary
hearing, prepared for us by Mr. Don Barnhart.
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MICHIGAN: THE WARREN CONSOLIDATED SCHOOLS STRIKE

CHRONOLOGY OF THE STRIKE1

Wednesday; September 6: date of scheduled school opening.

Tuesday, S4tember 5: 1390 certified teachers, librarians and
nurses take a strike vote; more than 80 percent vote to strike. War-
ren Consolidated Schools District (hereinafter WCS5 is Michigan's
_fourth largest K-12 schoolsystEm with 29,500 students. School en-
rollment is declining. The peak had been reached in 1973-4 with
34,900 students. The strike is.the district's fourth since 1970.

Wednesday, ptember 13: School Board attorney Richard Mosher
files a complaint with the court, seeking a temporary restraining
order and a preliminary. injunction. Judge Raymond R. Cashen, pre-
siding judge of the Circuit Couft of the County of Macomb denies the
ex parte restraining order, and sets a show cause hearing for Friday,

4 Septemberr

"to

!Friday, September 15: A e show cause hearing,,,three school *-

administrators testify foroth ard; alleging financial and other
irreparable harm. One expert witness testifies for the Warren Edu-
cational Assotiation.(WEA), citing a study and other evidence that
strikes do not cause irre2grable harm to children. Judge Cashen con-
dudes that irreparable harm does exist and issues a preliminary in-
junction. He finds it "appalling" that strikes have occurred in Wa'r-
ren yith such frequency (Transcript of Warren Sprlsolidated Schools v.
WarrAn Education Association, 1978:119. Heieinafter Warren}. He or-
ders the teachers back to the claSsroom by Tuesday, September 19 and

- further .orders bargaining for a minimum of four hours a day.

Friday, September 15: A 'latter from Dr. John W. Porter, Super-
intendent of Public Instruction of the Michigan State Board of,Educv
tion to the WCS district reminds them that they may lose state aid
unless they start classes by the e4d of the month. Attendahce figures
on the fourth Friday after Labor Day are used as the basis for state
aid. For each day falling short of the required 180 days WCS would
lose $74,000. Further, Porter reminds WCS personnel that schools are
mandated by state laws to get in 180 days of instruction before the
following June 30.

Monday, September 18: Teachers meet from seven to midnight.
They decide by an '8 vote Argin 668 to 660 -- to continue the
strike, thus defying the preliminary injunction.

Tuesday, September 19: Picketing continues with as many as 200
Pickets at one site, confronted'by as many as 32 police officers.

Five picketing, teachers are arrested; ,there are minor injuries to
two police officers.

1
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Wednesday, September 20: Judge John Roskopp, acting for Judge

Cashen, who is attending a judicial conference, issues a temporary
restraining order, limiting pickets to three per school site. Judge
Roskopp also schedules a Monday hearing before Judge Cashen oncon-,
tempt charges against teachers who are not in compliance with the
preliminary injunction.

Thursday, September 21: WCS begins accepting applications to
replace striking teachers.

Friday, September 22: WCS fires 36 striking teachers. It is

only the third time that teachers have been fired by Michigan for
striking. President of the Michigan Education Association (MEA)
Edith Swanson threatens to call an area-wide strike to protest fir-
ings. The MEA is termed by the Detroit News a$ "one of the largest
and most powerful labor groups in Michigan,,beJtind the UAW, AFL-CIO
and the Teamsters."

Monday, September 25: Judge Cashen,defers action on contempt
charges, and orders parties to continue negotiations. He appoints
attorney Walter Nusopaum master of the court to represent him in ne-
gotiations.

*Monday, September 25: Judith Locher, WEA president, says "No
teacher goes back until all go back" (The Detroit News, September
25, 1978:1A).

Tuesday, September 26: A tentative agreement reached during
the night is ratified by teachers by a vote of 1079 to 13. The

strike which lasted 21 days (15 instructional days) is over.

0 THE LEGAL CONTEXT

Consideration of the 1978 Warren Consolidated School District
, 'strike requires examination of the legal context in which it was

situated. This includes review of the statute-governing public
sector strikes; of previous Michigan court cases dealing with irre-
parable harm and previous legal action undertaken by the district.

The Statute

Michigan is not among,the six states which have granted
teachers aslimited right to strike. 'Its statute regulating labor
relations of public employees, commonly referred to as the"Hutchin-
son Act" (Mich. Comp. Laws 423.201 et seq.) was passed in 1947 and
amended in 1965, 1973, and 1976. The 1947 act specified that the
penalty for engaging in strikes ,within the definition of the act
was automatic termination. Such emplArees c uld be rehired but were
subject to sanctions so severe that they had ver been applied
(Howlett, 1966: 12).

Lt. Governor William G. Millikin, in urging passage of the 1965

2



.amendments, the Public Employment Relations Act (herein referred to
as PERA) stated:

The law (Hutchinson Act) is so punitive ghat not once in its
18 year history has it been fully enforced...Take the recent
'teacher strike' in Hamtramck, for example. If the automatic
firing provision would have been enforced, the schools would
have been closed. With the teacher shortage, who would have
stepped in to fill those amp", positiohs? (Millikin, as cited
in Howlett, 1966: 14).

The PERA (the 1965 amendments) drastically altered labor relations
in Michigan. It retained the ban against public employee strikes but
eliminated the automatic termination and punitive reinstatement pro i-
sions. Where the Hutchinson Act had prohibited collective bargainin
by public employees, the PERA not only permitted but required emplo
to bargain with employees' bargaining units. And Section 6 of the PE
was amended to specify that a public employer!.6 power to discipline or
remove a striking employee was optional; not mandatory. Such an employee
might then secure a review of the disciplinlior discharge, first by the
employer, and if desired, by a circuit coutTwif sought within thirty days
of the employer's decision. Discipline and termination of employment
were thus strategies which a board might employ in a strike as an alter-
native to seeking an injunction.

Case Law

Holland, 1968. The po-strike provisions of public employee laws
have been the subject of court challenges in a number of states. Until
1968, in a series of cases, the courts have held that teachers, as public
employek, do not have the right to Tike and that when they do so, such
actions are enjoinable by the courts. Arguments that the ban on such
strikes was illegal on First Amendment grounds (violating the freedom of
speech, expression and assembly), on Thirteenth Amendment, grounds (as
constituting involuntary servitude) and on Fourteenth Amendment grounds
(as failing'to provide the "equal protection" guaranteed to private em-
ployees who are under no such ban) were turned aside by virtually every
court (Comment, 1969; 266n; Smith, et al, 1934:,675).

Eowever, in the case of School District for the City of Holland v.
Holland Education Association (157 N.W. 2d 206, 1968), the Michigan Su-,
preme Court issued a decision which has been termed "one of the most
important in Michigan labor relations in many years" (Sachi, 1968: 247).
In addition, the decision has been widely cited in other states and has
been'a significant focal point in the developing case law on teacher
strikes.

During a 1967 teacher strike, the Holland Board of Education pe-
titioned the Ottawa County Circuit Court for a preliminkty injunction
ordering the teachers to return to theitclassrooms. The court granted
the injunction and its action was affirmed by the Michigan Court of
Appeals. Hoidever, the Michigan Supreme Court, to which the Holland Ed-
ucatibn Association appealed the case, reversed and remanded the case to
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the lower court. It held that in Michigan, it was public policy that
injunctions should not be issued in labor disputes absent achowing
of violence, irreparable injury or breach of the peace.

The teachers had argued that they were not employees within the
meaning of the PERA since no contracts of employment were in force;
hence, the act did dot apply to them and the injunction was invalid.
Teachers referred to this as the "keystone issue"'in the case. But
the Supreme Court found that a previous case, Garden City School Dis-
trict_ v. Labor Mediation Board (358 Mich. 258, 99 N.W. 2d 485, Mich.
Sup. Ct., 1959) was the relevant precedent. In that case, the School
Board had argued that the state labor mediation board had no jurisdic-
tion in the case because no written contracts existed. The.Supreme
Court had held there that the law allowed "mediation of salary dis-
putes in advance of the determination of the salary provisions in in-
dividual teacher contracts" (Garden City, 1959:263). Thus, there
was jurisdiction in advance of the execution of such contracts. -Hold-
ing this, the court found that teachers in Holland were also subject

the no-strike provision of the PERA.

Second, teachers argued that Section 6 of the act providing for
the discipline of employees was the exclusive remedy available to the
Board under the act. However.' the Supreme Court agreed with the Court
of Appeals. that the provisiond'for disciplining of striking public
employees and review procedure for them cannot be interpreted to imply
removing the historic power of courts to enjoin strikes by public em-
ployees" (cited-in Holland, 1968: 210).

The Court taus affirmed the validity of the strike prohibition;
it asserted that the teachers, Whether under legal contract or not,
were engaged in an illegal strike; and it affirmed the powers of the
court to issue injunctions under such circumstances. NevertheleA,
the court reversed the action of the lower courts as to injunctive'
relief.

The court held that the fact that an injunctiod could issue did
not mean that it must necessarily issue. Far the legislature to com-
pel the courts to issue injunctions in every case."would be to des'-
troy the independence of the judicial branch of government" (Holland,
1968: 210). The illegality of the strike was not, in itself, suffi7

, cient grounds for an injunction. The question that remained was
whether the chancellor (the in an equity action) "had before
him that quantum of proo uncontradicted allegations of fact which
would justify the issueance of injunctive relief in a labor dispute"
(Holland, 1968: 210). The court stated:

We here hold itis insufficient merely to show that a concert of
prohibited action by public employeeorhas taken place and that
iNko facto such a showing justifies injunctive relief. We so hold
becAuse it is basically contrary to public policy in this State to
isgueinjunctions in labor disputes absent a showing of violence,
irrepar able injury, or breach of, the peace...See Cross Company v.
United Automobile (citation,omitted). We further so hold because
such an interpretation of the act would as before noted raise a
serious constitutional question (Holland, 1968: 210).
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.* 0 The court noted that no testimony had been taken at the initial
hearing on the injunction. "(T)he only showing made to the chancellor
was at if an injunction did not issue, the district's schools would
not open, stiffed by teachers on the date ,scheduled fof such an open-
ing. We hold such showing insufficient to have justified the exercise
of the plenary power of dimity by force of injunction" (Holland,'1968:
210). The court commended-the "exemplary conduct" of the.teachers and
noted'that the Board had continued the salary schedule of the previous
year

r-
The justices overturned the decisions, of- the lower !our, some-

what reluctantly for t noted that "great. discretion is allowed the
trial chancellor in the gr uting or withholding of injunctive relief
(Holland, 1968: 211) and t t they would not, ordinarily, substitute
their judgment for'his. Ho liver, because of the "lack of proof" which
would support the issuance of injunctive relief, the cburt dissolved
the temporary injunction. In remanding the case, they specified:

We suggest, that such proceedings mire into whether, as charged
by the defendants, the plaintiffogchOol district has refused to
barggIn in good fMthi whether an .infuncti3On should issue at all,
and if so, on what terms and fOr what period in light of the whole
record'td be adddced (Holland, 1968: 211).

In conjunction 14ith its assertion that it is the public policy in
Michigan not to i*sue injunctions in labor ..1,spuW'flabsent a showing
of violence, irreparable injury, or breach of the peace," the court
referred to the case of Cross Co. v. Lo al 155, UAW (371 MIO. 184,
Mich. Sup. Ct., 1963). Justice-Souris, o e of the justi hearing

. the present case, had written the opinion in Cross,' e ar-
gued against thellecile.issuance of injure ions in the0 Le sector;

Ar .

A A
In bor cases, where picketing is sought thus to be enjoined or
res icted summarily, nothing less than a_clearly persuasive show-
ing of imminent and ±rrepara4le injury beyotid the, power bf the

-regtlarly constituted police authorities of the community to con-
rol must'be-insisted upon by the chancellis to justify his exer-

e of the extraordinary power-of injunclin,prior to such 'hear-
s as'dtue proCess demands4(emphasis in origfh.1, Cross, 1963:

221). .

*

c The court thus suggested'that:)ne of the restraint and judicious
use of the injunction* in the privatersector be transferred to the public

4L.sector in the enjoining of labor disputes (Sachi, 1968: 251). It
14101 y also affirmed the.psinciple of equity that the injunction is an

e traordinary remedy to be used 0 those instances where irreparable
jury, harm or damageof a substantial character would result absent

uch relief.

i. lb
Some courts.in other jurisdictions also Atert the extraordinary

character of injunctive relief in public sector labor disputes (City of
Rockford v. Firefighters,Local 413,,240 N.E.2d 705, Il. Sup. Cp., 1968;
School Committee of Westerly v. Westerly Teachers Association, 299 A2d 441
R.I. Sup. Ct., 197(3)... Iii general, however, "The Rolland case stands as,
the major exception to the general rule that injunctive relief is
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available to public'employerstathout a showing of irreparable injury
or clean hands" (Smith, et al., 1274: 718).'

Some observers contend that as a:consequence of developments
noted above, teachers in Michigan have a de facto if not a de jure
right to strike (Michigan'Department of Education1976: 4). They
base this. essentially on two arguments: when the Hutchinson Act was
amended by the PERA in 1965, the punitive provisions specifying'sta-
tutory penalties for striking were, repealed. Second, in Holland,
the Michigan Supreme Court further tempered the no-strike provisions
of the PERA-by specifying that courts need not issue injunctions ab-
sent a showing of violence, irreparable injury or breach of the peace.
On the one hand-statutory penalties for striking are retoved. Cm the

e instructed that it is public policy that a more sub -
al showing thtn mere illegality be required to enjoin a strike.

implication, some strikes are not enjoinable and some striker are
t subject to legal sanction. Barrett and Ldbel,conclude, "The re-

suit is that in Michigan, in spite of a clear statutory prohibiti
against strikes, theactual practice differs little from those of the
states which granta limited right to strike".aarrett and Lobel, 1974:
21). -

Two additional cases further clarified and restricted options
open to a board to considering strategies in a teacher strike. Id a
1975 case, the Michigan Supreme Court held that the action of the
-.Board in firing 184 teachers,for..--ttriking was not a 'Violation of the

PERA and that,, absent substantiation of an unfair labor practice
chftrge, against the Board by the Michigan Employment Relations Com-
mission, the action could stand (Rockwell v. Crestwood Board of Edu-
cation. 393 Mich. 616, Mich. Sup. Ct., 1975). The net effect was to
affirm the Board's power to deal administratively with teacher strikes.

In another case, the Michigan Supreme Court held that,a -school
district was barred from suing a teachers' union for "alleged monetary
damages incurred as a retult of a peaceful strike prohibited by the
PERA" (Lamphere Schools v. Lamphere Federation of Teachers, 1400 Mich.
104, 1977: 107). The.,Court held that except for the historic reliel.
of injunction, the discipline procedures of Section,6 of the PERA.
were "the sole and exclusive.remedies available to a school district
in dealing with a peaceful strike by a teachers' federation" (Lamphere,
1977: 107). It held further thit there was no applicable case law
to support such a suit for damages and public policy Considerations.
militated,against creation of a new cause'of act4on which would un-
settle analready precarious labor-managetent bSlance in the public
sector. Htince, boards could deal administratively with striking
teachers but they could not file t suit-to-hold them liable in tort.

Previous WCS Cases

In two previouscases involving the:WCS, parties-to Court action
. gave sole attention to'the issue of irreparable harm and to the Holland

IPse. tn September, 1971, teachers withheld services for 11 days while
codtract was ,under negotiation. When a tentative agreement was

reached on SepteAer .18, they returned to the classrooms.'-However, the

.4
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contract was not ratified. As negotiations continued, the Board with-
held automatic wage increases and full staffing "to retain some flexi-
bilitAin making economic proposals at the negotiating table" (Warren
Consolidated Schools v. Warren Education Association, Circuit Court,
Macomb County, Mich., 1971). In December, ,teachers withheld those
services which dealt with extra-curricular activities and after-hour
duties. The Board sought an injunction and argued that .the education-
al program of the schools was being irreparably harmed. They cited
Holland arguing that where there is an adequate hearing of the facts,
an injunction may issue. The teachers asserted that they were faith--

fully performing normal teaching functions and th'at the duties being
omitted were voluntary. They argued that Holland had established
that an injunction need not issue in every case in which it was re-
quested. The court nevertheless issued the injunctions citing the
rights of students and the importance of the orderly conduct of
educational activities.

A second case, a 1973 dispute, reached the Court of Appeals (War-
ren Education Association v. Adams, 226 N.W.2d 536, 1975). The 1971-3
contract for teachers had expired; however, teachers returned to schools'
in September without a contract. The School Board, instituted "interim
operating regulations" which eliminated many of the provisions and pro-
tections of the expired contract. On OctOber 8, viitchers began a strike,
seeking reinstatement of the omitted provisions. (The Board took no ac-
tion so the teachers filed an action for a declaratory judgment; the
Board counterclaimed "and with permission of the trial court_, filed a
third-party complaint against the teachers individually for injunctive
relief and damages" (Warren, 1975: 537). In this instance, the teachers
stipulated irreparable harm. Th4 trial court affirmed as to irreparable
harm and ordered the-teachers back to work, requiring the Board to -rein-
state the terms of the expired contract.

The teachers took the case to the Michigan Court of Appeals. The
.focall.question on appeal was "whether the withholding of services by
the teachers in an effort to cause the school, board to reinstate the
provisions of the expired contract is a Ist;tike' within the meaning of
the aforementioned (PERA) act." (Warren, 1975' 537). The Court of
Appeals found that the trial court could properly issue an injunction
"upon a showing of violence, irreparable injury or breach of the peace."
Since the teachers had stipulated irreparable injury, the court affirmed
as to injunctive relief. However, theyreflianded for consideration of the
remaining issues..

The legal context in which the present WCS strike is situated is
\thus shaped by the statute `governing strikes by public employees, by
previous Michigan cases (particularly the Holland case) and by previous

action taken by parties to the present suit.

Pre-Trial Documents

THE 1973 STRIKE

On September 13, 1978, attorneys for the Board filed % complaint
with the Circuit Court of the County of Macomb, Mount Clemons', Michigan,

7
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thus initiating the case Warren,01978. The complaint alleged that
the WEA 4hd named defendants who were officers-and members of the
executive beard of the WEA and employed as teachers by the plaintiff,
were publicikemployees and were engaging in an unlawful strike. The
Board'asked the court to issue a temporary restraining order to re-
strain the WEA ay the named dffendant13 and members froth engaging in
the work stoppage, to cease "inducing, encouraging, persuading, di-
rectinw or causing" others to do the,same and to abstain from ob-
structing or interfering with entrance or 'egress to schoo,1 district
premises and buildings; further', that they be required to show cause
at a courthearing why they should not be enjoined from engaging in
such activities.

The complaint stated that -the unlawful strike "is causing,'and
will continue to cause, irreparable injury sand damage to the plain-
tiff and'the more than 29,5d0 students of the Plaintiff School District"
in the following ways:

. ._

1111
a) Students were b deprived of the educational opportunity

to atiich the law entitled em.

b) Plaintiff was unable to carry out its constitutional and
statutory duty to provide education.

c) Actions of defendants constituted a "patent display of
utter disregard for the law" by teachers whom students, were expected
to-emulatesand from whom they were "to learn the precepts of good
citizenship."

- it) Plaintiff fe4gd,.actions
,. .

students to leave*school. ,

,

of defendants would cause some
41)

e) NISUO actionmight"also adversely affect "the students''
attitudejfor learnid, odttl-fus adversely affect the students'

achievement. -

.

f) IfAWared t6"ccntinue,'actions of defendants-would ad-
-,Versely affeot;:the ability of the plaintiff to provide sufficient
instructionto,:rnable students to advance to higher grades and to
institutions-of higer learning.

g) Continuation of the strike also preclude plaintiff

from providing fficie nstructio 1 days to be entitled to
state aid.

111F

h) Such inTtirY:anddamagedtould not be compensated .for in
monetary darlages. (Cofplaint, Warren, 1978: 4-5).

Further, 'it.was held that defendants would suffer no mbnetary,foss
if 4'restraining orddr and injunction were issued. 'really., it was

alleged that plaintiff had no remedy at law.

/
Superintendent Arthur Woodhouse entered a statement verifying the

maitersas-stated in the, Complaint.

33)
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On September 13, the day the Complaint was filed, Judge Raymond
R. Cashen denied the request for a temporary restraining order. He
struck .the-names of all defendants except that of Judith Locher, Presi-
dent of the WEA, and'ordered that the show cause hearing be held at
9:30 on Friday, Septem ber 15.

Attorneys for the School Board filed two additional pre-trial Jcu-
ments with the court; the first, a "Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of
Complaint for Injunctive Relief" was dated September 15, the day ofrthe
show cause hearing. The bulk of this document focuses on establishing
the case for irreparable injury. Citation is made to the Holland and
the 1975 Warren cases, indicating that strikes may be enjoined if iin,dy
is established. A futliter=titation is to Ainsworth v. Hunting_ and Fish-
ing Club (153 Mich. 185', 1908) hrew4,ich the Michigan Supreme Court had
set the standard for the deteriination of whether irreparable harm was
sufficient to justify,issuance of injunctive relief:

An injUry to be irreparable need not be such as to render its
repair physically impossible; but it is irreparable when it can-
not be adequately compensated in damages, or when there exists
no certain pecuniary standard for the measurement of damages...
due to the nature of the right or property injured (Ainsworth v.
Hunting and Fishing Club, 1908: 191).

Toe lirsr two and_tbP__sfmth reasons riven below had been anuncialg.4_
in the Complaint 'but were elaborated in the Memorandum supporting the
Complaint. The other arguments had not been cited earlier. It was al-
leged that harm had and would continue to occur in the following ways:

1) Students were being deprived of the educational opportunity to
which they were entitled by law. Continuation of the strike would force
rescheduling of instruction'into the summer or to Saturdays and Holidays.
Both would result in a less effective learning environment. Each further
strike day would delete a day of vacation.

2) Teachers were rolap models for students. Strike action by teachers
could suggest to the students "the detrimental idea that disregard of the
law in pursuit of one's desires is a trait to emulate." It could also
cause students to'-lose respect for teachers "who may teach the.ideals.
of good'citizenship, but obviously practice a different philoSophy." Evi-
dence that this had already occurred was found in "the presence of students
at various schools carrying signs advocating the firing of teachers." Pro-
longation of the strike yould only'exacerbate this effect.

3) Students were Further harmed by the cancellation of extracurri-
cular activities; scheduled activities could Tot later be made up "and
thus are lost forever to the students." This could mean not only a loss
of participation in such. activities but might seriously ilvede the sc.:dent
from acquiring an athletic scholarship, thereby perhaps preventing such
a student from attending college.

4) Other special programs (vocational education and plasement in
trainee positions) were also being lost,, disadvantaging students at ',;CS
in comparison with neighboring scaools. Students wno had already been
placed Were working without the benefit of counseling and' instruction
by teachers. 4
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Similarly, spectareducat ion programs for blind, deaf, mentally
and emotionally impaired and home -bound students are provided.by WCS,
not .only for its own district but for other Macomb County school dis-
tricts as well. Plaintiff feared that rescheduling such activities
during vacation days would mean that other districts would be unable
to provide transportation to-the program and thus would deprive those
students of participation. 4

5) Another program affected was the district's program for drop-
outs. The district had found that the longer a drop .,out stayed away
from school, the more difficult'it would be to reach such a student and
convince him to eturn to school. This program was normally held during
the first Month of school; potential participants were located and en-
couraged to attend. The continuation of the strike left doubt whether
'there would be sufficient- time tp complete enrollment before the fourth
Friday, the state funding count date.

-6) Furthpr, the school district was losing students. Parents

were enrolling their students-&t other schools with a consequent loss
of state aid. Further, the number of students living outside the dis-
trict who enrolled in the WCS prior to a forthcoming move into the
district was down from previous. years.

7) Increased operating expenses would be incurred because of the
strike. This incialed unemployment compendIon payEERM-Yo-TM=off

411employees, additional costs for the operation of school facilities
during the winter months and additional cost of overtime for those em-
ployees who are requirdd to work during their scheduled holiday periods.
The Michigan Supreme Court's holding in Lamphere.v. Lamphere Federation
of Teachers (1977) precluded districts from bringing action for civil
damages against an employed' union in an illegal strike. Hence, the memo
alleged, plaintiff had no remedy for the above-noted damages. The only
remedy was injunctive relief (Plaintiff's Memorandum, warren, 1978:3 -10).

Plaintiff's Memorandum continued to argue that under similar circum-
stances, the present courthad granted injunctive relief. In Warren
Education Association v. Adams (1975), Judge Gallagher had issued an in-
junction, noting that teachers had stipulated-that there was irreparable
injury. The decision had been upheld on appeal.

4

In summary, the plaintiff held that the strike was illegal, that
Michigan Appellate Courts had held that a Circuit Court could issue an
injunction restraining leachers from engaging in such a strike and that,
based on cited authorities and the showing of irreparable injury, such

. 4injunctive relief should issue.

Attorneys for the School Board alsO:filed a "Memorandum of Law"
directed to questions raised by the fact that counsel for the defen-
dants had refused service of the Complaint and the show cause order.
Hence, an anticipated issue in the suit was that not all of the WEA's
teacher-members had been named in the suit or served with the injunc-
tive order. The Board memo argued that "this court has jurisdiction .

to issue injunctive orders that may bind persons who have not been
personally serviced with process," and that an injunction binds those
.who act on behalf of or under control of the parties enjoined.

334
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On September 15, defendants WEA and Judith Locher filed a "Motion
for Summary and/or Accelerated Judgment" urging dismissal for the fol-
lowing reasons:

4

1) The plaintiff Board lacked the capacity to bring this action
since the Board'had not complied with the mandates of the Open Meetings
Act, 1976 PA 267 and had initiated the legal proceedings without formal
action at a properly noticed and cdnducted public"meeting. Hence, the
legal action was invalid..

2) No proper class had been brought before the court and "none of
the esseAtial allegations for the class action are contained in the Com-
plaint..." Defendant Judith Locher was not presently a classroom teacher
and therefore, not an employee of the Boatd. Defendant WEA also had no
duty to perform services with the Board. Hence, there. was no party
properly before the court who could "fairly insure the adequate represen-
tation" of those the plaintiff sought to enjoin.

3) Plaintiff had not complied with the recuisites of GCR 208.1 for
maintaining its purported class action by failing to specify the "com-
mon question of law or fact affecting the several rights",of members
of any assertable class and had failed to specify the rights common
to all members of such a class.

.44.----S4.4w-e-{44--la-re-eleee-wes...e.e-fe-r-e.--the..-e,a-u-t--ca.tly-44-th.e--

extraordinary equitable relief which plaintiff sought would be futile.

(
.----"Other than by mere conclusory allegations,," the Complaint

failed to'state facts "which demonstrate the requisite, immediate and
irreparable injury required to obtain such extraordinary relieflfrom
the Court under its ppwers in equity."

6) Nor did the Complaint allege "any Legally sufficient claim.
of unlawful activity on the part of the defendants other than by con-
clusory allegations."

7) The Complaint failed to specify any duty on the part of the
.defendants to report for any duty of employment.

8) The Complaint.fail.ed to allege that any defendant had ab-
sentd him-or herself from work for the purpose of inducing a change
in the terms and conditions of employment. Mere absence from work
did not constitute an unlawful strike within the meaning of Section 1
of -the PER.

9) Plaintiff had stated in theComplaint.that the previous can-
tract had expired on August 15, 1978. Hence, plaintiff had failed to
state a claim on which relief could be grapied since absent a contract,
there was no obligation to work.

10) Plaintiff had alleged violations of MCL 423.91. However, plain-
tiff failed to assert that such alleged activities were not controllable
by the local police nor was there any claim that plaintiff had sought
the help of local authorities in restraining such alleged unlawful

11
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conduct. Hance, the Complaint was deficient in its request for the
extraordinary powers of the court.

11) Plaintiff had filed with the Michigan Employment Relations
Commission (MERC) on or about September 13, 1978, an unfair labor
practice charge against defendant WEA requesting the Commission to
pursue injunctive relief against the WEA under Section 16 (h) of the
PERA. But plaintiff had not permitted the MERC to seek the relief
which it had requested; the Complaint before the court was thus pre-

. mature.

A OA

12) Plaintiff had thusnot yet exhausted administrative remedies
and therefore lacked capacity to bring this action ('Defendants Motion,
Wargn, 1978: 1-5).

In summary, counsel for defendants requested that the court dis-
miss the Complaint and "that the court grant the aforesaid Defendants
suv.h otherand further relief to which it deems them entitled in equity
and good conscience."

The Show Cause Hearing

The show case hearing wasaheid on Friday, September 15, at 2:30
nos opal-5-g -gra-fement7-rucrgeCM-e-rr-trid-ic-ared-rtrat-rtre -attempt

to resolve the dispute in chambers had been unsuccessful; hence, the
case would proceed. Robert Finkel attorney'for the WEA, made a motion

to dismiss the action in keeping with the points raised the Motion
filed with she court. The judge responded to those areamentg.. As to
the WEA.charge that'the plaintiff was not properly before the court
because the decision to file the suit required fopal action of the
Board attan open and properly noticed meeting, Judge Cashen found
that the fact that Superintendent Woodhouse's signature appeared in
the Complaint "carries all the indicia of legality" and that the issue .

was extraneous to the case. As to the contention that the parties
named in the suit were not representatives of a class, the.jud'ge
stated that the WEA membership was in court by virtue of Mrs. Locher's
appearifiace. As to the charge that unfair labor practices charge filed
with MERC required deferral by the court to MERC, the judge agreed with
Board attorney Richard Mosher, that an tnftir labor practices'tharge
becomes relevant in a strike injunction case only when the union. files
such a charge against the Board and makes this the basis of their strike.
In aqition, Mosher asserted that MERC had indicated that it was not
the policy to sekk injunctions in, such instances and that they would
not do so in this case.. Hence, the judge ruled that the case should pro-
ceed.

The first witness for the Board was Associate-- Superintendent f-or
Personnel and Emplqyee Relations Howard Chenoweth. Attorney Mosher
first established the duration bf the bargaining between parties to
the suit. He then, asked whether any references were made to a strike
during that baEgaining. The MERC had found the WEA guilty of an unfair
labor practices charge in the 1973 strike because they had "announced
ahead of time and had plotted and moved...to go onstrike, and second,
had coerced the board the night before saying 'If you don't accept our
ultimatum, we will go on strike" (Teacher Source). Attorney Mosher
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no.

was apparently seeking tor-estahlish that the same conditions obtained
in this strike.

. The next person on the stand was John P. Hamm, Associate Super-
intendent for Business and Finance. Initial questioning established
Superintendent Hamm's credentials for'his position as chief financial
officer for the WCS. Hamd's testimony was directed toward the esta-
blishment of financial harm because of the strike. He testified that
the second largest portion of the revenue for the district comes from
the State of Michigan through "membership aid and various other cate-
goriCal revenues." He explained how the amount 'of aid allotted to the

.district is calculated; including thp significance of the 4th Friday
attendance count and of getting inithe legally required 180 days of
instruction; each day shy of that'Mark would result in a loss of about
$74,000 a day.

He was then asked what costs the school district had incurred
since September 5 that would not normally occur wAhschool is out of
session. He cited the following:

1) The mailing of two flyers to citizens of the district gIV7..ng
information about the negotiations and strike, costing $2,800 3,000.

!) Notification by first class mail to all ten-month clerical
-employee-stharey_wrIn1
and a projected similar recall notice at the end of the strike.

3) Salaries to three union officials among the clerical employees
who could not be laid off and who wore being employed at the administra-
tion,building at a cost of about $940.

4) Salaries to central cafeteria staff who had to remain for three
days to prepare the cafeteria for non-use at a cost of about $1,500.

5) Anticipated future costs, should thestrike Continue; might
entail, keeping school open during four contractual holidays tocwhich
the district was committed with its AFSCME c'ustodial'and clerical em-
ployee for such holidays, the district would be obligated to pay them
at triTre time which would run about $18,000 a day. If all seven con-
tractual holidays were required, costs would be proportionately higher.
Further, there would be potential costs of unemployment compensation for
which these employees would be eligible.

6) Heat costs would rise, given that five of the holidays'taught
would fall in -winter.

7) The loss in enrollment of one -student would cost the district
. approximately $1620 in lost state aid (Transcript, Warren1' 1978: 39-45).

Under cross-examination, Hamm.admitted that the district could
still get in the 180 days if schools began as late as October 13, a date
nearly a month away. And he concurred that the fourth Friday count
would be taken on September 29, a date taro weeks away. Further, he
conceded that 'he school year could be extep.ded from the contemplated
clo5iardate Jf June 15 until June 30.
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WEA Attorney Fiiikel's questioning referred to cases in the Crest-
wood and Clawson school districts where school had not been in session
on the fourth Friday; Finkel implied that they had nevertheless received
state aid. Further, he secured agreement from Himm that the district
had nSt been compelled to mail the flyers, about the strike. And he called.
to the attention of the court a statute which specifically states that if
an employe is laid off as a result Of certain activities, that employee

;
is not ent tled to unemployment benefits.

The next'witness for the Board was John Kouzoujian, Associate Super-
intendent for. Instruction. Again, Attorney Mosher established his record
of experience and credentials for his position. Almost all of Kouzoujian's
testimony dealt with irreparable harm.

Kouzoujiln testified that the role of the teacher isto impart know-
ledge, develop basic skills and transmit the basic tenets of good citizen-
ship. He continued:

Without reviewing ,11 the ways of the students to learp, I think, and
there are many, one of the more important matters is by their emulating
the behav4or of adults and when they perceive the adult participation
in an unlawful act; it usually leads to one or two conclusionS: either
that lawlessness is legitimate and it is appropriate form of behavior
or they become confused. They don't understand the dichotomy lig,tween.

-4444 they-a-re- taught vcr4a-1-1-yt--ie-- tcrma -e-g-Atew-they--s-ilettl-4-beireve end

then see vivid example of contrary behavior (Transcript, Warren, 1978:
56).

Kouzoujian was asked whether, from his perspective as an expert in
the area of instruction, the holdingof six-day school. weeks to' make up
strike days was a viable option. He felt it would not be:

\"'Notioa-.SAS to understand the intensity of instruction that is taking
place...to extend that to a sixth day I think there would be diminish-
ing returns for the effort exerted... (Transcript, Warren, 1978: 53).

In addition, there would be financial costs of paying employees overtime.
Further students would be deprived of time with parents on weekends "which
provides the necessary re-enforcement and support so that when they do re-
turn to school they can get the most out of the particular experience"
(Transcript: 58-9). He testified that student interest begins to "wane
and fade" atthe end of May and early Jyhe and would be difficult to sus-
tain in the warm weather of late Jute. Instruction would, in his opinion,

"be reduced wholly to a custodial function."

Running the school month through June could jeopardize enrollment of
high school seniors at.junior colleges or universities. Those not going

to college would find many jobs taken. And the summer program of the
WCS would be adversely affected, with the program perhaps ending in late
summer.

If the calendar.were altered to teach during allotted vacation days,
this would have an adverse effect on learning:
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think it is widely accepted in terms of learning theory that
students do need respite and relief from the vigorous instruc-
Ulm, and as a result, we've seen this concept I think advanced '

by our own teachers at the bargaining table (Transcripti Warren,
1978: 61).

)\In negotiation, se ral years earlier, teachers
.

had argued for a mid-
winter break citing he need for'relief from continual operation of
the schools.

.Kouzoujian testified that extra-curricular activities were being
afrected. Schedules for football and girl's basketball were set a
year in advance and would be impossible to make up.

Then came a part of the trial which all parties agree was crucial
in the issuance of th* injunction. Kouzoujian was asked: ar

Q: Will the continuation of the strike have any_affect (sic) on
student receptivity to the instructional process?

A: In my opinion the longer the strike the greater the adverse
effect.

Q: Would you explain why that is your opinion?

A: Well, first of all, I think hat in the mind of the students
there are anxiety tensions that do develop. I don't imagine
I see them. I was driving down in front of Mott Senior High
_School and observed what appeared to be a high school student
carrying a sign and when I say they appeared to be high school,
they seem to be of A lesser age. At first I thought they might'
be teachers, except the sign was saying 'Fire the teacher.'

expression of anxiety, of hostility that ITo me this is an

think impairs the relationship necessary for effective instruc-
tions.

Q: In your opinion, what affect (sic) will the continuation of the
strike have on that tension and anxiety?

A: I think the longer the strike the more intense the anxiety
and I think if and when teachers do return to the tlassroom
I think it impairs their ability to transmit the knowledge
and the concepts and the skills that we are responsible to
do (Transcript, Warren, 1978: 65-6).

Theimp#ct of this part of the court testimony will be discussed
later. Kouzoujian further testified that. continuation of the strike
would effect the vocational education progam; since teachers were not
in the classroom, they could not be placing students in jobs or giving
them follow -up supervision,

,/Further, the prdgram for dropouts might be seriously impaired:

an intense effort is made to identify and to encourage those stu-
dents to return. While we are on strike we are not performing

9
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that service, and in my judgment the longer we are out the greater
the danger becomes of losing significant numbers of marginal stu-
dents.(Transcript, Warren, 1978: 69).

In addition, the WCS District, conducts programs for the deaf and
blind for much of the county. Sending districts furnish transportation
for their special students. The schedule of the WCS would not be the
same as those of the sending districts with the possible loss of students
while families were.on vacation. In addition, the sending districts
would incur additional costs for transporting students during normal
vacation days. Finally, attendance would fall if schobl were held on
Saturdays.

On cross-examination, Kouzoujian admitted that achieve9ent levels
for the district had been stable despite strikes in 1971 and 1973.
Under further questioning, he concurred that the role of teachers was 4
not only to impart knowledge, develop basic. goals and instruct in good
citizenship but that they-were also expeAed to teach students the
art of critical thinking and analysis. Regarding his statement that
the strike produced confusion and an example of lawlessness in children,
he was =asked whether he could cite studies to substantiate his opinion
of alleged harm. He replied, "Only direct experience. Only my exper
ience as a high school principal....I can't recall any titles of arti-

He was similarly asked to substantiate his statement that the
six-day week would have an advetse effect/on students; he again cited
his direct experience in similar situgti ns. Counsel then asked if it
was not true that schools in France a Japan had six days of instruc-
tion. Kouzoujian replied that he di ot know.

Next, he was asked about WCS's 1530 Prbgraxx. He explained t4t
it was an attendInce policy therein if a student were absent 30, days
iri a school year, that student could be dropped from the course.
Counsel drew the implication that WCS did not consider less than 30
absences detrimental to drop students from the school rolls.

He was further queried regarding his statements that holding
school six days a week ar extending the year to the latter' two weeks
in June would be counterproductiv because of the need for time away

from an intensive learning atmos ere. 'Again, he could cite no study
but indicated he could find if given the time.

Counsel reminded him of schools which operated on the 45-15 Pro-
,

gram -- 45 days of instruction with 15 days off -- in which children,
are in school throughout the calendar year. Kouzoujian asserted that
this was an experimental program which usually was conducted under
two factors not present, in the current situation. ."

(A) they usually have air tonditioned facilities; (B) theyddlave

planned recesses of the 15 days so they create the opportunity to
provide respites and'relief when needed. I think that's an en-
tirely different kind of question (Transcript, Warren, 1978: 79).
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He was further asked to substantiate with studies or to otherwise
support his statements that the strike was causing harm because pupils'
interest fades by late May Ots early June, that extending the school
year would have an effect on college admissions, that students had
been denied admittance to college because the student went to school
past the cutoff dates that students would have difficulty seeking job
opportunities, that delaying summer school till after July 4_because
of an extended school year would harm students, that cancelling, vaca-S
tions would have an adverse impaCt. Kouzouian could cite no studies
but again'asserted that, given the time, he believed he could find
some.

Again, he was asked to cite objective evidence or to substantiate
the nature of irreparable injury in eliminating vacations at Christmas,
in impact on extracurricular activities, in effect on the anxiety of
students, on the program for drop-outs or on the conjectured loss of
enrollment duo the delay in starting the school year. Aga n, he
could cite no studies of evidence other than his own direct exderience.

Attorney Mosher_.t.ken called Mrs. Judy Locher to the stand. She

was asked whether a letter from the WEA, admitted as evidence, had been
sent to substitute teachers in the district. Paragraphs four and five
of that letter read:

Lizza.14 .c.navinced....t.hat

have no alternative but to strike in order to protect the Union
and the rights of all teacher's. Schools must n6t be opened. You
must not go into classr6oms of the striking teacher (Transcript,

Ob Warren, 1978: 97).

. Mrs. Locher affirmed that the letter had gone out. Neither attorney
had further questions for her.

Teachers' attorney Finkel then made a motion to dismiss on grounds
that the plaintiff had failed to prove his case. He asserted that the
Holland decision affirmed that although strikes.were prohibited 4n.the
PERA, the Board must show irreparable harm in order to receive injunc-
tive relief. Testimony by plaintiff "does not cote anywhere near close
to showing any irreparable harm on imminent in/ury" (Transcript, War-'
ren, 1978: 98). He reminded the court that the writ of injunction was
an extraordinary writ to be exercised in a very cautious manner. School

officials had testified that they could get in 180 days of instruction
if school began as late as a month .hence; further, the fourth,Friday
count was two weeks away. He continued:

I submit to the Court that there hasn't een any inkling of show-
ing of irreparable injury and in that tase and on t +iat basis I

:would move to dismiss the complaint,Ayour Honor (Transcript, War-
ren, 1978: 99).

Judge Casheh denied the motion indicating that in such a case, he took
"the facts plaintiff has elicited from the witness stand as being true"'
and that they "would adequately prove 7- provide the requirement of
Holland as set' forth in the granting of the requested writ" (Transcript,

4
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Warren, 1978: 99). Attorney Mosher thenasked that, given that the
strike was deemed illegal and that a determination of irreparable,
harm had been made, the court issue a temporary restraining order
pending presentation of the defense of the Union. But Judge Cashen
asserted that the defense be allowed "their day."

The defense called only one witness:. Professor Sam Corl of
Michigan State University (Associate Professor of -Edtication and
Directpr of Secondary Education, Pilot Program). He was asked
whether, in his opinion, a e40- or three-week strike would have
an adverse effect on the relationship of students to the school
and to society. Corl replied this would depend on how the inci-
dent was handled by teachers but given good teachers, there would
be no adverse effect. In further questioning, he testified that
there would be no irreparable harm to students or teachers becadse
school did not start on time and was delayed forsome weeks. Nor
would extending the school year beyond June 30 have an adverse im-
pact. When asked whether there were educational studies or research

711"/".

on which h based his opinions, he cited a study made in Phiiradelphia
in 1972. that instance, testi,ng of pupils began prior to the
start of the strike. The finding was that there was no difference
in achievement levels of children who had been itischool and those
who had been out -of school during the eight-week strike. He was
asked to cite other studies. He referred to one conducted by Har-
bor which examined ally hcrse--fact.ors--thist--teent---ro-account flor-st-milent--

success or failure and Bound that schooling had no measurable impact
on such outcomes. If the impact of the schooling was negligible,
then it would be difficult to conclude that missing some school would,
cause harm.

He was asked whether a six-day week could cause harm. He replied
that, based on evidence in Japan and Europe .11ere Saturday classes
were routinely held, it would be difficult to infer harm. As to spac-
ing and length of vacation pliteds, he testified that the literature
was inconclusive as to the optimum duration. He was asked "Would the
concept of the role of the teacher in a strike situation tend to create
irreparable injury on.that student and his perception of that student
and that teacher's role as someone to inculcate knowledge to a student
in that instance?" He replied that in the short ;01, there waslalways
some anxiety and turmoil in such a situation but that Michigan was
one of the key states in collective bargaining, with many parents be-
ing union members. Under those conditions "it is hard for me to con-
ceive of students in any long period at all being negatively impressed
by a teacher who exercises collective bargaining" (Transcript, Warren,
1978: . 106).

He was asked whether a lengthened school year would injure stu-
dents with reipect to college admission. He replied that at .Michigan

state, exceptions were made in such instances. He testified that
several teachers who were students in his own education classes had
been prevented from.lottending initial class sessions due to a strike.
He continued,4"I think it is very common practice and I don't have a
single faculty member-on our staff who penalize people for that pur-
pose. We make exceptions and work it out" (Transcript, Warren, 1978:
107-8).
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When cfuestions4 wheth
because of tfiemextended
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University' trimester yst,

nine. He s id there as no
because they coula not comp

. Nor was here evi nce that school districts- under a strike surfer
a 'loss of enrollment.

.

.

non-college studentsvould be penalized
olavear he referred to M,ichighn :State

e in which students attended until wid-
e ence that these students suffered

ete students who werg.'aut earliOr.

o4 On cross-examination, he concurred that the tited Philadelphia
study to. do with school achievement, not with' student actitudes.
He was then asked whether he would advocate a seven-day-a-w4ek school
calendar. Re'saidhe would not. He was asked whether a six-day
weektwould be harmful; he replied that he did not believe it would.
When asked. when harm begins to occur, he replied that /n the Phila'-
delphia4stuaY, harm did not occur despite an eight-week strike. He

,-, concurred that if school raft for only one month,therewould probably
be. harm to Students. Hi indicated that he disagreed with Doctor Kou-
zoujian:not only as to

Hi
irreparable -harm occurs but also on. the

kind\ irreparable harm that might occur., This canCludeiwthe pre-
sentation of its case by the WEA.

Teachers' attorney Finkel, in suMm4tIon, again referred to the
ument that plaintiff was not,in court in "ahy legal-capacity"
ause of the violation of the Open Meeting Act and the school,

code.. Further, the case had not been made for irrepPable injury
keeping with Holland "and lodon't $ee how this Court can issue

an injunction."

,JUdge Cashen then issued his opinion. He indicated that'both
. ,sides understood his thinking on the subject since hehad expressed.

it during negotiations in chambers. He continued':

The teachers are employees. They have the right to withhoW.
services normally as any other employeewould..They don't
have the duty to subsidi4e the community, and that's the way
I feel about ehis-issue. On the other hand, we- have the
School Board .7110 represent& management an,4pthey say', "Look,

regardless of what anyone else says, we know.out position
is the best. We only-have,'X' :umber of dollars andlour
responsibility is to run a solent school district, and I
am conv'nced that we have some pretty decent people here

C (Trans ipt, Warren, 1978: 114).

He dicated he ,believed both parties hadteen bariaining in
good fait

1. b we do have a circuAttance that the law provides that
pub1i employees cannot strike. It 'is that simple, and that's
the law,ehd as sl% forth in Holland a the Crestwood and se-
veral of AIF subseppent cases,.public employees ,cannot strike.

Whether Ont,'s, fair or not is not in my preview of things to
tecide. The only function that I serve at this point' is to
determine the facts and as to whether or not under Holland
the stat hould be enforced against this particular acti-

ript, 14arren, 1978: 114-5).

4
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He held that a strike was occurring. The next question "wa whether -

or not irreparable harm under_Holland exists." Both counsel had "very
ably,addrissed their attention" to this isaue'and he had enjoyed lis-
tening to the experts. But the experts did not agree:

Doctor Corl'hasniis thinking on this, you see, and the other man
here haws spent nine .- no 29 years, Doctor Kouzoujian, and he has
'an antirely'different opinion, Yet we are talking about the same
thing. ,Here are two fellow l who have bten called and they can't
agree. Their discordin ag!eement'is unbelievable (Transcript, "'

Warren, 116)._ ,

II

The fo sue was not Christmas vacation !r teaching on legal
h4idays',. 'lla it was the "education of the kiA."

I don't (*sic olCat it from the point of view of young kids
walking up Ind. own the street carrying a picket sign. _That's
the most devMating thing you can imagine: ,Can you imagine a
young kid walang up and down the street with a sign saying,
"Fire 111)1 teacher?" That's aterrible thing (Transcript, Warren,

. 1978: 116).
e

4-
The midge noted that youngsters usually have great fondness for a

classroom eacher. So when a youngster is somehow alienated from the
classroom teacher for even a brief period of time, "that's a deva-
stating event."

In addition , "financial aspects" of the school district were in
jeopardy. ,Further:

I am not at liberty as'Doctor Corl to speculate in the future'irre-
parahle harm when it will commence or if it will commence. We Age
not in a position to do that....there are 30,000 kidfout there and
1400 teachers, let'alone the adminilkators, clerks, cafeteria
people, whatever they all art. This situation affects their every
movement of_shinking, Right, now each and everyone of them let alone
thdbuntold parents that are affected by thiscwork stoppage, these
are the things I have to think about (TraNcript, Warren, 1978: 117).

41 He concluded:

v,

b

' The substance of all the facts overloolmingly demonstrates to this
Court that irreparable harm does exist. It exists to the School
,Board. It exists toithe teachers. It exists to the kids. It exists

to the'communiti rich that'schOol district exists. Everybody
Auffers eabh and-every passing moment that this work stoppage con-
itnues (Transcript, Warren, 1978: 117-8).

He staAd that ege purpose of the Public Employment Relations Act w
"to preserve to the publiC the benefits of those services for which they
pay, and to me that is the 'overriding' consideration'in this whole 1icture"
(Transcript, W, 1978: 118). Teachers, by virtue of working in the
public sector:arrenPERA forfeit*Certain rights'and privileges incluti.pg

SO
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the right to withhold Services when irreparable harm exists. It was
theoobligation,of the court to see that the public received the ser-

e
vices to which they were entitled. He would thigtefore issue the in-
junction.

Judge Cashen indicated that he would have been delighted if the
case had gone to someone else. His wife was a teacher and he under- '

stood both sides. But.;he law must be complied with.

He expressed the hope that the growing and continuing hostility
and alienation on both sides could be contained. He found it "appall-
ing" that strikes were occurring in Warren with such frequency' with
three strikes in "a few short years." He encouraged both parties to
negotiate and reach an early agreement.

Subsequent Action

On September 20, plaintiff filed a memo of law dealing with
picketingi The memo stated that defendants were continuing picketing
and that on September 19, they had amassed to prevent egress and in-
gress to two high schools with approximately 125-200 pickets at each
place. The pickets, it was stated, d threatened to cause physical
harm to those non-striking employees ho attemped to enter or exit
these sites.' Consequently, plaintiff was suffering irreparable harm..
The remedy at law was inadequate since tne sciii3a.-liad requested the
aid of local police who "have been unable to alter the situation."
Judge John G. Roskopp, acting for Judge Cas,hen lino was attending a
judicial conference, issued a temporary restraining order, on the same
day it was requested, restraining defendants from interfering in any
manner with ingress or egres4. and limiting the number of pickets to
three pen school site.

On that same day, plaintiff also filed a Petition 'to Punish
for Contempt. A show cause hearing on contempt was set for Monday,
September 25. It lasted only a few mirt010. Judge Cashen asserted
that he would not, at th4L.Lime, issue contempt citations. Both

:parties had beea bargaining in good faith and he ordered that such
negotiations continue. He appointed Attorney Walter Nussbaum as
master of the court who would monitor negotiationg for the court.
The judge warned that he ould reconvene the hearing and. issue
contempt citations,summa y if he ,felt such.action were justified.

. Bargaining commenced a.5:00 P.M.; by 10:00 P.M., the parties,
had-reached tentative agreement. The following afternoon, the teachers
ratified the agreement. The strike was over.

Summary

fl

The Warren Consolidated Schools strike represented an almost-
classic case of the, arguing of irreparable harm. Of our site', studles,

this strike and the one in Butler, Pennsylvania were the ones in'whicn
the establishing of harm through court documents and testimony was
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taken most seriously. Given the Holland precedent, it is not sur-

prising that this should be the case in Wa 'rxen. What is surprising

is that in some recent strikes in Michigan, ex)parte temporary re-

.
straining order's Were being issued, Ex parte orders are issued
upon applicatiqwof the board with no opportuati.for teachers to
present their case oj, in.some.instances, to,even be present in
court. There 4-thus no"opporfunity for them to challenge or .

refute the all ,'ad of haim made by the-boar

fr
41

4 ) However, in the Warren case; ioard attorneys carefully pre-
pared court documents and testimony arguing what a teacher source

° called "a normal litany of harm:" Board actors testified that the
Board was harmed in that they were unable to carry out their con-

* stitutional and statutory duty to provide education, that there
was a threat to.the capaeity to provide le days of instruction .

and that the strike wagScurring increased operating'expenses and
other"financialharm. But the chief focus of their arguments as
to 'rrepareble harm was on the harm the strike was causing to

-stu tints'. Students were being deprived of educational opportunity;
they were being given the example of illegal behavior by teachers;
the strike would have adverse effects on attituo0 to learning, a
variety ofprograms,(for drop-outs, special education, extra-curri-
cular activities) were being threatened; and the intensive schedui-

ing of make-up days necessitated by a continuation of the strike
would be adverse to effective learning.- The Board did'not argue harm

'to the community or the public although the judge later concluded
harm being incurred by those segmets of the population,.

4
1 ,

In cross - examination, teacher attorney Eli Finkel challenged

some of the Board testimony. He secured admission that the district
was still two weeksaway from the fOurth Friday count at the time
of the show cause hearing, inferring thereby that harm had not yet
begun to occur. In addition, he established that the district was
still a month away from the time when the 180 days of instruction
.could no longer be Fotured (if holidays and the month of June
were used for make7up days.).

. .

Buf teacher sources indicated that they-felt the Board's in-g,
ability to furnish evidence of harm by citing educational studies
and authorities was the weakest aspect of the case. They referred

to statements made by Board actors in court as "conclusory allege-
, tions," opinions which were not substantiated by evidence. Again

and again, WEA Attorney Finkel asked for citation of professional
studies and authorities to- back -up statements being made by school

personnel. But they could cite none, although they indicated, that,
given -time in the_library, they would be able "Co find some.

But teachers made a case that harm would not occur as a result'
of a teacher strike on a scholarly but nonetheless risky basis.
The witness for teachers cited Studies and authorities indicating
that schoOling had little measurable impact on studentsuccess or
failure in ife. An absence because of a teacher strike should
therefore not affect pupils' adversely. This is a two-edged argu-
ment, likely to undercut the position of teachers in some future

3
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argument ever the importance of their contribution to the lives,
and learning outcoMes of children. Teacher iources'admltted they
were, uncomfortable in using that approach but used it evertheless.

_

But teachers also used the example, of several 1 Ening pro-
grads and variant class schedules in other countries to establish
that learning could occur even if the five-day-a-week schedule were
not follolied. And they cited a§tudy made' during an eight-week
Pennsylvania strike in which there were no differences in scholastic
achievements between those who had been ih school and those who had
been out during the entire strike. This was perhaps their most
persuasive refutation of harm; it received little attention.

;Judge Cashen was then left with a battle of the experts.
Learhedlen had testified on both sides; they were far apart in
'their assessment of the consequences of the strike and on,-the exis-
tence of harm. Indeed, Judge Cashen noted, "Their discord in agree-
ment is unbelievable" (Transcript, Warren, 1978: 116). The judge
did not note that the case of the teachers had been substantiated
by scholarly evidence while that of the 3oard had not. That quality
of evidence was apparently not decisive for him. For him, tnere had
been harm to the teacher-student interaction process as exemplified
by the student with the sign "Fire my teacher." That erosion of rela-
tionship seemed to epitomize the existence ofharm for him. in addi-
tion, he found that there was harm to the 3oard, to teachers and to :ne
community. The public was being deprived of services for which they
were paying. To secure those services, the Judge issued the injunction.

In summaulf, the precedent 32 Holland that an injunction not be
issued in a teacher strike absent a finding of violence, breach of
the peace or irreparable harm was observed in the court action in this
strike in the denial of an ex parte temporary restraining order arrd
in the provision for a show-cause hearing. .Further, the consideration
of the-case in thait hearing was focused on the issueof irreparable
harm. In face of the disagreement by the experts, the judge rat' A

on court testimony but also, on his independent ;udgment in finding
the existence of harm. He agreed with the 3oard thaVthe learning
process was being harmed; inaddition, he also found there, was harm
to the 3oard, to teachers and to the community. So finding, he
iued the requested, injunctive relief.
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FOOTNOTES

I Repot prepared by Edith E. Graber. The chronology of the
strike has een constructed from information gleaned from the Cqm-
pfaint filed in Warren Consolidated Schools v.' Warren Education
Association, September LT; '1978;. from the 'Order to Show Cause and
Temporary Restraining Order, September 20, 1978; from the Affidavit
of William A. Gordon, MtS.v. WEASeptember 19, 1978; from the Pre-
liminary Injunction, September 11, 1978; from the Transcript of ,

WCS v. WEA 78-6390-C14; ftom the issues of The Detroit-News from
September 15-26, L978, and The Macomb Daily of September 23 and 27,
1978; and from interviews With Board and teacher actors in the case.
In order to protect the confidentiality ofour sources, interviews,
with teacher attorneys, teacher union officials and other observers
of the strike from the perspective of teachers are grouped anony-
mously under the designation "teacher source." Simflarly,interviews
with Board attorneys, school adminiStration officials and observers
of t4e's.trike from the perspective of the Board are designated as
"Board source."

I
1,

, 2 Norwalk Teachers' Association v. Board of Education (Conn. Sup:
Ct. of Errors, 1951): teachers as government employees have no right
to strike; City of Manchester v: Manchester Teachers.Guild (N.H. Sup.
Ct., 1957)=teachersl-srrtke.illegal and. was properly enjoined; City c----"'

of Pawtucket v. Pawtucket Teachers' Alliaace (R.I. Sup. Ct., 1958):
'teachers' strike illegal. Constitution4 rights to assemble, peti-
tion for redress of grievances not violated by injunction4;, Board of
Education v. Shanker (Sup.:Ct., N.Y. Co,, 1967): teachers engaged in
an illegal strike' which entitled Board to injunctive relief:Board of
Education v. Education Association (Md. Cir. at., 1968)1 strike by
public school teachers unlawful and enjoinable; Pinellas Co. C.
Teachers.Association v. Board of Public Instruction, (Fla. Sup. Ct.,
1968): court vas authorized toIenjoin public school teachers from
striking.

3In 1973, the Supreme Court of Rhode Island-became the first
....

state court to apply the principles announced in the Holland Decision
(Barrett and Lobel, 1174: 121). The court held that an injunction would
not issue "unless it clearly appears from specific facts...that irre-'
parable harm will result" and concluded that "the mere fialure of a
publJIF school system tio begin its school year on the appointed day can7
not be 'classified as a ;.atastrophic e*ent" (School Committee of Wester-

v. Westerly Teachers Associations R.I. 299 A2d 441,.445, 1973).

In 1974, the New HampAirE Supreme Court used similar reasoning:
"The injunction is an extraordinary remedy weich is'only granted under
circumstances where a,plaintiff has no adequate remedy at law and is
likely to suffer irreparable harm" (Timberlane Regional School District
v. Timberlane Regional Education Association, 117 A2d 555, 558, 1974). t

In 1975, the Supreme Court of Wisconsin noted that cases froM
other jurisdictions tobetimes inferred irreparable harm from the legis-
lative prohibition of public sector strikes. But the Court found the
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showing of harm necessary for relief in the case before it.f, Id
those other jurisdictions, "a ban on public employee strikes is
deemed indicative of a legislative public policy determination that
such activity will cause irreparable harm to the public and there-
fore may be enjoined without the presentation of evidence of actual_
harm in a particular cake. 'Nevertheless, the key prerequisite to

°injunctive 'relief irreparable harm -- remains, and a court should
not restrain illegal acts merely because they are illegal unless the
injury sought to be Avoided is actually threatened or has occurred...
We conclude in.this case that immediate and serious harm to public
health and safety was not apparent and that an injunction should issue

after a showing of irreparable harm dependent upon the facts and
circumstances as shown at the h'earing" (Joint School District No. 1
v. Wisconsin Rapids Educational Association, -234 N.W. 2d 289, 1975:
300, 301).

-In 1977, the Suprethe Court of Idaho cited Holland, Westerly and
Timberlane;, the court concluded that while school teachers did not
have a right to strike, "mere illegality of an act does not require
the automatic issuance of an injunction" (School District No. 351
Oneida City v. Oneida Education Association, 567 ?.2d 330, 334, 1977).

'The Crestwood decision can be read to imply a further de facto
right to strike. Faith 3isnoD, Director of the Office of Tenure,
Negotiatiand Retirement f.or -the Mich.igan Stete Boari,af Education
explaini: "The Crestwood decision...in essence says that absent' a

showing of unfair 14bor practice on the part of the board or on the
par: of either side, the board can fire teacners fr striking.' And
so we in essence ?fan have a legal strike if there is an unfair labor
practice charge filed that is proven. In essence, then, it would be
a legal strike." (interview wits Faith Bishop, Director, Office of
Tenure, Negotiations and Retirement, Micligan State Department of
Education, November 13, 1973: 3).
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re- PENNSYLVANIA: THE BUTLER AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT STRIKE.

CHRONOLOGY OF THE STRIKE

January 9, 1978: In the Butler Area School District, 540
teachers and professional employees went out on strike. The con-
tract for the'1977-78 school year had expired on July 1, 1977.
Sincethat date, teachers had been working without a contract and
had been continuing negotiations.

Under Pennsylvania's Act 195, the Public Employee Relations
Act (PERA), teachers and other specified public employees may
strike if certain bargaining procedures are first exhausted. In
keeping with those requirements, state mediator August Turak-had
been appointed by the Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board (PLRB)
to assist in negotiating the impasse. Turak first met with the
parties on March 16, 1977 and was present at 24 other mediation
sessions until October 6, 1977 (Court Transcript, Butler Area School
District v. Butler Education Association, Common Pleas Court,
Butler County, Pa., 1978).

On October 3, Mediator Turak requested the PLRB to institute
fact-finding. The.Butler Education Association (BEA) had called
a general membership meeting in order to conduct a strike vote if
no contract settlement had been reached by that time. District
officials reasoned that this deadline left Turak no option but to
request fact-finding in order to halt the strike. -Twenty-nine un-
resolved items remained to be negotiated. A-district official
indicated that fact-findinfis usually instituted when relacpely
few but stubborn issues remain. The request for fact-findini
effectively delayed the strike at least 55 days since the fact-
finder, after appointment, must take written -and oral testimony
from both sides, prepare his recommendation withA 46'days of the
request for the procedure, and then allow the two sides ten days
to consider his recommendations.- If either rejects, the report
may be made public., No sooner than five but not longer than ten
days after publication of the report, the two sides must again notify
PLRB whether they accept or reject the recommendations: Only at
this point may a strike legally be called. (The Butler Eagle,
October 5, 1977; Act -195; CoUrt Transcript, Butler, 1978:188-191).

School administrators asked students to report two hours late
on MNday January 9. Recognizing that there were not enough teachers
to hold-School, they cancelled classes(Court Transcript, Butler,
1978:191).

January 16, 1978: One week later, attorneys for the Butler Area
School District (BASD), Thomas W. King, III and Charles E. Dillon
filed a complaint in equity, alleging that the strike had created
a Clear and present danger or threat to the health, safety and

welfare of the-public, and requesting an injunction. Butler County
Common Pleas Court Judge George P. Kiester set a hearing on the

1
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request for tfiursday, January 19. The primary Lon for the re-
quest for an injunction, according to Superintendent Dimitri Bourandas
was the district's inability to provide 180 days of instruction,
should the strike last'much longer. School was scheduled to close
June 9 and the requisite legally required 180 days had to be pro-
vided by June 30, 1978. Tie district already had foUr days to make
up frog the first semester--two days missed when the district was
engage in bus contract'negotiations and two days because of in-
clemen weather.in December (Court Transcript, Butler, 1978:4-15;
The But er Ea: , January 10,1' 1978).

January 10, 1"f:- Concerned Parents/Taxpayers for Better Education
issued a statement urging teachers and the BASD Board to engage in
round-the-clock negotiations and indicating, of the strike, that
they could.not "condone this action under any circumstance" (The

Butler Eagle; January 10, 1978).,

January 17, 1978: At the 38th negotiating session of the current
round', William Hughes, director of research for the Pennsylvania
State Edvation Association (PSEA) spent several hoUrs presenting
information which he claimed showed that the district could afford
to "increase teachers' salaries by $1500, a sum slightly higher than
teachers were requesting (The Butler Eagle, January 18, 1978).

January 19, 20, 23, 1978: Three days of court hearings ended as
`attorneys rested their case (court testimoney is discussed beloW).
Judge Kiester received legal briefs and verbal argumenp. on the
afternoon of the 24th. (A negotiating session 'scheduled between
the parties for January 22 at the-urging of Judge Kiester was
"fruitless." Teachers and Board returned to court on the 23rd.)
(The Butler Eagle, January 20, 21, 23, 24, 1978).

January 1978: Butler County Common Pleas Court-President Judge George

P. Kiester ead his ruling to an estimated 200. teachers in a packed
courtroom. Judge Kiester enjoined the strike, ordering the teachers
back to their classrooms. And in a surprising move, he declared
Act 195 unconstitutional:

The strike provisions of PIRA (Public Employe Relations
Act) relating to public school teachers cannot be recon-
ciled with the Public School Code and the Constitution
of Pennsylvania. The portion of PERA legalizing strikes
btpublic school teachers is unconstitutional(Court Tran-'
script, Butler, 1978:113-114). ,

The decision shocked educational: and legal Officials. BEA.

president Barbara j.-Bishop said, "The judge overstepped-the bounds
of his authority. I'm sure it be appealed." Albert tondy,

president of the Pittsburgh Federati Teachers called the
ruliAg "ridiculous." T4Swerintenden urandas'said, "We didn't
seek to have it declared unconstitutional but we saw the clear and

present an er in that the children were not going to be able to get
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180 days of instruction if it went on mach longer." *Steve Russell,
an attorney and 'representative of the Pennsylvania School Boards
Association inHarrisburg, said he was "surprised" but "happy
came up." RtIssell said that state appellate courts had hdera a .

-group of'cases involvinwthe right of-public employees to strike but
none hapaddressed the question of constitutionality (The Butler
Eagle,. January 27, 1978).

January 27, 1,278: Members of the Butler Education Association voted
by a f to 1 rgin (261 liotes to 129) to return to'classes On January 30,
thus ending their three-week absence Scom the classroom.' Teachers
heard fx.pm their attorneys that three concurrent appeals would be
taken, in the case: a request for'a stay of tbe-injunction,order
would be filed in both Butler County Common Pleas. Court/ghd-1% the
Commonwealth Court. The third appeal. would be filed with the Common-
wealth Court on the 'judge's ruling, including pre issue of constitu-
tionality. The 39th negotiating session was scheduled for that after-

kloon' (The Butler Eagle, January 28, 1978).
J

t.
May 25, 1978: BASD teachers and Board reached,tentative agreement
dt the contract. The contract was sigped on J -5, bringing%to.an
end the longest running contract 'dispute in the ory of the dis-
trict (The Butler Eagle, June 6, 1989).

September Z1, 1978:, The Butler Area School District Ase was argued
befOre the Supreme, Court of Pennsylvania. On the io1lowineday, the
justices, in a per curiam decision, held that:Judge Kieseer's ruling
that Act 195 was unconstitutional was "itprovident...and is declared
of no effect" (Butler Area School District v. Butler Education Associa- 4
tion, 391 A. 2d 1295, Pa. Sup. Ct., 1978:1295). Since the strike
had long been settled and other issues raised were moot, the appeals
were dismissed.

THE LEGAL CONTEXT

Statutes

f_ The origin of Act 195. Pennsylvania is one of six states in
the nation to allow a statutory litited right to strike to tdethers
Ind to certain other public employees'(Colton, 1180d). Its Public
Employe Relations Act, commonly referred to as Act 195, went into

',effect in Octotlio, 1970. Before 197041,6blic sector laborrelations -

were governed by a 1947 No Strike Law, Act 492 (P.L. 1183) 'which*
prohibited strikes andruled'out binding collective bargaining. The
act provided no penalties for employers but harsh mandatory penalties4
for striking emOloyees. Any emlloyee'who engaged in a .strike was

to5, fired; if subsequently rehired, the employee could receive no raise
salary for a period of three years. And the em loyee remained on

probation for five years. from 'rehiring and was witRbut tenure during
.,that time(pavidoff, 1973:689). Courts generally refused to assess
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these penallties on striking enlikoyeesand there was general recognition
hat the lair was unreasonable and unenforceable (Hartley, ;.968:165).
t was also ineff4'tive. Numerous illegal strikes occurred and labor

erest in the public seiktor was widespreadik

A

To remedyth s situation, on May 14, 1§68 Governor Raymond P.
Shafer appointed commission chaired by Leon E. Hickma
nor directed the commission to

.

review the whole area of relation's of public employes and
the public employers and make, recommendations to the Goverfa

, nor (by Junf'20, 1968) for the establishment of orderly, .

fair 4nd workable procOureg governing those relations,
incluiing legislation, if the Commission deems it appropriate
(The governor's Commission, Report and Recommendation's,
1968:14. Hereinafter cited as Hickman ifommission Report.)

n. The govet-

During its short, intensive lifespan, the Hickman Commission
conferred with officials from Wisc8nsin, Michigan and New York City
concerning the administratidn of their statutes-allowing public
sector employees to- bargain collectively. The Commission also
scheduled extensiv,e public hearings and,heard testimony fromirepre-
§entatives of 63 agencies repressWmg4both those who favored and
those who opposed-the right to strike, (Hartley, 1968:165-,6). In

its final report, the.Hickman Commission recommended that", the 1947
law be replaced with a new law recognizing but carefully limiting
the right to strike, believing that this would be a deterrent to
labor impasses. "In short, we look upon the limited and carefully
defined right to strike as aflafety valve that will in fact prevent'
trikes" (Hickman Commission Report, 1968:14)..

The Commission further recommended that:

Except for policemen and firemen, a limited right to strike
should be recognized subject to these safeguards:

a. No strike should be permitted for any reason whatsoever
until all of the collective bargaining procedures outlined
above have been fully Jeomplied with.

b.s Nalkstrike should be permitted to begin or continue where
the health, safety or welfare of the general public is in
danger.

®c. Unlawful strikes should be subject to injunctions, and
violations thereof enforced by pinalties that will be ef-

.

fective against the bargaining agent or individual employ-
both"(Hitkman Commission Report, 1968:5).

After.twOrs of considering yariouh measures, the Pennsylvania
General Assembly passed andOthe govefhor signed a law substantially..

0 incorporating the recommendations.of the Hickman Commission;

it.
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Enjoining.teacher strokes. Under Act 195, strikes arepro=-
hibited 1) during the pendancy of specified collective bargainjng
'procedures and 2) if a strike "creates a clear and present danger
or threat to the health, safety or welfare of the public." Between
these two specified restrictions, then, there is a "window" ii

, which strikes are legal, e.g., after the exhaust of mediation
and fact-finding (if fact-finding is requested o directed by PERB)
and until a court rules that a clear and present danger or threat
to the public health, safety or welfare exists and enjoins the
strike.'

The traditional basis for enjoining strikes is the irreparable
harm standard. According to welfliestablished principles of equity,
the injunction is con'idered an extraordinary remedy to be used
sparingly and only iri ,cases" where irreparable harm or injury will
otcur,to the plaintiff, absent such,relief.

These Principles of equity are further sugorted by a small
bat significant- bod4 of case law suggesting caution in the use of
injunctive relief:in teacher strike cases. In School District for
the City of Holland v. Holland Ed4cttion Association (157 V.W. 2d
206, 1968), the:Michigan Supreme Court held/ihat,1:.it is basically
contrary to public policy in this State to issue i.rjunctions in
labor disputes absent a showingiof violence, irrepallable dnjury,
or breach,of the peace"(Hdlland, 1968:210).. The Holland case was
followed by four other appellate court cases which-likewise indicate
the necessity to establish that irreparable harm will occ4r if an
injunction does not issue (Timberlane Regional School District'v.
T0Lberland'Regional Education Association (317 A. '2d 555, N.H. Sup. .

t., 1974); Joint School District NO! If v. Wisconsin Rapids Educa-
on Association (234 N.W. 2d 289, Wisc. Sup. Ct., 1975); and

; Shodl Committee of Westerly v. Westerly Teachers Association (299 1

A. 2d 441, R.I. Sup. Ct., 1973); and School District No. 351 Oneida
City v. Oneida Educational Association (567'P. 2d 830, 1977).

The Hickman Commission, however,4did not rely on the traditional
"irreparabll harm" standard, but invoked one new to the field of
public sector labor relations: that a strike "creates a clear and
present danger or threat .to the health, safety or welfare of the
public". Why this substituDion?

.pne impetus for the new language may come from the federal law
governing labor relations in the public sector. The Repett of a
second Governor's Study Commission on Public Employe Relations,
created by Governer Milton Shapp in,.1978 to review the functioning
of Act 195 and to suggest recommendationghfor revision (here termed
the Jones Commission after,its chairman, to distinguish it from
the Hickman Commission of ten years earlier), notes that the Hickmano
CoMMission 0

had very little public Labor relations experience to guide
it in its deliberations. Not surprisingly, the Commission,
in its report, gleaned many of itssalient recommendations
from the National Labor Relations Act (Jones Commission
Report, 1978:1).

5
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The National Labor Relations Act specified that peaceful,
concerted acttvi ;ies by labor should not be enjoinable by law. This

was amended by the Labor-Management Relations Act of 1947 (Taft-.
Hartley) to direct that whenever a strike affected an entire in-
dustry or substantial part thereof, which, if permitted, would
"imperil the national health or safety," such a strike might be

enjoined. The precedent for attention to health and safety in

Act 195 can thus be found in the NLRA. But members of -''he Hickman

Commission felt that if strikes, and particularly, teacher strikes
were to be enjoined only when they affect the public health and
safety, there would be a virtually unlimited right to strike.
Management representatives, too, felt that even far-reaching conse-
quences of a teacher strike would be to affect public

health and safety. The addition o he term "welfare" would obviate

this difficulty. Labor representatives, however, opposed its inclu-
sion; "welfare" was alleged to be too broad a term, thereby limiting
or negating the right to strike. Almost any strike could be deemed
enjoin'able on the basis of harm to the public welfare. But the

term was added to the act (Kaschock, 1977).

The reason for the use of the phrase "clear and present danger"
is somewhat more obscure. As the Commonwealth Court pointed out in
Armstrong Education Associatisil v. Armstrong School District (291
A.1'2d 120, 1972), "The phrase has alMoso. invariably been used here-
tofore in cases involving government interference with First Amend-
ment rights" (Armstrong, 1972:123).

As will be noted below, the entire standard, "a clear and present
danger, or threat, to the health, safety or welfare of the public" is
often treated by the courts as synonymous with "irreparable harm."
An exception is the distinction drawn between the two by Judge Mencer
in his dissent in the case of Bristol Township Education Association
yleSchool District, (322 A. 2d 767, Commonwealth Court, 1974).

The 180 day dilemma. Act 195 is a general act directed to im-

2ving.publfr sector labor- management, relations. Although public

scEooliwrikes comprise the majority of work stoppages, there have
also been strikes by government employees at the state, county and
municipal level.

Since Act 195 is a general labor law, it provided no role in
collective bargaining and no additional funds to accommodate changed
procedures to some of the state agencies most immediately affected.
Its implementation falls within the jurisdiction of the Pennsylvania
Department of Labor and 3nduitry (DeAngelis, August 4, 1977:4).
The,act also does not take cognizance of the conflict between laws,
which results from its provisions. The Pennsylvania Department of
Education, for instance, is given the responsibility for a.ministerin
Commonwealth laws which are concerned with the operation o?' the
state's public schools and is charged with providing a "thorough
and efficient system of education." Under the Pennsylvania School
Code of 1949 (Section 1501 as amended), school districts must provide
180 days'oI instruction each yeir. On the basis of a subsidy formula,

the Department reimburses each district for the actual number of

400°."'
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days taught up to 180 days. For each day less, 1/180 of the state
instructional subsidy is deducted. Teachers, top, are paid only
for the days they actually vork. Section 1121 of the Public School
Code mandates deductions from annual salary for "loss of time."
Hence, state law-maqdates the provision of.the full 180 days and
both district and teachers stand to lose income for less than 180
days of instruction.

However, Act .195 permits teachers to strike. It Wle strike
pfoceeds long enough, it may be impossible to provide 180 days of
instruction before the end of the fiscal year., Act 195 also provides
that "no public employe shall be entitled to pay or compensation
from to public employed for the period engaged in any strike"
(Sec. r006). But, to the extent that lost strike dayg are rescheduled,
teachers receive full pay despite the law's proscription. Observers
thus assert that there is no economic disincentive to deter teachers
from striking. When lost days are rescheduled, teachers receive full
salary, students receive full 180 days of instruction and the dis-
trict receives full reimbursemInt from the state.-2 When they are not
rescheduled, teachers lose pay, students lose part.of the school year,
ancrthe district, according to law, loses. its subsidy.

However, teacher associations and anions charge that ' the De-
partment of Education sdmetimes gives the districtithe full ear sub-
sidy for less than 180 days; 2) even where it does hot, scho 1 dis-
tricts actually'make money during a strike.3

Most teacher contracts specifyVore than 180 days of struction,
also allowing several days for inservice training and plann ng time.
The school district loses no subsidy for the days above 18 days
which are lost due to a strike and it saves the aMoupt of he teacher's
salaries, But even when the days taugWare less than 180, ough
money ma'.7 be saved in teacher salaries and in retirement and social
security benefits to more than offset the subsidy loss from the state.
The Pennsylvania Department of Education compiled 4 study of ten
districts and the net amount saved in strikes in 1975-76 (See Appendix).
The net saving is smaller for the poorer districts which rely more
heavily on state subsidies to meet their instructional. budget and
rhrger for districts with a strong tax base.. Hence, both teachers*
and boards lack the economic pressure and incentive to end a strike
which obtains in labor relations in the private sector.

The Pennsylvania School Boards' Association, testifying before
the 1978 Governor's Commission, held't7422

To force makeup days is tantamount to the National Labor
Relations Board requiring private employers to provide,
sufficient overtime after a strike in the private sector
so that'the wages lost because of a strike were Made up
after the strike...Were such a thing to be done in the
private sector, the balance that now exists would be- -4
destroyed (Atkinson, 1978:4).

7
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In several court cases, school board officials have testified
that they sometimes "do not schedule instructip days lost due to
a strike to punish the teachers for striking" (Atkinson, 1978:5).

Teachers contend that many strikes are attributable to the
intransigence of school boards with the penalty falling mainly Qn

"o teachers. They charge that boards seek injunctions to end strikes
'averring the necessity of the full calendar year of instruction, but
do not commit themselves to rescheduling the days lost (Court
Transcript, Butler, 1978:515). Teachers support the retention of
thej80-day requirement.

Given this situation, it is not surprising that where equitable
relief'is sought, concern for the 180-day requirement has permeated
the court's consideration 2f whether there is a "clear and'present
danger or threat to the health, safety or welfare of the public."

Court Cases a

In the first case to reach the appellate court after the passage
of Act 195--Armstrong Education Association v. The Armstrong Scholl
District (1972), the Commonwealth Court overturned a lower colgt
'order enjoining a teacher strike. The trial Court had denied he
request for an injunction in an initial September 1 hearing but fol-
lowingoa September 14 hearing (when 12 instructional days had been
lost), had issued the injunction, finding a clear and present danger
or threat to the health, safety or welfare of the public. Tha Common-
wealth Court noted the origin of the "clear and present danger"
standard in cases involving government interference in First Amend-
ment rights. Citing one such case, the appellate court noted

The "clear" in that epigram is not limited to a threat
indubitlyetched'in every detail. It includes
that which is not specul,ative but real, not imagined but
actual. The "present" in the epigram is not restricted
to'the climatically imminent. It includes that which exists
as contrasted with that which does not yet exist and that
which has ceased to exist (Armstrong, 1972:123-4).

1,

The court further noted that

....the "danger" or "threat" concerned must not be one which
is normally incident to a strike by public employees. By

enacting Act No. 195...the legislature may be understood
to have indicated its willingness to accept certain incon-
veniences, for such are inevitable, but it obviously intended
to draw the line at those. which pose a danger,tolthe public
health, safety or welfare (Armstrong, 1972-:124).

The disruption of,routine procedures, the harassment of school
board directors and the danger of losing state subsidies--all cited
by the lower court--were not, at the time of the September 14 hearing, .

V
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valid reasons forgranting the injunction. The disruption and the
harossment were "clear. and present" but neither a danger or a threat.
The loss of school subsidies was a "danger" but "it was not, at
least not yet, 'clear and present'" (Armstrong, 1972:124). The
court continued:

If the strike lasted so long, therefore, that any continua-
tion would make it unlikely that enough days would be
available to make up the 180 required, the teachers could
be properly enjoined from continuing it...(but) the stffte
must at the very least have reached the point where its
-continuation would make it either clearly impossible or
extremely difficult for the District to make up enough
instructional days to meet the subsidy requirement within
the time avb.lable (Armstrong, 1972:125).

The court concluded that the inconveniences incidental to a

strike might "conceivably accumulate to such an extent, be continued
'so long or be aggravated by some unexpected development, so that
the public health, "Safety and welfare would in fact then be endan-
gered" (Armstrong, 1972:125). ,However, the purpose of Act 195 was
to avert danger, not to prevent future danger.

The Armstrong case is often cited in subsequent, cases for the
finding that the legislature did not intend that the inevitable
inconveniences attending a strive, in themselves, constituted suf-
ficient grounds for an injunction. But another finding,.which the
court in Root v. Northern Cambria calls dictum, is arso relied on
in subsequent cases namely the finding that

the dangdr that the district will lose state subsidy by
the failure to teach 180 days, if clear aad present, would
be proper grounds for enjoining a strike...(Root v. Northern

o Cambria, 1973:178).

It was- a dictum that came to be relied anNas precedent.

In Philadelphia Federation of Teachers v. Ross; (301 A. 2d
405; 1973), the Commonwealth Court held that there was sufficient
evidence to warrant' the lower court issuance of an injunction in 1)
the threat of increased gang activity, 2) the $133,000 per day being \
expended by the city for additional police protection and 3) the

, threat of financial loss to a debt- ridden school district. Where
the Armstrong court had focused its attention on the "clear and
present danger" standard, the court here stated that the rest of
the phrase "threat to the public health, safety or.welfare" could
not be ignored. The cited indicia constituted such a threat. In

addition; the possibility of not being able to teach the minimum
number of instructional days to meet minimum educational standards
also constituted "a very real threat to the'health and welfare of
at least ehe'school popuhtion Segment of the public" (Ross, 1973:
410-1), But the court indicated that it did not thereby "decide
that any particular number of days of lost instruction caused by a

I
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strike produces such a threat. We do decide in the insta case
that the facts reasonbly found to. exist by the lower careare
sufficient to establish as a matter of law a threat to the health,
welfare or safety of the public" (Ross, 1973:411).

The case was later appealed to the Supreme(Court on procedural
grounds. That body found that the trial court did not have jurisdic-
tion in the case because the strike had not yet been in progress
when the Board sought equitable relief. The Supreme Court therefore
vacated the injunctive decree and the'contempt proceedings resulting
from non-compliance with the Ross decision (Commonwealth v. Ryan,
327 A. 2d 351, Pa. Sup. Ct., 1974).

16 In Bellefonte Area Education Association v..Board of Education
(304 A. 2d 922, 1973), the trial court had found a threat or danger
to public health, safety and welfare in 1) the threat to loss of
state subsidies due to a shottened instructional year; and 2) the
possible loss to the district of its "quality assessment program."
But the Commonwealth Court found that at the time of the issuance of
the injunction, there were still oufficient days .to-reschedule in-
struction; the injunction was therefore premature. And it found.
that even the loss of the "quality assessment program" belonged in
the category of an inconvenience attendant on a strike which the
legislature had sanctioned in order to promote "orderly and construc-
tive" labot relations. Finally, it found the lower court's judgment
that the procedures requited by 44 195 had not been fully accomplished,
erroneous. -Hence, it reversed the order.

In another 1973 case, Root v. Northern Cambria 'School District
(309 A. 2d 175, 1973), a taxpayer filed a complaint seeking a decree
which would require the School Board to use each weekday for the
balance of the, school year in order to make up.30 lost strike days.
The question at issue on appeal was whether the lower court had
abused its discretion in refusing to issue the decree.

The Commonwealth Court stated that "Boards must schedule 180
days and provide this number' or, if unavoidable. cause prevents,
amend the schedule so as to provide as many days as sound educational
practice would indicate" (Root, 1973:178). The opinions of school
administrators - should be given great weight in assessing, the matter.
The lower court had Weed its action on the testimony of the Super-
intendent of schdols that the education of.the pupils would not be
served by the intensive rescheduling proposed but would indeed, be
harmed. The appallatencourt found no -abuse of discretion on the
part of the trial court and affirmed the decision.

Judge Mencer dissented, contending thatit was for the legis-
lature, not the courts, to deal with the irreconciliable conflict

/6..between the calendar limitations of the school code and Act 195.
411/He asserted that schOol boards had discretion in determining the

first day of school but that the last day was not discretionary.
It could come only when the full 180 days had been provided.

11
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In a 1976 Case, Pittenger v.,0 Union Area School Board (356 A.
2d 866), the Commonwealth Co t reconsidered its Root decision.
Here the court faced the que ; tion of whether a School Board has the
duty to reschedule five instructional days. lost due to a schdol strike.
The Board unanimously voted not to do so and so notified the
Department of Education. The Secretary of Education and the Attorney
General of the Commonwealth brought mandamus action seeking to compel
'the district to make up the lost days. The issue was not, as in
Root, whether the lower court had abused its discretion in failing

e' to grant the decree butdcather, the specification of the duty of the
School Board in this in Lance. The court found that the Board had
the positive duty to provide the 180 days of instruction and that
the Board's contention that it could not do so without violating the'

. section of Act 195 prohibiting pay for striking employees to be
"wholly without merit." The court noted that since the present de-
cision was directed to the actions of the Board (and not, as in Root,
that of the lower court), there should be no "inherent conflict"
between the two decisions. But to avoid any confusion, it asserted
"our holding here prevails and any inconsistent portions of Root are
overruled" (Pittenger; 1976:869).

In Bristol Townshii Education Association v. School District the
Chancellor (the trial court judge in an equity action) had found the
following facts sufficient to justify the issuance of an injunction:
1) the denial of a complete educational program to students; 2)in-
jurious effects to working mothers of school-age children; 3) the
loss of 26 instructional daysand the. possibility of making up only
23; 4) a. partial loss of state reimbursement; 5) loss of wages to
cafeteria workers'and bus drivers; 6) the cessation of programs for
special students; 7) disadvantage to seniors in-college admission;
8) the unavailability ofscounty services for students with heaxing,
vision or speech disabilities; and 9) the cessation of extra-curricular
activities.

In addition, the chancellor noted the cessation of the following
programs: 10) driver education; 11) a community swim and life-saving
training program; 12) adult education and citizenship training; 13) a
cooperative work experience program;' 14) a driver improvement pro-
gram for those threatened with loss of their driver's license;.
15) federally funded "IUnerant teachers" program; 16) social worker
programs; and 17) free lUtch programs. The issue on appeal was
whether such facts would support the issuance of an injunction.

A

The Sommonwealth Court cited Armstrong to the effect that the
normal inconveniences incident to a strike might cumulate, continue
p long or be aggravated that the public health, safety and welfare
would in.fact bg endangered. Citing Root, the court noted "the loss
of any money needed to support the schools, especially those closed
by labor troubles, is clearly a threat to the general welfare and, as

4Armstrong suggests, could compel injunctive relief." The appellate
court found the chancellor's. ruling reasonable and affirmed his order.

11
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The'court found, however, that the chancellor had erred in im-
posing a "judicially created settletent" on the parties by ordering
them back to work under the terms of their previous contract and
by giving the Board an absolute right to implement its proposed class
schedule until such time, as the parties reached agreement on the

'matter. These actions exceeded the limited powers of the chancellor
in equity jurisdiction and this part f his decision was not affirmed,.

Judge Mencer wrote a vigorous dissent, holding that with this
decision "the majority has almost equated the inability of' a school
district to offer 180 days of instruction...with a clear and present
danger or threat to-the health, safety or welfare of the public"
(Bristol, 1974:771). He charged that this concept had originated
with what court in Root had proclaimed as dictum in the Armstrong
case. Alt ugh the majority in the instant case had specified that
more'than-the mere passage of. time was needed, it was clear to Judge
Mencer that the basis of the lower court's decision was the-inalpiftiy
to meet the 180 day requirement. The dictum of Armstrong.had become
the ratio decidendi in Bristol. The judge again asserted that it
was the duty.of the legislature, and not the courts, to correct 4

* inconsistencies and inequities resulting from the conflict between
Act 195 and the mandatory scheduling requirements of the School Code.

the lower 'court had also stated that its other principle reason
for issuing the injunction was the finding "that the strike has
caused incalculable harm" to students, public and teachers. Judge

Mencer asserted "I do not believe thisis the test established by
the statute or enunciated by us in Armstrong..." (Bristol,.1974:772).
It was rather whether a strike created "a clear and present danger
or threat to the health, safety or welfare of the public."

Finally, Judge Mencer noted that although the lower court had
found the district would lose subsidies, it had not given attention
to testimony that the school district stood to profit from the strike,

t despite the loss of subsidy. He concluded

I hold to the view that the substantive evil, which is not
the strike itself because legally permitted nor the natural
disruptions flowing therefrom, mUpt be extremely serious
and the degree of imminent danger-extremely high before
the cdualts can utilize the extraordinary remedy of injunc-
tive relief to terminate a strike specifically authorized
by statute (Bristol, 1974:774).4

The appellate court cases'have thus dealt with the question of
what constitutes a "clear and.present'danger or threat to the public
h lth, safety or welfare" in teacher strike cases. They have focused

on general indicia of harm to students and public but they have given
fully as much attention to the conflict between the requirements of
t4te School Code and the provisions of Act 195: .the 180 day'dilemma.

12
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ANALYSIS

The goal of Act 195 is to "promote orderly and constructive
relationships between all public employers and their employes sub-

ject, however, to the paramount right of the citizens of this Common-
wealth to keep inviolate the guarantees for their health, safety

and welfare" (Section 11016101). To what extent did these goals

obtain in the Butler strike?

On the fac'e of.it, it appears that in the Butler case, the col-
lective bargaining process prOceeded in very much the way the Hickman
Commission and the General Assembly of the Commonwealth had intended
when--they created Act 195. When direct negotiation failed to produce

a contract, the prescribed procedures for mediation and fact-finding

were followed. After these were exhausted, the teachers initiated a
legal strike on January 9, 1978. They had sufficient support and
organization that they were able to keep schools closed for three
weeks.

On the other hand, the chool Board Could and did use thik injunc-

tive process. They waited n rly one and a half weeks before filing a

complaint in Judge Kiester's'court. There was an additional two-day

delay until the three days of court hearings began. At the close

of that time, the judge ordered the teachers back to work on Monday,
Januaryd0, and they complied. The teachers had their strike, the
Board secured its injunction and the judge got compliance with,the
orders of the court. And the public interest was protected. At the

end of an orderly three-week legal strike, the injunctive process
brought the teachers back to the classroom in time to provide a full

180 day instructional year (Bourandas, 1979:4).

But when one begins to look deeper, one sees that the surra
simplicity coversta tangled complexity in which all parties--the
teachers, the Board and admintstration, legal counsel for both
parties and the judge indicate dissatisfactipn with the roles they
played and with the options open to them under Act 195. This closer

look reveals sore of the paradoxes, conflicts and perplexities con-
nected with the operation of the act and indicates why there has been

a move for revision.

The following analysis is based on a study of the court tran-
script of the Hearings before Judge Xiester, of newspaper clippings
and general materials on the effect of Act 195 in Pennsylvania and
on interviews conducted with a number of the principal actors in the

Butler strike. In Qrder to protect the fentity of those actors and

the confidentiality of their responses, 1 persons who reflected on

the position of the Board lin the Butler ase are amalgamated into one

general category of "board actor." Thi group includes such persons

as members, administrative personnel,, school solicitors and more

distantipbservers who commented on the Board's viewpoint in Butler.
Similarly, the category of "teacher actor" refers to responses and
opinions of'teacher union officials, teachers, teacher,attorneys or
those outside observers who reflected on the position4of teachers in

.11
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Butler. Thus, while the responses are anonymous, they are the actual!
words of a person we interviewed in our research, commenting on the
Butler case.

Consequences of the Injunctive Process for Teachers and Boards

To understand the role of law, one must observe the law as it is
carried out. Statutes often result in unforseen and unintended con-
sequences as the law is translated into action. It is useful to
study such consequences, not only for the formulation of social policy
but also to assist in understanding socio-legal processes. The trans-
lation of Act 195 into action in the Butler case needs such closer
examination.

1. The injunctive process takes the impasse out of the hands of
those most immediately concerned and places it in the hands of a
third party: the judge. At that.point, the-case may take a life of
its own, focusing on issues not brought by the parties or lead to
remedies they do not desire.

a. The judgemay raise issues not brought by the parties. A -

most direct illustration is the constitutional issue raised by Judge
Kiester. Normally, the issue in an injunction case is whether the
teachers go back to work but in Butler, the constitutional issue
"mushroomed and became the whole case" (Board actor). And once the
judge had raised the issue, the district "was obligated to follow
through. No way we could avoid it""(Board actor). It was not an
issue raised by either party; but it became the case.

b. A judge may become involved in the bargaining process.
A Board actor reflects

..our opinion...is-that the courts ought not to get in-
--)mlved in the negotiations. As a matter of fact we're
afraid of that to some extent. We don't want the court
getting in...making public the offers and...getting us
into the public's view because...our opinion is that the
school directors have an obligation to negotiate with
these teachers, number one. And that, number two, they
have the duty to watch the public purse strings. And

once you get it out in the public and so on, there's often
more pressure to, well, just pay them what they want and
get it settled...(Another judge) locks people in chambers...
and orders them to negotiate for twenty-six hours or what-
ever you will and then they come Jut half dead with some
sort of a settlement without much thought going into it
on either side. And it seems to me if you're going to
have free collective bargaining you can't have it judi-
cially imposed...(Another judge in the X school district)
ordered them to meet three times a week at the scho21
#or so many hours. Well, through the rumor mill, f! came
back to us that, yes, they were meeting three times a week.

C
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One group would meet in one room and play ards. The
other group would meet in another room an watch television.
So that kind of collectivelbargainingis no good and the
courts have 4o business getting involved in it.

A teacher actor, however, w lcomed and requested juial inter-
vention and assistance in the bar ining process though he. doubted
the legal validity of such intervention. In such cases, the judge
was in effect acting as a super-arbitrator, "using the pressures
of his bench.... to get both sides to move towards the middle to an .

agreement." It.would be at the point "whereby the one group or
the other would not have as much input as they like" that that
party would begin to

test the propriety of the judge's intervention. In the
purest sense of the word, I think the judge is there to
decide the legal issues which are presented and do nothing
more than that. .He decides whether or not there is in-
junctive relief to be granted based on the facts and the
law and nothing more...We've supported it because it ul-
timately seems to get the job done. No one's ever tested
that question (Teacher actor).

At this point, the intervention of the court may work in favor
of one party and not the other.

c. A judge may order or impose an interim contract while
negotiations continue. Thus, judges may influence or structure not
only the negotiation process but-also the outcome of that process.
In this sense, the judge moves in the direction of imposing condi-
tions on-the parties which the appellate court in Bristol Township
indicated is beyond the limited equity jurisdiction of the chancellor
(Bristol, 1974:71).

`Board observers felt that the judge had "gone beyond his dis-
cretion to order them back under the terms and conditions of the
prior contract." A step increase is normally granted to teachers
each year based on the acquisition of another year of experience.
It was the Board's position that this increase was one of the mat-
ters to be bargained. The'judge's action had removed this item from
the negotiations.' Teachers felt, howeverhat bargaining should
,proceed from the point where the step increase had been granted.

c
When it is apparent that an injunction is to be granted, teachers'

Attorneys often feel it necessary to say to the judge: "...if you're
going to grant the injunction, certainly give them some basis upon
which to go back" (Teacher actor)., With the end of the strike,
teachers lose their major bargaining chip--the withholding of ser-
vices. In ordei to protect their altered bargaining strength, they
seek some judicially protected minimum contract while negotiation
continues. But this may be particularly resente8 by boards when they
are "in the process of stripping the contract (removing benefits

15
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and protections grantecein a previous contract). They (the Board)
are being forced back under the old terms which are terms which they
intend to remove" (Teacher actor). In essence, then, teachers are
getting third-party help in 'structuring the post-c?urt, pre-agreement
period.

, 2. The injunctive process_takes'mpasse issues and tranates
them into legal issues. But it does more. Within the area of legal
issues, the focus is on narrow questions of evidence and proof,

r rather than on the declared purpose of the law.

The purpose of Act 195 is,to promote "ordtrly and constructive,
relationships" between public sector employees and their employers. .

The full act specifies the steps, which, it is hoped, will provide
such relationships.' But by the time the injunctive pracess.is in-
voked, t is the opinion of one party that the action undertaken

, under the provisions of the law by 014rother party,is no longer leg
and they are seeking an end to the allegedly illegal actipn. Thusj
the issue is 1) is Vie alleged action illegal? and 2) will the court
order a cessation or the action?

Hence, in the court transcript, in legal documents filed with
the court and in the decisions of judges, both on the trial-and
appellate levels, A large fiaction of time and testimony is devoted
to questions of evidence and proof. But inat.he Pennsylliania teacher

strike cases, one type of evidence or,indic,ia of "clear and. present danger
or threat to the health, safety or welfaraof the public" soon over-
shadowed all others. This is the question of whether the requisite
180 instructional days can be provided. There are several reasots

for this focus: first, the prior provisions of`the school code
require this minimum. It is a legal provision which has widespread
public and professional support. Second, vantitative criteria
are always easier to manage and measure thari`are qualitative criteria.1-

They have a certain clarity and certainty about them which recommend
their use. It is easier to determine whether it is still possible
to teach 180 days before the end of the school }tar than it is to
ascertain whether.a "clear or present danger or threat" exists when-
the Christmas vacation is extended because of a strike, when there
is a.cessation of extra-curricular activities, when some seniors
may. experience difficulty in enrolling in college, etc. Such quali=
tative criteria are "messy" in that_there is room far difference of
opinion among experts,on those qUestions. To the extent that quanti-
tative,criteria facilitate ease of decision and the facile disposition
of the case, there is the temptation to rely on them. Third, case

law had established the precedent that the failure to,provide the
full instructional year is an important, though perhaps not a suffi-
cient decision criterion.

Given the above, it is not surprising that one of the first
questions addressed in the court hearing in Butler is the question
of whether and how it might be possible to'reschedule,lost trike

mdays.- Quantitative questions may lend themselves to more facile
decisions but this does not mean that they can be quickly dispensed

16
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with. Hbre'than one-third.of the 516-page court transcript in Butler
is taken up with some, variant of the calendar question: whether the
180 days can in fact be provided, 'the possible loss of subsidy,_how.
the subsidy.is.copputed, the charge that districtstalse money in-a
strike, the impact on the-calendarspf possible inclement weather and

pa potential fuel shortage(perhaps necessitating forced school closings),
and whether the Bdard will actually commit itself to scliedu].4 the
strike makeup days.

attenti6a is given in the trial court td the effect
of court,orders on the relative bargaining strength of the pities
and on'the promotion oi orderly and. constructive labor relat4ons.
Occasionally,'on the appellate level, these factors are cited. The
Pennsylvania Supreme Court, for instance, referred tY the need to

interpret t,eacher strike cases in terms of the purposes of, AEct 195:

...we'shpulllook to the circumstAces that,,existed at the
time of the enactment and determine the misaief soughe
to be remedied or the objeCt to be obtained in its pas-

. 4., sage,..Prior to the passage of Act 195 ch.e prior law pro-

....
hibited all strikes by public employees and did not require

.44 collectiva,bargaining by public employers...The Hickman
. Commission..suggested the d for collective bargaining
* to restore harmony in the pu is sector and toval.iminate
the numerous illegal strikes and the widespread labor
unrest,.. the legislature...ully-recognized that the right
of collective bargaining was crucial tb any attqmpt to re-*

0 , stdfe harmony4in the public sector.- It would be abstrd-

e.
suggest that the legislature deliberately intended to

:Wet this pressing need by providing an illusory tight of
collectiv.e.-ba, aining (PLRB v. State College Area School *

District, 197 .266). .

.

.

But in the trial court, the broader purpdse of the law is often
los;,_in attention.to the immediate detnls. of the instant case.

..

a

V

. it .
.

'...

,

> 3. *he injunctive process-lacks clear and certain standards as .

t9 what constitutes sufficient proof.to require an injunction. litre
nearly a'decade of case law, actors'%n 'the Butler case reflected

Ibis.,,,.need to introduce many kinds ofiyidan of harm. A Board'actor
, reflected that one could include testimon about how.strikesaffected

dr/Nilsen emotionally, (especially the mentally retarded and the

# gtotionally diotureed children), on the difficulty seniors might
have in gaining entrance to colleges, and on the 180 day issue.

you
. . t

+07 4

Then you get into really-what are peripheral issues...
.the Idea that if yoViv,c011ect a number of things and,

r... ,
throw 011 these eff s illitootiltbig b"a1,1, that cumula-
tive effect may in itself iftesent,a clear and pcbsent -

.)41

danger. So then,wg throwin all these rious things.

Interviewer:eKeep filling up the cup, hoping it will run
over ? -

4141
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Board'actor: That's
the 180.day argument
all our bases, to be

i

right-. We're never certain that
will hold up.and we want to cover
very frank witty,* (Board acto.r).

*Pt

A teacher aqt4 concurred. With reference to th# 180 day rule, he
reflected ,/

...the school districts never leave that.,to be the only

issue. They always attest to show some of the harm as
4O well and raise that as a.secondary ox tertiary issue.

A strategybf the board, therefdlt,

refer to as Zhe "laundry list of harm."
Butler cage, this included attellition to,

the losi of
to seniors;

is

In

41

to argue what' both parties
court testimony in the

411

vocational and educaelonalcounseling services
#

jeopardy to summer orfalr college higrance plans (including
the taking of college entrance examinations);

the effect of discontinuity of ins-uction on students;

the poslible loss of summer employment for co1144-bound
seniors;

the delay in4pntering the armed services;
4

the, loss of co-curricular activities;

t'he loss of the lunch program;

discontinuatiottof the eduia education, recreation and
driver education progrdos;"

4r

the disruption to family plans where both parents work and
child case must be provided during a strike (Court Tran-,
script, Butler, 1978:346-366).

On cross examination, counsel for teachers deplanded strict- proof

on allegations of harm. He requested specific information,as to how
many person§ were affected by disruption of services (e.g., the loss
of counseling services) or.whether those ervices could Ee provided

in'an alternate way (e.g., whether adminis tors could do eling).

IngeneraT4). the pers.= testifying could only ite estimates a

opinions. With. references to harm to the educational pig am,' counsel
asked for empirical studies to.substantiate alligations of harm to

students. But no studim or authorities could be cited by one Board

actor. Another Board anor.said he woqld be happy to provide/ such
documentation, given.time, thoygh he could cite gone from memory.

This as led teacher actors to complain
0-

it can almost get to the-point° where ydu could send in,
by affidavit, pbme of the material to show harm, without

14 372,
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even 'having anybody show up.. Because no matter how skill-

1

fUl our lawyers have' been in cross - examination, showin thlit

the specific harm...as portrayed to us.lity their witnes es:
really is not as harmful upon clOse scrutiny...this se ms
not to be impressive' at all t& the judge listening to the
case. It's almost 4s if it's a formality that he's just
taking all t4ie dowvfor drams as opposed to any substance.
No matter whit we would say in counter-distinction, they '
will.grant the ihjunetion (Teacher actor).

There is thus,'on the part of board actors, the feeling that it
is necessary to introdime many kinds of evidence as to harm because
of uncertainty as fo what constitutes sufficient proof, particularly
be4prethe present judge. On the part of teacher actors, however,
there is a feeling that almost any recitation of harm will be suffi-
cient,.that the hearing is largely a formality as far as the weighing
of "hard" evidence"goes and that the strike'will, in the end, be

401
The repeated demand for proof of statements of educational harm

is an important part of the strategy of teachw' counsel. In the
Answer to the Complaint filed in'the Butler case, counsel reiterated
repeatedly:, "Strict proolois demandeT"--Tnd in. the courtroom, there
were, as we have seen, repeated demands for empirical studies which
would corroborate the points being made by-the Board.

.
BoardTeetors,,in 4intetvtewT,.indioated-that they-wOuid ap-ptetiAle_

having empirical data to cite in the courtroom._ They rely, instead,
4 generalizations from their experience and training to make s ate-

, ments in court. This may well be sufficient to satisfy the j ge.

A judge in Michigan, for instance, pointed out that elschool minis-
4rators were, by virtue of their position, "expert witnesses." Boards,

2n his view, did riot haig to secure outside witnesses. Their adminis-,
trative personnel were authority enough (Graber, 1980a).

._,

A Board Actor also contended the difference in achievement
levels in theayAge teacher strike p bably cannot be measu any-
way and it.may therefore be impossible obtain empirital-,da ..

I
.

--Isdon't,think'the%tests,that we have for achievement tests 4P

are so discrete that they can identify eight weeks. Most

of the tests deal with bigger spans of time (Board actor).

It is ironic, then, that a two-month gain in reading achievement tests
will be regarded is'a signal accomplishment by most-school districts.

ri

Teacher actors contend thftt rules of evidence are simply not
ca efully observed in testimony as to edueational hartt'..c Strict proof
is not demanded. They assert further, that thereAsimpli'r are no credible .

studies .which' ndicate that a c d ismilarmed by tpe average school
',striker, Absent demonstrated harm, they sa/., a trike-should not be

enjoined. It is a point whidCh is Fat-suasive t ew. ges.' Few in-
junctions have 'been denied ow:pal:Inds tha:41a2, tiffs ve failed

1 ... .
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to-substantiate their-case. The standards fpr judging harm and
danger may be unclear and ambiguous; but the grounds cited in court '0
are usually sufficient to produce the injunction.

4. The injunctive process requires that parties argue points
which it is not in their beet interests to argue or, occasionally,
to argue points which they know to bp untrue.

A Board actor, for instance, acknowledged that the Board argument
that a loss of subsidy wag threatened if the full instructional year
was not provided was "a speculative argument too because no one has
ever, to my knowledge, lost any money over a teacher strike." This

did not prevent the Board from arguing the point with considerable
'conviction in court. When faced with the interviewer's observation
that aboard is actually making money during a strike, he replied:

Well, that's the teachers' associatio'n's argument. I

never liked that argument because when one party is in
court saying, "...We want to. go back to work," it seemt
ludicrous to me to argue that "Well, you're making money
by us,not being there" (Board actor)-.

.So the Board is, in this instance, strongly arguing a point which
they know to be at best, conveying a lse impression, namely
that the Board will be financially t i?*it loses the instructional

. subsidy and the strike continues.

V.,

Teachers too, argue pdints which are not in their best interests.
Particularly In cross-examination, teachers' counsel attempts to
cast doubt oft boarcftestimony that the disruption tothe'continuity
of learning is ca Laing educational harm. Here teacher actors are
arguing against the significance of their own work, an argument they

s may rue when they 4eek;o make a case to the public for a salary
raise because of the significant and, indeed, irreplaceable work
they dot

Further, teachers:by their strike' action,- are threatening the
completion of the full instructional year. The more credible the..

threat, the more - likely they- #e to secure concessions. Yet it is

. in their interests to teach the full 180 days. In the Butler case, .

counsel for teachers sought to get a-commitment into the court
record-that the Board would indeed reschedule. the 180 days. 'TO an

di extent, there is a bit of hypocrisy on both sides. ,This was reflected

by the judge in the appellate decision in an earlier-teacher strike
case in which a taxpayer, Mr.Root, soughttolcompe the Board to

make up strike days:
. 4

nfortunately, there is more than a suggestion in the d- .

. .

cord that Mr. Root is really representing the teachers'.
4-

interest in making up the lost instruction days.in Eder to
4 'avoid a 1esi of salary. Equally unhappily, it appears that

the school board refused tip amend its calendar because it

i wanted theteachers to lose salary because of the strike
-1 .

.

Noot v. Northern Cambria, 1973:177).

.,.--1."
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These "hidden agendas" do not prevent both sides from arguing
for a full instructional year before the court.

The Role of the Judge

.

We have seen some of the tangled complexity which lies ben th

the surface of the injunctive process for boards and teachers. But

there is'also ambiguity, tension and strain in the role the judge is
called on to play. Again, on the surface, the duties of the judge
seem clear and straightforward. It is his duty to hear the arguments
presented by both sides, to weigh the law governing the case, and to
make.a decision as to -whether illegal behavior had been involved and,
if so, what action to take in response. .

We have noted that Judge Kiester ruled that the PERA was uncon-
stitutional. However, he also held that, in the alternative that
this conclusion were not sustained, the circumstances of'the instant
case nevertheless'constituted a clearniod present danger. He based
this finding on the fact that, as of January 30 (the day the teachers
were to return,to the ,classrool), 19 instructional days. had been
lost. There were only 15 school days available_beMeen June 9, the
scheduled end of the school term, and June 30,the end of the fiscal
year. Hence, there would be

that

in scheduling the required
Pays. He did note, however that "The School District faces no_
financial loss by failing to complete che legally mandated calendai
of 180 instruction days" (Court Tranecfipv, Butler, 1978: 116). .

Judge Kiester found the facts cited the School Board regardim
educational harm persuasive. He cited the consequInces of the strike
testified to by the 'Board and concluded

.

The teachers' work stoppage has created the stated condi-
tions and .they are a clear and present danger or threat to
the welfare of the public as a whole (Court Transcript,
Butler, 1978:118)*

He wrote that under/Ace 195, the question was at what time the
strike could no..longer
been reached 'issued

As indicItid, earlier, dge Kiaster's ruling that Act 195 was
unctlistitutional quickly:ove shadowed the more routine' aspects and
"became the'casii." A mo th issuing his initial Order, Judge
Kiester issued a Supp me tal Opinion, further arguing the unconsi-
tutiona ty of Act 19 In that'documelv, he reflects on the strains
whi the cher St njunctive prockes creates in the role of

e tolerated. Fie'found that that point had
the -injunction..
Al

the judge:

lh
If the court issues an injuncttpn it is unlikely that the
demands of thee- public schOol teacher will be met. Should

tl?e Court ' efuse to grant the injunction the public employer
may\) jcapitu ate to the'demands. The public employer then

, \

,
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blames the Court for forcing it to agree to unreasonable

demands by the union. Neither iesurt is in the public

interest.

Depending upon the/decision the,judgeis'classified
either as pro-union or anti-union in his sympathies. Leg-

islations, the inevitable result of which is to place a,
Court in.such a position, is bad regardless of the question

of its constitutionality.

The statutory standard for granting an'injunction under
PERA is vague, indefinite, and is an intangible measurement

test. The Court is simply required to determine the degree
to which the public must suffer before service is restored.
This is indicated by the attempts of the courts to apply
the standard.. .From pe decisions thus far the conclusion
is inescapable that a trial judge is placed by PERA in "a
position that is not only untenable but also one that
'requires more ore pol'tical and economic result than a -.

. judicial decision ( urt Transcript, Butler, 1978:.149).

4

The judge is pla d in a no-win situation in the injunctive-

proces.s in teacher strikes. As in all civil and equity cases, he
must inevitablY decide in favor of one side or the other. But most

civil and equity cases involve two citizens or small gioups of citizens.
In a teacher strike case, members of the families of perhaps more than

one-half of a school disEcict are immediately and directly involVed in
the decisions of the judge--the students and the administrative, teaching

and!support personnel. And what happens in court is taking place on ,

a very public stage. There is extensive media coverage andlIhat

takes place in court makes front page headlines.# Judge Mencer, in
his dissent in Bristol, reflects on such a decision:

...nothing written here is intended to be critical Of the

court below since its role is a most difficult one. The

words of the applicable statute and the reported pronounce-
ments of tht appellate courts, on the one side, And the

exigencies of the situation that confronts him, on the
other side, make his moment of decision a mostunenviable '
one. Being the parent of a child...that has...recently
experienced the ordeal of a school strike, I ,am well
cognizant 4 the many community pressures,-added to the
assertions -of teacher knd school: board, .,hat center On the .

chancellor (Bristol, 1974:,73-4).
0

The ,conflicts inherent in AX 195 must then ultimately be re-

solved by a judge on a very public stage. And he must accept the

consequences: 4r disapproval of the general publid, of the
n ultimate judgment, the affirming or reversing-2legal'community and, '

of his detision by an appellatq cour,

%'
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CONCLUSION

*tic= to be addressed in closing is-11Does Act 195 provide
for:conaqu tiye and erderly relationships betweenteachers and their
employers ?' The Act has bden in,effect for nine years so there is a

'considerable ildinvof case law and practice from 'which to evaluate
the law.

Act 195 has been institutionalized. Its provisions are part of
the law-as-t aiien-for-granted in Pennsylvania. Observers reflect th&
it may.not be perfeEt'but it preferable to many other alternatives.
,One legal actor contends,

.1 don't think the School Board Lawyers Association or
anybody else Wants the turmoil that'll cofne about 1.f that .

At:is ever declared unconstitutional. So I don't)think
-Ws ever going to come up again...it'll be slapped down...
I would //f4 there is.a silent conspiracy not to make changes

.

.. yin the Act because they're afraid one hange will beget
nother change.

ever'thefess; the work of the/1978 commission on Public Employe
Ftelati,oneheadfd by former Supreme .Court Justice Benjamin R. Jones
is indication !hat there IS interest in evaluatingNkhe manner in which

'-.t12-e;Iliw4as wor41 and in sulirsting changes.
A

' -7-! -V11.6--Sech'nhange was-- recommended to the:Commission by tide
...,

'PeAnsykradia ipparement of Education:
i.

.... e .%.% that the 180(day sta dart be adhered to,
. 4 .`

e ( Z..,..- tl-lat re'bd a puree tage reduction in teacher pay
, k,

.-: fop each ay lob-At d 'to a itrike,,

.thatAeDeparttgnt-deduct from the state subsidy 111
or a part of teacher salaries saved as.a result of-
the work stoppage through failure to reschedule days
lost. (At(cinson,,1978:10).

'It is alleged that this Would more nearly lirovide the disiincentive

to prologg a strike that'applips in the private sector, that fE
would be_ applicable-to bOth parties in.a"teacherAstrike, and that it
might lead toirshorter altfewer strikes.

it

Ultimately, luestions.arise with regard to the. injunctive process
ik*rescient paint was madeihy Hattley,:writing shortly after

the -publication 'of the Hickman Commissions Report and,before the
..______-:\----dnactment-af Act 195:

-

To'the-e tent that the Co issiidn?s_underlying
/

premise is
that e bargaining ri sof pup is empdloyees,should be
mo closely ,31ig with the rig is now enjoyRd by labor

r,

/V
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in the private sector, it would seem inc nsistent to
authorize court injunctions of public em loyee strikes...
Clearly, labor relations by injunction i no longer con-
sidered an acceptable final solution to bor conflicts

in the private sector. To suggest at courts.should
assume their pre-Norris LaGuardia, e of deciding social
policy in the area of. public employee 'relations by deter-
mining the propriety of public employee strikes, would
certalni seem to be inconsistent with a desire to more
closely align the rights of pyblic employees with those
of employees infthe private sector (Hartley, 1968:171).

0
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Armlysis of Te'n'School Districts Salary and State Subsidy Penalties

1975-76

,SAVrNGS
,/e Teacher Teacher Pupil ..

,..-

Ddys Contract Days Social
Distil. Worked Days Attended teachers' "Ritirement Security

.

Reynolds

...

Blackhawk ,

Allentown C.

Hazleton A.

. Sharon C.

Pittsburgh

.

Hanover A.

Riverside

Upper Dublin

BrandywAne Hgts.

379
'Teachers
Librarians
,Guidance

School Nurses

173 181 ,

173 183

175 186

.169 184

173, 183

173 189

168 182

145 186-

.182 .186

181 185

170 $ 84,060 $ 4,640 $ 2,459

. 0
170 139,943 7,725 4,094

_

1,\ 174 693,649 38,289 20;289

166 ' 631
..}

547 34,861 14,478

172 164,093 .9,058 4,800

173 14'756 744 -707,372 109,885
. Reg. Subsidy, 589,137

Modified Super Density 545,992

180

(Caber, -.1977: Appeadix)2:,__

121,197 6,690
/

284,488 15,704

91,741 5,064

21,318 1,177

4

3,545

8,321

2;683

624

Tot. Savings

Salary
Retirement

& Soc. Sec.

_--

t
$ 91',159

Subsidy loss 115 881

151,762
Subsidy losso 120,705

Subsidy loss
752,224,
205,43

680,884
Sbsidy loss 444,020 (

1771951

Subsidy loss 83,177
.7--4

4,074,001
Subsidy loss 1,135,129

Subsidy loss

Subsidy ldss

131,432

78,758

.308,513
171,626

Net Gain

$ 5,276.

..

31,057

lit 546,790

236,866

94,774.

A2,938,872
y
cs

52,674

136,887

99,488

385 correc. 99,103

23,119

1,043 correc. 22,P76
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FOOTNOTES

'This report has been prepared bytdith E. Graber.

.

2
Section 1504 of the School Code was amended by Act 80 to add flexi-
bility to the length of the school day and the school term. The
amendment reads:

Upon request of a boprd of school directors for an excep-
tion t the aforesaid daily schedule, the Superintendent
of Pub lc Ins;ruction may, when in his opinion a meritorious
educa tonal program warrants, approve a school week con-
taining a minimimi4pf twenty- seven-.and one-half hours of
instruction as the equivalent of five (5) school days, or
a, school year containing a minimum of nine hUndred ninety°
hours of.instruct,ion as the equivalent of one hundred
eighty (180) school days (Gerlach, 1975:1)%

3During the first seven years of Act 195 -- October, 1970 threugh
ne, 1977--.there were a total of 2853 strike days. Of these,

4ft 4153 were made up, leaving 1000-instructional days lost and not
rescheduled (Atkinson, 1978:Appendix A).

4Judg. Kramer joined in the dissent of Judge Mencer but added a
dissent of his own. It contains a call for attention to the rights
o students which may have, been an impetus to Judge Kiester's
riding in,the Butler casg:

. ,

.
.

...no one really represents the interests of the students,
who are the beneficiaries or victims of/the disputes. In
addition to other rights they may have, students have a
constitutional right to a thorough and efficient system of
public education, as found in Article III, Section 14 of
the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1968. Absent,adequaxe

(

safeguards (at the very least representZtion), I'question
the validity of &tatutory procedur4. which may detrimentally
aifect.thage guaranteed.rights '(Bristol, 1974:774).
.17
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CALIFORNIA: THE DALY CITY STRIKE];

In September of 1978, teachers at the Jefferson Union. High
SchooliDistrict in Daly City, California engaged in a strike which
encompabsed 17 instructional" days ASeptember 5- 27). At issue was
the contract for the 1978-79 school yeer,-a contract which would
have to be forged under the legal restrictions which had accompanied. .

the passage of Proposition 13 in California. Also at issue was
the request fOr a, retroactive wage increase for the previous:(1977-78) .

school year.

In this case, the issue.of irreparable harm to the educational
process by the strike was argued by Board plaintiffs in the Complaint
and in supporting briefs and declarations to the court. But defend-
ant teachers virtually ignored this issue; instead, they advanced
one major argUment--that the case should have been .heard by the
Public Employee Relations Board and that the court did not have juris-
diction in the matter. It was an argument that did not succeed in
Daly City. Judge Ian= issued 1 temporary restraining order re-
stricting picketing and, three bays later a prelitinary injunction
enjoining .the strike and further restrict ng picketing. Still, the
argument that PERB,not the c1ourts, should have exclusive initial
jurisdictions in teectler'strikes,won seven m nths later in the San
Diego case and is now the law in California.

In addition to the'use of the irreparable harm argument in the
injunctive process, this report explores the issue of teachers
striking in situations in which limited funds are available for
salary increases; it also examines how the injunctive process may
change when ititial jurisdiction in teacher' strikes is given. to an
administrative agency instead of the courts, with particular refeience
to implications for the argument of irreparable 'hart.

THE LEGAL 'CONTEXT

The state of California has taken the incremental approach to
the task of providing legal regulation of labor-management relations
in the public sector. Hooten suggests that "California public em-
ployeeS are currently covered by a patchwork quilt of laws regulati
their rights to collectively negotiate, or,at least meet and confe
with their employers in regard to wages, hours, and working condi-
tions" (Hdoten, 1974:473). For teacher's in the elementary,, and sec-

ondary public schools, these statutes Include the Winton Act of
1965, (Cal. Educ. Code Sections 13080-90, West 1973) the Educational
Employment Relations Act of 197'5 (Gov. Code SeOtions 3540-3549,
West 1976), and the State Employer-Employee Relations Act of 11977

A. (Gov. Code Sections 3512-3524). These statutes consistently fail
to address the question of whether public school teachers have the
right.to strike. However, until April 1979, a seties)pf California
court cases have affirmed the common law ban against strikes in the
public sector. There is much dissatisfaction, both on the part of

a
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/) school:boarde and teachers' organizations, with the cutrent legal
regulation. Indeed, Loren V. Smith, general manager of the Cali-
fornia State Employees Association (CSEA) ,remalked Ln 1974:

Our golden state-the richest, most populous state in the
nation--once in the forefront of progressive action, today
trails virtually every 'other large state in dealing with
its °Sin employees (Smith, cited in Hopten; 1974:473). '

The Winton Act

-

The Winton Act, of 1965 provided in alternative to'collective-
tergaining for teachers. It had fein preceded by the, George Brown
Act of 1961, governing public sector employees of state agencies, '"

colleges and universities.' The latter was a ";eet and confer" law.
Employees were given the right to form, join and Anticipate in
employeeurganizationa. Employers were directed to consider fully
employee proposals but they were not require either to endeavor
to reach agreement or to negotiate in good-fel. . No written memo-
randa of understanding resulted from the-meet and confer sessions.
-The Winton Act applied Co pUblic school deachers;_it:was developed
to recogni Wie "professional" re .,of reachidg and to give

teachers a voice in th, setting, ducational policy andan oppor-
,

tunity Co. confer on wises acid conditions (Geiger, 1979:9727
973). ,Provision was made for ing dispute settlement prod

fact - fin'der's 4eport): amendment, refired parties
ing (bUt not or publication

of the fact - fin'der's

cedures such as mediation and-

to.confer in a consciestiofts ma The right to form, join and
participate it employee oplotniz ons was extended to teachers;
however, the Wilton Act.did not provide for'exclusive reprelenta-

. tion for teacher arganizatiods. It too. was essentially:a "meet and
confer" law, preserving the unilateral decision - making powers of
school boards.

.

Both'the George Brown and the Winton Acts failed tp address
the strike question; they neither authorized nor-prohibined serikes

byteachers.. However,'both contained the- following reference:

The enactment of this Challter shall not be construed as
making the provisions of(Section 923 of'the Labor Code
Applicable to public employees (Cal. Educ. Code, sec.
13088 (Winton Act) and Gov..Code, sec. 3536 (George Brown c

Act)).,

Section 923 has been intetpreted by the courts as permitting concerted
activities and strikes by private employees (Hooten, 1974:474). Such

rights were therefore not available to6'Public employees.

Case Lam,

Subsequently, a series of public sector employment Court.cases.
added case law intetpretation Co thestatutes. In Almond v. County

7
2
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Of Sacramento (276 C.A.2d 32, 1969), the qpirt of Appeal addressed
the question of whether county civil service employeekwere entitled
to reinstatement where they had engaged in a work stoppagt because
their employer had both refused to negotiate with them in good faith
and had refused to accept the state,conciliation seri4ce as a mediating
agency. The court cited a 1960 case (Los Angeles Metjopolitan Transit
Authorityy. Brotherhood of R.R. Trainmen, 54 Ca1.2d 684, 1960), to
conclude that

In the absence of legislative authorization public employees
in general.do not. have theizight to strike....that state.7
went is not an isolated indication of the thinking-of our
highest court....the Legislature,' by enacting section 923,
had not intended to'includt public employees within its
purview....The rule that, absent an authorizing statute,
a public employee has no right either to bargain collec-
tively or to strike is well-settled. 10-4settled'by
decisions of the Supreme Court itse;? aAd by that court's
denial of hearings in Courts of Appealdecisions (Almond,
1969:35-36).

The court t1rther found that a right to strike for all Other
public employees could not be inferred from the prohibition of.that''.,

\ .
. right to firemen and policemen.

In a 1976
.case, City of San Diego v. AFSCME Local 127 (8 cal.

App. 3d 308, 1970), the issue again was whether public employees
I .

had the right to strike and whether an injunction against a strike
by employees in utilitie% and public work departments should be
sustiained. The court cited the "California common law rule" that
absent an authorizing statute, public employets did not have the
right to strike. It found corroboration in the commontlaw rules
of 20 states and the fedetal government. ,The public employer-employee
relationship, it said, "is'the product of lawconstitutional, leg-
islative and decisional--rathei than the product of a contract as

id private employment" (City_of San Diego, 1970:261). Sugh a rell-
ionship imposed a responsibility and resulted in the relinquishment

eof certain rights granteto private employees. The union had argued
that the sanction against strikes shoult be reviewed in the light of

..the fourteenth Amendpent's guarantee of equal protection of the laW.
However, the, court found the distinction between public and private
employees was a Ntlid classification. Differencei t;ilzween the two
class'es of employees were based not on types of'jobs but upod dif- ,

ferences in'the employment relationshrp in which they were situated.
411 lk

f
-----.

The,legitimate and compelling state interestAS not
solely the-need for a particullW govenmental service but
the preservation of.a system of government in the ambit

.

of public employment and the proscription of practices
ndt,compatible with the public employer-employee relatdon-
ship (City of San Diego, 1970:.263).

3
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Nor was there a denial of equal protection in the fact that'certain
transit workers had been given the right to strike. That right had
been conferred by statute. Ableht such an enabling. tatute, the
court held that the right to strike did not exist. It entouraged
those advocating such a right ip.the public sector 0 take their case i.)
to the legislatUre.

The union had a]so argued that the issue of irreparable harm had
not been confronted. The union held that although a strike by public
employees could be enjoined, the lower,court:s refusal to issue such
an injunction should be sustained." They, cited-School District for
the City of Holland v. Holland Educationel'Association (380 MiCh. 314,
1968) in'which the Michigan Sdpreme Curt had held that it was against
public. policy in that'state to issue injuncticits in labor disputes
absent a showin* of violence, irreparable harmior breach of the peace.
Tte'unioh argued that in the present case, there had been no Showing
of irreparable damage and an injunction was therefore not warranted.
But the Court of Appeal noted that the trial judge had based his
denial of injunctive relief not on 'a lack of irreparable damage but
on an "erroneous conclusion public employees have the right to strike!
(City of San Diego, 1970:264). The court concluded that in the case
at issue,, the evidence supported, .the issuance of injunctive relief at
the triel_court level-

0 A

In another 1970 case, Trustees of the California State Colleges
'v. Local 1352, S. F.'State Federation of teachers (92 Cal.: Rptr, 134,
1970), the issue again was whether public employees had the.right
to strike. The Court of Appeal cited a 1968 decision, In Re Berry
(6 al. 2d 137, 1968), in which the California Supreme Court had
held that "whether strikes by public employees can be lawfully
enjoined" as an open question; Cile CoT of Appeal nevertheless
found that

(1) California follows and applies the common law rule
' that public employees do not haVe the right to strike in

the absence of a statutory graqt thereof; (2) thq no such
grant exists; (3) that the strike at the college, enjoined
by the presene judgment was unlawful...and (4) that the

, judgment is ,accordingly valid in substantive respects and
A must be affirmed (Trustees of the California State Colleges,

1970:136).

The court cited the refutation of the *equal protection of thg laws
), argument in City of San Diego and the right to strike argument in

Almond. It found further that the Thirteenth Amendment proscription
of involuntary seryitude did not apply; individual appellants were
free to-withdrew their labor by.quitting their employment. And the
court foutid that the picketing order issued by the lower'court was
not overbroad since it enjoined only picketing in'support of the,
actual, strike (as distinguished from informational picketing) and
such picketing was enjoined only at the college itself, where violence
had occurred.

I.
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/ In a 1972 case before the Court of Appeal., L.A. Unified School
District v. United Teachers (24 Cal. App. 3d 142, 192), the United

< Teachers of Los Angeles argued that teachers had a right to strike
by statutory autborizatidn, by the First Amendment right to free
speech and association, and by the Fourteenth Almendment right to
equal protection. They held that issuance of a temporary injunc-
tion by the lowet court wasjin violation of, the common law of the
state, that it could not'be'issued Absent a proper showing of
irreparable injury and that,an ex parte order was n violation of
the Foutteenth.Amendment. By this tiLe, the court.had little
patience with these arguments.. It asserted that it had dealt with
these issues carefully and to the disfavor of defendants in Almond,
City of San Diego and in Trustees of the California State Colleges.

pIn each case, the state Supreme Court had defied a petition for
a rehearing. The cqurt concluded:

Thus, we can of no benefit which,would result
from our reanalyses of the same issues which the three

) cited opin4on? have exhaUstively treated,. with extensive
citation of authority: The order is affirmed (L.A. United
School District, 1972%808).

New Legislation

4
Various attempts wQr made over the years to pass comprehensive.

legislation covering all or major classes of employees in the public,
sector. These measures were repeatedly defeated. Given the_failure
'f the across the -board approach, the legislation set out to improve
specific public sector negotiation statutes.- There was widespread
agreement that the Winton Act needed to be replaced. Several reasons
had been advanced for the increasing unworkability'of this law:

(../ competition for,dwindling financial resources required a stronger
voice.for teachers; the acknowledged change in the teacher-administrator
re/ationship. from collegiality to an adversary employer-employee

<

relationship created-an .impetus for an exclusive representative
for teachers alone; and a depressed labor market for teachers made
traditiodal methods of pressure employed by the California Teachers'
Association(CTA) against low _paying districts all but ineffecive
(Geiger, 1979:973). Filially, in 1975, 'senate Bill 160, sponsored
by Senator Albert Rodds,'was enacted into law. Its official name/
was the Educational Employment Relations Act (EERA) but it was More
commonly' called the Rodda Act. This act superseded the Winton Act,
thus marking theendof a "ten year experiment with the Winton Act's
professional approach" (Qalffornia PICiglic Employee Relations, 33:9,.
Hereinafter'referred to,as.CPER). The legislature stated.its intent
to expand the act to include-eventually all public employees in
the State (CPER 33:9; Fiorello., 1976:956). The-stated purpose of
the act was to "promote improveMent of personnel management and
employer-emp oyee relations within the public school systems."
The act c ntains extensi,we ,impasse prpvigions, specifying voluntary
mediates, advisory fact-finding and post-fact-finding mediation.

5
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-When an impasse is declared by either party, they may request the
Educational Employment Relations Board (EERB,.later renamed the
Public Employment Relations Board or PERB) to appoint a mediator
who may,, in turn, request a fact-finding panel if he believes this
is warranted, This panel issues recommeidationu,ten days after
receipt, the employer must publicly disclose the fact-finder's re-
port. The report, however, $i advisory. The act was designated
a "meet and negotiate" rather that a "meet and confer" law. It

provided for exclusive representation, specified unfair labor
practices and.allowea agency shop. Agreement between the parties
was to be reduced to a written document which was binding when
acoeptel by both parties. The law was tobe interpreted by the
EERIS. Again, however, the statute was silent on the-rigbtto
strike, holding that Labor Code Section 923 was inapplicable to
public employees.

EERA (or the Rocid
Employer-Employee Relal
which extended not onl
jutisdiction of the,Del
of Public Instruction,'
state, the mandate to
to reach agreemerIA on
of employment. Again,
plicable to state enpl
Chapter 104.3, Division

AC ) was supplemehted in-1977 by the State
ion i Act, (SEERA, effective July 1,.1978),_'
to the "teaching staff of schools under the

artment of Education or the Superintendent
but also to civil servtee employees of the
eet and confer. in good faith and to endeavor'
ages, hors And other tdrms,and conditions
Labor Code Section 923 is construed as'inap-
ees (State Employer-EMployee Relations Act,

.
, Title 1, Sections 3512-3524). Under the

terms of SEERA, the stare bargains only with organizations that have
woryeXclusive bargaining rights for specific units of employees. The
statute cteates.a compulsion on the state and on recognized employee
organizations to attempt to reach agreement. But while the state
appears te)' be'inching toward collective bargaining, SEERA remains a
"meet andconfer" statute (CPER 36:41).

i

Additional Case Law s

fr

A 1977 case concerned the evidentiary standard to be-used in
judicial intervention tot a public sector labot dispute (City and
County of.San Francisco v. Evankovich, 69 C.A. 3d 41; 1977). Thd
trial court had issued a preliminkr injunction against a'Strikepof
city emplOyees. The city had alleged that the strike would cause

((

irreparable harm to the cityj its citizens and to the state. The
complaint was verified by the city ,attorney. The Court of Appeal
affirmed, contending that there were sufficient grounds for the trial
court issuance of a preliminary injunction.

At issue was whether the pewly enacted Code of Civil Procedure,
California's 1975 anti-injuriction act (sometimes called the "Little
LaGuardia Act"), sets limits on the use of injunctive relief in the
public as well as in-the private sector (CPER 33:6). The challenged

. section of title law read 0),
4

6
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Nothing contained in this section shall be const ued to

alter the legal rights of public employeeb or their em-
ployers, nor shall'this section alter the 'rights of parties
to.collectiVe-bargainin4 agreements under the provis ons
of SeCtion"1126 of the Labor Code ,(Stats. 1975, Chapt r

'1156, sec. 527.3 (d)). ,

The Court of Appeal contended that the entife act "is directly con-.
trar?.to the elisting law as td the collective bargaining rights of
public employees" (San Francisco v. Evankovich, 1977:52).' Hence,
they held that the purpose of section (d) was to preserve the'ex-
isting law of public employee relations. Meocourt found,additional-
corroboration forthlx position)in noting that though the legislature
had concluded in commission findings that public and private sector
labor relations were sufficiently similar to warrant similar statutes,
it shad refused to enact such legislation. The court noted, "The
only consistency we-see failure to'enact comprehensive legis-
lation and administrative machinery for either sector and a piece-
meal apprpach,to both..." (San Francisco v."Evankovich, 1977:52-3).
The court took judioi31 notice of the newly enacted 1975 Rodda Act,
which provided only incremental change from previous, legislation,
and which failed to provide t comprehensive approach to public sector
bargaining

I .

Also aeissue*was whether there had been sufficient grounds
for the issuance of an injunction. The unions had urged that the
applicable standard for such a showing was.that set forth in Holland,
which stated that it was contrary to the express public policy of
Michigan to issue injunctions in labor disputes absent a showing of .

violence, irreparable injury or breach of the peace. The court
noted, however, that while Michigan statutes prohibited public sector
str4es, they also provided machinery for compulsory arbitration
and mediation of grievances in advance of collective bargaining of
individual tontracts.. The court went on:

As we have inAicated above:the public policy of this
State with respect to public employees is not as sophis-
stioated. Los Angeles Unified School District v. United
Teachers (citation smitted) is almost directly contrary
to Holland %In Los .Angeles School District, supra, the
preliminary injunction was sustained on the grounds that
the teachers' strike yould result in a loss of state and
federal funds to the district. In view of the Legislature's
failure to enact legiOation similar to that of Michigan
and other states, and its rejection to date of the findings
and recommendations of its 1973 advisory council on'public
employer-employee'relations, we do not feel free-to
establish' by judtcial decision aiiividentiary rule based-
on Holland (San Francisco v. Evankovich, 1977:55).

The court found that while affidavits containing speCific factual al-
legations to supplement the complaint were desirable, "they are not.

6
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required; neither4s a full evidentiary hearing with,testimony from ,

all sides"' (San Francisco v. Evankovieh, 1977:5). Iriterlerence with

essential governmental services could'be inferred from a reading
of the complaint.

A final point raised on appeal, namely that the city had "unclean
hands" since it had failed to meet and confer in gOod faith; was be-
fore the court in another appeal and'citeed not be-reached in this
case. The order granting the preliminaryinjunction,wai affirmed:.
The Courtlof Appeal thus rejected the need for a showing of,irreperabli
harm, of affidavits supporting the complaint or of a full evidentiary
hearing with testimony from both parties..

Another 1977 case held that public employee unions who strike
may be legally liable for any damages incurred*(Paaadena Unified
School District v. Pasadena Federation of Teachers, Local 1b50, 72 Cal.
App. 3d 100, 1977).. The complaint sought damages "for interference
with contractual relations" against the AFT local in Pasadena. The
court found that it was unlawful for public school employees,in,
California to strike. Enforcement of this prohibition did not in-
fringe on constitutionaltights(of speech or advocacy by eithet em-
ployees or union. The union was not privileged to induce a breach
of contract by calling an illegal strike. Since it had done so,
it had incurred liability forthe res'ulting damage. The court again
refused to reca$tulate all the arguments against the right_of public
sector employees to strike.

In Amador Valley Secondary Educators Association v. Newlin (151
Cal. aptr. 724, 1979), the Court of Appeal began the process of dis-*
tinguishing the functions of the PERB and the courts in the resolution
of teacher strikes. The EERA (Rodda Act) specified that PERB had
the power and the duty to-investigate unfair labor practices.__In
Amador, the district had reemployed teachers for the 1576-77 school
year but, during continuing negotiations on the salary schedule; had
frozen all salaries for certified employees at the level of the pre-.

vious year, thus denying teachers both step and class increases. The
Court of Appeal held that the trial court erred when it granted a
writ of mandate compelling the Board to raise teachers' salaries,
since the Board's-action was arguably an unfair labor practice.
Respondents should first have exhausted their administrative remedies
underithe EERA before turning, to the court. However, the appellate
court fouhd that for that part of the case that did not involve un-
fair practices, the trial court's finding that district officers
had acted in an arbitrary and capricious mariner justified. awarding

attorneys' fees to he teachers.

4a4-0.fication of the respeCtive jurisdictions of PERB and the
courts was finally addressed by the California Supreme Court in San
Diego Teachers Association IF. Superior Court (154 Cal. Rptr. 893, 1979).

4
The issue was whether the'restraiiiing order and injunction granted by
the trial court in a teacher strike were invalid,becauie,the district
had failed to exhaust its administrative remedies under the EERA (Rodda

8
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Att). Teachers had sought;-'annulment of contempt orders growing
of their violation of the injunctions. The Court of Appeal denir
review.butthe California Supreme Court granted a writ of'review
and a hearing.

At the time the injunctions were issuedf both the teachers and
the Board had filed unfair labor practice charges ith .ERB, but
that agency had taken no action. 'Contempt proceedings were initiated

t by the judge acting on his own motion; the School Board was not a
party to -the suit.

$ The trial court had based its opinion on the case law precedent
that teachers did not have the right to strike. It also referred
to the inclusion of the provision in the EERA that Section 923 of
the labor code was not applicable A pdblic employees. '.

Teachers held,* however, that the EERA did not itself prohibit
strikes. Further, they argued that that statute's provi ions for public
employment collective bargainingkimplied legality of str kes to make
negotiation effective and meaningful. They noted that a prior court.
opinion, In Re Berry, had reserved opinion on "the questi whether
strikes by public employees can be lawfully enjoined" (Berry, 19680151).
In another case, City'and County of San Francisco v. Cooper (13 Cal.
3d,898, 1975), the court had held that local legislation fixing
compensation of public employees was not invalid" even though enacted
as a result of an-employees' strike. The Court of Appeal in that
case had noted the varying positions of the parties on the right
of public employees to strike and stated, "We have no occasion to
Asolve this controversy in the - present action" (San Francisco v.
Cooper, 1975:912). Hence; the Supreme Court here held:

Similarly it is unn essary here to resolve the question
of the legality of, b is employee strikes if the injunc-

' tive remedies were mproper because of the district's
failure to exhaust its, administrative remedies under the
EERA.. (San Diego Teachers Association, 1979:897).

In dealing with this matter, the court raised, three( questions:

1. Could PERB properly iletermine that the strikev,was an unfair
practice under the EERA? The)6upreme Court found that If 'a strike
was an illegal pressure tactic, it could constitute an unfair prac-
tice. Moreover, even if the strike was legal, a strike before,
exhausticin of administrative remedies could be an unfair practice.

2. Could PERB fUrnish relief eggivalent to that available in a
court action? Equal relief would be essen ial if administrative
remedies were to replace judicial remedi The Supreme Court found
that PERB had power to petition the court or injunctive relief but
only on issuance of a complaint that affair practices were involved.
The EERA "amply implies" that PERB has, such authority.

But responditis argued that the EdA did not explicitly confer
autonomous prosecutorial power upon PERB as did the National Labor

. .
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Relations Act (NLAA) at the federal level. The grant of such pros-
ecutorial power would compromise the neutrality of PERB in subse-
quently hearing the unfair lab4r practice charge. But the Supreme
Court.found that the statute implied board power to delegate prose-
cutprial functions to its general counsel.

7

To provide equal relief, PERB's power wOkild have to be invokable
at the request of any party and the court found that the statute
allowed this. However, it was argued that PERB's application for
judicial relief would not encompass all.the grounds included in .a
judicial order; particular attention was directed to the issue of
irreparable harm.

1
It is argued that PERB's determin ation to seek an injunc-
tion, as well as its application to the court, would
reflect only a narrow concern for the negotiating process
mandated by the EERA and would ignore strike-caused harm
to the public and particularly the infringement on the
children's right to an education (San Diego Teachers Asso-I
ciation, 1979:900).

The Supreme.Court found that this argument assumed a disparity be-
tween the interests oethe public and those of PERB. The interest
of both was to minimize interruptions of educational services.

It does not follow from the disruption attendant on a
teachers' strike that imthediate injunctiye relief and sub-
sequent punishment for contempt arg typi.dally the-most
effective means of minimizing the number of teaching days
lost from work stoppages...the question'of appropriate
sanctions for illegal strike acpivity'is complex. Harsh,
automatic sanctions often do not prevent strikes and a e

(counterproductive (San Diego Teachers Association, 197 :

900).

PERB's responiibility in administering the EERA reqUired 'tip seek
judicial relief "in ways that will further the public interest in
maintaining the continuity and quality of educational services
.(San Diego, 1979:900). Hence, the court.congluded that the remedy
throughPERB was equivalent to that obtainable through the courts.

'3. Does the EERA give PERB exclusive initial jurisdiction
over remedies against strikes that it properly could.find were un-
fair practices? '

First, the Supreme Court found there was an analogy between
. the functioning of the NLRB in the private sector and the PERB in

,California's public sector. The aim of both organizatipns was to
bring expertise and uniformity to the task of stabilizing lAbor re-
lations. Both employed general counsel, had rule making-powers
and authority to investigate unfair practices. Courts that reviewed .

th. actions of both organizations were compelled to uphold them if
supported by substantial evidence. Further; the EERA declared that
alleged unfair practices fell within the jurisdiation of PERB:

10
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The initlial determination as to whether the charges, of

unfair practices are justified, and,, it so,' what remedy
is necessary to effectuate the purposei pf this chapter,
shall be a matter within the exclusive jurisdiction of
the, board .(EERA, .Section 3541.5).

to an amicus curiae brief, a PERB member had argued that the
agency'did not have ititial jurisdiction over EERA violations other
than unfair practices and that, since a strike was prohibited by
the EERA reference to Labor Code 923, it was outside the agency's
authority. But the Spurt foundthat that reference did not prohibit
strikes but "simply excludes the applicability of Labor Code Section
923's protection of concerted activities." And,the Court held that
EERA does not separate unfair practices from other violations of
the statute.

It had also been argued,that
1

to require the district to apply to PERB before suing for
injunctive relief would be p) require an Odle act because, .

if PERB had then refused to apply to a court for relief,
the di strict would have been entitled to do so,--on the

e'theory that exhaustion Of remedies is not required if NK

completion of the administrative proceedings would result 4

in irreparable jury San Diego Teachers Association,
1979:901) .

But.the'couq found that EERA gave PERB discretion to pursue or
withhold readies in its mission of the long-range minimization
'of work sthPPages. PERB could approach its task,with greater
flexibility than could the courts., PERB might determine that in-
junctive relief would hinder rather that help. in resolving the
impasse caused by a work stoppage. s

A court 'enjoining a strike on the basis of (1) a rule that,
public employee vrikes are illegal, and (2) harm res ting
from the withholdicg of teachers' services cannot wit

'expertise tailor itsilremedy to implement the broader ob-
jecttves entrusted,eo PERB (San Diego Teachers Association,

Since PERB had not declined to seek injunctive relief in this case,
the court found it did not have to reach the question of whether
the distritewould have been without a remedy had PERB declined to
proceed to court.

The court limited the hOlding to pdblic school employees who,
had been recognized or certified as exclusive representatives and
(orcluded

I

Zcontempt orders are annulled on the ground that PERB-had
usive.tnitial jurisdiction to determine whether the

strike was-an unfair practice and what, if any, remedies PERB A

should pursue. (San.Diego Teachers Association, 1979:902).

11
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.1
The court was,divided on se. The Supreme Court, sitting

an'banc, .had issued a 4 pip 3 decidion and Justice Richerdson, writing
for Justices Clark, Manual and hiteelf argued vigorously in dissent. .

that:the legislatuie had "not Conferted on PERB or *any.other adminis-

trative agendy, the' authority to deprive a puhlic school employer
of its right to seek and obtain injunctive relief" (San Diego Teachers
Association, 1979:902). The district's complaint had alleged that the

.4
illegal teachers' strike:would cause irrepatable injury.to the educe-
tional program 'qf the district and a significant loss Of state funds.

A . .

Under prior California cattle law it:pis. well established
that a public employ= could obtain

or
injun4ive

.
relief from the courts to prevent* or reduce such irrepa-
rable injury or loss (Citat *on to City and County of an,,
Francisco v. Evankovich.)(San Diego Teachers Association,
1979:902). - 1 .

. `',Y
, -,-

. -

.0.-Ctitieizing the majority's finding that "PERB not'only has exclusive
jurisdiction over strikes by pubic educational employees but even

. tbssesses discretion toyefuse tp'enjoin such strikes. consistent
with 'its mission to foster constructive employment relations,'"4
the dissent also faulted-the majority for

r
re to address the

;question of whether the employe might seek r of In the courts if
PERB refuse(0o.act. Th4 4issenting justices specified three areas
'of disagreement with the majority opinion:

_41{1. Public employee strikes are unlawful. Though the majority
had cited five cases which held that public employees haveno right
to strike in California, it still asserted it was "unnecessary here'

- to resolve the question of the legality of publitemployee strikes,"
But the dissent stated that40 question remained to be decIded.
It cited the City of San Diego ease at length on the common law,
'case law and logcil reasons, against such a right to strike. It

noted that the- Supreme Court halunanimously denied a hearing in
the Pasadepa case which concludle that "no benefit...vould "result

.sfrom.our reanalyses of the same issues which the...cieed opinions
have exhaustively treated, with extensive citation of authority."

_ .

The dissent noted that education ranks among the highest
and most important of public purposes. We ourselves have
said that public education is a fundamental interest (Serrano
v. 'Priest, (1976))..1.which is "essential to the preserve--
tIOn 9f the rights and libetties of the pepple..."'(San
'Diego Teachers Association, 1979:902). 4

"Aicordingly, a strikeWhich might be allowed in the private Sector,
would necessarily be held unlawful in the public sector since it
would be directed against "the rights and liberties of the people."

;

2. Right to strike under the EERA. Conceding that' the legis7
lature could establish a right to strike in the public sector, the
dissent noted that the reference.in EERA fb.Labor Code Section 923
had been judicially interpreted as precluding.rsuch a right to Strike.

12
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Hence, EER14 had affirmed the illega124Of such strikes and *the
position of the majority on this point was "manifestly wrong."

PERB's exclusive jurisdictiOn over unfair practices. The
disseW found that "nothing-in EER4 would support.the view that the

* Legi ture intended to divest courts' of theigtracpitfanal equitAle
jurisdiction. over public strikes or any other unlawful actgiti,es

110- which threaten irreparable injury" (San'Diego Teachers Association*-
1979:906). EERA nowhere defined a strike as an unfair labor practice
and its reference to Section 923 "necessarily would preclude PERB
from exercising jurisdiction over such strikes, or doing any act which
might encourage'or prolong such =lawful conduct" (San Dieg,Teachers
Association, 1979:906),, The dissent noted that by holding that a

court could not tailor its remedy to implement the broader objectives.
of ?ERB, the majority permitted PERB to validate a patrticular strike
by refusing to,enjoin it, thereby sanctioning what the legislature
had repeatedly refused'toesanction. Public employers might therefore
find the cdOrpfuOm door closed to their search for a remedy. The

'majority' opinion had" refused to deal withlhequestion of court 're-
, lief if KERB did not act. Hence, even 'if irreversible harm was
occurring,,the district and the entire public school 'system and its
programs might be "held hostage" to PERB*1 refusing to act.. The
'dissent concluded

I cannot believe th4t tht Legislature under such circum-
stances intended to strlp from courts their traditional
equitabld posiers, thereb aving the public helpless, and
without a remedy to'protect itself (San Diego Teachers
Association, 1979:907). . II

After San Diego Teachers Association

41 is the majority opinion which becomes the celevan case law.
The highest' court,in Calif is has given PERB exclust9t itial
jurisdictiOn to determine' ether school employee strikes constitute
an unfair praCtice. That much is clear. However, the legal community
hasmfoond other parts of t ecisldn ambiguous, obscure and overly
tells (Bowen, 1979:2). U yrS-the regulationstiand actions of PERB
will begin to fill in the stices in the decisi6R and to evolve
thE new-procedures for prOiessihg teacher strike cases. Given the
strong lahguage of the San 04.ego case, lower courts are likely to
defer to PERB in ilitt interprItatioh of its role.

s ' V
Terry Filliman, associate general counsel for PERB, reflects on

PM's actions'during the first two months after the San Diego de-
. cision,(Filliman, 1979). He dotes that PERB has declared a strong

intent to rule that strikes initiated before completion of EERA-
prescribed impasse procedures constitute an unfair 'practice. To the
extent that this will move parties to exhaust impasse procedures,
it will in itself constitute a change. Currier surveyed 16'School
strikes which 9ccurred in the eight and gone half monthSimmediately
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after the effective date of the EERA (July 1, 1976). He reports
that in none,of those strikes did the employees fully utilize avail-
able impasse procedures (Currier, 1977:16).

, ep .

. .

.#
Practical problems atise with PERB's new duties. Can it.be a

neutral agency, facilitatilg/meA4ation and informal conferences,
at the same time that it is /a prosecutorial agency, representing

11
411the public interest in the maintenance of educati nal services and

its own interest in ending public employee stri i? Filliman sup*
gests that a separation of function within the agency may be neces-
sary so that-hearing officers do not perform prosecutorial functions
( Fiillman, 1979:9).

, *

Another problem arises with the interposition of an additional
procedure. Where time may be grucial in the processing of woik
stoppages, the intermediate step of reaching the courts through m
and only per PERB's consideration of the case on its merits may
ab delay. Or PERB's processing may be handled in summary fashion,
leading to an insufficient consideration of the issues and incomplete
preparation by the parties. In one recent case, attorneys for, one
of the parties had only one hour's notice of a court hearing initiated
by PERB. . S

illriman also-raises questions about the scope of PERB's juris
dictiOn. He suggests that court pracessing prior to San Diego ,
focuied on the unlawful nature of work stoppages but the injunction's
encompassed a broad range of activities including violence, trespass
and, occasionally, damages against offending parties. Drawing on
the ARA analogy urged by the courts, he asks whether PERB should*
restrict its action only to the unfair practice charges or whether
they should also encompaas the criminal and civil actions formerly
handled by the courts. Filliman suggests that the latter will prob-
ably be the case; he contends that the courts probably "did not in-
tend to allow a void wherein certain strike-related conduct could
be enjoined under the EFTA and other conduct left unstoppable by
apy means" (Filliman, 1979:10).

0 .
.

Another question relates to the grounds for granting an injunc-
tion. A court, in an,equity action, normally requires that the
plaintiff show a case that is likely to prevail on its merits, that

. other equitable or legal remedies are insufficient or lacking, that
irreparable injury will occur if relief is withheld and that the .

public interest lies with the plaintiff. Filliman discusses -the

implication of two post-San Diego cases in which PERB sought ad
injunction from the courts.

The experience in Val Verde and Las Virgenes with two supe-
ior courts left an implication that the judges viewed PERB's
authoiity to be granted an injunction as a statutory one
rather than an equitable one. In the alternative, one
might conclude that the judges found that a strike which
PERB considered as a prima facie unfair practfcsFonstituted
pei se "irreparable harm" to the publictInterest (Filliman,
*979:10)

14.
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This would stigiest that judges may
junctive relief which PERB request
to equity standards, including the
harm. 1111,

AM 4
her,rOutinely,grant the tn- f

without requiring adherence
standard of showing irreparable

4 ( ,

While the San Dies Teachers AssOciation deCision has clarified
public School impasse. cessintpin some areas, i has coasideably

ilt

. heightened confution'id:others. The narrow natur or the Supreme
gfourt decision (rto-3),igicates that further cl ification and
imendationis likely iplbe lid- fought and narrow in scope. PERB
is still evolving its adainitiOrto its new task and clarity is
likely to be slowly incremental as case experience builds; Whether
the present ambiguity 4b,d,u tainty will encourage parties to

. evade both PERB and the 464F nd to seek their own solutions to
the resolution of their impassii, time alone will tell. -In a strike
in Oroville in June, 1979; Z,unfair labor'practice charge was
filed with PERB;.however;':PERB officials brought the parties to-
gether for additional negOtiation and vreement was reached late in
the week. Both teachers and, Board gave high praise to, PERE for its/
role (AUER 42:62-3). Rowev& in theeLas Virgenes district where
teachersresumed their strike after the expiration of the temporary
restraining order secured by PERB, both sides indicated displeasure
with the way PERB had functioned in processing the impasse (CPER 41:,
39-40; CPER k2:58-9). .The,a(3-tions taken 4Y PERB in the coming year
will be closely scrutinized,by'districts.

.

The Deterrent Value of the Seatutory'and Case Law

Bonnie G.
sector strikes
mid-July, 1972

Cebule conaucted an-analysis of 22 illegal public
occurring in, California between January, 1969 and

. In 19 of these strike, a generil or a limited
temporary restraining order (TRO) was sought. In only one instance,
was,a TRO not granted by lhg court. '. Cebulski interviewed parties

and studied documents relatiig to the strikes. She concluded that
a TRO "clearly" resulted lin the end of one strike and possibly
did so in two others. Nine preliminary injunction hearings were
held; two were not granted by the court. Again, the injunction
"clearly" resulted in the,ent of one strike and possibly did go '

in two others. Employers sought enforcement of three general
injunctions butlin all instances, the courts found the strikers
not in coqtempt or dismis4ed the citations. Judges'played the
mediator role in'ave strik s, using legal sanctions as leverage;

k

Cebulski judges that four o -these attempts were successful.

Of significance is 'the comparison of the length of strikes
with and without-legal sanction. Strikes in which a general .TRO
was obtained Lasted-an average of 23.5 days; those without last'ed
only half as long for'ani average of 11.4 days. Cebulski remarks:

Legal sanctions may have'no effect on strikes, or as sug-
gested by some practitioners, may,even prolong them by

15-,
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4 strengthening the employees' resolve or by chilling negotia-
tions. There is.lo evidence'thit'strikee.without orders
were-shorter siMpIybecause the employer assumed the strike

- would be short and tfierefdrs did not bother,to seek an ordet.,`
In 41 instances when no-order was sought, the reason given
by the practitioner was the ineffectivenes of court orders
in settling labor disputes. The data obtained do notex-
plain why strike!, with legal sanctionsshould'last so much
longer,-but the statistics suggest one definite conclusion
legalanctiont do not prevent, end, or even shorten.strikes
Among public -employees (Cebullki, 1973:8).

pniy two of the 22 strikes studied by Cebulski involved public
schools. In both, a' TRO was sought and obtained. One district
settled before the show cause' hearing of a pieliminary injunction.
In the other, a preliminary injunction was obtained. Teachers did
not comply,and contempt citations were sought but later dismissed.
Cebulski conclude's that while injunctive relief may have helped
resolve the first strike, it did not do so in the second (Cebulski,
1973:6-7).

Cebulski conducted two% folldw-up studies. In one covering
1975-76, 64 public sector strikes took place Idith 19 of them occur-
ring in the public schools. Court orders were'sought in 18 but
Cebulski foUnd that only in two instances were these instrumental
in ending the strike (Cebulski, 1977). Finally, in 1979, the
author (now Married and idehtified asBonnie Cebulski Bogue) and

de Clara Stern surveyed the 1977778 strikes (Bogue and Stern, 1979).
They counted 87 public sector worksstoppages, .35 of which took
place in publio Achools. They note that school strikes included
more employees than other public sector strikes and also they lasted
longer. No information was given ome the use of legar sanctions-.

The dumber of public sector sti4kes in California over a nine-
year period is as follows:

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

21 15 19 17 1,43 .44 20 60 27

(Bogue and Stern, 1979:20).

Given the annual average of 29.5 strikes over the nine-year period,
/

it is interesting to.note-that that average was exceeded in three
of the last five years. One does not know whether perhaps more
strikes would have occurred if legal sanctions were not avail-A-hie-
to public sector employers. But it is difficult to conclude that
California's legal sanctions are effectively deterring public
sector strikes;

r.
THE SEPTEMBER, 1978 DALY CITY STRIKE3 (

On Tuesday, September 5, 1978, the teachers in the Je fferson
Union High School District in Daly City, California voted to strike'.
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It was the first public school strike inale state since Proposi-
tion 13 had been passed on June 6 three moths earlier (San Fran co
Examiner, September 7, 1978). The district had'had a previous thr
day walkout in 1968.

/

The.coptract'at issue was for the 1978-79 school'year. In addi-
tion; teacherlwere-Seeling a retroactive wage increase for the
1977-78 school year, But there was a dispute as to whethet-any wage
increase could be Oven. Proposition 13, the property tax relief
initiative, had resulted in substantial cuts in revenues for local
governmelamand school districts: In late June, the state ,had subse-,
quently allOcated "bail-out" funds from state surplus monies to
alleviate the budget pinch for the 1978-79 school year but the leg-.
islature had passed.Government Code 16280, mandating that no local
agency receiving such funds could use them for wage increases. (This

legislation was subsequently declared unconstitutional but it was,
still in effect at the time of the Daly City strike.)

The district had received $6 million in bail-out money. The

loosition of district officials was that if raises-were given, they
would lose this bail-out money. But teachers contended that during
fact-finding procedures they had found $1 1/2 million in a bond
fund.holding account. District voters had approved the issuance
of $10 million for construction bonds in 1968; that money had all
been spent. But teachers accounted for a total of $11 1/2 mill;on
in the .fund; the .residue had been placed in a holding accvant. .A

fact-finding panel commissioned by negotiators had issued,an August 25,'
1978 repott recommending that the district put this $1'1/2 million
into the general fund and that $436,664 of it be'used to grant
teachers a 5.4% retroactive wage increase. Hence, there was a
clear recommendation supporting the regtes of the teachers.

Further, teachers asserted they d received no wage increase
at all in the 1977-78 school-year: A member of the American FedWta-.

tion ofeTeachers bargaining team said

There was no raise last year, no legal way to get a raise
this year and the impact of Proposition 13 will hit next
.year. It was a simple issue of economics to go on strike
(Pacifica Tribune, September 6, 1978).

Finally, teachers argued that Proposition 13 should not be
considered as a factor in th# retroactive raises because the re-
quested increase was for a period which ended before Proposition 13
was passed on June 6 and the funds were also on hand before that
date. The legal counsel of the American Federation of.Teachers
had advised that there was no legal barrier to the use of the
money in the bond-fund.

District Superintendent Floyd Gonella made requests from govern-
ment lawyers and the County Office of Education about the propriety
of the retroactive raises; 'they advised him that such raises would
violate the proyisions of Government Code 16280. In addition,
Jacque T. Ross of title State Department of Education had written, in
aAswet to a query
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...I must advise the San Mateo County Superintendent and
the Superintendent of Public Instruction that your proposed
action does violate the provisions of G.C. 16280, andqf
the district adopts this proposal, it.runs the risk of
losing the State support to the (sic) block grant for
1978-9 (Ross, September 6, 1978).

4

The strike had begun on September 5, an prientation day,for
teachers. For September 6, the first full in *ructional day, the
district had hired 130 substitute teachers and classes were held'
on a 'limited schedule. Nq buses rolled for bus drivers were
supporting the teachers. In addition, members of AFSCME voted to
request strike sanction from the San Mateo Central Labor Council
in support of'the teachers.

On September 6, Superintendent Gonella announced that $436,664
from the bond fund money be supplemented with $200,000 already in
the budget for negotiation and the $636,664 be used for salary talks
"pending removal of legal restrictions." The district offered a
4% rains retroactive to February 1., The teachers found this offer

i"insulting" since they contended the district had the $11/2 millianowith
which to -negotiate. Still, they found the offer "significant" because
it was the Board's first firm money offer.

Superintendebt Gonella indicated to the press that the district
was "caught" in Proposition 13. "We're coping and we hope we can
get money for the teachers. .the' deserve it." He also indicated
that "nobody wins a school strike. It's very detrimental to the
entire systed - students, teachers, district." (San Francisco _Examiner,
September 7, 1978). Gonella asserted that he was considering court
action as a last level of, appeal to get the money for teachers and
the faculty back in school "Vefore"the strike gets nasty."

Side issues served to keep tension between the parties high.
f One teacher picket reported-that he had been struck by a'school van

and carried some distance into the school lot; however, he indicated
that he was.not injured. Studs is conducted'walkouts at two of the
district's six high schools. Aweek la4er, students.condusted a
sit-in, taking no'aides but simply appealing for an eng to the
impasse. The sit-in ended when the principaltold them they were
subject to arrest for trespassing.

On Monday, September 11, Deputy District Attorney George Camerlengo
filed a COmplaint for the School Board, requesting a temporary-re-

.
straining order against picketing. The district did not request

' an order against the strike itself. The Complaint alleged inter-
/ with egress and ingress to and from district facilities,_

the thyeat of violence andcoercioe, and irreparable harm:
4'

...the unlawful acts of defendants and each of them has
caused and continues to cause substantial and irreparable
harm to the plaintiffs. By turning away substitute employees,
students, and suppliers, defendants have caused substantial
and irreparable harm to the educational prodess for the

18
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students of the District, including, but not limitedto,
disrupting classes, causing excessive student absenteeism
and preventing completion of school work eecessary for
.graduatiOnV As a direct and proximate result of the inter-
ference by Aefendanti: strike activities, the District has
been unable to prOvide adeque educational services to
the stud*nrj ofsthe District7Vn addition, defendants!
strike activities have caused the Districtto incur actual

`damages Hof $5,000 per day since the strike began (Complaint
. ,for Temporary, Restraining Order, Preliminary injungition,

fermanent Injunction, and Damages, Jefferson Union High
School District v. American Werationof Teachers, Local
1481, tuperinr Court, San Mateo County, September 11, 1978:3.

- Case hereinaiterreferreci io,as Jefferson Union).

Attorney Camerlengo also filed, for'the Boal, a Plaintiff's
Memorandum of Points and Authorities and Declarations in Support
of Temporary Restraining Order 'and, Preliminary Injunctioft (Jefferson

Union, September 11, 1978). In this document, it was argued that
teachers were engaged in an "unlawfUl strike"; in earlier cases of
this kind, appellate courts had upheld the propriety of injunctive
'relief and, indeed, had found that failure to grant such relief was-
an abuse of discretion. The Memorandum cited a recent case in
which striking county employees tied appealed the grant of a prelimi-
nary Injunction, contending that an evidentiary hearing should have
been held before injunctive, relief was granted. The Court of Appeal

found a section of the Code of Civil Procedure dispositiv :

An td unction may be granted at any time before judgment
upo a verified complaint, or ipon affidavits if the *m--.
plaint in the one case, or the affidavits in the other,
show satisfactofily that sufficient grounds exist therefor
.(Cited in San Francisco v. Evankovich, 1977:53).

The properly verified documentation of an actual
The

wag thus
sufficient basis for granting thwinjunction. The declaration of .

Supeiintendent Gonella,.sUbmitted-with the Complaint, showed that
the educational program had been disrupted, the use of substitute
teachers'had impaired the learning program and that as many as 56%
Of the total student populatioh had been absent; thus "receiving
no education at all." Further, the 'strike interferediwith sup-

' port services for the district and there had been both threatened '

and actual violence as evidenced by declarations of three school
personnel. Hence, while arguing that there was no need to adduce
harm in order to obtain injunctive relief, the distriit went ahead
to argue that harm was occur ing.

t

In conclusion, the Memorandum of plaintiffs cited City of San
,Diego y. AFSCME (1970) to the effeek.ehat the employer-employee re-
lationship in the public sector was the product of law rather than

. of contract- This was especially true in the present instance where
school officils weie legally preventedfrop offering the raise re-
quested by teachers. -

.
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The District it on the Horns of a dilemma here--on the one
hand iefaces loss of its state funding if it grants any
raises, and on the other hand, the teachers will 'continue
to strike without a pay increase. This points out theneed
for an order restraining the Strike until other cps ", ih-

cluding a,poesibre challengi'to the prohibition against
salary increases, can be made...In the meantime, tjnis'div
trice is helpless and the education of 6,870 suffirs.

. Plaintiff's Memorandum, Jefferson Union, 1978:6,

Accompanying The Memorandum are three'Declara4gds by school
personnel, alleging:the difficulties which striking end picketing
teachers are causing. Two Declarations,describe the incident in
which a teacher picket came into contact with a van as it,was
entering a school lot; they contend that the teacher positioned
himself in front of the van and refused to movas the van "inched
slowly'forward." The Declaraton, the district 'supervisor of
buildings and grounds also steered the following:

1
...,

Since the strike has.begun,. I have been unable to complete
the necessary deliveries of goods to various district
schools and facilities. I.have also been unable to deliver
the mail-to various locations Orthout interference by the
picketers. .Windows at the schools have beip-broken. De-

livery trocks have been turned away and the police were
ilkailed in ln,order to neret several fema employees to.,

ss through .the picket, lines on Friday, eptemker 8, 1978.

In addition, numerous picketers have taken photOgraphs of
myself,aod other district personnel while at work (Declara-
tion of John Angle,,Jefferson union; September 11, 19i 78:2-3)

, . .
.

These documents are making the cape for the injunction againse.i.pick-
eting which the Board requested from the court.

. f A

The hearing on the temporary restraining order was held one

Tuesday, September, with' goeh parties represented in*couri. Judge

,William Lanam of the Superior Court, San MAteo County, Issued a
TenOorarytRestrainingOrder banning teaches from blocking or obi
structing entrances or exits or interfering with, moyemedts of vehicles
or persons, from intimidating or threatening any persons attempting .

to enter the property, and. froth having more than fou'r. pickets at

any one'entrance.or exit of schOol.property. did'not enjoin the

strike as the Board had requested. Parties were ordered to appear

ttfare'the court again at 9:41 a.m. on September. 14 for a show
cause hearing..

Press reports about the heAripg indicated that the judge felt Nor

thi district had failed to show an "overwhelming amount of vialence
necessary to ban picketing. Further, he was reluctant.to grant

additional relief without a full hearing of the case (Pacifica ,..

Tribune, September 13, 1978; San FranciscosChronicle, September 12, 1978).
. ,
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A temporary restraining order is issued for a limited" duration,

4. : often no more than five days. However, at the scheduled show cause
hearing, the petition for a preliminary injunction would be consid-

. ered. If granted, it would be of longer duration and might enjoin
both picketing and the strike. Thus, a more persuasive marshalling
of authorities of law, facts of he case and supporting arguments
was needed,. Hence, lawyers for both Board and teachprs filed addi-
tional documents '1th the court. . ,

r

The following day, the attorney for defendants; Robert J.
Bezemek, filed a Memorandum of Points on,Behalf of Defendants
(Jefferson Union, September 12, 1978); it summarized arguments in
support of the strike and against court action,/ Defendants' case ,

incorporated the folldWing%arguments:

1. This matter was pre-empted by the Public Employment Rela-
tionioard (PERB); the,local court 'therefolle did not have Jurisdiction
in the case. The EERA which took effect in 1476, had given employees
the right to form, josh and participate in employee orginizations.
It hadalso created pERB'and given it power,to investigate unfair

. practice charges and to apply for injunctive relief in order to en-
force its orders, decisions or rulings. ,There was no evidence that
the school isfrint had filed any request for injunctive relief
with PtRB.

An analogy was made comparing state action in such strikes and
the jurisdiction of 'the National Labor.Relations Act. Where the
NLRB had Striadiction, stateicourts we're prevented from acting.
Defendants cited Russel v. Electric ii Workers Local 569 (1966) in
which the Supreme Caurt had found eat :In a jurisdictional dispute
between the National Labor Relations-Board and the state courts;
the party seeking injunctive relief was required to demonstrate that
the case wfs-one which the Board had declined to hear. While the
Ry sell case did not actually require that application be made, the
party bringing he suit had the burden of showing that the adminis-
trative agency would not decide the case. Similarly, the school
board, in this case should have taken their request to'FERZ. PERB
had akmechaniem for receiving injunction requests. Defendants were

. confident "%hat the Petitioners, will be enable to "come up with a-
'single case or regulation showing that the PERB would decline to
hear an injunction request" (Defendants' Memorandum, Jefferson Union,
1978:4):

Finally, defendants stressed that state courts had routinely
. deferred to the administrative process before hearing disputes.

And PERB hid indicated reliance on the analogy of state court-NLRB
relations in interpreting state law; in a previous hearing, PERI.
had concluded:

While we are not bound by NLRB decisions, we will take
cognizance of them, where appropriate. "Where provisions
of California and federal labor' legislation are parallel,

Po
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and California courts have sanctioned the use of federal
statutes and decision,arising thereUnder, to aid in inter-
preting the identical or analogous California legislation
(Los Angeles Unified School District, PERB Decision No. 5
Node-ober 27, 1976.)

Thus, the court thus did not have jurisdiction.

s. .2. A strike by public school employees in California may not
be enjoined. Peaceful,picketing and ;'other non-coercive truthful
efforts to communicate the facts of the labor dispute-to the public"
had been given First Amendment,protiction under case 1 ,w./

3. The present strike .was an unfair labor practicelsirike
which should not be enjoined. Teachers were, bargaining not only this
year's contract (iof which 'the district contended it could not grant
a wage increase) but also over the contract ofthe 19.77-78 school
year when no wage increase hid been granted. The actions of the,
district constituted a refusal to bargain in good faith, an unfair
labor practice over which the.court did not have jurisdiction.

4. The injunction sought by plaintiffs was Overbroad and based
on insufficient facts. Not only was the injunction violative of
First Amendment rights but it also .failed to cite any specific
activity "allegedly violative of public policy". A "clear and
detailed showing of specific facts specifying broad injunctive relief"
had not been made.

A case then pending before the state SupremStourt would deter-
mine the range of PERB's jurisdictionin such strikes. Hence, it
was premature for this court, to act. And'the court had no jurisdic-
tion to enloin lawful picketing protected by the First Amendment
'(Defendants Memorandum, Jefferson_Union, 1978).

.1*

Nt 1

A Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Request for Preliminary
Injunction (Jefferson Union, September 13, 1978) responded argu-
ments of teachers; indicating that the question of the First end-

ment protection of public employee strikes and the defialtioA of.
the strike as an Unfair labor practice had adequately been answered
in the opening Memorandum. The present document addressed itself
to defendants' argument that the "matter is preempted by the Public
.Employment Relations Board."

The memo of plaintiffs detailed the standard of review for in-
junctivejelief. The two essentials were determination of inadequacy
of,legal remedy and a showing of irreparable harm. The-court must
examine all material before it to determine "whether a greater in-
jury will result to the defendant, and to third parties, from granting
the injunction than to the plaintiff in refusing it" (Plaintiff's
Supplemental Memorandum, Jefferson Union, 1978:2). One factor in
such determination would be the probability of plaintiff's ultimately
succeeding in the case. Courts thus, be0.anced the equities to assess

,
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whether defendants should be restrained from exercising the rights
t)ey were asserting, pending a trial on the merits.

Spice the e was clear provision for the securing of injunctive
relief through the courts,, plaintiffs argued that SERB did not haves
exclusive jurisdiction to seek injunctive relief. The delay in seeking
such relief through PERB would in itself cause irreparable harm to the-
distict. The Russell case cited by defendants involved a strike
by.private sector employees and was thus inapplicable to the instant
case. Further, the analogy to NLRB was inappropriate, for federal
statutes gave that Board exclusive authority to grant injunctive
relief iii--tertain labor disputes. PERB did not have such exclusive'
jurisdiction; and nothing in the Educational Employmen't Relations
Act (the Rodda Act) took injunctive authority away from a superior
court. "The law simply does not and should not require such a
circuitous method of seeking judicial redreis" (Plaintiffs Supple-
mental Memorandum, Jefferson Union, 1978:5).

The memo concluded:

The union's strained interpietation of the Rodda Act and
the Russell case fails to address the real issues at this
stage of the proceeding, i.e., has there been a showing -

of irreparable harmand is the legal remedy inadequate.
We have presented declarations, to the court, without any
opposition from the union, showing that such irreparable
harm is currently taking place and will continue withott
judicial intervention by way of an injunction. Damages
are clearly inadequate since no amount of money can make
up for the on-going harm to the district's educational
program. Further deqlarations nd/or testimony, within
the cotrt's discretion, will be presented at the hearing
on the preliminary injunction (Plaintiff's Supplemental
Memorandum, Jefferson Union, 1978:5):

Also included in the court files was a new declaration by
Superintendent Gonella asserting that'the strike has "disrupted
district operations and made it difficult to accomplish the day-to-
day running of the district schools"(Declaration of Dr. Floyd
Gonella, Jefferson Union, September 13, 1978:2). The "following
added damage" was also'occurring:

1. Hundreds of instructional hours "may be forever lost".

2." Block or full-year instructional programs may 'not be com-
pleted.

3. The use of substitutes has necessitated the shortening of
the school day and the significant altering of the instructional
program.

4. The strike has required extensive administrative planning.

iM11MI111101///
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5. The district has had to develop e;tensive health and safety
plahs for students, particularly because bus transportation is not
available. .The Superintendent had been told "by many parents that
they refuse to allow their minor children to attend school during
the strike,period."

6. School, calondars,.involvini testing and special activities,
had disrupted.

7. Final examinations, student projects and assignments could
not be supervis d or graded; final grades could not be assigned.

8. Students were mibsing'"the most critical pa t of the year's
instructions, namely, summary, review and preparation; or examination"

9. Teacher absenteeism might cause student truancy; summer
school enrollment and summer employment were in jegriii57.

10. Federal funds for the free lunch program were in jeopildy.

11. -Co-curricular programs had been stopped (Declaration of
Gonega, Jefferson Union, 1978:2-4).

These consequesces came as a direct result of the teacher strike.

George Camerlengo, attorney for plaintiffs, filed a declaration
indicating that he had spoken with Mr. William P. Smith, general'.
counsel for the PERB (Declaration of George Camerlengo, Jefferson
Union, September 13, 1978). Smith indicated that the Board had not
taken an official position on whether a teacher strike was an =fair
labor practice per se. T)tat question was before the hoard in another
Case (Fremont U.S.D. SF-CO 19 and 20) and it would be some time be-
fore the decision was made. Smith described to Camerlengo the process
involved in seeking injunctive relief through PERB, indicating that
the process took approximately one week. Smith also indicated that
PERB had never enjoined a strike in the past.

On September 15,'after a full hearing of the case on the previous
day, Judge Lanam issued a preliminary injunction, this time enjoining
both the strike and picketing in advocacy of a strikes but exempting
informational picketing. However, teachers vowed to continue the
strike; Local AFT President Marcy Ballard asserted that the injunc-
tion violated teachers' coristitutional rights (San Diego Union,
September 15, 1978).

The strike continued for another two weeks. On Wednesday,
September 27-teachers met at 8:00 a.m. and after 90 minutes of ex-
planation, gave g "roaring vote of apprqval" to the new negotiated,
one-year contract. The pact gave them a 7.5% salary increase ret-
roactive to February, 1978 and extending to the current year; it also
included improvements in life insurance, early retirement and sab-
batical leave. And it included a no reprisal clause for strikers.
Finally, in case there were state attempts to deny funds to the

-7
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sctool-because of the contract, both district and union would jointly
institutk,00urt'action to challenge the denial,of funds.

Discussion

Siveral observations can be made about the way in T;thich the
irreparable harm issue was handled in the Daly City strike.

1. The Board argued that it need not show irreparable harm
to secure injunctive relief. Having made that point, itthen pro-
ceeded to show that irreparable harm was occurring. The Complaint
which initiated legal action alleged that irreparable harm to free-

'Mom of movement was taking place because of teacher picketing.
Plaintiff's Memorandum accompanying. the aomPlaint"contended that
teachers were engaged in eh "unlawful" strike and cited a recent
case to argue that an evidentiary hearing need not take place before
injunctive relief was granted. The memo cited the Code of Civil Procedure
to the effect that only a verified complaint and/or affidavits were
necessary to show that sufficient grounds existed for injunctive
relief. The'didtrict had provided such a showing in its Complaint
and in the three affidavits or "dAlarations" which accompanied that
Complaint., The case for injunctive relief had thus beeli properly
and sufficiently made.

However, the 'Board then went on to argue the existence of ir-
reparable harm in the latter part of plaintiff's Memorandum, in the
hearing on the temporary restraining order,-and in the memo in sup-
port of the Board's request fot a preliminary'injunction. They in-
dicated that they were prepared to offer additional testimony and
declarations regarding harm at the hearing on the preliminary, in-
junction. Further, a new declaration by, Superintendent Gonella
dealt extensively and exclusively with damage occurring as a result
of the strike.

' Why do boards make a case which they insist does net need to
be made? One reason may be that it is a requisite step in the ipurt

.proc dure. A Californiarnia attorney indicated that it is necessargkto
adduc t irreparable harm in order to invoke the equity jurisdiction
of the court.

Another reason may well be that board attorneys are outlining
the case they intend to make in court. Cebulski notes that "facts
not in the affidavits may not be proved,in the proceeding" (Cebulski,
1971:15). Hence, board attorneys will want to anticipate the cast
they-plan to make or may b called upon to respond to in court.
By case law and ancient tr ditions of equity, injunctions may issue
upon a showing that irreparable harm is occurring and will continue
to occur absent such relief. A board attorney is thus wise to out-
line a persuasive showing of harm as a base on which to build court
testimony and supplemental documentation.

In addition, a lawyer does not know what factors in the case
will ultimately weigh.in the decision of the judge. In strike site
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studies conducted in the project, it appears that the decisive factor
may,vary from standards of equity (such as the irreparable harm
standard), statutory factors (suc1 as the illegality of the strike),
failure to eichaust administrative option& (mediation, fact-finding ,
or discipline of teachers), personal facilrs (such as a`tilt toward
teachers; perhaps because t wi e of the judge may be a teacher or

a tilt toward boards because the u g have been ingilved in
schoOl adminiatratpn), political factors (such as exprbsiOns of
concern of pressure from thirdliparties), or some aspect ofthe fact
situation which symbolizes for the judge that the strike must be
brought to a halt. As an illustration of the latter, a judge in
one of our strike site studies was persuaded that the strike must
.end when he heard testimonythat a student was carrying ,a sign
reading "Fire my teacher." That incident symbolized for the judge
the hirm occurring because of the strike (Graber, 1980a).

.

Because attorneys do not-know which of theie (or other) factors-
will ultimately sway the judge, it becomes prudent practice to in-
clude a Multitude .of arguments in the legal documents and in court
testimony. This offers a fail-safe ap roach; if one argument-does 'not
move the judge, another may. Certainl , in this arsenal -of- weapons

approach, it is important to,iaelude cumentation of har4. Even

if this approach does not ultimately persuade theljudge, it would
certainly be Unwise .6 omit it.

2. Teachers didnot confront the issue of-i0teparablv harm
at all. In a small number of strikes in our research, the issue of
whether harm was occurring at all and, if so, whether the harm was
irreparable was vigototisly argued in the court (Graber, 1980a).
However, in Daly.City: the teachers did not respond to the issues
outlined in plaintiff's legal documents. Instead, they focused

briefly .on the of the strike prohibition (and e

argued that strikes not prohibited). However, their memora
dealt almost entirely'with the argument that the case ought to be
Afore PERB and that the court did not have jurisdiction' in the strike.

This issue was of some relevance-because it was before the
California Supreme Court in the San Diego Teachers Association case.
The San Diego strike had taken place on June 6-9, 1977. The

Superiortourt of San Diego County had issued contempt orders against
teachers: The Court of Appeal had deniedkapplication for a writ of
review in April,- 1978. .The Supreme Court, however, had granted-a
hearing and,- on April 10, 1979, issued the decision giving PERB exclusive
initial jurisdiction to determine whether a strike was an unfalsr la or

practice and to determine what remedies, if any, PERB should pursue
(including the option of applying to a court for an injunction).
Ance the state supreme court had decided to hear the case after
unfavorakl_e action against teachers in the lower courts, the tealhers'

attorney in Daly City mAy have felt that the chances forsuccess of
the argument that only PERB had juri§ction were good. Whatever

4
,the reason, the attorney for'teacherWehose to launch the case chiefly

on this one argumedt. And although teachers did not prevail in court

in the.Jefferson Union High School Districtcase,.(Judge Lanam,issued
preliminary injunctions both against picketing and against
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the strike itself), the argument did prevail in the San Diego case.
Thus, while teachers may have lost the battle, they appear to have
mon the war. .

3. The conversion. of the injunctive process, at least in its
initial sta es from a judicial to an administrative procedure, is
likely to aVirect the ,use of the irreparable harm standard. Terry
Filliman, associate general counsel for California's PERB has sug-
gested that judges may treat cases brought by PERB as constituting
per de evidence of harm and that they may use proper adherence to
administrative procVures rather thah standardS of equity in deciding

(such cases ( Filliman 1979:10). Filliman based this assessment on
the first two cases handled by PERB after the San Diego Teachers
Association decision was handed down. This is a very small base
on which to generalize but there aralladditional reasons which add

1 credence to the generalization. Where there is a clear legal man-
date for administrative procedures, courts are reluctant to inter-
vene unless 'there has been some violation of due process or a lack
of adherence to specified procedures. This practice arises partly
because of a concern for the separation of powers and functions
between the three branches of government.' In the San Diego case,
the Supreme Court hag clearly specified that only PERB may determine
whether a strike constitutes an unfair later practice. If a strike
is found to constitute such a practice and PERB's mediating and
negotiating functions have been unable to resolve the impasse, a
court is not likely to deny the contribution it can make to such
resolution, particularly when its help is sought by another govern-
mental agency and when there are, in addion, grounds in equity
and law for the requested' injunction. It will be Interesting to .'

observe the grounds the courts give after San Diego for the fhjunc-
..--""

tive relief which they grant.

4. The teachers in Daly City hailed their strike as the most
successful 4n California hiptory. Evidently the achievement of
success breeds the desire for more. On September 4, 1979, teachers

&gain voted to strike for the second September in a row. The argu-
'tent about whether such strikes should be enjoined and on whakgrounlis
goes on. -. ,
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'FOOTNOTES

This report has been prepared, by Edith E. Graber.

2. The Meyers-Milias-Brow; Act of 1068, governing employtes of
local governidints provided for mdre rigorous "good faith nego-
tiation," for voluntary mediation and for non - binding "memorandum"

agreements. But reliance on Labor Code section 923 was again p .
expressly excluded for public employees by a .provision'-of the
act (Cal. Gov't. Code, section 3500-3511, West 1976)%

. . .
. ./

3. Sources, in addition'to those cited, include September 1978
issues of the Record, San Mateo Times, San Francisco Examiner,
Coastal Chronicle, San Diego Union, The Post, Redwood City
Tribune, and Pacifica Tribune.

ea
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sulk= oi 1978 -.1979 TEA= STRIKES

When teachers.strike, how oftenido boards seek the assistance of
'Courts? What factots do boards weigh in determining whether. to file
a complaidt and o seek an injunction? What types of self-help
administrative options do they pursue. in: Seeking to resolve the
impasse? When petitions for injunctive relief are filed. with the
court, how often do judges grant an injuiction? 'Once the impasse
isversr and teachers are back. in school, Mutt recommendations would
superintendents make about icing courts in the event of another
strike?

There is very little in the teacher strike literature which even
suggests answers to these questions. Of the few statistical studies
available, most cover a limited area, e.g., the studies on teacher
strikes in California by Cabulski (1973; 1977) and by Bogs and
Stern (1979). Studies on the injunctive process itself are instructive

,but few give statistical measurements of variables ,in the injunctive-
process. Rance, we set out to ascertain the answers to our questions.

METHODOLOGY

. This report summarizes the result's of a survey of all elementary
and secondary strikes .1.4 the nation in a twelve-moith period from
July 1, 1978 to June 30, 1979. Strikes were located by consulting
the following sources:

a.) a newspaper clipping service from the Bureau of National
Affairs;

. . b.) the annual List of fall strikes compiled by the Bureau
of National Affairs and published in the Government Employee
Relations Report;
c.) the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which graciously
supplied a copy of 4). questionnaires on teacher strikes
which were returned e; them during the twelve - month, period
in question;'

d.) the strike lists which some state departments of
education publish giving strikes in taeir jurisdiction,
e.g., Michigan and Pennsylvania. These were used to confirm
and correct information from other sources.

A teacher strike was defined as a work stoppage at the elementary
or secondary level which was initiated by teachers and which was of,
one or more days duration. A strike in which teachers, honored a
picket line in a work stoppage begun by non-teaching employeis was
not, included_ in our group of strikes since the work stoppage was not
over teachers' issues and concerns. We included work stoppages
which occurred on days normally scheduled for instruction as well as
those thet'occurred on planning, nrientation and in-service training
days so long as the concerted werk stoppage was by teachers over
issues of direCt concern to them.
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above criteria and the sources furnished us with a list of
158 st . 'A questionnaire was prepared which. could be reduced and
printed an,both aides of one sheet of legal-sized paper (see Appendix).
This was sent to superintendents of the districts in which strikes had
been reported. Of the 158 strikes, we received returned questionnaires
frost 129 districti, a return rate of over 81 percent.. Twenty-nine
districts did not respond.

Of the 158 strikes iodated through our sourest, Michigan had ,the
highest number with 29 strikes. Pennsylvania was second with 22
strikes. Ohio had 20, Illinois had 19 and Washington State had 10.
(For a breakdown of strikes by state, both for the 158 strikes located
apd for the-129- strikes on which' we have information from our respond-
ents; see page 16.).

ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS

Request for Third-Party Assistance

Respondents were asket whether they had requested third-party-
assistance from a list of labor-dispute-resolving institutions. Fifty-

one districts (39.5 percent O pondents) sought the,assidrance of

1111rthe courts. The most cammonl ed Form of third-party assistance was
mediation; 104 districts (80.6 percent of the total) used the services
of a mediator: This yas more than twice as many districts as had
sought court assistance. Table 1 gives the percentages of respondents
using each of the forms of dispute resolution.

Table 1

Forms of Third Party Assistance Requested

Third parties
Districts
Requesting
Assistance r

Districts
Not Requesting
Assistance

Total

Number Percentage

Court
Mediation
Factfinding

`PERB or PERCa
Arbitration
Other

51

104

41

36

17

9

39.5%
80.6
31.8
27.9
13.2

7.0

*ow

Number Percentage

78

25

88

93

112

120

60.5%.

19%4.

68.2
72.1

86.8

93.0

100.0%
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

aPublio Employee
g a 129

Relations Board or Commission

2
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Types of third-party assistance specified by respondents under
"Other" included two uses of consulting services, two of professional
negotiators, two of impasse panels, one of the state office of
education, one of the state association of school boards and one of
a citizens' group.

Administrative Options'Considered,and Used

One of the principles of equity is that injunctive relief be
granted only if no other legal remedy is available. Hence, in one of
our strike site studies, Collinsville, Illinois, the attorney for
.teachers argued in court that the board had not exhausted its legal
remedies; therefore, the injunction should not be issued. He contended
that the board could have dismissed the striking teachers; there were
20,000 surplus teachers in the state and the board could have hired
replacements from that group (Colton, 1980a). -'

We were thus interested to learn whether boards had considered,
approved or implemented administrative optioni open to them instead of
or in addition to seeking remedy in the courts.

Table 2

Use of Admimiptrative Options

Board Action Options

m m 144 W W
M W -0 W -0 ,4-4 "0 U W
M W C W C C 0 C C 0 W

i I rl= WI= '7.4 0.a .7.4 0 W W
4 8 U O. 0 U ....I 4.) U W W =
M 0 M 0 M C W M 7> 4.1

-,.4 W 7'0 W M = W M 0 0
IZ E- W F g C.; g C C.;

I-4

WO'

Approved and implemented 2( 1.6) 1( 0.3) 11( 8.9) 13(10.5) 17(13.7)
Approved, not implemented 26(20.8) 9( 7.3) 13(10.5) 18(14.5) 3( 2.4)
Not approved 22(17.6)-21(16.9) 18(14.5) 23(18.5Y 1( 0.8)
Not considered .75(60.0) 93(75.0) 82(66.1) 70(56.5)103(83.1)

125 100% 124 100% 124 100% 124 100% 124 100%

No responses: four on "Dismiss teachers", five on all other options.

If the two categories of "App'roved" are combined (approved'and
implemented, approved but not implemented), the administrative option
most often approved was the rescinding of insurance coverage; 31
districts had given assent to such action. The option with the next
highest rate of approval was that of dismilsing teachers. However,
districts seem to have viewed this as an action of last resort and

3
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as a threat; only two of the 28 districts which had approved this
option actually implemented it. Twenty-four.districts had approved
of rescinding union checkoff privileges. Unions often have an
arrangement with the scho administration that union dues will be

deducted from teachers: paychecks and transferred to the union
treasury. Recision of this arrangement during a strike is at least
an inconvenience for teachers. Finally, the option least often
approved was the suspension of teachers.

Under "Other," the option most often considered was that of pay
deduction foi days missed. This was approved by 16 districts and
actually implemented by 15 of them. In two New York state districts
where the law so mandates, teachers were penalized two days of pay for
each day out. And in an Ohio strike, teachers lost both pay for days
missed and the opportunity to make up those days. Other options
implemented in individual strikes were the revoking of leaves of
absence and the suspension of eight classified employees. One dis-

trict approved rescinding of the'grievance procedure for teachers but
did not implement this recision. Administrativt options considered
but not approved included the passing of a.resolution that "unauthor--
ized leave may result in the initiation of diellissal procedures" and,
in a VErmont strike, the statutorily permitted execution of a
unilateral contract after factfinding. If teachers had then not-
returned, they could have been dismissed..:

Board Views in Considering Court Action

A good many of our respondent districts considered using the
courts but then either did not approve or did not implement the action.
More than two-thirds, 91 districts or 70.5 percent of the total, gave
consideration to going to court but only 58 districts (45.0 percent)
formally authorized such action and only 51 districts (39.5 percent)
filed a complaint or petition requesting an injunction.

Of interest, then, is the assessment by our respondents of the
position of their board of a series of statements which a board might
weigh in considering court action. The statements were as follows:

The dispute would be,settled.before a court could effectively inter-
vene in:the dispute.

Threatening or pursuing legal action would facilitate a settlement
prior to the actual court hearings.

Threatening or pursuing legal action would result in delaying the
resolution of the dispute between the parties.

The teachers would Vide by the court's decision.
The court would grant the requested relief.,
The court's orders would be effectively enforced.

Respondents were asked whether, to tke best of their recollection,
the position of the board strongly agreed, agreed, disagreed, or
strongly disagreed with the above-statements.

4
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Table-3

Board Views on Pursuing Court Action
(As Assessed by Respondents)

Board Positions Views on Results of Court Action

Po
0,-.1 0 .0, ),

O Pc; 0 a 0 ' m ,-.1 Po s. Po PizO 0 4-4 r-e 4-4 re m a re 0 ,-.1 0
3 ,`"I 4.1 2 W 2 W 113 0 PO 0 u
O

w U .0
m
U 1:1

4
0

3 t
0 ww m u 3 '0w 0 "0 "0 u 442 2 4.1 I 4J I 40 12 W 2 W 2

O. W 2 W 2 2 I W 2 2 102 10 2 0 E-4 2 2 2 .241 .0 g R 0 3 0 m w mA c..) c..) 3 c.) ...4 c) .0

Strong agree 20.0% 5.3% 4.2% 7.4% 16.8% 14.7%
Agree 30.5 31.6 20.0 36.8 46.3 38.9
Disagree 18.9 30.5 35.8 29.5 10.5. 17.9
Strongly disagree 10.5 9.5 12.6 5.3 2.1 4.2
No position 20.0 23.2<' 27.4 21.1 24.2 24.2

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Number of cases in table = 95
Not applicable = 32
No response = 2

129

We begin, in these assessments of the positions of boards, to
gain access to the considerations which may have resulted in a decision
to go to court or to refrain from doing so. But we gain additional
clarity if the "No Position" responses are eliminated, if the catego-
ries of "Strongly agree" and "Agree" are collapsed (and the same is
done for the two "Disagree" categories), and if we sepatate those who
went to court and those who did not. The results are shown on Table 4.

One would predict that boards which went to court (filed a
complaint or petition for an injunction) would agree that court
action would facilitate settlement, that teachers would comply with
pourt orders, that the court would issue the order and that the order
would be enforced. It would be expected that they would disagree
with the statement that court action would delay resolution of the
dispute. And indeed, the preponderance of respondents in districts
which went to court answered in this fashion. v"

What is surprising is that respondents reflected that 23 boards
believed that the dispute would be settled before a court could

5
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Table 4

4
Board Views Pursuing-(ourt Action

(Eliminating "No Position")

4 .

BOard Positions Views on Results of Couft'Action

4.

0 0 0 >. >
r-I IV 0 0. 0 CO rI
O r-I '44 r-I Or0 r 0I 4.1 4.1 0 34

03
E

) 41 CJ 4 C.) 11 CO 0
CO- CO 4 CJ4r

41 m 61 r-I .1.1 r-I °J 1::,
O 34 0 34 0 0 r-I

^" -0. CU -5 0 0 o E- 0
co ..o o 3 o 3 o

4-I c.) c 3
AI ..

.

_Filed complaint mo.23e . 22.

-.AGREE
. . . C'

Did not file 25 11
Total -., 48

CA 9T)
35,

Filed complaint 21 20
DISAGREED

*
a

5 28 = 38

18 14 -22

23

34

34

17

42 . 60 51
_eermizt

sI
15 5

1
0

Did not file 7 '18 2 18 7 -4 11

Tot)28 38 33 . 21

(36.8%) (52.0%) (66 %); (44.0%) :7%) (29r2%)
,..

Total N- 7§ j3 69 r 7-5 72

(100.0%) (10.0%) (loo.oz) _(lpo.n) (100:0%) (100.0al.

1:11%
S vary because respondents reported a pipionvon some statements`

b on.o4hers. . .
.

.
"-------

,

epectively intervene but theyfil4wa complaint nevertheless. It is
palmible that, for these districts, the filing of the complaint was-in-
tended to communicate that the.boarewas-serious.about court action and

teichers.idditidnakinducement to settle out of court. Or they
have been motivated 1:), pressure from patrons as one respondent indi-

ed: "...community.pressurewill require board injunctive-action after

Onerwould also -expect thatthe preponder4pe of those who not.go
to court might'agree that the dispute would be settled before a court

could intervene and that court action would delay resolution of the
impasse. They .might bvexpected td disagree that court actior'would

.
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facilitate settlement, that teasjciers would comply with the court order,
that the court would issue the oaer and that the order would be en-
forced. That expectation is borne out in the statistics except in the
`case of those statements which have to do with the court order Those
who did not go to court believed that the court would issue the injunc-
tion (22 agreed, 7 -disagreed), and that the order would be enforced
(17 agreed, 11 disagreed). Despitethis favorable assessment of the
probabilities of-spurt action, they still did not go to court. Theke
diatricts evidently relied more heavily on, udgments that court action
would result in delay and would not facilitate settlement and/or that
their impasse would be settled before courtactioncould begin.

( Action on the R uest for Injunctive Relief

equests far injunctive relief were heard either in an ex patAg
pro eeding or in a show cause hearing or both. -An ex parte procefding

held upon the application of the board without giving teacher§ a

c ance to argue their.case or, in some instances, to be notified of 5'
the petition. In a show cause hearing, teachers have the opportunity
to argue why the injunction should not be issuer.' Of the 51 districts
which went to court with their teacher strike impasses, eight had an
ex parte heading only, 26 had a show cause hearing only and 14

an ex arte and a show_cause_hear.ing-,--There-werg-ffife-ato tal

61-22-ex parte hearings and 40 show cause hearings. In two ex parte
hearings, the request for court assistance was withdrawn before the
judge-issued a decision; this also occurred iv three show cause
hearings. This meant that judges issued decisions in 20 ex parte
hearings and in ,37 show cause hearings. Table 5 gives the results.

Table 5
Results of Court Action on Injunctive Relief

Total . Requests Decisions Pe'centType_of/Proceeding Denials Grantshearings withdrawn issued granted

'Ex parte proceedings 22 2 20 3 17 85.0%
Show cause hearifts 40 3 37 7 30 81.1%

Total 62 5 57 10 47 82.5%

The high rate of "success" here is what boards expected. Of those
taking a position, 83.3% agreed that "The court would giant the
requested relief." And in 81% and 85% of the cases, the court did so.

In 28 instances, judges issued orders restricting picketing; in 14
instances (50%), teachers complied. In 31-instances, judges

ordered teachers to return to the claSsroom; however, here teachers.
complied in only 11 instances (35.5%). In 20 districts (64.5%),
teachers defied the orders of the court. It is the latter pattern
of non-compliance whichled the Washington Star to editorialize
du ing recent teacher strike in Washington, D.C. that there is

increasing presumption that public-sector unions will defy the
co ts..." (Wasymeton Star, March 7,,1979: A14). Non-compliance with
picketing orders has relatively little effect on the community;

a
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it is administrati personnel and non-striking teachers who may be
blocked fro ant inschool property. But non - compliance with
orders to re to the classroom means that the strike continues,
now in defian of the orders of the court. From the standpoint of
the Communit ,.the situation has thus become more intractable than
it was bef e,Ifor teachers are demonstrating their resolve to
continue _air work stoppage even though acourt has determined that
equity ies with their return to the classroom. The court, hereto-
fore utral, has thus joined the board in standingin apposition to
the action of teachers. And in our group of districts, this happened
in/nearly two of every three instances in which-a judge ordered
teachers to return to work.

The. predominant response ofiboards is to turn again to the
courts for aiiistance. Of the 20 instances of non-compliance With
back-to-work orders, boards authorized contempt proceedings in 18 and
filed contempt- motions,-with the court in 16 instances. In 11 cases
(68.8 percent'of the contempt motions filed), the judge found the
teachers in contempt. In nine instances (56.3 percent of motions
filed), teachers were fined and in five instances (27.8 percent)
defendants were jailed.

------- ---the-ctrarempr-caiiiiT1 somewhat time-consuming. A motion
must be authorized by the board and then filed with the court. The'
date for a hearing on contemPt,is set, usually several days hence.
Impasses are often settled during this time period. Teachers mays be
uneasy about defiance of back-to-work orders but may refuse to comply
to acquire additional bargaining leverage. But they may be reluctant
to chaace.being found in contempt with the possibility of fines anil
and jailing in the offing. Thus, it is pospible and probable- that the
imminence of settlement reduced the number of contempt judgments
and/or mitigated the punishments considered by the jUdge. It is

nevertheless interesting that in more than one - fourth' of the cases
.p in Which contemp motions were filed, a teacher (sometimes a union

leader or leaders) or a group of teachers were jailed. This wreflects

the seriousness with which the court viewp defiance of its orders.

The court may also find teachers in contempt on its own motion.
In two additional instances in our group of work stoppages, judges
instituted such contempt prodeedings. In both cases, teachers were
fined and in one instance, teachers were jailed.

Judges may perceive that the legitimacy of, the Courts is in
qdestion in such instances. The initial work stoppage is illegal in
many states, either on the basis of statutory prohibition, case law;
or common law (see Colton, 1980d). When teachers then engage in an
illegal work stoppage and, in addition, def3, the law by continuing
their illegal activity, judges may be moved to protect the integrity
and legitimacy of the courts. Defiance has taken place on a very
public stage for teachers' strikes are usually given wide media
coverage. Strong judicial action may seem approvriate. On the other
hand, teachers are generallytlaw-abiding,citizens and perform an

8
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important iugction in the communiwvi. Jailing them may seem too
severe a remedy. Further, jailing often has the, consequences of
creating teacher martyrs'and of hardening. resistance and defiance.
Thus, too sevre a remedy may exacerbate rather than ameliorate the'
situation. It is not a simple.dilemma for the judge.

..,0'

4 The Role' of the Judge

Our sitestudj,erindicate that one reason why boards are
reluctant to take teachers to court in a work stoppage is that by
`placing the impasse in the handsjof a third party, the board may
lose control over both the process and the outcome of the case from
that point on (Graber, 1980b, 1900c). If judges would confine
themselves to ruling on the motions' brought by boards and on the
narrow qUeitions poied, the recourse to court action would seem
clearly advantageous. But in an equity action, a judge or chancellor
has considerable discretion in. seeking a solution which will balance
the equities and assist in ieso ing the impasse. Hence, from the

iipoint of ±ew of the board; a c brought to court ,may take a life
of its own. The focus in the cburtroom or in the iudgels_climection_

---- of---tire-case-isay-itentrouei -Tio,t brought by the parties or lead
to remedies-thel do not desire.

Some of our qdeations were "directed to determining the role of
the court in aspects of the case other than determining whether to
issue the injunctiOn.t Table 6 gives respondents' answers.

OD

Tabli*6-

Roli bf theCourt in Negottations

° 3 ,
Did the court: . ,..,

-,

.

-direct partiw,, to -engage' ip additional negotiations?
t.

1411pn? Prior to. ratting on hoards requ st? Yes = 7

In conjtin4ion wiehthat reques Yes = 16
. Both of tlie above? Yes = 24 4

.Yes = 25

.

-order the partied to clarify iieues? Yes = 12 .

-suggest approaches not previously considered? Yes = 9

-set up alternative or neirmeeting-iites? Yes = 11
-require the board+ do an hing elsi it had not

,
) requested? Yes,= 7

In some instances, the court appointed a representative to
II. oversee negotiations orgy the court's behalf. In one instance,. this

persod was designated a "Master of the Court." In another, it was
a state mediator. ,

9
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In several'instandes, the court specified times and places (or
both) for negotiations: In one district,

/bstead of slapping an injunction on the striking NFT,
Judge X reserved a conference' room o4 the sixth floor

the-Y County Superior Court building and ordered
the teachers and the Z Board of Education to negotiate
immediately and to give him regular progress reports.

In one distridt, the court ordered all-night bargaining while
parties were docked in the courthouse, isolated frad the press. In

another, partles,wereordered to negotiate daily from nine to five,--&.

and to submit daily reports t he court. In still another, parties
were, required to negotiate over hePLaboi Day weekend, much to the
discomfiture of the parties.

In two strikes, the court directed the boards to.fire teachers
who had been found in contempt of court. The superintendent of one
of these-districts reported that ."The chancellor has taken under
advisement damages (actual and punitive) because the Board of

,. ;cos' eac ers In this instance, court
action certainly leaato a remedy the board did not desire and which
it refused to implement, even wh4n ordered to do so by the judge.

In another district, the court requiied the board to reinstate
the contract of the previous year while negotiations continued.

41.

0

p

.Evaluation of Court Assistance

Superintendents-were asked to designate which of the following
statements best described the contribution of the court to the
resdlution of their dispute.

04 Table 7

Evaluation of Court Action

6

the court:

, was indispensable to-the resolutioll of the dispute. 11 (23.4%)

was of substintial aesistance but not indispensable. 11 (23.4%)

was of some assistance. 17 (36.2%)

was of no assistance. S (10.6%)

complicated negotiations and made resolutions difficult. 3 ( t,.4Z)

Total 47 (100.0%)

No response 4

4
1
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Of the diliricts which replied, 39 respondents felt that the
court,was of at least some'assistance; this is 83.0 percent`of the
47 respondents reporting. Nearlf half (22 of the 47) reflected that
the court was of at least substantial' assistance. On the other hand,
eight districts reflected a negative experience.

Respondents were also asked whether, if their school district
were involved in b teacher work stoppage next year, they
recommend that the board seek jadicial relief. Table 8 gives their
replies.

c
Table.8

Would Superintendents Recommedd
Court Action in Next Strike?

Response lgistricts which Districts which

Definitely yls
Probably yes
Probably no .

Defiiitely no
\

Total

I

22

19

,6

3

(44.0Z)

(38.0%)

(12.0%)

( 6.0%)

11
-

19

30

11

(15.5%)

(26.8%)

(42.2%)

(15.57)

33

38

..36

14

(27.2%)

(31.4%)

(29.8%)'

(11.6%)

50 (10040%)

.

71
,

(100.0%) 121 (100.0%)

No response = 8 (one in districtiTiptich went to court and seven in
those which did not) gr

In those districts which went to court, a substantial majority
of superinteadents'would "definitely" or "probably" recommend a
similar course of action in another strike (41 districts or 80.4
percent of those who filed a complaint)/ Given that in 81 to 85
percent df those cases, the district received an injunction either
restricting picketing or ordering the teachers back, such a fihding
is not surprising.

Similarly, one can understand the ratibnale of those superintend-
ents whose districts did not go to court in their recent strike and
who would not recommend such a course of action again Comments' by .

respondents indicate the reasoning behind sucha decision. One wrote
that the problem with going to court was that the board was concerned
over possible court attempts to enter into bargaining. Another
indicated that the board had been forced by the court to sue the
eouety commission and to eismiss.teachers, a move which the board
had resisted. Two districts' indicated that their local courts were
pro-union; in these instances,,. the request for an injunction could
well be denied. Two respondents reflected that the decision to go
to court was one of timing; recourse to court would be likely only
in a lengthy strike. AndOte respondent indicated that the decision
would depend on the strength orthe teachers' organization; "a quick

a
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injunction stops settlement in a weak unit; although community
.prossures will require board injunctive action aftar.a time." All,
of these positions are based on variables in the strike situation
and future action would depend on the,character of the next strike.

A surprising finding is that a strong minority of respondents in
districts which did not file a complaint this time. would recommend
that the board do so next time; 11 mould definitely make such a
recommendation and 19 would probably do so. Together, they comprise
30 districts or 42.2 percent of those who did not go.to court. On

the other hand, in the districts which went to court, only nine
respondents (18:0 percent) would not advise going to court next time.
Thus, dissatisfaction with the recent decision on whether to go to
court is higher among those who chose not .to go than among those who
did go.

Use of Mediator

__
In 104 districts, mediation was used in an attempt

_
to serVe-Lyre

impasse which had given rise to the teacher work stoppage. Our

study focuied on the injunctive process in the courts. Hfwever, it
is instructive to compare respondents' evaluation of mediation with
their evaluation of the court process. Table 9 gives the results.

Nl

Table 9

Comparison of Evaluation of Court Action and Mediation

Court Mediation

Third -party was:

-indispensable to resolution 11 (23.4%) 18 (17.3%)

of dispute.
-of sulostantial assistance but 11 (23.4%) 26 (25.0%)

not indispensaby.--
.

-of some assistance. 17 (36.2%) 44 (42.3%)

-of no assistance. 5 (10.6%) 8 ( 7.7%)

-complicated negotiations and . 3 ( 6.4%) 8 ( 7.7%)

made resolution more difficult.

47 (100.0%) 104 (100.0%)

No response = 4 districts on court evaluation-

'A greater percentage of respondents rated courts as indispensable
than gave mediators such a rating. In both instances, responses
clustered around the middle Value. If responses are weighted

12
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("indispensable" a 3, "of substantial assistance" - 4, etc.), the
weighted average evaluation of courts is 3.47 and that of mediation
is 3.37. The greater use of mediators thus does not appear to be
explained by a higher evaluation of this form of third-party assis-
Lance. Rather, there are legal and strategic determinants which
favor mediation. As our study of statutes shows, mediation is
specified in some states as one of the-forms of impasse resolution
which must have been exhausted before districts turn to the courts.
In other states, mediation is recommended (Colton, 198Qd). - In
addition, it is'a form of impasse resolution which leaves the deci-
eio4S and resolution of the dispute firmly' in the hands of the
parties. Mediation is a voluntary, consensual proceps and not a
coercive one with the power ofthe state behind it as is court action.
Therefore, one would expect that districts might well want to attempt
to resope the impasse with this "softer" approachsbefore turning to
the courts.

Characteristics of Strikes

_
a-deirrardrinVItg Suring stirke. -Respongents reported that 123

strikes (95.3 percent) occurred on at least some days which were
scheduled for instruction; only six strikes were not on instructional
days.

Of the 123 strikes in which instructional days were involved,
respondents reported as follows to the question whether schools

'remained open for pupil attendance:

Table 10

-Were Schools Open During the Work Stoppage?

.All schools remained open
Sctiools were closed

Some schodts remained open
Schools were opened and closed

at different times. I

Number Percent
39 31.7
57 46.3
5 4.1

22 17.9

123 100.0

Not applicable si 6

In nearly half the strikes (46.3 percent), Schools were closed.
In the rest,.schools were open at least part of the time. The most
common pattern in this group was to keep all schools open (31.7
percent of the cases),,thereby necessitating the hiring of substitutes
for striking teachers and/or the use of administrative personnel in
the classroom.

4.-
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Leath of strike. The length of the strikes is measured in

instructional days; More than half of the strikes surveyed were five
days in length or shorter. Fifteen were one day strikes. Exactly

__ZS-percent were 10 days or shorter. The longest were two fifty-day
strikes. The breakdown of strike duration is given in Table 11. -

Table 11

Strike Duration
NB

Number of Days .

, -

0 - 5 days
6 - 10 days
11 - 15 days
16 - 20 days
21 - 25 days

26 -21J4EVE

Number off Strtkes

-J
63

27-

11

12
,

2

1

4.

Percent

52:5

22.5
9.2

10.0
1.7

0.8
0.0

0.8
0.8

1.7

31 - 35 days
36 - 40. days

41 ,- 45 days

46 - 50%days

0

1

1

2

120 .100.0

No response = 9

There were a total number of h2 strike days in the 120 strikes
for an average strike length of 8.27 days.

Respondents were asked-whether their district had experienced
other teacher initiated work stoppages. Twenty-seven had had one

previous strike, nine had had two, and ten had had more thin two

for a total of-46 previous strikes. The earliest of these had

occurred in 1967. More than half (27 of the 46 or 58.7 percent) had
occurred in the last five years, 1974 to 1978. Some limited infor-
matilpts available on the length of previous'strikes., It is

interesting to compare this with the length of the strikes in our

survey- (see Table 12) .

Prom this information, it would appear that strikes are gettpg_
longer; however, this can be nothing more than Sh interesting hypo-
thesis to testsince the number of previous strikes is small and
does now constitute a random sample.

14
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Table 12

Average Length of Recent and Previous Strikes

Year(i] Strikes Number 'Average Length

1978-1979 Strikes in our survey 120 8.27 days
Previous strikes (beginning with

most recent strike):
1967-1978 Strike No. 1 19 7.63 dais
1964-1972 Strike No. 2 11 4.91 days
1964-1971 Strike No. 3 7 2.71 days

Third-party plaintiffs. While the:interests of students and'
pareits are directly affected by a teacher strike, they seldom appear
in court except as spectatbrs. Traditipnally, courts have held that
they 'do nit hive mndlictg.to,appear as parties to an injunction action.
Boards have a statutory duty to provide for the education of children
and they hire teachers to-provide instruction. The labor dispute is-
between these parties.

However, there have been limited instances in which either
parents or students have been allowed to participate, either las

third-party plaintiffs or as interested parties (see Colton, 1980c
and 1980b). Respondents report that 10 districts, parents became
a party to the action and in three diStricts,, students did so. In
one of the districts, both parents and students became a party to the
action.

Characteristics of Districts

Demographic characteristics of districts are incldded below:

I!
Number of teachers. The smallest district had 20 teachers; the

largest had 13,000. The breakdown by categories follows in Tabl' 13.

Teachers in 103 districts (86.6 percent ofthose reporting) ere
affiliated with the National Education Ass,ciation; in 13 distriAl
(10.9 percent) teachers belonged to the'American Federation of Teacher
Teachers. In three districts, affiliation was with some other group.'
And for ten districts, no information on professional association or
union affiliation was 'available.

15
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Table 13

Number of Teachers

Category Number of,Districts Percent of Total

0 - .100 teachers , 22 17.2
101 - 200 teachers 34 16.6
201 - 300 teachers' 21 16.4
301 - 400 teachers 13 10.1

-.' 401 - 500 teachers 7 5.5
501 - 1,000 teachers 11 8.6

1,001 - 5,000 teachers 15 11.7

5,001 - 13,000 teachers 5 3.9

14 128' 100.0 dr

Missing observation = one district

4

V

-or strict can tfe--further-areertritme-by-the-tialTeir-b-f--------*------
. students . The smallest district reporting had 246 students; the
largest had 259,222 students. Table 14 gives some indicarivii of the
effect of size of district on whether the district considered taking
their teacher work stoppage to court.

Table 14

Number of Students as Related to
Consideration of Court Action

Number of Students
Number of
Districts

Percent of
Total

Considered Did Not
Court Consider Court

N of Districts

1 r 299 P `,
i

0.8
i

0( 0.0%) 1 k 2.8%)

300 - 599 1 0.8 0 ( 0.0%) 1 ( 2.8Z)'

600 - 999 8 6.3 4 ( 4.4%) 4 (11.1%)

1,000 - 2,499 21 16.5 '12 (13.3%) 9. (25.0%)

2,500 - 4,999 37 29.1 28 (31.1%) 9 (25.0%)

5,000 - 9,999 31 24.4 25 (27.8%) 5 (13.9%)

1b,000 - 24,999 15 11.8 12 (13.3%) 3 U-3%)
25,000 - 259,222 13 1"o.2. 9 (10.0%) 4 (11.1%)

127 99.9a 90 (99.9%) 36 (100.0%)
(71.4%) (28.6%)

Number of missing observations:
2 districts fOr number of studenti
3 distlicts for consideration of court action

aRoudding errors

16
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There was no consideration of going to court in the two smalle ;t
districts with less than 599 students. Further, based on the
percentage of their category, diptricts with less than 2,499 students
were less likely to have considered going to court (only 4.4 percent
and 13.3 percent of districts of from 600 to 2,499 student considered
going to court as compared with 11.1 percent and 25.0 percent of
diitricts who did not consider court action). However, in all dis-
tricts with from 2,500 to 24,999 students, distiicts were more likely
to consider court action. It is interestingo note that even in the
group of largest districts, there were still four districts which did
not consider court action.

Location of Strikes

Table 15

Location of Strikes by State.

by State Through Sources

Michigan '29

Pennsylvania 22

Ohio 20

Illinois 19

I Washington . 10

Indiana 9

New Jersey 9

California '8

Massachusetts 4

Maine 3',

New York
Oregon
Vermont
Connecticut
Louisiana

3

3

3

2

. 2

Missouri - 2

Rhode Island 2

Tennessee . 2

Arizona 1

ashington D. C. 1
I

Return
Questionna

No

es Returns

26 3

15 7

17 3

17 2

9 1

7 2

7 2

7 1

2 ,

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 0

2 0

1 1

2 0

2
, 0

1 0

1 0

Delaware 1 1 0
..Idaho 1 0 . 1

Kentucky 1 1 0

Minnesota 1 . 1 0

il
158 strikes 129 strikes 29 strikes
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WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
IN ST LOUIS

'3 .

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF LAW IN EDUCATION

.

The Center for thle Study of Law in Education at Washington University is
conducting a study of third-party Involvement in teacher wo4 stoppages., Our
records indicate that the school district of which you are Superintendent was
involved in a teacher work stoppage during_ the 1978-1979school year. Your
response to the enclosed questionnaire will help us create an information base
which will contribute to the improvement of public policy and practice
concerning future teacher work stoppages.

Our project is funded under a grant.>from the National Institute of
Education, a division of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. In

addition to analysis Of data from this questionnaire, other aspects of the
project include categorizing and comparing-state collective bargaining statutes,
reviewing'court decitions on requests to enjoin teacher work stoppages, and
conducting in-depth field studies_of teacher work stoppages in eight states
throughout the nation. In order to give a useful and accurate reflection of
third-party Issistance in su work stoppages, it is important to receive
responses from all quest onnaire recipients.

In keeping with the conventions of social scientific research, we will
maintain the confidentiality of information which we receive from you. Data
from the questionnaire will be aggregated statistically so that individual
districts cannot be identified. Any written comments you may want to make
and we invite such comments) will be used in such a fashion that they will
not be traceable to any individual or to a specific strike site.

Please return the completed questionnaire to us in the enclosed'self-
addressed, stamped envelope. (If your school district has not been involved in ,)
a teacher work stoppage, we apologize for having sent you this letter and
questionnaire. To insure that you do not receive further-communications from
us, please write your name and address on the questionnaire,' print "NO STRIKE"
on the top of the questionnaire, and send this back to us in the enclosed
self-addressed, stamped envelope.)

If you have any queStions concerning the project or the questionnaire,
please do not hesitate to write or call us (collect): The usefulness of this
study to you and others concerned with teacher work stoppages depends on the
return of the questionnaire. We will'provide all respondents with a short
summary of our findings at the conclusion of the project.

Our most sincere thanks for your cooperation!

DLC:' bbw
Enclosure

Sincerely,'

David L. Colton, Director

18 4 3

Washington University / Campus Box 1183 / St,Louis, Mo. 63130 (314) 889-6722^
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WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
IN ST LOUIS

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF LAW IN EDUCATION

Washington University / Campus EVA 1183 / St. Louis, Mo. 63130 (314) 889-6722

In answering this questionnaire, please place an X in
indicate your response to our Oustions.

Please indicate whether the school board in your district
any of the following:

Court
Pact-finding commission or
Mediator
Arbitrator
Public EmplaYees Relations
Other (Plea e i0ecify)

alb

group

Board (PERK) or Commission

the blank spaces provided to

requested third-party assistance from

Did the t work stoppage encompass any days originally scheduled for pupil instruction?

If YES, phase continue with question 3.
If NO, please skip to question 4.

9

3. Please place an X next to the one description which best describes whether schools in your
district remained open for pupil-attendance during tR-Teacher work stoppage.

All schools remained open.

Some schools remained open.

Schools we closed.'

Schools were opened and closed at different times.

4. Below is a list of options that are sometimes =side by school boards when they'have been
faced with a work stoppage by the teachers. Please indicate whether the options were approved and
implemented (A6I) by the school boat, approved but not implemented (A), not approved (NA),
or not considered (NC).

Dismiss teachers
Suspend teachers

) ( ) ( ) Rescind teachers' union checkoff privileges
) ( ) ( ) "Rescind insurance coverage
) ( ) ( ) Other (Please specify)

S.

YES NO
Did the school
teacher work

board ever use or consider using the assistance of the court in dealing with the
stoppage?

( ) ( )

If YES, please continue with question 6.
If NO, please skip to quistion 15.

6. Below is a-list of.statements which reflect school board views about pursuing court action. Please
indicate, to the best of your recollection, whether the position of the board was that it strontly
agreed (SA) with the statement, agreed (A), disagreed (D), strongly disagreed (SD), or ihether the
board had mpollition (NP) regardiiiiThe statement.

D SD NP

F.-.= AN.

The dispute would be settled before a court could effectively intervene in the dispute.
Threatening or pursuing legal action would facilitate a settlement prior to the actual court

hearings.
Threatening o; purpuing8Tegal action would result in delaying the resolution of the dispute

between the parties.
The teachers would abide by the court's decision.
The court would grant the requested relief.
The court's orders would be effectively enforced.

19 438
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7. Did the
YES No
C).( )

8.

YESsN3
)

;.!

r
.rft01

4

. -

formally authorize the option of .pursuing court action?

injunction filed.wi&the court? $k*

please
If AO, please

tinus with question 9.
kip to question ZS.

9. -How,fer into the legal s'did the school board's request for injuictive relief proceed?

a. Did fhaboard.request that, the judge consider its complaint or petition x arts (that is,
YES Mt. without giving the teachers an opportunity to argue the opposite position prior to the judge's
( ) ( ) order)?
If W -Did the judge issue the order? Yes

411s ND b.

(at)
If YES: Did

lo. Did
YES Xi ti

C ) O a.
If YES: Did
lgs

: rad

No Request withdrawn

Was there a court e(that is, both parties
board's request forlilegal action?
the judge issuetherorder? Teas ---*-No

,

any of the court's orders:

argued their positions)cto consider the

Request withdrawn

restrain ,picketing?

the teaciprs comply with the picketing, order? Yes NoC
require the teachers to return to the classroan and/or terminate their work stoppage?
the teachers comply with the order? ____2fes -No

11. Did tilorschool board, at any time, authorize isonStitutinucontempi proceedings against the .teachers?
YES 43
( ) ( )

If 71::. Were any tobtemptmotions filed?
. °P

12.

'YES NO

( ) ( )

If YES:

, .

Yes No v,,
.

If YES: Did tie court d any teachers in contempt of court?
Were fifes assessed? Yes - No I
MILS anyone imprisoned? Yes 7.."-Th1:1

430i
Did the judge, on the comat's.own initiative, institute penalties for failure to comply with a court order
despite the absence.of a request from the

e
school board?

API

4

*11

Pine fines assessed?
Wa! anyone imprisoned?

13. Did the court:
YES 10

Yes No

ref No

( ) ( ) direct the parties to engage in additional negotiations?
riot to acting on the bbard's request for relief? .

If YES: Wks it
In conjunction with granting the board's request for relief?

1 ) .1td,x the parties to larify the issues they were advancing before the court?
( ) ( ) suggest approaches' d resolutions to the issues not previously considered by the parties?
( ) ( ) set up an alrernat e or neutral-meeting site for the parties?'"
( ) (') require the school board to do anything else that it had not requested? (Please specify)

( ) ( Other (Please spec fy)
,

14. Which it.fhe one s4ate ment which best describse the contribvticn of the court-in resolving the dispute
between the Oral ? .

IP
The'court 'vas indispensablvo the resolution of the dlute.
The tou;t vu OffUbstantial assistance but was not inaipensable.

-Jr-- The court vu ofAmis assiscmce.
The court vas of assistance.

The cqprt complicated the negotiations and made the resolution of the dispute more difficult.---r-

IS. If your school district was; the board seek judicial

Definitely yis

, $

involved in a teacher work stoppege again next.year,..would you recommend that
f?

robably'yes Probably' no Daficitely no

29, 439
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16. Sometimei third-pirty" piaintiffs enter injunction proceedings., In your district:
YES N,
( ( ) jad any parent (or parent group) become party to any court action?

( ) Did any student (or student groupLbecome party to any court action?

17.1 Was a mediatorinvolvedr in attempting to seiiIe the work stoppage?
( ) (')

If Ip, please continue with qwstion 18.
If MO, please skip to questionin,

18. What type .of mediator ums int Fwd?
Federal State' Priveui party

19. Did the mediator:
YES NO
( ) ( ) clarify issues presented rties?
( ) ( ) advance approaches not previous y onsidered by -the parties?
( ) ( ) usist in conducting a bargoi4ng nit election?
( ) ( ) provide a neutral site for the\part is to meet?
( ) ( ) serve'es a spokesperson to the kegs for the parties?

a

( ),( ) help set up an ongoing grievance,OTocedurg for use after the work stoppage ended?
( ) ( ) Other? (Please specify)

'20. Which is the-one statement which best describes the contribution of the mediator in resolving the dispute
between the pi"'Ties?

The :mediator was ndispinsable to the resolution of the dispute.
The mediator was f substantial assistance but was not indispensable.
The mediator was of some assistance.
The :mediator was,of no assistance.

The mediator complicated the negotiations and made the resolution of the dispute more difficult.

21. We would appreciate knowing the name and address ,of the chief attorney for the school board so that we may
contact him or her for aaditional legal information.

' NemeN:
Address:

a
22. Has your school district ever, experienced other teacher initiated work stoppages?

YES NO
)

4110IPTOU:
leo

How many other teacher initiated work stoppages have there been in your district?
1 2 more than 2

ell'

. 4;
Please indicate the xlsr: of the-Most recent teacher.initiated work stopppge prior,to the 1978-1979
school year. 19

id

606 4

Your name and title

Sdhool district

Please feel free eb use another piece of paper to expand or _clarify any of your answers or to provide us
with additional pertinent information which vi have not asked lip elsewhere in this questionnaire. Thank
you for filling out this questionnaire. A self-addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed for your

110 °or:I:T./nog.

. 0.

Po
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FOOTNOTES

}This report was prepared by Edith E.'Graber with the assistance of
Alan Tomkins, Mary Ann: Campbell and Alan Frelich.
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